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B - Browse Member

If you select option B, you must specify a partitioned data set and a member
name. The specified member is displayed in Browse mode. You can use all

the Browse commands. When you end Browse by entering the END
command, the Library Utility panel is displayed again.

C - Compress Data Set

If you select option C, you can specify any partitioned data set. The

compress is accomplished by invoking either of the following:

• The lEBCOPY utility

• An optional compress request exit routine, which can be specified by

your installation.

P - Print Member

If you select option P, you must specify a partitioned data set and a member

name. A source listing of the member is recorded in the ISPF list data set.

Note: If any members are to be printed, the data set characteristics must

conform to those for the L option.

X - Print Index Listing

If you select option X, you must specify either a DASD-resident sequential

or partitioned data set. The index listing is recorded in the ISPF list data

set. For a partitioned data set, the index listing includes general

information about the data set followed by a member list. For a sequential

data set, the index listing includes general information only. See:

* • Figure 186 on page 341 and Figure 187 on page 342.1 for examples of the

* regular index listing format for source libraries and load libraries,

* respectively. In these types of listings, the 1st extent quantity,

* secondary quantity, current allocation, and current utilization sizes are

* shown in tracks for data sets that are allocated in bytes, kilobytes, or

* megabytes on a volume that is not managed by the Storage Management
^ Subsystem.

* • Figure 186.1 on page 342 and Figure 187.1 on page 342.2 for examples of

* the index listing format for source libraries and load libraries,

* respectively, on Storage Management Subsystem volumes. In these

* index listings, the management, storage, and data classes used are

* shown under the GENERAL DATA heading. Also, the 1st extent

* quantity, secondary quantity, current allocation, and current utilization

* sizes can be shown in bytes, kilobytes, or megabytes, in addition to

* tracks, blocks, or cylinders. See “M - Enhanced Data Set Allocation”

* on page 114.3 if you need more information.
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Note: If PDF was entered in TEST mode, the listing also includes TTR
data for each member of the data set. This data is the track and
record address, where the members reside on the volume.

R - Rename Member

If you select option R, you must specify a partitioned data set and member
name. You must also specify a new member name in the NEWNAME field.

L - Print Entire Data Set

If you select option L, you must specify either a DASD-resident sequential

or partitioned data set. The allowable data set characteristics are the same
as for Browse, except that data sets with a logical record length greater

than 300 characters are not printed. Also, the data should not contain any

printer control characters. Use the Hardcopy utility (3.6) to print data sets

that contain printer control characters. A source listing of the complete

data set (including all members of a partitioned data set), preceded by an

index listing, is recorded in the ISPF list data set.

D - Delete Member

If you select option D, you must specify a partitioned data set and member
name.

I - Data Set Information

If you select option I, the location, characteristics, and current space

utilization of the specified data set are displayed (Figure 38). For

sequential data sets, options I and S display the same information.

data set inforkmtion
COM^ND = = = >

DATA SET NAME: I SPFDEMO .MYL I B . PL I

GENERAL DATA: CURRENT ALLOCATION;
Vo t ume serial : D00163 A 1 1 oca ted b 1 ocks

;

3

Device type: 3350 A 1 1 ocated extents: 1

Organ i za t i on

:

PO Max I mum dir. blocks: 30
Reco rd forma t

:

VB
Record length: 255
B t ock size: 6160 CURRENT UTILIZATION:
1 3 1 extent b i ocks

:

3 Used blocks: 3

Secondary blocks: 5 Used extents: 1

Used dir. blocks: 1

Great ion dote

:

1986/10/01 Number of members: 1

Exp i rot I on date

:

none***

V ^

y

Figure 38. Library Utility - Data Set Information
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Library Utility (Option 3.1)

The Allocated blocks and Used blocks fields can vary, depending on the

value that was specified in the SPACE UNITS field when you allocated the

data set. For example, the preceding panel shows what the Data Set

Information panel would look like if the data set was allocated by

specifying BLOCKS in the SPACE UNITS field.

The 1st extent quantity, secondary quantity, current allocation, and current

utilization sizes are shown in tracks for data sets that are allocated in

bytes, kilobytes, or megabytes on a volume that is not managed by the

Storage Management Subsystem. See “Information for Managed Data Sets”

if you need more information.

Information for Managed Data Sets

Figure 38.1 shows the information that is displayed for data sets that reside

* on Storage Management Subsystem volumes when the directory block

* information is available.

DATA SET INFORMATION
COMWVND = = = >

DATA SET NAME; I SPFDEMO . MYL I B . PL

i

GENERAL DATA: CURRENT ALLOCATION;

Monagement Class: Ml Al ! ocated k i 1 obytes

Storage C 1 ass ; SI At 1 ocated extents :

Vo 1 ume serial : D00163 Maximum dir. blocks

Device type: 3350
Data Class: D1 CURRENT UTILIZATION:

Organ i za t i on

:

PO Used k i ! obytes

:

Record forma t

:

VB Used extents:

Record length; 255 Used dir, b 1 ocks :

B 1 ock size: 6160 Number of members:

1st extent k i I oby tes

:

3

Secondary kilobytes: 5

Great Ion date

;

1987/12/02
Exp i ra t i on date

:

***NONE***

3
1

30

Figure 38.1. Library Utility - Information for Managed Data Sets

* The major difference between this information and the information that is

* displayed for data sets on non-managed volumes is the addition of the

* following classes:

* • Management class

* • Storage class

* • Data class.

* Also, the 1st extent quantity, secondary quantity, current allocation, and

* current utilization sizes can be shown in bytes, kilobytes, or megabytes, in

* addition to tracks, blocks, or cylinders. See “M - Enhanced Data Set

* Allocation” on page 114.3 for information about allocating data sets using

* the classes listed above.

* Figure 38.2 on page 106 shows the information that is displayed for

* managed data sets when the directory block information is not available.
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DATA SET INFORMATION
COMMAND = = = >

DATA SET NAME: ! SPFDEMO . MYL I B . PL I

GENERAL DATA:
Management Class: Ml

Storage C 1 ass

:

SI

Vo i ume serial

:

D00163
Device type: 3350

Data Cl ass

:

01

Organ I za t i on

:

PO
Record format

:

VB
Record length: 255
S 1 ock size: 6160
1st extent k i 1 oby tes

:

3

Secondary kilobytes: 5

CURRENT ALLOCATION:
Allocated kilobytes; 3

A I I ocated extents: 1

Maximum dir. blocks: 0 *

CURRENT UTILIZATION:
Used k i 1 oby tes : 3

Used extents: 1

Used dir. b I ocks : 0 *

Number of members: 0 *

Creation date: 1987/12/04
Expiration date: ***(\J0NE***

* Directory is unavailable.

Figure 38.2. Library Utility - Information for Managed Data Sets with No
Directory Block Information

S - Data Set Information (Short)

If you select option S, information about the selected data set is displayed.

The information displayed by option S is the same information displayed by

option S of the Data Set utility (3.2), but it differs from option I in two

respects.- Information for partitioned data sets, when displayed by option S,

lacks the number of maximum and used directory blocks, and the number of

members. For sequential data sets, options I and S display the same

information. Figure 39 shows a short format example of data set

information for a partitioned data set.

data set INFORMATION
CONfMND ===> _

DATA SET NAME: ISPFDEMO .NfTL I B . PLI

GENERAL DATA: CURRENT ALLOCATION:
Vo 1 ume serial

:

D00163 A i 1 ocated b t ocks

:

3
Device type: 3350 A 1 1 ocated extents

:

1

Organ i zat ion

;

PO
Record format

:

VB
Record length; 255
B 1 ock size: 6160 CURRENT UTILIZATION:
1st extent blocks: 3 Used blocks: 3

Secondary blocks: 5 Used extents: 1

Crea t ion date

:

1986/10/01
Exp I rat ion date

:

* » *N0NE***

Figure 39. Library Utility - Data Set Information (Short)
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Library Utility (Option 3.1)

The Allocated blocks and Used blocks fields can vary, depending on the

value that was specified in the SPACE UNITS field when you allocated the

data set. For example, the preceding panel shows what the short format of

the Data Set Information panel would look like if the data set was allocated

by specifying BLOCKS in the SPACE UNITS field.

The 1st extent quantity, secondary quantity, current allocation, and current

utilization sizes are shown in tracks for data sets that are allocated in

bytes, kilobytes, or megabytes on a volume that is not managed by the

Storage Management Subsystem. See ‘‘Information (Short) for Managed

Data Sets'’ if you need more information.

Information (Short) for Managed Data Sets

Figure 39.1 shows the short form of the information that is displayed for

data sets that reside on Storage Management Subsystem volumes.

DATA SET INFORMATION
COMMAND = = = > „

DATA SET NAME: ISPFDEMO .MYL IB . PLI

GENERAL DATA: CURRENT ALLOCATION:
Management Class: Ml A I I oca ted k i I oby

t

Storage C 1 ass

:

SI A I I ocated extents
Vo 1 ume serial : D00163
Device type: 3350

Data Cl ass

:

D1 CURRENT UTILIZATION:
Organ i za t ion

:

PO Used k i I oby tes

:

Record format: VB Used extents:
Record length: 255
B 1 ock size: 6160
1st extent k i 1 oby tes

:

3

Secondary kilobytes; 5

Creation date; 1987/12/02
Exp i ration date: NONE***

Figure 39.1. Library Utility - Information (Short) for Managed Data Sets

The major difference between this information and the information that is

displayed for data sets on non-managed volumes is the addition of the

following classes:

• Management class

• Storage class

• Data class.

Also, the 1st extent quantity, secondary quantity, current allocation, and

current utilization sizes can be shown in bytes, kilobytes, or megabytes, in

addition to tracks, blocks, or cylinders. See “M - Enhanced Data Set

Allocation” on page 114.3 for information about allocating data sets using

the classes listed above.
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Data Set Utility (Option 3.2)

When you select this option, a panel is displayed that allows you to specify

a data set and show an action to be done (Figure 40).

data set utility
OPTION ===> „

A - At locate new data set
R - Rename entire data set
0 - Delete entire data set
blank - Data set information

ISPF LIBRARY:
PROJECT — > ISPFDEMO
GROUP ===> MYLIB
TYPE = = = > PL I

OTHER PARTITIONED OR SEQUENTIAL DATA SET:
DATA SET NAME -“=>

VOLUME SERIAL — *> (If not cataloged, required for option "C"!)

DATA SET PASSWORD ===> (If password protected)

C - Catalog data set
U - Uncatclog data set
S - Data set information (short)
M - Enhanced data set allocation

Figure 40. Data Set Utility Panel

Data Facility Product (DFP) Version 3 Release 1 must be installed and

available for option M to appear on this panel. Also, the Storage

Management Subsystem must be active. See “M - Enhanced Data Set

Allocation” on page 114.3 for information about managed data sets.

All the fields on the Data Set Utility panel are explained in

Chapter 2, “Libraries and Data Sets.” For options A and M, you can

specify any DASD-resident sequential or partitioned data set. For the other

options, you can specify any DASD-resident data set that is not VSAM.

The following sections describe the options shown on the Data Set Utility

panel.

I

A - Allocate New Data Set

I

Use option A to allocate a new data set. You must do the following:

i

• Enter one of the following:

I

- An ISPF library name in the PROJECT, GROUP, and TYPE fields

I

- An “other” partitioned or sequential data set name in the DATA
j

SET NAME field.

I

See Chapter 2, “Libraries and Data Sets” if you need help entering

i the ISPF library name or the data set name.

• If you entered an ISPF library name, the value in the VOLUME
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Data Set Utility (Option 3.2)

However, if you entered an ‘‘other” data set name, you can specify the
volume on which to allocate the data set in the VOLUME SERIAL
field. You should not enter a volume serial if you want to do one of the
following:

- Use the authorized default volume
- Enter a generic unit address in the GENERIC UNIT field on the

Allocate New Data Set panel.

See ‘‘Volume Serials” on page 32 if you need more information about
volume serials.

• If your ISPF libraries and data sets are password-protected, enter the
password in the DATA SET PASSWORD field. See “Using Data Set
Passwords” on page 49 if you need more information about data set

passwords.

• Press the ENTER key.

A panel is displayed to allow you to specify data set allocation values

(Figure 41).

COMMAND ===>
ALLOCATE NEW DATA SET

DATA SET NAME; NEWPROJ .MASTER . ASM

VOLUME SERIAL
GENERIC UNIT
SPACE UNITS
PRIMARY QUANTITY
SECONDARY QUANTITY
DIRECTORY BLOCKS
RECORD FORMAT
RECORD LENGTH
BLOCK SIZE
EXPIRATION DATE

===> TRACK
= = = > 2
= = -> 1

- = = > 1

F8
===> 80
===> 3120
==-> 87/05/24

(Blank for authorized default volume)
(Generic group name or unit address)
(BLKS, TRKS. or CYLS)
( I n above units)
( I n above units)
(Zero for sequential data set)

(YY/MV/DD,
YY.DDD In Julian form,
DODD for retention period in days
or b I ank

)

( * Only one of these fields may be specified)

Figure 41. Allocate New Data Set Panel - Two-digit Year Support

When you press the ENTER key with this panel displayed, the new data set

is allocated and cataloged. Entering the END command returns you to the

previous panel without allocating the data set.

An optional installation exit, the data set allocation exit, can control all

data set creation, deletion, allocation, and deallocation done directly by

PDF. This does not include allocations done by ISPF, the TSO ALLOCATE
command, or other TSO commands. See Installation and Customization for

more information about the data set allocation exit.
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Default values are provided for the fields in Figure 41 on page 109, except

for expiration date, based on which of the following occurred most recently:

• What you last entered on this panel

• The last display data set information request (option 3.1, 3.2, or 3.4).

You can type over the displayed defaults if you want to change them. The

following is a list of the fields on this panel and their definitions.

VOLUME SERIAL
The volume serial of the direct access volume that is to contain

the data set. This field overrides the VOLUME SERIAL field on

the Data Set Utility panel. You should not enter a volume serial

if you want to do one of the following:

• Use the authorized default volume

• Enter a generic unit address in the GENERIC UNIT field.

If DFP Version 3 Release 1 is installed and available, and the

Storage Management Subsystem is active, your data set

allocation request can have one of the following possible results if

you specify a volume serial:

• If your installation has defined a default storage class, the

data set may be allocated on either the specified volume or a

different volume.

• If your installation has not defined a default storage class, the

data set allocation may fail if you specify a volume that is

managed by the Storage Management Subsystem.

GENERIC UNIT
The generic unit address for the direct access volume that is to

contain the data set, such as 3330, 3350, 3380, and so forth. This

field overrides the VOLUME SERIAL field on the Data Set

Utility panel. Therefore, you should leave this field blank if you

want to do one of the following:

• Use the authorized default volume

• Enter a volume serial in the VOLUME SERIAL field.

Notes:

1. Leave both the VOLUME SERIAL and GENERIC UNIT
fields blank to allow ISPF to select an eligible volume.

Eligibility is determined by the '‘uniU information in your user

entry in the TSO User Attribute Data Set (UADS).

2. At some installations, you are limited to eligible volumes (see

note 1) even when an explicit volume serial is specified. At

other installations you can specify any mounted volume. This

is an installation option.
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3. To allocate a data set to a 3850 virtual volume, you must also

have MOUNT authority, gained by using the TSO ACCOUNT
command.

SPACE UNITS
Any of the following:

i
TRACK Tells PDF that the amounts entered in the next

two fields are expressed in tracks.

I

CYLINDER Tells PDF that the amounts entered in the next

two fields are expressed in cylinders.

i

BLOCK Tells PDF that the amounts entered in the next

two fields are expressed in blocks.

PRIMARY QUANTITY
i

The primary allocation quantity in tracks, cylinders, or blocks, as

indicated in the SPACE UNITS field. This number can be zero

i

for sequential data sets, but must be greater than zero for PDSs.

j

Also, if the primary quantity is zero, the secondary quantity must
I be greater than zero.

SECONDARY QUANTITY
The secondary allocation quantity in tracks, cylinders, or blocks,

as indicated in the SPACE UNITS field. This quantity is

allocated when the primary quantity is insufficient.

DIRECTORY BLOCKS
I

Enter one of the following:

I
•For partitioned data sets, you must specify the number of

directory blocks. Each 256-byte block accommodates the

following number of directory entries:

— Data sets with ISPF statistics: 6

- Data sets without ISPF statistics: 21

I

— Load module data sets: 4 to 7, depending on attributes.

!

• For sequential data sets, set this field to zero.

RECORD FORMAT
I

Any valid combination of the following codes:

j
F Fixed-length records.

I

V Variable-length records.

I

U Undefined format records.

I

B Blocked records.

I

A ASA printer control characters.
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M Machine code printer control characters.

S Standard (for F) or spanned (for V); use only with

sequential data sets.

T Track-overflow feature.

Notes:

1. You must enter either F, V, or U.

2. You can specify S and T, but ISPF does not otherwise support

them.

RECORD LENGTH
The logical record length, in bytes, of the records to be stored in

the data set.

BLOCK SIZE
The block size, also called physical record length, of the blocks to

be stored in the data set. Use this field to specify how many bytes

of data to put into each block, based on the record length. For

example, if the record length is 80 and the block size is 3120, 39

records can be placed in each block.

Note: The record length and block size are verified to be

consistent with the record format, as defined in OSIVS2

MVS Data Management Services Guide. If you need to use

non-standard characteristics, use the TSO ALLOCATE
command.

EXPIRATION DATE
Lets you protect valuable data by specifying a date, in your

national language, when the data set may be deleted. If you try

to delete an unexpired data set, PDF displays two panels: a

Confirm Delete panel, followed by a Confirm Purge panel. See

“D - Delete Entire Data Set” on page 114.1 for more information

about deleting unexpired data sets.

Four-digit year support is provided in the MVS/SP Version 2

Release 2 and MVS/XA Data Facility Product (DFP) Version 2

Release 3 operating systems. If you have this support, you will

see the panel shown in Figure 42 on page 113 instead of the panel

shown in Figure 41 on page 109.
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ALLOCATE NEW DATA SET

DATA SET NAME: NEWPROJ .MASTER . ASM

VOLUME SERIAL
GENERIC UNIT
SPACE UNITS
PRIMARY QUANTITY
SECONDARY QUANTITY
DIRECTORY BLOCKS
RECORD FORMAT
RECORD LENGTH
BLOCK SIZE
EXPIRATION DATE

TRACK

FB
80
3120
1987/05/24

(Blank for authorized default volume)
(Generic group name or unit address) *

(BLKS, TRKS, or CYLS)
( I n aoove units)
( I n above uni ts

)

(Zero for sequential data set)

(YY/MVI/DD, YYYY/MVI/DD,
YY.DDD, YYYY.DDD In Julian form.
DDDD for retention period In days
or blank)

( Only one of these fields may be specified)

Figure 42. Allocate New Data Set Panel - Four-digit Year Support

An expiration date is not required, but if you enter one it should
be in one of the following formats:

YY/MM/DD, YYYY/MM/DD
Date shown in year, month, and day, or your equivalent

national format. The maximum expiration date allowed

is:

• 99/12/31 for a two-digit year

• 2155/12/31 for a four-digit year,

YY.DDD, YYYY.DDD
Date shown in Julian format, such as 86.045 for

February 14, 1986. The maximum expiration date

allowed is:

• 99.365 for a two-digit year
• 2155.365 for a four-digit year.

You can specify a DDD value of up to 366 if the YY or

YYYY value represents a leap year.

DDDD The number of days, starting with the creation date,

after which the data set can be deleted. DDDD has a

range of 0 to 9999.
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C - Catalog Data Set

If you select option C, the specified data set is cataloged. For this option,

v'ou must specify the volume serial on which the data set resides, regardless

of whether the data set is specified as project, library, and type, or as

another data set name. The data set must reside on the specified volume.

* Cataloging Managed Data Sets

* The preceding instructions for cataloging data sets do not apply to data sets

* that reside on Storage Management Subsystem volumes. These data sets

* are automatically cataloged when you allocate them. They cannot be

* cataloged by using option C.

R - Rename Entire Data Set

If you select option R, a panel is displayed to allow you to enter the new

data set name (Figure 43). Type the new data set name and press the

ENTER key to rename, or enter the END command to cancel. Either

action returns you to the previous panel.

RENAME DATA SET

CONWAND -- = >

DATA SET NAME; ISPFDEMO . XXX .COBOL

VOLUME; 010901

ENTER NEW NAME BELOW: (The data set wilt be recataloged.)

ISPF LIBRARY:
PROJECT ===>

GROUP ===>

TYPE --=>

OTHER PARTITIONED OR SEQUENTIAL DATA SET:

DATA SET NAME =-->
’ NEWPROJ . DEVEL . COBOL

Figure 43. Rename Data Set Panel

If you specify a volume serial for a data set to be renamed, PDF checks to

see whether the data set is cataloged on that volume. If it is, the rename

panel prompts you to specify whether to recatalog the data set. The

displayed default for that field is YES. If you specify a volume serial and

the data set is not cataloged, it remains uncataloged after you rename it. If

a volume serial is not specified, the data set is recataloged to the new data

set name and the old data set name is uncataloged.

Note: PDF does not rename VSAM data sets or password-protected data

sets.
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Renaming GDG Data Sets

If you are renaming a Generation Data Group (GDG) data set that has been
defined with scratch and limit parameters, where the limit has been

reached, you must specify a volume serial. The new data set name can then

be cataloged with option C.

Also, you cannot catalog more than one version of the same generation of a

Generation Data Group (GDG) data set. To rename a GDG data set that is

' cataloged, first give it a different generation number. Otherwise, the GDG
data set is deleted.

* Renaming Managed Data Sets

When you rename a data set that resides on a Storage Management
* Subsystem volume, you cannot specify a volume serial in the VOLUME
* SERIAL field. Both the catalog entry and the VTOC entry are renamed.

U - Uncatalog Data Set

If you select option U, the specified data set name is uncataloged. There is

no need for the specified data set to be allocated or for the volume on which
it resides to be mounted.

* Uncataloging Managed Data Sets

* You cannot use option U to uncatalog a data set that resides on a Storage
* Management Subsystem volume. However, the system uncatalogs these

* data sets when you delete them, which is done by using option D of either

the Data Set utility (3.2) or the Data Set List utility (3.4).

D - Delete Entire Data Set

I

If you select option D, a confirmation panel (Figure 44 on page 114.2) is

I

displayed so you can make sure you did not select this option by mistake.

If you specify a volume serial for the data set to be deleted, PDF checks to

see whether the data set is cataloged on that volume. If so, the Confirm

j

Delete panel prompts you to specify whether to uncatalog the data set. The
I displayed default is YES. If no volume serial is specified and the data set

j

does not have an expiration date, the data set is deleted and uncataloged.

I

Note: PDF does not delete VSAM or password-protected data sets.

As directed on the panel, do one of the following:

!

• Press the ENTER key to confirm the data set deletion.

• Enter the END command to cancel. This action returns you to the

previous panel.

If the data set has an expiration date that has not expired, PDF displays a

NW* 15457 Dodd* 70002077 Purge panel (Figure 45 on page 114.2) after the Confirm Delete

panel.
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CONFIRM DELETE

COI^ND = = = > _

DATA SET NAME: ISPFDEMO . XXX . COBOL
VOLUME: 010901
CREATION DATE: 1986/11/19

INSTRUCTIONS:

press ENTER key to confirm delete request.

(The data set will be deleted and uncataloged.)

Enter END command to cancel delete request.

Figure 44. Confirm Delete Panel

CONFIRM PURGE
CONMAND = = = >

The data set being deleted has an expiration date which has not expired.

DATA SET NAME: I SPFDEMO . XXX . COBOL
VOLUME: 010901
CREATION DATE: 1986/11/19
EXPIRATION DATE: 1999/12/31

PURGE DATA SET ===> _ (YES or NO)

INSTRUCTIONS:

Enter YES to confirm the purge request.
(A request will be issued for the data set

to be deleted and uncataloged.)

Enter NO or END command to cancel the purge request.

V 4

Figure 45. Confirm Purge Panel

This panel contains the following field:

PURGE DATA SET
Tells PDF whether to purge the data set. The valid values are:

YES Tells PDF to purge the data set.

NO Tells PDF not to purge the data set.

The statement that is enclosed in parentheses on the Confirm Purge panel

shows whether the data set to be purged will be cataloged or uncataloged.
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S - Data Set Information (Short)

If you select option S, information about the selected data set is displayed.

The information displayed by option S is the same information displayed by

option S on the Library Utility panel (option 3.1). See Figure 39 on

page 106 for an example. To return to the previous panel, press the

ENTER key or enter the END command.

The 1st extent quantity, secondary quantity, current allocation, and current

utilization sizes are shown in tracks for data sets that are allocated in

bytes, kilobytes, or megabytes on a volume that is not managed by the

Storage Management Subsystem.

If the data set was allocated on a Storage Management Subsystem volume,

the data set information panel shows the management class, storage class,

and data class for that data set. Also, the 1st extent quantity, secondary

quantity, current allocation, and current utilization sizes can be shown in

bytes, kilobytes, or megabytes, in addition to tracks, blocks, or cylinders.

See “Information (Short) for Managed Data Sets” on page 107 if you need

more information.

Blank - Data Set Information

If you leave the OPTION field blank, information about the selected data

set is displayed. The information displayed is the same information

displayed by option I on the Library Utility panel (option 3.1). See

Figure 38 on page 104 for an example. To return to the previous panel,

press the ENTER key or enter the END command.

The 1st extent quantity, secondary quantity, current allocation, and current

utilization sizes are shown in tracks for data sets that are allocated in

bytes, kilobytes, or megabytes on a volume that is not managed by the

Storage Management Subsystem.

If the data set was allocated on a Storage Management Subsystem volume,

the data set information panel shows the management class, storage class,

and data class for that data set. Also, the 1st extent quantity, secondary

quantity, current allocation, and current utilization sizes can be shown in

bytes, kilobytes, or megabytes, in addition to tracks, blocks, or cylinders.

See “Information for Managed Data Sets” on page 105 if you need more

information.

* M - Enhanced Data Set Allocation

^ Use option M to allocate a new data set by using the Storage Management
^ Subsystem classes (management class, storage class, and data class). A data

* set that is allocated on a volume that is managed by the Storage

* Management Subsystem is referred to in this book as a managed data set.

* Conversely, a data set that is allocated on a volume that is not managed by

^ the Storage Management Subsystem is referred to as a non-managed data

* set.
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To use option M, you must do the following:

*

*

*

*

*

. • Enter one of the following:

— An ISPF library name in the PROJECT, GROUP, and TYPE fields

— An “other” partitioned or sequential data set name in the DATA
SET NAME field.

See Chapter 2, “Libraries and Data Sets” if you need help entering

the ISPF library or data set name.

• If you fill in the VOLUME SERIAL field, PDF copies the volume serial

that you specify to the Allocate New Data Set panel. See VOLUME
SERIAL on page 114.6 if you need more information about using

volume serials.

Note: You cannot assign a password to a managed data set. Therefore^

the DATA SET PASSWORD field is ignored when you use

option M. See “ Using Data Set Passwords' on page 49 if you

need more information about data set passwords.

• Press the ENTER key.

*

-t

A panel is displayed to allow you to specify data set allocation values

(Figure 45.1).

COM^ND == = >

ALLOCATE NEW DATA SET

DATA SET NAME: FBROWN . PR I VATE . PANELS

MANAGEMENT CLASS
STORAGE CLASS
VOLUME SERIAL
DATA CLASS
SPACE UNITS
PRIMARY QUANTITY
SECONDARY QUANTITY
DIRECTORY BLOCKS
RECORD FORMAT
RECORD LENGTH
BLOCK SIZE
EXPIRATION DATE

= = = > M1 _
==-> SI
-==> 101987

D1
-==> KB

=-=> 88/03/15

(Blonk for defoul t management class)
(Blank for default storage class)
(Blank for authorized default volume)
(Blank for default data class)
(BLKS. TRKS. CYLS. KB or MB)
( I n above uni ts

)

( I n above units)
(Zero for sequential dota set)

(YY/IvM/DD,
YY . DDD in Julian form,
DDDD for retention period In days
or b I ank)

Figure 45.1. Allocate New Data Set Panel - Managed Data Set Support

* When you press the ENTER key with this panel displayed, the new data set

* is allocated and cataloged. Entering the END command returns you to the

previous panel without allocating the data set.

An optional installation exit, the data set allocation exit, can control all

data set creation, deletion, allocation, and deallocation done directly by

PDF. This exit, however, does not control allocations done by ISPF, the
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*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

><

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

2t«

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

TSO ALLOCATE command, or other TSO commands. See Installation and
Customization for more information about the data set allocation exit.

Your installation must use the Data Facility Product (DFP) Version 3

Release 1 to define the values that you enter in the MANAGEMENT
CLASS, STORAGE CLASS, and DATA CLASS fields. If you have no

specific requirements, you can leave these fields blank. However, you

should be aware that your installation may provide default management,
storage, and data classes. These defaults would take effect if you leave any

of the class fields blank and may even override any classes that you specify.

The values in the MANAGEMENT CLASS, STORAGE CLASS, and DATA
CLASS fields are the only values from this panel that are saved in your

user profile. Therefore, they are the only fields PDF remembers from

session to session. You can type over the displayed values if you want to

change them.

MANAGEMENT CLASS
Used to obtain data management-related information (migration,

backup, and retention criteria, such as expiration date) for the

data set allocation.

If you have no specific management class requirements, you can

leave this field blank. However, you should be aware that your

installation may provide a default management class. This

default may even override any management class that you specify.

STORAGE CLASS
Used to obtain the storage-related information (VOLUME
SERIAL or GENERIC UNIT) for the data set allocation. Any
volume serial that you enter in the VOLUME SERIAL field is

ignored unless the storage class that you use includes the

GUARANTEED SPACE = YES attribute. See VOLUME SERIAL
if you need more information.

DATA CLASS
Used to obtain the data-related information (SPACE UNITS,
PRIMARY QUANTITY, SECONDARY QUANTITY, DIRECTORY
BLOCKS, RECORD FORMAT, and RECORD LENGTH) for the

allocation of the data set.

The remaining fields in the panel shown in Figure 45.1 on page 114.4 are

the same as those on the Allocate New Data Set panel that appears when
you select option A (Figure 41 on page 109). Exceptions that pertain to the

usage and display of those fields are listed below.

If you enter any values in those fields, those values may replace values

specified by a class definition. Be careful when you do this, because you

may allocate a data set that has inconsistent attributes. See “Allocation

Errors” on page 114.7 if you need more information.
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*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

>|r

*

*

*

><

*

*

*

*

VOLUME SERIAL
This field is one that you probably will not need to use very often.

It is not required and is usually ignored by the Storage

Management Subsystem. If you leave this field blank, the data

set is allocated on one of the following:

• The authorized default volume, if the data set you are

allocating is not managed by the Storage Management

Subsystem. The data set is not managed if you do not specify

a storage class or if a default storage class is not used.

• The volume specified by the storage class you are using,

whether that storage class is specified by you or is a default

storage class selected by the system.

When a storage class is used, your installation and the

Storage Management Subsystem assume joint responsibility

for determining the volume on which the data set is allocated.

The Storage Management Subsystem lets the installation

select the volumes that are eligible to contain the data set; it

then chooses one of those volumes and allocates the data set.

The Storage Management Subsystem's volume choice is based

on 1) storage requirements that are defined in the storage

class and 2) the amount of space a volume has available.

If you specify a volume serial, the data set may be allocated on

that volume. However, the volume that you specify must be

managed by the Storage Management Subsystem, which means:

• You must use a storage class when allocating the data set. If

you leave the STORAGE CLASS field blank, a default storage

class must be available.

• The storage class that you use must include the

GUARANTEED SPACE -YES attribute. When
GUARANTEED SPACE- YES and you specify a volume

serial, the Storage Management Subsystem attempts to honor

your request. The request fails if the installation does not

select the volume or if the volume does not have enough

available space.

See “Volume Serials” on page 32 for general information about

volume serials.

GENERIC UNIT
The GENERIC UNIT field is not used by option M. Therefore, it

is not displayed.

* SPACE UNITS
* In addition to the TRACK, CYLINDER, and BLOCK space units

* (see SPACE UNITS on page 111), this panel lets you specify:

* KB
*
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Tells PDF that the primary and secondary quantities

are expressed in megabytes.

PDF attempts to recognize inconsistent attributes for partitioned and
sequential data sets before allocating them. However, the Allocation Error

panel (Figure 45.2) is displayed when conditions that PDF has no control

over allow the allocation of such a data set. These conditions are caused

by:

• A data class that specifies inconsistent attributes

• Attributes entered on the Allocate New Data Set panel that create

inconsistency by overriding other attributes specified by the data c^ass.

ALLOCATION ERROR

DATA SET NAME: SYSTEM. LOAD

SPECIFIED DATA SET HAS ZERO BLOCK SIZE

The data set allocated contains inconsistent attributes as Indicated by
the message displayed above. Prior to a! locating a managed data set,
PDF cannot always determine If the attributes are inconsistent. The
data class used when allocating the data set may contain inconsistent
attributes, or the attributes you specified on the allocation panel may
conflict with those defined in the data class. This panel gives you the
opportunity to delete this data set. If you keep the data set, other
PDF functions, such as edit, move, copy, or promote, may not be able to

use the data set

.

INSTRUCTIONS;

Press the ENTER key to DELETE the data set.

Enter the END command to KEEP the data set.

Figure 45.2. Allocation Error Panel

The term inconsistent attributes refers to incompatible values that have

been specified for one or more of the following:

• Space units

• Primary quantity

• Secondary quantity

• Directory blocks

• Record format

• Record length

• Block size.

For example, if you allocate a data set with an undefined record format

(RECFM = U) and a block size of zero (BLOCKSIZE =0), certain PDF
functions and services cannot use the data set. These functions and

services include:
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Move, copy, promote, and LMF functions

LMMOVE, LMCOPY, LMPROM, and LMINIT services.
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However, when either the linkage editor or the lEBCOPY utility has been

invoked, these functions and services determine the best block size for the

data set. Then, when the data set has a block size greater than zero, the

PDF functions and services listed above can be used.

The Allocation Error panel gives you the opportunity to delete such a data

set because other PDF functions, such as Browse (option 1) and Edit

(option 2), may not be able to use it.

The sample panel (Figure 45.2 on page 114.7) shows this error message

example:

Press the ENTER key to delete the data set or the END key to keep the

data set.
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Track values do not include the remaining alternate tracks for the volume.

The free space track values are the number of tracks for the free cylinders

plus any additional free tracks.

The fields shown on the VTOC display are:

UNIT Shows the type of DASD device the volume is on, such as 3330,

3350, 3380, and so forth.

VOLUME DATA
Describes general information about the volume:

TRACKS Total tracks on the volume.

%USED Percentage of total tracks not available for

allocation.

TRKS/CYLS Number of tracks per cylinder for this volume.

VTOC DATA
Describes general information about the VTOC on the volume:

TRACKS Total tracks allocated to the VTOC.

%USED Percentage of allocated tracks used by data set

control blocks (DSCBs).

FREE DSCBS Number of unused DSCBs.

FREE SPACE
Describes the free space available for data set allocation on the

volume under the headings TRACKS and CYLS, showing:

SIZE Total number of free tracks and cylinders.

LARGEST
The largest number of contiguous free tracks and

cylinders.

FREE EXTENTS
The number of free areas with free cylinders.

; PV - Print VTOC Information

Use option PV to print VTOC information. The List VTOC utility (formerly

I option 3.7) has been removed from PDF. Options V and PV do the same

function formerly provided by this utility.

I

To use option PV, you must do the following:

• Blank out the DSNAME LEVEL field.

• In the VOLUME field, specify the volume serial for which you want

NW: 15457 Dodd: 70002077 Page 3f information.
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Note: VTOC information is formatted the same, whether displayed or

printed. Therefore, values entered in the INITIAL DISPLAY
VIEW field have no effect when using option PV.

• Press the ENTER key to print the VTOC information. The VTOC
information is stored in the ISPF list data set.

Data Set List Utility Line Commands

After you display a data set list by leaving the OPTION field blank, you can

enter a line command to the left of the data set name. You can also enter

TSO commands or CLIST names. The symbol, which can be used with

TSO commands and CLISTs, can also be used with the B (Browse data set),

E (Edit data set), and M (Display member list) line commands to specify a

member name or a pattern, such as /(MEMl) or /(MEM*), respectively.

You can type over the Data Set Name field to enter commands that require

more than the space provided. For more information about using this

symbol, see “Using the Slash ( / ) Symbol” on page 132.

The available line commands are shown at the bottom of the Data Set List

Utility panel and described below:

B - Browse Data Set

Processing is the same as with the Browse option (1), except that mixed

mode is the assumed operation mode and you cannot specify a data set

format. To browse a data set with mixed mode off, you must use the Browse

option and enter NO in the MIXED MODE field on the Browse - Entry

Panel, If you enter the B line command beside an ISPF library or other

partitioned data set, a Browse member list is displayed. See “Using

Member Selection Lists” on page 37 for more information.

E - Edit Data Set

For the E command, the processing is similar to selecting the Edit option

(2) and entering the library or data set name on the Edit - Entry Panel,

except that:

• Mixed mode is the assumed operation mode

• You cannot edit while in recovery pending status

• You cannot specify a data set format, an edit profile, or an initial

macro.

If you select a library or other partitioned data set, an Edit member list is

displayed. See “Using Member Selection Lists” on page 37 for more

information.
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D - Delete Data Set

For the D command, the processing is the same as if you had selected

option D from the Data Set utility (3.2). This command deletes the complete

data set.

If you specify YES in the CONFIRM DELETE REQUEST field on the Data

Set List Utility panel, the Confirm Delete panel (Figure 44 on page 114.2) is

displayed to allow you to continue or cancel the operation. If you are

trying to delete an unexpired data set, the Confirm Purge panel (Figure 45

on page 114.2) is also displayed.

R - Rename Data Set

For the R command, the processing is the same as if you had selected option

R from the Data Set utility (3.2). The Rename Data Set panel (Figure 43 on

page 114) is displayed to let you specify the new name.

Note: PDF does not rename VSAM data sets or password-protected data

sets.

^ When you rename a data set that resides on a Storage Management
* Subsystem volume, you cannot specify a volume serial in the VOLUME
* SERIAL field. Both the catalog entry and the VTOC entry are renamed.

I - Data Set Information

For the I command, the processing is the same as if you had selected option

I from the Library utility (3,1) or left the OPTION field blank with the Data

Set utility (3.2).

* The 1st extent quantity, secondary quantity, current allocation, and current

utilization sizes are shown in tracks for data sets that are allocated in

^ bytes, kilobytes, or megabytes on a volume that is not managed by the

* Storage Management Subsystem.

* If the data set was allocated on a Storage Management Subsystem volume,

the data set information panel shows the management class, storage class,

* and data class for that data set. Also, the 1st extent quantity, secondary

* quantity, current allocation, and current utilization sizes can be shown in

^ bytes, kilobytes, or megabytes, in addition to tracks, blocks, or cylinders.

* See “Information for Managed Data Sets” on page 105 if you need more
* information.

S - Information (Short)

For the S command, the processing is the same as if you had selected option

! S from the Library utility (3.1) or the Data Set utility (3.2).

* The 1st extent quantity, secondary quantity, current allocation, and current

^ utilization sizes are shown in tracks for data sets that are allocated in

* bytes, kilobytes, or megabytes on a volume that is not managed by the

* Storage Management Subsystem.
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If the data set was allocated on a Storage Management Subsystem volume,

the data set information panel shows the management class, storage class,

and data class for that data set. Also, the 1st extent quantity, secondary

quantity, current allocation, and current utilization sizes can be shown in

bytes, kilobytes, or megabytes, in addition to tracks, blocks, or cylinders.

See “Information (Short) for Managed Data Sets” on page 107 if you need

more information.

C - Catalog Data Set

For the C command, the processing is the same as if you had selected option

C from the Data Set utility (3.2).

^ You cannot use the C command to catalog a data set on a Storage

* Management Subsystem volume. These data sets are automatically

cataloged when you allocate them.

U - Uncatalog Data Set

For the U command, the processing is the same as if you had selected

option U from the Data Set utility (3.2).

* You cannot use option U to uncatalog a data set that resides on a Storage

Management Subsystem volume. However, the system uncatalogs these

* data sets when you delete them, which is done by using option D of either

^ the Data Set utility (3.2) or the Data Set List utility (3.4).

P - Print Data Set

For the P command, the processing is the same as if you had selected option

L from the Library utility (3.1). This command formats the contents of a

source data set for printing and records the output in the ISPF list data set.

It also produces an index listing, which appears at the beginning of the

output. Figure 185 on page 340 shows a sample source listing.

X - Print Index Listing

For the X command, the processing is the same as if you had selected option

X from the Library utility (3.1). The index listing is recorded in the ISPF

list data set.

An index listing shows general data set information and member names for

partitioned data sets. For ISPF source libraries, activity statistics are

. listed for each member. For load libraries, load module information is

I

listed for each member. In both of these types of listings, the 1st extent

* quantity, secondary quantity, current allocation, and current utilization

* sizes are shown in tracks for data sets that are allocated in bytes, kilobytes,

^ or megabytes on a volume that is not managed by the Storage Management
^ Subsystem. See Figure 186 on page 341 and Figure 187 on page 342.1,

respectively, for examples.
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For data sets on Storage Management Subsystem volumes, the management,

storage, and data classes used are shown under the GENERAL DATA
heading. Also, the 1st extent quantity, secondary quantity, current

n, and current utilization sizes can be shown in bytes, kilobytes, or
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megabytes, in addition to tracks, blocks, or cylinders. See Figure 186.1 on
page 342 and Figure 187.1 on page 342.2, respectively, for examples.

M - Display Member List

The M command displays a member selection list of a partitioned data set.

This member list provides an expanded line command field in the area to

the left of the list. The line command field in other member lists has room
for only one character.

From the member list, you can use the same primary commands and line

commands that are valid for Library utility (3.1) member selection lists, plus

the E (Edit data set member) line command. See “Using Member Selection

Lists’’ on page 37 and “Library and Data Set List Utility Line Commands”
on page 47 if you need more information.

You can also enter TSO commands or CLISTs in the line command field. If

you enter a line command other than B (browse), D (delete), E (edit), R
(rename), or P (print), PDF interprets it as a TSO command or CLIST.

The command is selected with the quoted, fully-qualified data set name and

member added to it, such as:

COMMAND ' DSN ( MEMBER )

’

See “TSO Commands and CLISTs” on page 132 if you need more
information.

Note: If the TSO command or CLIST issues a return code greater than or

equal to 8, processing stops and an error message is displayed.

Figure 60 shows an example of a member list with statistics and an

expanded line command field. This panel contains the same information as

Figure 12 on page 40, except the “CREATED” field is deleted.

DSLIST -- FBROWN. PRIVATE. PANELS ROW 00001 OF 00020
COMING = = = > _ SCROLL = = = > PAGE

NAME RENAME LIB VV.MV CHANGED SIZE INIT MOD ID

I SRBOO 3 21.11 83/12/05 09:12 29 23 0 DONLEY
ISRBOl 2 20.04 85/12/13 08:51 29 23 0 MARTIN
ISRBIO 3 21 .00 84/03/26 10:53 29 29 0 PATTEN
ISRB15 3 20.03 83/12/05 09:12 26 23 0 BROWN
1SRB16 3 20.01 82/11/05 09:24 20 20 0 KISH
ISRB18 2 21 .01 86/01/21 14:03 17 1

1

0 3ERNACK
ISRB50
ISRCQO

3
1

21 .00
ALIAS

84/03/26 10:53 24 24 0 WALTERS

ISRC60 1 21 .02 83/11/10 11:48 1

1

8 0 ROGERS
ISREOO 3 21 .01 83/02/04 11:05 26 26 0 SPENCER
ISRE01 3 21 .04 83/07/18 09:58 29 29 . 0 RICHEY
1SRE02 3 21.11 83/07/18 10:00 15 8 0 GURLEY
ISRE03 3 21 .04 83/07/18 10:02 29 26 0 DUFF
ISRE04 3 20.16 83/06/22 11 :03 29 44 0 COONS
ISRE05 2 01 .01 85/10/04 11:13 29 29 0 RUPKAL
ISRE06 3 20.10 84/02/17 14:31 29 29 0 MANNING
ISRE07 3 20.02 85/06/17 14:56 29 29 0 KELLRMA
ISRE08 2 20.01 86/01/20 09:04 23 20 0 MCINDOO
1 SRE09 2 21 .13 85/12/13 08:52 29 1 0 DIRKSE
ISRE10
END**

3 20.03 83/12/05 09:13 29 29 0 SEABOLD

Figure 60 . Member List Display - Expanded Line Command Field
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Figure 61 on page 141 shows load module library statistics with an

expanded line command field. This panel contains the same information

shown in Figure 13 on page 41. except the “ALIAS-OF” field is deleted.
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Source and Index Listings

Index Listings

PDF provides index listings at your request through the X (Print index

listing) option of the Library utility (3.1) or the Data Set List utility (3.4).

Index Listings for Source Libraries

Figure 186 shows a sample index listing for an ISPF library.

o PROJECT: ISPFDEM5 DATE: 86/02/07 oGROUP: MYLIB TIME; 17:22

o
TYPE: PL I PAGE

;

C01

oGENERAL DATA: GENERAL DATA: CURRENT ALLOCATION CURRENT UTILIZATION;

o volume SERIAL; 000163 RECORD FORMAT : FB 20 TRACKS 5 tracks

oDEVICE TYPE: 3330 RECORD LENGTH: 80 1 EXTENT 1 EXTENT
ORGAN I ZAT I ON

:

PO BLOCK SIZE : 1 . 600 10 DIRECTORY BLOCKS 2 DIRECTORY BLOCKS

o CREATION DATE: 85/12/08 1ST EXTENT SIZE: 20 10 MEMBERS oEXPIRATION DATE: ••NONE** SECONDARY DUAN : 0

o MEMBER VERS. MOD CREATION DATE AND TIME CURRENT INITIAL MODIFIED USER o
o

NAME level DATE LAST ,M00 FI ED NO. LINES NO. LINES NO. lines ID

ACCOUNT 01 .00 86/01/10 86/01/10 17:07 21 21 0 HUNTFR

o
: ACCT1 01 .01 86/01/09 86/01/23 14:52 99 193 0 BECKETT
ACCT2 01 .00 86/01/09 86/01/10 17:07 20 20 0 BECKETT ^ o

- COINS 01 .04- 86/01/2^ 86/01/25 16:20 19 19 4 JOSLIN

o
COMPX 01 .00 86/01/09 86/01/10 17:08 44 44 0 JOSLIN :

oCOMPY 01 .01 86/01/14 86/01/15 12:30 13 13 1 FISHER
DCLS 01 .00 86/01/23 86/01/24 15: 14 20 20 0 samlee

o
L I STOUT 01 .02 86/01/23 36/01/24 15:00 17 13 6 SAMLEE :

oMAIN 01 .00 86/01/09 36/01/10 17:08 4 4 0 KIRK
:

TESTDIR 01 .02 86/01/23 86/02/06 17:04 30 43 10 laidlaw:

o MAXIMUMS; 01 .04 86/04/24 86/05/06 17:04 99 193 10 o
o

TOTALS

:

287 390 21

END OF MENGER LIST

o c

!

o o

i

Figure 186 . Sample Index Listing - Source Library

The heading information includes:

• Project, library, and type

• Date and time the listing was produced

• Page number.

This is followed by general information about the data set, including

current space allocation and utilization. The 1st extent quantity, secondary

quantity, current allocation, and current utilization sizes are shown in

tracks for data sets that are allocated in bytes, kilobytes, or megabytes on a

volume that is not managed by the Storage Management Subsystem.

Following this, the member name and statistics are printed for each member
in the data set, arranged in alphabetic order. For sequential data sets, the

index listing contains only the general information.
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Source and Index Listings

* Index Listings for Managed Source Libraries

Figure 186.1 shows a sample index listing for an ISPF library.

!

o
o
o
o
o
0
o

1

o
o
o

o
o

PROJECT: iSPFDEMC
GROUP; MVLiB
-YPE: panels

GENERAL DATA: GENERAL DATA:

SMNAGEMENi CLASS; Ml RECORD FORMAT FB

STORAGE CLASS; SI RECORD length 30

A^A CLASS; 01 3L0CK SIZE; 6,160

VOLUME SERIAL; D00163 1ST EXTENT SI ZE; 7. 1 62 . 640

DEVICE TYPE; 3380 SECONDARY QUAN : 7, 1 68 . 000

ORGANIZATION: PO
CREATION DATE: 86/08/22
EXPIRATION DATE : ‘NONE**

MEMBER TTR VERS. MOD CREATION DATE AND TIME

NAME (HEX) uEVEL DATE LAST modified

I SRUADCS 000025 21 .46 81/06/10 87/11/19 09:42

ISRUAIPS 000103 21 .23 84/12/07 87/12/01 11:06

ISRUAISO 000105 21 .56 31/06/10 87/12/01 11:06

ISRUAISX 000107 21 .44 8V06/10 87/12/01 11:06

ISR01734 000027 21 .06 81/06/26 07/11/30 13:46

:SR01755 000101 21 .06 81/06/26 87/11/30 13:49

iSR01739 000029 21 .09 81/06/26 87/11/30 13:49

: MIKIE 000109 01 .92 87/01/24 87/12/01 12:48

MAX I MUMS ; 21 .56 87/01/24 87/12/01 ^2:48

TOTALS;

END OF MEMBER LIST

DA"E : 87/12/03 O
i

TIME :
^5:44

PAGE ; 001

CURRENT
7. 172.640

1

ALLOCATION:
KILOBYTES
EXTENT

o
;

O
35 DIRECTORY BLOCKS

CURRENT UTILIZATION;
2.235 KILOBYTES

2 EXTENT 1

O
1

10 DIRECTORY BLOCKS
8 MEMBERS

O
1CURRENT INITIAL modified USER

NO. LINES NO. LINES NO. LINES ID

O37 23 0 Z73BDR
48 33 0 Z730DR
48 48 0 Z73BDR o

i
50 50 0 Z73BDR
27 25 0 Z73BDR i

26 25 0 Z73BDR o
1

27 25 0 Z73aDR
42 41 0 Z73SDR

50 50 0 ^
i

305 270 0 ' O i

O

L
O O i

* Figure 186 . 1 . Sample Index Listing - Managed Source Library

* The only differences between this index listing and the one shown in Figure

186 on page 341 are the following:

• Management, storage, and data classes are shown under the GENERAL
DATA heading.

• The 1st extent size, secondary quantity, current allocation, and current

utilization sizes can be shown in bytes, kilobytes, or megabytes, in

addition to tracks, blocks, or cylinders.
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Index Listings for Load Libraries

An index listing for an OBJ library is similar to an index listing for a

source library, except that no statistics are maintained. A sample index

listing for a LOAD library is shown in Figure 187. Here, the module
attributes are printed to the right of each member name.

OROJECT: i SPFDEMO DATE: 86/02/07 OGROUP; MYL’B TIME; 17:22
'VPE; load PAGE: 001

o GENERAL DATA: GENERAL DATA: CURRENT ALLOCATION: CURRENT UTILIZATION: O
VOLUME SERIAL: 000172 iRECORD FORMAT; U 88 BLOCKS 86 BLOCKS

o DEVICE TYPE; 5300 RECORD LENGTH: 0 12 extents 12 EXTENTS OORGANIZATION: PO SLOCK SIZE 5. 072 4 DIRECTORY BLOCKS 2 DIRECTORY BLOCKS
CREATION DATE; 85/12/08 1ST EXTENT SIZE: 44 8 MEMBERS

o EXPIRATION DATE ••NONE** SECONDARY QUAN; 4 O
r\ MENCER ALIAS SSI load modi LE SIZE ENTRY POINT TTR auth MODULE O I

NAME OF (HEX) IDEC) (HEX) (HEX) CODE ATTRIBUTES

I SPEED IT 000148 528 cooooc 000006 00 FO RF RN RU ovj ISPFMAIN Q04F96 20,376 000000 CCOOOD 00 FO RF RN RU
ISPFPUD Q016E3 5,864 000000 000204 00 FO RF RN RU

i

o ISPFSUBS 024698 >49,144 000000 00021 1 00 FO RF RN RU ^ I

ISPFTBLS 002470 9,328 000000 001 1QB 00 FO O
I

ISPFUDA 0046D8 ’8.136 000000 001 20

A

00 FO RF RN RU
ISPFURS COOFCO 4.032 000000 001 4CA 00 FO RF RN RU

o ISPF3277 000548 1 ,352 000000 001504 00 FO RF RN RU o
TOTALS; 00C52EB0 200.560 i

o
o
o
o
o

FND OF MOvBER LIST

MODULE ATTRIBUTE CODES;
FO PROCESS ONLY BY F uEVEL LINKAGE EDITOR
NX NOT executable
OL ONLY LOADABLE
OV IN OVERLAY STRUCTURE
RF refreshable
RN REENTERABLE
RU REUSABLE
SC scatter format
TS MODULE TO BE TESTED

o

:

O

O
^ o
o

Figure 187. Sample Index Listing - Load Library

As in the source library index listing, the 1st extent quantity, secondary

quantity, current allocation, and current utilization sizes are shown in

tracks for data sets that are allocated in bytes, kilobytes, or megabytes on a

volume that is not managed by the Storage Management Subsystem.
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* Index Listings for Managed Load Libraries

Figure 187.1 shows a sample index listing for a load library.

o
o
o

! O
I

I

O
I

O
|o

i o
i

I

^
I
o
0
o

1 o

PTOJECT; ISPFDEMO
GROUP : MYL •

0

TVPE
: ;,CAQ

general DATA:
MANAGEMENT CLASS;
STORAGE CLASS:
DATA CLASS:
VOLUME serial;
DEVICE TYPE;
ORGANIZATION:
CREATION DATE;
EXPIRATION DATE;

DATE; 87/12/03
TIME: 15: 44-

PAGE: 001

Ml
S1

D1

DOC'63
3380

PO
86/08/22
.*NONE**

GENERAL DATA:
RECORD FORMAT;
RECORD LENGTH.
3LGCK SIZE;
^ST EXTENT SIZE:
SECONDARY QUAN;

F9
SO

6.160
7.162.640
7,160,000

CURRENT ALLXATION;
.172.640 <IuO0YTES

1 EXTENT
35 DIRECTORY SLOCKS

CURRENT UTILIZATION;
2.235 KILOBYTES

2 EXTENT
10 DIRECTORY BLOCKS
8 MENCERS

MES«ER
NAME

ALIAS
OF

SSI LOAD MODULE SIZE
(HEX) (DECl

ENTRY POINT
(HEX)

TTR
(HEX)

AUTH
CODE

MODULE
attributes

1 SPEED IT

ISPPMAIN
ISPFPM3
! SPFSUBS
ISPFTBLS
ISPFUDA
[ SPFURS
ISPF3277

000148
C04F98
001 6Ea
024698
002470
0046D8
000 FCQ
000548

328
20.376
5,864

149.144
9.328
18.136
4.032
' .352

000000
000000
000000
000000
000000
000000
000000
000000

000006
OOOOOD
0C0204
000211
00 1

^ OB
001 20A
0C140A
001504

00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00

FO RF '

FO RF '

FO RF !

FO RF r

FO
FO RF i

FO RF i

FO RF i

TOTALS

:

00032£a0 208,560

END OF MEMBER LIST

MODULE ATTRIBUTE CODES:
FO PROCESS ONLY BY F LEVEL LINKAGE EDITOR

NX NOT EXECUTABLE
OL ONLY LOADABLE
OV IN OVERLAY STRUCTURE
RF REFRESHABLE
RN REENTERABLE
RU REUSABLE
SC SCATTER FORMAT
TS MODULE TO BE TESTED

o
w
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
w

o
o
o

* Figure 187.1. Sample Index Listing - Managed Load Library

The only differences between this index listing and the one shown in Figure

187 on page 342.1 are the following:

• Management, storage, and data classes are shown under the GENERAL
DATA heading.

• The 1st extent size, secondary quantity, current allocation, and current

utilization sizes can be shown in bytes, kilobytes, or megabytes, in

addition to tracks, blocks, or cylinders.
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Special Characters

.IM control word 211

< FIELD > statement 164

(ACCOUNT) parameter

JOB STATEMENT INFORMATION 56

I

(OR symbol) 15

& (command prefix)

displaying commands after execution 87

&XXXXX action

ACTION column 161
* (comment line) process statement

Extended Search-For utility (option 3.13,S) 401

SuperCE utility (option 3.13) 401

* (in source listing) 340

*QUAL* field 320

)ATTR section 164

)BODY section 164

)INIT section 164

/ (data set name character)

Data Set List utility (option 3.4) 132

//* lines

JOB STATEMENT INFORMATION 56

//OUTDD DD field 178

% field 130

%USED field 137

%USED keyword
SORT command 146

? (invalid load module directory fields) 42

? (more than 16 extents)

FREE EXTENTS field 137

'NAME' parameter

JOB STATEMENT INFORMATION 56

= (jump function) 13, 25

= (repeat last command) line command
Data Set List utility (option 3.4) 141

"Target" Panel for Promoting 121

"To" Panel for Copying 116

"To" Panel for Moving 118

[ ] (optional operands) 15

{ }
(one operand required) 15

NW: 15457

A (ANSI) parameter

PRINTER CARRIAGE CONTROL field 156

A (ASA printer characters) record format

'2W4\ 300, 302, 304

AC field 42

ACCOUNT command
TSO 32, 111

ACCOUNT parameter

JOB STATEMENT INFORMATION 56

ACTION column 160

ACTION field 121

Activate/Create Profile DS Name field 197

activating library controls 34

ACTIVE field 316, 318, 320

Add Row panel 304

Additional IBM Program Development Products

panel 329

ADDITIONAL INPUT LIBRARIES field 216

AFTER field 324

AFTER parameter

Breakpoint Primary Option Menu 324

WHEN field 320

ALARM indicator 165

ALIAS action

ACTION column 161

alias as substitute for PDF 4, 5

ALIAS-OF field 42

ALL parameter

FIND command 91

FUNCTION field 316

VARIABLE field 317

ALLOCATE command
TSO 109, 114.5

Allocate New Data Set panel

four-digit year support 113

managed data set support 114.4

two-digit year support 109

allocating libraries 29, 33

Allocation Error panel 114.7

American National Standard Institute 156

ANSI
See American National Standard Institute

ANYC process option

Extended Search-For utility (option 3.13.S) 379

SuperCE utility (option 3.13) 379

APNDLST process option

Extended Search-For utility (option 3.13.S) 381

SuperCE utility (option 3.13) 381

APNDUPD process option

SuperCE utility (option L13) 383

APPLICATION field 324

APPLICATION ID field 159

ASIS parameter

COMMAND LINE PLACEMENT field 74

Assembler 216

Assembler H (option 4.1) 219

allocation data sets

Index 413
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SYSIN 367

SYSLIB 367

SYSLIN 368

SYSPRINT 368

SYSPUNCH 369

SYSTERM 368

SYSUTl 369

Assembler H (option 5.1) 258

ASSEMBLER OPTIONS field

Foreground Assembler H (option 4.1) 219

Foreground Assembler XF (option 4.1A) 220

Assembler XF (option 4.1A) 220

Assembler XF (option 5.1A) 260

asterisk (*) parameter

SELECT command 45

ATTENTION (PAD key 18

ATTRIB display view

INITIAL DISPLAY VIEW field 126

ATTRIBUTES field 42

B

B (batch) parameter

MODE field 173

B (blocked) record format

RECORD FORMAT field 111

B (browse data set) line command
Data Set List utility (option 3.4) 138

B (browse) line command
Data Set List utility (option 3.4) 47

Library utility (option 3.1) 47

Batch (option 5) 251

Assembler H (option 5.1) 258

Assembler XF (option 5.1A) 260

JCL generation for Assembler and Linkage

Editor 257

JCL generation for compilers 256

Linkage Editor (option 5.7) 270

Member Parts List (option 5.12) 273

OS/VS COBOL compiler (option 5.2A) 264

output listings 54

overview 6

Pascal/VS compiler (option 5.6) 269

password protection, lack of 253

PL/I checkout compiler (option 5.4) 267

PL/I optimizing compiler (option 5.5) 268

processing sequence 251

VS COBOL II compiler (option 5.2) 262

VS COBOL II interactive debug (option

5.10) 272

VS FORTRAN compiler (option 5.3) 265

Batch Assembler H panel 258

Batch Assembler XF panel 260

Batch Linkage Edit panel 270

Batch Member Parts List panel 273

Batch OS/VS COBOL Compile panel 264

Batch Pascal/VS Compile panel 269

1545WoM'%tteb'7TfA|l‘'4^

Batch PL/I Optimizing Compile panel 268

Batch Selection Panel 251

Batch Selection Panel With JCL Generated 255

Batch VS COBOL II Compile panel 262

Batch VS FORTRAN Compile panel 265

BEFORE field 324

BEFORE parameter

Breakpoint Primary Option Menu 324

WHEN field 320

Blank action

ACTION column 161

blank options 9

blank parameter

ACTIVE field 316, 318, 320

DSORG field 131

MULTIPLE STRINGS field 200

OPERATION field 318

PACK DATA field 122

POOL field 318

PRINTER CARRIAGE CONTROL field 156

SEQUENCE NUMBERS field 176

SPECIFY PACK OPTION FOR "TO" DATA SET
field 117

SRCHFOR process statement 412

WHEN field 320

BLKS parameter

SPACE UNITS field 111

BLKSZ field 131

BLKSZ keyword
SORT command 146

BLOCK SIZE field 112

BOTTOM parameter

BY ROW NUMBER field 298

COMMAND LINE PLACEMENT field 74

BREAKPOINT field 324

Breakpoint Primary Option Menu 323

Breakpoints (option 7.8)

control display 322

defined 319

finding a breakpoint

Cancel (option C) 323

Go (option G) 323

input errors 322

line commands
D (delete) 320

I (insert) 320

R (repeat) 320

primary commands
CANCEL 320

END 320, 322

LOCATE 320

QUAL 320

qualification 322

qualification parameter values 320

specifying breakpoints 319

syntax checking 322

Breakpoints panel 319

with qualification parameter values 321

Browse - Entry Panel 85

Browse (option 1) 85
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Browse commands
BROWSE 87

COLUMNS 88

DISPLAY 89

displaying after execution 87

FIND^ 90

HEX 95

LOCATE 96

RESET 97

Browse data display 86

browsing DBCS data as EBCDIC data 51

current position in data set 96

ending Browse 87

mixed mode 51

overview 6

saving scroll value 27

selecting Browse 85

valid logical record length 85

valid record format 85

BROWSE command
Browse (option 1) 87

parameter

member 88

Browse Command Panel 88

Browse data display 86

BROWSE field 234

Browse hexadecimal display

data 96

vertical 96

BROWSE Output field 186

BY ROW NUMBER field 298

BY VARIABLE field 299

bypassing menus 5

BYTE parameter

Compare Type field 184

0
C (catalog data set) line command

Data Set List utility (option 3.4) 140

C (continuation) keyword
Search-For utility (option 3.14) 202

CALL statement format 245

Canadian French terminals 65

Cancel (option C) 323

CANCEL command
Breakpoints (option 7.8) 320

Command Table utility (option 3.9) 162

Dialog Test (option 7) 284

Tables (option 7.4) 303, 305

Traces (option 7.7) 317, 318

Variables (option 7.3) 294

cataloged partitioned data set 33

CC parameter

DISPLAY command 89

CHANGED field 40

Changes (option C)

NW: 15457 Doctdvi?^0@2077 Page 49

char parameter

DISPLAY command 89

character strings, use of 93

character translation for APL and TEXT
keyboards 363

CHARS parameter

FIND command 90

CHG operation

OPERATION field 318

CHNG parameter

LISTING TYPE field 175, 184

CLASS field 156

CLEAR key 19

CLIST
attention exits 277

error exits 277

CMD field 288

CMPBOFS process statement

keywords

NBTM 395, 399

NTOP 395, 399

OBTM 395, 399

OTOP 395, 399

parameters

hex-offset 395

KYWD 395

SuperCE utility (option 3.13) 395

CMPCOLM process statement

Extended Search-For utility (option 3.13.S) 396

parameters

start-colm 396, 397

stop-colm 396, 397

SuperCE utility (option 3.13) 396

CMPCOLMN process statement

SuperCE utility (option 3.13) 397

CMPCOLMO process statement

SuperCE utility (option 3.13) 397

CMPLINE process statement

Extended Search-For utility (option 3.13.S) 399

parameters

'string' 399

KYWD 399

start-colm 400

stop-colm 400

SuperCE utility (option 3.13) 399

CNPML process option

SuperCE utility (option 3.13) 381

COBOL interactive debug (option 4.10A) 241

print output data sets 243

processing sequence 241

symbolic debug data sets 242

COBOL Interactive Debug panel 241

COBOL parameter

SEQUENCE NUMBERS field 176

COBOL process option

Extended Search-For utility (option 3.13.S) 379

SuperCE utility (option 3.13) 379

COBOL Structuring Facility panel 333, 334

COBOL/SF-B (option 9.5)

COBOL Structuring Facility background

dialog 334

Index 415
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COBOL/SF-F (option 9.4)

COBOL Structuring Facility foreground

dialog 333

code, defined 9

col-1 and col-2 parameters

FIND command 90

column-identification line 88

removing with RESET command 97

column limitations 94

COLUMNS command
Browse (option 1) 88

Command (option 6) 275

interrupting a TSO command or CLIST 277

overview 6

restrictions for entering a CLIST 277

Session Manager, using 277

terminal settings 278

TSO commands and CLISTs, entering 276

COMMAND DELIMITER field 66

command error processing 16

COMMAND field 8, 14, 129

COMMAND LINE PLACEMENT field 74

command name abbreviations 365

command prefix (&)

displaying commands after execution 87

Command Table Editing Panel 160

Command Table utility (option 3.9)

line commands
D (delete) 162

I (insert) 162

R (repeat) 162

primary commands
CANCEL 162

END 162

Command Table Utility panel 159

commands
default PF key settings 19

displaying after execution 87

entering 8, 14

entering long commands 275

entering with PF keys 19

error processing 16

ISPF 12

ISPF/PDF notation 15

line 6, 14

PDF command 4

using an alias 4, 5

using option parameter 5

primary 6, 14

retrieving 27

scroll 26

stacking with delimiter 16

TSO 22

commands, Dialog Test 282

commands, entering 14

command error processing 16

COMMAND field 14

ISPF/PDF command notation 15

PF keys 19

Compare Type field 183

W: 1545<7qMy^iaRTO(W®«^f?epiage 50

Batch Pascal/VS compiler (option 5.6) 269

Batch PL/I optimizing compiler (option 5.5) 268

compress request exit 103, 141

concatenation

during editing 35

during language processing 35

COND parameter

BROWSE Output field 186

CONFIRM command
Data Set List utility (option 3.4) 142

parameters

OFF 142

ON 142

Confirm Delete panel 114.2

CONFIRM DELETE REQUEST field 127

Confirm Purge panel 114.2

Confirm Table Row Delete panel 301

control file 327

controlling ISPF libraries with LMF 32

library concatenation 34

library member change and promotion 36

Convert Menus/Messages panel 163

copy panel 164

Convert Menus/Messages utility (option 3.10)

options

1 - convert old format menus to new format

panels 164

2 - convert old format messages to new format

messages 165

COPY command
TSO 159

Copy Format Selection List panel 169

COPY statement 211

copying and locking members 119

CREATED field 40, 131

CREATED keyword
SORT command 146

Cross System Product/Application Development
panel 330

Cross System Product/Application Execution

panel 331

CSP/AD (option 9.1)

Cross System Product/Application

Development 330

CSP/AE (option 9.2)

Cross System Product/Application

Execution 331

CURRENT ROW COUNT field 308, 309

CURRENT ROW field 298

CURRENT ROW POINTER field 306, 309

CURRENT STATUS field 324

CURSOR command
ISPF 13

CURSOR FIELD field 291

cursor movement keys 22

CURSOR parameter

SCROLL field 8

CURSOR POSITION field 291

CYLS parameter

SPACE UNITS field 111
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D

D (DECS) parameter

FIELD TYPE field 167

D (delete) line command
Breakpoints (option 7.8) 320

Command Table utility (option 3.9) 162

Data Set List utility (option 3.4) 47, 139

Dialog Test (option 7) 285

Format Specification utility (option 3.11) 170

Library utility (option 3.1) 47

SCRIPT/VS (option 4.9) 237

Tables (option 7.4) 303, 305

Traces (option 7.7) 317, 318

Variables (option 7.3) 294

D (delete) parameter

Process option field 24, 67

DA data set organization

DSORG field 131

DASD
See direct access storage device

DATA CLASS field 114.5

data entry panels 9

Data Facility Product 108

DATA parameter

CMPLINE process statement 399

HEX command 95

SCROLL field 8

data set allocation exit 109, 114.4

data set control blocks 137

data set format 10

Data Set Information panel

long format 104

long format for managed data sets 105

long format for managed data sets, no directory

block information 106

short format 106

short format on managed volumes 107

Data Set List utility (option 3.4)

data set list exit 124

data set list listings 347

display views and panels

ATTRIB 126, 129

sequence of display views 126

SPACE 126, 128

TOTAL 126, 129

VOLUME 126, 128

line commands
= (repeat last command) 141

B (browse data set) 138

C (catalog data set) 140

D (delete data set) 139

E (edit data set) 138

F (free unused space) 141

I (data set information) 139

M (display member list) 140.1

P (print data set) 140

R (rename data set) 139

15457 DoclSi7iQQi;aa77sPc«igp 5^9

U (uncatalog data set) 140

X (print index listing) 140

Z (compress data set) 141

line commands that do not support managed data

sets

C (catalog data set) 140

U (uncatalog data set) 140

line commands that support managed data sets

I (data set information) 139

R (rename data set) 139

S (information (short)) 139

X (print index listing) 140

list data set 143

member list line commands 47

options

Blank - display data set list 127

P - print data set list 135

PV - print VTOC information 137

V - display VTOC information 136

primary commands
CONFIRM 142

FIND 142

LOCATE 143

RFIND 143

SAVE 143

SHOWCMD 144

SORT 146

saving scroll value 27

source and index listings 339

Data Set List Utility panel 124

Data Set List Utility SHOWCMD panel 145

DATA SET NAME field 31, 178, 246

data set organization 131

DATA SET PASSWORD field 49

Data Set utility (option 3.2)

option that supports GDG data sets

R - rename entire data set 114.1

options

A - allocate new data set 108

Blank - data set information 114.3

C - catalog data set 114

D - delete entire data set 114.1

M - enhanced data set allocation 114.3

R - rename entire data set 114

S - data set information (short) 114.3

U - uncatalog data set 114.1

options that do not support managed data sets

C - catalog data set 114

U - uncatalog data set 114.1

options that support managed data sets

Blank - data set information 114.3

M - enhanced data set allocation 114.3

R - rename entire data set 114.1

S - data set information (short) 114.3

DATE CREATED field 307, 309

DAU data set organization

DSORG field 131

DECS
See double-byte character set

DECS COLUMN SPECIFICATION field 299

DCF

Index 417



See Document Composition Facility

DDDD format

EXPIKATION DATE field 113

DEBUG COMMAND DATA SET field

Batch VS COBOL II interactive debug (option

5.10) 272

DEBUG OPTIONS field

Foreground FORTRAN interactive debug (option

4.11) 244

default mode 7

default PF key settings 20

ending PDF or a PDF function 22

getting help 20

repeating a FIND or CHANGE command 25

scrolling within a data display 25

splitting and swapping display screens 21

DELETE command
TSO 127, 128, 142

delimiters

used to stack commands 16

DELTA parameter

LISTING TYPE field 175, 184

DESCRIPTION column 161

Description field 238

DEVICE field 131

DEVICE keyword
SORT command 146

DFP
See Data Facility Product

• Dialog Services (option 7.6)

invoking a dialog service 313

DIALOG SERVICES TO BE TRACED field 316

Dialog Test (option 7) 279

Breakpoints (option 7.8) 319

commands 282

Dialog Services (option 7.6) 313

effect of RETURN command 24

environment 280

accessing and updating variables 280

available ISPF facilities 280

exceptions to restoration when using Go
(option G) 324

ISPF log generation 280

error handling, severe 282

Exit (option 7.X) 326

exiting with jump function ( = ) 25

Functions (option 7.1) 287

line commands
D (delete lines) 285

. (insert lines) 285

R (repeat lines) 286

Log (option 7.5) 310

overview 6

Panels (option 7.2) 291

primary commands
CANCEL 284

END 284

LOCATE 284

QUAL 285

RESUME 285

W: 15457 Page 52

message displayed 282

reasons errors occur 282

Tables (option 7.4) 298

Traces (option 7.7) 315

Tutorial (option 7.T) 326

usual test methods 279

variable usage 281

Variables (option 7.3) 293

why you should generate a log data set 69

Dialog Test Primary Option Menu 280

Dialog Test Tutorial panel 326

dialog, definition of 1

direct access storage device

using with packed data 51

DIRECTORY BLOCKS field 1 1

1

Display (option 0.4)

specifying ASIS 74

specifying BOTTOM 74

Display Characteristics panel 74

DISPLAY command
Browse (option 1) 89

parameters

CC 89

char 89

NOCC 89

display format 7

Display Panel 291

Display Row panel 300

DISPLAY STYLE OPTIONS field 234

DLMDUP process option

SuperCE utility (option 3.13) 381

DLREFM process option

SuperCE utility (option 3.13) 381

Document Composition Facility 233

double-byte character set

Browse or Edit DBCS data as EBCDIC data 51

column specification in dialog test 299

defining data type 167

Dialog Test variables format 297

Edit and Browse 51

effect on SuperC utilities 374

finding a one-byte hexadecimal string 94

format definition 50

Format Specification utility (option 3.11) 50,

166

formatted data Edit and Browse 50

hexadecimal format 51

invalid mixed data 51

MIXED MODE field 50

using the VALUE field 299

DOWN command
ISPF 12, 26

DPACMT process option

Extended Search-For utility (option 3.13.S) 380

SuperCE utility (option 3.13) 380

DPADCMT process option

Extended Search-For utility (option 3.13.S) 380

SuperCE utility (option 3.13) 380

DPBLKCL process option

Extended Search-For utility (option 3.13.S) 380
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SuperCE utility (option 3.13) 380

DPCBCMT process option

Extended Search-For utility (option 3.13.S) 380

SuperCE utility (option 3.13) 380

DPFTCMT process option

Extended Search-For utility (option 3.13.S) 380

SuperCE utility (option 3.13) 380

DPLINE process statement

Extended Search-For utility (option 3.13.S) 402

parameters

'string' 402

start-colm 402, 407

stop-colm 402, 407

SuperCE utility (option 3.13) 402

DPLINEC process statement

Extended Search-For utility (option 3.13.S) 402

SuperCE utility (option 3.13) 402

DPPLCMT process option

Extended Search-For utility (option 3.13.S) 380

SuperCE utility (option 3,13) 380

DPPSCMT process option

Extended Search-For utility (option 3.13.S) 380

SuperCE utility (option 3.13) 380

DSCBs
See data set control blocks

DSLIST exit 124

DSNAME LEVEL field 124

DSORG field 131

DSORG keyword
SORT command 146

DS1-DS4 fields 186, 191

E

E (EBCDIC) parameter

FIELD TYPE field 167

E (edit data set) line command
Data Set List utility (option 3.4) 138

EBCDIC
See extended binary coded decimal interchange

code

Edit - Entry Panel 99

Edit (option 2) 99

editing a data set 99

editing DBCS data as EBCDIC data 51

mixed mode 51

overview 6

saving scroll value 27

valid logical record length 99

valid record format 99

EDIT command
Data Set List utility (option 3.4) 47

END command
Breakpoints (option 7.8) 320, 322

Command Table utility (option 3.9) 162

Dialog Test (option 7) 284

ISPF 12, 23
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Traces (option 7.7) 317, 318

Variables (option 7.3) 294

ending PDF or a PDF function

END command 23

Exit option (X) 25

RETURN command 24

ENTER SESSION MANAGER MODE field 277

ENTER TSO COMMAND OR CLIST BELOW
field 275

entering commands with PA and PF keys

program access (PA) keys 18

program function (PF) keys 19

ENVIRON command
ISPF 13, 81

environment, Dialog Test 280

ERASE INPUT key 19

error handling, Dialog Test 282

errors

trigger statement 215

Example of Using Aspect Ratio Parameter 0 79

Example of Using Aspect Ratio Parameter 1 80

examples

= (repeat last command) line command 141

account information 56

additional input libraries 216

aspect ratio parameter 0 79

aspect ratio parameter 1 80

Assembler H allocation data sets

SYSIN 367

SYSLIB 367

SYSLIN 368

SYSPRINT 368

SYSPUNCH 369

SYSTERM 368

SYSUTl 369

BROWSE command 88

bypassing menus 5

CMPBOFS process statement 395

CMPCOLM process statement 396

CMPCOLMN process statement 398

CMPCOLMO process statement 398

CMPLINE process statement 400

column-identification line 89

command error processing 16

command interpretation 276

command table usage restriction 159

CONFIRM command 142

Copy Format Selection List panel 169

data entry panel 85

data set information displays 104, 105, 106, 107

data set name levels 124

default PF key commands 16

defining PF key functions

using a BLANK label 73

using colon (:) to define line commands 72

Dialog Test

breakpoint cancel (option C). 279

changing variable values 295

DBCS value format 299

detailed ISPF log entries 311

dialog trace ISPF log entry 310

Index 419
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DISPLAY service 313

hexadecimal format 325

how dialog parts change 324

ISPF log entry for current value of

variable 312

modifying a table row 302

NEWPOOL option 281

no data written to ISPF log 310

processing that causes a service call 315

severe error found at breakpoint 282

specifying breakpoints 321

why many ISPF log entries can appear 311

DISPLAY command 90

display of data set format 86

displaying commands after execution 87

DPLINE process statement 403

DPLINEC process statement 403

entering generation data set name 32

F (free unused space) line command 141

FIND command 142

FIND command search strings 91

Foreground Assembler processing 216

HEX command 95

INCLUDE statement 232

invalid load module directory fields 42

invalid mixed data 51

ITEXT data set names 227

JCL generation for compilers 256

library concatenation 34

Linkage Editor concatenation sequence 232

Linkage Editor search sequence 232

LNCT process statement 404

LOCATE command 44, 97, 143, 170

LSTCOLM process statement 405

member expansion

code that cannot be processed 212

member list with expanded line command
field 140.1

member name in title 30

member parts list 247

member selection list with statistics 40

menu 5

naming a command table 159

NCHGT process statement 407

NTITLE process statement 408

object data set names 218

OCHGT process statement 407

panel format 7

pattern, member selection list 39

PDF terminal operations 56

PFSHOW command 73

PL/I optimizing compiler 268

print output data set names 243

printing panels with long lines 77

printing, deleting, and renaming members 48

S (select) line command 45

SAVE command 144

Search-For list data set name 191

search-for listing data set name 200

Search-For process statements 193

W: 15457 54

SELECT process statement 409

selecting a tutorial topic 336

selecting an option 5

Session Manager control 206

SHOWCMD command 144

SORT command 146, 171

specifying a qualifier with an asterisk 125

splitting the display screen 21

SRCHFOR process statement 412

SRCI’"^ORC process statement 412

stacking commands 16, 66

substituting ^ov data set name 132

SuperC list data set name 175, 185

SuperC process statements 195

SWAP command 22

symbolic debug data set names 243

three-level library hierarchy 33

typing over parameters 27

typing over scroll amount 27

uses for library levels 34

using GROUPS FOR PRIMARY MEMBERS
field 246

using SuperC 375

using the Library utility 48

value in CHANGED field 40

value in CREATED field 40

value in LIB field 40

value in VV.MM field 40

VOLUME view display 128

VS COBOL II allocation data sets

SYSIN 367

SYSLIB 367

SYSLIN 368

SYSPRINT 368

SYSPUNCH 369

SYSTERM 368

SYSUTl 369

SYSUT2 - SYSUT5 369

VTOC display 136

with the TSO/E Information Center

Facility 239

with TSO/E Information Center Facility 218

327x terminal keys 19

EXECUTION FARMS field 208, 242

Foreground PL/I checkout compiler (option

4.4) 226

Exit (option X)

bypassing the log and list data set panel 23

ending PDF from the ISPF/PDF Primary Option

Menu 23

ending PDF on a split screen 22

overview 7

similarities to RETURN command 24

use of log/list defaults 25

used with jump function ( = ) 25

Exit (option 7.X)

ending Dialog Test 326

expansion trigger, defined 211

EXPIRATION DATE field 112

EXPIRES field 131
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EXPIRES keyword
SORT command 146

explosion chain, defined 249

extended binary coded decimal interchange code
Browse or Edit DECS data as EBCDIC 51

defining data type 167

format definition 50

hexadecimal format 51

invalid mixed data 51

MIXED MODE field 50

using numbered data 168

Extended Search-For - Concatenation Data Set

Entry panel 192

Extended Search-For Compare utility 188

applications 375

options

Blank - search-for strings 191

E - edit Search-For statements data set 193

P - select Search-For process options 192

process options 378

process statements 393

return codes 377

SuperC program description 372

utility differences 371

Extended Search-For process options

ANYC 379

APNDLST 381

COBOL 379

DPACMT 380

DPADCMT 380

DPBLKCL 380

DPCBCMT 380

DPFTCMT 380

DPPLCMT 380

DPPSCMT 380

IDPFX 381

LMTO 381

LONGLN 381

LPSF 382

LTO 382

NOPRTCC 382

NOSEQ 379

SEQ 379

Extended Search-For process statements
* and ,* (comment lines) 401

CMPCOLM (compare columns) 396

CMPLINE (compare line) 399

DPLINE (do not process line) 402

DPLINEC (continuation of do not process

line) 402

LNCT (line count) 404

LSTCOLM (list columns) 405

NCHGT (new change text) 406

notation conventions 393

NTITLE (new title) 408

SELECT (select PDS members) 409

SLIST (include statements in listing) 411

SRCHFOR 412

SRCHFORC 412
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0
F (foreground) parameter
MODE field 173

F (free unused space) line command
Data Set List utility (option 3.4) 141

F (function) pool

POOL field 318

F record format

RECORD FORMAT field 111

false match correction notice 356

FBA record format

RECORD FORMAT field 76

FIELD LENGTH field 167

field mark character 19

FIELD NUMBER field 167

FIELD TYPE field 167

field value abbreviations 365

fieldl parameter

SORT command 46, 146

field2 parameter

SORT command 46, 146

FILE comparison of a complete PDS 359

FILE comparison of a sequential data set or

membered PDS 358

FILE parameter

Compare Type field 183

FIND command
Browse (option 1)

character strings, use of 93

column limitations 94

conditions for character string matches 92

displaying column numbers searched 91

omitting string delimiters 91

one-byte hexadecimal strings 94

picture strings, use of 93

rules for using coi-1 and col-2 94

specifying FIND strings 90

starting point, direction, and extent of

search 91

string not found actions 92

text strings, use of 92

using RFIND 94

using string delimiters 91

Data Set List utility (option 3.4) 142

parameters

CHARS|PREFIX|SUFFIX|WORD 90

col-1 and col-2 90

NEXT|ALL|FIRST|LAST|PREV 91

string 90

find-mask parameter

NCHGT process statement 406

OCHGT process statement 406

FIRST parameter

FIND command 91

FMVLNS process option

SuperCE utility (option 3.13) 381

Index 421
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FO parameter

ATTRIBUTES field 42

Foreground (option 4) 205

Assembler H (option 4.1) 219

Assembler XF (option 4.1A) 220

COBOL interactive debug (option 4.10A) 241

compilation limitations 22

expanding packed data 211

FORTRAN interactive debug (option 4.11) 244

input data sets 215

Linkage Editor (option 4.7) 231

list data sets 216

Member Parts List (option 4.12) 245

object data sets 217

OS/VS COBOL compiler (option 4.2A) 223

output listings 54

overview 6

Pascal/VS compiler (option 4.6) 229

password protection 217

PL/I checkout compiler (option 4.4) 226

PL/I optimizing compiler (option 4.5) 228

processing sequence 205

SCRIPT/VS (option 4.9) 233

using the TSO/E Information Center

Facility 218

VS COBOL II compiler (option 4.2) 221

VS COBOL II interactive debug (option

4.10) 240

VS FORTRAN compiler (option 4.3) 225

Foreground Assembler H panel 219

Foreground Assembler XF panel 220

Foreground Environment Feature 233

Foreground Linkage Edit panel 231

Foreground Member Parts List panel 245

Foreground OS/VS COBOL Compile panel 223

Foreground Pascal/VS Compile panel 229

Foreground PL/I Checkout Compile panel 226

Foreground PL/I Optimizing Compile panel 228

Foreground Print Options for Style panel 236

with the TSO/E Information Center

Facility 239

Foreground Print Options panel 210

with TSO/E Information Center Facility 218

Foreground Selection Panel 205

Foreground VS COBOL II Compile panel 221

Foreground VS COBOL II Interactive Debug

panel 240

Foreground VS FORTRAN Compile panel 225

format definition 50

Format Definition panel 167

format definitions 50

FORMAT NAME field 50, 166

effect on MIXED MODE field 50

Format Selection List panel 170

Format Specification panel 166

Format Specification utility (option 3.11)

IBM 5550 terminal support 50

line commands
D (deleting a format) 170

R (renaming a format) 171

; 15457 DocM?e7'O60i@W4%^e^'96

U (updating a format) 171

options

A - add a new format 167

C - copy formats 168

D - delete a format 169

L or Blank - display format list 169

U - update a format 169

primary commands
LOCATE 170

SORT 171

format, panel 7

formatted data set 50

FORTRAN interactive debug (option 4.11) 244

FORTRAN Interactive Debug panel 244

FREE DSCBS field 137

FREE EXTENTS field 137

FREE parameter

ACTION field 121

FREE SPACE field 137

FROM FORMAT field 166

FROM TABLE field 167

FSCR parameter

MODE field 288, 289

FUNCTION field 316, 318, 320, 324

parameter

Function Traces panel 316

Functions (option 7.1)

testing a dialog function 287

generation data sets 32

GENERIC UNIT field 110, 114.6

GENHELP keyword 164

GET operation

OPERATION field 318

Go (option G) 323

graphics interface mode, effect on Session

Manager 207

GROUP field 30

GROUPS FOR PRIMARY MEMBERS field 246,

249

GWCBL process option

SuperCE utility (option 3.13) 381

HALF parameter

SCROLL field 8

Hardcopy utility (option 3.6)

additional batch printing information 153

source and index listings 339

using the TSO/E Information Center

Facility 153

Hardcopy Utility panel
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after JCL generation 152

before JCL generation 150

with the TSO/E Information Center Facility

installed 154

hashsum, defined 358

HELP command
displaying column numbers searched 91

ISPF 12, 20

Tutorial (option T) 338

HELP reference 165

Help Tutorial panel 338

HEX command
Browse (option 1) 95

parameters

DATA 95

OFF 95

ON 95

VERT 95

hex-offset parameter

CMPBOFS process statement 395

hexadecimal data

Dialog Test variables format 296

I (data set information) line command
Data Set List utility (option 3.4) 139

I (implicit) variable

P (pool) field 294

I (insert) line command
Breakpoints (option 7.8) 320

Command Table utility (option 3.9) 162

Dialog Test (option 7) 285

Tables (option 7.4) 303, 305

Traces (option 7.7) 317, 318

Variables (option 7.3) 294

IBM Products (option 9) 329

options

1 - CSP/AD 330

2 - CSP/AE 331

3 - INFO/SYS 332

4-

COBOL/SF-F 333

5-

COBOL/SF-B 334

overview 6

ID field 41, 289

IDPFX process option

Extended Search-For utility (option 3.13.S) 381

lEBCOPY utility 103, 117, 141

lEBGENER utility 153

IF PARTITIONED, REPLACE LIKE-NAMED
MEMBERS field 117

IF SEQUENTIAL, "TO" DATA SET DISPOSITION
field 117

INCLUDE statement 211

index listings

index listings for load libraries 342.1

managed 342.2

NW: 15457 34i

managed 342

index listings for load libraries 342.1

managed 342.2

index listings for source libraries 341

managed 342

INFO/SYS (option 9.3)

Information/System 332

Information Center Facility 150, 157, 209, 235

Information/System panel 332

INIT field 41

INIT keywords 164

INITIAL DISPLAY VIEW field 125

views

ATTRIB 126

SPACE 126

TOTAL 126

VOLUME 126

INITIAL MACRO field 100

input data sets 215

INPUT FIELD PAD field 65

installation exits

compress request 103, 141

data set allocation 109, 114.4

data set list (DSLIST) 124

print utility 150, 157, 209, 235

promote 120

Interactive System Productivity Facility

relationship to PDF 1

internal character representations for APL
keyboards 363

internal character representations for TEXT
keyboards 364

interpretable text data sets 227

introduction to PDF
commands, entering 14

entering commands with PF keys 19

interacting with PDF 4

invoking PDF 4

ISPF/PDF primary options 5

remembering information with user profiles 28

understanding PDF panels 7

using the default PF key settings 20

Invoke Dialog Function/Selection Menu 287

Invoke Dialog Service panel 313

IS data set organization

DSORG field 131

ISPCMDS 159

ISPF
See Interactive System Productivity Facility

ISPF commands
assigning 70

CURSOR 13

DOWN 12, 26

END 12, 23

ENVIRON 13, 81

HELP 12, 20

ISPPREP 13

jump function ( = ) 13

KEYS 13, 19

LEFT 12, 26

LIST 13

Index 423
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LOG 13

PANELID 13

PFSHOW 13, 72

PRINT 13

PRINT-HI 13

PRINTG 13, 78

PRINTL 13

PRINTLHI 13

RCHANGE 12, 25

RETRIEVE 12

RETURN 12, 24

RFIND 12, 25

RIGHT 12, 26

SPLIT 12, 21

SPLITV 13, 66

SWAP 12, 22

taking a screen snapshot 53

UP 12, 26

ISPF ENVIRON Command Settings panel 81

ISPF library names 29

ISPF library, defined 29

ISPF log listings 343

ISPF member statistics 39

ISPF Parameter Options panel 63

ISPF Farms (option 0) 63

Display (option 0.4) 74

Environ (option 0,7) 81

Graphic (option 0.6) 78

List (option 0.5) 76

Log/List (option 0.2) 67

overview 6

PF Keys (option 0.3) 70

Terminal (option 0.1) 64

ISPF Tutorial and Introduction panels 336

ISPF/PDF command notation 15

ISPF/PDF Primary Option Menu 5

ISPF/PDF primary options

option selection 5

ISPPREP command
ISPF 13

ISPTLIB 159

ISRCFIL control file 327

ISRFORM table 168

ISRLEMX 256

ISRSCAN 256

ISU data set organization

DSORG field 131

ITEXT data sets

See interpretable text data sets

0
JCL

See job code language

JCL generation

Assembler and Linkage Editor 257

compilers 256

W: 15457‘l3?fetd™!fi)2077 Page 58

generating and submitting print jobs 151

job statement information

parameters

(ACCOUNT) 56

//* lines 56

'NAME' 56

user-idA 55

preventing JES line counting 236

JOB STATEMENT INFORMATION field 24, 68

JOBID field 156

JOBNAME field 156

jump function ( =

)

ISPF 13, 25

K

K (keep) parameter

Process option field 24, 67

K (key) variable

T (variable types) field 300, 302, 304

Katakana terminals 65

KB attribute

SPACE UNITS field 114.6

keys

ATTENTION (PAl) 18

CLEAR 19

cursor movement 22

ERASE INPUT 19

ISPF 13

PAl 277

RESET 19, 277

RESHOW (PA2) 19

KEYS command
ISPF 19, 70

KEYS field 306

keyword parameter

CMPBOFS process statement 395

CMPLINE process statement 399

keyword/operand abbreviations 366

KN (keep and allocate new data set) parameter

Process option field 24, 67

0
LABEL fields 72

label parameter

LOCATE command 97

LANG field 288

LANGUAGE field 246

LARGEST field 137

LAST DATE MODIFIED field 307, 309

LAST MODIFIED BY field 308, 309

LAST parameter

FIND command 91

LAST SERVICE RETURN CODE field 309
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LAST TABLE SERVICE field 309

LAST TIME MODIFIED field 307, 309

Icmd parameter

SELECT command 45

LEFT command
ISPF 12, 26

LEL
See Linkage Editor language

LIB field 40, 42

libraries and data sets

data set passwords 49

format definitions 50

list and log data sets 52

member selection lists 37

mixed mode 50

naming ISPF libraries and data sets 29

packed data sets 51

sample PDF session 56

using LMF to control ISPF libraries 32

library 33

library concatenation

during editing 35

during language processing 35

functions that use concatenation 35

GROUP field 34

library controls 32

Library Management Utilities panel 327

library member modification and promotion

locking members while editing 36

Library utility (option 3.1)

member list line commands 47

options

B - browse member 103

Blank - display member list 102

C - compress data set 103

D - delete member 104

I - data set information 104

L - print entire data set 104

P - print member 103

R - rename member 104

S - data set information (short) 106

X - print index listing 103

options that support managed data sets

I - data set information 105

S - data set information (short) 107

X - print index listing 103

source and index listings 339

Library Utility panel 102

Line Cmd field 237

line commands
Command Table utility (option 3.9) 162

Data Set List utility (option 3.4) 131, 138

defined 6, 14

Dialog Test (option 7) 285

Format Specification utility (option 3.11)

member selection list 43

SCRIPT/VS (option 4.9) 237

LINE LENGTH field 77

line-number parameter

LOCATE command 97
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Compare Type field 183

MODE field 288, 289

Lines per page field 67

Linkage Editor (option 4.7) 231

concatenation sequence 232

LEL control statements 232

Linkage Editor (option 5.7) 270

Linkage Editor concatenation sequence 232

Linkage Editor language 232

LINKAGE EDITOR OPTIONS field

Foreground Linkage Editor (option 4.7) 231

List (option 0.5)

printing panels with long lines 77

list and log data sets

foreground and batch output listings

list-id parameter 54

prefix parameter 54

userid parameter 54

JOB STATEMENT INFORMATION 55

list data set 53

log data set 53

other temporary data sets 54

prefix parameter 52

printing list/log data sets 53

taking a screen snapshot 53

temporary names 52

userid parameter 52

LIST command
ISPF 13

List Data Set Characteristics panel 76

list data sets 216

parameters

list-id 44, 143

prefix 44, 143

LIST ID field 208, 216, 253

list-id parameter

Foreground and Batch output listings 54

SAVE command 44, 143

LIST keyword 164

list of abbreviations 365

command names 365

field values 365

keywords/operands 366

programming languages 366

scroll amounts 366

List VTOC utility (option 3.7), removal of 155

LISTING DS NAME field 175, 191

Listing Dsn field 184

LISTING DSNAME field 200

listing formats

data set list listings 347

ISPF log listings 343

member list listings 344

source and index listings 339

171 SuperC listings 348

LISTING TYPE field 175, 184

LM Utilities (option 8) 327

overview 6

LMF migration utility 287

LMTO process option

Extended Search-For utility (option 3.13.S) 381

Index 425
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LNCT process statement

Extended Search-For utility (option 3.13.S) 404

parameter

nnnnnn 404

SuperCE utility (option 3.13) 404

load module library

invalid directory fields (?) 42

member statistics 41

load module library display 41

expanded line command field 141

Local printer ID field 24, 67

LOCATE command
Breakpoints (option 7.8) 320

Browse (option 1) 96

Data Set List utility (option 3.4) 143

Dialog Test (option 7) 284

Format Specification utility (option 3.11) 170

member selection list 43

parameters

label 97

line-number 97

Iparm 143

name 170

string 43, 285

Tables (option 7.4) 301, 303, 305, 306

Traces (option 7.7) 317, 318

Variables (option 7.3) 294

LOCK field 36

locking members while editing

conditions when locking causes errors 37

conditions when locking is ignored 37

locking members with copy/lock 119'

LOCS process option

SuperCE utility (option 3.13) 381

Log (option 7.5)

displaying the ISPF log 310

logged trace output 310

reasons log is not available 310

log and list data set default options

changing primary and secondary page values 69

Log and List Defaults panel 67

LOG command
ISPF 13

log data set 53

Log/List (option 0.2)

changing defaults 7

effect on Exit (X) option 25

log and list data set default options 68

LOGICAL RECORD LENGTH field 76

LONG MESSAGE field 8

LONG parameter

LISTING TYPE field 175, 184

LONGLN process option

Extended Search-For utility (option 3.13.S) 381

SuperCE utility (option 3.13) 381

Iparm parameter

LOCATE command 143

LPSF process option

Extended Search-For utility (option 3.13.S) 382

LRECL field 131

W: 1545?i©©feMy'^'0@02077 Page 60

SORT command 146

LSTCOLM process statement

Extended Search-For utility (option 3.13.S) 405

parameters

start-cofm 405

stop-colm 405

SuperCE utility (option 3.13) 405

LTO process option

Extended Search-For utility (option 3.13.S) 382

M

M (display member list) line command
Data Set List utility (option 3.4) 140.1

M (machine) parameter

PRINTER CARRIAGE CONTROL field 156

M (mixed) parameter

FIELD TYPE field 167

M record format

RECORD FORMAT field 112

managed data set 114.3

MANAGEMENT CLASS field 114.5

MAX parameter

SCROLL field 8

MB attribute

SPACE UNITS field 114.7

member expansion

block size 212

COPY statement 214

FIELD A 214

FIELD B 214

IDENTIFICATION DIVISION 214

language processing table 212

restrictions 213

return codes 215

trigger statement errors 215

WITH DEBUGGING MODE clause 214

MEMBER field 30

member list display 40

expanded line command field 140.1

member list listings

load libraries 345

source libraries 344

member list lists 344

member not found 249

member parameter

BROWSE command 88

SELECT process statement 409

SYSTERM DD statement 257

Member Parts List (option 4.12) 245

CALL statement format 245

member not found 249

options

1 - browse/print member parts list 247

2 - write member parts data set 248

PROCEDURE DIVISION 245

record format 248

Member Parts List (option 5.12) 273
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member parts list display 247

member selection lists

displaying member lists 38

fields 40

load module library 42

source library 40

ISPF member statistics 39

line commands
B (browse) 47

D (delete) 47

E (edit) 47

P (print) 47

R (rename) 47

S (select) 45

list data set 44

load module library member statistics 41

primary commands
LOCATE 43

RESET 44

SAVE 44

SELECT 45

SORT 46

saving scroll value 27

table of differences 38

updating a member list 49

membered PDS, defined 174

menus 9

Message Display Panel 292

MESSAGE field 129

MESSAGE ID field 291

MESSAGE keyword
SORT command 146

messages

as means of communication 4

conditions for display 16

displayed by HELP command 20

failure to enter required value 9

inconsistent values 9

LONG MESSAGE field 8

SHORT MESSAGE field 8

mixed data

assumed 51

B (browse data set) line command 138

defining data type 167

E (edit data set) line command 138

format definition 50

invalid, examples of 51

MIXED MODE field 50

non-mixed mode 51

unformatted 51

using numbered data 168

MIXED MODE field 50

MOD field 41

MOD parameter

IF SEQUENTIAL, "TO" DATA SET
DISPOSITION field 117

MODE field 173, 288, 289

MODIFIED ROW COUNT field 308, 309

Modify Row panel 302

MOUNT authority 32, 111

NW: 15457 Ete6ktm7ftQ03P77 Page 61

MOVE parameter

ACTION field 121

Move/Copy utility (option 3.3)

alias entries 123

options

C and CP - copying data sets 116

L and LP * copying and locking data
sets 119

M and MP - moving data sets 118

P and PP - promoting data sets 120

source and index listings 339

with load modules 122

without load modules 122

Move/Copy Utility panel 115

multiple search strings 200

Multiple Search Strings panel 201

MULTIPLE STRINGS field 200

N

N (name) variable

T (variable types) field 300, 302, 304

N (non-modifiable) attribute

A (variable attributes) field 294

NAME field 40, 42, 129

NAME keyword
LOCATE command 170

SORT command 146, 171

NAME parameter
JOB STATEMENT INFORMATION 56

NAMES field 306

naming ISPF libraries and data sets

ISPF library names 29

OTHER PARTITIONED OR SEQUENTIAL
DATA SET NAMES 31

volume serials 32

NARROW process option

SuperCE utility (option 3.13) 382

national language support ix

native mode 7

NBTM keyword
CMPBOFS process statement 395

CMPLINE process statement 399

NCHGT process statement

Extended Search-For utility (option 3.13.S) 406

parameters

'find-mask' 406

'string' 406

SuperCE utility (option 3.13) 406

NEVER parameter

LOCK field 36

New DS Name field 182

new-member parameter

SELECT process statement 409

NEW OUTPUT CLASS field 156

new-title-text parameter

NTITLE process statement 408

OTITLE process statement 408
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NEW USERID field 147

NEW VERSION NUMBER field 147

NEWAPPL field 289

NEWNAME field 102

NEWPOOL field 289

NEXT parameter

FIND command 91

nnnnn parameter

LNCT process statement 404

NO parameter

ACTIVE field 316, 318, 320

BROWSE Output field 186

CONFIRM DELETE REQUEST field 127

IF PARTITIONED, REPLACE LIKE-NAMED
MEMBERS field 117

LOCK field 36

MIXED MODE field 51

MULTIPLE STRINGS field 200

NEWAPPL field 289

NEWPOOL field 289

PACK DATA field 122

PASSLIB field 290

PURGE DATA SET field 114.2

SPECIFY PACK OPTION FOR "TO" DATA SET

field 117

TABLE AVAILABLE field 307

TABLE ON DISK field 309

NOCC parameter

DISPLAY command 89

NOLIST parameter

LISTING TYPE field 175, 184

non-managed data set 114.3

non-paired change, defined 356

NOP action

ACTION column 161

NOPRTCC process option

Extended Search-For utility (option 3.13.S) 382

SuperCE utility (option 3.13) 382

NOSEQ parameter

SEQUENCE NUMBERS field 176

NOSEQ process option

Extended Search-For utility (option 3.13.S) 379

SuperCE utility (option 3.13) 379

NOT OPEN parameter

STATUS FOR THIS SCREEN field 307, 308

NOWRITE parameter

OPEN OPTION field 309

NTITLE process statement

Extended Search-For utility (option 3.13.S) 408

parameter

new-title-text 408

SuperCE utility (option 3.13) 408

NTOP keyword
CMPBOFS process statement 395

CMPLINE process statement 399

NUMBER OF COPIES field 154

NUMBER OF KEYS field 306

NUMBER OF NAMES field 306

NUMBER OF PF KEYS field 65

NUMBER OF ROWS field 306

W: 15457iiDiaeJdet?£)002077 Page 62

ATTRIBUTES field 42

object data sets 217

OBJECT field

Batch PL/I checkout compiler (option 5.4) 267

Foreground PL/I checkout compiler (option

4.4) 226

Foreground VS FORTRAN compiler (option

4.3) 225

OBTM keyword
CMPBOFS process statement 395

CMPLINE process statement 399

OCHGT process statement

SuperCE utility (option 3.13) 406

OFF parameter

CONFIRM command 142

HEX command 95

SHOWCMD command 144

OL parameter

ATTRIBUTES field 42

Old DS Name field 182

old-member parameter

SELECT process statement 409

OLD parameter

IF SEQUENTIAL, "TO" DATA SET
DISPOSITION field 117

ON parameter

CONFIRM command 142

HEX command 95

SHOWCMD command 144

OPEN OPTION field 309

OPEN parameter

STATUS FOR THIS SCREEN field 307, 308

operand notation

one required ({ }) 15

optional ([ ]) 15

OR symbol (|) 15

OPERATION field 318

OPT field 288

OPTION field 8

entering commands 14

option selection 5

C - Changes 7

T - Tutorial 7

X - Exit 7

0 - ISPF Parms 6

1 - Browse 6

2 - Edit 6

3 - Utilities 6

4 - Foreground 6

5 - Batch 6

6 - Command 6

7 - Dialog Test 6

8 - LM Utilities 6

9 - IBM Products 6

ORIGINAL ROW COUNT field 308, 309
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OS/VS COBOL compiler (option 4.2A) 223

OS/VS COBOL compiler (option 5.2A) 264

OTHER field

Batch Assembler H (option 5.1) 258

Batch Assembler XF (option 5.1A) 260

Batch Linkage Editor (option 5,7) 270

Batch OS/VS COBOL compiler (option

5.2A) 264

Batch PL/I checkout compiler (option 5.4) 267

Batch VS COBOL II compiler (option 5.2) 262

Batch VS FORTRAN compiler (option 5.3) 265

Foreground OS/VS COBOL compiler (option

4.2A) 223

Foreground Pascal/VS compiler (option 4.6) 229

Foreground PL/I checkout compiler (option

4.4) 226

Foreground PL/I optimizing compiler (option

4.5) 228

Foreground VS COBOL II compiler (option

4.2) 221

Foreground VS FORTRAN compiler (option

0
P (pool) field 294

P (prefix) qualifier

SRCHFOR process statement 412

P (print) line command
Data Set List utility (option 3.4) 47, 140

Library utility (option 3.1) 47

P (profile) pool

POOL field 318

P (profile) variable

P (pool) field 294

PACK DATA field 121

packed data sets 51

requirements for using 52

packing data

Foreground (option 4) 206

PAGE parameter

SCROLL field 8

4.3) 225

OTHER PARTITIONED OR SEQUENTIAL DATA
paired change, defined

PANEL field 287

356

SET NAiMES 31 panel format 7

other temporary data sets 54 PANEL NAME field 291

OTITLE process statement panel types 8

SuperCE utility (option 3.13) 408 data entry panels 9

OTOP keyword menus 9

CMPBOFS process statement 395 scrollable data displays 9

CMPLINE process statement 399 PANELID command
OUTDD DD field 178 ISPF 13

Outlist utility (option 3.8) panels

options as means of communication 4

Blank - display job output 158 basic types 8

D - delete job output from SYSOUT hold data set list display view panels
queue 157 ATTRIB view panel 129

L - list job names/IDs via the TSO STATUS
command 157

P - print job output and delete from SYSOUT
hold queue 157

R - requeue job output to a new output

class 158

source and index listings 339

Outlist Utility panel 156

OV parameter

ATTRIBUTES field 42

OVSUM listing type

FILE comparison of a complete PDS 359

FILE comparison of a sequential data set or

membered PDS 358

OVSUM parameter

LISTING TYPE field 175, 184

NW: 15457 Dodd: 70002077 Page 63

SPACE view panel 128

TOTAL view panel 129

VOLUME view panel 128

default mode 7

defined 7

load module library display 41

expanded line command field

member list display 40

expanded line command field

menus 9

code, blank 9

code, defined 9

native mode 7

panel format 7

retaining previous values 9

scrollable format 9

split screen example 21

what they display 4

Panels (option 7.2)

testing dialog panels 291

PARM field 289

Pascal/VS compiler (option 4.6) 229

Pascal/VS compiler (option 5.6) 269

PASSLIB field 290

PASSTHRU action

141

140.1
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ACTION column 161

PASSWORD field 208, 217

password protection 217

pattern parameter

SELECT command 45

pattern, defined 39

PAl (ATTENTION) key 18, 277

PA2 (RESHOW) key 19

PCF
See Programming Control Facility

PD (print and delete) parameter

Process option field 24, 67

PDF
See Program Development Facility

PDS Member List field 183

parameters 189

PF Key Definitions and Labels - Alternate Keys

panel 71

PF Key Definitions and Labels - Primary Keys

panel 71

PF Key Definitions and Labels panel 70

PF Keys (option 0.3)

assigning ISPF/PDF commands 19, 70

assigning labels 72

informing ISPF of the number of PF keys 65

Foreground and Batch output listings 54

list and log data sets 52

member list list data set 44, 143

SYSTERM DD statement 257

PREV parameter

FIND command 91

primary commands
Browse (option 1) 87

Command Table utility (option 3.9) 162

Data Set List utility (option 3.4) 142

defined 6, 14

Format Specification utility (option 3.11) 170

member selection list 43

primary member, defined 249

Primary pages field 68

changing values 69

PRIMARY QUANTITY field 111

W: 1545^Wd'iP"W602077 Page 64

ISPF 13

Print Graphics Parameters panel 78

PRINT-HI command
ISPF 13

PRINT ID field 242, 243

PRINT MODE field 236

print output data sets 243

print utility exit 150, 157, 209, 235

PRINTER CARRIAGE CONTROL field 156

PRINTER FORMAT field 154

PRINTER LOCATION field 153

PRINTG command
ISPF 13, 78

printing

list/log data sets 53

panels with long lines 77

printing a SuperCE listing in batch mode 188

printing your output 150

PRINTL command
ISPF 13

PRINTLHI command
ISPF 13

PROCEDURE DIVISION 245

Process option field 24, 67

Process Options field 185, 191

terminals with 12 PF keys 70 PROFILE DSN field 172

terminals with 24 PF keys 70 PROFILE NAME field 100

PF keys, default assignments 11 profiles

PFSHOW command user 28

ISPF 13, 72 PROG ID field 242

PGM field 289 program access (PA) keys 18

picture strings, use of 93 Program Development Facility

PL/I checkout compiler (option 4.4) 226 interacting with 4

PL/I checkout compiler (option 5.4) 267 introduction to 1

PL/I optimizing compiler (option 4.5) 228 invoking 4

PL/I optimizing compiler (option 5.5) 268 program function (PF) keys 19

PO data set organization Programming Control Facility

DSORG field 131 programming language abbrevia

POOL field 318 project administrator 327

POU data set organization PROJECT field 29

DSORG field 131 promote exits 120

prefix parameter promote members 35, 36

FIND command 90 PS data set organization

49

366

DSORG field 131

PSU data set organization

DSORG field 131

PURGE DATA SET field 114.2

PUT operation

OPERATION field 318

Q

QUAL command
Breakpoints (option 7.8) 320

Dialog Test (option 7) 285

QUAL field 320

QUALIFICATION PARAMETER VALUES
field 321
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qualifier parameter

SRCHFOR process statement 412

R (rename) line command
Data Set List utility (option 3.4) 47, 139

Format Specification utility (option 3.11) 171

Library utility (option 3.1) 47

R (repeat) line command
Breakpoints (option 7,8) 320

Command Table utility (option 3.9) 162

Dialog Test (option 7) 286

Tables (option 7.4) 303, 305

Traces (option 7.7) 317, 318

RACF
See Resource Access Control Facility

RCHANGE command
ISPF 12, 25

REASON CODE field 121

RECFM field 131

RECFM keyword
SORT command 146

RECORD FORMAT field 76, 111

RECORD LENGTH field 112

REFERRED field 131

REFERRED keyword
SORT command 146

REFMOVR process option

SuperCE utility (option 3.13) 382

Rename Data Set panel 114

repeating a FIND or CHANGE command
using the RCHANGE command 25

using the RFIND command 25

RESET command
Browse (option 1) 97

member selection list 44

Reset ISPF Statistics panel 147

Reset ISPF Statistics utility (option 3.5)

options

D - delete ISPF statistics 149

R * reset (create/update) ISPF statistics 148

results of resetting statistics 149

valid logical record lengths 147

RESET key 19, 277

RESET MOD LEVEL field 147

RESET SEQ NUMBERS field 148

RESHOW (PA2) key 19

Resource Access Control Facility 49

restrictions on member expansion and member parts

lists

ail programming languages 213

Assembler 213

COBOL 214

FORTRAN 214

Pascal 214

PL/I 214

NW: 15457 DocWWoUhl Page 65

RESUME command
Dialog Test (option 7) 285

RETRIEVE command
ISPF 12

retrieving commands 27

RETURN CODE field 325

return codes

Batch JCL generation 256

member expansion 215

SuperC 377

RETURN command
ISPF 12, 24

RETURN keyword 164

RF parameter

ATTRIBUTES field 42

RFIND command
Data Set List utility (option 3.4) 143

ISPF 12, 25

RIGHT command
ISPF 12, 26

RN parameter

ATTRIBUTES field 42

Rnn parameter

WHEN field 320

ROW IDENTIFICATION field 298

ROW NUMBER field 301

RU parameter

ATTRIBUTES field 42

rules for:

printing panels with long lines 77

service call image for function trace entries 311

specifying log and list options 68

substituting 'I' for data set name 132

typing over multiple-choice parameters 27

typing over scroll amounts 27

using the add row option 305

using the col-1 and col-2 operands 94

using the Dialog Test Breakpoints option 322

using the Modify Row option 302

S (information (short)) line command
Data Set List utility (option 3.4) 139

S (save) variable

T (variable types) field 300, 302, 304

S (select) line command
Format Specification utility (option 3.11) 171

member selection list 45

SCRIPT/VS (option 4.9) 237

S (shared) pool

POOL field 318

S (shared) variable

P (pool) field 294

S (suffix) qualifier

SRCHFOR process statement 412

S record format

RECORD FORMAT field 112

Index 431
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sample PDF session 56

SAVE command
Data Set List utility (option 3.4) 143

member list listings, examples of 344

member selection list 44

parameters

list-id 44, 143

SC parameter

ATTRIBUTES field 42

Screen Containing Graphics to be Printed 79

SCREEN FORMAT field 66

SCRIPT/VS (option 4.9) 233

changing style options 238

line commands
D (delete) 237

S (select) 237

processing sequence 233

selecting a formatting style 237

using the TSO/E Information Center

Facility 239

SCRIPT/VS Options for Style panel 238

SCRIPT/VS Processor panel 233

scroll amount abbreviations 366

scroll amounts 26

scroll commands 26

SCROLL field 8

scrollable data displays 9

data set format 10

table format 9

scrolling within a data set

typing over scroll and multiple-choice

parameters 26

using the scroll commands 26

Search DS Name field 189

Search-For Process Statements panel 193

Search-For utility (option 3.14)

applications 375

return codes 377

selecting members from a member list 202

SuperC program description 372

utility differences 371

Search-For Utility panel 199

Search Member List panel 203

SEARCH STRING field 199

search strings, multiple 200

Secondary pages field 68

changing values 69

SECONDARY QUANTITY field 111

SELECT action

ACTION column 160

SELECT command
Format Specification utility (option 3.11) 171

member selection list 45

parameters

SELECT process statement

Extended Search-For utility (option 3.13.S) 409

parameters

member 409

new-member 409

old-member 409

15457 Da9cJdiE700020>??Jop^g^) 66o9

Select SCRIPT/VS Formatting Style panel 237

SELECT service 163, 280

SEQ parameter

SEQUENCE NUMBERS field 176

SEQ process option

Extended Search-For utility (option 3.13.S) 379

SuperCE utility (option 3.13) 379

SEQUENCE NUMBERS field 176

SERVICE field 319

Service Name field 324

Session Manager
Command (option 6) 277

Foreground (option 4) 206

Member Parts List (option 4.12) 246

SCRIPT/VS 235

Session Manager, using 277

SETVERB action

ACTION column 161

shift-in characters 50

DBCS character strings 51

Dialog Test variables 297

formatted data Edit and Browse 50

invalid mixed data, examples of 51

treatment in non-mixed mode 51

using the VALUE field 299

shift-out characters 50

DBCS character strings 51

Dialog Test variables 297

formatted data Edit and Browse 50

invalid mixed data, examples of 51

treatment in non-mixed mode 51

using the VALUE field 299

SHORT MESSAGE field 8

SHOWCMD command
Data Set List utility (option 3.4) 144

parameters

OFF 144

ON 144

SHR NOWRITE parameter

OPEN OPTION field 309

SHR WRITE parameter

OPEN OPTION field 309

SI characters

See shift-in characters

single-byte character set

See extended binary coded decimal interchange

code

SIZE field 40, 42, 137

SLIST process statement

Extended Search-For utility (option 3.13.S) 411

SuperCE utility (option 3.13) 411

snapshot of a screen 53

SO characters

See shift-out characters

SORT command
Data Set List utility (option 3.4) 146

Format Specification utility (option 3.11) 171

keywords
%USED 146

BLKSZ 146
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CREATED 146

DEVICE 146

DSORG 146

EXPIRES 146

LRECL 146

MESSAGE 146

NAME 146

RECFM 146

REFERRED 146

TRACKS 146

VOLUME 146

XT 146

member selection list 46

parameters

fieldl 46, 146

field2 46, 146

NAME 171

TIME 171

source and index listings

index listings 341

source listings 340

source data for SuperC listings 349

SOURCE DATA ONLINE field 252

SOURCE DATA PACKED field 206, 211, 252

SOURCE field 242

source listings 340

source segments 35

SOURCE TYPE field 208

SPACE display view

INITIAL DISPLAY VIEW field 126

SPACE UNITS field 111, 114.6

Special Display Panel 314

Specify Disposition of Log and List Data Sets

panel 23

SPECIFY PACK OPTION FOR "TO" DATA SET
field 117

SPF
See System Productivity Facility

SPFUTIL program 163

SPLIT command 21

ISPF 12, 21

repositioning a split screen 21

split screen limitations 21

splitting and swapping display screens

using the SPLIT command 21

using the SWAP command 22

SPLITV command
ISPF 13, 66

SRCHFOR process option

Extended Search-For utility (option 3.13.S)

parameters

qualifier 412

string 412

qualifiers

blank 412

P (prefix) 412

S (suffix) 412

W (word) 412

SRCHFORC process option

Extended Search-For utility (option 3.13.S)

NW: 15457 67

standard Search-For utility

entering multiple search strings 200

start-colm parameter

CMPCOLM process statement 396

CMPCOLMN process statement 397

CMPCOLMO process statement 397

CMPLINE process statement 400

DPLINE process statement 402

DPLINEC process statement 402

LSTCOLM process statement 405

NCHGT process statement 407

OCHGT process statement 407

START COLUMN field 167

Statements Dsn field 185, 191

statistics

ISPF members 39

load module libraries 41

statistics, creating or resetting 148

Status for Table panel

table not open 307

table open 308

STATUS FOR THIS SCREEN field 307, 308

stop-colm parameter

CMPCOLM process statement 396

CMPCOLMN process statement 397

CMPCOLMO process statement 397

CMPLINE process statement 400

DPLINE process statement 402

DPLINEC process statement 402

LSTCOLM process statement 405

NCHGT process statement 407

OCHGT process statement 407

STORAGE CLASS field 114.5

Storage Management Subsystem 108, 114.3

allocation errors 114.7

extra attributes for SPACE UNITS field

string parameter

DPLINE process statement 402

DPLINEC process statement 402

FIND command 90

LOCATE command 43, 285

NCHGT process statement 406

OCHGT process statement 406

SRCHFOR process statement 412

STYLE field 233, 238

SUFFIX parameter

FIND command 90

SuperC Activate/Create Profile options

A - activate 197

412 C - create 197

SuperC compare types

BYTE 184

FILE 183

LINE 183

WORD 183

SuperC listing source data 349

SuperC listing types

CHNG 175, 184

DELTA 175, 184

412 LONG 175, 184

NOLIST 175, 184

114.6

Index 433
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OVSUM 175, 184

SuperC Member List panel 177

SuperC process options

ANYC 379

APNDLST 381

APNDUPD 383

CNPML 381

COBOL 37'9

DLMDUP 381

DLREFM 381

DPACMT 380

DPADCMT 380

DPBLKCL 380

DPCBCMT 380

DPFTCMT 380

DPPLCMT 380

DPPSCMT 380

FMVLNS 381

GWCBL 381

LOGS 381

LONGLN 381

NARROW 382

NOPRTCC 382

NOSEQ 379

REFMOVR 382

SEQ 379

UPDCMS8 383

UPDCNTL 384

UPDMVS8 387

UPDPDEL 388

UPDSEQO 389

UPDSUMO 389

WIDE 382

XWDCMP 382

SuperC Process Statements panel 195

SuperC Utility - Submit Batch Jobs panel 178

SuperC Utility - Submit Batch Jobs panel using

NOLIST 181

SuperC utility (option 3.12)

"new" data set 172

"old" data set 174

applications 375

printing a SuperC listing in batch mode 177

process options 378

process statements 393

return codes 377

specifying members on a member list 176

SuperC program description 372

SuperC submit options 179

blank - generate output listing to SYSOUT
CLASS 179

1 - generate output listing in DATA SET
NAME 179

2 - generate output listing using completed

//OUTDD DD 180

utility differences 371

SuperC Utility panel 172

SuperCE - Concatenation Batch Entry panel 188

SuperCE - Concatenation Interactive Entry

panel 187

SuperCE process statements
* and .* (comment lines) 401

CMPBOFS (compare byte offsets) 395

CMPCOLM (compare columns) 396

CMPCOLMN (compare column new) 397

CMPCOLMO (compare column old) 397

CMPLINE (compare line) 399

DPLINE (do not process line) 402

DPLINEC (continuation of do not process

line) 402

LNCT (line count) 404

LSTCOLM (list columns) 405

NCHGT (new change text) 406

notation conventions 393

NTITLE (new title) 408

OCHGT (old change text) 406

OTITLE (old title) 408

SELECT (select PDS members) 409

SLIST (include statements in listing) 411

SuperCE Profile Browse Display panel 196

SuperCE utility (option 3.13)

applications 375

options

A - activate/create profiles 195

B - submit batch data set compare 187

Blank - compare data sets 186

E - edit SuperCE statements data set 194

P - select process options 378

P - select SuperCE process options 194

S - Extended Search-For Compare utility 188

process options 378

process statements 393

return codes 377

SuperC program description 372

SuperCE utility 182

utility differences 371

SuperCE Utility panel 182

SWAP command
ISPF 12, 22

symbolic debug data sets 242

synchronization data 374

SYSIN data set

Assembler H 367

VS COBOL II 367

SYSLIB data set

Assembler H 367

VS COBOL II 367

SYSLIN data set

Assembler H 368

VS COBOL II 368

SYSOUT class field 24, 67, 178, 253

SYSPRINT data set

Assembler H 368

VS COBOL II 368

SYSPUNCH data set

Assembler H 369

VS COBOL II 369

system command table 159

System Productivity Facility 163

SYSTERM data set
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Assembler H 368

VS COBOL II 368

SYSTERM DD statement

parameters

member 257

prefix 257

SYSUTl data set

Assembler H 369

VS COBOL II 369

SYSUT2 - SYSUT5 data sets

VS COBOL II 369

0
T (truncated) attribute

A (variable attributes) field 294, 300, 302

T (truncation) column 160

T (variable types) field 300, 302, 304

T record format

RECORD FORMAT field 112

TABLE AVAILABLE field 307

table format 9

table input library 159

TABLE NAME field 298, 301

Table of Contents panel 337

TABLE ON DISK field 309

Table Structure panel 306

Tables (option 7.4)

Add Row line commands
D (delete) 305

I (insert) 305

R (repeat) 305

Add Row primary commands
CANCEL 305

END 305

LOCATE 305

Display Row commands
END 301

LOCATE 301

Display Structure command
LOCATE 306

Modify Row line commands
D (delete) 303

I (insert) 303

R (repeat) 303

Modify Row primary commands
CANCEL 303

END 303

LOCATE 303

options

1 - display row 300

2 - delete row 301

3 - modify row 301

4 - add row 304

5 - display structure 306

6 - display status 307

working with dialog tables 298
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Target Panel for Promoting 121

temporary data sets 54

TERM field

TERMIN command procedure statements 277

Terminal (option 0.1)

changing default delimiter 16

informing ISPF of the number of PF keys 65

overriding mode switching 7

Terminal Characteristics panel 64

TERMINAL TYPE field 64

terminals

Batch Assembler H (option 5.1) 258

Batch Assembler XF (option 5.1A) 260

Batch Linkage Editor (option 5.7) 270

Batch VS COBOL II compiler (option 5.2) 262

Batch VS FORTRAN compiler (option 5.3) 265

12 PF keys 70

24 PF keys 70

TEST command
TSO 279

TEST field

Batch OS/VS COBOL compiler (option

5.2A) 264

Foreground OS/VS COBOL compiler (option

4.2A) 223

Foreground VS COBOL II compiler (option

4.2) 221

testing dialogs 279

text strings, use of 92

TIME CREATED field 307, 309

TIME parameter

SORT command 171

TITLE field 8

To Panel for Copying 116

To Panel for Moving 118

TOP parameter

BY ROW xNUMBER field 298

TOTAL display view

INITIAL DISPLAY VIEW field 126

trace output in ISPF log

function trace entries 311

trace header entries 310

variable trace entries 311

Traces (option 7.7)

Function Traces line commands
D (delete) 317

I (insert) 317

R (repeat) 317

Function Traces primary commands
CANCEL 317

END 317

LOCATE 317

options

1 - function traces 315

2 - variable traces 317

Variable Traces line commands
D (delete) 318

I (insert) 318

R (repeat) 318

Variable Traces primary commands
CANCEL 318
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END 318

LOCATE 318

working with trace specifications 315

Traces panel 315

TRACKS field 130, 137

TRACKS keyword
SORT command 146

transmission codes 363

trigger statement errors 215

TRKS parameter

SPACE UNITS field 111

TRKS/CYLS field 137

TS parameter

ATTRIBUTES field 42

TSO Command Processor panel 275

TSO commands 22

ACCOUNT 32, 111

ALLOCATE 109, 114.5

COPY 159

DELETE 127, 128, 142

TEST 279

TSO commands and CLISTs

Data Set List utility (option 3.4) 132

variables

Data Set List utility (option 3.4) 134

ZDLBLKSZ 134

ZDLCAT 135

ZDLCDATE 134

ZDLCONF 134

ZDLDEV 134

ZDLDSN 134

ZDLDSORG 134

ZDLEDATE 134

ZDLEXT 134

ZDLLCMD 134

ZDLLRECL 134

ZDLMSG 135

ZDLNDSN 135

ZDLRDATE 134

ZDLRECFM 134

ZDLREF 135

ZDLSIZE 134

ZDLUSED 134

ZDLVOL 134

TSO commands and CLISTs, entering 276

TTR data 104

TTR field 42

Tutorial (option T) 335

finding ISPF information 4

HELP command 338

selecting 335

selecting the tutorial

ending the Tutorial 337

selecting a tutorial topic 335

Tutorial (option 7.T)

displaying tutorial information 326

TYPE field 30

typing over scroll and multiple-choice

parameters 26
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U (uncatalog data set) line command
Data Set List utility (option 3.4) 140

U (updating a format) line command
Format Specification utility (option 3.11) 171

U record format

RECORD FORMAT field 1 1

1

understanding PDF panels 7

panel format 7

panel types 8

UNIT field 137

unmovable data sets 131

UP command
ISPF 12, 26

UPD parameter

BROWSE Output field 186

UPDATE COUNT field 308, 309

UPDATE DS NAME field 174

Update Dsn field 185

updating a member list 49

UPDCMS8 process option

SuperCE utility (option 3.13) 383

UPDCMS8 update data set 383

UPDCNTL process option

SuperCE utility (option 3.13) 384

UPDCNTL update data sets and formats 384

UPDMVS8 process option

SuperCE utility (option 3.13) 387

UPDPDEL process option

SuperCE utility (option 3.13) 388

UPDPDEL update data set 388

UPDSEQO process option

SuperCE utility (option 3.13) 389

UPDSEQO update data set 389

UPDSUMO process option

SuperCE utility (option 3.13) 389

UPDSUMO update data set 389

user-idA parameter

JOB STATEMENT INFORMATION 55

user profiles 28

userid parameter

Foreground and Batch output listings 54

list and log data sets 52

Utilities (option 3) 101

Command Table utility (option 3.9) 159

Convert Menus/Messages utility (option

3.10) 163

Data Set List utility (option 3.4) 124

Data Set utility (option 3.2) 108

Format Specification utility (option 3.11) 166

Hardcopy utility (option 3.6) 150

Library utility (option 3.1) 102

List VTOC utility (option 3.7), removal of 155

Move/Copy utility (option 3.3) 115

Outlist utility (option 3.8) 156

overview 6

Reset ISPF Statistics utility (option 3.5) 147

Search-For utility (option 3.14) 199
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SuperC utility (option 3.12) 172

SuperCE utility (option 3.13) 182

Utility Selection Menu 101

0
V (VDEFINE) variable

P (pool) field 294

V record format

RECORD FORMAT field 111

VALUE field 294, 299, 300, 302, 304

specifying a DECS value 299

VARIABLE field 293, 300, 302, 304, 317

Variable Traces panel 317

variable usage, Dialog Test 281

Variables (option 7.3)

line commands
D (delete) 294

I (insert) 294

manipulating variables

creating new variables 295

deleting variables 295

primary commands
CANCEL 294

END 294

LOCATE 294

usage notes

DECS data 297

hexadecimal data 296

input errors 295

split-screen mode 296

test mode 296

variable life 296

variable value 296

working with dialog variables 293

Variables panel 293

VBA record format

RECORD FORMAT field 76

VERB column 160

VERT parameter

HEX command 95

VIO, allocating temporary data sets 54

VOLUME DATA field 137

VOLUME display view

INITIAL DISPLAY VIEW field 126

VOLUME field 125, 130

VOLUME keyword
SORT command 146

VOLUME SERIAL field 32, 110, 114.6

VS COBOL II compiler (option 4.2) 221

allocation data sets

SYSIN 367

SYSLIB 367

SYSLIN 368

SYSPRINT 368

SYSPUNCH 369

SYSTERM 368
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SYSUT2 - SYSUT5 369

VS COBOL II compiler (option 5.2) 262

VS COBOL II interactive debug (option 4.10) 240

VS COBOL II interactive debug (option 5.10) 272

VS COBOL II Interactive Debug panel 272

VS data set organization

DSORG field 131

VS FORTRAN compiler (option 4.3) 225

VS FORTRAN compiler (option 5.3) 265

VTOC DATA field 137

VTOC information display 136

VV.MM field 40

w

W (word) qualifier

SRCHFOR process statement 412

WHEN field 320

WIDE process option

SuperCE utility (option 3.13) 382

window as scrolling concept 25

WORD parameter

Compare Type field 183

FIND command 90

WRITE parameter

OPEN OPTION field 309

writing a list to a list data set

data set list 143

member list 44

X

X (print index listing) line command
Data Set List utility (option 3.4) 140

XT field 130

XT keyword
SORT command 146

XWDCMP process option

SuperCE utility (option 3.13) 382

0
YES parameter

ACTIVE field 316, 318, 320

BROWSE Output field 186

CONFIRM DELETE REQUEST field 127

IF PARTITIONED, REPLACE LIKE-NAMED
MEMBERS field 117

LOCK field 36

MIXED MODE field 51

MULTIPLE STRINGS field 200

NEWAPPL field 289

NEWPOOL field 289
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PACK DATA field 122

PASSLIB field 290

PURGE DATA SET field 114.2

SPECIFY PACK OPTION FOR "TO" DATA SET
field 117

TABLE AVAILABLE field .307

TABLE ON DISK field 309

YYYY.DDD or YY.DDD format

EXPIRATION DATE field 113

YYYY/MM/DD or YY/MM/DD format

EXPIRATION DATE field 113

Z (compress data set) line command
Data Set List utility (option 3.4) 141

ZCMD input field 164

ZDLBLKSZ variable 134

ZDLCAT variable 135

ZDLCDATE variable 134

ZDLCONF variable 134

ZDLDEV variable 134

ZDLDSN variable 134

ZDLDSORG variable 134

ZDLEDATE variable 134

ZDLEXT variable 134

ZDLLCMD variable 134

ZDLLRECL variable 134

ZDLMSG variable 135

ZDLNDSN variable 135

ZDLRDATE variable 134

ZDLRECFM variable 134

ZDLREF variable 135

ZDLSIZE variable 134

ZDLUSED variable 134

ZDLVOL variable 134

Numerics

1 to 9999 parameter

SCROLL field 8

3277KN parameter

TERMINAL TYPE field 65

3278CF parameter

TERMINAL TYPE field 65

3278KN parameter

TERMINAL TYPE field 65

3850 virtual volume, allocating a data set to 111

3850 virtual volumes, accessing 32

5550 terminal 166

60 lines per page

Lines per page field 67

80 lines per page

Lines per page field 67
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COMPAREX
The intelligent comparison utility

IBI STERUMB
Wlfm^OFTWARE
Systems Software Marketing Division



COMPAREX contains extensive keywords COMPAREX
and options that move it into the realm of intelligent offers comprehensive support for:

tools. Where most comparison utilities allow • System development
simple comparison of source code or sequential

files, COMPAREX compares the contents of • Maintenance programming

virtually any two files of similar or differing formats. • Conversions

• Vendor release updates

• Reconciliation of production libraries

• Test file generation

• Trouble-shooting and analysis



THOUSANDS

OF

DOLLARS

COMPAREX’s “intelligent”

comparison features include:

• Multiple key specifications (synchronization)

• Field selects and masks

• Record filter (in and out) options

• Character squeezes (elimination of

spaces, etc.)

• Desensitization of packed, binary and
zoned fields

• Differentiation between data (keyed) files and
text (unkeyed) files

• Conversion from one format to another
(i.e. ISAM to VSAM)

SAVINGS USING COMPAREX
COMPAREX gives you substantial savings in

programmer time and expense. For example, suppose

you have 25 programmers, each earning $15.00 per hour.

COMPAREX will save them at least 10 minutes a day in

desk checking time alone. This translates into a savings

of $1,354 for one month... and after a year, that adds up

to a savings of $16,250!

Highlights All Changes

COMPAREX prints in either alphanumeric or

hexadecimal display— and highlights all changes
made. With this unique highlighting feature,

checking is only a matter of flipping through the

listing and seeing the changes clearly marked in

front of you.

Supports All Major File Organizations

COMPAREX supports all major File organizations

including VSAM, ISAM, sequential, partitioned data

sets, and data base management files, including

IMS, IDMS, ADABAS, RAMIS II, and more.

COMPAREX allows comparison of JCL, source

code, object code, and load modules. There are no

restrictions for record length, file size, or block size,

except those imposed by IBM architecture.

Easy to Use

You can run COMPAREX in batch and in

foreground using the ISPF interface with help

screens. ISPF will lead you through the

development of customizing parameters (keywords)

when comparing two files. When you need it, a

tutorial facility may be invoked by pressing a single

key. You can review the output on the screen or

queue it to your printer.



COMPAREX’s “intelligent”

comparison features include:

• Multiple key specifications (synchronization)

• Field selects and masks

• Record filter (in and out) options

• Character squeezes (elimination of

spaces, etc.)

• Desensitization of packed, binary and
zoned fields

• Differentiation between data (keyed) files and
text (unkeyed) files

• Conversion from one format to another
(i.e. ISAM to VSAM)

Isolates and Reconciles Changes

Instead of pouring through reams of listings to

identify data and text file changes— and their

results— you can use COMPAREX to isolate

changes. Then you can easily reconcile them to

the changes requested.

Creates Audit Trail

When source listings, JCL, and regression test

results are submitted for review and approval, the

changes are easily documented via COMPAREX
reports.

Highlights All Changes

COMPAREX prints in either alphanumeric or

hexadecimal display— and highlights all changes
made. With this unique highlighting feature,

checking is only a matter of flipping through the

listing and seeing the changes clearly marked in

front of you.

Supports All Major File Organizations

COMPAREX supports all major File organizations

including VSAM, ISAM, sequential, partitioned data

sets, and data base management files, including

IMS, IDMS, ADABAS, RAMIS II, and more.

COMPAREX allows comparison of JCL, source

code, object code, and load modules. There are no
restrictions for record length, file size, or block size,

except those imposed by IBM architecture.

Easy to Use

You can run COMPAREX in batch and in

foreground using the ISPF interface with help

screens. ISPF will lead you through the

development of customizing parameters (keywords)

when comparing two files. When you need it, a

tutorial facility may be invoked by pressing a single

key. You can review the output on the screen or

queue it to your printer.
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Comparison Time
Reduced 50% to 80%

USE COMPAREX TO:

Compare new release of

software to a prior release for

debugging and documentation

purposes

Compare source code versions

updated through ISPF to provide

a necessary audit trail

Compare a data base against

backup files to assure the

integrity of the data

Compare data output files to

ensure that the results of source

changes are as requested

COMPAREX users report typical “debugging” (desk

checking) time is reduced by 50 percent... Others

estimate savings as high as 80 percent. Increased

productivity results because programmers have

more time for pure program development.

Operating Environment

COMPAREX runs— without modification — in all

IBM mainframe operating environments, such as

DOS/VSE, VM/CMS, and OS (including MVS-XA).

COMPAREX needs only a minimum 100 K of virtual

memory. At execution time, the block size of the

files involved (and the optional invocation of the

COMPAREX interface for PANVALET or

LIBRARIAN files) dictate how large the partition

size should be— usually about 150K.

No special data sets are required in order to

execute COMPAREX.

Easy installation—
Requires No Modifications

or Hooks

COMPAREX is easy to install. It requires no

modifications to the operating system and

constitutes a single load module in a single library.
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Effective, Reliable Customer Support

sterling Software's reputation is built on customer

service and technical support. In order to maintain

a cohesive and informed user base, we provide;

Clear technical documentation for on-site

instruction

Technical support problem-solvers who are

easy to reach — just a Toll Free phone call

away

On-going follow-up by product representatives

who identify and assist with special

applications

An active user solicitation plan to evaluate

user-requested enhancements

30 Day Evaluation

Evaluate COMPAREX at your site with our free,

30-day trial program. This allows you to apply

COMPAREX to your own requirements and
evaluate its performance. There is no obligation,

and once you’ve tried COMPAREX, you’ll wonder
how you ever did without it.

For a FREE, on-site evaluation of COMPAREX, at

no obligation, call TOLL FREE, 800-824-8512. In

California, Hawaii, Alaska and Canada call collect

916-635-5535.

800-824-8512

STERLIIME
SOFTWARE

N ^/jv/s/on
nOSa White Rock Road #100 ^
Rancho Cordova, CA 35670-6035 • 316/635-5535 COMPAREX is a registered trademark of Serena Consulting.
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Background

This guide describes the systems requirements, the format of the distribution tape, the procedures for installation, and the

procedures for post-installation verification. The guide assumes the reader has a working knowledge of his or her operat-

ing environment.

If you have need for further assistance in the installation of COMPAREX, contact your marketing representative as noted

on the initial page of this document.

Mainframe

COMPAREX runs, without modification, on all IBM and plug compatible mainframes running all derivatives of OS/VS

including MET, MVT, V'Sl, \IVS, MVS/XA and FACOM’s OSIV/F4.

Memory
COMPAREX requires a minimum of 96K of virtual memory. At execution time, the block sizes of the files involved and

the number of buffers (as specified bv the BUFNO parameter on the //DD statement) influence this minimum size. The

optional invocation of the COMPAREX interface (CPXIFACE) for PANVALET, LIBRARIAN and OTHer files further

dictate how large the region should be.

COMPAREX is written in reentrant assembler and as such may be given the ’RENT’ attribute at linkage edit time. It is

eligible for inclusion in the Link Pack .Area (LPA) so that concurrent users may share the same copy in storage. It is not

eligible for inclusion above the 16 Meg (A\IC)DE = 24,RMODE = 24) line of MVS/XA yet.

Auxiliary Storage

COMPAREX is a single load module in a single library. The load module size is about 60K. This can be held on three

tracks of a 3380 disk pack. No special data sets are required by COMPAREX for its execution unless the optional ISPF

interface is used. This can be held on less than two cylinders of a 3380 disk pack.

The optional COMPARE.X interface (CP.XIFACE) is another load module. The size of CPXIFACE is dependent on how

it is generated but it seldom is larger than 60K.

Distribution Tape Contents

The distribution tape is a standard labeled 9-track tape. It contains the following datasets:

1. COMP.A.REX.OBJECT - object code to be link-edited into your Load Library - FB/SO/3200

2. CPX1F.\CE.IF.-\CE - CPXIFACE: source code and JCL to assemble and link: ISPF Interface JCL: IDMS Exit mod-

ule

3. COMPAREX.P.AXELS - Panel library

4. CO.MPAREX.MSGS - Message library

5. COMPAREX.CLIST- Clist library

6. COMP.AREX.SVSGEN - SYSGEN library

7. COMPAREX.CPXSISPF - Object code librarv for module CP.XSISPF
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The taoe density is usually 6250 BPI . Unless 1600 BPI has been explicitly requested, it is cut at the 6250 density. If the

density^recorded on the distribution tape cannot be processed at the customer s site, call your marketing representative

immediately.

Note: The TUer Reference Manual is no longer put on the distribution tape for fully paid licensees. .All documentation

has been conv'erted to LaserScript ^ and is applicable only to .AT class personal computers.

1 Desktop Publishing Software from Command Tcchnoioirv Coip.
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Installation Procedures

These are the steps to follow to install COMPAREX at your installation.

Find a Library

Determine which library you want COMPAREX to reside in. The library must be a partitioned data set (PDS). The

record format should be undefined (RECFM = U).

Prepare the Tape

Pull any write ring from the distribution tape. Do not risk writing over the information on the distribution tape. Check the

tape into your tape library. Note here the volume serial number (VOL=SER) written on the peel-off e.xternal label:

VOL=SER=

The following steps assume that you will mount the tape twice to unload it. It is conceivable that you could do the entire

operation with a single tape mount. To accomplish this, you must combine the steps in "Linkage Edit and Unload IF.ACE

PDS" on page 4 with "CPXISPF in somnode.COMPAREX.IFACE" on page 28 into a single job (with appropriate usage of

RETAIN) and submit. This assumes, of course, that all of this JCL must be created by hand.

Prepare a job based on "Linkage Edit and Unload IFACE PDS" on page 4.

Change line 01 to use your standard //jobname JOB statement.

Change line 06 to point to the correct SYSDA, disk device used for work space during the linkage edit.

Change line 09 to show the selected library name.

Change line 11 and 19 to point to the correct type of tape drive with the // UNIT = statement. This tape drive is used for

reading the distribution tape.

Change lines 12 and 20 to show the volume serial number.
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JCL Statement Line Number

//jobname JOB accounting info. class, etc.

//LKED EXEC PGM=LINKEDIT , REGION=512K,

// PARM='LIST, XREF, LET, RENT, SIZE=(256K,128K) ,NCAL'

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*
//SYSLIB DD DUMMY , DCB=BLKSIZE=80

DD UNIT=sysda, shop dependent
SPACE=(CYL, 1)

DD DISP=SHR,
DSN=somnode . COMPAREX . LOADLIB

DD DISP=OLD, DSN=COMPAREX. OBJECT,
UNIT=tape, shop dependent for 1600/6250 BPI

VOL= ( , RETAIN , SER= )
, LABEL= ( 1 , SL)

DD DDNAME=SYSIN
DD *

NAME COMPAREX (R)

//SYSUTl
//
//SYSLMOD
//
//SYSLIN
//
//
//
//SYSIN

//lEBCOPY EXEC PGM=IEBCOPY , REGION=2 56K

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*
//SYSUTl DD DISP=OLD, DSN=COMPAREX. IFACE,

UNIT=tape, shop dependent for 1600/6250 BPI

VOL=SER= ,LABEL=(2,SL)
//
//
//SYSUT2
//
//SYSIN

DD DISP= ( , CATLG) , DSN=somnode

.

COMPAREX . IFACE

,

UNIT=sysda,SPACE=(TRK, (30,10,20)

)

DD DUMMY

( 01 )

( 02 )

(03)

(04)

(05)

(06)
(07)

(08)
(09)

( 10 )

( 11 )

(12)
(13)

(14)
(15)

(16)
(17)
(18)
(19)

( 20 )

( 21 )

( 22 )

(23)

Figure 1. Linkage Edit and Unload IFACE PDS

Nonstandard Processing

If your installation standard requires that all object code be modified, such as with:

SETSSI \ydddnnn

Copy the object code from the distribution cape to a disk data set with the IBM utility lEBGENER and change lines 10

through 12 to point to the disk copy of the object code with a disposition of MOD. such as;

//SYSLIN
//
//

DD DISP=MOD , DSN=DISK . COMPAREX . OBJECT
UNIT=sysda, shop dependent
VOL=SER=

( 10 )

(
11

)

( 12 )

Figure 2. Object Code From Disk

Use the VOL = SER of the disk pack instead of the volume serial number written on the distribution tape.
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If your installation cannot process foreign tapes (standard labeled tapes created outside the installation), you will need to

invoke bypass label processing by replacing lines 10 through 12 with:

//SYSLIN DD DISP=OLD, DSN=COMPAREX. OBJECT,

// UNIT=tape, shop dependent for 1600/6250 BPI

// LABEL=(2,BLP)

,

// DCB=(RECFM=FB,LRECL=80,BLKSIZE=3200)

,

// VOL=SER=

( 10 )

( 11 )

(llA)
(IIB)

( 12 )

Figure 3. Nonstandard Tape Ovenide

The VOL = SER= on line 12 is not the volume serial number of the tape but it is the ALIAS volume serial number

assigned by your tape librarian.

Similarly, invoke bypass label processing by replacing lines 18 through 20 with:

//SYSUTl DD DISP=OLD, DSN=COMPAREX. IFACE, (18)

// UNIT=tape, (15)

// LABEL=(5, BLP) ,
(19A)

// DCB=(RECFM=VS,BLKSIZE=6020) ,
(19B)

// VOL=SER= (20)

Figure 4. Nonstandard Tape Ovenide

Run the Job Stream

Run the job stream as modified in preceding steps. Examine the linkage editor printout. There should be no unresolved

external reference and the listing should sav that COMPAREX was placed in the library. If there is any unresolved exter-

nal reference or if the listing does not say that COMPAREX was placed in the library, call your marketing representative

immediately.

Installation Tailoring - Optional

COMPAREX, the load module, is composed of eight (control sections) CSECT’s. Two of these may be tailored at the in-

stallation to modify the defaults.

Note: This is entirely optional and usually unnecessary.

Within library somnode.CO.MP.A.REX.lF.\CE, are two members:

• COMPARER on page 22

• COMPARER on page 23

that supply sample JCL and Assembler code to recompile these CSECT s and replace their counterparts permanently.
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COMPAREX Interface (CPXIFACE)

It is recommended that the user perform the following steps. However, if your shop does not use PANVALET nor LI-

BRARIAN and does NOT expect to generate an interface to any other hbrary/data management system, skip to the ne.

section 'Installation of COMPAREX/ISPF" on page 9.

PANVALET and LIBRARIAN Release Levels

PANVALET must be at release- 11.

LIBRARIAN must be at release level 3.2 or higher (3.1 will not work).

Edit CPXIFACE

Using TSO/ISPF, edit dataset somnode.COMP.AREX.IF.VCE and select member CPXIF.4CE.
.

Appraximately between the 60th and 110th statements are some global variables. Set the global variables in the assembler

source code to:

* BELOW IS WHERE THE USER CAN TAILOR THE SOURCE ^OR^THE^SHOP^^*

&OPSYS
*OPSYS
*CMS

SETB
SETB
SETB

1 ' &OPSYS

'

0 ' &OPSYS

'

1 ' &CMS

'

at
at
at

os and CMS
DOS
CMS

&VERSION SETC ' 6 '

ScCPXREL SETC ' 1'

&CPXMOD
&CPXVRM

SETC
SETC

' 0 '

' &VERS ION. . &CPXREL.

.

&CPXMOD

'

&RELDATE SETC ' 87/054

'

If your shop uses Pansophic’s P.XNVALET, set:

SPAN SETB 1

else

&PAN SETB 0

(YES)

(NO)

2 PANVALET release 12 through PACB is not supported vet
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If your shop uses Applied Data Research's LIBRARIAN, set;

&LIB SETB 1

&LIB$CMC SETC ' XXXX

'

&GEM SETB 0

(YES)
Your NUMERIC Current Management Code
(NO)

else

&LIB SETB 0 (NO)

The Current Management Code LIBSCMC is optional. It is only needed by LIBRARIAiN to access TROD2’ modules. If

you do not have PROD2 members or do not want users to access them, set the ’xxxx” above to ’0000’. If the user has multi-

ple LIBRARIAN Masters, each of which has its own ’Current Management Code’, again set the ’xxxx’ to zero. Dynamical-

ly, pass in the four-digit code via the FARM at execution time like this:

SYSUTl=(LIB,M=abc, PARM=1234)

Note: LIBRARIAN and GEM are mutually exclusive.

If your shop uses FUJITSU/FACOM’s GEM, which is similar to LIBRARIAN, set;

&LIB SETB 1 (YES/GEM)
&GEM SETB 1 (YES)

else

&LIB SETB 0 (NO)

If your shop has at least one of the file structures in "List of OTHer Interfaces” on page 24 and desires COMPAREX to

process it directly, then set;

&OTH

else

SETB 1 (YES)

&OTH SETB 0 (NO)

If you SETB &OTH to 1, then you may SETB one and only one of the global variables in "List of OTHer Interfaces ' on

page 24 to 1 also. Note in the comments (beyond column 16) area that only those marked

(NO)

or

(BETA)

may be chosen for use. If you choose one marked BET.A. it will work in the environment where it was developed but has

never been tested in a stressed environment. Generally, the BETA designation only lasts for a single interim release and

then is changed to NO which implies a guarantee. Note that the BETA designation only affects the individual interface

and is insulated from all other interfaces. If you have any qualms about trying new software, then stay away from the

BETA interfaces. Those marked

(FUTURE)

are in varying stages of development and should not be used.
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ROSCOE Consideration

ROSCOE users should do some extra editing. Find ROSS2MAR in column one. This is the logic entitled Member Access

Rhhts which allows or disallows certain user ID’s access to certain members on the library. As delivered, it is fairly re-

strictive.^ ItVes allow access to members with the shared attribute, but anything else is basically restricted. This logic is

your responsibility to maintain.

IDMS Exit

IDMS users have a special COBOL exit module called JOSEFINE^ which may be used as a model for navigating through

data bases.
, r „ • -u

If it is used, the compile step must incorporate the following attributes:

ENDJOB
NODYNAM
NORES

Multiple Interfaces

Some shops will want to have multiple interfaces available for processing at all times. While it is true that only one of the

"OTH" interfaces can be generated at any one time, it doesn’t mean that you cannot have separate modules (versions ot

CPXIFACE) for each function.

To accomplish this, vou must compile and link a unique module name for each of them. We recommend that the unique

name you choose start with the letters CPX so that it can be identified easily as being associated with COMPARED.

Generating Another Interface

The only thing that needs to be changed is the linkage edit control card image in member CP.XIFASM:

NAME CPXIFACE (R)

Change it to another name such as;

NAME CPXIDMS(R)

Invoking Another Interface

Now, when you want that interface, you must instruct COMP.AREX to load and use CPXabcde as opposed to the de-

fault "CPXIFACE " by specifying:

CPXIF.\CE = CPXabcde

If vou also want DL/1, generate "CPXDLI" and so on.

External Modules

Some of the OTHer interfaces need external modules, and some don’t. At least one of the interfaces - RA.MIS - needs a

module (RPIINT) that is considered an extra cost item from the vendor. Following is a list ot interfaces and their re-

quired module names.

• ADABAS needs module ADAUSER

• CAMLIB needs modules USERIOCS, CAMPIOCS, and CAMLIOCS

• DL/1 needs module CBLTDLI
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• lAM needs module LAMACC

• IDMS needs module IDMS

• OWL needs module OWLIEAV5

• RAMIS needs module RPIINT (RAxMIS Procedural Interface)

• ROSCOE needs macro’s for the Assembly, and system modules for the linkage edit

Assemble and Link Edit CPXIFACE

Using TSO/ISPF, edit member "CPXIFASM in somnode.COMPAREX.IFACE" on page 26. Turn CAPS ON first. This

JCL assembles and linkage edits CPXIFACE. You may, however, prefer to use one of your standard procedures such as

ASMFCL" or ASMHCL" instead.

In the LINKAGE EDIT step, the SYSLIB statement should point to the library containing:

PAN\^ALET Access Methods (P.\M)

and/or

LIBRARIAN File Access Interface Routines (FAIR)

and/or

The system routines for the OTHer interface

The SYSLMOD statement must point to the library where the COMPAREX load module resides:

’somnode.COMPAREX.LOADLIB’

Submit the job for execution. There should not be any assembly or linkage editing (Weak EXTRNs excepted) errors. Once

COMPAREX 6,1.0 and CPXIFACE 6.1.0 have been generated onto the same partitioned library, testing may begin.

Installation of COMPAREX/ISPF
If your shop does not have TSO/ISPF or does not wish to use this ISPF interface, skip to "Post Installation Procedures" on

page 17.

ISPF Release Level

Only the newer release levels will work with this interface. The older releases (such as 1. !..'<) cannot handle the following

commands:

) BODY width ( Szscreenw) expand (!!

)

%!-! COMPAREX/ISPF &CPXVRM Primary Menu !-!

Commands similar to the above may also be seen in Panel "ISPF Panel VENDOR in somnode.COMP.AREX.P.ANELS"

on page 14. ISPF 2.1 or better is required, otherwise, it is doubtful that this interface can be used.

This interface is panel driven . Prior releases'* of COMP.AREX were program driven . Panel jumping is now allowed and

even encouraged.

Unload ISPF Datasets From Tape

Using TSO/ISPF, edit member "CPXISPF in somnode.COMPAREX.IFACE" on page.2S.

• Change the JOBCARD to installation values

4 Releases 5.0. 6.0. 6.0.1. and 6.0.2
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• Change the parameter values on the TROC’ statement

g j^\PEVOL - enter the supplied COMPAREX tape volume serial number.

DISKVOL - enter the volume name of the disk you want the datasets to reside on.

UNIT - enter a unit type, i.e., SYSDA, 3350, 3380, etc.

SOMNODE - enter a high-level index name of your choice.

Submit the job to execute.

Customize the SYSGEN Library

Edit the SYSGEN Library members (DSN = somnode.COMPAREX.SYSGEN).

• BACKGRND

The default value of this member is:

TSO-SUBMIT

If this is used as the input to the SYSGEN step of installing the ISPF Interface, then background jobs generated through

the interface will be SUBMIT’ed (via the TSO command) for e.xecution into the batch environment. Internally, module

CPXSISPF dynamically allocates dataset;

«&prefIx.CPXyyddd.Thhmmsst.CNTL

at his initialization time to hold each background job. When the job has been constructed (and optionally presented for ed-

iting) the TSO SUBMIT command is invoked using this dataset as its only input. The dataset is dynamically deleted alter

submission.

User exits to this TSO Command can plug in the User, Group and Password. An additional feature is that a status line de-

tailing the submitted job penetrates the current panel:

/

JOBTS123DTA(JOB02497) SUBMITTED

An alternative to the TSO SUBMIT concept, is the Internal Reader. Modify the member to read:

INTERNAL-READER

If this is used as the input to the SYSGEN step of installing the ISPF Interface, then background jobs generated through

the interface will be done by dynamically opening up an internal reader and writing the job to a JESn reader queue.
^

It is

verv fast and efficient but creates administrative problems at a number of shops. For example, if one of the datasets c.o be

compared is RACF protected, then the job card(s) must contain the User, Group, and Password. These can be put on the

job card when presented in a panel, but it is a breach of security to expose the information to others looking over your

shoulder or held in a non-RACF protected Profile Pool dataset.

• CPXDSN

Replace the default value:

somnode.COMPAREX.LOADLlB

with the name of the load library where COMPAREX resides.

It must be modified in all situations. If COMPAREX is installed in a private library, that library name must be reflected

here. If COMPAREX is installed in a LINKLIST Library, then a //STEPLIB is not needed in a background job and the

LINK is different in the foreground. Remember, COMPAREX is written in reentrant .Assembler and is eligible for inclu-

sion in the Link Pack .Area.

To activate this alternative to referencing a private library, modil 'he member to read:

NULLFILE
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DUMM\'

or

< = = = spaces - 44 consecutive blanks

• DEFJOB

Replace the default values with a JOB statement valid for your installation. Each of the four lines must start with //.

Note: The content of DEFJOB is presented to the user upon submission of the first COMPAREX batch job. The user

can then modify the default JOB statement and it will be saved in the users profile.

• DSPRINT

The default value of this member is:

DSPRINT

If this is used as the input to the SYSGEN step of installing the ISPF Interface, then when a difference report, as generat-

ed from the foreground e.xecution (Option 6), is to be printed:

REPORT DISPOSITION = = = > P

the TSO Command

DSPRINT

is used to print that report.

.An alternative to using DSPRINT is the PRINTOFF Command. To activate this alternative to DSPRINT, edit the mem-

ber to read:

PRINTOFF

or anything else you wish that uses the same syntax as the "PRINTOFF' conimand. Whatever name you choose, that will

be what is executed when the foreground created difference report is to be printed.

Linkage Edit CPXSISPF

The object code for module CPXSISPF is supplied in library

somnode.COMP.\REX.CPXSISPF

It must now be linkage edited into a load library (perhaps one already exists for this purpose). Using TSO/ISPF, edit

member "LNKISPF in somnode.COMPAREX.IFACE" on page 28.

It is recommended that vou NOT bring module ISPLINK together with CPXSISPF. It will result in an unresolved exter-

nal reference, but that is OK. Internallv, CP.XSISPF will detect the absence of a resolved ( \VE.AK) external reference and

dynamically load the current ISPLINK from where DDNAME ISPLLIB points to. The advantage is that when release

levels of ISPF change, no relinking of CPXSISPF is forced. The latest module will always be brought in dynamically.

If you choose to load ISPLINK dynamically as recommended, and your users generally do not allocate DDNAME I^

PLLIB to their ISPF session, they will get a warning message immediately upon calling CPXSISPF:

ISPLLIB DD STATEMENT MISSING
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This is not severe. It is onlv a nuisance. There are two ways to eliminate this. One is to relink module CPXSISPF and

this time include ISPLINK. the other is to modify the source code^ to CPXSISPF such that global variable:

&NOLLIB SETB 1

is turned on and then recompile and link CPXSISPF. This global variable (&NOLUB) stops CPXSISPF from opening

ddname ISPLLIB to check for module ISPLINK. It automatically brings in ISPLINK from LINKLIST .

If you choose to statically linkage edit ISPLINK in with CPXSISPF, you will need to modify the job slightly. You will need

to point SYSLIB to the library where ISPLINK resides e.g.

//SYSLIB DD DISP=SHR,

// DSN=SYS1. ISPLLIB <=== Where ISPLINK is

amd since the e.'cternal reference to ISPLINK is weak, you must specifically include the module e.g.

//SYSIN DD *

ENTRY CPXSISPF
INCLUDE SYSLIB (ISPLINK)
NAME CPXSISPF (R)

FUJITSU/FACOM users generallv do not have module ’ISPLINK’ available to them. They do have module PFDLIN'K

which serves the same purpose. It is recommended that these users assign an alias to PFDLINK called ISPLINK. or copy

PFDLINK to another library and rename that to ISPLINK.

Allocate a TABLE Library

Using option 3.2 of TSO/ISPF, allocate a TABLE library. The name of the library should conform to the other installed

COMPAREX libraries (sonvwde.COMPAREX.TABLES). The DCB for this library is DSORG = PO and LRECL - oQ .

Use the minimum size (one track) for this library.

Prepare for SYSGEN

Using TSO/ISPF, edit the CLIST library (somnode.COMPAREX.CLIST). Note that there are six members there:

1. COMP.AREX - Invokes COMPAREX in the foreground

2. F.ACOMALl - .Allocates libraries for SYSGEN (FACOM only)

3. F.ACOMAL2 Allocates libraries for ISPF Interface (FACOM only)

4. IBMALl - Allocates libraries for SYSGEN (IBM only)

5. IBMAL2 - Allocates libraries for ISPF Interface (IBM only)

6. SYSGEN - Create member CPXINOPT in Table library

In order to save profiles and load previously created profiles, the PROFILE datasets MAY need to be altered. The PRO-

FILE dataset should be copied via lEBCOPY to another and reblocked to at least 6000 bytes per block.

If you are using an IBM operating system such as VSl, MVS, or MVS/XA; follow the directions 'For IBM Users Only
'

on page 13 and then skip to the "Post Installation Procedures" on page 17.

If you are using OSIV/F4 from FUJITSU/FACOM; follow the directions "For FUJITSU/FACOM Users Only " on page

If and then skip to the "Post Installation Procedures" on page 17.

5 Paid licensees receiving a custom tape ::et the source code in 'somnodc.COMPAREX. IFACE
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For IBM Users Only

Edit member •IBNtALl in somnode.COMPAREX.CLIST" on page 29. Set CAPS ON first. Modify it to reflect your ISPF

Panel library in concatenation with the newly created ’somnode.COMPAREX.PANELS’. Also reflect the accurate name

of ’somnode.COMPAREX.TABLES’. Now save the member.

Exit from TSO/ISPF into native TSO (get a READY) and e.xecute the CLIST IBMALl:

EXEC 'somnode.COMPAREX.CLIST (IBMALl)

'

Note: If you use vour own version of IBNLALl (not the supplied version) you may get yourself in trouble if the concatena-

tion under DDNAME ISPTLIB already contains member CPXINOPT.

Sysgen the ISPF Interface

Get back^ into ISPF option 6 from TSO and generate the ISPF interface:

EXEC 'somnode.COMPAREX.CLIST (SYSGEN)

'

When prompted, enter the name of the SYSGEN library:

' somnode . COMPAREX . SYSGEN

'

System generation will be performed and member CPXINOPT is added' to the installation ISPF table library:

(DDNAME =ISPT.\BL.DSNAME = somnode.COMPAREX.TABLES).

If you receive any errors in performing the SYSGEN CLIST such as:

WRITE SERVICE FAILED - CPXDSN

then you must retrace your steps all the way back to "Allocate a TABLE Library on page 12. The partially created

TABLE library is crippled, must be deleted, and reallocated.

Edit member TBMAL2 in somnode.COMPAREX.CLIST’ on page 30. Set CAPS ON first. Modify it to reflect your ISPF

Panel library in concatenation with the newly created "somnode.COMPAREX.PANELS . Similarly, take care of the

MSGS, TABLES, and the LOAD library where module CPXSISPF resides. Now save the member.

It is recommended that the TABLES library be copied (blended) into an existing library that most users already have

DDNAME ISPTLIB directed to. This will require the least amount of disruption to existing LOGON procedures. In a

similar fashion, the PANELS, MSGS, and LOAD libraries could be merged into e.xisting libraries.

The order of concatenation is important. Remember that the library with the larger block size must be first. If you have

merged the supplied libraries with your own, this step (allocution by concatenation) is not necessary. If it is neccessary to

do this allocation by concatenation, e.xit TSO/ISPF one more time and e.xecute this CLIST:

EXEC 'somnode. COMPAREX.CLIST ( IBMAL2)

'

6 Do not LOGOFF - just key m "ISPF”

"7 Actually four tables arc within this single member
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Connect To Your Main Menu

The supplied p=„enibra^.co„.a.„s..mbe..SOT
SeToMS,SPF":e?faS.'^^^^

"

include other software in the future.

Note- One of your selection menus can be modified instead to invoke COMPAREX.

using TSO/SPF, edit the IBM supplied ISPF panel library ™en,ber 1SR@PRIM .0 add COMPAREX as a selecrion. The

selecTion character mvokes CPXSISPF in one of these ways;

' PANEL (CPX@PRIM) NEWAPPL(CPX) NEWPOOL'

' PANEL (CPX@PRIM) NEWAPPL NEWPOOL'

' PANEL (CPX@PRIM) '

Note that invocation is for a PANEL. Earlier

releases invoked a PROGRAM (CPXSISPF).

This may be confusing. Beware.

)800Y width(&zscreenw) expand( ! !

)

%! • ! Vendor Supplied Software 1*1

%Option ===>_2CMD

%
% 1 +COMPAREX - Invoke%COMPAREX/ISPF

% 2 •CHANGE MAN - Invoke%Change Man+Services

% X •EXIT -%Exit-^to primary option menu

%
•EnterXEND+command to return to primary option menu

%
)PROC
&2SEL = TRANS( TRUNC (&2CM0, '

.
’

)

1,*PANEL(CPXaPRIM) NEWAPPLCCPX) NEWPOOL'

2! 'CMO(CMNINIT) NEWAPPL (CMN) NEWPOOL'

X/EXIT'

)END

i

i

Figure 5. ISFF Panel VENDOR in somnode.COMPAREX.PANELS

The implication of using variations on NEWAPPL/NEWPOOL is that it insulates this application (and shared variable

pool) from any other concurrent application (on another screen perhaps). It is recommended that

' PANEL (CPX§PRIM) NEWAPPL (CPX) NEWPOOL'

be used, but it does require a small increase in resource. For further information on this subject, refer to the IBM publi

cation:
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Interactive System Productivity Facility

Version 2

Dialog Management Services

Publication number SC34-2137

Chapter 6 • Description of Services - SELECT

Note: NEWAPPL and NEWPOOL may affect your PFK settings, particularly if you use other than the IBM standard.

Now invoke the interface (through panel VENDOR or direct depending on how it was installed) to see if you can get to

"CPXla PRIM in somnode.COMPAREX.PANELS" on page 19. Once into this initial panel, you may jump around to oth-

ers in the normal ISPF fashion within the first three (0, 1, or 2) options. If you pick one of the others (3, 4, 5, 6, 7, orS),

you invoke program CPXSISPF.

If you abend immediately with abend code DB4, it is because ^PXSISPF cannot open (TBOPEN) the table library which

is pointed to by DDNAME ISPTLIB. Internally, module CPXSISPF makes many calls to module ISPLINK at initializa-

tion time. Each call (defining the variables, VP'UT to shared pool, etc) is counted by adding decimal 100 to an internal

counter. If the return code from any one call is non-zero, the sum of the calls (times 100) plus the return code (usually 8)

is the decimal code for the intentional abend. In this case, hexadecimal ’DB4’ is decimal ’3508’ meaning that the

thirty-fifth call received a return code of eight. One other abend code that occurs infrequently is E7C or decimal ’3708’

which means that table member DSPRINT could not be found in the table library. This occurs when a SYSGEN was

done using an older (from release 4.4 or 5.0) SYSGEN library when member ’DSPRINT’ was not part of the process.

Once under the control of program CPXSISPF, panel jumping is prohibited. The impact of doing so is that dialogue vari-

ables become stacked^. Also, ending the current panel with the RETURN command (or equatedfunction key e.g. lEEKll;

takes you all the way out to the primary panel and leaves dialogue variables hanging.

The installation of COMPAREX/ISPF is now complete. Go to "Post Installation Procedures" on page 17.

For FUJITSU/FACOM Users Only

Edit member FACOMALl. Modify it to reflect your PFD Panel library in concatenation with the newly created

’somnode.COMPAREX.PANELS’. Also reflect the accurate name of ’somnode.COMPAREX.TABLES’. Now save the

member.

Exit from PFD into native TSS and execute the CLIST TACOMALl":

EXEC ’somnode.COMPAREX.CLIST(FACOMALl)’

Sysgen the ISPF Interface

Get back into PFD option 6 from TSS and generate the ISPF interface:

EXEC ’somnode.COMPAREX.CLIST(SYSGEN)’

When prompted, enter the name of the SYSGEN library:

’somnodeDOMPAREX.SYSGEiV

Svstem generation will be performed and member CPXINOPT is added^^ to the installation ISPF table library:

(DDNAi\IE = PFDTABL,DSNAME = somnode.COMPAREX.TABLES).

If you receive any errors in performing the SYSGEN CLIST such as:

WRITE SERVICE FAILED - CPXDSN

then vou must retrace your steps all the way back to ’’Allocate a TABLE Library” on page 12. The partially created

TABLE library is crippled, must be deleted, and reallocated.

S May cause unpredictable results in future panels

9 Actually four tables arc within this single member
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Usine PFD edit the CLIST library (somnode.COMPAREX.CLIST). Edit member FACOMAL2 Modify it to reflect your

I'ot pSlta™ in concatenatiin with ihe newly created •somnode.COMPAREX^ANELS’^ Stm.larly, take care of the

MSGS, TABLES, and the LOAD library where module CPXSISPF resides. Now save the member.

It is recommended that the 'TABLES" library be copied (blended) into an existing library that most users already have

DDNAME "PFDTLIBS" directed to. This vvill require the least amount of disruption to easting LOGOi procedures, n

a similar fashion, the PANELS, MSGS, and LOAD libraries could be merged into existing libraries.

The order of concatenation is important. Remember that the library with the larger block size must be first. If you hav-e

merged the suppUed libraries with your own, this step (allocation by concatenation) is not necessary. If it is neccessary to

do this allocation by concatenation, exit PFD one more time and execute this CLIST.

EXEC ’somnode.COMPAREX.CLIST(F.4COMAL2)’

Connect To Your Main Menu

Using PFD, edit the FACOM supplied panel library member JRR#POxM to add COMPAREX as a selection. The selec-

tion character invokes CPXSISPF in one of these ways:

' PANEL (CPX§PRIM) NEWAPPL(CPX) NEWPOOL'

or

' PANEL (CPX§PRIM) NEWAPPL NEWPOOL'
or

' PANEL (CPX0PRIM)

'

Note: NEWAPPL and NEWPOOL may affect your PFK settings, particularly if you use other than the FACOM stan-

dard.

The implication of using variations on NEWAPPL/NEWPOOL is that it insulates this application (and shared variable

pool) from any other concurrent application (on another screen perhaps). It is recommended that

' PANEL (CPX@PRIM) NEWAPPL (CPX) NEWPOOL'

used, but it does require a small increase in resource.

The supplied panel library contains members ISR@PRIM and VENDOR. They suggest that the method of gaining entry

to COMPAREX is to kev in ’V’ on the main menu (ISR(§PRIM) and go to panel VENDOR which already is set to in-

voke the COMPAREX/ISPF Interface. VENDOR can be expanded on to include other software in the future. See "ISPF

Panel VENDOR in somnode.COMPAREX.PANELS" on page 14.

Note: One of your selection menus can be modified instead to invoke COMPAREX.

The installation of COMPAREX/ISPF is now complete.
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Post Installation Procedures

We will execute COMPAREX as a background submitted job stream and in the foreground through the ISPF Interface.

Execute COMPAREX in the Background

Edit member "POSTINST in somnode.COMPAREX.IFACE" on page 18. Submit the sample batch execution and. review

the printout. Near the end of the printout, find message CPX75I. It should read;

CPX75I - RECORDS PROCESSED: SYSUTl ( 4 )
/SYSUT2 ( 4 ), DIFFERENCES ( 2 , 1 , 1)

EXPLANATION - 2 RECORDS DIFFER THAT SYNCHRONIZED TOGETHER
1 RECORD WAS CONSIDERED INSERTED ON SYSUTl

1 RECORD WAS CONSIDERED INSERTED ON SYSUT2

Figure 6. End ofJob Messages

If message CPX75I does not appear, call your marketing representative.

If message CPX75I appears but the numbers are different, e.xamine the job stream to insure that the example job stream

was correctly entered. If you are still unable to resolve the problem, call your marketing representative.

If the numbers in message CPX75I are the same as in the above message, you have successfully installed COMP.AREX.

and you have run the sample execution correctly. COMPAREX can now be used as documented in the COMPAREX ref-

erence manuals.
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//jobname JOB (account) , 'POST INSTALL' ,
<=« Change Accordingly

y/ CLASS=?,NOTIFY=?, <=== Change Accordingly

^ ^ MSGCLASS=? <=== Change Accordingly

//******************************************************************

//* This post-installation procedure will verify that COMPAREX *

//* has been linkage-edited properly into your library. *

******************************** ******* ***************************

//*
//COMPARE PROC
//COMPAREX EXEC PGM=COMPAREX

,

// REGION=128K
//STEPLIB DD DISP=SHR,

// DSN=somnode. COMPAREX. LOADLIB <=== Change Accordingly

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*

// PEND
//*
//SAMPLE EXEC COMPARE
//SYSUTl DD *

KEYOl
KEY02 Identical
KEY03
KEY 10 DATA
//*
//SYSUT2 DD *

KEYOl Different
KEY02 Identical
KEY04
KEYIO
//*
//SYSIN DD *

MAXDIFF=10 , CONTINUE , HELP
KEY=(1,5) /* Use KEY Synchronization - remember, relative to ONE */

FORMAT=12 /*Since there is no hexadecimal data, see alpha only */

MASK= (73 , END) /*Ignore any sequence number in the last 8 bytes */

CASE=mixed /*There are lower case characters, see them */

//*

Figure 7. POSTINST in somnode.COMPAREX.IFACE
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Execute COMPAREX in the Foreground

Using TSO/ISPF, get from the main menu into the primary menu of COMPAREX. This depends on how the connection

was made (VENDOR menu or a direct call of CPX@PRIM from the main menu). Refer to "CPX(gPRIM in

somnode.COMPAREX.PANTELS".

Enter 6 at Option = = = > to invoke COMPAREX in the foreground. You will be prompted to enter a dataset name for

file SYSUTl as in "CPXOPDSl in somnode.COMPAREX.PANELS" on page 20.

Note; For this e.xample, we recommend that you try to keep it simple and limit your comparison to two files that have very

few, if any, differences.

Option ===>

0 • SHORT CUT

1 • OPTIONS
2 - OSNAMES
3 - SAVE
4 * LOAD

CLEAR
FOREGROUND
BACKGROUND
BACKGROUND

COMPAREX/ISPF 6,1.0 Primary Menu

5

6

7

a

X - EXIT

Single screen for options and dataset names

Specify compare options for this session

Specify dataset names to be compared

Save options profile for future sessions

Select/Delete options profile from prior session(s)

Clear previously loaded profile

Invoke COMPAREX in the foreground and wait

Invoke COMPAREX as a submitted batch job

Similar to above but edit job (and optionally SUBMIT)

Exi t

Press HELP KEY for tutorial assistance at any point;

Enter END Command to exit.

Figure S. CPX(a'FRIM in somnode.COMPAREX,PANELS

Fill in the name of a known dataset in the normal ISPF fashion and hit enter. Assuming you did not make any errors in

dsname syntax, you will be prompted by panel ’CPXOPDS2’ (which is very similar to CPXOPDSl ), for the tile name of

SYSUT2. Fill in the name of another known dataset or even the same name as that of SYSUTl and hit enter.
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CofTinand ===>
File One (SYSUT1)

ISPF LIBRARY:
PROJECT ===>

LIBRARY ===>

TYPE ===>

MEMBER ===> DATASET PASSWORD == (If Protected)

OTHER PARTITIONED OR SEQUENTIAL DATASET

DATASET NAME ===>

VOLUME SERIAL ===>

UNIT ===>
(If Not Cataloged)

(If Not Cataloged)

TYPE OF DATASET ===> (COMPAREX Interface Only)

1 - PANVALET 2 * LIBRARIAN/GEM

MEMBER NAME ===>

INCLUDES ===>

LEVEL ===> ,
PARAMETER ===>

OTHER PROPRIETARY LIBRARY/DBMS

(16 Character Member Name)

(YES or NO - Expand Includes)

(LIBRARIAN Only * Archie Level)

(’Parameter Data* for CPXIFACE)

Press ENTER to register; Enter END Command to exit.

Figure 9. CPXOPDSl in somnode.COMPAREX.PANELS

COMPAREX should now be running in the foreground comparing the two datasets you just specified. Since we did not

specify any options to the compare, there may be many differences particularly if you specified datasets that are vastly dif-

ferent. When COMPAREX finishes executing, the difference report will be presented for browsing. At this point we are

certain that the ISPF interface to COMPAREX is functional.

If you force invocation of CPXIFACE in the foreground by specifying PAN, LIB, or OTH for SYSUTl or SYSUT2, e.g.

TYPE OF DATASET ===> 1 (COMPAREX Interface Only)

1 - PANVALET 2 - LIBRARIAN/GEM 3 - OTHER PROPRIETARY LIBRARY/ DBMS

Figure 10. Panel Invocation of COMPAREX Interface

and you have not;

• allocated DDNAME ISPLLIB to where COMPAREX and CP.XIF.ACE reside

• nor put COMPAREX and CPXIFACE in a LINKLIST library

then COMPAREX will not be able to load CPXIFACE and an S806 abend will occur.
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Appendix A. Csect Source Code - Installation Tailoring

Installation Defaults

//jobname JOB (account) DEFAULTS ' ,
<=== Change Accordingly

// CLASS=? ,NOTIFY=? ,
<=== Change Accordingly

// MSGCLASS=? <=== Change Accordingly

^
^'k'kit’kii'k'kii'kii'k'k'k'kii'k'kii'k'k'ki^'kii-k'k'k'k’k'k'k'k-k'k'k’k'k-k’k'k'k'k'k-k'k'k-k'ii'k'k'k’k-k-k'k’k'k'k'k'k-k-k'k'k-k'k

//* This is a sample Assembly of CSECT ' COMPARES' which sets the *

installation defaults for any execution of COMPAREX. You may
prefer to use one of your standard procedures such as 'ASMFCL'

or 'ASMHCL' instead. Just be sure that it assembles clean and
link-edits without any UNRESOLVED EXTERNAL REFERENCES.

//*
//*
//*
//*
//*

//ASMLINK PROC ASM=IEV90, <==== Name of your Assembler (IFOXOO)

//
//
//
//ASM
//
//****
//****
//****
//****

IEWL=IEWL, <==== Name of your Link Editor
UNIT=SYSDA, <==== Disk unit type
SOMNODE= ' SYS2 .

' <==== Highest, level node
EXEC PGM=&ASM,REGION=512K,

PARM=' LIST, XREF, RENT, ?????' <=== Change Accordingly
IEV90 would probably use PARM= ' LIST, XREF, RENT, OBJECT

'

IFOXOO would probably use PARM= ' LIST , XREF , RENT, OBJ ' and
DDname //SYSGO instead of //SYSLIN

//SYSLIB DD DISP=SHR, DSN=SYS1.MACLIB
//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*
//SYSPUNCH DD DUMMY
//SYSUTl DD UNIT=&UNIT,SPACE=(CYL, (1,1))
//SYSLIN DD DISP=( , PASS) , DSN=&&OBJECT, <=== Cot

// UNIT=&UNIT,SPACE=(TRK, (2,1)),
// DCB=(RECFM=F, BLKSIZE=80)
//SYSIN DD DUMMY
//*
//LKED EXEC PGM=& lEWL , PARM= ' LIST , XREF , MAP , RENT
//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*
//SYSLIB DD DISP=SHR,
// DSN=&SOMNODE. COMPAREX. loadlib <===

//SYSLMOD DD DISP=SHR,
// DSN=&SOMNODE. COMPAREX. loadlib <===
//SYSUTl DD UNIT=ScUNIT,SPACE=(CYL, 1)

//SYSLIN DD DISP= (OLD, DELETE) , DSN=&&OBJECT
// DD DDNAME=SYSIN
// PEND

[Figure continued on next page]
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[Figure continuation]

//*
//ASMLINK EXEC ASMLINK
//ASM.SYSIN DD *

COMPARES CSECT *

* EVERY DC (DEFINE CONSTANT) MUST BE FOR 80 BYTES, COMPAREX ASSUMES

* THAT THE CSECT IS COMPOSED OF 80-BYTE LINES DELIMITED BY X'FFFF’.

DC CL80'************************************** * *
DC CL80'* ** INSTALLATION DEFAULTS ***
DC CL80'* * * by DDT, FEB 23, 1987 * * *'

DC CL80 •*********************************************************;

DC CL80' MAXDIFF=50, CONTINUE, HALT=COND

DC CL80 '**********************************'

DC CL80'* END OF INSTALLATION DEFAULTS *'

DC CL80'**********************************'
DC X ' FFFF ' <==============VERY IMPORTANT 1 1 1

END

*

*

*

//*
//LKED.SYSIN DD *

INCLUDE SYSLMOD (COMPAREX)
ENTRY COMPAREX
NAME COMPAREX (R)

//* EOJ

Figure 11. COMPARES in somnode.COMPAREX.IFACE
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EBCDIC Translate Table

COMPAREE
EBCDICTB

CSECT * SEPARATE *C*S*E*C*T*
DC 256C' .

'

DEFAULT CHARACTER IS A PERIOD
ORG EBCDICTB+C ' UP TO BLANK
DC C ' THE BLANK
ORG EBCDICTB+C A' UP TO A
DC 09AL1 ( +-EBCDICTB) A THRU I

ORG EBCDICTB+C J' UP TO J
DC 09AL1( *-EBCDICTB) J THRU R
ORG EBCDICTB+C S ' UP TO S

DC 08AL1 ( +-EBCDICTB) S THRU Z

ORG EBCDICTB+C 0 ' UP TO 0

DC lOALl ( *-EBCDICTB) 0 THRU 9

ORG EBCDICTB+X' 4A' UP TO CENT SIGN
DC 07AL1 ( +-EBCDICTB)
ORG EBCDICTB+C I

' UP TO EXCLAMATION POINT
DC 08AL1 ( +-EBCDICTB)
ORG EBCDICTB+C ,

' UP TO COMMA
DC 05AL1(*-EBCDICTB)
ORG EBCDICTB+C :

' UP TO COLON
DC 06AL1 (+-EBCDICTB)
END

Figure 12. Source Code for CSECT COMPAREE
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Appendix B. CPXIFACE

Other Interfaces

*

*

*
BELOW IS WHERE THE USER CAN TAILOR THE SOURCE FOR THE SHOP.

*

*

*

&OTH SETB
&ADABAS SETB
&CAMLIB SETB
&DATACOM SETB
&DB2 SETB
&DL1 SETB
&DL1FP SETB
&DMS SETB
&DOSLB1 SETB
&DOSLB2 SETB
&FILEDEF SETB
&FOCUS SETB
&IAM SETB
&ICCF SETB
&IDMS SETB
&MODL204 SETB
&OWL SETB
&PANEXEC SETB
StPOWER SETB
&RAMIS SETB
StROSCOE SETB
StSPFPAKD SETB
StSPRI SETB
StSQL SETB
&SYS2000 SETB
SiUFAM SETB
StWYLBUR SETB
StZROLOWN SETB
StZASCII SETB

1 (YES)
0 (NO)

0 (NO)

0 (FUTURE)
0 (FUTURE)
0 (NO)

0 (NO)

0 (NO)

0 (NO)

0 (NO)

0 (NO)

0 (FUTURE)
0 (NO)
0 (NO)

0 (NO)
0 (FUTURE)
0 (FUTURE)
0 (FUTURE)
0 (NO)

0 (NO)

0 (NO)

0 (NO)

0 (NO)

0 (FUTURE)
0 (FUTURE)
0 (NO)
0 (NO)

0 (NO)

0 (NO)

GENERATE THE 'OTHER' INTERFACE.
.ADABAS from Software AG
.CONDOR CAMLIB
.DATACOMM - Applied Data Research
.DB2 from IBM (Similar to SQL)
.DL/1 of IMS or CICS
. . IMS '

S

FASTPATH
.DMS from Sterling Software
.DOS Library Structure DASDFP 1.x
. DOS Library Structure 2 . 1 and up
.FILEDEF For CMS - OS Parallel
.FOCUS from Information Builders
. Innovation Access Method
.I.C.C.F. (DOS/VSE)
. IDMS from Cullinet
.MODEL 204 from C.C.A.
.Online Without Limits - Pansophic
.PANEXEC from Pansophic
.POWER Queues (DOS/VSE)
.RAMIS-II from Mathematica
.ROSCOE from Applied Data Research
.ISPF 2.1 Packed Files (OS Only)
.SPRI Queues from Software Pursuits
.Structured Query Language (VM/DOS)
.SYSTEM 2000 from Intel
.UFAM from Citizens Software
.WYLBUR Format (OS Seq. only)
.ROLL YOUR OWN - Proprietary
..ASCII to EBCDIC Translation

* ABOVE IS WHERE THE USER CAN TAILOR THE SOURCE FOR THE SHOP. *

Figure 13. List of OTHer Interfaces
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Assembly

//iobname JOB (account) ASM CPXIFACE ' ,
<=== Change Accordingly

// 3 obname
iLASS=? ,NOTIFY=? ,

<=== Change Accordingly

// MSGCLASS=? <=== Change Accordingly
//******************************************************************

//* This is a sample Assembly of 'CPXIFACE'. You may *

//* one of your standard procedures such as 'ASMFCL' or ASMHCL

//* instead. Just be sure that it assembles clean and link-edits

//* without sny UNRESOLVED EXTERNAL REFERENCES-

*

*

*

*

//******************************************************************

//ASMLINK PROC ASM=IEV90, <==== Name of your Assembler (IFOXOO)

//
//
//
//ASM
//
//****
//****
//****
//****
//SYSLIB
//SYSPRINT
//SYSPUNCH
//SYSUTl
//SYSLIN
//
//
//SYSIN
//*
//LKED
//SYSPRINT
//SYSLIB
//*
//SYSLMOD
//
//SYSUTl
//SYSLIN
//
//

IEWL=IEWL, <==== Name of your Link Editor
UNIT=SYSDA, <==== Disk unit type
SOMNODE= ' SYS2 .

' <==== Highest level node

EXEC PGM=&ASM,REGION=512K,
PARM=' LIST, XREF, RENT, ?????' <=== Change Accordingly

IEV90 would probably use PARM= ' LIST, XREF, RENT, OBJECT

'

IFOXOO would probably use PARM= ' LIST, XREF, RENT, OBJ ' and
DDname //SYSGO instead of //SYSLIN

DD DISP=SHR, DSN=SYS1.MACLIB
DD SYSOUT=*
DD DUMMY
DD UNIT=&UNIT,SPACE=(CYL, (1, 1) )

DD DISP= ( , PASS) , DSN=&&OBJECT,
UNIT=&UNIT,SPACE=(TRK, (2,1)),
DCB=(RECFM=F, BLKSIZE=80)

DD DISP=SHR, DSN=&SOMNODE. COMPAREX. IFACE (CPXIFACE)

EXEC PGM=& lEWL , PARM= ' LIST , XREF , MAP , REUS

'

DD SYSOUT=*
DD DISP=SHR, DSN= <==== System Libraries for:

PANVALET, LIBRARIAN, and/or OTHer Interface
DD DISP=SHR,

DSN=&SOMNODE.COMPAREX. loadlib <==== Change Accordingly
DD UNIT=&UNIT,SPACE=(CYL, 1)

DD DISP= (OLD, DELETE) , DSN=&&OBJECT
DD DDNAME=SYSIN

PEND

[Figure continued on next page]
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[Figure continuation]

//*
//ASMLINK EXEC ASMLINK
//LKED.SYSIN DD *

INCLUDE SYSLIB(PAM) <====

INCLUDE SYSLIB(FAIROPN) <====

INCLUDE SYSLIB(FAIRMOD) <====

INCLUDE SYSLIB(FAIRREC) <====

INCLUDE SYSLIB(FAIRCLS) <====

ENTRY CPXIFACE
NAME CPXIFACE (R)

//* EOJ

PANVALET INCLUDE
LIBRARIAN INCLUDE
LIBRARIAN INCLUDE
LIBRARIAN INCLUDE
LIBRARIAN INCLUDE

Figure 14. CPXIFASM in somnode.COMPAREX.IFACE
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Appendix C. ISPF Related Members

//iobname JOB (account) COMPAREX/ ISPF ' ,
<=== Change Accordingly

// CLASS=?,NOTIFY=?, <=== Change Accordingly

// MSGCLASS=? <=== Change Accordingly
Y/ifkifk-kick-k***** ********************** *******************************

//*
//*
//*
//*
//*
//*
//*
//*
//*
//*

This procedure will unload datasets from the installation

tape which are required for the ISPF interface.
1: The Jobcard images need updating.
2: The PROC statement needs updating.

a) TAPEVOL - Installation tape volume serial number

b) DISKVOL - Disk volume serial for target libraries

c) UNIT - Disk unit type
e) SOMNODE - Highest level node

3 : The label parameter assumes that UCCl/TMS is

installed - Remove ' , EXPDT=98000 ' if it is not.

/ /k*****************************************************************
//CPXISPF PROC TAPEVOL=?????? /

<==== Installation tape volume serial

y, DISKVOL=??????, <==== Disk VOLSER for target library

// UNIT=SYSDA, <==== Disk unit type

// SOMNODE='SYS2. ' <==== Highest level node

//ISPFLIBS EXEC PGM=IEBCOPY , REGION=256K
//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*
//IPANELS DD DISP=SHR, DSN=COMPAREX. PANELS

,

DCB=(RECFM=VS, BLKSIZE=6020) ,
<===Invoke if needed

VOL=SER=&TAPEVOL,UNIT=TAPE, LABEL= ( 3 , SL, EXPDT=98000)

DD DISP=SHR , DSN=COMPAREX . MSGS

,

VOL=SER=&TAPEVOL , UNIT=TAPE , LABEL= ( 4 , SL , EXPDT=9 8 000)

DD DISP=SHR, DSN=COMPAREX. CLIST,
VOL=SER=&TAPEVOL, UNIT=TAPE , LABEL= ( 5 , SL, EXPDT=98000

)

DD DISP=SHR, DSN=COMPAREX.SYSGEN,
VOL=SER=&TAPEVOL,UNIT=TAPE, LABEL=(6 , SL, EXPDT=98000)

DD DISP=SHR , DSN=COMPAREX . CPX$ ISPF

,

VOL=SER=&TAPEVOL , UNIT=TAPE , LABEL= ( 7 , SL , EXPDT=9 8000)

DD DISP=( , CATLG, DELETE) , DSN=&SOMNODE . COMPAREX . PANELS

,

UNIT=&UNIT, VOL=SER=&DISKVOL,SPACE=(CYL, (1,1,20))

DD DISP=( , CATLG, DELETE) , DSN=&SOMNODE . COMPAREX . MSGS

,

UNIT=&UNIT,VOL=SER=&DISKVOL,SPACE=(TRK, (1,1,20)

)

DD DISP=( , CATLG, DELETE) , DSN=&SOMNODE . COMPAREX . CLIST

,

UNIT=&UNIT,VOL=SER=&DISKVOL,SPACE=(TRK, (1,1,20))

DD DISP=( , CATLG, DELETE) , DSN=&SOMNODE . COMPAREX . SYSGEN

,

UNIT=&UNIT, VOL=SER=&DISKVOL,SPACE=(TRK, (1,1,20)

)

DD DISP=( , CATLG, DELETE) , DSN=&SOMNODE . COMPAREX . CPX$ISPF

,

UNIT=&UNIT, VOL=SER=&DISKVOL, SPACE= (TRK, (1,1,20))

//******
//
//IMSGS
//
//ICLIST
//
//ISYSGEN
//
//I$ISPF
//
//OPANELS
//
//OMSGS
//
//OCLIST
//
//OSYSGEN
//
//OSISPF
//
// PEND

[Figure continued on next page]
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[Figure continuation]

//*
//ISPF EXEC CPXISPF

COPY I=IPANELS , 0=0PANELS
COPY I=IMSGS,0=OMSGS
COPY I=ICLIST,0=OCLIST
COPY I=ISYSGEN , 0=0SYSGEN
COPY I=I$ISPF,0=0$ISPF

//* EOJ

Figure 15. CPXISPF in somnode.COMPAREX.IFACE

Link CPX$ISPF

//iobname JOB (account) LINK CPX$ISPF ' ,
<=== Change Accordingly

// CLASS=?,NOTIFY=?, <=== Change Accordingly

// MSGCLASS=? <=== Change Accordingly

yy ******************************************************************

//* This procedure will Linkage Edit the object code for

//* CPX$ISPF into a new library called ' somnode . COMPAREX
//******************************************************************
//LINKIT PROC IEWL=IEWL, <==== Name of your

// UNIT=SYSDA, <==== Disk unit type
// SOMNODE= ' SYS2 .

' <==== Highest level node

//LKED EXEC PGM=&IEWL, PARM= ' LIST , XREF , LET , MAP, RENT

'

module
LOAD

'

Link Editor

//SYSPRINT
//**SYSLIB
//**
//SYSUTl
//SYSLMOD
//
//
//SYSLIN
//
//
//
//LINKIT
//SYSIN

DD
DD

DD
DD

DD

<=== Where ISPLINK is

DD
PEND
EXEC

DD
ENTRY
NAME

SYSOUT=*
DISP=SHR,
DSN=somnode. ISPLOAD
UNIT=&UNIT,SPACE=(CYL, 1)

DISP= (NEW, CATLG, DELETE) , DSN=&SOMNODE . COMPAREX . LOAD

,

UNIT=&UNIT,SPACE=(TRK, (1,1,1)),
DCB= ( DSORG=PO , RECFM=U , BLKS IZE=6000)
DISP=SHR,
DSN=&SOMNODE . COMPAREX . CPX$ ISPF ( CPX$ IS PF

)

DDNAME=SYSIN

LINKIT
*

CPX$ISPF
CPX$ISPF(R)

Figure 16. LNKISPF in somnode.COMPAREX.IFACE
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IBM Model Clist - Allocation for Sysgen

PROC 0

/* IIIIIII BBBBBB M M AAAAA L 1

/* I B B MM MM A A L 11

/* I B B M M M M A A L 1

/* I BBBBBB M M M AAAAAAA L 1

/* I B B M M A A L 1

/* I B B M M A A L 1

/* IIIIIII BBBBBB M M A A LLLLLLL mil
IBM Users

/*
/*
/*
/* NOTE - Set "CAPS ON" when you edit this!
yic-kie'k'k'k'k-k'k-k-k'k'k'k'k-k'kic'krk'k-k'k'k'k-k'kicic'kic'kic'k-kic'kic'k'kicitic’k’k'k'k-k-k'k

*/
*/
*/
*/
*/
*/
*/

****/
Only */

****/
*/

ic if -k -k ic^

FREE FI (ISPPLIB, ISPTLIB)
/*****************************************************/
/* Always concatenate the higher block size first! */
/*****************************************************/
ALLOC FI (ISPPLIB) DA (' somnode . COMPAREX . PANELS ' +

' ISR.V2R2M0.ISRPLIB' +

' ISP. V2R2M0. ISPPLIB' ) SHR
ALLOC FI(ISPTLIB) DA (' somnode . COMPAREX. TABLES ' +

'ISR.V2R2M0.ISRTLIB' +

' ISP. V2R2M0. ISPTLIB' )
SHR

/**********************************************/
/* No concatenations allowed for 'ISPTABL'! */
/**********************************************/

FREE FI (ISPTABL)
ALLOC FI (ISPTABL) DA (' somnode . COMPAREX . TABLES ' )

SHR

Figure 17. IBMALl in somnode.COMPAREX.CLIST
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IBM Model Clist - Normal Allocation

PROC 0 +
LIST CONLIST SYMLIST

/ ___ -ip/

IIIIIII
I
I

I

I

I

IIIIIII

BBBBBB M M
B B MM MM
B B M M M M
BBBBBB M M M

AAAAA
A A
A A
AAAAAAA

/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/* - _ - -

/* IIIIIII BBBBBB M M A A LLLLLLL 2222222 */

/ ^ ^ /

/* IBM Users Only */
,

'k'k-k'k //*
. .

'

/* NOTE - Set "CAPS ON" when you edit this! */
/*******************************************************/

B B M
B B M
BBBBBB M

M
M
M

A
A
A

A
A
A

L
L
L
L
L
L
LLLLLLL

22222
2 2

2

2

2

2

2222222

*/
*/
*/
*/
*/
*/

IF &LIST> THEN CONTROL LIST
IF &CONLIST> THEN CONTROL CONLIST
IF &SYMLIST> THEN CONTROL SYMLIST

CONTROL NOMSG
FREE FI (ISPPLIB, ISPMLIB , ISPLLIB , ISPTLIB)
CONTROL MSG

/*****************************************************/
/* Always concatenate the higher block size first! */
/*****************************************************/

ALLOC FI (ISPPLIB) DA (' somnode . COMPAREX . PANELS ' +
' ISR.V2R2M0. ISRPLIB' +

' ISP. V2R2M0. ISPPLIB ' )
SHR

ALLOC FI (ISPTLIB) DA (' somnode . COMPAREX . TABLES ' +

'ISR.V2R2M0.ISRTLIB' +

' ISP, V2R2M0. ISPTLIB ' )
SHR

ALLOC FI (ISPMLIB) DA (' somnode . COMPAREX . MSGS ' +
'ISR,V2R2M0.ISRMLIB' +

' ISP. V2R2M0. ISPMLIB' )
SHR

ALLOC FI (ISPLLIB) DA (' somnode . COMPAREX . LOAD ' ' +

' ISR.V2R2M0. ISRLOAD' +

'ISP.V2R2MO.ISPLOAD' )
SHR

Figure IS. [BM4L2 in somnode.COMPAREX.CLIST
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Preface

COMPAREX runs under the three major IBM operating systems:

• OS/VS - (MVS, ^[VS/XA)

• DOS/VSE - (SP 2. 1 System Package, and pre-2.1)

• VM/CMS

In addition, it runs under these operating systems:

• MVT/VSE from Software Pursuits

• OSIV/Fd from FUJITSU/FACOM

Version, Release, Modification

All software created and maintained by SERENA Consulting will have a Version, Release, and Modification level associ-

ated with it. Only when the Version or Release number changes (usually annually) will the full customer base (those who

are up to date with maintenance) be issued new tapes and documentation.

There will be at least two interim Modifications during the year. At year end, the accumulated Modifications will be

rolled into the next general Release.

This manual describes:

COMPAPtEX OS
Version 6

Release 1

Modification 0

Julian release date 87/054

This COMPAREX 6.1.0 Quick Start Manual is a reference document that gives the information most needed by

COMPAREX users. It illustrates, by example, how to invoke COMPAREX tor solving some of the most common com-

parison situations.

The COMPAREX 6.1.0 User Reference Manual gives an extensive discussion of the functions and processing logic oi

COMPAREX, the comparison utility. The User Reference Manual has been written for the professional programmer

who has experience with programming, file structures and organizations, utilities, and testing practices. The manual con-

tains extensive information about the COMPAREX keywords and me.ssages.

Finally, the COMPAREX 6.1.0 User Reference Card shows the format and the description of each keyword.
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Purpose

The purpose of this Quick Start Manual is to:

• enable you to use COMPAREX easily and quickly

• guide you through some commonly used comparisons

• discuss the Differences Report and its parts

• discuss Data logic versus Text logic

Step by step instructions will show you how to:

• compare files as a submitted batch job

• compare files in foreground using the ISPF Interface
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Chapter 1 - Getting Started

This is only a Quick Start, a supplement to the User Reference Manual which covers COMPAREX applications in more

detail. Yoii are urged to read the User Reference Manual in full.

If you have any problem relating to COMPAREX, call your marketing representative as described on the initial page of

this document.

Note; If you have not yet installed COMPAREX, please refer to the installation guide that accompanied your tape.

General Flowchart

"COMPAREX General Flowchart" below shows the five COMPAREX files.

Figure 1. COMPAREX General Flowchart

INPUT - three files are used:

• SYSIN contains anv keywords to modify the all-defaults mode. If SYSIN is not able to be opened or if STSIN is

empty, COMPAREX processes without any keywords, taking all defaults. If SYSIN is not empty, COMPARE.X mod-

ifies its default processing with the user’s keywords.
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• SYSUTl is the first file of the two to be compared. Usually, this is the baseline file or old master. If program source

code is being compared, this is the unmodified version.

• SYSUT2 is the second file of the two to be compared. Usually, this is the testline file or new master. If program

source code is being compared, this is the updated version.

• If PANVALET, LIBRARIAN, GEM, or OTHER file structures are to be processed directly, the proper ddname
must be supplied instead of SYSUTl or SYSUT2 or both so that the COMPAREX interface (CPXIFACE) can access

it.

OUTPUT - two files are generated:

• SYSPRINT contains the Differences Report, a listing of the results of the comparison. It also contains a list of the de-

faults and keywords used, and it shows end-of-job statistics lines. The user can also specify a list of the COMPAREX
keywords and a visual representation of each record type identified.

• SYSUT3 is an optional file. If present, it contains differing records from file SYSUT2. COMPAREX can be used as a

test file generator by the specification of COP\T)IFF (the keyword that directs COMPAREX to write file SYSUT3).

Create Two Known Files

In order to do simple comparisons with known data, allocate and create two datasets (named FILEl and FILE2) as in

'Sample Files - FILEl And FILE2" below.

somnode. FILEl

RECORDO lAAAAAAAAAAAA
RECORD02BBBBBBBBBBBB
RECORDO 3CCCCCCCCCCCC
RECORD04DDDDDDDDDDDD
RECORD05EEEEEEEEEEEE
RECORD06FFFFFFFFFFFF
RECORD07GGGGGGGGGGGG
RECORD0 8HHHHHHHHHHHH
RECORD09IIIIIIIIIIII
RECORD 1 0JJJJJJJJJJJ

J

RECORD26 INSERTION

somnode . FILE2

RECORD0lAAAAAAAAAAAA
RECORD02BBBBBBBBBBBB
RECORDO 3 FIRST CHANGE
RECORD04DDDDDDDDDDDD
RECORD05EEEEEEEEEEEE
RECORDO6SECONDCHANGE
RECORD07GGGGGGGGGGGG
RECORD0 8HHHHHHHHHHHH
RECORD09IIIIIIIIIIII
RECORDXX INSERTION
RECORD 1 0JJJJJJJJJJJ

J

RECORDll INSERTION

Figure 2. Sample Files - FILEl And FILE2
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Chapter 2 - Data Files

The examples given are in the simplest form, using as few keywords as possible. We recommend that you try these before

you proceed to tailor COMPAREX to your specific needs.

If you need keywords explained, refer to the User Reference Manual or the User Reference Card.

DATA Comparison - Mostly Defaults

'Data File Comparison" below will produce a simple DATA comparison, pairing physical record to physical record with-

out any attempt to match on keys. If you use this basic comparison, as soon as an out-of-sync situation is found,

COMPAREX will print all remaining records as differing. Therefore, we have included:

MAXDIFF = nn where nn ‘S a small number to limit your print output

CONTINUE to enable you to print out the end of job statistics line showing the number of differences found.

//OS$JOB JOB . . .

//COMPARE PROC
//CPX EXEC PGM=COMPAREX,REGION=200K
//STEPLIB DD DISP=SHR, DSN=soinnode . COMPAREX. LOADLIB
//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*

// PEND
//*
//DOIT EXEC COMPARE
//SYSUTl DD DISP=SHR, DSN=soronode. FILEl
//SYSUT2 DD DISP=SHR, DSN=somnode. FILE2
//SYSIN DD *

MAXDIFF=5 /* to avoid a runaway compare */

CONTINUE /* to see final count of differences */

/*

Figure 3. Data File Comparison
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Submit the job in "Data File Comparison" on page 5. Your output should look something like this:

COMPAREX (OS-6. 1.0 87/054) MONDAY FEBRUARY 23, 1987 (87/054) 17:11:59 PAGE 1

PROPRIETARY SOFTWARE PRODUCT OF SERENA CONSULTING PHONE (415)347-0100 OR TELEX 172040 HQ SMT

LICENSED TO: vour corporate name/tn'al offer expires ...

vour city, state, zip/agent contact for license ...

ALL OTHER RIGHTS RESERVED - USE OF THIS SOFTWARE
PRODUCT BY UNAUTHORIZED PERSONS IS PROHIBITED.

CPXOOI

CPXOOI

CPXOOI
CPXOOI

CPXOOI
CPXOOI
CPXOOI
CPXOOI

CPXOOI

*•* INSTALLATION DEFAULTS***

HALT=COND /* STOP EXECUTION IF SYNTAX ERRORS FOUND */

END OF INSTALLATION DEFAULTS ***

MAXDIFF=5 /* to avoid a runaway compare */

CONTINUE /* to see final count of differences */

CPX03I
CPX04I

CPX05I
CPX06I
cpxoai
CPX11I
CPX21I

CPX22I
CPX25I

EXECUTION OF OSSJOB.CPX.DOI T ’ VALUES EXTRACTED/DEFAULTED:
MAXD I FF=5 , CONT I NUE , STOPA FT =999999999999
PRINT=(MATCH,MISMATCH),MBRHOR=YES,HALT=CONO
WILDCARO=C’,',MODE=APPLICATIONS,(ALL DISPLACEMENTS RELATIVE TO ONE)
DECIMAL, EBCDIC, CASE =UPPER,L I NE=<32,HORIZONTAL),PAGE=58
DASH=C’'',PLUS=C’+'
SYSUT1=somnode.FILE1 DCB=(DSORG=PS, R£CFM=F , BLKSI2E=80)
SYSUT2=Somnode.FILE2 DCB=(DSORG=PS, RECFM=F , BLKSI2E=80)
DATA,FORMAT=02, INTERLEAVE=0
(FORMAT EXPLANATION: FULL SYSUT1 FOLLOWED BY DIFFERING LINES OF SYSUT2)

COMPAREX (OS-6.1,0 - 87/054) MONDAY FEBRUARY 23, 1987 (87/054) 17:11:59 PAGE 2
SYSUT 1 =somnode . F I LE 1 , SYSUT2=somnode . F I LE2

CPX51I - RECORD NUMBER 3 ON FILE SYSUT

1

1 D9C5C306 D9C4F0F3 C3C3C3C3 C3C3C3C3 C3C3C3C3 40404040
33 40404040 40404040 40404040 40404040 40404040 40404040
65 40404040 40404040 40404040 40404040

CPX52I - RECORD NUMBER 3 ON FILE SYSUT2

1 D9C5C3D6 D9C4F0F3 C6C909E2 E340C3C8 C1D5C7C5 40404040

*REC0RD03CCCCCCCCCCCC

*RECORD03FIRST CHANGE

(We will edit out record number 6 "SECONDCHANGE"
because it is similar.)

CPX51I - RECORD NUMBER 10 ON FILE SYSUTI

1 D9C5C3D6 D9C4F1F0 0101D1D1 D1D1D1D1 0101D1D1 40404040
33 40404040 40404040 40404040 40404040 40404040 40404040
65 40404040 40404040 40404040 40404040

CPX52I - RECORD NUMBER 10 ON FILE SYSUT2

1 D9C5C3D6 09C4E7E7 40C9D5E2 C5D9E3C9 D6D54040 40404040

*RECOR010JJJJJJJJJJJJ

RECORDXX INSERTION

(Record 11 edited out.)

CPX71I - END OF. DATA ON FILE SYSUTI

CPX57I • EXTRA RECORD NUMBER 12 ON FILE SYSUT2
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(Record 12 from file SYSUT2 displayed here.)

CPX67I • MAXOIFF INVOKED, CONTINUING WITHOUT PRINTING BY REQUEST

CPX72I - END OF DATA ON FILE SYSUT2

CPX74I

CPX75I

BYTES UNDERSC0RE0(51)

RECORDS PROCESSED: SYSUT1 (1 1 )/SYSUT2( 12) ,DI FFERENCES(4,0, 1)

EXPLANATION - 4 RECORDS DIFFER THAT SYNCHRONIZED TOGETHER

0 RECORDS WERE CONSIDERED INSERTED ON SYSUT1

1 RECORD WAS CONSIDERED INSERTED ON SYSUT2

CPX80I - TIME OF DAY AT END OF JOB: 08:52:34 - CONDITION CODE ON EXIT: 4

Figure 4. Differences Report - MAXDIFF Only

The format of the totals for message CPX75I is:

SYSUTl(nl)/SYSUT2(n2)SYSUT3(n3).DlFFERENCES((J0,dl.J-) where

nl = number of records read from SYSUTl
n2 = number of records read from SYSUT2
n3 = number of records written to SYSUT3
do = number of pairs of records which differed

dl = number of records on SYSUTl, not on SYSUT2
d2 = number of records on SYSUT2, not on SYSUTl

If you didn’t have any problems, print your output. If you did have problems.

1. . Is your JCL correctly formatted?

2. Are your dataset names spelled correctly?

3. Do the datasets exist?

4. Where there any syntax (message CPX30A) errors?

5. Rerun.

DATA Comparison - Key Synchronization

We will specify the logical kev to COMPAREX as being the first eight bytes of each record It is in character format and

ascending. The syntax for the KEY keyword is to specify the displacement (1) and the length (8):

KEY= (1,8)

If no key is specified but the file organization uses a key (such as ISAM or VSAM-KSDS), COMPAREX will use that key

without you specifying it.

You mav have noticed that the Differences Report generated by the previous keywords (or lack of) in the IBM Dumo

format. A lot of hexadecimal characters were displayed. Since our data did not have any HEX characters, this time le b

just see the alphanumeric characters. To do this, specify:

LINE=80
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When you created the FILEl and FILE2 datasets, was there a sequence number in columns 73 through 80? If there was,

COMPAREX probably underscored that also in your execution. To avoid this again, specify:

NW:

MASK=(73,END)

"Data File Comparison - Key and Mask" below will produce a DATA comparison, pairing records that match on the spec-

ified key and isolating inserted and deleted records.

//OS$JOB JOB
//COMPARE PROC
//CPX EXEC
//STEPLIB DD
//SYSPRINT DD
// PEND
//*
//DOIT EXEC
//SYSUTl DD
//SYSUT2 DD
//SYSIN DD

MAXDIFF=5
CONTINUE
LINE=80
MASK=(73,END)
KEY=(1,8)

/*

PGM=COMPAREX , REGION=2 0 0K
DISP=SHR, DSN=somnode . COMPAREX. LOADLIB
SYSOUT=*

COMPARE
DISP=SHR , DSN=somnode . FILEl
DISP=SHR, DSN=somnode. FILE2
*

/* to avoid a runaway compare */
/* to see final count of differences */
/* Format in alphanumeric only - no HEX characters
/* Ignore any sequence number in columns 73 - 80

/* KEY will be the field in first 8 characters */

*/
*/

/

Figure 5. Data File Comparison - Key and Mask

Submit the job in "Data File Comparison - Key and Mask" on page 8. Your output should look something like "Differenc-
es Report - DATA, KEY, FORIVtAT, MASK" on page 9.

Through the use of KEYs, this run of COMPAREX will detect an out-of-sync situation. These records that are deter-
mined to be out-of-sync will be written to the Differences Report. The output will differ from the previous run becauseCOMPAREX will now resynchronize after insertions and deletions.
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COMPAREX (OS-6.1.0 - 87/054)

SYSUT1 =somnode. F I LE 1 ,
SYSUT2=soninode. F I LE2

MONDAY FEBRUARY 23, 1987 (87/054) 17:24:02 PAGE 2

OSPL !•.. + 1 2 + 3 + 4 + 5 + 6

CPX51I • RECORD NUMBER 3 ON FILE SYSUT1

1 RECCRD03CCCCCCCCCCCC

CPX521 • RECORD NUMBER 3 ON FILE SYSUT2 FIELD=1

1 RECORD03FIRST CHANGE

ONE

TWO
-DIFFERENCE-^

CPX51I - RECORD NUMBER 6 ON FILE SYSUT1

1 RECORD06FFFFFFFFFFFF ° N E

CPX52I - RECORD NUMBER 6 ON FILE SYSUT2 FIELD=1

1 RECORD06SECONDCHANGE ^ °
-DIFFERENCE-^

CPX36A - KEY OUT OF SPECIFIED SEQUENCE - RECORD 10 ON FILE SYSUT2

1 RECORDXX INSERTION

CPX62I - KEY SYNCHRONIZATION MISMATCH - RECORD 10 ON FILE SYSUT2

1 RECORDXX INSERTION

CPX62I - KEY SYNCHRONIZATION MISMATCH - RECORD 12 ON FILE SYSUT2

1 RECORDII INSERTION

CPX72I - END OF DATA ON FILE SYSUT2

CPX61I - KEY SYNtHRONIZATION MISMATCH - RECORD 11 ON FILE SYSUT1

1 REC0RD26 INSERTION

CPX67I - MAXDIFF INVOKED, CONTINUING WITHOUT PRINTING BY REQUEST

CPX71I - END OF DATA ON FILE SYSUT1

CPX74I - BYTES UNOERSCORED(23)

CPX75I - RECORDS PROCESSED: SYSUT1 (11 )/SYSUT2(12) ,DI FFERENCES(2, 1 , 2)

EXPLANATION - 2 RECORDS DIFFER THAT SYNCHRONIZED TOGETHER

1 RECORD WAS CONSIDERED INSERTED ON SYSUT1

2 RECORDS WERE CONSIDERED INSERTED ON SYSUT2

CPX80I - TIME OF DAY AT END OF JOB: 18:47:28 - CONDITION CODE ON EXIT: 4

Figure 6. Differences Report - DATA. KEY, FORAL4T, /^[ASK

Differences Report with DATA
Differing records are displayed as follows:

• The literal ONE is shown in the right-hand column when the line contains data from a record from SYSUTL

• The literal TVVQ is shown in the right-hand column when the line contains data from a record from SYSUT2.

• The literal DIFFERENCE is shown in the right-hand column when the SYSUT2 record has been selected for printing

because it differs from the record on SYSUTl.

• The amount of detail of files and differing records depends on the FORMAT keyword.

In this example, the format used is "lull SYSUTl followed by differing lines of SYSUT2.
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Chapter 3 - Text Files

We will use Text logic to compare the same two files. Assume that there is a sequence number in columns 73 through 80.

Therefore

TEXT=JCL

will ignore the sequence number and use the first 72 columns for the comparison.

//OS$JOB JOB
//COMPARE PROC
//CPX EXEC
//STEPLIB DD
//SYSPRINT DD

// PEND
//*
//TEXT EXEC
//SYSUTl DD
//SYSUT2 DD
//SYSIN DD

MAXDIFF=5
CONTINUE
TEXT=JCL

/*

PGM=COMPAREX,REGION=200K
DISP=SHR, DSN=somnode. COMPAREX. LOADLIB
SYSOUT=*

COMPARE
DISP=SHR, DSN=somnode.FILEl
DISP=SHR, DSN=somnode.FILE2
*

/* to avoid a runaway compare */

/* to see final count of differences */

/* Compare contents of first 72 bytes only */

Figiire 7. Text File Comparison

Submit the job in "Text File Comparison" on page 10. Your output should look something like "Differences Report -

TEXT = JCL" on page 11. Rather than underscoring the differences, COMPAREX frames in a TEXT comparison.
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+++-f++<+++ .
1++++

4- RECOR003CCCCCCCCCCCC

,

-+++4+++-f .
++++5++-**+ .

++++6+++-*' .
+++*^7+>++

DIF 0 N E 3

+ RECORD03FIRST CHANGE
++++++ <+4.+ ^

+4.+4.‘^ +++> ^ >++4-2++++ .
+'+++3+‘*"^‘*‘

. ++++4++++ . ++++54*+++ , ++++6++++ .
++++7+>4-+

+4-++4-+<+4.+ . ++++ 1 ++++ ,
*»-4'++2++++ . +++4-3++++ .

4-+++4++4+ , 4+4+5++++ . ++++6++++ . ++++7+>++

+ RECORD06FFFFFFFFFFFF

OIF T W 0 3

DIF 0 N E 6

+ RECORD06SECONDCHANGE
444+++<+++ . +44+ 1 4+4+ , 4+442++++ .

++++3+++**'

+++++4,<+++^

+

44+ 1444+ . 44442+44+ .

+ RECOROXX INSERTION
4++44+<++4 .

44+4 1 4+4+ . 4+4+2++++

.

++++++<+++ . ++++ 1 ++++ . ++442++++ . 4+4+3++++

+ RECORD26 INSERTION

DIF T W 0 6

DIF 0 N £ 11

+ RECORD11 INSERTION
+4++++<++4 . ++++ 1 ++++ . ++++2++++

.

+44+3++++ .

DIF T W 0 12
+4++44++4 .

++++ 5++++ . .
^.-++7+>++

CPX71I • END OF TEXT ON FILE SYSUT1

CPX72I * END OF TEXT ON FILE $YSUT2

CPX75I * RECORDS PROCESSED: SYSUTI (11 )/SYSUT2(12),OIFFERENCES(3,0, 1

)

EXPLANATION • 3 RECORDS DIFFER THAT SYNCHRONIZED TOGETHER
0 RECORDS WERE CONSIDERED INSERTED ON SYSUT1
1 RECORD WAS CONSIDERED INSERTED ON SYSUT2

CPX80I • TIME OF DAY AT END OF JOB: 08:52:39 • CONDITION CODE ON EXIT: 4

Figiire S. Differences Report - TEXT=JCL

Differences Report with TEXT
Since COMPAREX compares blocks of significant data rather than byte by byte using TEXT Processing logic, an entire

record is displayed without underscoring differing bytes or half-bytes or excess bytes.

Differing records/blocks are shown as follows:

• records from SYSUTl not matched with records from SYSUT2 are identified with the designation DIF ONE on the

right-hand side of the report. Similarly records from SYSUT2 which are not matched are identified with DIF TWO .

• The logical record number is shown on the far right.

• When PRINT = FULL is specified, all records are shown in context.

• If FRAME is used, the differing records are FRAMED with the DASH and PLUS characters.

Differences Between DATA and TEXT
COMPAREX recognizes two catagories of files: DATA and TEXT. There are separate logic routines for each, since they
differ in their means of synchronization.

data is defined, in COMPAREX, as any file in which there is a known inter-record relationship. DATA files have bvtes
and fields in fixed positions on each record.

Using DATA file comparison logic, files may be compared record to record, using ’same physical number' synchroniza-
tion. For example, recordl to recordl, recordlOO to recordlOO, etc. If neither DATA nor TEXT is specified, this is the de-
fault. Synchronization may also be performed using KEY and SEGMENT.

Examples of DATA files are:
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master files

intermediate files

transaction files

databases

• load modules

TEXT is defined in COMPAREX, as any file in which there is not a known inter-record relationship, TEXT files do not

have bvtes and fields in ftxed positions; records may contain blanks and may be entirely free-form. Rather than pamng

records for comparison, TEXT synchronization uses buffers and look-ahead logic to pair blocks and isolate differences.

Examples of TEXT files are:

# program source code

• JCL

• reports

• documentation (such as this manual)

DATA or TEXT
If files have keys, use DATA with KEY synchronization.

If files are databases, use DATA with KEY or SEGMENT synchronization.

If files are object code, use DATA without any key.

If datasets are load modules, use the CSECT Parsing option to DATA:

DATA=CSECT

Otherwise, use TEXT, increasing BUFF and lowering MLC until the desired results are obtained.

This manual fulfilled its purpose if you successfully ran:

• DATA comparison without keys

• DATA comparison with keys

• TEXT comparison

and, you were able to understand the printed output of each.
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Chapter 4 - Interfaces

COMPAREX interfaces to many (via CPXIFACE) different data collection structures such as PANVALET, LIBRARI-

AN, DL/1, IDMS etc. The success of these direct interfaces is very often dependent on how CPXIFACE was generated.

There is a friendly interface from the user to COMPAREX called the ISPF interface.

PANVALET, LIBRARIAN, and GEM
COMPAREX can interface directly to Pansophic’s PANVALET, Applied Data Research’s LIBRARIAN, or FUJIT-

SU/FACOM’s GEM.

Refer to "Direct PANVALET Interface" below for an e.xample of comparing two members on the same PANVALET li-

brary and generating an audit trail for subsequent browsing and/or feeding back into P.AN#1.

//COMPARE
//STEPLIB
//SYSPRINT
//PANDDl
//SYSUT3
//
//
//SYSIN

SYSUT1=(
SYSUT2=(

EXEC PGM=COMPAREX,REGION=512K
DD DISP=SHR, DSN=soTnnode. COMPAREX. LOADLIB
DD SYSOUT=*
DD DISP=SHR, DSN=soinnode.PANLIB
DD DISP=( ,PASS) ,DSN=&&AUDIT,

UNIT=SYSDA-, SPACE=(TRK, (1,1) ) ,

DCB=(RECFM=FB, LRECL=80, BLKSIZE=3200)
DD *

PAN,MEMBER=cobolnamel) /* Fill in cobolnamel
PAN,MEMBER=cobolname2) /* Fill in cobolnaine2

*/
*/

TEXT=COBOL
COPYDIFF= (PAN, STAMP=YES) /* Generate Audit Trail */

//*
//TRAIL
//PANDDl
//SYSIN
//* EOJ

EXEC PAN$PROC <== Invokes PGM=PAN#1
DD DISP=SHR, DSN=soinnode. PANLIB
DD DISP= (OLD, DELETE) , DSN=&&AUDIT

Figure 0. Direct PANVALET Interface
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NW

See "Direct LIBRARIAN Interface" on page 14 below for an example of comparing a member of a LIBRARIAN Master

against a sequential dataset.

Note: Your LIBRARIAN release level must be 3.2 or higher. Release 3.1 will not work at all.

//COMPARE EXEC PGM=COMPAREX, REGION=512K

//STEPLIB DD DISP=SHR,DSN=soinnode.COMPAREX.LOADLIB

DD SYSOUT=*
DD DISP=SHR, DSN=somnode. LIBARIAN. MASTER

DD DISP=SHR,DSN=soinnode. PROGRAMl.ASM

DD *

SYSUT1= ( LIB , MEMBER=PROGRAMl

)

TEXT=BAL
//* EOJ

//SYSPRINT
//MASTER
//SYSUT2
//SYSIN

Figure 10. Direct LIBRAIUAN Interface

Refer to "Direct LIBRARIAN Interface - Directories" on page 14 for an example of comparing the directories of two LI

BRARIAN Masters.

//COMPARE EXEC
//STEPLIB DD
//SYSPRINT DD
//LIBl DD
//LIB2 DD
//SYSIN DD

SYSUT1=(LIB,
DIR=PDF /

//* EOJ

PGM=COMPAREX , REGION=5 12K
DISP=SHR, DSN=soinnode . COMPAREX . LOADLIB

SYSOUT=*
DISP=SHR, DSN=somnode . LIBARIAN . MASTERl

DISP=SHR, DSN=somnode . LIBARIAN . MASTER2
*

DDNAME=LIB1) , SYSUT2= ( LIB , DDNAME=LIB2

)

* Compare the directories only */

Figure 11. Direct LIBRARIAN Interface - Directories

Refer to "Direct GEM Interface" on page 15 for an e.xample of comparing a range of members from a GEM library

against a PDS.

15457
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//COMPARE EXEC PGM=COMPAREX, REGION=256K
//STEPLIB DD DISP=SHR,DSN=somnode.COMPAREX.LOADLIB

DD SYSOUT=*
DD DISP=SHR,DSN=somnode.GEM <=== FUJITSU/ FACOM Only

DD DISP=SHR, DSN=somnode. PDS

DD *

//SYSPRINT
//GEM
//SYSUT2
//SYSIN
SYSUT1= ( LIB , DDNAME=GEM)
TEXT=$

.

FILTERIN=(MEMBER, 1,GE,C'CPX'

)

FILTERIN=(MEMBER, 1,LE,C' FOX'

)

//* EOJ

/* Get to GEM as 'LIB'

/* Wildcard TEXT
/* Members starting
/* with 'CPX' thru 'FOX'

*/
*/
*/
*/

Figure 12. Direct GEM Interface
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ISPF Interface

The ISPF interface consists of:

• Panel library

• Messages library

• Clist library (strictly for installation)

• Sysgen library

• Object code library for module CPXSISPF

Connected to Main Menu

Depending on how the interface was installed, you could go directly to "ISPF Panel CPX@PRIM" on page 17 or (a. rec-

ommended) through "ISPF Panel VENDOR - Raw Form" below.

)BOOY widthC&zscreenw) expand( ! !

)

%!•! Vendor Supplied Software !•!

%Option ===>_ZCM0

%
% 1 +COMPAREX * Invoke%COMPAREX/ISPF

% 2 ^CHANGE MAN * Invoke%Change Man+Services

% X +EXIT *%Exit+to primary option menu

%
^Enter%END+command to return to primary option menu.

%
)PROC
&ZSEL = TRANSC TRUNC (&2CM0,'.>)

1 ,
‘PANELCCPXaPRIM) NEWAPPLCCPX) NEWPOOL

'

2 "
' CMO ( CMN I N I T ) NEWAPPL ( CMN ) NEWPOOL

'

X/EXIT*

)END

1

/

L

Figure 13. ISPF Panel VENDOR - Raw Form
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The interface is panel driven . From your main menu, (ISR@PRIM), you eventually get to the COMPAREX primary

menu - "ISPF Panel CPX@PRIM" below.

Option ===>

0 • SHORT CUT

1 - OPTIONS
2 • OSNAMES
3 * SAVE
4 * LOAD

5 - CLEAR
6 * FOREGROUND

7 • BACKGROUND
8 - BACKGROUND
X • EXIT

COMPAREX/ISPF 6.1.0 Primary Menu

Single screen for options and dataset names

Specify compare options for this session

Specify dataset names to be compared

Save options profile for future sessions

Select/Delete options profile from prior session(s)

Clear previously loaded profile

Invoke COMPAREX in the foreground and wait

Invoke COMPAREX as a submitted batch job

Similar to above but edit job (and optionally SUBMIT)

Exi t

Press HELP KEY for tutorial assistance at any point;

Enter END Command to exit.

Figure 14, ISPF Panel CPX(^PRIM

Note that the cursor is positioned at the

Option ===> _

where you may enter an option {0 to 8 or X) or TSO commands such as:

Option ===> TSO LISTC LEVEL ( somnode . COMPAREX)

or
Option ===> TSO STATUS

TSO commands may be processed at any point (except TUTORIAL) within the COMPAREX interface.

DATA Comparison Via Short Cut

Choose the "Short Cut" method of specifying dataset names and brief options by entering 0 at:

Option ===> 0

Now, "ISPF Panel CPXSHORT" below will be displayed asking you to specify both file names and the free-form kevvvords

required to compare them.
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Command ===>

Dataset Names and Brief Options

SYSUT1 ISPF FILE

PROJECT —=> __
LIBRARY ===> _
TYPE ===> _
MEMBER ===> _

SYSUT2 ISPF FILE

PROJECT ===> _
LIBRARY ===> _
TYPE ===> _
MEMBER ===> __

OTHER PARTITIONED, SEQUENTIAL, VSAM, OR ISAM DATASET:

SYSUT1 DSNAME ===>

SYSUT2 DSNAME ===>

ENTER FREE FORM KEYWORDS BELOW: (No Syntax Checking Done on the Panel)

=:==> —
===>

===> —

===> —

Press ENTER to register; Enter END Command to exit.

V.

Figure 15. ISPF Panel CPXSHORT

We will enter the two dataset names to compare in the OTHER PARTITIONED, SEQUENTIAL, VSAM, OR ISAM

DATASET like this:

OTHER PARTITIONED, SEQUENTIAL, VSAM, OR ISAM DATASET:

SYSUTl DSNAME ===> ' somnode . FILEl
'

SYSUT2 DSNAME ===> ' somnode . FILE2
'

Since by now, we know exactly how to compare these two datasets, we need only say.

ENTER FREE FORM KEYWORDS BELOW: (No Syntax (Thecking ...

___> data , key= ( 1 , 8 )
/* Key synchronization

===> field=(l, 72 )
,line=80 /* No hex characters

===> maxdi f f=5 , continue /* Just in case

and hit iMM}. After registering them to ISPF, hit ^EEH} to return to the main menu again. Now invoke COMPAREX

as a submitted batch job like this:

Option ===> 7
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Now ”ISPF Panel CPXJOBST" below will be presented, asking if there are any changes to be made to the JOB card image
last used.

Figure 16. ISPF Panel CPXJOBST

Now overtype any changes to be made in the JOB card and hit (enter)
, a message will penetrate the current paneP like

this:

JOB YOURIDX(JOB02598) SUBMITTED

This is the response to the TSO Submit command. There will be three asterisks
'"***'*

at the bottom of the screen. Hit
[enter] one more time to bring us back to the primary menu. The background job we just submitted should be taking off

shortly - depending on how loaded the machine is.

l Dependent on how the FSPF interface was installed - TSO Sul>tnit or Internal Reader
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Preface

COMPAREX runs under the three major IBM operating systems:

• OS/VS - (N[VS, MVS/XA)

• DOS/VSE - (SP 2. 1 System Package, and pre-2. 1)

• VXI/CMS

In addition, it runs under these operating systems:

• MVT/VSE from Software Pursuits

• OSIV/F4 from FUJITSU/FACOM

Version, Release, Modification

All software created and maintained by SERENA Consulting will have a Version, Release, and Modification level associ-

ated with it. Only when the Version or Release number changes (usually annually) will the full customer base (those who

are up to date with maintenance) be issued new tapes and documentation.

There will be at least two interim Modifications during the year. At year end, the accumulated Modifications will be

rolled into the next general Release.

This manual describes:

COMPAREX OS
Version 6

Release 1

Modification 0

Julian release date 87/054

This COMPAREX 6.1.0 User Reference Manual gives an extensive discussion of the functions and processing logic of

COMPAREX, the comparison utility. The User Reference Manual has been written for the professional programmer

who has experience with programming, file structures and organizations, utilities, and testing practices. The manual con-

tains extensive information about the COMPAREX keywords and messages.

The COMPAREX 6.1.0 Quick Start Manual is a reference document that gives the information most needed by

COMPAREX users. It illustrates, by example, how to invoke COMPAREX for solving some of the most common com-

parison situations.

Finally, the COMPAREX 6.1.0 User Reference Card shows the format and the description of each keyword.
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Summary of Amendments

COMPAREX 6.1.0 has the following enhancements over the prior (6.0) release as of February 23, 1987.

ADABAS Enhancements

In addition to the Read Physical - L2 call, the following functions are also available:

• Specify the Database and File

• Read logically by a particular key field - L3 call

• Specify fields to be retrieved - format buffer

• Process Natural programs - source and object - directly from their ABABAS database and file

See "ADABAS” on page 32.

IDMS Enhancements

In addition to the ^rea Sweep within record type, a new facility is also available. There are now two major ways to process

the database. The first is a slight variation on the area sweep. The second is to specify an exit module (wntten in your own g
programming language) to navigate through the database.

See "IDMS" on page 41.

Ignore Sign Differences

When comparing DATA files and the basic difference between them is that one file contains packed fields with a sign of C

and the other contains packed fields with a sign of F, every record contains differences. That can be overcome with a new

keyword:

IGNORSIN

See "IGNORSIN" on page 141.

COPYDIFF = LIB - Expansion ofVERS Operand

When creating a Delta Deck in LIBRARIAN format, the VERS operand may be used to create or suppress the version

on the Select card image. The only options were YES or NO. Now there is a third option called

YESHHMM

which appends the hour and minute to the month and day such that a single module within multiple ones created on the

same day can be isolated by the LIBRARIAN.

See "COPYDIFF' on page 126.
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Loosen Restrictions on COPYDIFr = IEBUPDTE
When comparing two partitioned datasets (PDS) and creating a Delta Deck in lEBUPDTE format, the sequence num-

bers may be taken from any columns with relatively few restrictions.

See ’’COPYDIFF on page 126.

DMS - DASD Management System

This interface is intended to be a "starter set" of a more complex interface to archived datasets. In this release, we have

concentrated on accessing large archived VSAM datasets.

See "DMS - DASD Management System" on page 39.

ISPF Interface Rewritten

The ISPF Interface has been rewritten such that it is now mainly Panel Driven as opposed to Program Driven. See TSPF

Panel VENDOR - Raw Form" on page 54 for the new method of invoking the interface. This implies that the jump func-

tion between panels is now allowed.

See "ISPF Interface" on page 54.

Condor CAMLIB
This read-only interface processes the library structure known as CONDOR CAMLIB. You may compare the directories,

individual members or the entire library to a PANVALET, LIBRARIAN, or another CAMLIB library.

See "Condor CAMLIB" on page 34.

Miscellaneous

The following miscellaneous enhancements have been made.

ASCII File Translation

The source code to CPXIFACE now has a new global variable

&ZASCII SETS 1

which can be turned on at will at "gen" time for the interface to have the mechanics of translating ASCII bytes to EBCDIC
bytes for subsequent comparison. It generally is used within the "Roll Your Own" slot:

&ZROLOWN SETB 1

In actual execution, it translates each ASCII byte into an EBCDIC byte just before passing the entire record up’ to

COMPAREX. It can be invoked, with minimal programming effort, by moving the invoking instruction

BAL LINKREG1,ASCI2EBC

to the necessary spot after reading the individual record.

It does a wholesale translation, regardless of content. For this reason, it is recommended that files containing ASCII

Packed numeric data be given some extra programming attention in the interface because they translate literally not nu-

merically.
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PRINT= FULL with DATA

[a the past, when the user specified (or defaulted to) 'DATA’, and there were differences in some records, only the differ-

ing records were displayed. Within 'TEXT' logic, there is an option to the PRINT keyword.

PRINT=FULL

that would force the printing of all records with the differences interspersed. Now that option has meaning in DATA logic

as well.

See "PRINT" on page 147.

KILLRC Keyword

This is a very rarely used keyword. It forces a return code of zero to be passed back regardless vvhat the outcome of the

It was created spscir,call, to keep DOS MSP compatible with OS and VM/CMS. The only users who

have to use it are DOS pre-2.1 releases such as 1.3.5 and they are in the distinct minority.

See "KILLRC" on page 142.

MBRHDR= MATCH
The current options to keyword MBRHDR are

• YES

• NO

• COND

A fourth option is now available called

MATCH

which is similar to CONDitional except that member names that do not match are not reported.

See "MBRHDR" on page 143.

CSECT Parsing Address Constants

If one Csect changed slightly, it sometimes happens that the V-type address (ADCON) constants are all that change in the

rest of the Csects. You may or may not be interested in seeing the differences in the address constants. Now there is an

alternative. You may specify:

DATA= ( CSECT , ADCON=NO

)

to have each address constant (A-type and V-type) nullified to binary zeroes before any comparison is done. The default

is ADCON = YES, implying that address constants are to be left alone. ADCON =NO should result in a shorter differ-

ence report.

See "DATA" on page 79.

CSECT Parsing BUFFering

When parsing CSECT’s, the BUFF parameter defaults to 256. It is also explicitly recommended that BUFF be set higher

such as:

BUFF=1000
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Now the reason for setting a higher BUFFer is even greater. If the buffer cannot fully contain both load modules (at buff-

er stocking time) then the comparison is terminated with message:

CPX39A • DATA RECORDS TOO LARGE FOR BUFFER * <xxxxxxxx,nnn) FUNCTION TERMINATED - RETURN CODE = 16
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Chapter 1 - Major Logical Steps

COMPAREX is a computer program used to compare two magnetically recorded files and to print a report showing the

records that are different.

Data processing professionals in charge of the accuracy of systems implementations and modifications use COMPAREX
to help to ensure the correctness and completeness of their work.

When a change is introduced into a system, COMPAREX compares the files produced by the system prior to the change
with the files produced by the system after the change. The Differences Report shows the records that are not exactly

alike, identifying the file and the actual record number on the file for each record printed.

During an examination of the Differences Report, the user can see exactly which bytes in the two records are differing.

The user looks for the expected changes and, more importantly, the unexpected changes.

With the use of extensive optional keywords, the user can modify COMPAREX’s input processing, record pairing, and
printing routines. The most frequently requested options are implemented as the COMPAREX defaults, and the

first-time user can run an effective COMPAREX job using no keywords.

COMPAREX is THE comparison utility. It helps the conscientious user check the accuracy of maintenance changes be-

fore implementation, and it facilitates effective unit and system testing for new development.

What is COMPAREX
COMPAREX is a utility designed to compare two files and to write a report that displays the records that are different.

COMPAREX can be run in an all-defaults mode; it reads two files comparing each record from the first file with the
same numbered record on the second file, and it prints both records only when it finds that at least one byte is different.

In this all-defaults mode, COMPAREX reads to the end of each file, printing all pairs of records with differences and
printing all extra records from the longer input file.

The all-defaults mode can be significantly modified by the use of COMPAREX’s keywords. In a keywords job, the user
specifies free-form keywords to change the default parameters. In this way, a file of any organization can be read, synchro-
nization can be done by logical keys, and the format of the report can be customized. In addition, keywords can be used to
tell COMPAREX to create an output file of selected records.

What Types of Files Can be Compared
COMPAREX can compare any two magnetically recorded files of almost any structure or organization. A fairly exhaus-
tive list of the types of files COMPAREX can directly process follows:

• Program

Source Code

Object Code

Load Modules

A Csect Parsing or Undefined Block to Block

• Job Control Language (JCL)

• CLIST

Reference



• System Master Flies

QSAM

ISA\[

VSAM

• System Intermediate Files

• System Transaction Files

• Directories, Selected Members, Ranges of Members or All Members

PANSOPHIC’S PANVALET

Applied Data Research’s LIBRARIAN

FUJITSU/FACOM’S GEM
Partitioned DataSet (PDS)

• Database for Most Database Management Systems (DBMS)

ADABAS

DL/1 (IMS, IMS/FASTPATH, CICS)

lAM

IDMS (5.7) or IDMS/R (10.0)

RAMIS II

ROSCOE

WYLBUR

Others to be developed in the future.

• Unformatted Screens (PANELS) for Online Terminals

• Control Card Images

• Reports

• Documentation (such as raw SCRIPT/VS input)

• ISPF 2.1 Packed Files (PACK ON)

General Flowchart and Processing Steps

"COMPAREX General Flowchart" on page 8 shows the five COMPAREX files.

INPUT - three files are used;

• SYSIN contains any keywords to modify the all-defaults mode. If SYSIN is not able to be opened or if SYSIN is

empty, COMPAREX processes without any keywords, taking all defaults. If SYSIN is not empty, COMPAREX mod-

ifies its default processing with the user’s keywords.

• SYSUTl is the first file of the two to be compared. Usually, this is the Baseline or Old file. If program source code is

being compared, this is the unmodified version.

• SYSUT2 is the second file of the two to be compared. Usually, this is the Testline or New file. If program source code

is being compared, this is the updated version.

• If PANVALET, LIBRARIAN, GEM, or OTHER file structures are to be processed directly, the proper DDNAME
must be supplied instead of SYSUTl or SYSUT2 or both so that the COMPAREX interface (CPXIFACE) can ac-

cess it.
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Figure L COMPAREX General Flowchart

OUTPUT - two files are generated:

• SYSPRINT contains the Differences Report, a listing of the results of the comparison. It also contains a list of the de-

faults and keywords used, and it shows end-of-job statistics lines. The user can also specify a list of the COMPAREX
keywords and a visual representation of each record type identified.

• SYSUT3 is an optional file. If present, it contains differing records from file SYSUT2. COMPAREX can be used as a

test file generator by the specification of COPYDIFE (the keyword that directs COMPAREX to write file SYSIjT3).

COMPAREX With no Keywords

If no keywords are specified, this is the order of the utilitys processing:

• SYSPRINT is opened. If the open is not successful, COMPAREX abends with a user abend code of 5.

• COMPAREX displays the license information on SYSPRINT. See "Sample License Information" below.

COMPAREX (OS-6.1.0 • 87/054) MONDAY FEBRUARY 23, 1987 (87/054) 17:11:59 PAGE 1

PROPRIETARY SOFTWARE PRODUCT OF SERENA CONSULTING PHONE (415)347-0100 OR TELEX 172040 HQ SMT

LICENSED TO; vour corporate name/tri at offer expires ...

vour city, state, zip/agent contact for license ...

ALL OTHER RIGHTS RESERVED • USE OF THIS SOFTWARE

PRODUCT BY UNAUTHORIZED PERSONS IS PROHIBITED.
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Figure 2. Sample License Information

• As delivered, COMPAREX has some installation defaults which can override the normal defaults as described m this

manual. Your installation may have changed them to fit your own shop’s needs. Refer to Installation Defaults on

page 9 for the delivered installation defaults.

CPXOOI
CPXOOI
CPXOOI
CPXOOI
CPXOOI
CPXOOI
CPXOOI

**************************************************
*** INSTALLATION DEFAULTS ***

**************************************************

HALT=COND /* STOP EXECUTION IF SYNTAX ERRORS FOUND */

************************************
*** END OF INSTALLATION DEFAULTS ***
************************************

Figure 3. Installation Defaults

• COMPAREX attempts to open SYSIN. If this open is not successful, COMPAREX issues warning message

CPX02A. If SYSIN is able to be opened but is empty (since no COMPAREX keywords are being specified for this

no-keywords job), COMPAREX continues to process without issuing the warning message.

• COMPAREX displays on SYSPRINT the defaults it will use. "Sample Default Messages" on page 9 shows a sample

of the default messages.

CPX03I ' EXECUTION OF TS972.CPX.SC1551 * VALUES EXTRACTEO/DEFAULTED

:

CPX04I • maXDIFF=999999999999,ST0PAFT=999999999999

CPX05I - PRINT=<MATCH, MISMATCH), MBRHOR=YES,HALT=COND

CPX06I * WILDCARD=C’ .

'
,MODE=APPLICATIONS, (ALL DISPLACEMENTS RELATIVE TO ONE)

CPX08I • DECIMAL, EBCDIC, CASE=UPPER,LINE=<32, HORIZONTAL), PAGE=58

CPX11I • DASH=C'*‘,PLUS=C'-^'

CPX21I • SYSUT1=SERE001 .XI .SEGMENTS DC8=(DS0RG=PS, RECFM=F ,8LKSIZE=80)

CPX22I * SYSUT2=SER£001 .X2. SEGMENTS DCB=(DSORG=PS,RECFM=F,BLKSIZE=80)

CPX25I - OATA,FORMAT=02,INTERLEAVE=0
(FORMAT EXPLANATION: FULL SYSUTI FOLLOWED BY DIFFERING LINES OF SYSUT2)

Figure 4. Sample Default Messages

Here is a complete list of the defaults COMPAREX takes:

• Input Processing

CONTINUE is not in effect

DATA file comparison logic is in effect

DIRECTORY’S are not processed

FIELD’S are not used

FILTER’S are not used

identity’s are not used

MASK’S are not used
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MODE =APPLICATIONS is in effect

SKIPUTl - no records are bypassed on SYSUTl

SKIPUT2 - no records are bypassed on SYSUT2

STOPAFr = 999999999999 is in effect

SYSUTl is specified by JCL

SYSUT2 is specified by JCL

WILDCARD is not used

• Data Files Synchronization

KEY’S are not used

SEGMENT’S are not used

• Text File Processing

Under the no-kevwords job, text file processing is not done; text file keywords (BUFF, FRAME, MLC,

PRINT = FULL, SQUEEZE, and TEXT) are not used.

Under the no-keywords job, data file comparison logic is in effect. DATA and TEXT comparison logic are mutu-

ally exclusive, so TEXT comparison logic is not in effect.

• Output Processing

Under the no-keywords job, output processing is not done; output processing keywords (COPYDIFF, and

SYSUT3) are not used.

• Display Processing

ASCII is not in effect; EBCDIC is in effect

CASE = UPPER is in effect

DASH = C’-’ is in effect

DECIMAL is in effect

EBCDIC is in effect

FLDSONLY is not in effect

FORMAT = 02 is in effect

No GENFLDS are generated

HALT =NO is in effect

No HELP listing is produced

HEX is not in effect; DECIMAL is in effect

INTERLEAVE = 0 is in effect

LINE = (32,HORIZONTAL) is in effect

MAXDIFF= 999999999999 is in effect

MBRHDR = YES is in effect

NIBBLE is not in effect

PAGE = 58 is in effect

PLUS = C’ + ’ is in effect

PRINT = MATCH and PRINT = MISMATCH are in effect

• Unless HALT = YES has been specified, COMPAREX opens SYSUTl. If the open is not successful, COMP.AREX
terminates, issuing message CPX90A and a return code of 16.
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• Unless HALT = YES has been specified, COMPAREX opens SYSUT2. If the open is not successful, COMPAREX
issues a warning with message CPX90A, and unless HALT =COND has been specified, COMPAREX functions as a

print utility, printing all records of SYSUTl onto SYSPRINT.

• COMPAREX reads SYSUTl and SYSUT2 sequentially. It compares each SYSUTl record with the same numbered

record on SYSUT2 (that is, record number 1 on SYSUTl is compared with record number 1 on SYSUT2 and record

number 1001 on SYSUTl is compared with record number 1001 on SYSUT2).

• COMPAREX, when it fmds that compared records do not match exactly (all bits in all bytes are not equal), prints

both records on SYSPRINT and underscores the differences. "DATA E.xample - Modified to Fit Page" on page 11

shows how two differing records might look on the Differences Report.

CPX61I • KEY SYNCHRONIZATION MISMATCH - RECORD 1 ON FILE SYSUTl

0000 F0F0F0F4 F5F6F7F9 00000000

0020 F0F1F2F3 F4F50000 00000012

0040 40C4C1E3 C140C606 0940E2Ea

0060 40404040 40404040 40404040

0045679C 0000B26F C4C1E3C1

345C0000 30394040 40E3C8C9

E2E4E3F1 40606060 60606040

40404040 40404040 40404040

•00045679 70ATA-SYSUT1 *

*012345 • THIS IS THE*

* DATA FOR SYSUTl *

* »

ONE
ONE
ONE
ONE

CPX51I • RECORD NUMBER 2 ON FILE SYSUTl

CPX52I • RECORD NUMBER 1 ON FILE SYSUT2

0000 F0F0F0F4 F5F6F8F8 00000000 0045688C

0000 F0F0F0F4 F5F6F8F8 00000000 0045688C

0020 F0F1F2F3 F4F50000 00000012 345C0000

0040 40C4C1E3 C140C6D6 0940E2E8 E2E4E3F1

0040 40C4C1E3 01400606 0940E2E8 E2E4E3F2

0060 40404040 40404040 40404040 40404040

0060 40404040 40404040 40404040 40404040

0080 4040

0000B278 C4C1E3C1 ... *00045688 . .DATA-SYSUTI * ONE
EA00B278 C4C1E3C1 ... *00045688 ..DATA-SYSUT2 * TWO

- - -0IFFERENCE+

30394040 40E3C8C9 ... *012345 THIS IS THE* ONE
40606060 60606040 ... * DATA FOR SYSUTl • * ONE
40606060 60606040 ... * DATA FOR SYSUT2 • TWO

- ‘0IFFERENCE+

40404040 40404040 ... ONE
40404040 40404040 ... * it TWO

•0IFFERENCE+
TWO

•0IFFERENCE+

Figiire 5. DATA Example - Modified to Fit Page

• If SYSUTl has come to end of file and SYSUT2 has not come to end of file, COMPAREX prints all SYSUTTs

records on SYSPRINT until SYSUT2’s end of file has been reached.

• Likewise, if SYSUT2 has come to end of file and SYSUTl has not come to end of file, COMPAREX prints all

SYSUTTs records on SYSPRINT until SYSUTl’s end of file has been reached.

• COMPAREX issues its statistics on SYSPRINT. "Messages Issued at End of Job" on page 11 shows sample

end-of-job messages.

CPX67I • MAXDIFF INVOKED, CONTINUING WITHOUT PRINTING BY REQUEST

CPX71I • END OF DATA ON FILE SYSUTl

CPX72I • END OF DATA ON FILE SYSUT2

CPX74I • BYTES UNDERSCOREDt 15)

CPX75I • RECORDS PROCESSED: SYSUTl (28)/SYSUT2(34) ,DI FFERENCES(3, 1 , 7)

EXPLANATION • 3 RECORDS DIFFER THAT SYNCHRONIZED TOGETHER

1 RECORD WAS CONSIDERED INSERTED ON SYSUTl

7 RECORDS WERE CONSIDERED INSERTED ON SYSUT2

CPX80I - TIME OF DAY AT END OF JOB: 23:57:02 - CONDITION CODE ON EXIT: 4

Figure 6. Messages Issued at End ofJob
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• COMPAREX closes all files.

COMPAREX With Keywords

COMPAREX accepts a complete set of keywords to modify the ao-keywords processing. When COMPAREX is able to

open SYSIN and the utility finds one or more valid keywords in SYSIN, this is the order of the utility's processing;

Processing of SYSIN

SYSPRINT file is opened and the license information is displayed on SYSPRINT, exactly as described in COMPAREX
WITH NO KEYWORDS.

COMPAREX opens SYSIN, and the utility looks at each SYSIN record to find its keywords. Each SYSIN record is listed

on SYSPRINT, to the right of message CPXOOI. If the first character of the SYSIN record is an asterisk, COMPAREX
considers the entire SYSIN record to be a comment, and the utility does not search for keywords on that record. Addition-

al comments may be placed to the right of keywords by preceding them with a slash-asterisk If COMPAREX finds

information on a SYSIN record that cannot be recognized as a valid keyword, the utility underscores the characters and

displays the literal ’’ERROR?" in the right-hand column.

If the HELP keyword was found in the SYSIN file, COMPAREX displays the CPXOII message and a listing of each valid

keyword, its correct format, and a short description of its use.

COMPAREX uses the valid keywords from the SYSIN file to modify the defaults, and the utility displays messages
CPX03I through CPX12I to show these processing parameters.

If GENFLDS was specified, COMPAREX creates a visual representation of the fields to be compared for each record

type as specified by the IDENTITY keywords.

Files Opened

COMPAREX uses the SYSUTl, SYSUT2, and SYSUT3 keywords to determine the dataset organization and dataset at-

tributes for DOS users. CMS users tell COMPAREX the file name, file type, and file mode. Then COMPAREX interro-

gates the system for file attributes. Dataset organization and dataset attributes under OS are taken from the operating sys-

tem but may be overridden by the user.

If COPYDIFE was specified, COMPAREX opens file SYSUT3. Message CPX16I shows the dataset organization and at-

tributes.

If SYSUTl =DUMMY was not specified and HALT = YES was not specified, COMPAREX opens file SYSUTl. Message
CPX21I shows the dataset organization and attributes.

If SYSUT2 =DUMMY was not specified and HALT = YES was not specified, COMPAREX opens file SYSUT2. Message
CPX22I shows the dataset organization and attributes.

If TEXT processing is specified and COMPAREX has not nullified TEXT because of other keywords, the utility issues
message CPX25I, showing the TEXT file keywords in effect for the run.

If TEXT processing is not being done for the run, COMPAREX issues message CPX25L showing that DATA file svn-
chronization is in effect.

If either SKIPUTl or SKIPUT2 was specified, COMPAREX skips over the specified number of records on the input.

Reading of Records

If the STOPAFT keyword has been specified, COMPAREX reads records until that keyword’s number has been reached.
Otherwise, COMPAREX reads records until it has read 999999999999 records on either file.

If MAkXDIFF has been specified, and COMPAREX has already printed the maximum number of differences specified
with the MAlXDIFF keyword on the Differences Report, the utility continues to read records if CONTINUE has been
specified or it goes to its end-of-processing routines if CONTINUE has not been specified.
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COMPAREX considers all record displacements on keywords to be relative to one unless the MODE =SYSTEMS key-

word has been entered to change displacements to be relative to zero.

COMPAREX reads records and pairs them for comparison. If TEXT comparison logic is in effect, COMPAREX uses

buffers and look-ahead logic to pair records and to isolate differing blocks. Under TEXT processing, keywords may be en-

tered to control the size of the look-ahead logic buffer (BUFF), the back-in-synchronization matching line count (MLC),

the characters to be deleted (SQUEEZE), and the format of the Differences Report (FRAME and PRINT = FULL). If

DATA comparison logic is in effect, COMPAREX pairs records based on KEYs, SEGMENTS, or same

physical-record-number synchronization.

COMPAREX uses any filtering keywords, along with the WILDCARD value, to determine which records are sent to the

comparison routines.

Comparison of Records - DATA

At the point where COMPAREX compares records, the default processing (essentially, the comparison of all bytes) can

be changed by keywords.

The comparison of DATA is described here. DATA is used when files have an inter-record relationship. TEXT file com-

parison is also done by COMPAREX, and is described on the next page. DATA is the default.

If a record has been sent to the comparison routines alone, identified as a key synchronization mismatch, a segmenting

synchronization mismatch, or an extra record, the utility sends this record to the Differences Report without doing any

comparison.

If no IDENTITY, FIELD, or MASK keywords have been specified, COMPAREX compares all bytes of the two records.

If any one byte is different or if one record is longer than the other, COMPAREX identifies this pair as different and

sends the pair of records to the Differences Report. If all bytes in the two records are equal, COMPAREX does not send

this pair to the Differences Report.

If IDENTITY, FIELD, or MASK keywords have been specified, COMPAREX uses these keywords to compare the vari-

ous parts of the record. IDENTITY keywords test for a value on the SYSUTl record so that the following FIELDs and

MASKs can apply to that record type only. FIELD keywords specify bytes to be compared, and MASK keywords specify

bytes that are to be ignored. If any bytes in FIELDs are unequal, COMPAREX identifies this pair as different and sends

them to the Differences Report, noting which IDENTITY and FIELD uncovered the first difference.

Comparison of Records - TEXT

If Text comparison has been specified, COMPAREX changes its comparison routines to try to match up records by the

values in the records. Text comparison is used for program source code, JCL, and documentation.

No KEY or SEGMENT can be specified for synchronization. COMPAREX synchronizes records by attempting to find

records where all positions of the record are equal. Inserted records are identified as being those between matched

records.

Any character can be removed from the record prior to the comparison with the SQUEEZE keyword. The BUFF key-

word directs the storage size for buffering, and the MLC keyword tells COMPAREX how many equal compares to make

before identifying a back-in-synchronization condition. The PR1NT = FULL keyword can be used with Text to print ail

records on SYSUTl, whether they are unmatched or not, and the FRAME keyword is used to surround blocks of records

on the Differences Report.

Under Text comparison, both input files must be present. IDENTITYs, FIELDs, and MASKs are not used.

If TEXT comparison is specified, COMPAREX identifies only differing records on the Differences Report. Differing

bytes are not underscored.

Writing of SYSUT3

If COPYDIFF was specified, and if SYSUT3 was successfully opened, the utility writes any record from file SYSUT2 that

it identified as differing onto file SYSUT3. These differing records include matched records where some difference in data
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is found and records that are Inserted on SYSUT2.

Note: Records inserted on SYSUTl do not go to SYSUT3.

Writing of SYSPRINT

The Differences Report shows the differing records. The format of the Differences Report is modified by the display pro-

cessing keywords specified. The input file and the associated logical record number on that input file are shown with each

record printed, and the message on the Differences Report also shows why the record was identified as differing.

Many keywords are available to direct COMPAREX to modify the default parameters for the printing of the Differ-

ences Report.

The HELP keyword causes COMPAREX to print a listing of valid keywords and their descriptions on the Differences

Report.

The PRINT keyword directs COMPAREX to print synchronized matched records or mismatched records.

COMPAREX translates the input to characters for printing using its EBCDIC translate table. The user may specify that

COMPAREX use an ASCII translate table instead.

The MAXDIFE keyword specifies the maximum number of differing records, mismatched records, and extra records to

print on the Differences Report. A MAXDIFE keyword should be included in every COMPAREX job to avoid large

printouts when the expected results do not occur.

COMPAREX shows each line’s relative displacement in decimal. The user may specify that COMPAREX show the rela-

tive displacement in hexadecimal instead, by the use of the HEX keyword.

The GENFLDS statement causes COMPAREX to print out a handy visual representation of each record type, as identi-

fied by IDENTITYs, FIELDS, and MASKs. These sheets can be made into clear plastic overlays on a copying machine

and used in a review of the Differences Report.

The LINE keyword changes the number of bytes shown on each line of the Differences Report, the PAGE keyword

changes the number of print lines on each page, and the FORMAT keyword specifies formatting characteristics on how

differences are displayed and permits INTERLEAVEing of displayed lines.

COMPAREX underscores each differing byte with a dash. The user can change this to any other character by the use of

the DASH keyword.

COMPAREX underscores excess bytes on the record from file SYSUT2 with a plus. The user can change this to any

other character by the use of the PLUS keyword.

In general, COMPAREX underscores both half-bytes^ of each differing byte. The user can change the Differences Report

to see only differing half-bytes underscored by the use of the NIBBLE keyword. COMPAREX will underscore all differ-

ing bytes, even those bytes considered MASK’ed out unless FLDSONLY is also specified.

End-of-Job Processing

If the input files contain an embedded directory such as a partitioned dataset (PDS), PANVALET master or LIBRARI-

AN master, COMPAREX issues an end-of-data or end-of-text message at the end of each member - unless DIRECTO-

RY processing was requested. Also, with directory-embedded files, an end-of-directory message is issued when each direc-

tory is exhausted. If the input files are not directory-embedded, COMPAREX issues an end-of-data or end-of-text

message at the end of each input file.

When keywords have been used, COMPAREX modifies the default processing to show additional counters.

The statistics line, message CPX75I, shows the number of records written onto SYSUT3, if COPYDIFF was specified.

If KEY or SEGMENT synchronization is used, COMPAREX shows, ne.xt to ’DIFFERENCES,’ as the left-hand figure,

the number of pairs of records which were synchronized by KEY or SEGMENT and some difference was found; as the

I Only in the Dump format - FORMAT=Oy - horizontal hex
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middle figure, the number of records from file SYSUTl that were not synchronized to any SYSUT2 record; and, as the

right-hand figure, the number of records from file SYSUT2 that were not synchronized to any SYSUTl record.

If FIELDS, SEGMENTS, IDENTITYs, or DESENs are specified, COMPAREX will show, with message CP.X76I, the

number of these that went beyond the length of the record.

If filtering keywords are used, COMPAREX will show, with message CPX77I, the number of records that were not passed

to the comparison routines due to filtering tests.

The clock time at the end of the job is shown, and the condition (return) code is displayed (0, 4, and 8 indicate normal

processsing; condition code 16 indicates a serious error, and this error is always described by another message on

SYSPRINT, printed to the right of a message number ending with ’A’ for ACTION).

COMPAREX closes all files.
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Chapter 2 - Effective Testing

The most important step in the testing of program and system changes is to compare the actual results with the anticipat-

ed results and to reconcile the differences.

This comparison can be done manually or with COMPAREX, the comparison utility. The manual comparison process is

both time-consuming and subject to error; each byte of each record produced should be compared with what was expect-

ed. Because the manual process is so time-consuming, often the tester checks only the fields of greatest concern and for-

gets to examine necessary literals and keys,

COMPAREX compares every byte unless specifically instructed to do otherwise. Forgotten literals and keys present

themselves boldly on the Differences Report, and the tester can correct the code before it is put into production.

COMPAREX should not be used sparingly. On the first execution during a testing session, the user should specify few
keywords and allow COMPAREX to take its defaults. On this first execution, MAXDIFF=10 could be specified to limit

the differences shown and CONTINUE could be specified to ensure that all records are read and produce statistics if

needed.

The user reviews this first Differences Report to see how many inequalities were found. The end-of-processing messages
show the total number of differing pairs of records. Then, the user runs COMPAREX again, using KEYs, FlELDs,
MASKs, and FILTERS to properly synchronize the files and to correctly select records and data within those records for

comparison.

In this way, each COMPAREX run reveals more about the differences between the two files and, at the same time, more
about the differences between the two programs that created them. Errors in programs are first discovered by an exami-
nation of the data they produce, and additional COMPAREX jobs can be run, using the TEXT keyword, to compare two
versions of source code to identify added, changed, and deleted source lines.

This chapter on effective testing presents information on using COMPAREX to check the correctness of a single program
or an entire system. In addition, the user interested in the management of testing procedures will find a discussion of test

plans and test data at the end of this chapter.

Some Effective Testing Flowcharts

"Unit Test in Batch Environment" on page 17 through "Systems Test in Database Environment" on page 20 show some
ways to effectively use COMPAREX in testing.
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Checking a Single Program (Unit Testing)

Measuring the effect of transactions on a master file update program can often prove the effectiveness of a program. Unit

Test in Batch Environment" below shows a flowchart for such a measurement.

The master file from the previous update is used as input to the master file update, along with a file of transactions.

The previous master file and the master file created by the test run are used as input to COMPAREX In this

COMPAREX run, the old master file is used as SYSUTl and the new master file (the + 1 version as shown on "Unit Test

in Batch Environment" is used as SYSUT2).

Also used as input to COMPAREX is a file of specifications containing the COMPAREX keywords. When master files

are being compared, KEY synchronization usually is specified. This allows COMPAREX to identify inserted and deleted

records. Any date/time stamp on the two files could be ignored in the comparison by a MASK keyword.

The Differences Report is the proof of the effectiveness of the program. Each inserted and deleted record is shown, and

the user reviews these to reconcile them to the anticipated results. Any changed record is also reviewed. The differing

bytes of the record are reconciled to the anticipated results.

After the Differences Report has been reveiwed, the user either is satisfied with the program’s effectiveness or has a list of

deficiencies to be corrected. After any program corrections, the user runs COMPAREX untU all differences have been

reconciled.
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Checking a Single Program in a Database Environment

Measuring the effect of a change to a program updating a database through a database management system such as IDMS
is similar to the checking of a single program, as discussed above. The difference is that the database may be processed di-

rectly or unloaded to a Flat File before processing. There are advantages and disadvantages to each method. "Unit Test in

Database Environment" below shows a flowchart for such a procedure.

Figure 8. Unit Test in Database Environment

Prior to the execution of the new code, the database is unloaded to a Flat File with COMPAREX. Then, the new code is

executed against the database. Finally, the Flat File is compared against the just updated database. Variations on the
SEGMENT keyword or KEY keyword are used to synchronize between the two databases.

Again, the Differences Report is the proof of the effectiveness of the program modification. The user reviews the report
to reconcile the actual results to the anticipated results. The user makes necessary program corrections, restores the data-
base, and reruns the program and COMPAREX until all differences have been reconciled.
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Checking a Program Modification (Systems Testing)

"Systems Test in Batch Environment" on page 19 shows a flowchart for measuring the effect of a program modification.

Figure 9. Systems Test in Batch Environment

The old program is run, using the current master file as input; and the modified program is run, using this same current

master file as input. Then, COMPAREX is used to compare the output TEMP and TEMP’ files.

The versions of the files created by the unmodified program (the baseline files) are used as SYSUTl in the COMP/^EX
runs, and the versions of the files created by the modified program (the testline files) are used as SYSUT2 m the

COMPAREX runs.

The two Differences Reports are reviewed to evaluate the effectiveness of the program modification. The user corrects

any deficiencies in the testline program and runs the series of programs again.
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Checking a System in a Database Environment

Systems Test in Database Environment" below shows a flowchart for measuring the effectiveness of a program change in

a complex database environment.

Figure 10. Systems Test in Database Environment

Systems tests come after the completion of unit tests. In "Systems Test in Database Environment on page -0, the data-

base is restored to use as the starting point for the execution of PGM-BC (the baseline program). Then the database is un-

loaded to a Flat File and saved for a future compare. The database is restored again for execution of PGM-BC’ (the test-

line program). Now COMPAREX compares the Flat File directly against the database.

Variations on the SEGMENT keyword or the KEY keyword are used to show COMPAREX how to synchronize the two

databases. The database produced by program PGM-BC is used as SYSUTl, and the database produced by program

PGM-BC’ is used as SYSUT2.

Again, the Differences Report is the proof of the effectiveness of the program modification. The user reviews the report

to reconcile the actual results to the anticipated results. The user makes necessary program corrections, restores the data-

base, and reruns the program and COMPAREX until all differences have been reconciled.
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Managing the Testing Function

The programming manager shares, with the functional manager, the responsibility for effective and accurate performance

of computerized systems.

Two areas that programming managers find to be especially troublesome are effective communications about systems re-

quirements and effective testing of requested modifications.

By careful management of the testing function, the programming manager can nearly eliminate trouble from these two

sources.

The steps to take are to set down requirements in writing, to develop a test plan for each implementation and modifica-

tion, to gain the approval of the functional department for the test plan, and to gain the approval of the functional depart-

ment for the test results.

Set Down Requirements In Writing

The programming manager and the functional manager develop, together, a procedure for written communications. This

procedure may include a special form that authorizes implementations and modifications; but, most importantly, the pro-

cedure states that computerized systems may not be modified until a written communication, signed by a defined authoriz-

er, reaches the programming manager.

Often, it is the programming department who writes the communication, after discussions with the functional user. The

programming manager checks to see that the correct authorizer has signed the communication, and the programming

manager schedules the work.

Develop A Test Plan

For each implementation and modification, the programming manager directs that a test plan be developed and set down

in writing. The test plan must spell out what tests will be run and who will do the work. In addition, the test plan says how

the programming department will know that the test was correct.

For example, the payroll manager sends an authorized written communication to the programming manager to add to the

payroll, effective the first of ne,xt Mav, a new deduction for union dues of S20 per pay period for members of Local

.-VBC123.

The deduction of union dues is nothing new; it is only that Local ABC123 has just negotiated the deduction of its dues

with corporate management.

Garner Approvals For The Test Plan

The programming manager and the functional manager negotiate the approval of the test plan.

The functional manager may ask for more test data, and the programming manager will estimate the costs, in terms of

dollars and schedule impact, of these requests. At some point, the functional manager will agree to the test plan and to the

use of his or her resources to meet the requirements of the test plan.

In our payroll and union dues example, the payroll manager probably will want to see a tally of both gross pay and net pay

on the new master. In addition, the payroll manager may want to review certain sensitive accounts on the new master. The

programming manager adds these items to the test plan, the payroll manager authorizes the time of M. Smith and J. Jones

to review results, and both the payroll manager and the programming manager sign the test plan.
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APPLICATION PROGRAMMING TEST PLAN

Bill Winston

WHAT TO TEST;

DATE ; March 3, 1987

PACKAGE #: UNN0032

DEPARTMENT; 3426

PROJECT MANAGER;

TEST ITEMS;

1) Accounts to be
tested for deduction
123-45-6789
234-56-7890
345-67-8901

2) Dollar figure on
file for Local ABC123
is $4200.00

1)

Positions 127-134
= 'ABC123 ' and
positions 135-139
= X' 000002000C'

2)

Select records where
bytes 127-134 contain
'ABC123 ' ; tally amount
in bytes 135-139; no
detail

.

REVIEWERS/APPROVALS

;

1) Mike will review
each COMPAREX
report.

2) Attach report to
File Folder if amount
checks out. Otherwise
see Mike.

3)

Total union dollar
figure

3) Tally bytes 135-139
on entire file

3)

Subtract $4200
from total; Jim will i
compare to payroll
register.

4)

Compare previous
master to new master
MAXDIFF=250 , CONTINUE
MASK=(7,4) - Date

4) Each differing record
should be Local ABC123
member.

4

)

Attach COMPAREX
report to File Folder
if no unexpected
differences; else
see Project Manager.

TEST PLAN APPROVAL;

Project Leader

Programming Mgr
.

Functional Mgr.

Date

Date

Date

Generating Test Data

The test plan states the conditions to be tested, and these conditions must be present on the data on the test input files.

COMPAREX acts as a test data generator by enabling the user to select certain records onto file SYSUT3.
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In our payroll and union dues example, the programmer may decide to do his or her initial tests on a fde extracted from

live production data containing only the three accounts to be tested plus the payroll manager’s sensitive accounts. The pro-

grammer could select these off the master file with a COPYDIFF run and desensitize certain fields:

MAXDIFF=100 , CONTINUE , COPYDIFF
SYSUT1=DUMMY
FILTORIN=(9,EQ,X' 123456789C'

)

FILTORIN=(9,EQ,X'234567890C'

)

FILTORIN=(9,EQ,X' 345678901C'

)

FILTORIN= ( 9, EQ,X' 890123456. '
)

FILTORIN=(9,EQ,X'901234567. '

)

DESEN2=( 3 0,C' EMPLOYEE NAME WAS HERE ') /* Desensitizer */

When generating test data, it is necessary to select items that should exercise the new code and items that should not. In

our payroll example, the test data should include members of Local ABC123, members of other unions where union dues

are deducted, members of other unions where union dues are not deducted, and employees who are not members of any

union.

Functional Department Approval

The last step in the management of the testing function is to gain the approval of the functional department for the results

of the tests.

The test plan, as signed by the functional manager, has specified the tests to be run and the anticipated results of these

tests. In addition, function^ department personnel have been assigned to review test data.

Anticipated Results Are Met

If the anticipated results are met, the programmer notes that the results checked out as he or she places the proof of the

results in the project folder.

In our example, the second item on the test plan specifies that the dollar figure on the file for Local ABC123 must equal

S4200. If that exact figure is tallied, the programmer places the report in the project folder as proof that the figure was

met and he or she makes a note about this test in the column for test approval.

Anticipated Results Are Not Met

If the anticipated results are not met, the programmer must seek help, from the project leader or from the functional user,

to reconcile the differences.

In our example, the second item on the test plan specifies that the dollar figure on the file for Local ABC123 must equal

$4200. If that exact figure is not tallied, the programmer is directed to M. Smith for resolution. M. Smith may find that

some employees were coded for Local ABC123 in error or that some Local ABC123 members were not coded or that

$4200 is the wrong number. M. Smith, the functional department’s employee, has been assigned the task of reconciling

these numbers by the test plan; and the programmer and M. Smith will work together to resolve the problem.

Specifications Are Wrong

While the test approvals are being secured, either by computerized checks or by manual lookups, the correctness of the

original specifications is tested.

In our example, the functional user may bring to light the knowledge that some Local ABC123 members are coded as

ABC12-3, due to an earlier confusion about the designation of the organization.

The programming department and the functional department work together to get the project accomplished. By the time

M. Smith and J. Jones sign the test approval, any specifications errors have been corrected, and the implementation of the

change will be error free.
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Chapter 3 - General

Legend

This legend describes the symbols and abbreviations used in the descriptions of the COMPAREX keywords in the chap«

ters that follow. These symbols and abbreviations are used in this s<une way on the COMPAREX User Reference Card
and in the COMPAREX Quick Start Manual,

[ ] Brackets enclose an optional entry.

( ) Parentheses must be coded as shown in the examples.

{ } Braces indicate a required entry when more than one selection is available,

CAPS Uppercase letters indicate a keyword, name, or field to be coded as shown.

lowercase Lowercase letters indicate that variable information is to be supplied,

underscore Underscores indicate the default value.

ddd Displacement. Values range from 1 to 32768 for the default mode, or values range from 0 to 32767 if

MODE = SYSTEMS is specified.

Ill Length, in bytes. Values range from I to 32767 (for KEY and KEYl, values range from 1 to 256).

t Type. Values are X for hexadecimal and C for character,

ww Literal value between apostrophes, e.g. tW could be X’5B’.
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Sample Execution

Sample execution JCL is shown in "Sample Batch JCL" on page 25. "Sample Foreground CLIST on page 25 ihustrates

foreground execution through a TSO CLIST. TSO users will probably prefer to use the ISPF interface, see "ISPF Inter-

face'" on page 54.

//OS$JOB JOB . .

.

//JOBLIB DD DISP=SHR, DSN=. .

.

//*
//COMPARE PROC
//COMPAREX EXEC PGM=COMPAREX

,

// REGION=200K
//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*

// PEND
//*
//EXAMPLOl EXEC COMPARE
//SYSUTl DD DISP=SHR, DSN=. .

.

//SYSUT2 DD DISP=SHR, DSN=. .

.

//* Optional //SYSUT3 goes here
//SYSIN DD *

*** COMPAREX keywords go here
/* .

Figure 1 1. Sample Batch JCL

PROC 2 DSNSYSUTl DSNSYSUT2
FREE FI (SYSUTl , SYSUT2 , SYSPRINT , SYSIN)

ALLOC FI (SYSPRINT) DA(*)
ALLOC FI (SYSUTl) DA ( &DSNSYSUT1) SHR
ALLOC FI(SYSUT2) DA ( &DSNSYSUT2 ) SHR
write ********************************************

WRITE * PREPARE TO CREATE SYSIN INPUT TO *

WRITE * PROGRAM COMPAREX. TERMINATE *

WRITE * SYSIN WITH A /* (SLASH-ASTERISK) .
*

WRITE * KEY IN HELP FOR ASSISTANCE. *

WRITE ********************************************

ALLOC FI (SYSIN) DA(*)
CALL ’somnode. COMPAREX. LOADLIB (COMPAREX)

'

Figure 12. Sample Foreground CLIST
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Keyword General Comments

COMPAREX keywords are free^form, and they can appear in any order. Here, however, are some rules:

L AUdi—„.s are .lacive .0 oae (unj.s

“Ss S;"e For e^aa.p|= if a >.y ia .he fie is .he accoaa.

Slimber and it occurs in the first four bytes of the record, the KEY statement would look like;

KEy= (1,4)

2. No spaces are aUowed within a keyword and its associated data, but a space may be used to separate keywords on the

SYSIN record.

3. Displacement and length values greater than 32768 are set to 32768.

4 If a file is variable length (RECFM = V or VB), the LLBB (or RDW) is not ^^le to be accessed unless

MODE=SYSTEMS has been specified. See the description of the MODE keyword in Chapter 6 - Input rocessmg

Keywords” on page 69.

5. Commas and decimal points cannot be used in numbers in keywords. Values, displacements, and lengths are given in

numeric characters only.

6. Numeric expressions are specified with one to eight numeric characters only. Leading zeroes are acceptable but are

not redisplayed in acknowlegement messages.

7. If the first position of a SYSIN record is an asterisk, COMPAREX considers the entire record to be a comment and it

does not search for keywords on that record.

8. As many keywords as possible may be coded on one SYSIN record.

9. Or, each SYSIN record may have only one keyword.

10. But, no keyword may extend from one SYSIN record to the ne-xt.

11. The user may enter as many of each of the following keywords as desired, but COMPAREX will use only the last one

specified:

a) BUFF

b) COPYDIFF

c) CPXIFACE

d) DASH

e) DELETE

f) DIRECTORY

g) FORMAT

h) HALT

i) IGNORSIN

j) INSERT

k) KILLRC

l) LINE

m) MAXDIFF

n) MBRHDR

o) MLC

p) MODE

q) PAGE
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r) PLUS

s) REPLACE

t) SKIPUTl

u) SKIPUTl

v) STOPAFT

w) SYSUTl

x) SYSUTl

y) SYSUT3

z) TEXT

aa) WILDCARD

11. Some keyword pairs are mutually e.xclusive. If both are specified, only the last one is used. These pairs are;

a) DATA versus TEXT versus DIRECTORY

b) DECIMAL versus HEX

c) EBCDIC versus ASCII

d) MODE =APPLICATIONS versus MODE =SYSTEMS

e) PRINT = MATCH versus PRINT =NOMATCH

0 PRINT = MISMATCH versus PRINT =NOMISMATCH

13. Some keywords are cumulative. COMPAREX will use as many as the user enters, up to some limit. These keywords

are:

a) Up to 400 IDENTITYs, FIELDS, MASKs, and DESENs are used together by COMPAREX. Each FlELDl and

FIELDl pair counts as one FIELD and each MASKl and MASKl pair counts as one MASK.

In addition, COMPAREX allows for a table of 2010 bytes to hold all IDENTITYs and DESENs. Users entering

more than 60 IDENTITY-DESEN combination keywords should read the information on the calculation of the

IDENTITY table space in "Chapter 5 - Input Processing Keywords” on page 69.

b) COMPAREX allows for a table of 1010 bytes to hold all FILTERS. Users entering more than 60 FILTER key-

words should read the information on the calculation of the FILTER table space in "Chapter 5 - Input Processing

Keywords" on page 69.

c) Up to 40 KEY statements may be used. Each KEYl and KEYl pair counts as one KEY statement.

d) COMPAREX allows for a table of 1014 bytes to hold all SEGMENT keywords. Users entering more than 30

SEGMENT keywords should read the information on the calculation of the SEGMENT table space in "Chapter 6

- Data File Synchronization Keywords" on page 99.

e) Up to 40 SQUEEZE statements may be entered.

14. If the user misspells a keyword or incorrectly supplies a variable, COMPAREX underscores the entry with the DASH
character and displays the literal "ERROR?" to the right of the underscores on the Differences Report. See "Chapter

10 - Messages" on page 148 message CPXOOI, for more information about correction of keywords.

15. COMPAREX will determine the dataset organizations of the Files to be processed. The SYSUTl, SYSUTl, and

SYSUT3 keywords entered can override the dataset organization determined by accessing control blocks through the

operating system, but it is not recommended.

For access to PANVALET, LIBRARIAN, and OTHER proprietary file structures, e.xit information must be provided

to the COMPAREX interface (CPXIFACE) via the SYSUTl and SYSUTl keywords.
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Chapter 4 - Interfaces
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COMPAREX interfaces to many (via CPXIFACE) different data collection structures such as PANVALET, LIBRARI-

AN, DL/1, IDMS etc. The success of these direct interfaces is very often dependent on how CPXIFACE was generated.

If you experience difficulties, fu^st contact your systems programmer who installed COMPAREX, to see how he/she gen-

erated it. As additional diagnostic information, you may inspect message CPX20I to see the INFO feedback of its genera-

tion. There is a friendly interface from the user to COMPAREX called the ISPF interface, see TSPF Interface" on page

54.

PANVALET, LIBRARIAN, and GEM
COMPAREX can interface directly to Pansophic’s PANVALET, Applied Data Research’s LIBRARIAN, or FUJIT-

SU/FACOM’s GEM.

PANVALET

Refer to "Direct PANVALET Interface" below for an example of comparing two members on the same PANVALET li-

brary and generating an audit trail for subsequent browsing and/or feeding back into PAN#1.

//COMPARE EXEC PGM=COMPAREX, REGION=512K
//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*
//PANDDl DD DISP=SHR, DSN=somnode. PANLIB
//SYSUT3 DD DISP=(,PASS) ,DSN=&&AUDIT,
// UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(TRK, (1, 1) )

,

// DCB=(RECFM=FB,LRECL=80, BLKSIZE=3200)
//SYSIN DD *

SYSUTl=(PAN,MEMBER=cobolnamel) /* Fill in cobolnamel
SYSUT2=(PAN,MEMBER=cobolname2) /* Fill in cobolname2

*/
*/

TEXT=COBOL
COPYDIFF=(PAN,STAMP=YES) /* Generate Audit Trail */

//*
//TRAIL EXEC PAN$PROC <== Invokes PGM=PAN#1
//PANDDl DD DISP=SHR,DSN=somnode. PANLIB
//SYSIN DD DISP= (OLD, DELETE) ,DSN=&&AUDIT
//* EOJ

Figure 13. Direct PANVALET Interface

Refer to "Direct PANVALET Interface" on page 29 for an example of comparing a member of one PANVALET library

against a member of another PANVALET library.
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//COMPARE EXEC PGM=COMPAREX , REGION=512K
//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*
//PANDDl DD DISP=SHR, DSN=somnode. PANLIB
//PANLIB2 DD DISP=SHR, DSN=soinnode . PANLIB2 <=== Note

//SYSIN DD *

SYSUTl=(PAN,MEMBER=cobolnainel) /* Fill in cobolnamel */

SYSUT2=(PAN,MEMBER=cobolnainel,DDNAME=PANLIB2) /* <=== Note */

TEXT=COBOL
//* EOJ

Figiire 14. Direct PANVALET Interface

Potential Error Messages

• PAN - MEMBER NOT FOUND

• PAN - RC = xxxx: last successfully read record (first 60 bytes)

LIBRARIAN

Refer to "Direct LIBRARIAN Interface" on page 29 for an example of comparing a member of a LIBRARIAN Master

against a sequential dataset.

Note: Your LIBRARIAN release level must be 3.2 or higher. Release 3.1 will not work at all.

//COMPARE EXEC PGM=COMPAREX , REGION=512K
//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*
//MASTER DD DISP=SHR ,

DSN=soinnode . LIEARIAN . MASTER
//SYSUT2 DD DISP=SHR, DSN=soinnode. PROGRAMl. ASM
//SYSIN DD *

SYSUT1= (LIB, MEMBER=PROGRAMl

)

TEXT=BAL
//* EOJ

Figure 15. Direct LIBRARIAN Interface

Refer to "Direct LIBRARIAN Interface" on page 30 for an example of comparing the directories of two LIBRARIAN

Masters.
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ADABAS
ADABAS from Software AG is a DBMS that is not hierarchical. Refer to "ADABAS Interface Record Layout" below for

a graphical layout of what the database records look like as returned to COMPAREX by CPXIFACE. If you are access-

ing Natural programs, there is no I.S.N. returned.

Bytes — Contents —
1-4 I.S.N. of returned record
5-n Returned Data, variable length

Figure 18. ADABAS Interface Record Layout

See "Direct ADABAS Interface" below for an example of the keyword structure necessary to read ADABAS data files.

//ADABAS EXEC PGM=COMPAREX, REGION=512K
//STEPLIB DD DISP=SHR,DSN=soinnode. COMPAREX. LOADLIB
//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*
//* <=== ADABAS specific DD card images go here .

//SYSIN ' DD *

CPXIFACE=CPXADABS /* Special interface module */ ^
****************************************************************
* Point SYSUTl to the Database 3, File 4, Logical key field BC *
* and retrieve fields AA, AB, AU, BF, and DXl-5. *
************************************************************^^^^
SYSUTl=(OTH, PARM=' D03F4 , K=BC , F=BC , AA, AB, AU , BF , DXl-5

'

)

***************************************************** *****^^^^^^
* Point SYSUT2 to the Database 2, File 9, Logical key field BJ *
* and retrieve fields CA, CB, CU, DF, and FXl-5. *
****************************************************************
SYSUT2=(OTH, PARM=' D2F9 , K=BJ , F=BJ , CA, CB, CU, DF, FXl-5

'

)

KEY=(1,8, ,A) ,FORMAT=25,MAXDIFF=50, CONTINUE
//* EOJ

Figure 19. DirectADABAS Interface

The key to the specifications here is within the PARM= subparameter of SYSUTl and SYSUTl The format of the
"P.ARM" information is:

PARM=Ffff
or

PARM= ' DdddFf f f , K=kk, F=bbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbb

'

or
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PARM= ' DddFf f , LS=11111111

'

or
PARM= ' Ff , LO=llllllll

'

where apostrophes are mandatory if any commas or blanks are present (normal case) within the parameter data.

The MEMBER (or M) option is used for specifying particular members of Natural libraries, either source or object.

In reading DATA, a read physical (L2) call is the default unless you want a read logical (L3) call, e.g.

PARM='D3F12,K=AB'

which will read database 3 and file 12 logically in ascending sequence of field ’AB’. You may also specify the particular

fields to be retrieved. If you don’t specify fields, all fields will be retrieved of course. The field specifications are exactly

that for the Format Buffer which you should be familiar with, e.g.

PARM= ' D001F013 , K=AR , F=AR , AA , AB , AC

'

In reading Natural programs, use the LS= (Library of Source) or LO= (Library of Object) options, e.g.

SYSUT1= (OTH , M=MEMBER1 , PARM= ' D1F8 , LS=MYSOURCE '

)

or
SYSUT2= (OTH, PARM= ' D2F8 , LO=MYOBJECT '

)

In the COMPAREX tradition, individual members or entire libraries (subject to Filtering of course) can be processed.

Potential Error Messages

• ADABAS - OPEN ERROR - .xxx

In the special case of xxx = 152 or 053; the user must modify the "LU" keyword parameter of "ADARUN" to in-

crease (recommend LU =60000) the size.

• ADABAS - PARAMETER DATA ERROR

• ADABAS - DATABASE/HLE ERROR

• ADABAS - FIELD DERNE ERROR - xxx

• ADABAS - LOGICAL READ (L3) ERROR - xxx

• ADABAS - MEMBER NOT FOUND

• ADABAS - READ ERROR - xxx
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Condor CAMLIB
This read-only interface processes the library structure known as “CONDOR CAMLIB.” You may compare the directo-

ries, individual members or the entire library to a PANVALET, LIBRARIAN, or another CAMLIB library.

Invoking COMPAREX to Process a CAMLIB

See "Direct CAAILIB Interface” on page 35 for an example of how to compare the directories of one CAJMLIB against an-

other.

The default filename for SYSUTl is GAUTl (GAUT2for SYSUT2), You may specify another filename in this format:

SYSUTl=(OTH, DDNAME=ABC1)

but only the first four characters will be used and it will be internally prefixed with GA by the CAMLIB module USROPN.

If you are after a particular member and it has multiple versions and/or a password, you must specify the particular ver-

sion and/or its associated password in the TARM” area:

SYSUTl=(OTH,MEMBER=MEMBER, PARM=' 002WXYZ
’

)

where the layout of PARM is fixed in this fixed format:

PARM= * nnnpass *

where ’nnn’ is three numeric digits and ’pass' is the password.

Speaking of passwords, if you compare an entire CAMLIB library to some other library (another CAMLIB perhaps) and
you match on a member name that is indeed password protected, the actual content of the member will not be read and
compared. Instead, a single record will be returned with the following contents:

—PASSWORD PROTECTED/MEMBER SKIPPED— 1

informing the user that this password protected member is intentionally being bypassed. On your differences report (as-
suming TEXT = COBOL) this single line will appear where the SYSUTl member would normally appear. Similarly,

—PASSWORD PROTECTED/MEMBER SKIPPED— 2

will appear where the SYSUT2 member would normally appear.
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//yourjob JOB
//COMPAREX EXEC PGM=COMPAREX,REGION=256K
//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*
//SYSUTl DD DISP=SHR,DSN=soinnode. FIRST. CAMLIB

//SYSUT2 DD DISP=SHR, DSN=soinnode. SECOND. CAMLIB

//SYSIN DD *

CPXIFACE=CPXCAMLB /* Special interface module */

SYSUTl=OTH, SYSUT2=OTH
DIR=PDF

Figure 20. Direct CAMLIB Interface

Potential Error Messages

• CAMLIB - USROPN ERROR - xx

• CAMLIB - USRDIR ERROR - xx

• CAMLIB - MEMBER NOT FOUND

• CAMLIB - PASSWORD MISMATCH

• CAMLIB - USRGET ERROR - xx
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DL/1
DL/l databases are hierarchical in structure. IBM, the developer ol DL/1, has coiaed the terms HDAM,

HISAM and SHISAM to talk about the organizational methods, but all these methods are essentially usages ot (JoAiVl,

ISAM, and VSAM. These QSAM, ISAM, and VSAM file organizations can be handled directly by COMPAREaX.

There are wavs to unload a DL/1 database to a flat file other than COMPAREX, but they are not recommended in prep-

aration for a' comparison. COMPAREX will not logically understand an "Image Copy" of a DL/1 database. Refer to

"DL/l Interface Segment Layout" below for a graphical layout of what the individual records look like as returned to

COMPAREX by CPXIFACE.

Bytes — Contents —
1-8 Segment Name padded with blanks
9-64 Concatenated Key padded with nulls
65-n Returned Segment Data, variable length

Figure 21. DL/1 Interface Segment Layout

It sometimes is necessary to unload both of the databases to flat files and sort them before having COMPAREX compare

them. One of the cases where this is advised is when the databases are large HDAM files and either the randomizing al-

gorithm has changed or there are many inserts and/or deletes. If sorting is required, sort on the concatenated key in as-

cending order.

You may use any PSB (except one that has Proc Option "L" for load) that exists in your applicable PSBLIB so long as it

contains' a PCB window for the appropriate DBD - database. If you want to compare two databases in the same execution,

the PSB must contain at least two PCB’s with unique DBDname’s. For FASTPATH, set KW = IFP and for full function,

set ICW = DL1. Always set PROG =COMPAREX.

To avoid searching PSBLIB’s for usable PSB’s etc, it is strongly recommended that the shop’s DataBase Administration

(DBA) group create a large PSB called COMPAREX that contains two PCB’s for every database in the shop with all proc

options GO - get only. The reason for two PCB’s per database is that a user may want to compare two versions of a data-

base - one real and the other an alias. This requires that every DBD be in the DBDLIB twice, once for itself and once for

the alternate name.

Refer to "Direct DL/1 Interface" on page 37 for an example of invoking COMPAREX under DL/1 to read the databases

directly in two passes.

Note: It is not possible to use the ISPF Interface to read DL/1 databases directly.
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//DLI$OS PROC KW=DLI,SIZE=2048,PROG=,PSB=, etc.

//IFSRRCOO EXEC PGM=DFSRRCOO , REGION=&SIZE . K,

// PARM=' &KW, &PROG, &PSB, etc'

//STEPLIB DD DISP=SHR, DSN=somnode. IMSVS .RESLIB

// DD DISP=SHR, DSN=soinnode. COMPAREX. LOADLIB

//* ... (Other DD card images pertinent to DLI, Databases)

// PEND
//*
//UNLOAD EXEC DLI$OS , PROG=COMPAREX, SIZE=1024

,

// PSB=psbname, KW=DLI <=~ or KW=IFP
//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*
//SYSUT3 DD DISP=( ,CATLG, DELETE )

,DSN=soronode.DLIBASE,

// UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(TRK, (9,9) ,RLSE)

,

// DCB=(RECFM=VB, LRECL=4000, BLKSIZE=4096)

//SYSIN DD *

CPXIFACE=CPXDLI /* Special generation */

SYSUT1=DUMMY
SYSUT2=(OTH,MEMBER=dbdname) /* <=== Fill in 'dbdname' */

COPYDIFF,MAXDIFF=5, CONTINUE /* No need to print it all */

//* At this point, we have unloaded the database to a flat file

//* called "somnode. DLIBASE" Now we can optionally restore the

//* database and update it iteratively with whatever programs

//* are being tested. Then we COMPAREX the flat file against

//* the freshly updated database to see what changes were made.

//*
//COMPARE EXEC DLI$OS , PROG=COMPAREX,

// PSB=psbname, KW=DLI <=== or KW=IFP
//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*
//SYSUTl DD DISP=SHR, DSN=somnode. DLIBASE
//SYSIN DD *

MAXDIFF=50, CONTINUE /* Generally advised */

CPXIFACE=CPXDLI /* Special generation */

SYSUT2= (OTH,MEMBER=dbdname) /* <=== Fill in 'dbdname' */

KEY=(1,64, ,R) ,BUFF=1024 /* Random KEY, large BUFFer */

//* EOJ

Figure 22. Direct DL/1 Interface

Refer to "Direct DL/1 Interface" on page 38 for an example of invoking COMPAREX under DL/1 to compare two data-

bases directly in a single pass.
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//DLI$OS PROC KW=DLI,SIZE=2048,PROG=,PSB=, etc.
//DFSRRCOO EXEC PGM=DFSRRC00 , REGION=&SIZE . K,

// PARM=' &KW, &PROG, &PSB, etc'
//STEPLIB DD DISP=SHR,DSN=soninode.IMSVS.RESLIB
// DD DISP=SHR,DSN=soinnode.COMPAREX.LOADLIB
//* ... (Other DD card images pertinent to DLI, Databases)
// PEND
//*
//COMPARE EXEC DLI$OS , PROG=COMPAREX,
// PSB=COMPAREX
//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*
//SYSIN DD *

CPXIFACE=CPXDLI /*
SYSUTl=(OTH,MEMBER=dbdnamel) /*
SYSUT2=(OTH,MEMBER=dbdname2) /*
MAXDIFF=50, CONTINUE /*
KEY=(1,64, ,R) ,BUFF=1024 /*

//* EOJ

<=== Note PSB Name

Special generation */
<=== Fill in 'dbdnamel' */
<=== Fill in 'dbdname2' */
Generally advised */
Random KEY, large BUFFer */

Figure 23. Direct DL/1 Interface

Note: The ISPF interface will not work with this interface. Too many special DD cards are needed.

Potential Error Messages

• DL/l - CANNOT FIND DBDNAME IN PSB

• DL/1 - READ ERROR,FUNC = GN,STATUS = .XX

NW Reference



DMS - DASD Management System

DMS is a system of migrating, or archiving, datasets from DASD to less ej^ensive storage media. It can also be used to

back up certain large datasets in case they are crucial. This is the where this interface comes into play. It can be used to

determine how much (percentage) a large VSAM dataset has changed since it was backed up.

See "Direct DMS Interface" below for an example of how to compare an archived VSAM file against the current VSAM

file.

//yourjob JOB
//COMPAREX EXEC PGM=COMPAREX,REGION==256K
//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*
//SYSUTl DD DISP=SHR, DSN=soinnode . DMSC. D16MAY86 . T140716

//SYSUT2 DD DISP=SHR, DSN=somnode. VSAM. FILE

//SYSIN DD *

’kic'k'k'k’k'k'k'k'k'k'k'k'k'k'k-k'kic'k'k'k'k^k-k-k-k'k'k'k'k'kic-k’k'k'k'k'k'k'kic'k-k'k'k'k'k'k'k'k'k'k'k-k'k'kic’k

* Point SYSUTl to the archived VSAM file - may be on tape *

************************************************************

SYSUT1= ( OTH , M=ANYTHING , PARM= ' somnode . VSAM . FILE •

)

KEY= (4,9) , FORMAT=06 , MODE=SYSTEMS
/*

Figure 24. Direct DMS Interface

The FARM must specify the full dataset name.

Potential Error Messages

• DMS - OPEN ERROR

• DMS - NOT A DMS FORMATTED BACKUP

• DMS - UNABLE TO HND REQUESTED DATASET NAME

Disclaimer

The following restrictions apply;

• The archived dataset must be the first dataset on the tape.

• Only archived VSAM or QSAM files will work.

• The archived dataset must NOT be compacted.
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lAiM

IAM stands for Innovation Access Method Iron. Innovation Data Processing, It is intended to be an ISAM replacen.en.

not a DBMS,

Refer to 'Direct IAM Interface' below for an example of invoking COMPAREX wrth lAM to compare an ISAM rde

against an 1AM file.

//ISAM$IAM
//STEPLIB
//
//SYSPRINT
//SYSUTl
//SYSUT2
//SYSIN

EXEC PGM=COMPAREX, REGION=256K

DD DISP=SHR ,
DSN=soinnode . COMPAREX . LOADLIB

DD DISP=SHR ,
DSN=soinnode . IAM . LOADLIB

DD SYSOUT=*
DD DISP=SHR, DSN=soinnode. ISAM. FILE

DD DISP=SHR, DSN=somnode. IAM. FILE

DD *

riha Ascending KEY will be dynamically extracted from the ISAM

* file and used for synchronizing - see message CPX23I.

"ic

CPXIFACE=CPXIAM /* Special generation */
^

SYSUT2=(OTH,MEMBER=anything) /* Must specify a MEMBER /

MAXDIFF=50 , CONTINUE
//* EOJ

Figure 25. Direct IAM Interface

The MEMBER (or M) option is necessary because COMPAREX assumes that any use

directory-embedded datasets. In this case "OTH" is not a library but is a sequential

COMPAREX, otherwise we terminate with message:

of PAN, LIB or OTH is for

file. We still must placate

CPX31A - FILE ORGANIZATIONS NOT COMPATIBLE - . . .

Potential Error Messages

• IAM - OPEN ERROR - I/xxx

• IAM - OPEN ERROR - O/xxx
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IDMS
[DMS from CuIIinet is a DBMS that is not hierarchical. Both the conventional release (5.7) and the relational release

{IDMS/R, release lO.O) are supported. Refer to "IDMS Interface Record Layout" below for a graphical layout of what the

individual records look like as returned to COMPAREX by CPXIFACE.

Bytes — Contents —
1-4 DBKEY of Record
5-n Returned Data, variable length

Figure 26. IDMS Interface Record Layout

See "Direct IDMS Interface" below for an example of the keyword structure to sweep through two areas of Subschema

DEMOSSOl’. This Subschema is delivered with all releases of IDMS as a post-installation test.

//IDMS EXEC PGM=COMPAREX, REGION=512K
//STEPLIB DD DISP=SHR, DSN=somnode . COMPAREX. LOADLIB

// DD DISP=SHR, DSN=soinnode . SUBSCHEM. LOADLIB
//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*
//* <=== IDMS specific DD card images go here.

//SYSIN DD *

CPXIFACE=CPX$IDMS /* Special interface module */
****************************************************************
* Point SYSUTl to the Subschema (in two parts) and the *

* 'Customer' area for the sweep. *

****************************************************************
SYSUT1=(OTH,M=DEMOSS01) /* SUBSCHEMA
SY SUT1= ( OTH , PARM= ' P=COMPAREX , R=CUSTOMER , A=CUSTOMER-REGION '

)

****************************************************************
* Also point SYSUT2 to the Subschema and the 'Order' area for *

* the sweep .

*

****************************************************************

SYSUT2= ( OTH , M=DEMOSS 0 1 , PARM= ' R=ORDOR , A=ORDER-REGION '

)

****************************************************************
* These two areas have nothing in common that can be compared *

* for any logical reason. Just see if they can be processed. *

****************************************************************

MAXDIFF=10 , CONTINUE
//* EOJ

Figure 27. Direct IDMS Interface

Note: The ISPF interface will not work with this interface. Too many special DD cards are needed.
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fluent language

)

to navieate through the database.

The reason for ,his is .ha. .here are many ways .0 read .hrongh a da.aba«, and leaving .he exi. in .he nser's hands allows

him/her to have more control over what is read and how.

Parameter Specifications

The key to the specifications here is within the PARM^ subparameter of SYSUTl and SYSUT2. The format ot the

"PARM" information is:

or
FARM* • P=PPP f

R=m’ /
A=aaa

'

PARM= ' R=rrr , A=aaa

'

or
PARM=EXIT

where aposirophes are manda.ory it any commas or blanks are presen. wi.hin .he paramMer dala.

If PAR.M = EXrr has been specified, an exi. module is called from CPXIFACE .o do .he acual OPEN, READ, and

CLOSE.

To sweep an area (physically), the keyword notation of the PARM is in the format:

PARM= ' P=prograin ,
R=record ,

A=area •

ssiR'nty-anT&Tecrd ^aS
a legitimate record name and/or area name will result in a BIND error as a mmimum.

The returned record now has the DBKEY (a fullword - 4 bytes) prefixed so it can be seen (and compared).

If the user has specified that an exit is to be called to navigate through the database, then the MEMBER keyword points to

the exit module name:

SYSUT1= ( OTH , MEMBER=JOSEFINE , PARM=EXIT)

A sample COBOL exit module called JOSEFINE^ is given in TDMS COBOL Exit Module JOSEHNJ- Excerpts^ on

naee 45 This program has one entry point but performs the basic functions of Open, 'te^=^“ve ReaJ
^d Cli^e based on

the request (IFACE-REQUEST) passed in its linkage section from the CPXIFACE module (CPXSIDMS). This modu

exhausts (until DB-END-OF-SET) Customers and Orders within those Customers. The data passed back to

COMPAREX is grouped in exactly the same way as the

COPY IDMS SUBSCHEMA-RECORDS.

generates them in the linkage section. The length of this data is calculated by CPXSIDMS (or whatever module name is

chosen for CPXIFACE) by walking backward from the maximum size (32K) until the first non-null byte is found. The

Sst thre^words of the retLed arL are the DB-KEYs of the component records (we use two of these three words in

this example).

The COBOL program given is meant to be a sample. You are encouraged to modify it to navigate differently and/or to

work with other Subschemas besides ’DEMOSSOl’.

Comparison is usuallv accomplished by unloading a database first to SYSUT3, then updafing the database by whatever

method is to be tested, and then comparing the unloaded flat tile directly to the database. The iterative process r^sto

ing the database, retesting the TESTLINE code, and comparing for une.xpected changes is accelerated. See Direct IDMS

Interface Via Exit Module - Unload" on page 43 for an example of unloading the database. Note that we specified MAX-
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= s CONTINUE’ in the unload step. We can print the first five records (or more if you wish) and inspect them for

FIELDS and synchronizing KEYs. Using the displacement issued on the left of the Differences Report, we can calculate

an accurate FIELD/KEY strategy.

The synchronizing strategy is dependent on:

• how many record types are gathered together in a single read

• how you want to treat inserted/deleted high-order records

• how you want to treat inserted/deleted subordinate records

See "Direct IDMS Interface Via Exit Module - Compare" on page 44 for an example of comparing the flat file against the

updated database.

Warning

In determining what to call an exit program that works with a particular Subschema,

NEVER NAME THE PROGRAM THE SAME AS THE SUBSCHEMA

The reason for this is that when the exit program is loaded (by CPXIFACE or CPXSIDMS) into storage for subsequent

calling if it is named the same as any existing Schema or Subschema and the STEPLIB concatenation has the con-

trol blocks higher than the exit module and you will be loading (and executing) a Subschema which gives unpredictable re-

sults. Conversely, bringing in the exit module means that the Subschema cannot be loaded by IDMS.

//UNLOAD EXEC
//STEPLIB DD

// DD
//SYSPRINT DD
//SYSUT3 DD

//
//
//SYSIN DD

EXEC PGM=COMPAREX,REGION=512K
DD DISP=SHR, DSN=soinnode. IDMS . LOADLIB
DD DISP=SHR , DSN=somnode . COMPAREX . LOADLIB
DD SYSOUT=*
DD DISP=( ,

CATLG, DELETE) ,
DSN=soinnode . DEMOSSOl . UNLOAD

,

UNIT=3350,SPACE=(TRK, (9,9) ,RLSE)

,

DCB=(RECFM=VB,LRECL=8000, BLKSIZE=8008)
*

/* SPECIAL JUST FOR IDMS */CPXIFACE=CPX$IDMS
SYSUT1=DUMMY
SYSUT2= ( OTH , M=JOSEFINE , PARM=EXIT)
MAXDIFF=5 , CONTINUE /* NO NEED TO PRINT IT ALL
COPYDIFF

Figure 2S. Direct IDMS Interface Via Exit Module - Unload
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//
//SYSPRINT
//SYSUTl
//SYSIN

//COMPARE EXEC PGM=COMPAREX,REGION=768K
//STEPLIB DD DISP=SHR,DSN=soinnode.IDMS.LOADLIB

DD DISP=SHR ,
DSN=soinnode . COMPAREX . LOADLIB

DD SYSOUT=*
DD DISP=SHR, DSN=somnode. DEMOSSOl . UNLOAD

DD *

CPXIFACE=CPX$IDMS /* SPECIAL JUST FOR IDMS

SYSUT2= (OTH,M=JOSEFINE, PARM=EXIT)
MAXDIFF=100 , CONTINUE

KEY=(3397, 10, ,R) /*

KEY=(1, 12, ,R) /*

BUFF=512 /* LARGER BUFFER NECESSARY

FORMAT=06

CUSTOMER NUMBER
RANDOM KEY ON FIRST 3

/

DB-KEYS

Figure 29. Direct IDMS Interface Via Exit Module • Compare

Potential Error Messages

• IDMS - PARAMETER DATA ERROR

• IDMS - BIND SUB-SCHEMA - xxx

• IDMS - BIND RECORD - xxx

• IDMS - READY ALL - xxx

• IDMS - OBTAIN NEXT RECORD - xxx

• IDMS - ACCEPT DB-KEY - xxx

• IDMS - exitname/( error message from exit module}
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IDENTIFICATION DIVISION.
*DMLIST.
PROGRAM-ID. JOSEFINE.
AUTHOR. SERENA CONSULTING.
DATE WRITTEN. AUGUST, 1986.

DATE COMPILED.
REMARKS

.

************************************************************
* THIS PROGRAM IS INTENDED TO BE THE MODEL FOR OTHER *

* EXIT MODULES WHEN THE INTENT IS TO HAVE COMPAREX CALL *

* THIS MODULE (THROUGH CPXIFACE) TO READ PROPRIETARY *

* DATA BASE MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS (DBMS) . THIS PARTICULAR *

* MODEL IS FOR: *

* IDMS *

* NOTE THE LINKAGE-SECTION AND CALL STRUCTURE. THERE
* IS A SINGLE ENTRY POINT BUT THE PARAMETER LIST CONTAINS
* THREE AREAS:
* 1) IFACE-REQUEST: 'OPEN', 'READ', OR
* 'CLOS' PLUS FREE-FORM INSTRUCTIONS;
*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

2) IFACE-RESPONSE: SPACES, 'EOF', OR
A LITERAL ERRQR MESSAGE;

3) INTERFACE-RECORD-AREA: LAYOUTS ARE
MEANT TO BE COPIED HERE IN WHATEVER
FASHION NECESSARY. WHEN THE RECORD (S)

ARE READ AND PASSED BACK TO CPXIFACE,
HE CALCULATES THE RECORD LENGTH BY
WALKING BACKWARDS FROM THE END OF THE
AREA UNTIL THE FIRST OCCURRENCE OF A
NON-NULL (NOT X ' 00 *

)

CHARACTER. THE
MAXIMUM SIZE OF THIS AREA IS 32K.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

* THE CALL STRUCTURE IS DRIVEN BY THE CONTENTS OF
*

* IFACE-REQUEST '

:

* OPEN: INVOKES lOOO-OPEN-DATABASE

;

* READ: INVOKES 2000-READ-NEXT-RECORD
* ITERATIVELY UNTIL A NON-BLANK
* RESPONSE IS RETURNED;
* CLOS: INVOKES 9000-CLOSE-DATABASE.

*

*

k

k

k

k

k

Figure 30. IDMS COBOL Exit Module JOSEFINE - Excerpts
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ISPF Packed File

ISPF from IBM is a verv sophisticated Library Management System that manages data (usually

s no^ a DBMS RelLse 2.1.0 features the ability to compress (pack) the PDF edited file. If this packed file is subsequent-

ly rLd bv most utilities or compilers, it is unintelligible. COMPAREX can read a packed file and unpack it for compari-

son through the COMPAREX Interface now. The logic m CPXIFACE allows only a smgle member at a time and it

be known in advance that the file is indeed packed.

There are plans in the future to have this code impjicit in COMPAREX such that it unpacks (or not) the individual mem

ber based on the content automatically. At that time, the code will be removed from CPXIFACE.

Refer to "Direct ISPF Packed File Interface" below for an example of invoking COMPAREX to compare an ISPF packed

member against an unpacked member.

//ISPFPKD EXEC PGM=COMPAREX, REGION=256K
//STEPLIB DD DISP=SHR, DSN=soinnode. COMPAREX. LOADLIB

DD SYSOUT=*
DD DISP=SHR, DSN=somnode • PASCAL. PDS (PASCAL$P)

DD DISP=SHR, DSN=soinnode. PASCAL. PDS (PASCAL$U)

DD *

CPXIFACE=CPXSPFPK /* Special generation */

SYSUTl=(OTH,MEMBER=PASCAL$P) /* Packed by ISPF 2 . 1 */

TEXT=PASCAL
//* EOJ

//SYSPRINT
//SYSUTl
//SYSUT2
//SYSIN

Figure 3L Direct ISPF Packed File Interface

Disclaimer

At this writing, release 2.2 of ISPF has changed the packing algorithm. This interface does not y^ support this release.
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RAMIS II

R,AMIS II from Online Software (formcrlv Martin Marietta Mathematica Products Group) is a 4th Generation Language

(4GL) DBMS that is not hierarchical. Refer to "RAMIS Interface Record Layout" below for a graphical layout of what

the individual records look like as returned to COMPAREX by CPXIFACE.

Bytes — Contents —
1-n Returned Data, variable length

Figure 32. RAMIS Interface Record Layout

Refer to "Direct R.AMIS Interface" on page 47 for an example of invoking COMPAREX with RAMIS to compare two da-

tabases directly in a single pass.

//RAMIS EXEC PGM=COMPAREX,REGION=512K
//STEPLIB- DD DISP=SHR, DSN=soninode. COMPAREX. LOADLIB

// DD DISP=SHR, DSN=soinnode . RAMIS . LOADLIB
//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*
//* <=== RAMIS specific DD card images go here.

//DATABASE DD DISP=SHR, DSN=somnode . DATABASE
//SYSIN DD *

CPXIFACE=CPXRAMIS /* Special generation */

SYSUT1= (OTH,MEMBER=filenaml)
SYSUT2= ( OTH , MEMBER= f i 1enam2

)

MAXDIFF=50 , CONTINUE
KEY=(l,nn, ,R) , BUFF=256 /* Random KEY, large BUFFer */

* * **=====> Fine tune the KEY specification.
//* EOJ

Figure 33. Direct RAMIS Interface

The MEMBER name must specify a valid file (up to 12 characters) name.

Potential Error Messages

• RAMIS II - OPEN ERROR - OPEM/xxxx

• RAMIS II - OPEN ERROR - LOCN/xxxx

• RAMIS II - MEMBER NAME MUST SPECIPif HLENAME

• RAMIS II - READ ERROR - NEXR/xxxx
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ROSCOE
ROSCOE from Applied Data Research, is a Library Management System that manages data

fodeV Uis not a DBMS. Refer to -Direct ROSCOE Interface" on page 48 for an example of mvoking COMPAREX with

ROSCOE to compare two members directly.

//ROSCOE EXEC PGM=COMPAREX

,

//STEPLIB DD DISP=SHR, DSN=

// DD DISP=SHR,DSN=
//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*
//* <=s= ROSCOE specific DD

//ROSLIBOO DD DISP=SHR , DSN=

//ROSLIBOl DD DISP=SHR, DSN=

//ROSLIB02 DD DISP=SHR, DSN=

//SYSIN DD *

CPXIFACE=CPXROSCO /

SYSUT1= (OTH, MEMBER=ineinberl

SYSUT2= ( OTH ,
MEMBER=meinber2

TEXT=COBOL
//* EOJ

REGION=256K
soinnode . COMPAREX . LOADLIB
soinnode . ROSCOE • LOADLIB

card images go here,
somnode . roslibOO
somnode . roslibOl
somnode. roslib02

* Special generation */

,
PARM=pfxcd)

, PARM=pfxcd)

Figure 34. Direct ROSCOE Interface

Use the MEMBER options to specify a single member name to be read. To scan the entire library (FILTERS can limit

this) leave off the MEMBER option. The FARM must be specified in this format:

PARM= ' xxxyy

'

j j

============> Two character User Code

I

===============> Three character ROSCOE Prefix

Note: The ISPF interface will not work with this interface. Too many special DD cards are needed.

Potential Error Messages

• ROSCOE - INITX ERROR - xxxx

• ROSCOE - ACTIVATE ERROR - xxxx

• ROSCOE - FIND ERROR - xxxx

• ROSCOE - LIB (WALK) ERROR - .xxxx

• ROSCOE - MEMBER; member - ACCESS DENIED BY SITE MANAGEMENT!

• ROSCOE - GET ERROR - xxxx
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VVYLBUR
\VYLBUR is a Library Management Svstem that compacts the data (usually program source code) into sequential datasets

or members of Partitioned DataSets (PDS’s). Refer to "Direct WYLBUR Interface" below for an example of mvokmg

COMPAREX with WYLBUR to compare two members directly.

//WYLBUR EXEC PGM=COMPAREX, REGION=256K
//STEPLIB DD DISP=SHR, DSN=somnode. COMPAREX. LOADLIB

DD SYSOUT=*
DD DISP=SHR,DSN=WYL.abc.def .LIB(meinberl)

DD DISP=SHR, DSN=WYL. abc.def .ineiiiber2 <=== Sequential

DD *

CPXIFACE=CPXWYLBR /* Special generation */

SYSUT1= (OTH,M=ineinberl ,
DDNAME=WYLBUR)

SYSUT2= ( OTH ,
MEMBER=meinber2

)

TEXT=COBOL
//* EOJ

//SYSPRINT
//WYLBUR
//SYSUT2
//SYSIN

Figure 35. Direct WYLBUR Interface

The MEMBER (or M) option is necessary because COMPAREX assumes that any use of PAN, LIB or OTH is for

directory-embedded datasets. In this case "OTH" is not a library but is a sequential file. We still must placate

COMPAREX, otherwise we terminate with message:

CPX31A - FILE ORGANIZATIONS NOT COMPATIBLE - . . .

Note: The WYLBUR interface does not "walk" library members. It only reads sequential Tiles or individual members ot

PDS’s. If you attempt to have him read a PDS as opposed to a member of a PDS, results are unpredictable.

Potential Error Messages

• WYLBUR - OPEN ERROR

• WYLBUR - NOT IN WYLBUR FORMAT
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Roll Your Own
This is where vou mav code vour own proprietary Library/DataBase Management System interface and set > 011

;

^yn-

aix rules iL slrce code 'to CPXIFACE is provided with this slot open. Use the other source code supplied under

'OTH", as models for building your own interface.

Refer to "CrXIFACE Sample Code - Roll Your Own Slot" below for an example of the source code changes to

CPXIFACE to read a variable length record and conditionally explode the record.

&OTH
• • •

SETB 1 (YES) GENERATE THE 'OTHER' INTERFACE.

&ZROLOWN
« • •

SETB 1 (YES) •ROLL YOUR OWN - PROPRIETARY

• • •

AIF (NOT &ZROLOWN) .ROL3900 ROLL YOUR OWN - READ

ROL$3060
• • •

LR R15,R1 DITTO LENGTHS

STH R1 , PRM$RLEN PASS LENGTH BACK TO COMPAREX

MVCL R0,R14 LARGE MOVE

* (Insert the following lines of code)

CLI PRM$WICH,C' 1

'

SYSUTl
BE RETURN YES, RETURN NOW

TM PRM$SWUS , SWPRMSAM SYSUTl AND SYSUT2 SAME INTERFACE

BZ RETURN NO, BRANCH
L R2,PRM$PS12 SYSUTl ' S INTERFACE

CLC PRM$RLEN, PRM$RLEN-PARAMTER(R2) SAME LENGTH

BNE ROL$3200 NO, EXPLODE THEM BOTH

L R0,PRM$ADDR-PARAMTER(R2) SYSUTl'S RECORD ADDRESS

LH R1,PRM$RLEN-PARAMTER(R2) SYSUTl'S RECORD LENGTH

L R14,PRM$ADDR SYSUT2 ' S RECORD ADDRESS
LH R15, PRM$RLEN SYSUT2 ' S RECORD LENGTH
CLCL R0,R14 COMPARE THEM
BE RETURN IDENTICAL, RETURN WITHOUT EXPLODING

ROL$3200 EQU * CALL YOUR EXPLOSION ROUTINE FOR BOTH

L R14,PRM$ADDR-PARAMTER(R2) SYSUTl'S RECORD ADDRESS

LA R15 ,
yourstuf YOUR SPECIAL EXPLOSION PARAMETER

ICM RIS.B'IOOO' ,LASTLIST INDICATE LAST IN LIST

STM R14,R15,PRM$WORK EXPLODER PARAMETER LIST
* CALL exploder, PRM$WORK CALL YOUR EXPLOSION ROUTINE

LA R1 , PRM$WORK +ADDRESS THE ADDRESS LIST

L R15 , =V (exploder) +<=== Your Explosion Program
BALR R14 ,R15 +CALL HIM •

MVC PRM$RLEN-PARAMTER (

2

, R2 ) , ROLSEXPL LARGE RECORD LENGTH

LH R14,ROL$EXPL LARGE RECORD LENGTH
ST R14 , PRM$TYPE+X ' 158

'

PLSYSUTl
ST R14 , PRM$TYPE+X ' 15C

'

LSYSUTl
L R14,PRM$ADDR SYSUT2'S RECORD ADDRESS
LA R15

,
yourstuf YOUR SPECIAL EXPLOSION PARAMETER

ICM R15, B' 1000

'

, LASTLIST INDICATE LAST IN LIST
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STM
* CALL

LA
L
BALR
MVC
B

yourstuf DC
ROL$EXPL DC
.ROL3900 ANOP
ROL$3900 DS

R14,R15,PRM$WORK
exploder , PRM$WORK
R1 , PRM$WORK
R15 , =V ( exploder)
R14 ,R15
PRM$RLEN-PARAMTER
ROL$3900
C1120

'
parameter

'

H' 08000

'

EXPLODER PARAMETER LIST
CALL YOUR EXPLOSION ROUTINE

+ADDRESS THE ADDRESS LIST
+<=== Your Explosion Program
+CALL HIM

(2,R2) ,ROL$EXPL LARGE RECORD LENGTH
BRANCH AROUND CONSTANTS
Special Parameter
Exploded Record Length

OH AROUND CONSTANTS

Figure 36. CPXIFACE Sample Code - Roll Your Own Slot

Potential Error Messages

• ROLL.YOUR.OWN - OPEN ERROR

• ROLL.YOUR.OWN - SYNCHRONOUS ERROR EXIT
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Synchronizing Databases

There are at least two methods of synchronizing between databases. The SEGMENT keyword is designed for hierarchical

structures such as DL/1. However, a variation of the KEY keyword called Random Key's is generally recommended in

most cases. It becomes a matter of personal preference in choosing between the two.

The first step in s\Tichronizing is to pair like records for comparison - ROOT is paired to ROOT, APPLES are paired to

.APPLES. Then, after like record types are paired, a control field is examined. In this way, if a record has been inserted or

deleted, it can be identified as inserted or deleted.

Some records do not contain a control field. For example, some records add information to a database merely by their

presence or by their relative position in a series. For such records, COMPAREX cannot be completely accurate in picking

out the exact insertion or deletion, but the utility will show the series of differences, starting with the insertion or deletion.

Comparing

After the synchronizing process of pairing records (with either the SEGMENT or ICEY keyword) IDENTITY, FIELD,
and MASK keywords can be used to tell COMPAREX which bytes should be compared.

Refer to "Hierarchical Database Structure - Segment Synchrony" below for an example of comparing two versions (un-

loaded or direct read) of a database using SEGMENT synchronization logic.

Note: Random SEGMENTS are not recommended.

Segment Name COMPAREX Keywords

SEGMENT=(l,EQ,C'ROOT'
, (A, 09, 5)

)

ROOT IDENTITY=(l,EQ,C'ROOT'

)

FIELD=(65,END)
MASK=(81, 3)

SEGMENT= ( 1 , EQ ,
C

' APPLES
'

)

APPLES IDENTITY= (1,EQ,C' APPLES
'

)

FIELD=(65,END)

SEG=(1,EQ,C' STEMS'
, (R,23,4)

)

ID=(1,EQ,C' STEMS')
STEMS FIELD=(65,END)

MASK=(85, 1)
MASK=(93, 1)

f/gwre 37. Hierarchical Database Structure - Segment Synchrony

Refer to Database Structure - Random Key Synchrony" on page 53 for an e.xample of comparing two versions (unloaded
or direct read) of a database using a random KEY.
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COMPAREX Keywords

KEY=(1,64, ,R) ,BUFF=1024
IDENTITY= ( 1 , EQ ,

C
' ROOT '

)

FIELD=(65,END) MASK=(81,3)
IDENTITY= ( 1 , EQ ,

C
' APPLES '

)

FIELD=(65,END)
ID=(1,EQ,C' STEMS '

)

FIELD=(65,END) ,MASK=(85,1) ,MASK=(93,1)

Figure 38. Database Structure • Random Key Synchrony
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ISPF Interface

The ISPF interface consists of:

• Panel library

• Messages library

• Clist library (strictly for installation)

• Sysgen library

• Object code library for module CPXSISPF

Processing Other Interfaces Disclaimer

system type libraries that it is not feasible for a generalized interface to be able to allocate all that are necessary.

Connected to Main Menu

Depending on how the interface was installed, you could go directly to "ISPF Panel CPX@PRIM on page 55 or (as rec-

onimended) through "ISPF Panel VENDOR - Raw Form’ below.

)BOOY width(&zscreenw) expand( ! !

)

%!-! Vendor Supplied Software !•!

%Option ===>_ZCMO ^

%
% 1 +COMPAREX * Invoke%COMPAREX/ISPF

% 2 +CHANGE MAN • Invoke%Change Man+Services

% X +EXIT -%Exit+to primary option menu

%
+Enter%ENO+command to return to primary option menu.

%
)PROC
&ZSEL = TRANS< TRUNC (&ZCMO,‘.')

1

,

‘PANEL(CPXaPRIM) NEWAPPL(CPX) NEWPOOL

'

2,

'CMO(CMNINIT) NEWAPPLCCMN) NEWPOOL'
lilt
X/EXIT*

' )

)ENO

Figure 39. ISPF Panel VENDOR - Raw Form
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The interface is panel driven . From your main menu, (ISR(5 PRIM), you eventually get to the COMPAREX primarv

menu - ”ISPF Panel CPX(g'PRIM" below.

Option ===>

0 - SHORT CUT

1 - OPTIONS
2 • DSNAMES
3 • SAVE
4 • LOAD

5 • CLEAR
6 * FOREGROUND
7 8AC1CGR0UN0

8 • BACKGROUND

COMPAREX/ISPF 6.1.0 Primary Menu

Single screen for options and dataset names

Specify compare options for this session

Specify dataset names to be compared

Save options profile for future sessions

Select/Delete options profile from prior session(s)

Clear previously loaded profile

Invoke COMPAREX in the foreground and wait

Invoke COMPAREX as a submitted batch job

Similar to above but edit job (and optionally SUBMIT)

ExitX • EXIT

Press HELP KEY for tutorial assistance at any point;

Enter END Command to exit.

Figure 40. ISPF Panel CPX(a)PRIM

Note that the cursor is positioned at the

Option =“> _

where you may enter an option (0 to 8 or X) or TSO commands such as:

Option ===> TSO LISTC LEVEL (somnode. COMPAREX)

or
Option ===> TSO STATUS

TSO commands may be processed at any point (except TUTORIAL) within the COMPAREX interface. Speaking of TL-

TORIAL, it may be invoked at any point by pressing the Help Key IEeKD. The TUTORIAL will not be presented here,

it is left as an exercise to the reader to walk through it.

Sample Sessions

For the discussion that follows, we will compare:

• DATA files - ABC.DATA.FTLEl versus ABC.DATA.nLE2

• TEXT files - ABC.TEXT.PDS(COB904AB) verus ABC.TEXT.PDS2(COB904AB)

• Directory-embedded files - SYS2.PANVALET.iVtASTER versus ABC.PDS

in these fashions:

• Option 6 - Foreground

• Option 0 - Short Cut

• Option 7 - Background Submit
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• Option 8 - Background (edit before submit)

DATA Comparison in Foreground

Pick the options you want to use by entering 1 at:

Option ===> 1

Now, "ISPF Panel CPXOPDTO" below will be displayed asking you to make a decision between DATA, TEXT, and

freeTorm keywords.

Data/Text Decision

Option ===>

1 - DATA Comparison

2 - TEXT Comparison

3 • Enter free form keywords

NOTE The options created in this particular session may be

saved for future sessions by returning to the primary

menu screen and using the SAVE option (3).

Press ENTER to continue; Enter END Command to exit.

Figure 41. ISPF Panel CPXOPDTO

DATA and TEXT are mutually exclusive. The third option - Enter free form keywords - gives us the option of specifving

either DATA or TEXT and all of the associated keywords in native format.

Assume we want to make a DATA comparison, enter 1 at:

Option ===> 1
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Now, "ISPF Panel CPXOPDAT" below will be displayed asking, you to further clarify how you want to compare these

DATA files.

Data Processing Options

Option ===> _

(FIELD MASK FILTER IDENTITY OESEN and Other)
1 - Input processing

2 * KEY Synchronization

3 - SEGMENT Synchronization

4 - Display processing (FORMAT MAXDIFF CASE PAGE LINE etc.)

5 • Output processing (COPYDIFF)

6 • Enter free form keywords

Press ENTER to continue; Enter END Command to exit.

Figure 42, ISPF Panel CPXOPDAT

All we know about these files is that there is a KEY in byte positions 6 through 19 (relative to one). Since we do not want a

rimaway compare at the first inserted record, we must specify some kind of Key Synchronization to isolate any insert-

ed/deleted records, get back in synch and continue on.

We do this by entering 2 at:

Option ===> 2
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Now, "ISPF Panel CPXOPSYK" below will be displayed allowing you specify the synchronizing KEY (up to five may be

specified).

Figure 43. ISPF Panel CPXOPSYK

Since the KEY is in the same position in both files, we don’t have to bother with the fields under

KEY TWO
DISPLACEMENT LENGTH FORMAT

The displacement is 6 and the length is 14 (bytes 6 through 19 inclusive). The default format is C for character but the kev
Itself could be combinations of packed, zoned, binary, and character data. The sequence is A for ascending and could
have been left blank, because that is the default.

At this point, we should hit i
^TER

) to register what we have specified^. After registering the specifications, issue the

• END command

or

• RETURN lPFk:4] command,

OK. There is a

Function Key -

you could have

Option ===> 1.1.2

and then when registered, you could hit either END or RETURN which would bring you back to where you started from.

If you repeatedly press (EEED, you will retrace your steps back through the panels just visited. That is
quicker way, however. If you issue the RETURN command either explicitly or by its equated Programmu perhaps - you will jump back to TSPF Panel CPX@PRLVr' on page 55 directlv. Conversely
jumped" into "ISPF Panel CPXOPSYK" above by specifying

3 Otherwise, it is possible to pass dialogue variables containing garbage
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Assuming that we are back to "ISPF Panel CPX(a PRIM" on page 55, we can either

• specify the dataset names now via Option 2 and then invoke COMPAREX

• invoke COMPAREX in the Foreground via Option 6 and be prompted for the dataset names.

Let’s assume that no dataset names have been left over from any prior sessions'^ and invoke COMPAREX in the fore-

ground like this:

Option ===> 6

Now "ISPF Panel CPXOPDSl" below will be presented, requesting you to fill in a dataset name for SYSUTl.

f
1

Fite One (SYSUTl)

Command ===>

ISPF LIBRARY:
PROJECT ===>

LIBRARY ===>

type ===>

MEMBER «=» DATASET PASSWORD =«> (If Protected)

OTHER PARTITIONED OR SEQUENTIAL DATASET:

DATASET NAME ===>

VOLUME SERIAL ===> (If Not Cataloged)

UNIT ===> (If Rot Cataloged)

TYPE OF DATASET ===> _ (COMPAREX Interface Only)

1 • PANVALET 2 • LIBRARIAN/GEM 3 • OTHER PROPRIETARY LIBRARY/DBMS

MEMBER NAME ===> (16 Character Member Name)

INCLUDES ===> (TES or NO • Expand Includes)

LEVEL ===> _ (LIBRARIAN Only • Archie Level)

PARAMETER ===> ('Parameter Data' for CPXIFACE)

Press ENTER to register; Enter END Command to exit.

Figiire 44. ISPF Panel CPXOPDSl

Since the dataset name is three nodes in regular ISPF nomenclature, lets fill it in this way:

ISPF LIBRARY:
PROJECT ===> abc
LIBRARY ===> data
TYPE ===> filel
MEMBER ===>

and hit (enterI . Assuming that this dataset exists (it is cataloged on an accessible disk pack), the file for SYSUTl is allo-

cated.

4 Otherwise, we could have used Option 5 to clear out the dialogue variables first.
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Now "ISPF Panel CPXOPDS2'' below will be presented requesting you to fill in a dataset name for SYSUT2 in a similar

fashion. —
\

File Two (SYSUT2)
Command ===>

ISPF LIBRARY:
PROJECT ===>

LIBRARY —=>
type ===>

MEMBER ===> DATASET PASSWORD ===> (If Protected)

OTHER PARTITIONED OR SEQUENTIAL DATASET:
DATASET NAME ===>

VOLUME SERIAL ===> (If Not Cataloged)
UNIT ===> (If Not Cataloged)

TYPE OF DATASET ===> _ (COMPAREX Interface Only)
1 - PANVALET 2 - LIBRARIAN/GEM 3 * OTHER PROPRIETARY LIBRARY/DBMS

MEMBER NAME ===> (16 Character Member Name)
INCLUDES ===> (YES or NO - Expand Includes)
LEVEL ===> _ (LIBRARIAN Only - Archie Level)
PARAMETER ===> ('Parameter Data' for CPXIFACE)

Press ENTER to register; Enter END Command to exit.

V y

Figure 45. ISPF Panel CPXOPDS2

This time we will enter the dataset name in the "Other" dataset name area and intentionally make an error this way: y

OTHER PARTITIONED OR SEQUENTIAL DATASET:
DATASET NAME ===>

' abc . data
.
garbage

'

and hit [enter!
. Assuming that this dataset does not exist, we will receive a prompting message in the upper right hand

corner of the panel:

... File Two (SYSUT2) DSN not Cataloged

The dataset name we entered has been raised to uppercase and we may now overtype part of it to correct it this way:

OTHER PARTITIONED OR SEQUENTIAL DATASET:
DATASET NAME ===> 'ABC. DATA. file2

'

and hit (enter). Assuming that this dataset does exist, we will now actually invoke COMPAREX in our region and await
its completion.
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In the meantime (in tenns ofseconds usually), we will have "ISPF Panel CPXRL'NPR below LOCK ed on our screen.

Figure 46. ISPF Panel CPXRUNPR

When COMPAREX is through comparing the two datasets, the Differences Report will be presented for browsing. At

this point, we are under program (CPXSISPF) control - not panel contro l. Do not enter the RETURN command now.

When you are finished scrolling^ through the Differences Report, hit (pEKIJ.

5 Up and down, left and right.
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Now ”ISPF Panel CPXREPRT" below will be presented requesting a disposition for the dynamically allocated SYSPRINT
file.

specify Report Disposition
Command ===>

REPORT DISPOSITION ===> K (P=Print) (K=Keep) (D=0etete)
(P0=Print and delete)
(JD=Submit a job to print and delete)
(JK=Submit a job to print and keep)

LOCAL PRINTER ID

(Or Print Class) ===> (For Print option)

JOB STATEMENT FOR SUBMISSION IF REPORT DISPOSITION OPTION ABOVE IS JD OR JK

s==> //yourida JOB (accounting info) ,MSGCLASS=A,CLASS=c,
==s> // NOTI FY=your id
===>
===> //*

Press ENTER to continue; Enter END Command to exit.

V ^

Figure 47. ISPF Panel CPXREPRT

The default is to Keep the dataset for further browsing at a later time. We will override that disposition and Delete it at g
this time to clean up after ourselves like this:

REPORT DISPOSITION ===> d (P=Print) (K=Keep) (D=Delete)

-Now hit [emter)
. a message from TSO will penetrate the panel stating that

yourid.CPXyyddd.Thhmmsst.OUTLIST

has been deleted and you are once again back to panel TSPF Panel CPX(a’PRIM'' on page 55.
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TEXT Comparison Via Short Cut

Assuming sve are at the COMPAREX/ISPF 6.1.0 Primary Menu again, choose the "Short Cut" method of specifying data-

set names and brief options by entering 0 at:

Option ===> 0

Now, "ISPF Panel CPXSHORT" below will be displayed asking you to specify both file names and the free-form keywords

required to compare them.

Comnand s==>
Dataset Names and Brief Options

SYSUT1 ISPF FILE:

PROJECT ===>

LIBRARY ===>

TYPE ===>

MEMBER ===>

SYSUT2 ISPF FILE:

PROJECT ===>

LIBRARY ===>

TYPE ===>

MEMBER ===>

OTHER PARTITIONED, SEQUENTIAL, VSAM, OR ISAM DATASET:

SYSUT1 DSNAME ===> —
SYSUT2 DSNAME ===>

ENTER FREE FORM KEYWORDS BELOW: (No Syntax Checking Done on the Panel)

Press ENTER to register; Enter END Coninand to exit.

Figure 48. ISPF Panel CPXSHORT

We will enter the two dataset names to compare in the "ISPF FILE" nomenclature like this:

SYSUTl ISPF FILE:
PROJECT ===> abc
LIBRARY ===> text
TYPE ===> p<is

MEMBER ===> cob904ab

Since we already know that these two members are

SYSUT2 ISPF FILE:
PROJECT ===> abc
LIBRARY ===> text
TYPE ===> p(is2

MEMBER ===> cob904ab

program source code, we need only say:

ENTER FREE FORM KEYWORDS BELOW: (No Syntax Checking ...

===> text=cobol /* Cobol text compare
===> maxdiff=100 , continue /* Don't go nuts

and hit IemterI . After registering them to ISPF, hit lPP''<3) to return to the main menu again. Now invoke COMP.AREX

as a submitted batch job like this:

Option ===> 7
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Now "ISPF Panel CPXJOBST" below will be presented asking if there are any changes to be made to the JOB card image

last used.

/ — X

Job Statement
Comnand ===>

JOB STATEMENT:

===> //youridx JOB (accounting info) ,MSGCLASS=A,
===> // CLASS=x,NOTIFY=yourid
===> //
===> //*

Press ENTER to continue;
Enter END Command to terminate JOB submission.

V y

Figure 49, ISPF Panel CPXJOBST

Now overtype any changes to be made in the JOB card and hit [gN^ERj
. a message will penetrate the current panel^ like

this:

JOB YOURIDX (JOB00345) SUBMITTED

This is the response to the TSO Submit command. There will be three asterisks "***”
at the bottom of the screen. Hit

l EfiTER) one more time to bring us back to the primary menu. The background job we just submitted should be taking off

shortly - depending on how loaded the machine is.

6 Dependent on how the ISPF interface was installed - TSO Submit or Internal Reader.
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Compare Directories Via Edited Batch Job

Assuming we are at the COMPAREX/ISPF 6.1.G Primary Menu again, choose different dataset names by entering 2 at:

Option ===> 2

Now, "ISPF Panel CPXOPDSN” below will be displayed asking you to specify one of SYSUTl or SYSUT2.

Figure 50. ISPF Panel CPXOPDSN

We will choose SYSUTl first by entering 1 at:

Option ===> 1

Now "ISPF Panel CPXOPDSl" on page 59 will again be presented requesting you to fill in a dataset name for SYSUTl.

We will fill in the name of the PANVALET master file like this:

OTHER PARTITIONED OR SEQUENTIAL DATASET;
DATASET NAME ===> ' sys2 .

panvalet . master

'

VOLUME SERIAL ===> (If Not Cataloged)
UNIT ===> (If Not Cataloged)

TYPE OF DATASET ===> 1 (COMPAREX Interface Only)

1 - PANVALET 2 - LIBRARIAN/GEM 3 - OTHER LIBRARY/ DBMS

Now hit IeuterI . correct any syntax errors, and hit Ipeks
| . Again "ISPF Panel CPXOPDSN" above will be displayed ask-

ing you to pick SYSUTl, SYSUTl, or SYSUT3.
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We will choose SYSUT2 by entering 2 at;

Option ===> 2

Now "ISPF Panel CPXOPDS2" on page 60 will again be presented requesting you to fill in a dataset name for SYSUT2.

We will specify an existing partitioned dataset like this:

OTHER PARTITIONED OR SEQUENTIAL DATASET:
DATASET NAME ===> 'abc.pds'

Now hit IenterI . correct any syntax errors, and hit (EEEZ). We are back to TSPF Panel CPXtoiPRIM" on page 55. Con-

struct a background job to be edited before submission like this:

Option ===> 8

Now we are editing (via PDF EDIT) a dynamically allocated job that can be optionally submitted at this point. Just after

the JOB card images are some comments that you should pay attention to;

//* COMPAREX BATCH EXECUTION
//* YOU MAY EDIT THIS DATASET AT WILL. WHEN YOU
//* ARE FINISHED, "SUBMIT" AT THE COMMAND ===> SUB
//* IF YOU DON'T SUBMIT, THE DATASET IS JUST DELETED

Since we didn’t specify any options, or we got the ones carried over from last execution, we have the opportunity to modify

them now. Find the SYSIN statement,

//SYSIN DD *

There probably are a lot of commas following this statement. That is normal. They are always ignored by COMPAREX.
Delete whatever you don’t like and enter this:'

DIR=PDF

We want to compare the directories only of the PANVALET master against the PDS. See "DIRECTORY" on page 83

for a discussion of what PDF means.

Now submit the job by keying in

COMMAND INPUT ===> SUb

and hitting IenterI
. The job will be submitted, a message will penetrate the current panel signifying the job number etc.

Now hit iPi^iQl to end the edit session. The job dataset will automatically be deleted and we are again back to "ISPF

Panel CPXtaiPRIM" on page 55.
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Save and Load Profiles

At any point, we can decide that we have a good set of keywords for comparing files and we want to save it. From the pri-

mary menu, enter

Option ===> 3

Now, "ISPF Panel CPXPRSAV" below will be displayed asking you to name the profile. It must be one to four alphanu-

meric characters. Comments are strongly recommended.

Figure 51. ISPF Panel CPXPRSAV

Give it a name and comments like this;

PROFILE NAME ===> cob_ (Profile Name, 1-4 alphanumerics)

COMMENTS ===> Good Cobol comparison.

Now hit (EnterI
. You are automatically taken back to "ISPF Panel CPX@PRIM” on page 55 with the notification

COB saved

in the upper right corner
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Conversely, we can load a profile that we have saved previously. From the primary menu, enter

Option ===> 4

Now, "ISPF Panel CPXPRLOD” below will be displayed asking you pick a profile from the accumulated list that has built

up over time. You can Select or Delete entries at will

••• Select/Delete Existing Profile

Command ===>

SELECT
S/D

PROFILE
NAME
COB
DOUG

LAST-CHANGED
DATE TIME

87/02/23 12:51

87/02/23 23:00

COMMENTS
Good Cobol comparison.
Csect parsing.

Press ENTER to continue; Enter END Command to exit.

Figure 52. ISFF Panel CPXPRLOD

We can Select only one, but we can Delete as many in the list as needed, like this:

SELECT PROFILE LAST-CHANGED
S/D NAME DATE TIME COMMEN
sill COB 87/02/23 12:51 Good Cobol comparison
d* ' ' DOUG 87/02/23 23:00 Csect parsing.
dill 222 86/10/01 01:15 Temp only

Note: Deleting from this list does not free up the space in the profile pool. It merely opens up a spot in the internal direc-

tory record that also goes into the profile pool. If your profile pool fills up because you used too many of these profiles,

you must either reuse some of the same names that have been deleted, or (drastic measure) delete and redefine your pro-

file pool dataset.
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Chapter 5 - Input Processing Keywords

The input processing routines set up the non-default parameters for the execution (based on the ke>^ords), open the

SYSUTl, SYSUT2, and SYSUT3 files, read the input file records, select records to send to the comparison routines, and

pair records for comparison.

Input Processing Keywords

Table L Input Keyword Properties

Keyword Function
Applicability

HELP = INPUT Receive a ’canned’ paragraph of cryptic keyword syntax and expla-

nation on what it does.

CONTINUE Continue processing beyond the limit set in ’MAXDIFF without

printing. Statistics are kept for the portion not displayed.

CPXIFACE Exit module name for reading exotic file structures such as PAN-
VALET, LIBRARIAN, DL/1, and ADABAS.

-

DATA Data comparison logic for files of any record format and length

that may contain binary, zoned, packed, or alpha characters.
- -

DESEN Desensitize a portion of a record from both SYSUTl and

SYSUT2.
-

DESENl Desensitize a portion of a record from SYSUTl. - -

DESEN2 Desensitize a portion of a record from SYSUT2. - -

DIRECTORY Process the directory portion only of a directory-embedded data-

set. Abbreviation DIR.
- -

HELD Comparison of a portion of a record in the same position on both

SYSUTl and SYSUTL
only 1 -

FIELDl
Similar to FIELD but specifies the displacement, length, and for-

mat of the portion on SYSUTl.
only 1 -

nELD2 Similar to FIELD but specifies the displacement, length, and for-

mat of the portion on SYSUT2.
only 1

j

HLTERIN Inclusive filter using ’AND’ logic.

HLTEROUT Exclusive filter using ’AND’ logic.

nLTORIN Ixclusive filter using ’OR’ logic. v/

nLTOROUT Exclusive filter using ’OR’ logic.

IDENTITY
Identifies a record type on SYSUTl to allow processing of subse-

quent FIELD, MASIC and DESEN statements.
- -

contifiued ...
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Keyword .
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Applicability

Data Text Directory

MASK Ignore comparison of a portion of a record in the same position on
both SYSUTl and SYSUT2.

limited -

MASKl Similar to MASK but specifies the displacement, length, and for-

mat of the portion on SYSUTl.
limited -

MASK2 Similar to MASK but specifies the displacement, length, and for-

mat of the portion on SYSUT2.
limited -

MODE User orientation. Applications specifies displacements relative to

one. Systems specifies displacements relative to zero.

SKIPUTl Bypass the first set of records on SYSUTl. -

SKIPUT2 Bypass the first set of records on SYSUT2. -

STOPAFT Maximum number of records to be read from SYSUTl. n/

SYSUTl Description of what file SYSUTl looks like. nX

SYSUT2 Description of what file SYSUT2 looks like.

WILDCARD Single character specification such that when used in Filters, Iden-

tity's, or Segments, any input value in that position tests true.

SYSIN File Processed

COMPAREX opens SYSIN, reads until exhaustion, and examines each record for keywords.

Comments

If a SYSIN record has an asterisk in the first position, COMPAREX considers the entire record to be a comment, and it

does not search for keywords on that record, COMPAREX prints the record on SYSPRINT, to the right of message num-
ber CPXOOL Additional comments may be placed to the right of legitimate keywords by starting them with a slash- asterisk
'/*'*. Everything to the right of the slash-asterisk delimiter is considered comments. For example:

* This is a comment
MAXDIFF=10, CONTINUE /* This is also a comment */

HELP
If a SYSIN record contains the HELP keyword, COMPAREX prints the HELP canned response on SYSPRINT. See
’HELP" on page 139 for more information about the HELP keyword.

Incorrect Keywords

COMPAREX examines each SYSIN record for correct and incorrect keywords. If COMPAREX finds an incorrect key-
word or an incorrect parameter, the utility prints the SYSIN record on SYSPRINT, to the right of message number
CPXOOI, and COMPAREX underscores the incorrect characters and prints the literal "ERROR?" on the right.

Correct Keywords

If COMPAREX finds a correct keyword with its associated parameters, the utility prints the SYSIN record on
SYSPRINT, to the right of message number CPXOOI, but COMPAREX does not underscore any characters. It uses these
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correct keywords to modify its default processing parameters.

Correct and Incorrect Keywords on Same SYSIN Record

On some SYSIN records, COMPAREX may find correct keywords as well as incorrect keywords. The incorrect keywords

are underscored, and the correct keywords are used to modify COMPAREX default processing parameters.

End Of Data on SYSIN

When COMPAREX comes to the end of the SYSIN file, the utility issues messages CPX03I through CPX19I. These mes-

sages, described in detail m "Chapter 10 - Messages" on page 148, specify the processing parameters COMPAREX wiU

use for this execution.

SYSUTl, SYSUT2, and SYSUT3 Opened

After SYSIN is processed and HALT = YES has not been specified, COMPAREX opens SYSUTl, SYSUT2, and possibly

SYSUT3.

Note: If the user specifies PAN, LIB, or OTH within the SYSUTl and/or SYSUT2 keywords, then the COMPAREX in-

terface (CPXIFACE) takes care of opening, searching, reading, and closing those files. The DDNAME used is dependent

on the file type and may be explicitly overridden by the DDNAME subkeyword of SYSUTl and SYSUT2.

SYSUTl and SYSUT2 Opened

COMPAREX determines dataset organization and dataset attributes from the JCL.

1. SYSUTl =DUMMY has not been specified or if the JCL does not point to a null file, COMPAREX opens SYSUTl.

If the open is not successful, COMPAREX terminates with a condition code of 16. After file SYSUTl has been suc-

cessfully opened, COMPAREX issues message CPX21I to show the dataset name and the dataset attributes.

2. If SYSUT2=DUMMY has not been specified or if the JCL does not point to a null file, COMPAREX opens

SYSUT2. If the open is not successful, COMPAREX processes as a print utility, printing onto SYSPRINT any

SYSUTl record that passes filtering tests. After file SYSUT2 has been successfully opened, COMP.AREX Issues

message CPX22I to show the dataset name and the dataset attributes.

3. If SYSUTl =DUMMY and SYSUT2 =DUMMY have both been specified, COMPAREX issues its end-of-processing

messages and terminates.

SKIPUTl and SKIPUT2

Next, COMPAREX skips over any input records, according to the values specified by the SKIPUTl and SKIPUT2 key-

words. If the SKIPUTl parameter, as displayed with message CPX09I, is not zero, COMPAREX reads this number of

records on SYSUTl. If the SKIPUT2 parameter is not zero, COMPAREX reads this number of records on SYSUT2.

Then, COMPAREX displays message CPX26I to show how many records were skipped. If COMPAREX processes an

end of file on either file while skipping records, COMPAREX issues message CPX71I to show the end of the file and con-

tinues to process.

SYSUT3 Opened

Then, if COPYDIFF was specified, the utility opens output file SYSUT3 and COMPAREX Issues message CPX16I to

show the dataset attributes.

SYSUTl and SYSUT2 Read

COMPAREX reads SYSUTl until the utility finds a record eligible for comparison. Then, COMP.AREX reads SYSUT2

until it finds a record eligible for comparison.
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STOPAFT

COMPAREX uses the value of the STOPAFT keyword to determine the maximum number of records to be read from

either file. The default value is STOPAFT =999999999999, and no larger value can be specified.

CONTINUE
If MAXDIFF was specified and the number of differences specified by that keyword has been displayed on the Differenc-

es Report, COMPAREX prints message CPX67I and it writes no more input records on the Differences Report.

If CONTINUE was specified, the utility will print a second line with message CPX67I to say that COMPAREX will con-

tinue without printing.

If CONTINUE was not specified, the utility, as soon as it issues message CPX67I, issues its end-of-job counts and closes

its files.

If CONTINUE was specified, COMPAREX continues to read files, select records for comparison, compare records, and

write any SYSUT3 file. The end-of-job counters show the total input count and the total number of differences found.

If the user wants to know how many differences are found but has no need to see any records, the user could specify:

/* Job to See Statistics Only */
MAXDIFF=0 , CONTINUE

DIRECTORY
The user may enter the DIRECTORY keyword to specify that COMPAREX read and compare only the directories of

directory-embedded datasets such as PANVALET, PDS’s, GEM, and LIBRARIAN. With DIRECTORY processing, the

file portions of directory-embedded datasets are neither read nor compared.

Displacement

COMPAREX uses FIELD, FILTER, IDENTITY, MASK, KEY, and SEGMENT keywords to process input. These key-

words contain displacement values. These displacement values tell COMPAREX where the data on each keyword starts

in the record.

Some users like to think that the first position of any record is position 1; other users like to think that the first position of

any record is position 0.

COMPAREX assumes, as its default MODE, that the first position of each record is position 1. Users who like to think

that the first position of each record is position 0 may change the MODE by entering MODE =SYSTEMS, If the user en-

ters the MODE =SYSTEMS keyword, COMPAREX will process all displacements on other keywords as if the first posi-

tion of each record is position 0.

Selecting Records for Comparison

After reading a record, COMPAREX uses any filtering specifications to determine if a record is eligible for further pro-

cessing.

The filtering keywords provide COMPAREX with a powerful facility to perform logical tests for record selection.

Keywords

The four filtering keywords are FILTERIN, FILTEROUT, FILTORIN, and FILTOROUT. Each filtering keyword has an
abbreviated version:
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FILTERIN
FILTEROUT
FILTORIN
FILTOROUT

FilterIN
FilterOUT
FiltORIN
FiltOROUT

FIN
FOUT
FORIN
FOROUT

The user may enter either the full spelling of the keyword or its abbreviation. In the discussion that follows, only the full

spelling of the keyword will be used.

Form of Keywords

All filtering keywords take the form:

keywordnaine= ( [ { MEMBER , } ]
dl [ -d2 ] , op , t 'vwv

'

)

[{M,} ]

[{CSECT,} ]

where keywordname is HLTERIN, FILTEROUT, FILTORIN, or FILTOROUT.

If the FILTER is to include or exclude certain members of a directory-embedded dataset such as a PDS, the MEMBER
or M option is used.

dl is the displacement, relative to one, of the first position (left-most or high-order) of the field on which COMPAREX is

to perform the logical test. If MODE =SYSTEMS is specified, the displacement is relative to zero. A range may be sped-

fied on the displacement by specifying a dash and a second displacement (d2) such that any value STARTING within

this inclusive range satisfies (passes) the filter criteria.

OP is the operation to be performed with the test. The values for og are:

LT - less than
LE - less than or equal
EQ - equal
NE - not equal
GE - greater than or equal
GT - greater than

t is the type of value that follows with ’vwv.’ t can be C for alphanumeric characters (each position of ’ww" represents one

byte) or X for hexadecimal values (two positions of ’vwv’ represent one byte).

’vwv’ is the value to be tested. If the type is C, the value may be any character. If the type is X, the value may be composed

of numeric values and the letters A through F. The WILDCARD value may be used in any positions of the value to be

tested to indicate that any input data in those positions passes the FILTER test.

Inclusive Keywords

The two indusive filtering keywords are FILTERIN and FILTORIN. The two inclusive keywords end m the letters ’IN’,

These keywords direct COMPAREX to include the record that passes the test in further tests or in further processing.

"AND" Logic

The inclusive filter that uses "AND" logic is FILTERIN. "AND” logic is defined as one or more tests where the data being

tested must pass all such tests to be eligible for further processing. COMPAREX converts the last FILTER keyword to an

"AND" logic FILTER.
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"OR" Logic

Tlie inclusive filter that uses "OR” logic is FILTORIN. ”OR” logic is defined as one or more tests where the data being
tested must pass at least one test to be eligible for further processing.

Exclusive Keywords

The two exclusive filtering keywords are FILTEROUT and FILTOROUT. The two exclusive keywords end in the letters

’OUT’. These keywords direct COMPAREX to exclude the record that passes the test from further processing.

"AND" Logic

The exclusive filter that uses "AND" logic is FILTEROUT. "AND" lo^c is defined as one or more tests where the data
being tested must pass all such tests to be excluded from further processing.

"OR" Logic

The exclusive filter that uses "OR" logic is FILTOROUT. "OR" logic is defined as one or more tests where the data being
tested must pass at least one test to be excluded from further processing.

Pairing Records for Comparison
COMPLEX decides how to send records to the comparison routines based on the type of synchronization being done.
In addition, COMPAREX uses IDENTITY, FIELD, and MASK keywords to pick out specific fields for comparison.

Types of DATA Synchronization

If TEXT has not been specified or if COMPAREX has nullified TEXT comparison because of inconsistencies, (see mes-
sage CPX24A m "Chapter 10 - Messages" on page 148 to see which keywords nullify TEXT processing), COMPAREX
uses Data comparison logic to compare its input files.

The types of synchronization available for DATA comparison logic are:

• KEY Synchronization

If KEY’S have been specified, or if SYSUTl is either an ISAM or VSAM/KSDS file, KEY synchronization is used. Thism^a^ that COMPAREX matches records by KEY. COMPAREX sends records to the comparison routines paired by
^ KEY from one file is unmatched on the other file, alone. The records sent alone are identified as key syn-

chronization mismatches. For more information about KEY synchronization, see "Chapter 6 - Data File Synchronization
Keywords" on page 99.

• SEGMENT Synchronization

I^f SEGMENT’S have been specified, SEGMENT synchronization is used. This means that COMPAREX processes data-
matches segments by SEGMENT. COMPAREX sends records to the comparison routines paired by SEG-

.MENT or, if a SEGMENT from one file is unmatched on the other file, alone. The records sent alone are identified as
sepnenting synchronization mismatches. For more information about SEGMENT synchronization, see "Chapter 6 - Data
File Synchronization Keywords" on page 99.

* ^

• Same-Physical-Record-Number Synchronization

SEGMENT specifications have been made, the same-physical-record-number synchronization is used.cUMi'AKEX sends each SYSUTl record to the comparison routines paired to the same numbered record on SYSUT"’
(that IS, record number 1 on SYSUTl is compared to record number 1 on SYSUT2 and record number 1001 on SYSUTl
IS compared to record number 1001 on S'ySUT2). If one file contains more records than the other file, the e.xtra recordsirom the longer file are sent to the comparison routines alone.
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If FILTERS have been specified with same-physical- record-number synchronization, COMPAREX changes its procedure

for sending records to the compare routines. If a record is FILTER’ed out, COMPAREX processes that record’s file undl

the utility finds a record that is FILTER’ed in; then, it sends a pair of records to the compare routines.

• CSECT Parsing of load modules

Once mvoked, CSECT Parsing logic e.xtracts information about the load module from the ESD (External Symbol Dictio-

nary) entries on the front of the load module and determines where each subsequent CSECT starts and ends. The IDR

(IDentification Records) are ignored and only full text blocks are buffered.

Differences are underscored, CSECT name to CSECT name. Date and time stamps are underscored as well as uninitial-

ized data areas (DS versus DC). CSECTs that are indeed different because of different source code will be dramatically

different but CSECTs that are the same such as transient modules (COBOL has a lot of ILBOxxxx modules) will show as

identical.

TEXT

If TEXT processing is being done, the input processing routines do not pair records for coinparison. Instead, the TEXT
processing routines synchronize records based on rccord-to-record compares. For information about TEXT processing,

see "Chapter 6 - Data File Synchronization Keywords" on page 99.

Comparing Only On Specific Fields

The user is able to direct that COMPAREX compare only certain bytes (instead of the entire record) by the use of the

IDENTITY, HELD, and MASK keywords.

Up to 400 IDENTITY, FIELD, MASK, and DESEN keywords may be used together in any COMPAREX run. Each

FIELD 1 and FIELD2 pair counts as one FIELD statement and each MASKl and MASK2 pair counts as one MASK
Statement.

In addition, COMPAREX allows for a table of 2020 bytes to hold all IDENTITYs and DESENs. See the information

about the calculation of the IDENTITY table space given later in this chapter, with the IDENTITY keyword information.

If COMPAREX has found any IDENTITY, HELD (or nELDl and nELD2 pair) MASK (or MASKl and MASK2
pair) or DESEN (also DESENI and DESEN2) specifications, the utility will issue message CPX12I after SYSIN has been

read. This message shows the IDENTITYs, FIELDs, MASKs, and DESENs that COMPAREX will use for the execu-

tion. If GENFLDS has been specified, this message gives the relative number for each FIELD on the GENFLDS printout.

FIELD

The user may specify that COMPAREX compare only certain positions of the records. When FIELDS are used,

COMPAREX does not compare on the positions of the record that are not specified by FIELD keywords. When FIELDS

and MASKs are not used, COMPAREX compares on all positions of the record.

Under TEXT processing, only one FIELD ke;^ord may be specified. See "Chapter 7 - TEXT Keywords" on page 112 for

more information about specifying a FIELD with TEXT.

If the positions to be compared are in the same places on both input records, the FIELD keyword is used. If the positions

to be compared are in different displacements and/or the field lengths differ and/or the field types differ, then FIELD 1

and FIELD2 pairs of keywords are used. For example:

/* JOB to Compare on Certain Fields */

MAXDIFF=100 , CONTINUE /* Set MAXimum DIFFerences */

FIELD=(1,10) /* Compare bytes 1 thru 10 */

FIELD1=(20,7,P) ,FIELD2=(27,4,B) /* Compare Packed to Binary */

FIELD1=(40,8,Z) ,FIELD2=(31,5,P) /* Compare Zoned to Packed */
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MASK
The user may specify that COMPAREX ignore certain positions of the records when comparing. When MASKs are used,

COMPAREX does not compare on the positions of the records specified by the MASK keyworcS.

If the positions to be ignored are in the same places on both input records, the MASK keyword is used. If the positions to

be ignored are in different places on the two input records, MASKl and MASK2 pairs of keywords are used.

COMPAREX creates FIELDS from MASKs. This means that if the user entered only a MASK specifying that positions
17 through 20 were to be ignored, then

MASK= (17,4)

would generate:

FIELD=(1,16,C)
FIELD* (21, END)

If a MASK keyword generates only one FIELD, it may be used with TEXT processing.

IDENTITY

The user may specify that COMPAREX compare different fields on different record types. The IDENTITY keyword is

used to specify a logical test, to be made on the record from file SYSUTl, to identify the record type, and the FIELD and
MASK keywords that come after that IDENTITY keyword and before the next IDENTTIY keyword are used to process
any record that passes the IDENTTTY test.

The WILDCARD value may be used in any position of the value to be tested to indicate that any input data in those posi-
tions passes the IDENTITY test.

Here is a simple example. The customer file has two record types; if position 8 is ’C’, the record type is a customer header
record and if position 8 is T, the record type is a customer invoice record. The keywords might look like this:

JOB to Compare Customer File
MAXDIFF=1000 , CONTINUE /* Limit the Differences Report */
IDENTITY=(8,EQ,C'C'

)

/* Customer Header */
FIELD* (1,3) /* Customer data */
FIELD* (13, 47) /* Customer name */
FIELD* (7 2, END) /* Rest of Customer record */
MASK=(81,3) /* Except time stamp */

IDENTITY* ( 8 , EQ ,
C

'
I

'

)

/* Customer Invoice */
FIELD* (1, 7) /* Invoice number */
FIELD* (22, 8) /* Invoice cross-reference */
FIELD* (7 2, END) /* Rest of Invoice record */
MASK* (81, 3) /* Except time stamp */

record from file SYSUTl for the two record types, and if a customer header were foundCOMPLEX would compare only on positions 1 through 3, 13 through 59, 72 through 80, and 84 through the end of the
record, ^en, if a customer invoice record were found, COMPAREX would compare only on positions 1 throueh 7 22
through 29, 72 through 80, and 84 through the end of the record.

If some record were found that passed neither of the IDENTITY tests
position 8), COMPAREX would compare on all positions of that record.

(a customer payment record, perhaps, with ’P’ in

If at least one IDENTITY is specified, COMPAREX generates a final IDENTTTY with
records that do not pass the user’s IDENTITY tests will be handled in this way:

message CPX12I to show that all
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IDENTITY= ( CATCH-ALL)
FIELD=(1,END)

Under T^XT processing, no IDENTITY statement may be used.

When a record from file SYSUT2 is selected to be printed on the Differences Report, the sequence number from message

CPX12I for any IDENTITY associated with the record is shown with the record, to the right of message number CPX52I.
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Keywords for Input Processing

The input processing keywords are used to modify the default input processing routines,

CONTINUE
allows a continuation of processing beyond the limit set in MAXDIFF, The input files

are read, the input processing keywords operate on the input, the files are compared ac-

cording to the instructions in the data files synchronization keywords, any SYSUT3 file

continues to be written, and records are counted for the end-of-job statistics line. The

Differences Report shows only the number of differences specified by the MAXDIFF
keyword, but the end-of-job statistics line shows the total number of records on the

input files and the total number of differences.

Keyword Examples

CONTINUE
CONTINUE=NO
CONTINUE=(YES)

CPXIFACE

Keyword Format

CPXIFACE=XXXXXXXX

specifies the load module name for the COMPAREX interface. The source code for

exit module is provided. Unless otherwise specified by this keyword the default is

CPXIFACE = CPXIFACE. See ‘Chapter 4 - Interfaces" on page 28 for a discussion of

what interfaces have been developed so far.

Keyword Examples

CPXIFACE=CPXIFACE
CPXIFACE= ( CPX$DLI

)

CPXIFACE=CPXABEND

^4 Reference



DATA
Keyword Format

DATA [ =CSECT [ ,ADCON={ YES} ]

]

{NO}

specifies that the files have an inter-record relationship and are not TEXT. A master

file would be an example of a DATA file. DATA is the default, DATA file comparison

logic can involve same physical record number synchronization (a record is compared

to the same numbered record on the other input file), KEY, or SEGMENT sync^oni-

zation (see the description in "Chapter 6 - Data File Synchronization Keywords" on

page 99 for more information).

With DATA logic, COMPAREX can highlight differences at the byte or nibble

(half-byte). In addition, the synchronization logic is more efficient than with TEXT pro-

cessing unless Random KEYs (or SEGMENTs) have been specified.

COMPAREX can compcire load modules (RECFM = U) in two ways:

as straight DATA
csect parsing (DATA = CSECT)
If a load module from one library is copied to another library and then the two load

modules are compared, they are equal. However, if identical source code is compiled

and linkage-edited into one library and the same process is done into another library

before comparison, there will be differences.

In most cases, the differences will be in a few IDR records, any date/time stamp that

the compiler puts in, and any uninitialized data areas. However, if the block sizes of the

two libraries are different or the order of CSECT’s linkage edited in are different,

major differences are noted,

CSECT Parsing can be invoked by specifying:

DATA=CSECT

Once invoked, CSECT Parsing logic extracts information about the load module from

the ESD (External Symbol Dictionary) entries on the front of the load module and de-

termines where each subsequent CSECT starts and ends. The IDR (IDentification

Records) are ignored and only full text blocks are buffered. The normal default BUFF-

er size is 60K for TEXT processing or DATA with Random KEYs. For CSECT Pars-

ing, the BUFFer size is 256K. You may override it larger or smaller, but it is not

recommended to lower this from 256K. If anything, it is recommended that the BUFF
go as large as possible - perhaps BUFF = 1024.

Differences are underscored, CSECT name to CSECT name. Date and time stamps

are underscored as well as uninitialized data areas (DS versus DC). CSECT’s that are

indeed different because of different source code will be dramatically different but

CSECT’s that are the same such as transient modules (COBOL has a lot of ILBO,vooc

modules) will show as identical.

If one Csect changed slightly, it sometimes happens that the V-type address (ADCON)
constants are all that change in the rest of the Csects. You may or may not be interest-

ed in seeing the differences in the address constants. Now there is an alternative. You

may specify:

DATA= ( CSECT , ADCON=NO

)

to have each address constant (A-type and V-type) nullified to binary zeroes before any

comparison is done. The default is ADCON = YES, implying that address constants are

to be left alone. ADCON=NO should result in a shorter difference report.

• If the load module has been linkage-edited with the Scatter attribute

(PARM = 'SCTR’), COMPAREX cannot parse the CSECT’s at ail. This should not be

a problem. Generally, this is only used in the MVS Nucleus.

Refer to "Sample Load Modules Composed of CSECTs" on page 80 for a graphic ex-

ample of two load modules each with member name ’MEMBERl’.
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Refer to 'CSECT Parsing - Execution JCL and Keywords” on page 81 for a sample exe-

cution JCL and keywords to compare these two load modules.

Refer to "CSECT Parsing - Sample Difference Report" on page 81 for a sample differ-

ence report when comparing MEMBERl in the two PDS’s with these JCL and key-

words.

SYSUTl-PDSl (MEMBERl) SYSUT2=PDS2 (MEMBERl)

CSECTIO CSECTIO

(identical) (identical)

CSECT20 CSECT20

(shorter) (longer)

CSECT30 CSECT25

(identical) (inserted)

CSECT40 CSECT30

(inserted) (identical)

.•A W.P . -.r ^ *•

Fi^re 53. Sample Load Modules Composed of CSECTs
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//COMPAREX EXEC PGM=COMPAREX, REGION=650K
//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*

//SYSUTl DD DISP=SHR, DSN=PDS1
//SYSUT2 DD DISP=SHR, DSN=PDS2

//SYSIN DD *

DATA=CSECT /* Invoke CSECT Parsing
BUFF=500 /* Get more than the 256K default

FORMAT=06 /* Interleave differing lines
MODE=SYSTEMS /* Displacements relative to zero

MAXDIFF=50, CONTINUE /* Generally advised */
FIN=(M,0,EQ,C'MEMBER1' ) /* Just compare 'MEMBERl'

//* EOJ

Figure 54. CSECT Parsing - Execution JCL and Keywords

CPXOOI • OATA=CSECT /* Invoice CSECT Parsing

CPXOOI - BUFF=500 Get more than the 2S6IC default

CPXOOI - FORMAT=06 /* Interleave differing lines

CPXOOI • «OOE=SYSTEMS /* Displacements relative to zero

CPXOOI • MAXD I FF=50, CONTINUE / Generally advised */

CPXOOI • FIN=(M,0,EQ,C’MEMBERV) /* Just compare ‘MEMBERl*

CPX25I * DATA=CSECT,BUFF=500,FORMAT=06,INTERLEAVE=1

COMPAREX (OS*6,1.0 • 87/054)

SYSUTl =P0S1 (MEMBER1 ) , SYSUT2=PDS2(MEM8ER1

)

CPX51I - CSECT=CSECT20
CPX52I - CSECT=CSECT20

OOAO 4DF9F1F6 5DF4F4F1 60F7F2F3 F440

OOAO 40F9F1F6 5DF6F3F5 60F5F5F3 F540

7760 00540200 08001900
7760 00540200 08001900 01180000 00007FFF

CPX41I • CSECT=CSECT40 OIF 0 N E

CPX42I - CSECT=CSECT25 OIF T W 0

Figure 55. CSECT Parsing - Sample Difference Report

ONE
TWO

-0IFFERENCE+
ONE
TWO

-0IFFERENCE+
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DESEN
Keyword Format

DESEN=(ddd, t *ww» )

specifies that COMPAREX is to desensitize (clobber) a portion of both records

(SYSUTl and SYSUT2). The displacement of the field is given in ddd and the length

of the field is what it takes to contain t'vvw'. For example, CABCD’ is four bytes long

while X’ABCD’ is two bytes long.

If IDENTITYs are present, the desensitizer can be under it along with FIELDS and
MASKs. The order of invocation is the order specified. If you want certain fields to be
desensitized before comparing (and hence displaying the inequalities) then they must
be specified chronologically ahead of the FIELDS.
For an example of how DESEN (DESENl and DESEN2 also) fit into the IDENTITY,
FIELD, and MASK picture, see ’’IDENTITY, FIELD, MASK, and DESEN Messages’
on page 91.

Keyword Examples

DESEN=( 12, C* FORMER NAME FIELD *)

DESEN=(0042 ,X' OOOOOOOC’

)

DESENl
Keyword Format

DESENl=(ddd, t ‘ww’
)

specifies that COMPAREX is to desensitize (clobber) a portion of a record on
SYSUTl. In general, it is used when displacements differ between like data in the two
files. In all other respects, it is the same as DESEN.

DESEN2

DESEN2= (ddd , t 'ww '
)

specifies that COMPAREX is to desensitize (clobber) a portion of a record on
SYSUT2. In general, it is used when displacements differ between like data in the two
files. In all other respects, it is the same as DESEN,

Keyword Examples

DESEN1=( 12, C FORMER NAME FIELD
DESEN2=( 14, C’ FORMER NAME FIELD
DESEN2=(0042 ,X* OOOOOOOC*

)

Reference

')

')



DIRECTORY
Kev^vord Format

DIRECTORY [={SPF} ]

(or DIR) [ {PDF} ]

[
{USER}]

specifies that COMPAREX is to read and compare only the directories of the following

t^es of files in any combination:

Partitioned Datasets (PDS)
PANVALET masters through COMPAREX interface

LIBRARIAN masters through COMPAREX interface

GEM masters through COMPAREX interface

OTHER proprietary masters through COMPAREX interface

It is not necessary to specify am option to DIRECTORY. If no option is specified.

COMPAREX processes only the member name. It will indicate an ’ALIAS’ when ap-

propriate, but no other data is used.

If DIRECTORY =USER is specified, COMPAREX will comp^e the user data in like

named members. It is displayed in hexadecimal format on the Differences Report.

If DIRECTORY = SPF is specified, the user data is compared as in DIRECTO-
RY= USER, but it is displayed on the Differences Report under special headings with

proper formats. This happens only when partitioned datasets (PDS’s) created and

maintained by TSO/SPF or ISPF/PDF when STATS are on or when simulated by the

COMPAREX interface in retrieving PANVALET, LIBRARIAN, or GEM members.

If DIRECTORY = PDF is specifiecC COMPAREX formats exactly as with DIRECTO-
RY=SPF except that the dates (created and last modified) are presented in Gregorian

order (YYMMDD) - not Julian. When IBM changes the PDF format in the future, this

option will provide different headings and formats on the Differences Report.

When comparing two directory-embedded datasets, the size of the differences report

can get rather hefty. Some of the ways to trim it down, unless of course you want to see

it all, are to:

Filter (in or out) by member (generic) name.

Set MAXDIFF lower.

Set STOPAFT lower.

Sometimes a user is only interested in finding out what member names match between

two libraries or conversely, find out what members do not match on member name.

The PRINT keyword logic applies to member names for displaying.

In the following example, two libraries, LIBl and LIB2 have as members:

LIBl LIB2

A A
B
C C

D

E E

If a DIRectory compare were made of these two libraries, the report would look some-

thing like this:

A
B
C
D
E

0 N E 1

DIF 0 N E 2

0 N E 3

DIF T W 0 3

0 N E 4
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If PRINT =NOMATCH was specified, the report would look something like this:

B DIF 0 N E 2

D DIF T W 0 3

If PRINT = NOMISMATCH was specified, the report would look something like this:

A 0 N E 1

C 0 N E 3

E O N E 4

The sub-keyword options to DIRectory such as USER, SPF, and PDF would alter the

display, particularly if there are differences in the directory data.

Keyword Examples

DIRECTORY=(PDF)
DIR=SPF
DIR

Reference



FIELD

Kev^vord Format

FIELD=(ddd, (111} [{j_C)])

{END} [{ ,Z}]
[{,P}]
[{,B}]

specifics comparison of a portion of a record. The field occurs in the same relative posi-

tion on both input files. When any FIELD keyword is given, COMPAREX compares

only those FIELDS (or FIELDls and FIELD2s) given; it ignores the rest of the record

during the comparison. Up to 400 IDENTlTYs, FIELDs, MASKs, and DESENs may

be used in one COMPAREX execution. END is used to signifiy through the end of the

record. C stands for Character and any length may be specified; Z for Zoned and

length cannot e.xceed 8; P for Packed and length cannot exceed 8; B for Binary and

length cannot exceed 4.

It is not recommended that you specify Zoned, Packed, and Binary in FIELDs unless

there is a very logical reason to do so. The reasons for this are:

1. If you specify Zoned, Packed, or Binary for a FIELD that indeed is not of that for-

mat, COMPAREX will abend when attempting to compare it to its counterpart in

the other file. No precautions are made to check for format consistency in order to

maintain speed.

2. When no exotic (Z, P, or B) specification is made, the default is Character. These

comparisons (internally done as CLCL) are faster and just as accurate in under-

scoring.

Keyword Examples

FIELD=(3 ,END)
FIELD=(12,4,P)
FIELD=(0999,8,Z)
FIELD=(15, 00032, C)

FIELDl

Ke\^vord Format

FIELDl=(ddd, ( 111 } [ {j_C} ] )

{END} [ { ,Z}

]

C(,P)]
C{,B}]

specifies comparison of a portion of a record. The FIELDl keyword is used to show the

relative position, length, and format of the field on SYSUTl. and the FIELD2 keyword

is used to show its counterpart on SYSUT2. The FIELD2 usually follows the FIELDl
keyword. When COMPAREX cannot find a paired FIELD2, it changes the FIELDl to

a FIELD.
In all other respects, FIELDl is like FIELD.

Keyword Examples

FIELD1=(3 ,END)
FIELD1=(12,5,P)
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FIELD2

Kev^vord Format

Reference

rtion of a record. The field may differ in displacement,

associated FIELDl. See FIELD 1 for further information



FILTERIN

Kev>vord Format

FILTERIN=( [
{MEMBER, } ]dl[-d2] ,op, t'ww'

)

(or FIN) [{M,} ]

[{CSECT,} ]

specifies which record will be passed to the comparison routine or to the next FILTER

test. If no FILTERS and no SKIPUTs are specified, all records are passed to the com-

parison routine.

dl is the displacement, relative to one, of the first position (left-most or high-order) of

the field on which COMPAREX is to perform the logical test. If MODE =SYSTEMS is

specified, the displacement is relative to zero. A range may be specified on the dis-

placement by specifying a dash and a second displacement (d2) such that any value

STARTING within this inclusive range satisfies (passes) the filter criteria.

Values of ’op’ are:

LT - less than

LE - less than or equal

EQ - equal

NE - not equal

GE - greater than or equal

GT - greater than

If the record passes the test specified by the FILTERIN, it is eligible for being tested by

the next FILTER statement. If no further FILTER statements are specified, the record

goes to the comparison routine. This FILTERIN keyword is an inclusive filter using

’AND’ logic.

If the record fails any FILTERIN test, COMPAREX does not pass this record to the

comparison routine. Instead, the utility reads another record from the input file.

The FILTERIN keyword tests records on both SYSUTl and SYSUT2.
The WILDCARD value may be used in any positions of the value to be tested to indi-

cate that any input data in those positions passes the FILTER test.

The user may specify that FILTERS include certain members of directory-embedded

datasets such as PANVALET, LIBRARIAN, GEM, or PDS’s by using the M or MEM-
BER option. The CSECT option is used only for CSECT Parsing (DATA = CSECT)

such that certain CSECT names will be included in the comparison. Filtering of mem-

bers, csects, and records may all be used in the same execution, however, it is not rec-

ommended that records be filtered in conjunction with CSECT Parsing.

COMPAREX provides a table area of 2020 bytes for filtering keywords. Each filtering

keyword entered by the user takes up thirteen (13) bytes plus the length of the value

(double if a wildcard is used). If the t^e of the value is character (C), each byte of the

value between the apostrophes takes up one byte of the table; if the type of the value is

hexadecimal (X), each byte of the value between the apostrophes takes up one-half byte

of the table (an odd number of bytes is rounded up). For example:

FILTERIN= ( 123, EQ,X* 00034.
*

)

FILTERIN= ( 4 5 , EQ ,
C

’ MASTERRECORD *

)

would take up 44 of the table’s 2020 bytes (13 for each of the two FILTERIN keywords,

6 for the six hexadecimal positions doubled for Wildcard, and 12 for the character value

’MASTERRECORD’).
The M or MEMBER option for filtering keywords takes up no additional space in the

HLTER table.

Keyword Examples

FILTERIN= ( 07 , EQ ,

C

* *
'

)

FILTERIN= (
3 - 6 0 , EQ ,

C
’ UNIT=3 3 3 0*)
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FILTERIN=(23,GT,X'01 C )

FIN= (MEMBER, 1,LE,C'CPX. A'

)

FIN=(CSECT, 1,NE,C'ILB0 '
)

nLTEROUT
Keyword Format

FILTEROUT=( [ (MEMBER, } ]dl[-d2] ,op,t'vvw'

)

(or FOUT) [{M,

}

3

[{CSECT,} 3

specifies which record will not be passed to the comparison routine. If the record passes

the test specified by the FILTEROUT, and there are no more FILTER-type tests,

COMPAREX does not pass this record to the comparison routine. Instead,

COMPAREX reads another record from the input file.

If the record fails the test specified by the FILTEROUT, COMPAREX patsses

record to the next FILTER-type test or to the comparison routine if no other tests are

present.

In all other respects, it mechanically works the same as FILTERIN above.

Keyword Examples

FILTEROUT= ( 07 , EQ ,
C ' *

'

)

FILTEROUT® (
3 -60 , EQ ,

C
' UNIT=3 3 3 0

'

)

FILTEROUT® ( 23, GT,X' 01 C )

FOUT®(M,l,LE,C*CPX.A' )

FILTORIN

Keyword Format

FILTORIN® ([{MEMBER, } 3 dl [ -d2 3 , op , t 'ww
'

)

(or FORIN) [ (M, } 3

[{CSECT,} 3

specifies which record will be passed to the comparison routine. This FILTORIN key-
word is an inclusive filter using ’OR’ logic. As soon as the record passes this test, it is

sent to the comparison routine. If the record does not pass this test, it is tested by the
next FILTER-t>^e test; if no other tests are present, the record is sent to the compari-
son routine.

Since COMPAREX converts the last FILTER keyword to an "AND" logic FILTER, a
FILTORIN keyword will never be processed as the last FILTER keyword.
In all other respects, it mechanically works the same as FILTERIN above.

Keyword Examples

FILTORIN® ( 07 , EQ ,
C ' *

'

)

FILTORIN® (3-60, EQ, C 'UNIT=3330

'

FILTORIN® (23 ,GT,X' 01 C )

FORIN®(M,l,LE,C'CPX.A'

)

FORIN® ( CSECT , 1 , GE ,
C

' PQA
'

)
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FILTOROUT

FILTOROUT=( [
{MEMBER, } ] dl [ -d2 ] , op , t ' vwv '

)

(or FOROUT) [ {M, } ]

[{CSECT,} ]

specifies which record will not be passed to the comparison routine. If the record passes

the test specified bv the HLTOROUT, COMPAREX does not pass th^ record to the

comparison routine. Instead, COMPAREX reads another record from the mput file.

If the record fails the test specified by the HLTEROUT, COMPAREX passes this

record to the next FILTER-type test or to the comparison routme if no other tests are

present.

In ail other respects. it mechanically works the same as FILTEROUT above.
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IDENTITY

Keyword Format

IDENTITY^ ( ddd , op , t *ww *
)

(or ID)

identifies a record on SYSUTl so that the FIELD and MASK keywords that follow
(until the next IDENTITY) can be used for this record.

Values of og are:

LT - less than

LE - less than or equal

EQ - equal

NE - not equal

GE - greater than or equal

GT - greater than

If the record on SYSUTl does not pass any IDENTITY test, COMPAREX will com-
pare all positions of the SYSUTl record to the matched SYSUT2 record.
The WILDCARD value may be used in any positions of the value to be tested to indi-

cate that any input data in those positions passes the IDENTITY test.

COMPAREX provides a table area of 2020 bytes for IDENTITY and DESEN key-
words. Each IDENTITY keyword entered by the user takes up thirteen (13) bytes plus
the length of the value (double if a Wildcard is used). If the between the apostrophes
takes up one byte of the table; if the type of the value is hexadecimal (X), each byte of
the value between the apostrophes takes up one-half byte of the table (an odd number
of bytes is rounded up). For example:

IDENTITY=(123,GE,X'00034A'

)

ID= ( 4 5 , EQ ,
C

' MASTERRECORD
'

)

would take up 41 of the table’s 2020 bytes (13 for each of the two IDENTITY key-
words, 3 for half of the six hexadecimal positions, and 12 for the character value ’MAS-
TERRECORD’).

Keyword Examnles

IDENTITY=(07,EQ,C' A. 4
'

)

ID=(49,GT,X'07450F'

)

N\\^^a|e^51&©®!sM:E^(M)Sfi7^-j^9i(^^^^Reference



CPX03I • EXECUTION OF 0S$J08.CPX.SC1212 • VALUES EXTRACTED/OEFAULTED:

CPX04I • MAXDIFF=3, CONTINUE, STOPAFT=1000

CPX05I • PRINT=(MATCH, MISMATCH), MBRHOR=YES,HALT=CONO,KEYSONLY

CPX06I WILDCARD=C'.',MOOE=APPLICATIONS, (ALL DISPLACEMENTS RELATIVE TO ONE)

CPX071 • SYNCHRONIZATION KEY(S):

KEY1=(1,8,Z,R),<EY2=<2,7,Z)

CPX08I • DECIMAL, EBCDIC, CASE=UPPER,LINE=(32, HORIZONTAL), PAGE=58

CPX11I • OASH=C'-',PLUS»C'+',FLDSONLY

CPX12I • IDENTITIES, DESENSITIZING, FIELDS, AND MASKS:

IDENTITY=(7,LE,C'3')
DESEN=(33,C'ID LE 3')

FIELD1=(5,1,Z),FIELD2=(6,2,Z)
MASK=(15,8,Z)
DESEN»(43,C'ID LE 3')

IDENTITY=(7,EQ,C'5')
MASK=(5,90,C)

1 IDENTITY=(7,LE,C'3')

2 0ESEN=(33,C'ID LE 3')

3 FIELD1=(5,1,2),FIELD2=(6,2,Z)

4 DESEN=(43,C'I0 LE 3')

I0ENTITY=(7,EQ,C'5')
FIELD=<1,4,C)
FIELD=<95,£ND)
IDENTITY*(7,GE,C'6')
DESEN1=(65,C'ID GE 6')

DESEN2=(97,X'ABCDEF123.

)

FIELD=(30,80,C)

... FIEL01=(9,3,P),FIELD2*(17,4,8)

FiiLD1»(17,4,B),FIELD2=(2i,4,B) 13 FIELD1=(17,4,B),FIEL02=(21 ,4,B)
' IDEMTITY=(CATCH-ALL)

FIELD*(1,ENO)

IDENTITY=(7,GE,C'6')
DESEN1=(65,C'ID GE 6')

DESEN2=<97,X'ABCDEF123.')
FIELD*(30,80,C)
FIEL01=(9,8,P),FIELD2=(17,4,8)

IDENTITY=(CATCH-ALL)
FIELD=(1,END)

5

6
7
8
9
10

11

12

14

15

Figure 56. IDENTITY, FIELD, MASK and DESEN Messages

IGNORSIN
when comparing DATA files and the basic difference between them is that one file con-

tains packed fields with a sign of ’C’ and the other contains packed fields with a sign of

’P, every record contains differences.

This keyword causes COMPAREX to scan every byte of both synchronized records for

packed fields and make them signs of ’F’ before comparison begins. When the two

records are compared, these sign differences are effectively ignored.

Certain restrictions apply to the use of IGNORSIN;
No FIELD’S or MASK’S are allowed.

Crippled for TEXT processing.

Not applicable for CSECT Parsing

Keyword Examples

IGNORSIN
IGNOREIN=YES
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MASK
Keyword Format

MASK=(ddd, fill) f ( ,cn )

{END} [{ ,Z}]

C{,P}]

specifies i^oring a portion of a record in tlie same relative position on both input files.

This area m the records is not eligible for comparison.
When an IDENTITY keyword precedes the MASK keyword, the MASK keyword is

used only when the record passes the IDENTITY test. When an IDENTITY keyword
does not precede the MASK keyword, the MASK keyword applies to all records on the

files.

END is used to signifiy through the end of the record. C stands for Character and any
length may be specified; Z for Zoned and length cannot exceed 8; P for Packed and
length cannot exceed 8; B for Binary and length cannot exceed 4. If Z, P, or B is speci-

fied for format, it is only cosmetic

Keyword E.xamnles

MASK=(256,END)
MASK=(83,5,Z)
MASK=(83,5)

MASKl
Keyword Format

MASKl=(ddd, (111} [(xC}])
(END} [( ,Z}]

[{/P}]
[{rB}]

specifies ignoring a portion of a record. The MASKl keyword is used to show the rela-
tive position, length, and format of the field on SYSUTl, and the MASK2 keyword is

used to show its counterpart on SYSUT2. The MASK2 usuallv follows the MASKl
keyword. When COMPAREX cannot find a paired MASK2, it changes the MASKl to
a MASK.
In all other respects, MASKl is like MASK.

Note: MASKl and MASK2 only have applicability if they fall under a
nELDl/FIELD2 pair. By themselves, MASK1/MASK2 will not generate (compile
into) the proper FIELD1/FIELD2 statements.

Keyword Examples

MASK1=(256,END)
MASK1=(83,5,P)
MASK1=(33,5)

iMASK2

Keyword Format



MASK2=(ddd, [111] C (xC) ]

)

[{,Z}]
[{,P}]

specifies ignoring a portion of a record. The MASK2 keyword is used to show the rela-

tive position, length, and format of the field on SYSUT2, and the MASKl keyword is

used to show its counterpart on SYSUTl. The MASK2 usually follows the MASKl
keyword.

Keyword Examples

MASK2=(83,5,C)
MASK2=(83,5)
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MODE
Keyword Format

MODE={ APPLICATIONS

}

{APL}
{SYSTEMS}
{SYS}

specifies the user orientation. MODE =APPLICATIONS or MODE =APL is the de-

fault. Under the applications mode, all displacements given on other keywords are rela-

tive to one. The first position of the record is position one.
In addition, under the applications mode, the LLBB (or RDW) of a variable length
record is not processed. This means that the LLBB is not counted when determining
the first position of the record, the LLBB is not shown on the Differences Report, the

LLBB is not compared, and the LLBB is not able to be accessed with FIELD, FILTER,
IDENTITY, MASK, and KEY statements.

Under the systems mode (MODE =SYSTEMS or MODE = SYS), all displacements on
other keywords are relative to zero. The first position of the record is position zero.

In addition, under the systems mode, the LLBB (or RDW) of a variable length record
is able to be processed. This means that the LLBB is counted when determining the
first position of the record, the LLBB is shown on the Differences Report, the LLBB is

compared, and the LLBB is able to be accessed with FIELD, FILTER, IDENTITY,
MASK, and KEY statements.

Finally, under the systems mode, HEX becomes the default. The user may override this

by entering a DECIMAL keyword along with the MODE =SYSTEMS keyword.

Keyword Examples

MODE=APL
MODE=( SYSTEMS)

SKIPUTl

Ke\yvord Format

SKIPUTl=nn

allows COMPAREX to skip over any desired number of records at the beginning of file

SYSUTl before comparison or printing begins.
If directory-embedded datasets are being read, COMPAREX will skip over that num-
ber of records at the beginning of each member.

Keyword Examples

SKIPUT1=00001
SKIPUT1=500

SKIPUT2

Keyword Format

SKIPUT2=nn

allows COMPAREX to skip over any desired number of records at the beginning of file

SYSUT2 before comparison or printing begins.

Reference



Keyword Examples

If directory-embedded datasets are being read, COMPAREX will skip over that num-

ber of records at the beginning of each member.

SKIPUT2=00001
SKIPUT2=500

STOPAFT

Keyword Format

STOPAFT=nn

(default is 999999999999) specifies the maximum number of records to be read from

SYSUTl or SYSUT2. This number does not include records bypassed as a result of

SKIPUTl or SKIPUT2. COMPAREX stops processing as soon as the number is

reached on either file, writes the statistics line, and closes all files.

For example, if STOPAFT = 60 were specified and there were 50 records on Ole

SYSUTl and 70 records on file SYSUT2, COMPAREX would read aU 50 records on

file SYSUTl and 60 records on file SYSUT2 before stopping its processing (with return

code 8).

Keyword Examples

STOPAFT=00001
STOPAFT=500
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SYSUTl

Keyword Format

SYSUT1=(CPAN>[,<:MEMBER=>xxx] C,INCLUDE=<:N0 >] C,DDNAME=xxx] C,LEVEL=n] [, PARM=' xxx' ]

)

aiB>C,CM=> ][ <YES>]

COTH>

specifies the parameters to be passed to the COMPAREX interface (CPXIFACE) to

read PANVAEET, LIBRARIAN, GEM, and OTHER proprietary file structures in the

place of SYSUTL
PAN - PANSOPHIC’s PANVALET library.

LIB - Applied Data Researches LIBRARIAN Ubrary or FUJITSU/FACOM’s GEM,
depending on how CPXIFACE has been generated.

OTH - any other proprietary library management package or database management
system. The source code to CPXIFACE is supplied with PAN and LIB usable immedi-
ately. For the list of library/database management interfaces available in "OTH", see

"Chapter 4 - Interfaces” on page 28.

MEMBER - a particular member of the library has been requested. MEMBER may be
abbreviated M. The member name may be up to sixteen (16) alphanumeric characters.

The absence of the MEMBER option implies that the entire library is to be processed.

INCLUDE - specifies whether or not included members ( + + INCLUDE in PAN and
-INC in LIB) are to be expanded when read. The default is NO. If an option to COPY-
DIFF is specified, any YES option to INCLUDE will be nullified to INCLUDE = NO.
DDNA^IE - specifies what ddname is to be used to open the proprietary file structure.

For disk libraries, the default for PAN is PANDDl and the default for LIB is MAS-
TER. Certain other specifications mean special handling within CPXIFACE depending
on the library. Unique ddnames and their meanings are:

PAN
PANDDl - disk master
BACKUP - protection file

PANDD3 - tape master

PANDD4 - disk protection

LIB
MASTER - disk master

MASTIN - tape master
CYCLE - cycle control

LEVEL - (for LIB only) specifies the relative level number of the archived (ARCHIE)
module. LEVEL = 0 is the current module. LEVEL = 1 is the next oldest and so on.
PARM - specifies extra data to be passed as is into CPXIFACE.

SYSUT1= (OTH, PARM= * information for CPXIFACE*)

LIBrarian can also use the PARM to take a dynamic ’Current Management Code.’ In-

stead of a statically generated CMC, it can be passed into the (CPXIFACE) Interface
to read ’PROD2* modules:

SYSUT1= ( LIB , PARM=12 3 4 , MEMBER=abc

)

Keyword Examples

SYSUT1= (PAN, MEMBER=PANMEMBER)
SYSUT1=LIB
SYSUT1= (OTH, M=MEMBER-IS-16-BYT, DDNAME=A, PARM= ' A B *

)

SYSUT1= ( LIB , M=ABC , INCLUDE=YES , LEVEL=3 , PARM=12 3 4

)

Reference



Alternate Keyword Format

SYSUT1={QSAM}
{ISAM}

( [ (
[VSAM] , PASSWORD=password) ]

}

{PDS}
(DUMMY)

overrides the dataset organization (DSORG) determined by COMPAREX for

SYSUTl. This is allowed but not recommended.

SYSUT2

Keyword Format

SYSUT2=(CPAN>C,CMEMBER->xxx3 C, INCLUDE=<:N0> 1 [,D0NAME=XXX3 C,LEVEL=n] [,PARM='XXX ' ]

)

{LIB>C,CM=> 1C aES>l
C0TH>

Specifies the parameters to be passed to the COMPAREX interface (CPXIFACE) to

read PAN, LIB, and OTH proprietary file structures in the place of SYSUT2. It is iden-

tical in syntax to keyword SYSUTl.

Keyword Examples

SYSUT2= ( PAN , MEMBER=PANMEMBER)
SYSUT2=LIB
SYSUT2=(OTH,M=MEMBER-IS-16-BYT,DDNAME=A,PARM='A B'

)

SYSUT2= ( LIB , M=ABC , INCLUDE=YES , LEVEL=3

)

Alternate Keyword Format

SYSUT2={QSAM}
{ISAM}

{ [ ( [VSAM] , PASSWORD=password) ]

}

{PDS}
{DUMMY}

overrides the dataset organization (DSORG) determined by COMPAREX for

SYSUT2. This is allowed but not recommended .
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WILDCARD
Kev>vord Format

WILDCARD={C* .

*

}

{t *W* }

specifies the character used in any subsequent logical test to indicate that any data value

passes the test.

The logical tests occur in FILTER, IDENTITY, and SEGMENT keywords.

Any number of WILDCARD keywords may be entered. The WILDCARD value (or

default) is in effect until another WILDCARD is encountered.

For example, the keywords could be:

FILTERIN=(12,EQ,X* .0.2 *

)

WILDCARD=C •
?

’

FILTERIN= ( 2 3 , EQ , C » AB? ? C
'

)

, TEXT=?
WILDCARD=C •

!

'

FILTERIN= ( 3 4 , EQ , C * DE ! F !

G

»

)

and COMPAREX would interpret the periods in the first FILTERIN; the question

marks in the second FILTERIN and TEXT; the exclamation points in the third FIL-

TERIN; all as WILDCARD values.

If the default (a period) were in effect and the user entered

FILTERIN=(123,EQ,X’ . . .D*)

then any data value with 'D' in the low-order half-byte would pass this test for negative

numbers.

Any number of the positions of the value to be tested may contain the WILDC.ARD
character. For example:

IDENTITY=(234,EQ,C’ ..A..B..C..1')
SEGMENT= (345,EQ,X*F O’)

Keyword Examples

WILDCARD=C * * *

WILDCARD=X’5C’
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Chapter 6 - Data File Synchronization Keywords

COMPAREX recognizes two categories of files - DATA and TEXT - and the u^ty has a comparison logic routme for

each. This chapter discusses DATA files and the DATA comparison logic routines; "Chapter 7 - TEXT Keywords" on

page 112 discusses TEXT files and the TEXT comparison logic routines.

When TEXT has not been specified or when it has been nullified because of inconsistencies, COMPAREX uses its

DATA comparison logic routines to compare the two input files.

When COMPAREX performs DATA comparison logic, it cannot also perform TEXT comparison logic in the same run.

For this reason, the DATA keyword and the TEXT keyword are mutually exclusive; they may not both be entered by the

user in the same execution. If both keywords are entered in the same execution, COMPAREX will use the last one on the

file. DATA is the default.

Data File Synchronization Keywords

Table 2, Data File Synchronization Properties

K&yword .' Furictioi
Data Text Directory

HELP = DATA Receive a ’canned’ paragraph of cryptic keyword syntax and expla-

nation on what it does.

- -

KEY Control field used to determine out-of-synchronization records.

Maximum of 40.

- -

KEYl
Similar to KEY but specifies the displacement, length, and format

of the portion on SYSUTl.
-

KEY2
Similar to KEY but specifies the displacement, length, and format

of the portion on SYSUT2.
- -

SEGMENT Control field used to determine out-of-synchronization segments

in databases. Recommend use of a single Random KEY.
- -

What is DATA?
DATA is defined, in COMPAREX, as any file where there is a known inter-record relationship. DATA files have bytes

and fields in fixed relationships on their records.

Examples of DATA files are system master files, system intermediate files, system transaction files, load modules, and da-

tabases.

What is DATA Comparison Logic?

Under DATA comparison logic, the COMPAREX input processing routines attempt to match records, one record from

each input file, to send to the compare routines. The three types of matching are KEY synchronization, SEGMENT s>ti-

chronization, and physical- record to physical-record (no synchronization).
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DUMMY Files

If the user specifies SYSUT1 =DUMMY or SYSUT2 =DUMMY, these DATA compare routines are not used. Instead,

the input processing routines send the records from the non-DUMMY file directly to the Differences Report and records

from SYSUT2 are sent to the output processing routines if COPYDIFF has been specified.

KEY Synchronization

If the user specified one or more KEY keywords, COMPAREX uses KEY synchronization to pair records to send to the

compare routines. In addition, if no KEY was specified and the SYSUTl file organization uses a KEY (such as ISAM or
VSAlM-KSDS), COMPAREX wiU use the KEY for synchronization.

KEYs are file control fields. Up to 40 KEYs (or KEYl and KEY2 pairs) may be specified in each COMPAREX run. The
first KEY keyword specified is the most major KEY on the file and the last KEY keyword specified is the most minor
KEY on the file.

An example of the use of KEYs would be for a customer file. The most major KEY would be for the customer number
field, an intermediate KEY would be for invoice number, and the most minor KEY would be for transaction date/time
stamp. The KEY keywords could look like this;

KEY= (3,7)
KEY=(11,4,P,D)
KEY=(31, 6, ,R)

The KEY synchronization processing is as follows:

File Out Of Sequence

If, while reading records from either SYSUTl or SYSUT2, COMPAREX finds that a KEY or SEGMENT control field is

not m the sequence that has been specified (Ascending or Descending), then message CPX36A will be issued once fol-
lowed by the offendmg record. For example, if a file consists of records with KEYs 1, 5, 10, 3, and 20; the record with
KEY 3 is out of synch (Ascending assumed) with the rest. It would be noted with message CPX36A and printed, but any
future ’out-of-synch" situations would not be flagged - only the first violation.

If It is known in advance that DATA records are not in any pure ascending or descending sequence, then Random KEYs
should be considered.

Duplicate KEY on the Same File

If the compare routines find that a set of KEYs on a record is equal to the set of KEYs on the previous record from that
file, COMPAREX attempts to match this record to a record from the other file. Equal KEYs, then, cause no problems
witli syBchronization, except that if only one record for that KEY exists on the other file, it will be paired for comparison
to the first record on the file with the duplicate KEY and the second record on the file with the duplicate KEY will be
identified as a KEY synchronization mismatch, showing on the Differences Report after messaee CPX61I (for records
from file SYSUTl) or CPX62I (for records from file SYSUT2).

KEY Goes Beyond Record

If the starting position of any KEY goes beyond the end of the record, COMPAREX wUl terminate immediatelv issuing
message CP.X3oA. • ®

End Of Data on SYSUTl

file and file SYSUT2 has not come to end of file, COMPAREX sends aU extra recordsom ti^ bYSUT^W the Differences Report, showing them as e.xtra records with message CPX62I. If COPYDIFF is in
effect, COMPAREX sends the SYSUT2 records to the output processing routines for writing to file SYSUT3.
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End Of Data on SYSUT2

If file SYSUT2 has come to end of file and file SYSUTl has not come to end of file, COMPAREX sends all extra records

from file SYSUTl to the Differences Report, showing them as extra records with message CPX611.

Records Matched on KEY

If the compare routines find that a set of KEYs on a record from file SYSUTl is equal to a set of KEYs on a record from

file SYSUT2 (the pair has been sent together to the compare routines synchronized by KEY), COMPAREX compares

the data values in the records.

Records are Equal

If all bytes in the two records compare equal, COMPAREX bypasses the records. The utility does not send the records to

the Differences Report, and it does not send the SYSUT2 record to the output processing routines for writing to file

SYSUT3.

Using FIELDS

If FIELDS have been specified or if FIELDS have been compiled from MASK statements, COMPAREX compares just

the bytes defined by FIELD keywords.

FIELDS Compare Equal

If all bytes in these FIELDS compare equal, COMPAREX bypasses the records. The utility does not send the records to

the Differences Report, and it does not send the SYSUT2 record to the output processing routines for writing to file

SYSUT3.

Records Compare Unequal

If all bytes in these FIELDS do not compare equal or if no FIELDs have been specified and the records do not compare

equal or if no FIELDs have been specified and one record is longer than the other record, COMPAREX sends both

records to the Differences Report, showing the SYSUTl record with message CPX51I and showing the SYSUT2 record

with message CPX52L If COPYDIFF is in effect, COMPAREX sends the SYSUT2 record to the output processing rou-

tines for writing to file SYSUT3.

No Match on KEY for SYSUTl

If the KEY is an ascending KEY (the default) and the compare routines find a set of KEYs on a record from file SYSUTl

that is lower than the ne.xt set of KEYs on a record from file SYSUT2, COMPAREX sends the SYSUTl record to the

Differences Report, showing it as a KEY synchronization mismatch with message CPX61I.

If the KEY is a descending KEY (shown with the „D option on the KEY or KEYl keyword) and the compare routines

find a set of KEYs on a record from file SYSUTl that is higher than the next set of KEYs on a record from file SYSUT2,

COMPAREX sends the SYSUTl record to the Differences Report, showing it as a KEY synchronization mismatch with

message CPX61I.

No Match On KEY for SYSUT2

If the KEY is an ascending KEY (the default) and the compare routines find a set.of KEYs on a record from file SYSUT2

that is lower than the next set of KEYs on a record from file SYSUTl, COMPAREX sends the SYSUT2 record to the

Differences Report, showing it as a KEY synchronization mismatch with message CPX62I. If COPYDIFF is in effect,

COMPAREX sends the SYSUT2 record to the output processing routines for writing to file SYSUT3.
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If the KEY is a descending KEY (shown with the „D option on the KEY or KEYl keyword) and the compare routines

fmd a set of KEYs on a record from file SYSUT2 that is higher than the next set of KEYs on a record from file SYSUTl,
COMPAREX sends the SYSUT2 record to the Differences Report, showing it as a KEY synchronization mismatch with

message CPX62L If COPYDIFF is in effect, COMPAREX sends the SYSUT2 record to the output processing routines

for writing to file SYSUT3.

SEGMENT Synchronization

If the user specified one or more SEGMENT keywords and COMPAREX found no KEY keywords, COMPAREX uses

SEGMENT synchronization to pair records to send to the compare routines.

If both SEGMENT and KEY keywords have been specified, COMPAREX issues message CPX18I and continues to pro-

cess, using only the KEY keywords.

SEGMENTS are much like KEYs except that the input files, with SEGMENTS, are expected to be databases. The match-
ing process is much the same, and the details are repeated here.

SEGMENTS are file control fields. The first part of the information in the SEGMENT keyword tells COMPAREX how
to identify the SEGMENT by specifying a logical test. If a control field is associated with the SEGMENT, it is identified

in the second part of the SEGMENT keyword.

An example of the use of SEGMENTS would be for a customer database. The first SEGMENT would define the custom-
er header record, the second SEGMENT would be for the invoice records associated with that customer, and the third

SEGMENT would be for the transactions associated with each invoice.

The SEGMENT keywords could look like this:

SEGMENT= ( 1 , EQ , C * CUSTHDR \ (R, 9, 5))
SEGMENT=(l,EQ,C*INVOICE’

, (D, 14,4)

)

SEGMENT=(1,EQ,C* TRANS*
, (A, 18, 6)

)

The SEGMENT synchronization processing is as follows:

Database Out of Sequence

If, while reading records from either SYSUTl or SYSUT2, COMPAREX finds that a KEY or SEGMENT control field is

not in the sequence that has been specified (Ascending or Descending), then message CPX36A will be issued once fol-
lowed by the offending record. For example, if within a group of records with a common SEGMENT identifier, the SEG-
MENT control fields are 1, 5, 10, 3, and 20; the record with SEGMENT control field 3 is out of synch (Ascending as-
sumed) with the rest. It would be noted with message CPX36A and printed, but any future "out-of-synch" situations would
not be flagged - only the first violation.

If it is known in advance that DATA records are not in any pure ascending or descending sequence, then Random KEYs
or SEGMENT control fields should be considered.

Duplicate SEGMENT on Same File

If the compare routines find that a SEGMENT with a control field is equal to the last SEGMENTS control field from that
file, COMPAREX attempts to match this SEGMENT to a SEGMENT from the other file. Equal SEGMENTS, then,
cause no problems with synchronization, except that if only one SEGMENT for that control field e.xists on the other file, it

will be paired for comparison to the first of the duplicate SEGMENTS and the second record on the file with the duplicate
SEGMENT will be identified as a Segmenting Synchronization mismatch, showing on the Differences Report after mes-
sage CPX64I (for records from file SYSUTl) or CPX65I (for records from file SYSUT2).

SEGMENT Starts Beyond Segment Length

If the starting position of any SEGMENT control field goes beyond the end of the record, COMP.AREX will terminate
immediately, issuing message CPX37A with a return code of 16.
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End Of Data on SYSUTl

If file SYSUTl has come to end of file and file SYSUT2 has not come to end of file, COMPAREX sends all extra seg-

ments from fde SYSUT2 to the Differences Report, showing them as extra records with message CPX57I. If COPYDIFF

is in effect, COMPAREX sends the SYSUT2 records to the output processing routines for writing to file SYSUT3.

End Of Data on SYSUT2

If file SYSUT2 has come to end of file and file SYSUTl has not come to end of file, COMPAREX sends aU extra seg-

ments from file SYSUTl to the Differences Report, showing them as extra records with message CPX56I.

Records Matched

If the compare routines find that a SEGMENT (and its control field, if any) on a record from file SYSUTl is equal to a

SEGMENT on a record from file SYSUT2 (the pair has been sent together to the compare routines, synchronized by

SEGMENT), COMPAREX compares the data values in the record.

Records Are Equal

If all bytes in the two records compare equal, COMPAREX bypasses the records. The utility does not send the records to

the Differences Report, and it does not send the SYSUT2 record to the output processing routines for writing to file

SYSUT3.

Using FIELDS

If FIELDS have been specified or if FIELDS have been compiled from MASK statements, COMPAREX compares just

the bytes defined by FIELD keywords.

FIELDS Compare Equal

If all bytes in these FIELDS compare equal, COMPAREX bypasses the records. The utility does not send the records to

the Differences Report, and it does not send the SYSUT2 record to the output processing routines for writing to file

SYSUT3.

Records Compare Unequal

If all bytes in these FIELDS do not compare equal or if no FIELDS have been specified and the records do not compare

equal or if no FIELDs have been specified and one record is longer than the other record, COMPAREX sends both

records to the Differences Report, showing the SYSUTl record with message CPX51I and showing the SYSUT2 record

with message CPX52I. If COPYDIFF is in effect, COMPAREX sends the SYSUT2 record to the output processing rou-

tines for writing to file SYSUT3.

Match On SEGMENT, Mismatch On Control Field

If the compare routines find that a SEGMENT on a record from file SYSUTl is equal to a SEGMENT on a record from

file SYSUT2 but the control fields (as specified by the optional second part of the information in the SEGMENT key-

word) are not equal, COMPAREX e.xamines the control fields.

Ascending Control Field, SYSUTl Low

If the control field is an ascending control field and- the control field on the SYSUTl record is lower than the control field

on the SYSUT2 record, COMPAREX sends the SYSUTl record to the Differences Report, showing it as a Segmenting

Synchronization Mismatch with message CPX64I.
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Descending Control Field, SYSUTl Low

If the control field is a descending control field and the control field on the SYSUTl record is lower th^ the control field

r,n rh(* SYSIJT2 record COMPAREX sends the SYSUT2 record to the Differences Report, showing it as a Segmenting

“^ssage CPX65I. If COPYDIFF ia affec, COMPAREX „ada .h= SYSUT2 record re

the output processing routines for wnling to file SYSUT3.

Ascending Control Field, SYSUT2 Low
c?

If the control field is an ascending control field and the control field on the SYSUT2 record is lower th^ the control field

nn the SYSUTl record COMPAREX sends the SYSUT2 record to the Differences Report, showmg it as a Segmentog

MS;a.5™h mLago CPX65I. If COPYDIFF b Ir. eBccr, COMPAREX sends Ure SYSUT2 record ,o

the output processing routines for writing to file SYSUT3.

Descending Control Field, SYSUT2 Low

If the control field is a descending control field and the control field on the SYSUT2 record is lower th^ the control field

on the SYSUTl record, COMPAREX sends the SYSUTl record to the Differences Report, showmg it as a Segmentmg

Synchronization Mismatch with message CPX64L

No Match On SEGMENT for SYSUTl

If the compare routines find a SEGMENT from file SYSUTl that is not equal to any SEGMENT from file SYSUT2,

COMPAREX sends the SYSUTl record to the Differences Report, showing it as a Segmentmg Synchromzauon mis-

match with message CPX64L

No Match On SEGMENT for SYSUT2

If the compare routines find a SEGMENT from file SYSUT2 that is not equal to any SEGMENT from file SYSUTl.

COMPAREX sends the SYSUT2 record to the Differences Report, showing it as a Segmenting Synchronization mis-

match with message CPX65I. If COPYDIFF is in effect, COMPAREX sends the SYSUT2 record to the output process-

ing routines for writing to file SYSUT3.

Same-Physical-Record-Number Synchronization

If the user specified no KEY keywords and no SEGMENT keywords and the SYSUTl file organization is not ISAM or

VSAM-KSDS, COMPAREX uses same-physical-record-number synchronization to pair records to send to the compare

routines.

This means that COMPAREX compares each SYSUTl record with the same numbered record on SYSUT2. Record

number 1 on SYSUTl is compared to record number 1 on SYSUT2, and record number 1001 on SYSUTl is compared to

record number 1001 on SYSUT2. If one file is longer than the other, the extra records are sent to the compare routmes

alone.

If FILTERS have been specified with same-physical-record-number synchronization, COMPAR^ changes its procedure

'iT sending records to the compare routines. Under same-physical-record-number synchronization, COMPAREX sends

pairs of records to the compare routines unless one file is at end of file. If a record is FILTER’ed out, COMPAREX pro-

cesses that records file until the utility finds a record that is FILTER’ed in; then, it sends a pair of records to the compare

routines. Messages CPX51I and CPX52I show the actual input sequence record number, not the sequence number of

records sent to the compare routines.

Synchronization After HLTERing - No KEY” on page 105 shows an example. If the two input files had ten records each

and HLTER keywords HLTER’ed out records 2, 4, 6, 3, and 10 from SYSUTl, COMPAREX would send pairs of

records to the compare routines.
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SYSUTl SYSUT2
1 paired with 1

3 paired with 2

5 paired with 3

7 paired with 4

9 paired with 5
record6 extra

7 extra record
8 extra record
9 extra record
10 extra record

Figure 57. Synchronization After FILTERing - No KEY

End Of Data on SYSUTl

If file SYSUTl has come to end of file and file SYSUT2 has not come to end of file, COMPAREX sen^ all ema^cords

from file SYSUT2 to the Differences Report, showing them as extra records with message CPX57I. If TOPYDIFF is m

effect, COMPAREX sends the SYSUT2 record to the output processing routines for writing to file SYSUT3.

End Of Data on SYSUT2

If file SYSUT2 has come to end of file and file SYSUTl has not come to end of file, COMPAREX sends all extra records

from file SYSUT2 to the Differences Report, showing them as extra records with message CPX56I.

Records Compare Equal

If the compare routines have received a record from both input files and all bytes in the two records compare equal,

COMPAREX bypasses the records. The utility does not send the records to the Differences Report, and it does not send

the SYSUT2 record to the output processing routines for writing to file SYSUT3.

Using FIELDS

If FIELD have been specified or if HELDs have been compiled from MASK statements, COMPAREX compares just the

bytes defined by FIELD keywords.

FIELDS Compare Equal

If all bytes in these FIELDs compare equal, COMPAREX bypasses the records. The utility does not send the records to

the Differences Report, and it does not send the SYSUT2 record to the output processing routmes for wntmg to file

SYSUT3.

Records Compare Unequal

If all bytes in these FIELDs do not compare equal or if no FIELDs have been specified and the records do not compare

equal or if no FIELDs have been specified and one record is longer than the other record, COMPAREX sends both

records to the Differences Report, showing the SYSUTl record with message CPX51I and showing the SYSUT2 record

with message CPX52I. If COPYDIFF is in effect, COMPAREX sends the SYSUT2 record to the output processmg rou-

tines for writing to file SYSUT3,
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Keywords Not Available With DATA
Certain keywords may not be used with DATA comparison logic.

• FRAME is not used with DATA comparison logic since single records rather than blocks of records are identified as

differing.

• MLC has no meaning with DATA comparison logic since DATA comparison logic synchronizes on record number or

KEY values. If MLC is specified, it will be ignored.

• SQUEEZE has no meaning with DATA comparison logic since no characters are deleted from ‘fcords prior to the

comparison. If certain fields are to be ignored in the comparison, MASK keywords can be used. If SQUEEZE is

specified, it will be ignored.

• TEXT and DATA are mutually exclusive; TEXT is not used if DATA comparison logic is needed.

Advantages of DATA
data comparison logic has the advantages, over TEXT comparison logic, of being more efficient unless Random keys

are specified, and pointing out differences at the byte or nibble level.

More Efficient

DATA comparison logic takes less CPU time than TEXT comparison logic since it does not squeeze out characters, ^d

unless Random keys are specified, it does not search through buffer areas for matches, nor move records around m burier

areas.

Points Out Differing Bytes

DATA comparison logic shows the bvtes where differences occur by underscoring those bytes on the Differences Report.

The user can easily locate the differences. In addition, the user can specify that differing nibbles (half-bytes) be identified

on the Differences Report.

Disadvantage of DATA
When there is no way to synchronize files, DATA comparison logic does not produce a useful Differences Report.

For e.xample, if a JCL file, with no sequence number and many insertions, were to be compared to the previous version of

that JCL file, DATA comparison logic would not be able to match the records in a way that would help the user identify

the changes.

Decisions About DATA and TEXT
If the user is undecided about whether to run a COMPAREX job using DATA comparison logic or one using TEXT
comparison logic, these suggestions may help.

1. Decide if the files have a KEY. If a KEY is available for synchronization, DATA comparison logic will probably pro-

duce a more useful Differences Report.

2. If the files are databases, use DATA comparison logic with SEGMENT keywords.

3. If the files are load modules, use DATA comparison logic, specifying no KEY.

4. If the size of the record is large (greater than 2000 bytes) and internal blocking is used (such as VSAM-ESDS IMS

databases), use DATA comparison logic with no KEY and set MAXDIFF to a low number to prevent a runaway

comparison.

5. Otherwise, use TEXT, increasing BUFF and lowering MLC until the desired results are obtained.
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End-Of-Job Counts

At the end of the DATA comparison logic run, COMPAREX shows counts of its processing.

CPX74I - Bytes Underscored

Message CPX74I shows the number of bytes underscored on the Differences Report as the left-hand number.

If any SYSUT2 record was longer than the SYSUTl record to which it was paired, message CPX74I shows the number of

excess bytes underscored on the Differences Report as the right-hand number.

CPX75I - Record Counts

Message CPX75I shows the number of records read from the input files and written to any SYSUT3 file. In addition, the

number of differences is shown with an explanation.

CPX76I - Unusable FIELDS, IDENTITYs, SEGMENTS, DESENs

If the length of any FIELD, IDENTITY, SEGMENT, or DESEN went beyond the length of any associated input record,

message CPX76I shows a count of these occurrences.

CPX78I - Member Counts

Message CPX78I shows the number of members read from the input files. In addition, the number of differences is shown

with an explanation.
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The DATA Keywords

The KEY, KEYl, KEY2, and SEGMENT keywords are used to direct the matching of records.

KEY
Keyword Format

KEy=(ddd,lll[{
, } 3[{,A)])

[{xC}][{,D}]
[{,Z}] [{,R}]
C{,P}]

specifies a control field used for file synchronization and to determine out-of-synch con-
ditions. Up to forty (40) KEYs (or KEYl and KEY2 pairs) may be specified.

The most major key on the file is specified on the first KEY (or KEYl and KEY2 pair);

KEYs are used as necessary until the most minor key on the file is specified on the last

KEY (or KEYl and KEY2 pair).

C - the default - stands for Character and length cannot exceed 256; Z for Zoned and
length cannot exceed 8; P for Packed and length cannot exceed 8; B for Binary and
length cannot exceed 4.

A - the default - specifies Ascending; D specifies Descending; R specifies Random.
It is not recommended that you specify Zoned, Packed, and Binary in KEYs unless

there is a very logical reason to do so. The reasons for this are:

1. If you specify Zoned, Packed, or Binary for a KEY that indeed is not of that for-

mat, COMPAREX will abend when attempting to compare it to its counterpart in

the other file. No precautions are made to check for format consistency in order to

maintain speed.

2. When no exotic (Z, P, or B) specification is made, the default is Character. These
comparisons (internally done as CLC) are faster and just as accurate in determin-
ing synchronism.

If no KEY has been specified or if all KEY statements have been incorrect and the
file organization for SYSUTl uses a key (such as ISAM or VSAM-KSDS),
COMPAREX will take that key for synchronization.
If KEYs (or KEYl and KEY2 pairs) are specified, SEGMENT keywords may not
be specified.

Keyword Examples

KEY=(3, 19)
KEY=(21,3,P,A)
KEY= ( 000024 , 0003 , B, D)

KEYl

Kev>vord Format

KEYl=(ddd,lllC{,} ]C{,A}])
[{xC)][{,D}]
[{/Z}] [{,R)]
C{,P}]
C{,B}]
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specifies a control field used for file synchronization and to determine out-of-synch con-

ditions. The KEYl keyword is used to show the relative position, length, and format of

the field on SYSUTl, and the B:EY2 keyword is used to show its counterpart on

SYSUT2. The KEY2 usually follows the KEYl keyword. When COMPAREX cmmot

find a paired KEY2, it changes the KEYl to a KEY.

In all other respects, KEYl is like KEY.

Keyword Examnles

KEY1=(3,19)
KEY1=(21,3,P,A)
KEY1=( 000024, 0003 , B, D)

KEY2

Keyword Format

KEY2=C (]ddd[,lll[{ ,Z}] ] [) ]

[{,P}]

specifies a control field used for file synchronization and to determine out-of-synch con-

ditions. The key may differ in displacement, length, and format versus its associated

KEYl. See KEYl for further information about the KEY2 keyword.

Keyword Examples

KEY1=(3, 19) ,KEY2=5
KEY1=(21,3,P,A) ,KEY2=(45,3,P)
KEY1=( 000024, 0003, B,D) , KEY2= ( 2 , 4 , B)
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SEGMENT
Keyword Format

SEGMENT=(ddd,EQ, t *ww' [ ,
({A} ,ddd,lll) ] )

(or SEG) {D}
{R}

specifies a control field when the input files are databases. The KEY keywords (and

I^Yl and KEY2 pairs) are generally not used if COMPAREX is to process databases.

If any SEGMENT keyword is specified, KEY keywords may not be specified.

The order of the SEGMENT keywords tells COMPAREX about the hierarchical struc-

ture of the database. The first SEGMENT keyword describes the highest ranking seg-

ment type. For example, on a payroll database, the highest ranking segment type might

be for employee identification data, and the control field on this segment might be em-
ployee number.
The next SEGMENT keyword describes the second highest ranking segment type. For
example, on a payroll database, the second highest ranldng segment type might be for

departmental i^ormation, with each employee having one or more departments that he

or she reports time to.

Then, the last SEGMENT keyword describes the lowest ranking segment type. For ex-

ample, on a payroll database, the lowest ranking segment type might be for the weekly
time card information.

The three SEGMENT keywords for this payroll example could be entered in this order:

SEGMENT^ ( 1 , EQ ,
C

’ EMPL *
)

SEGMENT= ( 1 , EQ ,
C

* DEPT *

)

SEG=(1,EQ,C*TIME*
, (D,50,3)

)

The first part of the variable information in the keyword (ddd,EQ,t’vvvv') tells

COMPAREX how to identify a segment type. The second part of the variable informa-
tion in the keyword (A or D or R, ddd,lll) is optional; it specifies the control field that is

associated with the segment type. In this second part, A - the default - specifies Ascend-
ing, D specifies Descending; R specifies Random.
COMPAREX provides a table area of 1024 bytes for SEGMENT keywords. Each
SEGMENT keyword entered by the user takes up thirteen (13) bytes plus the length of

the value in the first part of the variable information (double if a Wildcard is used^ If a

control field is also specified, add four (4) more bytes. If the type of the value is charac-
ter (C), each byte of the value between the apostrophes takes up one byte of the table;

if the type of the value is hexadecimal (X), each byte of the value between the apostro-
phes takes up one-half byte of the table (an odd number of bytes is rounded up). For
example:

SEGMENT=(1,EQ,C»SEG01*
, (A,71,3)

)

SEG= ( 1 , EQ ,

C

* CHILDREN *

)

would take up 43 of the table 1024 bytes (13 for each of the two SEGMENT keywords.
4 for the control field, 5 and 8 respectively for the SEGMENT identifiers). "Hierarchi-
es Database Structure” on page 111 shows the hierarchies structure of two databases
with three segment types. A reorganizations unload of each of them would resSt in a
similar flat file; reading top to bottom and left to right. However, the concatenated kev
for the STEMS segment would be different.
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Figure 58. Hierarchical Database Structure

The database is in that 'hierarchical structure and ROOT has an ascending control field,

APPLES has no control field, and STEMS has a random control field, then these state-

ments:

SEG=(l,EQ,C'ROOT' ,
(A, 09, 5)

)

SEGMENT= ( 1 , EQ ,
C

' APPLES '

)

SEG=(1,EQ,C' STEMS' ,
(R,68,4)

)

could synchronize the two versions of these databases.

Random Segments are not recommended.

See "Chapter 4 - Interfaces" on page 28 for more information on using COMPAREX
with databases.
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Chapter 7 - TEXT Keywords

COMPAREX recognizes two categories of files - DATA and TEXT - and the utility septate comparison lo^c ron-

tSot each. This^chapter discusfes TEXT files and the TEXT comparison lo^c routines; Chapter 6 - Data File Syn-

chronization Keywords" on page 99 discusses DATA files and the DATA comparison logic routines.

When COMPAREX finds the TEXT keyword and the utility has not nullified TEXT because of other keywords,

COMPAREX uses its TEXT comparison logic routines to compare the two input files.

When COMPAREX performs TEXT comparison logic, it cannot also perform DATA comparison logic in the same rum

For this reason, the TEXT keyword and the DATA keyword are mutually exclusive; they may not both be entered by t

user. If both keywords are entered, COMPAREX will use the last one specified.

Text Processing Keywords

Table 3. Text Keyword Properties

Fuhcd
v- /-/bywords;:;)'' I Data Text Directory

HELP =TEXT Receive a ’canned’ paragraph of cryptic keyword syntax and expla-

nation on what it does.

- -

BUFF
Buffer size (in Kilobytes) to store records such that look-ahead

logic can match records and isolate inserted/deleted records.

Range 32 to 1024. Limit 16 Meg under MODE = SYS.

-

FRAME
Blocks of differing records are surrounded by the PLUS character

and separated by The DASh character. Options are YES, NO, and

NUM.

MLC
Matching line count. When this many consecutive lines match, a

back-in~synchronization situation allows isolation of unmatched

records. Range 1 to 40.

- -

PRINT
Option FULL displavs the changes in context with the entire list-

ing of the SYSUTl file.

-

SQUEEZE Characters that are to be deleted from each record before com-

parison. Maximum of 40. i

-

TEXT
Invoked Text comparison logic as opposed to Data logic. Usually

done for files that have no inter-record relationship such as pro-

gram source code, JCL, or documentation.

- -

What is TEXT?
TEXT is defined, in COMPAREX, as any file where there is not a known inter-record relationship. TEXT files may not

have bytes or fields in any fixed relationship between records. The records may contain blanks and they may be entirely

free-form.
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Examples of TEXT files are:

• application program source code

• job control language (JCL)

• reports

• documentation (such as this reference manual)

What is TEXT Comparison Logic?

Under TEXT comparison logic, COMPAREX does not send pairs of records to the compare routines based on KEY,

SEGMENT, or same-physical-record number synchronization.

Instead, COMPAREX attempts to match records by looking ahead on each file when the record on SYSUTl does not

match the record on SYSUT2.

The order of TEXT processing is as follows:

1 First COMPAREX deletes all SQUEEZE characters from each record as it is read. If the user has specified some

option to TEXT (such as TEXT=COBOL or TEXT^JCL), COMPAREX deletes the characters specified with that

option (such as spaces and commas with TEXT=COBOL or spaces with TEXT^JCL) and it wiU move the remaining

characters to the high-order positions of the record (it will move the undeleted characters to the left). If the user has not

specified any option to TEXT, the user may specify up to 40 different characters to be deleted from each record; the

SQUEEZE keyword is used to specify these characters.

2 Next COMPAREX checks to see if the current SYSUTl record exactly matches the current SYSUT2 record. If the

two records are equal, COMPAREX reads a new record on each file’s buffer. If the two records are not equal,

COMPAREX reads to the end of the buffer for file SYSUT2 to find a match. If a match is found (see below to read

how COMPAREX uses the MLC value to detennine if a match has been made), COMPLEX identifies all intervening

SYSUT2 records as differing records and the utility writes these records onto the Differences Report. If a match is

not found, COMPAREX identifies the SYSUTl record as a differing record and the utility writes this record onto the

Differences Report. When records are written onto the Differences Report, COMPAREX moves the remaining buff-

er records to the beginning of the buffer area and reads new records from the input files into the end of the buffer

area.

3. If the user has specified PRINT = FULL, COMPAREX writes all records from file SYSUTl onto the Differences Re-

port, identifying those that are not matched on file SYSUT2.

4. The user is able to determine how COMPAREX will know when a match is made by the use of the MLC (matching

line count) keyword. The default value is five; this number means that COMPAREX will not determine that a match

has been made until five records in a row exactly match. IfTEXT =JCL is specified and no MLC keyword is specified,

COMPAREX sets the MLC value to 2. If TEXT = REPORT is specified and no MLC keyword is specified,

COMPAREX sets the MLC value to 3. If the user finds that this number did not create an acceptable report, the

user can override the value for subsequent executions.

5. The user is able to determine the size of the buffering areas COMPAREX works with by the use of the BUFF key-

word. COMPAREX uses a buffer of 60 kilobytes of storage (60K) as the default. The user can change this, entering

anv value between 32 (for 32K) and 1024 (for 1024K). Actually, the user can specify up to 16 Meg by first setting

MODE = SYSTEMS. In general, the larger the size of the buffer, the more CPU time COMPAREX will use for the

run. A small buffer could be used for small TEXT records (such as 8 to 40 bytes) and a large buffer could be used for

large TEXT records (such as 500 bytes to 32000 bytes).

6. COMPAREX manipulates its two buffers and compares records until an end-of-file indicator is detected on either

file. It identifies extra records from the file that is not at end-of-file, and the utility moves these extra records to the

Differences Report as differing records,

7. COMPAREX writes the Differences Report, under TEXT comparison logic, to identify differing records rather than

differing fields. For this reason, the entire record is displayed without underscoring of differing bytes or half-bytes or

excess bytes. By the use of the PRINT = FULL key\vord and the FRAME keyword, the user can show TEXT records

in several ways:
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a) The default is to

iSH£SS5^.L^
right-hand side of the report designates only records that are dittering.

M When PRINT-FULL is specified, the default report described above is modified so thrall records from file

sriunlZlZ t coS. When records are'^FRAME’ed ,(,« », o^ron
d

are not hsted m^de a ^ME o
, SYSUT2 record do not show the desrg-

comparing the two filei increase the BUFF size (BUFF^SOO) and start lowering MLC (MLC-4) to get satisfactory

results.

/
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Text Examples

The two figures that follow are comparisons of two versions of the same COBOL program as given in 'COBOLl Before

Change" on page 187 and "COBOLl After Change" on page 188.

+ 002100 02 ONLY-REST-OF-REC PIC X(100). 00002100 OIF 0 N

o 7 L . 5 . 6 . 7 . 8
E 21

02 ONLY-REST-OF-REC,
05 ONLY-OISP
05 ONLY-UNIT
05 ONLY -VOL

05 FILLER

PIC XXX.

PIC X(8).

PIC X(6).

PIC X(83),

00002100 DIF

00002200 OIF

00002300 OIF
00002400 OIF
00002500 OIF

21

22

23

24

25

1..-..---1-

+ 002100
+ 002200
+ 002300
+ 002400
+ 002500
++++--

I
.
+<>+

1

++++++
1

+<4*+ 1 +-++ ++++2+-^'^+ .
+-f++3+-^++ .

>++^4++++ . . +>++7+>++ .
-(

+ 003800 ELSE IF UPDATE -REQUEST PERFORM OO-THE-UPOATE 00003800 OIF 0 N E 38

+++++
I
++* .<+ 1++ .

++2++++ . ++++3+++-^ . ++++4+*+* .
++++5++** .

+6++*-^ . +++7+>++

.

004600 MOVE 0 TO RETURN -CODE

•1 ••••.-- -2 -S-

++++++1+++ +<^.1+++.++2+•^•^+.+M"3+++.*^•+A+-^^•^•.+++•5++++.++6+++^.+M•7+>•M•.^
'

• 00004600 OIF 0 M E 46
•.•• 7 - •.•8

+ 004900 MOVE ZERO TO RETURN -CODE 00004900 OIF T W 0 49

++++
I
+++ . +<+ 1 ***-*

.

++2++->-> . +++*3*-»"»-'- . . +++*5++** .
++++6*-*">+ . f++7+>-M-

.

CPX71I • END OF TEXT ON FILE SYSUT1

CPX72I • END OF TEXT ON FILE SYSUT2

CPX75I RECORDS PROCESSED: SYSUT1(60)/SYSUT2(63),DIFFERENCES(2,1,4)
EXPLANATION • 2 RECORDS DIFFER THAT SYNCHRONIZED TOGETHER

1 RECORD WAS CONSIDERED INSERTED ON SYSUT1

4 RECORDS WERE CONSIDERED INSERTED ON SYSUT2

CPX80I - TIME OF DAY AT END OF JOB: 10:27:37 - CONDITION CODE ON EXIT: 4

Figure 59. TEXT= COBOL

000100 IDENTIFICATION DIVISION.

000200 PROGRAM- ID. COBOL01.

000300 ENVIRONMENT DIVISION.

000400 INPUT-OUTPUT SECTION.

000500 FILE -CONTROL.

000600 SELECT ONLY- FILE,

000700 ASSIGN VSAMFILE,

000800 ORGANIZATION IS INDEXED,

000900 ACCESS DYNAMIC,

001000 RECORD KEY IS ONLY-KEY,

001100 FILE STATUS IS ONLY- FILE-STAT.

001200 DATA DIVISION.

001300 FILE SECTION.

001400 FD ONLY-FILE.

001500 01 ONLY-REC.
001600 02 ONLY -KEY.

001700 03 ONLY -ACCOUNT PIC X(10),

001800 03 ONLY-TYPE PIC XX.

001900 03 ONLY-DSN PIC X(44) OCCURS

002000 03 ONLY -MEMBER PIC X(10) OCCURS
2 .

2 .

00000100 0 N E 1

00000200 0 N E 2

00000300 0 N E 3

00000400 0 N E 4

00000500 0 N E 5

00000600 0 N E 6

00000700 0 N E 7

00000800 0 N E 8

00000900 0 N E 9

00001000 0 N E 10

00001100 0 N E 11

00001200 0 N E 12

00001300 0 N E 13

00001400 0 N E 14

00001500 0 N E 15

00001600 0 N E 16

00001700 0 N E 17

00001800 0 N E 18

00001900 0 N E 19

00002000 0 N E 20

++++++
1
++ .».<++ 1+++ , +++2++++ . .

++++4++++ . ++++5++*-'- .
+++6++++ .

+•*++

7

+>-*-*'

.

+ 002100 02 ONLY-REST-OF-REC PIC X(100). 00002100 OIF ONE 21
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t 002100 02 ONLY-REST-OF-REC.

* 002200 05 ONLY -0 ISP PIC XXX.

+ 002300 05 ONLY-UNIT PIC X( 8 ).

+ 002400 05 ONLY-VOL PIC X( 6 ).

+ 002500 05 FILLER PIC X(83).

++++++

1

.
<++ 1 ++++ .

****2**+*

.

++++3++++ .
++++4+++* .

++++5+*++

.

00002100 OIF T W 0 21

00002200 OIF T W 0 22

00002300 OIF T U 0 23

00002400 OIF T W 0 24

00002500 OIF T W 0 25

++++6++++ . ++++/+>++ ,

H

002200
002300
002400
002500
002600
002700
002800
002900
003000
003100
003200
003300
003400
003500
003600
003700

WORKING -STORAGE SECTION.

77 ONLY-FILE-STAT PIC XX.

01 SWITCHES.
02 ENO-OF-ONLY-FILE-SW PIC X.

88 ENO -OF -ONLY- FILE

LINKAGE SECTION.

01 LS-FUNCTION PIC X( 8 ).

88 OPEN -REQUEST

88 READSEQ-REQUEST

88 CLOSE -REQUEST

01 LS-ONLY-REC PIC X(220).

EJECT
PROCEDURE DIVISION USING LS

MAIN-LINE.
IF OPEN -REQUEST

ELSE IF READSEQ-REQUEST

VALUE 'OPEN'.

VALUE 'REAOSEQ'.

VALUE 'CLOSE'.

FUNCTION, LS-ONLY-REC.

PERFORM DO-THE-OPEN

PERFORM DO- THE -SEQ- READ

00002200 0 N E 22

00002300 0 N E 23

00002400 0 N E 24

00002500 0 N E 25

00002600 0 N E 26

00002700 0 N E 27

00002800 0 N E 28

00002900 0 N E 29

00003000 0 N E 30

00003100 0 N E 31

00003200 0 N E 32

00003300 0 N E 33

00003400 0 N E 34

00003500 0 M E 35

00003600 0 N E 36

00003700 0 N E 37

.^.***1*** +<+4.1++++ ++++2++++ ++++3++++.++*4+++-^.+•'"••+5+••+•'•.••••'•••6••*"^•••.+^•••*7+>'••*•.•|

. 003800 ELSE IF UPOAT^REQUEST PERFORM DO-THE-UPDATE 00003800 OIF 0 N E 38

++++++
1

+++.+<++ 1 ++++ .
++++2++++ . ++++31.++1. . ++++4i"<-<-^ . . ****6**** . .

003900 ELSE IF CLOSE -REQUEST PERFORM DO- THE -CLOSE

004000 ELSE DISPLAY 'INVALID I/O FUNCTION REQUESTED'

004100 MOVE 12 TO RETURN -CODE.

004200 GOBACK.

004300 OO-THE-OPEN.

004400 OPEN I-O ONLY-FILE.

004500 IF ONLY-FILE-STAT = '00'

00003900 0 N E 39

00004000 0 N E 40

00004100 0 N E 41

00004200 0 N E 42

00004300 0 N E 43

00004400 0 N E 44

00004500 0 N E 45

j

,
+<-+ 1 , H

+ 004600 MOVE 0 TO RETURN -CODE
|........1......---2----.----3----.----4-

* 004900 MOVE ZERO TO RETURN -CODE

++++++
1

.
-»•<++ 1 2 ^

00004600 OIF 0 N E 46

... 5 ...., ...6 - .
-7 -. 8

00004900 OIF T W 0 49

004700 ELSE

004800 EXHIBIT NAMED ONLY-FILE-STAT

004900 DISPLAY 'OPEN FAILED’

005000 MOVE 8 TO RETURN -CODE.

005100 00 -THE-SEQ-READ.

005200 READ ONLY- FILE NEXT, AT END MOVE 8 TO RETURN -CODE.

005300 IF ONLY-FILE-STAT = '00'

005400 MOVE ONLY-REC TO LS-ONLY-REC

005500 MOVE 'N' TO ENO-OF-ONLY-FILE-SW

005600 ELSE

005700 MOVE 'Y' TO ENO-OF-ONLY-FILE-SW

005800 MOVE 8 TO RETURN -CODE.

005900 OO-THE-CLOSE.
006000 CLOSE ONLY- FILE.

00004700 0 N E 47

00004800 0 N E 48

00004900 0 N E 49

00005000 0 N E 50

00005100 0 N E 51

00005200 0 N E 52

00005300 0 N E 53

00005400 0 N E 54

00005500 0 N E 55

00005600 0 N E 56

00005700 0 N E 57

00005800 0 N E 58

00005900 0 N E 59

00006000 0 N E 60

CPX71I - ENO OF TEXT ON FILE SYSUT1

CPX72I - ENO OF TEXT ON FILE SYSUT2

CPX75I RECORDS PROCESSED: SYSUT1 (60)/SYSUT2(63) ,DI FFERENCES(2, 1 ,4)

EXPLANATION - 2 RECORDS DIFFER THAT SYNCHRONIZED TOGETHER

1 RECORD WAS CONSIDERED INSERTED ON SYSUT1

4 RECORDS WERE CONSIDERED INSERTED ON SYSUT2

CPX80I - TIME OF DAY AT END OF JOB: 10:27:42 * CONDITION CODE ON EXIT: 4

Figure 60. TEXT= COBOL and PRINT^FULL
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Keywords Not Available With TEXT
Certain keywords may not be used with TEXT comparison logic.

Dummy File

SYSUT2=DUMMY may not be specified with TEXT. COMPAREX, in order to do TEXT comparison, needs a vaUd file

as SYSUT2. If the user specifies TEXT and SYSUT2= DUMMY, COMPAREX issues message CPX24A and contmues

to process, ignoring the TEXT keyword and using DATA comparison logic for the run.

KEYS

KEY keywords (and KEYl and KEY2 pairs) may not be specified with TEXT. COMPAREX does not synchronize on

KEYs with TEXT. If the user specifies any KEY and TEXT, COMPAREX issues message CPX24A and continues to

process, ignoring the TEXT keyword and using DATA comparison logic for the run, synchronizing by KEY.

SEGMENTS
SEGMENT keywords may not be specified with TEXT. COMPAREX does not synchronize on SEGMENTS with TEXT.

If the user specifies any SEGMENT and TEXT, COMPAREX issues message CPX24A and continues to process, ignor-

ing the TEXT keyword and using DATA comparison logic for the run, synchronizing by SEGMENT.

DATA
DATA may not be specified with TEXT; the two are mutually exclusive. If both keywords are specified, COMPAREX will

use the last one.

IDENTITYs

IDENTITY key\vords mav not be specified with TEXT. TEXT comparison logic does not use IDENTITY tests. If the

user specifies any IDENTITY and TEXT, COMPAREX issues message CPX24A and continues to process, ignoring the

TEXT keyword and using DATA comparison logic for the run.

FIELDS

More than one FIELD keyword (and FIELD 1 and FIELD2 pair) may not be specified with TEXT. If any option to TEXT

has been specified (such as TEXT=COBOL or TEXT=JCL), no FIELD may be entered since COMPAREX creates a

PIELD when it processes with an option to TEXT (when MODE =APPLICATIONS is in effect, for TEXT=COBOL,

COMPAREX creates FIELD = (7,66) and FIELD = (1,72) for TEXT=ICL). If the user enters more than one FIELD with

TEXT, COMPAREX issues message CPX24A and continues to process, ignoring the TEXT keyword and using DATA
comparison logic.

DESENs

The desensitizing keywords (DESEN, DESEN 1, and DESEN2) may not be used with TEXT. They will be ignored, if en-

tered.

MASKS

If a MASK keyword generates onlv one FIELD, it may be used with TEXT. If more than one HELD is generated.

COMPAREX ignores the TEXT keyword. See "Chapter 5 - Input Processing Keywords" on page 69 for information about

how COMPAREX generates FIELDS from MASKs.
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DIRECTORY

DIRECTORY is not used with TEXT.

FLDSONLY
FLDSONLY may not be specified with TEXT. COMPAREX does not underscore any bytes on the Differences Report

with TEXT. COMPAREX will ignore this keyword if TEXT comparison logic is in effect.

LINE

If any option to TEXT processing except for TEXT = REPORT is specified (such as T^T =COBOL or TEXT=JCL)

COMPAREX sets the value of LINE to (80ALPHA) and any LINE keyword entered by the user be ignored. If

TEXT = REPORT is specified, COMPAREX sets the value of LINE to (110ALPHA). If no option to TEXT processing

is specified, COMPAREX defaults the value of LINE to (32,HORIZONTAL) and the user may modify this by specifying

any other legitimate value for LINE.

NIBBLE

NIBBLE may not be specified with TEXT. COMPAREX does not underscore half-bytes on the Differences Report with

TEXT. COMPAREX will ignore this keyword if TEXT comparison logic is in effect.

PRINTS

PRINT = MATCH, PRINT =NOMATCH, PRINT = MISMATCH, and PRINT =NOMISMA CH may not be specified

with TEXT. COMPAREX will ignore these kevwords if TEXT comparison logic is in effect. PRINT = FULL is the only

PRINT keyword that may be entered with TEXT; this specifies that COMPAREX will print all records from file SYSUTl

along with all differing records from file SYSUT2 on the Differences Report.

Advantages Of TEXT
TEXT comparison logic has the advantages, over DATA comparison logic, of comparing only on the significant data, de-

termining differences m conte.xt with the rest of the file, and providing synchronization when no KEY is clear.

Comparing Only On The Significant Data

Before any comparison takes place under TEXT processing, COMPAREX removes insignificant characters through its

SQUEEZE process. What is left is the significant data, and only this data enters the comparison process.

An example would be the common practice of columnar indentation in COBOL programs. This columnar indentation cre-

ates spaces in the input file, and COMPAREX removes these spaces before comparison. In this way, if TEXT=COBOL
were specified, COMPAREX would find these two records to be equal:

010100 IF SORT-RETURN IS NOT EQUAL TO ZERO,

010111 IF SORT-RETURN IS NOT EQUAL TO ZERO

COMPAREX would remove all spaces and commas, and it would compare only on positions 7 through 72 (relative to

one).

Determining Differences In Context With The Rest Of The File

By specifying PRINT = FULL, the user can inspect ail inserted, deleted, and modified records while examining the rest of

the file.

In this way, some errors that could not be detected by viewing just differing records can be more clearly seen.
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Providing Synchronization When No KEY Is Clear

For files without a specific svnchronization KEY, TEXT comparison can be used to identify inserted, deleted, or changed

records, TEXT comparison logic provides the user with a way to match up records according to data values when the files

cannot be synchronized by KEY.

Disadvantages Of TEXT
TEXT comparison logic has disadvantages. It is inefficient, and it does not point out differing bytes or half-bytes.

Inefficient

TEXT comparison logic requires more CPU time than DATA comparison logic because it squeezes out specific charac-

ters, it may access its buffer areas many times during the comparison of one record, and it manipulates its buffer areas to

move records into lower storage when new records are added to the buffer.

Does Not Point Out Differing Bytes

TEXT comparison logic identifies differing records. It produces a Differences Report showing the full record, but differ-

ing bytes and half-bytes are not underscored and excess bytes are not underscored.

Decisions About DATA and TEXT
If the user is undecided about whether to run a COMPAREX job using DATA comparison logic or one using TEXT

comparison logic, these suggestions may help.

1. Decide if the files have a KEY. If a KEY is available for synchronization, DATA comparison logic will probably pro-

duce a more useful Differences Report.

-

2. If the files are databases or previously unloaded versions (flat files), use DATA comparison logic with SEGMENT
keywords.

3. If the files are load modules, use DATA comparison logic, specifying no KEY.

4. If the size of the record is large (greater than 2000 bytes) and internal blocking is used (such as VSAM-ESDS IMS

databases), use DATA comparison logic with no KEY and set MAXDIFF to a low number to prevent a runaway

comparison.

5. Otherwise, use TEXT, increasing BUFF and lowering MLC until the desired results are obtained.

End-of-Job Counts

At the end of the TEXT processing, COMPAREX shows with message CPX75I the number of records read from the

input files and written to any SYSUT3 file.

In addition, the number of differences are shown with message CPX75I.
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The TEXT Keywords

The BUFF. FRAME, MLC, SQUEEZE, TE.XT, and PRINT- FULL keywords are used to specify TEXT comparison

logic and to direct the matching, buffering, and printing routines.

BUFF

Kev^vord Format

BUFF={60}
{nn}

For example:

MODE=SYS
BUFF=5000
MODE=APL

specifies the number of kilobytes for buffering records, nn may be a value
^

low as 32

and as high as 1024 under MODE =APPLICATIONS, and as hugh as 163^ ^^^r

MODE = SYSTEMS. The default value for TEXT processing, or DATA with Random

KEY’S is 60. For csect parsing (DATA=CSECT), the default buffer size is _56K. t is

recommended that the user specify much larger than that, particularly if it is known that

the load modules to be compared are large.

/* Temporarily set SYStems mode */

/* Five meg buffer - if possible */

/* Reset back to APpLications */

Settinc the size of the buffer within these keywords does not necessarily mean that the GETM^N to obtam the storage

^11 be satisfied. If the region is not large enough to handle such a large request, the task may abend or receive the foUow-

ing message:

CPX99A - INSUFFICIENT VIRTUAL STORAGE - FUNCTION TERMINATED

and terminate immediately.

The reasons for this larger BUFFer are primarily because of the need to process databases that contain random keys.

CSECT Parsing will, on occasion, also need extremely large BUFFer’s.

probability that a record with a random key in the SYSUTl half of the buffer wll match a random key in the SYSLT.

half of the buffer. Some TEXT type files (files that are processed using TEXT logic) also need this larger buffer because

of their sheer record size. 4000-byte (four K) records will fill up a 60K buffer very quicldy. The

value such as 1024, should be done only when processing a very large TEXT record (a record exceeding 1,000 byt )

when’ a large number of clustered inserts are included in either file. In general, the larger the buffer, the more processmg

time COMPAREX will take.

Internally, this buffer is split in half. One half of the buffer holds records from SYSUTl, and the other half of the buffer

holds records from SYSUT2.

Keyword Examnles

BUFF=512
BUFF=1024 /* IK
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FRAME
KevAvord Format

FRAME [={NUM}

]

[
{YES}]

[
(NO} ]

specifies that blocks of differing records are surrounded by the PLUS character and the

DASH character on the Differences Report.

If any option to TEXT is specified, except for TEXT = REPORT, the blocks of differing

records are automatically FRAME’ed with FRAME =NUM on the Differences Report.

FRAME®YES and FRAME are logically equivalent and direct that the FRAME is

composed solely of PLUS’es and DASH’es. FRAME=NUM intersperses numerics into

the FRAME to show relative displacements. FRAME®NO overrides any other specifi-

cation or defaults and effectively nullifies the FRAME construction.

Keyword Examples

FRAME
FRAME=NO
FRAME=(NUM)

MLC
Keyword Format

MLC=(05}
{nn}

specifies matching line count, nn may be a value between 1 and 40. This value specifies

how many records COMPAREX must match consecutively after a mismatch to deter-

mine if the files are back in synchronization. Specification of a very large value, such as

40, should be done only when the user is certain that there are very few differences. In

general, the larger the matching line count, the more processing time COMPAREX
will take.

If TEXT = JCL is specified and no MLC is specified, COMPAREX sets the MLC value

to 2. If TEXT® REPORT is specified and no MLC keyword is entered, COMPAREX
sets the MLC value to 3. Otherwise, if no MLC keyword is entered, COMPAREX sets

the MLC value to 5.

Keyword Examples

MLC=10
MLC=(005)

SQUEEZE
Keyword Format

SQUEEZE=t'vv'
(or SQZ)

specifies the .characters to be deleted from each TEXT record before comparison. The

specified characters are removed, and the remaining text is moved to the ’left’ in the

record. Up to 40 different SQUEEZE characters may be specified.
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NW:

The user may not specify a SQUEEZE keword if any option to TEXT is specified. If

an option to TEXT is specified (such as TEXT = COBOL), any SQUEEZE keywords

will be ignored.

Keyword Examples

SQUEEZE=C’ *

SQUEEZE=X’EA*
SQZ=C*? *

TEXT
Keyword Format

TEXT[=[$] (ALC) ]

[ (BAD ]

C (C)
]

[
(CLIST) ]

[ {COBOL} ]

[ { FORTRAN }

]

[ (JCL) ]

[
(PANEL)

]

[ (PASCAL}
]

[ (PLl) ]

[ {PL/1} ]

C { PLI
} ]

[ (PL/I) ]
^

[ { REPORT
} ]

[ {PPG}
]

[ (SCRIPT) ]

[ ( . } ]
<=== Whatever WILDCARD is set to

specifies that files have no interrecord relationship (such as program source code).

Inserted, deleted, and modified records are isolated in the Differences Report, but dif-

fering bytes are not underscored.

If any option to TEXT processing is specified (except for TEXT = REPORT or

TEXT =SCRIPT), LINE is set to LINE = (80,ALPHA). This gives a Differences Report
in character format, not the hexadecimal dump format.

It is not necessary to specify any option (programming language). If the TEXT keyword
is used without an option, COMPAREX will SQUEEZE out only those characters
specified by the SQUEEZE keyword, and it will compare the entire record (unless a

FIELD is specified).

None of the data files synchronization keywords (KEY, KEYl, ICEY2, and SEG-
MENT) may be used with TEXT processing.

QPTIQNS:
$ - as a prefix to any of the TEXT options, such as TEXT = $CQBQL, nullifies

any potential SQUEEZEing.
ALC or BAL or JCL or PASCAL or C - CQMPAREX will SQUEEZE out spac-
es. Under the default mode (displacement relative to one), the utility will

compare only on positions 1 through 72 of the record. If the user specifies

MQDE =SYSTEMS (displacement relative to zero), the utility will compare onlv
on positions 0 through 71. If the JCL option is specified and the user did not enter
an MLC keyword, MLC is set to 2.

CLIST - COMPAREX will SQUEEZE out spaces. This option assumes that the
files to be compared are variable length CLISTs. Fbced length CLISTs should be
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compared using TEXT = BAL. Under the default mode (displacement relative to

one), the utilitv will compare on position 9 through the END of the record. If the

user specifies MODE=SYSTEMS (displacement relative to zero), the utility will

compare on positions 12 through the END of the record displaying the LLBB and

8-digit sequence number.

COBOL - COMPAREX will SQUEEZE out spaces and commas. Under the de-

fault mode (displacement relative to one), the utility will compare only on posi-

tions 7 through 72 of the record. If the user specifies MODE =SYSTEMS (dis-

placement relative to zero), the utility will compare only on positions 6 through

71.

FORTRAN or PL/1 or PL/I or PLl or PLI - COMPAREX will SQUEE^ out

spaces. Under the default mode (displacement relative to one), the utility will

compare only on positions 2 through 72 of the record. If the user specifies

MODE =SYSTEMS (displacement relative to zero), the utility will compare only

on positions 1 through 71.

PANEL - COMPAREX will not SQUEEZE out any characters

(TEXT = $PANEL is redundant). All bytes in all records are compared.

REPORT or SCRIPT - COMPAREX will not SQUEEZE out any characters,

and it will compare the entire record. LINE is set to (110,ALPHA);
COMPAREX displays bytes in excess of 110 only if one or more of these excess

bytes are not spaces. If the user did not enter an MLC keyword, MLC is set to 3.

RPG - COMPAREX will SQUEEZE out spaces. Under the default mode (dis-

placement relative to one), the utility will compare only on positions 2 through 66

of the record. If the user specifies MODE =SYSTEMS (displacement relative to

zero), the utility will compare only on positions 1 through 65.

Wildcard (.) - COMPAREX will read the first four records from file SYSUTl

and determine what kind of TEXT compare should be run. This is certainly not

foolproof, but most kinds of program source code can be determined and the ap-

propriate FIELD deduced.

Keyword Examples

TEXT
TEXT=$COBOL
TEXT=

.

PRINT

Keyword Format

PRINT=FULL

specifies printing all records from file SYSUTl in context with the differing records

from file SYSUT2. This is recommended for comparing TEXT files that you are not

very familiar with.
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Chapter 8 - Output Processing Keywords

The output processing keywords direct COMPAREX to write file SYSUT3.

Output Processing Keywords

Table 4. Output Keyword Properties

Keyword;;:^; Functibli:

:

Data Text Directory

HELP =OUTPUT Receive a ’canned’ paragraph of cryptic keyword syntax and expla-

nation on what it does.

COPYDIFF

Differing records from SYSUT2 (as compared to SYSUTl) are

written to SYSUT3. Specialized formatting for change control

records are possible for; PANVALET, LIBRARIAN, GEM, lE-

BUPDTE, and MEMBER.

v/ n/

INSERT
Change control directive for ’inserted’ records when COPY-
DIFF=OTH.

- -

DELETE
Change control directive for ’deleted’ records when

COPYDIFF = OTH.
-

REPLACE
Change control directive for ’replaced’ records when COPY-
DIFF =OTH.

-

SYSUT3 Description of what file SYSUT3 looks like.

Writing a File of Selected Records

When COPYDIFF has been specified file and the utility is able to open file SYSUT3, all differing records from input file

SYSUT2 are written onto file SYSUT3.

After file SYSUT3 is successfully opened, COMPAREX issues message CPX16I to give the SYSUT3 dataset name and

dataset attributes.

If COMPAREX finds the COPYDIFF keyword but the utility is unable to open file SYSUT3, COMPAREX issues mes-

sage CPX16A and continues to process as if COPYDIFF had not been specified.

If MAXDIFF has been specified without CONTINUE, COMPAREX stops writing records onto SYSUT3 as soon as the

MAXDIFP number is reached.

If MAXDIFF has been specified with CONTINUE, COMPAREX continues to compare records after it prints the maxi-

mum number of records on the Differences Report, and it also continues to write differing records from file SYSUT2

onto file SYSUT3.

The SYSUT3 file can be created with either DATA file comparison logic or TEXT file comparison logic.

The value of the PRINT keyword does not affect the writing of file SYSUT3. For example, if PRINT = NOMISMATCH
were specified, COMPAREX would not print inserted records from the input files onto the Differences Report. Any in-
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serted records from file SYSUT2 would still be written to file SYSUT3 if COPYDIFF were specified since they are differ-

ing records.

Differing Records Defined

The records from file SYSUT2 that are differing are written onto file SYSUT3. Differing records are identified as those

records that meet one or more of these tests:

SYSUTl Is A Dummy File

If the user specified SYSUTl = DUMMY, or the JCL specified a null file for file SYSUTl (//SYSUTl DD DUMMY), all

SYSUT2 records that pass FILTER-type tests are identified as differing.

HINT: To create a test file of selected records where account number contains the set of digits ’06’ in the first byte and ’5’

in the third byte, use these keywords:

SYSUT1=DUMMY /* SYSUTl is DUMMY, SYSUT2 points to file */

COPYDIFF /* Write selected records to SYSUT3 */

MAXDIFF=0 , CONTINUE /* No need to print the data */

WILDCARD=C ' *
'

/* Reset Wildcard character */

FILTERIN=(9,EQ,X' 06**5*
' )

/* Select specific set */

KEY Mismatch

If at least one KEY has been specified or if SYSUTl is either an ISAM or VSAM/KSDS file, KEY synchronization is

used. COMPAREX matches records by KEY, and any record on file SYSUT2 that is unmatched by KEY to a record on

file SYSUTl is identified as differing.

SEGMENT Mismatch

[f at least one SEGMENT has en specified, SEGMENT synchronization is used. COMPAREX matches records by

SEGMENT, and any record on liie SYSUT2 that is unmatched by SEGMENT to a record on file SYSUTl is identified as

differing.

Extra Records On End Of SYSUT2

If COMPAREX has found neither KEY nor SEGMENT keywords, COMPAREX matches records by same

physical-record number synchronization. If file SYSUT2 is longer than file SYSUTl, the extra records on file SYSUT2
identified as differing.

SYSUT2 Record Is Longer Than SYSUTl Record

If the SYSUT2 record is longer than its paired SYSUTl record and one or more of the excess bytes on the SYSUT2

record are some value other than hexadecimal zero (X’OO’), the SYSUT2 record is identified as differing.

FIELDS Are Differing

If FIELD comparison is being done and any byte within the FlELDs is different on the two records, the SYSUT2 record

is identified as differing.
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With TEXT Comparison

If TEXT file comparison logic is being used and any record on file SYSUT2 is not matched exactly to a record on file

SYSUTl, that SYSUT2 record is identified as differing.

No FIELDS

If DATA file comparison logic is being used and FIELD comparison is not being done and any byte is different on the

synchronized records, the SYSUT2 record is identified as differing.

With FILTERS

If FILTERS are being used and these FILTERS cause some or all of the records from file SYSUTl to be not sent to the

comparison routines, the records from file SYSUT2 to which these SYSUTl records would otherwise be paired for com-

parison are identified as differing.

End-of-Job Record Count

COMPAREX shows the number of records written onto SYSUT3 with message CPX75I at the end of processing.

If COMPAREX was unable to open file SYSUT3, this number does not appear with message CPX75L

If COMPAREX was able to open file SYSUT3 but no records were selected to be written to file SYSUT3, COMPAREX
will close the file and will show the record count of zero for file SYSUT3 with message CPX75I.

The COPYDIFF Keywords

COPYDIFF

Kev^vord Format

COPYDIFF C=:(CPAN> ] C, STAMP=CNO> ] [ . VERS^CYES} ] C,PASS=<YES>] [,TEMP=<W] C , RESEQ=<:^ >3 )

C <:LI8> ]i CYES>] C <N0> ][ CNO> ] [ CYES>] C CYES>]

[ COTH> ] [ vYESHHMM>]
C CMEMBER 3

C CGEM> 3

C <:iEBUP0TE>3 C,SEQFLD=‘ddl [,ddl3
' 03

specifies that differing records from file SYSUT2 as compared to records from file

SYSUTl are written to file SYSUT3. Differing records are defined as inserted records

(as determined by KEY or SEGMENT synchronization), unequal comparisons (as de-

termined by full record compares, by the use of FIELDs, or by TEXT comparison
logic), or extra records on the end of file SYSUT2.
In the special case of COPYDIFF =MEMBER in conjunction with DIR or DIRECTO-
RY, just the member names of the two directory-embedded datasets are written to file

SYSUT3.
If COPYDIFF is specified and SYSUTl =DUMMY is specified, or SYSUTl points to

a null file, all records on SYSUT2 that pass FILTER-type tests will be written onto

SYSUT3.
SYSUT3 must be QSAM, VSAM, ISAM, or DUMMY. If COPYDIFF is specified and
COMPAREX cannot open SYSUT3, COMPAREX issues action message CPX16A
and continues to process as if COPYDIFF had not been specified.

The SYSUT3 datase.t attributes are specified through JCL.
The options to COPYDIFF (except MEMBER) only have meaning under TEXT pro-

cessing and will be nullified if not under TEXT processing. Before being written out to
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SYSUT3, differing TEXT records will be preceded by a formatted change control

record. Subsequent input of this SYSUT3 file (delta deck) into the proprietary library

management software will create an audit trail of the changes.

The MEMBER option to COPYDIFF only has meaning under DIRECTORY or DIR

processing and will be nullified otherwise. Extreme care should be taken in using the

lEBUPDTE option. If the SYSUTl member does not have sequence numbers in a for-

mat recognizable by lEBUPDTE, an abend within COMPAREX is likely. Further-

more, it is not possible to create an accurate delta deck with the lEBUPDTE option if

the second dataset has records inserted at the beginning (when compared to the first

dataset).

SEQFLD = 738 is the default. The rules for this are similar to those for lEBUPDTE.

Here are the rules of specifying SEQFLD in the form SEQFLD = ’ddl.ddl’:

dd must be a two-digit numeric in the range 01 to 78.

1 must be a one-digit numeric in the range 3 to 8.

the sum of dd and 1 cannot exceed 81.

if two are specified, the^ of the second must be at least as large as the first.

If the specifications for SEQFLD are made to point to card columns that indeed do not

contain numeric sequence numbers, COMPAREX will abend with a S0C7, and precipi-

tate message CPX97A when SPIE catches the abnormal end. It is your responsibility to

ensure that the specifications for SEQFLD are accurate.

STAMP = NO is the default. STAMP = YES means that a date/time stamp will be

placed in columns 73 through 80 of each output record in the format yymmddhh. It may

not be used with the lEBUPDTE option.

VERS = YES is the default. It only has applicability under LIBrarian. VERS = YES
means that the month and day (mmdd) will be generated in the format:

-SEL member, VERS=mindd

VERS =YESHHMM means that the month, day, hour, and minute will be generated in

the format:

-SEL member, VERS=mmddhhmm

PASS = YES is the default. It only has applicability under LIBrarian. PASS = YES
means that the password for the member will be generated in the format:

-SEL member, pass

TEMP = NO is the default. It only has applicability under PANvalet, LIBrarian, and

GEM. TEMP = YES means that the TEMP option on the member selection format

card image is taken in the format:

-SEL member, pass, VERS=mmdd, TEMP
or

-(--(-UPDATE member , 3 , TEMP
or

- UPDATE member, TEMP

RESEQ =NO is the default. It is only valid for LIBrarian or GEM. RESEQ = YES
means that the member will be renumbered when the "Delta Deck" is used.

Here are some e.xamples of proper syntax in specifying the RESEQ option to COPY-
DIFF:

COPYDIFF= ( LIB , TEMP=YES , VERS=NO , STAMP=YES

)

COPYDIFF= ( LIB , RESEQ=NO)
COPYDIFF= (GEM, RESEQ=YES)
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The SYSUT3 file generated might have the header record for each updated member

look like this:

-SEL libineinbr,pass,RESEQ
- UPDATE gemmember , NUM

Keyword Examples

COPYDIFF
COPYDIFF=PAN
COPYDIFF=(LIB, VERS=NO, PASS=NO)

COPYDIFF= ( GEM , STAMP=YES , RESEQ=YES

)

COPYDIFF= ( lEBUPDTE , SEQFLD= '738,783')

INSERT

Kev>vord Format

INSERT= {
C

'

XXX '

}

{XXX)

may be entered only if COPYDlFF=OTH. If COPYDI^=PAN is specified IN-

SERT = + + C is set. If COPYDIFF=LIB is specified, INSERT = -INS is set. If COPY-

DIFF=GEM is specified, INSERT = - INS is set. If COPYDIFF= lEBUPDTE is speci-

fied INSERT = NUMBER is set. If COPYpiFF= MEMBER is specified,

INSERT = INSERT is set. If no value for INSERT is specified, the default value is IN-

SERT =?.

Keyword Examples

COPYDIFF=OTH, INSERT=C'/ INS '

COPYDIFF=OTH, INSERT=PUT-HERE

DELETE
Keyword Format

DELETE={C

'

XXX
'

)

{XXX}

mav be entered only if COPYDIFF = OTH. If COPYDIFF=PAN is specified, DE-

LETE= + +C is set. If COPYDIFF=LIB is specified, DELETE = -DEL is set. If

COPYDIFF=GEM is specified, DELETE = - DEL is set. If COPYDIFF = lEBUPDTE

is specified, DELETE= DELETE is set. If COPYDIFF=MEMBER is specified, DE-

LETE = DELETE is set. If no value for DELETE is specified, the default value is DE-

LETE =?.

Keyword Examples

COPYDIFF=OTH, DELETE=C'/ DEL '

COPYDIFF=OTH, DELETE=DEL-HERE
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REPLACE
Ke\Avord Format

REPLACE= {
C

'

XXX '

}

{XXX}

may be entered only if COPYDlFF=OTH. If COPYDIFF=PAN is specified, RE-

PLACE= + +C is set. If COPYDIFF=LIB is specified, REPLACE = -REP is set. If

COPYDIFF = GEM is specified, REPLACE = - REP is set. If COPY-
DIFF = lEBUPDTE is specified, REPLACE = CHANGE is set. If COPY-
DIFF = MEMBER is specified, REPLACE = REPLACE is set. If no value for

REPLACE is specified, the default value is REPLACE = ?.

Keyword Examples

COPYDIFF=OTH,REPLACE=C'/ REP '

COPYDIFF=OTH , REPLACE=REP-HERE

SYSUT3

Keyword Format

SYSUT3={QSAM}
(ISAM)

{ [ (
] VSAM[ , PASSWORD=password) ]

}

{ DUMMY

}

overrides the dataset organization (DSORG) determined by COMPAREX for

SYSUT3. This is allowed but not recommended.
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Chapter 9 - Display Processing Keywords

COMPAREX generates the Differences Report to SYSPRINT, This Differences Report is a listing of the results of the

comparison.

The first section of the Differences Report shows the COMPAREX license information and a listing of the comments and

keywords entered by the user. If the user entered the HELP keyword, the HELP tutorial follows the listing of the user's

keywords. Next, COMPAREX prints messages showing the processing parameters it uses for the execution, showing these

with message numbers CPX04I through CPX19I. After these job initialization messages, COMPAREX prints any records

that have been selected for printing, based on the results of the comparison routines and on the value of the PRINT key-

word. Finally, COMPAREX prints its end-of- processing totals, showing these with message numbers CPX711 throu^

CPX80I.

Display Processing Keywords

Table 5. Display Keyword Properties

Appieat
rVCyWCirU;::

Directory

HELP = DISPLAY Receive a ’canned' paragraph of cryptic keyword syntax and expla-

nation on what it does.

ASCII
Translates ASCII input into readable format. Opposite of

EBCDIC.
-

CASE Lower case translation - Upper or Mixed. n/

DASH
1) Character used as the underscore for differing bytes of DATA.
2) Framing character separating blocks of SYSUTl TEXT from
SYSUT2 TEXT.

DECIMAL Relative displacement to be displayed in decimal format. v/ v/ -

EBCDIC Input is in EBCDIC format. Opposite of ASCII.

FLDSONLY Only differing bytes defined by FIELD statements are underscored
with the DASH definition.

- -

FORMAT Data formatting characteristics. Horizontal Hex, Alpha only, Ver-

tical Hex.
v/ limited -

GENFLDS Generates a visual representation of all IDENTITY, FIELD, and
MASK statements.

-

HALT Stop execution before reading any files. v" y

HEX Relative displacement to be displayed in hexadecimal format. Op-
posite of DECIMAL.

N/" -

IGNORSIN Ignore sign differences in packed fields. - -

continued ...
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t .

i .

Keyword ^

^

^ Function.

Applicability

Data Text Directory

———

NTERLEAVE Number of lines that are blocked together from a SYSUTl record

before displaying a similar number from SYSUT2.
- -

KEYSONLY On synchronization mismatches, prints only lines completely en-

compassing control fields - KEYs or SEGMENTS.
- -

KILLRC Force return code to be zero.

KILLSPIE
Don’t trap abend situations - let COMPAREX produce a dump.

Generate S0C3 abend when CPXIFACE generates return code 8.

LINE
Number of bytes displayed on each line and the method of that

display.

-

MAXDIFF Maximum number of differences to display.

MBRHDR Prints headings of members of directory-embedded datasets. Op-

tions are YES, NO, COND, and MATCH.
-

NIBBLE
Underscoring of half-byte nibbles by the DASH character. Only

applicable to Dump format.
- -

PAGE Number of printed lines per page.

PLUS
1) Character used as the underscore for excess bytes when

SYSUT2 DATA record is longer than SYSUTl record. 2) Fram-

ing character surrounding blocks of TEXT.

-

PRINT
Directs the printing of synchronized MATCH and

MlSMATCH’ed records.

The All-Defaults Differences Report

If the user enters no display processing keywords, COMPAREX produces the Differences Report, taking all defaults.

Here is a listing of the values associated with the display processing keywords under the all-defaults mode:

ASCII is not in effect; EBCDIC is in effect

CASE = UPPER is in effect

DASH = C’-' is in effect

DECIMAL is in effect

EBCDIC is in effect

FLDSONLY is not in effect

FORMAT =02 is in effect

No GENFLDS are produced

No HELP listing is produced

HEX is not in effect; DECIMAL is in clfcct

INTERLEAVE = 0 is in effect

LINE = (32,HORIZONTAL) is in effect

MAXDIFF = 999999999999 is in effect
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NIBBLE is not in effect

PAGE = 58 is in effect

PLUS =C + ’ is in effect

PRINT = MATCH and PRINT = MISMATCH are in effect

Note: The all-defaults job is not recommended. Every COMPAREX job should specify a MAXDIFF keyword to avoid

large printouts when the expected results do not occur.

The All-Defaults Differences Report With DATA

1 .

4 .

5 .

6 .

7 .

8 .

9 .

COMPAREX prints its license information, showing the name and address of the computer center where the utility is

installed.

COMPAREX acknowledges each line of keywords specified by the user. Uthe

character that is not identified as kevwords, COMPAREX will underscore the characters with the DASH character

and will print the literal 'ERROR?" in the right-hand column. Any characters in the line beginning with message

number CPXOOI that are not underscored are accepted as valid keywords or comments.

COMPAREX prints messages showing the processing parameters it uses with the execution.

PAGE = 58 is used. Each page contains a maximum of 58 lines. The first two lines show the time, date, page number,

and input file dataset names.

a) The literal O N E is shown in the right-hand column when the line contains data from a record from file

SYSUTl.

b) The literal TWO is shown in the right-hand column when the line contains data from a record from file

SYSUT2.

c) The literal DIFFERENCE is shown within lines of data from file SYSUT2 when the SYSUT2 record has been se-

lected for printing on the Differences Report because of inequalities when matched to a record from tile

SYSUTl. This SYSUT2 record is shown with message CPX52I.

dl When reviewing the Differences Report, the e.xperienced user runs his or her finger down the right-hand column,

looking for the literal DIFFERENCE. These SYSUT2 records are then reviewed for reconciliation by noting the

DASH character underscores (for differing bytes) and the PLUS character underscores (for e.xtra bytes).

The EBCDIC translation table is used to translate the bit representations shown on the left side of the report into the

printable characters on the right side of the report.

The displacement on each line is shown in DECIMAL. The first line shows bytes 1 through 32, the second line shown

bytes 33 through 64, and the third line shows bytes 65 through 96.

FORMAT = 02 is used. This implies that LINE is set at (32,HORIZONTAL) for the standard IBM dump format.

Each line contains 32 bytes of the record. In the display of the SYSUTl record under message CPX51I, if ^y js

the same as the previous line, the data values are replaced by the words ’SAME AS ABOVE’. In the display of the

SYSUT2 record under message CPX52I, only lines that actually have underscored differences are displayed.

DASH = C’-’ is used. The DASH character is .shown to the left of the word ’DIFFERENCE,’ and it is used to under-

score differing bytes. All differing bytes are underscored on the record from file SYSL^T—

.

PLUS = C’ + ’ is used. The PLUS character is shown to the right of the word ’DIFFERENCE,’ and it is used to under-

score e.xcess bvtes when the SYSUT2 records is longer than the paired SYSUTl record.

10. COMPAREX prints its end-of-processing totals.
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Using Keywords To Modify The Differences Report

The all-defaults Differences Report can be modified by the use of COMPAREX keywords.

ASCII

translates ASCII input into readable format on the alphanumeric section of the Differ-

ences Report. ASCII stands for American Standard Code for Information Interchange.

EBCDIC and ASCII are mutually exclusive. EBCDIC is the default value. ASCII

should not be specified when EBCDIC is specified.

The ASCII translate table is in two parts. Normal ASCII is from X’OO’ to X’7F, but

some users also have an "abnormal" ASCII that is a duplicate at displacements X’SO’ to

X’FF. COMPAREX supports both in the same table.

If ASCII translation is being used, processing parameter message CPX08I will specify

ASCII.

CASE

Keyword Format

CASE={ UPPER}
{ LOWER

)

{MIXED}

specifies the translation of lower case characters, either EBCDIC or ASCII.

The default, CASE = UPPER sets the translation of lower case characters to periods.

CASE = LOWER is logically equivalent to CASE = MIXED which sets the translation

of lower case characters into themselves. If an option to TEXT such as

TEXT = PANEL is specified, CASE = MIXED is set automatically.

As each line of SYSIN is read, it is automatically translated to upper case for scanning

of legitimate keywords unless CASE = LOWER is specified.

Keyword Examples

CASE= (UPPER)
CASE=MIXED
CASE=lower /* Same as CASE=mixed
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DASH
KevAvord Format

DASH= {
C ' -

'

)

{
t

' vv '
}

Keyword Examples

DASH=C '
?

'

DASH=X ' EA

'

specifies the character used as the underscore for differing bytes on the Differences Re-

The DASH character also is used as the character to separate a block of records from

file SYSUTl from a block of records from file SYSUT2 when FRAME is specified

an^n^qiafity is discovered between two syncl^onized

that are different are underscored with the DASH character. COMPAREX prints the

word ’DIFFERENCE’ on the right side of the report, next to the record from tile

SYSUT2, on the same line as the DASH characters.
u a

The default value is a dash. The user may specify any other character or he.xadecimal

value. If character data is requested, only one value is used (such as C ? ); it tiexadeci-

mal data is requesied, two values are used (such as

used is specified bv processing parameter message CPXllI. In addition, the

character is shown immediately to the left of the word ’DIFFERENCE.’ At the end ot

processing, COMPAREX shows a count of bytes underscored with message CPX741.

The differing bvtes are underscored with the DASH character on both the left-nan

(hexadecimal) portion of the report and the right-hand (alphanumeric) portion ot the

COMPAREX will accept any value given; the user needs only to be certain the value is

a printable character on the printer's print train.

DECIMAL
causes each line’s relative displacement to be shown in decimal format.

DECIMAL and HEX are mutually exclusive. DECIMAL is the default value. If DECI-

MAL is specified, HEX should not be specified.

Each line’s relative displacement is shown in the left-most column of the Differences

If DECIMAL displacement is being used, processing parameter message CPX08I will

An^^e^mple of DECIMAL format is shown in "FORMAT =02,DECIMAL,NIBBLE

(Excerpts)" on page 135. Note that the first line of the record includes bytes 1 through

32, the second line of the record includes bytes 33 through 64, the third line of the

record includes bytes 65 through 96, and the fourth line of the record includes bytes 9 /

through the end of the record. This example shows DECIMAL with displacement rela-

tive to one (the default).
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EBCDIC

specifies that the input files are in EBCDIC format. Unusual special characters are

translated to periods after the comparison routine but before their printing on the Dif-

ferences Report. EBCDIC stands for E.xtended Binary Coded Decimal Interchange

Code.

EBCDIC and ASCII are mutually e.xclusive. EBCDIC should not be specified when

ASCII is specified. EBCDIC is the default value.

If EBCDIC translation is being used, processing parameter message CPX08I will speci-

fy EBCDIC.

Note: The EBCDIC translate table may be customized at your shop by replacing

CSECT COMPARED in load module COMPAREX. See your installation guide for

details.

FLDSONLY
specifies that only differing bytes defined by FIELD statements are underscored with

the DASH character.

If the user specifies at least one FIELD1/FIELD2 combination, COMPAREX turns on

the FLDSONLY indication automatically.

If FLDSONLY is being used, processing parameter message CPXllI will specify FLD-

SONLY.

CPX51I • RECORD NUMBER 4 ON FILE SYSUT1

1 FOFOFOF4 F5F7F0F6 00000000 0045706C

33 F0F1F2F3 F4F50000 00000012 345C0000

65 40C4C1E3 C140C606 D940E2E8 E2E4E3F1

97 40404040 40404040 40404040 40404040

CPX52I • RECORD NUMBER 4 ON FILE SYSUT2

1 F0F0F0F4 F5F7F0F6 00000000 0045706F

33 40C4C1E3 C140C6D6 094CE2E8 E2E4E3F2

97 40404040 40404040 40404040 40404040

129 4040

0000828A C4C1E3C1 ... *00045706 ..DATA-SYSUT1 * 0 M E

30394040 40E3C8C9 ... *012345 THIS IS THE* 0 H E

40606060 60606040 ... * DATA FOR SYSUT1 • * 0 H H

40404040 40404040 ... * 0 H E

0000B28A C4C1E3C1 ... *00045706 ?.. ..0ATA-SYSUT2 * TWO
• -DIFFERENCH+

40606060 60606040 ... * DATA FOR SYSUT2 * TWO
-0IFFERENCE+

40404040 40404040 ... * TWO
++++.».+++ •DIFFERENCE^

* TWO
-0IFFERENCE+

Figure 61. FORMAT=02,DECIMAL,NIBBLE {Excerpts)
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FORMAT
Keyword Format

FORMAT=xy
(or F)

< SYSUT2 Record
AAAAAAAAABAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA two
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA etc. TWO

The values for ’v’ are independent of ’x’, but their possible values are:

1 - Full display of SYSUTl record followed by full display of SYSUT2 record with

differences underscored, e.g.

CPX51I • RECORD NUMBER 1 ON FILE SYSUTl

aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa one
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA etc. ONE

CPX52I • RECORD NUMBER 1 ON FILE SYSUT2

AAAAAAAAA8AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA TWO
OIFFERENCE+

AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA etc. TWO

2 - Full display of SYSUTl record followed by only the differing lines of SYSUT2

with differences underscored, e.g.

CPX51I - RECORD NUMBER 1 ON FILE SYSUTl

AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA ONE
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA etc. ONE

CPX52I • RECORD NUMBER 1 ON FILE SYSUT2

AAAAAAAAABAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA TWO
OIFFERENCE+

3 - Differing lines of SYSUTl record followed by the differing lines of SYSUT2 with

differences underscored, e.g.

specifies the DATA formatting characteristics in how differences are displayed. The (k-

fault is FORMAT=02, which implies the IBM dump format, full display of a SYSUTl

record followed by the differing Unes of SYSUT2 with the differences underscored.

The possible values for x and their meaning are:
. ^ „

0 - Generates L I N E = ( 3 2 ,
H O R I Z O N T A L ) . See FOR-

MAT =02,DECIMAL,NTBBLE (Excerpts)" on page 135 for an e.xample of the IBM

dump format.
. , i ..

1 - Generates LINE = (100ALPHA). See "Alphanumeric Format - FORrvIAT-Iy

on pace 138 for an example of the alphanumeric format with 100 bytes per line.

2 - Generates LINE = (100,VERTICAL). See "PLUS and FORMAT = 21 (Ditto For-

mat)" on page 146 for an example of the "DITTO" (vertical hex) format with 100

bytes per line.
, i • u

For the following discussion on the values of ,
imagine a SYSUTl record with every

byte having a value of display character ’A’ (CA’ or X’Cl’) and a SYSUT2 record simi-

lar except that byte number ten (relative to one) has a value of ’B’ (C’B’ or X C2 ). For

example:

< SYSUTl Record >

AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA ONE
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA etc. 0 N E
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CPX51I - RECORD NUMBER 1 ON FILE SYSUTI

aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa one

CPX52I * RECORD NUMBER 1 ON FILE SYSUT2'

AAAAAAAAABAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA TWO
-DIFFERENCE+

4 - Full display of SYSUTI record interleaved with full display of SYSUT2 record

and the differences underscored, e.g.

CPX51I - RECORD NUMBER 1 ON FILE SYSUT1

CPX52I • RECORD NUMBER 1 ON FILE SYSUT2

AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA ONE
aaaaaaaaabaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa two

•DIFFERENCE+

AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA etc. ONE
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA etc, TWO

5 - Full display of SYSUTI record interleaved with only the differing lines of

SYSUT2 and the differences underscored, e.g.

CPX51I • RECORD NUMBER 1 ON FILE SYSUTI

CPX52I - RECORD NUMBER 1 ON FILE SYSUT2

aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa one
AAAAAAAAABAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA TWO

•DIFFERENCE^

AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA etc. ONE

6 - Differing lines of SYSUTI record interleaved with differing lines of SYSUT2 and

the differences underscored, e.g.

CPX51I • RECORD NUMBER 1 ON FILE SYSUTI

CPX52I - RECORD NUMBER 1 ON FILE SYSUT2

AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA ONE
AAAAAAAAABAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA TWO

-DIFFERENCE+

All combinations of x and y are acceptable unless FIELD1/FIELD2 offsets are sped-

tied. In this case, regression to FORMAT = xl or FORMAT =x2 may be enforced with-

out expressed notification via a CPXnnA message.

If differing FIELD 1/FIELD2 offsets are specified such as:

FIELD1=(31,4,Z) ,FIELD2=(32,3,P)

then

FORMAT=x3 ,
FORMAT=x5 , and FORMAT=x6

revert to

FORMAT=x2

and

F0RMAT=X4

reverts to

FORMAT=Xl

.
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FORMAT=26
F=3
F0RMAT=11

1 EXAMPLE OF FORMAT=1y, 100 BYTES PER LINE, UNPRINTABLE CHARACTERS

101 WILL APPEAR AS . . . PERIODS, lower case only if CASE=MiXeO.

Figure 62. Alphanumeric Format • FORMAT^ ly

GENFLDS
specifies that COMPAREX is to generate a visual representation of all IDENTITY,

FIELD, and MASK statements on the Differences Report.

If GENFLDS is being used, processing parameter message CPX13I will be shown.

A page eject is done before and after each display so the user can separate the GEN-

FLDS pages for reference as the Differences Report is studied. A clear plastic overlay

could be made on a copying machine to aid in the analysis of the report.

COMPAREX uses the value of LINE specified with processing parameter message

CPX08I to generate the GENFLDS representation. If this way, the GENFLDS repre-

sentation is in the same format as the associated Differences Report.

HALT /

KevTvord Format

HALT= ( NO

}

(YES }

{COND}

specifies whether or not COMPAREX is to continue processing after extracting key-

words. The default is HALT = NO which implies that in all cases, COMPAREX is to

read files, compare etc regardless of any syntax errors the user may have committed.

HALT = YES forces COMPAREX to terminate with message CPX31A after all key-

words have been exhausted regardless of any syntax errors the user may have commit-

ted.

halt =COND implies a conditional termination if the user committed any syntax

errors within keywords. As delivered, HALT =COND is set in the installation defaults.

From experience, most shops leave this in as the default.

Syntax errors are defined here as anytime COMPAREX underscores, with the latest

DASH definition, non-blank characters that are not recognizable keywords. The literal

"ERROR?" also is displayed to the right of the underscores alerting the user to the

problem.
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HELP
Keyword Format

HELP[={ALL} ]

[ { DATA } ]

[
{DISPLAY}]

[ { INPUT } ]

[
( OUTPUT ) ]

[ { TEXT ) ]

specifies that COMPAREX is to generate a listing of valid COMPAREX keywords,

along with a short description of the use of each keyword, on SYSPRINT, following

message CPXOII.
In this way, the user can obtain an on-line COMPAREX reference card. The HELP
keyword is informational only and causes no other change to processing.

No option to HELP need be specified. If no option is specified or if HELP =ALL is

specified, COMPAREX lists all valid keywords.

If HELP =DATA is specified, COMPAREX lists only the Data Files Synchronization

keywords (see "Chapter 6 - Data File Synchronization Keywords' on page 99).

If HELP = DISPLAY is specified, COMPAREX lists only the Display Processing key-

words.

If HELP = INPUT is specified, COMPAREX lists only the Input Processing keywords

(see "Chapter 5 - Input Processing Keywords" on page 69).

If HELP = OUTPUT is specified, COMPAREX lists only the Output Processing key-

words (see "Chapter 8 - Output Processing Keywords" on page 124).

If HELP =TEXT is specified, COMPAREX lists only the Text File keywords (see

"Chapter 7 - TEXT Keywords" on page 112).

Keyword Format

HELP
HELP=TEXT
HELP=(DATA)

When HELP or HELP =ALL is specified, a printout of the general syntax for each keyword is generated. For e.xample:

CPXOII • INPUT PROCESSING KEYWORDS
CONTINUE • STOP DISPLAYING DIFFERENCES BUT CONTINUE BEYOND MAXDIFF

CPXIFACE=XXX • LOAD MODULE NAME FOR COMPAREX INTERFACE EXIT

DATA|=CSECT| FILES HAVE INTER-RECORD RELATIONSHIP

DESEN=(DDD,T'VVVV' ) • DESENSITIZE BOTH FILES

DESEN1=(DD0,T’VVVV' ) • DESENSITIZE SYSUT1

0ESEN2=(DD0,T'VVVV' )
• DESENSITIZE SYSUT2

OIRECTORY=|USER/SPF/PDF| - POS DIRECTORY PROCESSING ONLY

FIELD=(0,L, IC/Z/P/BI ) • FIELD COMPARISON BOTH FILES (MAX 400)

FIELD1=(0,L, IC/Z/P/Bp • FIELD COMPARISON FOR SYSUT1

FIELD2=(D,L, ic/Z/P/Bj) - SYSUT2 FILE FIELD OFFSET (SEE FIELD!

)

FILTERIN=( |MEMBER,/M, |D1-02,OP,T'VVVVV' ) • INCLUSIVE FILTER USING 'AND' LOGIC

FILTEROUT=(|MEMBER,/M, |D1-02,0P,T'VVVV') EXCLUSIVE FILTER USING 'AND' LOGIC

FILT0RIN=( IMEMBER./M, |01-02,0P,T'VVVVV’) • INCLUSIVE FILTER USING 'OR' LOGIC

FILTOROUT=( |MEMSER,/M, |01-02,OP,T'VVVV' ) - EXCLUSIVE FILTER USING 'OR' LOGIC

IDENTITY=(DDO,OP,T'VVVV' )
- FIELD COMPARISONS BY RECORD ID

IGNORSIN • IGNORE SIGN DIFFERENCES

MASK=(DDD,LLL) - MASKING AREAS FOR BOTH FILES

MASK1=(D0D,LLL) - MASKING AREAS FOR SYSUT1

MASK2=000 - SYSUT2 FILE MASK OFFSET (SEE MASK!)

MOOE=|SYSTEMS/APPLICATIONS| • USER ORIENTATION

SKIPUT1=NNN - SKIP OVER FIRST NNN RECORDS OF FILE SYSUT!

SKIPUT2=NNN SKIP OVER FIRST NNN RECORDS OF FILE SYSUT2

STOPAFT=NNN STOP AFTER NNN RECORDS READ ON SYSUT! OR SYSUT2

SYSUT!=( |PAN/LIB/OTH| ,MEMBER=XXX, INCLUOE=|NO/YES| ,LEVEL=N,PARM=XXX)

SYSUT!=|QSAM/ISAM/VSAM/POSl • EXPLICIT SYSUT! ACCESS METHOD, NOT RECOM.
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SYSUT2 IS SAME AS SYSUT1

WILDCARO=T ' VV * GENERIC CHARACTER

CPX01I •

CPX011

CPX01

I

CPX01

1

OUTPUT PROCESSING KEYWORDS
_ ,

COPYO I FF=< I PAN/L 1 8/GEM/ 1 EBUPOTE/MEMBER/OTH |
, VERS= | YES/NO

|
, PASS=

1NSERT=|++C/-INS/- 1NS| TEXT/COPYOIFF FORMATTING

OELETE=h*C/-OEL/- DEL] - TEXT/COPYOIFF FORMATTING

REPLACE=|++C/-REP/- REP| • TEXT/COPYOIFF FORMATTING

SYSUT3=|QSAM/ISAM/VSAM| • EXPLICIT SYSUT3 ACCESS METHOD

YES/NO| ,STAMP=|NO/YES| ,SEQFLD=738)

DATA FILE SYNCHRONIZATION KEYWORDS

KEY=(D L |C/Z/P/B|,|A/0/R|) - KEY SYNCH OF BOTH FILES (MAX 40)

KEY1=(6,L,|C/Z/P/8MA/0/R|) • KEY SYNCH OF SYSUT1 FILE

KEY2=(D,L, IC/Z/P/B ,
A/D/R|) • KEY SYNCH OF SYSUT2 (SEE KEY1)

SEGMENT=(D1,EQ,T'VVVVV' ,( |A/0/R| ,D2,LLL)) • DATA BASE SEGMENT PROCESSING

DISPLAY PROCESSING KEYWORDS

ASCII - ASCII TRANSLATE TABLE

CASE=|UPPER/LOWER/HIXEO| • TRANSLATION OF LOWER CASE CHARACTERS

0A$H=T'VV' * DEFINITION OF DIFFERENCES UNDERSCORE

DECIMAL * RELATIVE DISPLACEMENTS IN DECIMAL

EBCDIC * EBCDIC TRANSLATE TABLE

FLDSONLY * DIFFERENCES UNDERSCORED ONLY ON SPECIFIED FIELDS

FORMAT=XY - X=|0/1/21, Y= | 1/2/3/4/5/6
|

- DATA FORMATTING

GENFLDS * VISUAL INTERPRETATION OF FIELDS TO BE COMPARED

HALT=|YES/NO/COND| • HALT EXECUTION ON SYSIN ERROR

HEX • RELATIVE DISPLACEMENTS IN HEX

INTERLEAVE=NNN - INTERLEAVE DIFFERING PRINTED LINES

KEYSONLY • DISPLAY LINES CONTAINING CONTROL FIELDS ON SYNCH MISMATCHES

LINE=(NNN, 1H0RIZ0NTAL/ALPHA/VERTICAL|) • PRINT LINE CHARACTER REPRESENTATION

MAXDIFF=NNN * STOP OR PAUSE (SEE CONTINUE) AFTER NNN DIFFERING RECORDS

MBRHDR=lYES/NO/COND/MATCH( * HEADINGS ON MEMBERS

NIBBLE * UNDERSCORE HALF-BYTE NIBBLES IF DUMP FORMAT

PAGE=NNN - NNN AT LEAST 10 (DEFAULT IS 58) LINES PER PAGE

PLUS=T*VV' - DEFINITION OF EXTRA BYTES UNDERSCORE

PRINT=|MATCH/NOMATCH/MISMATCH/NOMISMATCH| - PRINT CONTROL

TEXT FILE KEYWORDS
3UFF=NNN - BUFFER SIZE

FRAME= I NUM/YES/NOl - SURROUND BLOCKS OF DIFFERING RECORDS

MLC=NNN - MATCHING LINE COUNT

SQUEE2£=T'VV' - CHARS TO BE SQUEEZED OUT

TEXT=lCOBOL/$COBOL/./JCL/BAL/CLIST/REPORT ETC.
|

TEXT COMPARE

PRINT=FULL * ALL OF SYSUTI WITH DIFFERENCES DISPLAYED IN CONTEXT

0
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HEX
causes each line’s relative displacement to be shown in hexadecimal format.

DECIMAL and HEX are mutually exclusive. DECI\LAL is the default. If HEX is spec-

ified, DECIMAL should not be specified.

Each line’s relative displacement is shown in the left-most column of the Differences

Report.

If HEX displacement is being used, processing parameter message CPX08I will specify

HEX.
If MODE =SYSTEMS is specified and DECIMAL is not specified, COMPAREX turns

on HEX automatically.

IGNORSIN
specifies that DATA differences in packed fields with unlike signs are to be ignored. If

one record contains packed fields with signs of C and the other record contains packed

fields with signs of F, they can be ignored.

This keyword causes COMPAREX to scan every byte of both synchronized records for

packed fields and make them signs of F before comparison begins. When the two

records are compared, these sign differences are effectively ignored.

Certain restrictions apply to the use of IGNORSIN. They are

No FIELD’S or MASK’S are allowed.

Crippled for TEXT processing.

Not applicable for CSECT Parsing

Keyword Examples

IGNORSIN
IGNORSIN=YES
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INTERLEAVE

Keyword Format

INTERLEAVE=nn
(or ILV)

specifies the number of lines that are blocked together from a SYSUTl record before

diplaying a similar number of lines from a SYSUT2 record.

This onlv has meaning in DATA logic when the value of y in FORMAT = xy is 4, 0, or 6.

If entered, the value of nn must be at least 1. If not entered, the default value is 1.

It is left as an exercise for the user to see that specifying a very high value such as IN-

TERLEAVE = 10000 with FORMAT =04 is logically equivalent to specifymg FOR-

MAT =01 and disregarding INTERLEAVE.

Keyword Examples

INTERLEAVE=1
ILV=010

KEYSONLY
specifies that when synchronization mismatches, either from KEY or SEGMENT syn-

chronization, occur, only the LINEs that completely contain any control fields will be

displayed. This is particularly useful when comparing DATA files with relatively large

records (500 bytes or more), and the user is not concerned with flipping through the

pages of the displav for inserted and deleted records.

Another possibility is to specify PRINT =NOMISMATCH but that ignores the insert-

ed/deleted records completely from the Differences Report.

KILLRC
specifies that whatever return code is going to be sent back to the operating system, it is

overridden to be zero. This kcv^vord is rarely used.

Keyword Examples

KILLRC
KILLRC=NO

LINE

Kev^vo^d Format

LINE= ( { 3 2 } [ { , HORIZONTAL } ]

)

{nn}[{,HOR) ]

[{, ALPHA) ]

[{, VERTICAL) ]

[{,VER) ]

specifies the number of bytes displayed on each line and the method for that display.

The default value for nn is 32 but may range from 10 to 110. If HORIZONTAL (or

HOR) is specified, the value of nn must be 32. All other combinations are valid.

LINE = (32,HORIZONTAL) generates IBM dump format.

LINE = (nnA^LPHA) generates an alphanumeric line of length nn.

LINE = (nn,VERTICAL) generates the 'DITTO" format with line length nn.
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If both LINE and FORMAT are specified, the LINE specification overrides the x in

FORMAT = xy accordingly.

See "PLUS and FORMAT = 21 (Ditto Format)" on page 146 for an e.xample of the

Ditto format with LINE = (
100,VERITCAL).

Ke^^vord Examples

LINE=80
LINE=(32,HOR)
LINE= ( 110 , VERTICAL)

MAXDIFF
Keyword Format

]yiAXDIFF={999999999999 }

{nn}

specifies the maximum number of differences to be displayed on the Differences Re-

port. A difference can be two matched records with differing data or one record that is

not matched on the other file (any inserted record under KEY or SEGMENT synchro-

nization or any extra record on the end of the longer file).

The MAXDIFF value being used is specified by processing parameter message

CPX04I. When COMPAREX has displayed the specified number of differences, the

utility will issue message CPX67I. At that time, if CONTINUE is not specified,

COMPAREX will execute its end-of-job routines; if CONTINUE is specified,

COMPAREX will read and compare records, adding to processing totals but not print-

ing records on the Differences Report.

When comparing partitioned datasets (PDS’s) and DIRECTORY is not specified,

differing directory records do not count toward the MAXDIFF limit; only differing

member records are counted toward the MAXDIFF limit.

The user should ALWAYS give a MAXDIFF specification to prevent large printouts

when errors occur.

Ke\word Examples

MAXDIFF=10
iy[AXDIFF=(999)

MBRHDR
Kevyvord Format

MBRHDR= { YES

}

{ COND

}

{NO}
{ MATCH

}

specifies whether or not COMPAREX is to display a member header for each member
of a directory-embedded dataset compare. MBRHDR=YES, the default, forces a page

break and heading to be printed for each member regardless of whether or not there

are any differences.

MBRHDR =COND specifies that a page break and member header are to be issued

only if there is indeed at least one difference in the two members that synchronized to-

gether or a member insertion. When large libraries are compared, and only a few

members differ, this abbreviates the Differences Report considerably.
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MBRHDR=NO forces all page breaks off and all Differences Reports by member sup-

pressed. Onlv statistics by member are gathered as to how many members differed that

synchronized 'together and how many inserted members were on each file. L sing this

option speeds up the overall comparison considerably when large libraries are involved.

When two members synchronize together because their names match, the comparison

is abrubtly terminated at the first difference. All detail is lost, however, as to which

members differed and where.
.

MBRHDR= MATCH is similar to MBRHDR=COND except that inserted members

are not displayed. Only member names that Match and have differences warrant a

page break.

Note: Statistics by member are gathered and displayed in all three cases with message

CPX78I.
For example, if two directory-embedded datasets contain members:

-SYSUTl-
MEMBERIO
MEMBER20
MEMBER30
MEMBER40
MEMBERS

0

-SYSUT2-
MEMBERIO (identical)
MEMBER15
MEMBER20 (different)
MEMBER40 (identical)

With MBRHDR =COND, the difference report looks like:

MEMBER15 DIF TWO 2

SYSUT1=DSNUT1(MEMBER20) , SYSUT2=DSNUT2 (MEMBER20)

(List of differences within the member) g

MEMBERS 0 DIF 0 N E 3

MEMBER50 DIF ONE 5

With MBRHDR = MATCH, the difference report looks like:

SYSUT1=DSNUT1 (MEMBERS 0) , SYSUT2=DSNUT2 (MEMBER20)

(List of differences within the member)

NIBBLE
specifies that each half byte is to be compared and, if different, underscored with the

DASH character.

For the NIBBLE keyword to be used, LINE must be set (or defaulted) to ''(32,HORI-

ZONTAL)".
If NIBBLE is being used, processing parameter message CPXllI will specify NIBBLE.

NIBBLE may be used only with DATA comparison logic; no bytes are underscored

with TEXT comparison logic.

"FORMAT = 02,DECIMAL,NIBBLE (E.xcerpts)'' on page 135 shows an example of

NIBBLE on the Differences Report.

PAGE
Keyword Format
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PAGE={ 58 }

(nn}

specifies the number of print lines on each page. The value may be between 10 and

99999999. The default value is 58.

The PAGE value being used is specified by processing parameter message CPX08I.

This number sets the maximum number of lines to be printed on a page. A low value

for PAGE, such as 10, will cause more pages to be printed since COMPAREX will ad-

vance to the top of the page and will write the two heading lines (showing time, date,

page number, and input file dataset names) each time that number of lines has been

written. A hi^ value for PAGE, such as 999999, will cause COMPAREX to print over

the fanfold page boundaries, perhaps saving some paper.

Kev>vord Examples

PAGE=76
PAGE=(999)
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PLUS

Keyword Format

PLUS={C'+'

}

{
t

'w
' }

Keyword Examples

PLUS=C ' * '

PLUS=X' 5C'

specifies the character used as the underscore on the Differences Report for excess

bytes when the record from SYSUT2 is longer than the record from SYSUTl.

The PLUS character also is used as the surrounding character when FRAME is speci-

fied with TEXT processing. ^DVIIT 1

The PLUS value being used is specified by processing parameter message crAiii. in

addition, the PLUS character is shown immediately to the right of the word ’DIFFER-

ENCE.’ At the end of processing, COMPAREX shows a count of excess bytes under-

scored as the second figure in message CPX74I.

The default value is a plus character. The user may specify any other character or

hexadecimal value. If character data is requested, only one value is used (such as C”*’);

if hexadecimal data is requested, two values are used (such as X’4F).

Excess bytes are not underscored with TEXT processing logic.

The excess bytes are underscored with the PLUS character on both the left- hand

(hexadecimal) portion of the report and the right-hand (alphanumeric) portion of the

report. . .

COMPAREX will accept any value given; the user needs only to be certain the value is

a printable character on the printer’s print train.

"PLUS and FORfvIAT = 21 (Ditto Format)" on page 146 illustrates the use of

PLUS = C’)’ on the Differences Report.

DSPL |•.• + 1 * 2 + 3 + 4 + 5 +

CPX51I RECORD NUMBER 1 ON FILE SYSUTl

1 00045678 >0ATA- SYSUTl 012345 * TH

FFFFFFFF000004680086CCEC6EEEEEF4FFFFFF000001350033444ec
0004567S0000057C002E4 1 3 1 0282431 001 23450000024C000900038

44444444444444444444
00000000000000000000

CPX521 • RECORD NUMBER 1 ON FILE SYSUT2

1 00045688 0ATA-SYSUT2 012345 * TH

FFFFFFFF0000046800S7CCEC6EEEEEF4FFFFFF000001350033444EC
000456880000058C00284 1 3 1 028243200 1 23450000024C000900038

444444444444444444444444444444
000000000000000000000000000000

)))))))))) -DIFFERENCE)

Figure 63. PLUS and FORMAT=21 (Ditto Format)
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PRINT

Ke\M'or(l Format

PRINT= { MATCH

}

{ NOMATCH

}

{MISMATCH}
(NOMISMATCH}
{ FULL

}

specifies which synchronized MATCH’S or MISMATCH’S will be printed.

This form of the PRINT keyword may be used with DATA comparison logic or with

DIRECTORY (which is a variation on DATA logic). The defaults are MATCH and

MISMATCH. If MATCH is specified, NOMATCH should not be specified; if MIS-

MATCH is specified, NOMISMATCH should not be specified. MATCH and NO-
MATCH are mutually exclusive; MISMATCH and NOMISMATCH are mutually ex-

clusive.

The PRINT parameters being used are specified by processing parameter message

CPX05I.
Options:

MATCH - specifies that if records synchronize together and they do not compare ex-

actly, COMPAREX will print both records on the Differences Report, underscoring

the differing bytes.

NOMATCH - specifies that if records synchronize together, COMPAREX will print

neither record on the Differences Report.

MISMATCH - specifies that if an out-of-synchronization situation occurs.

COMPAREX will print this record on the Differences Report.

NOMISMATCH - specifies that if an out-of-synchronization situation occurs,

COMPAREX will not print this record on the Differences Report.

FULL - specifies that all records from SYSUTl will be printed in context with the

differing records. This is not applicable to Random keys or Csect Parsing.

Keyword Examples

PRINT=NOMATCH
PRINT= ( MATCH , NOMISMATCH

)

PRINT=FULL
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Chapter 10 - Messages

the source of each record shown on the Differences Report.

In addition, COMPAREX uses its messages to notify the user of actions to take when errors occur. These errors can be

either in the processing environment or in the set of user-entered keywords.

Finally, COMP.AREX uses messages to show processing totals at the end of each job. These messages show tallies of

input records as well as the numbers of differences found.

Messages Issued During Job Initialization

Messaues issued bv COMPAREX at the becinning of each job are used to show the parameter m effect for the run. For

fhe most oarrthese are for the information of the user; no action, other than a review, is usually needed. The

messages at job initialfzation requiring user action are those describing files that cannot be opened or keywords that

are unable to be interpreted.

CPXOOI

Message Format

CPXOOI input line from SYS IN file

Each 80-byte line from the SYSIN file is shown to the right of this message.

If "ERROR?'* is printed on the right of the report, on the line under the line with mes-

sage number CPXOOI, this is an ACTION message. If HALT =COND has been speci-

Tied, then the utility will terminate with message CPX30A and return code 16 after issu-

ing ’all informational messages but before reading any records from SYSUTl or

SYSUT2.
ACTION: Examine the line containing the literal "ERROR?" to find the underscores.

Under the line containing the message number CPXOOI, COMPAREX has under-

scored the characters that cannot be interpreted.

Change the specification. If a keyword is misspelled or if a keyword’s parameters are

incorrectly given, correct the specification. Refer to the description of the keyword in

this manual for information about keyword parameters and their values. If the under-

scores identify notes or comments, precede the comments with a "/*" (but not in col-

umns 1 and '2) which delineates comments from keywords. Alternatively, specify

HALT = NO, which forces COMPAREX to continue processing regardless of any

If there are characters on the line containing the message number CPXOOI that are

not underscored, COMPAREX has interpreted these characters as correct keywords,

and the utility has modified its default processing with these keywords.

If "ERROR?" is not printed on the right of the report under the message line, this is an

informational message.

To review: E.xamine the line to insure that the keywords and their parameters were

correctly entered.
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CPXOII

Messaue Format

CPXOII • (INPUT PROCESSING KEYUOROS>

(OUTPUT PROCESSING KEYWORDS)

(DATA FILE SYNCHRONIZATION KEYWORDS)

(DISPLAY PROCESSING KEYWORDS)

(TEXT FILE KEYWORDS)

This is an informational message. HELP has been specified. Refer to the description of

the HELP keyword in ' Chapter 9 - Display Processing Keywords" on page 130.

If the HELP keyword without any option was found or HELP =ALL has been specified.

COMPAREX lists each valid keyword, along with a short description of the use of each

keyword, on SYSPRINT, following message CPXOII.

If HELP = INPUT was specified, COMPAREX lists each Input processing keyword,

along with a short description of the use of each input processing keyword, on

SYSPRINT, following message CPXOII.

If HELP = OUTPUT was specified, COMPAREX lists each output processing key-

word, along with a short description of the use of each output processing keyword, on

SYSPRINT, following message CPXOII.

If HELP = DATA was specified, COMPAREX lists each data file synchronization key-

word, along with a short description of the use of each data file synchronization key-

word, on SYSPRINT, following message CPXOII.

If HELP = DISPLAY was specified, COMPAREX lists each display processing

keyword, along with a short description of the use of each display processing keyword,

on SYSPRINT, following message CPXOII.

If HELP =TEXT was specified, COMPAREX lists each text file keyword, along with a

short description of the use of each text file keyword, on SYSPRINT, following message

CPXOII.
The HELP keyword causes no other change to COMPAREX’s processing.

CPX02I

Messaue Format

CPX02A - SYSIN PARAMETER FILE MISSING OR INVALID, TAKING ALL INTERNAL DEFAULTS

If keywords were used for this run of COMPAREX, this is an ACTION message.

ACTION: Examine JCL to determine why COMPAREX was unable to open SYSIN.

Possible reason:

//SYSIN was missing or misspelled.

If keywords were not used for this run of COMPAREX, this is an

informational message.

To review: No error correction is necessary. The COMPAREX run took all

defaults.
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CPX03I

\less»ige Format

CPX03I - EXECUTION OF jobname.stepname.procstepname • VALUES EXTRACTED/OEFAULTED;

This is an informational message. It is printed after all keywords have been e^racted

but before the files to be compared are opened. Following this message, COMPAKt,

prints the parameters it will use during the execution. These parameters are explicitly

stated in the messages that immediately follow message CPX03I.
. j- i

•

In addition, message CPX03I helps the user identify the step of the JCL by displaying

jobname, stepname, and procstepname.

iobname: this name is taken from the JOB statement (such as //jobname JOB D,...).

stepname: this is the name of the step that actually invokes COMPAREX (for exam-

ple, //stepname EXEC PGM=COMPAREX).
procstepname: if a procedure is called that invokes COMPAREX, that name is used.

For example:

//COMPARE PROC
//stepname EXEC PGM=COMPAREX

// PEND

//procstepname EXEC COMPARE

CPX04I

Message Format

CPX04I • MAXDIFF=n1 C, CONTINUE] ,ST0PAFT=n2

This is an informational message. It is printed immediately after message CPX03I.

If MAXDIFF was specified, the input value for MAXDIFF is displayed instead of ’nl.

If MAXDIFF was not specified, MAXDIFF =999999999999 is displayed. This number

is the maximum number of differences COMPAREX will print on the Differences Re-

port during the run. ....
If CONTINUE was specified, the word CONTINUE is shown; otherwise, the word

CONTINUE is not shown.
. c, -,.rc

If STOPAFT was specified, the input value for STOPAFT is displayed instead of n2. It

STOPAFT was not specified, STOPAFT =999999999999 is displayed. This number is

the maximum number of records COMPAREX will read from either input file (this

number does not include records bypassed as a result of SKIPUTl or SKIPUT2 key-

words).

To review: Examine the counters displayed. Correct or change the keywords entered

before any subsequent run, if desired.
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CPX05I

Messaue Format

CPX05I - PRINT=<<:MATCH >,CMISMATCH} C,FULL] ),MBRHOR=aES> ,HALT=<;N0} [.KEYSONLY] ,KILLRC={N0>

(NOMATCH) <;NOMISMArCH> (NO> (YES> (YES>

<C0N0> {C0ND>

This is an informational message. If an option to PRINT was specified, this message

will show the PRINT parameters from that keyword. The default is

PRINT = (MATCH,MISMATCH).
If MBRHDR was specified, this message will show the MBRHDR parameter from that

keyword. The default is MBRHDR = YES.

If HALT was specified, this message will show the HALT parameter from that key-

word. The default is HALTING but it is recommended that the shop set

HALT =COND as an Installation Default.

If KEYSONLY was specified, this message will show the KEYSONLY is turned on.

The default is not KEYSONLY.

To review: E.xamine the parameters displayed. If necessary, check the description of

the PRINT keyword in "Chapter 9 - Display Processing Keywords' on page 130.

CPX06I

Mes.sage Format

CPX06I • WILDCARD=CC' .
'> ,M00E={APPLICATI0NS>, (ALL DISPLACEMENTS RELATIVE TO CONE} )

(t'vv'> {SYSTEMS) (ZERO)

This is an informational message. It is shown on every COMPAREX run.

If at least one WILDCARD specification was found, the last WILDCARD value is

shown instead of C’.’; if COMPAREX did not find a WILDCARD specification.

WILDCARD = C’.’ is shown.

If MODE = SYSTEMS was specified, and it was not followed by a

MODE = APPLICATIONS keyword, message CPX06I shows MODE = SYSTEMS
(ALL DISPLACEMENTS RELATIVE TO ZERO).
If MODE = SYSTEMS was not specified, message CPX06I shows

MODE = APPLICATIONS (ALL DISPLACEMENTS RELATIVE TO ONE).

To review: E.xamine the parameters displayed to ensure that the correct WILD-

CARD value and MODE were used for the execution.
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CPX07I

Nlessage Format

CPX07I SYNCHRONIZATION KEY(S):

KEY=(ddd, lU [C,C>] [C,A>]

)

[{,Z>] CC,D>]

C{,P>1 [C,R>]

KEY1 = (ddd, LU CC,C>] [{, A}] ) ,KEY2= C(]ddd[, U

U

CC,Z>]CC,D>]
CC,P>HC,R>] t<P>

C{,8>]

This is an informational message. It is shown when COMPAREX fmds one or more

KEY for KEYl and KEY2 pairs) specifications.

The KEYS are ordered in the same way they were specified. COMPAREX processes as

if the first KEY shown under message CPX07I is the most major KEY and the last

KEY shown is the most minor KEY.
-r- j c l'cv

If none of A-ascending, D-descending, or R-random was specified for a KEY,

COMPAREX will assume A next to the KEY to show an ascending key.

If no exotic specification for type such as Z - Zoned; P - Packed; or B - Binary is made,

the default of C - Character is assumed.

To review; Examine the parameters displayed to insure that the correct set of KEYs

was used for the job.
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CPX08I

Messaue Format

CPX08I * CDECIMAL), CEBCDIC>,CASE=CUPPER>,LINE=(n1 , (HOR I ZONTAL}) , PAGE=n2

(HEX> CASCIO CMIXED) {ALPHA}
(VERTICAL}

This is an informational messsage. It is shown on every COMPAREX run.

If HEX was specified, and it was not followed by a DECIMAL keyword, the literal

’HEX’ is shown and COMPAREX shows the relative displacement of each line of each

record on the Differences Report in hexadecimal format; if MODE =SYSTEMS was

specified and COMPAREX did not find a DECIMAL specification, the literal ’HEX’ is

shown and COMPAREX shows the relative displacement of each line of each record

on the Differences Report in hexadecimal format; otherwise, the literal ’DECIMAL’ is

shown and COMPAREX shows the relative displacement of each line of each record

on the Differences Report in decimal format.

The alphanumeric representation of the characters in the records on the Differences

Report can be shown in either EBCDIC or ASCII format. If ASCII was specified, and

it was not followed by an EBCDIC keyword, the literal ’ASCII’ is shown and

COMPAREX uses its ASCII translation table to translate each byte in each record on

the Differences Report to an alphanumeric character for printing; otherwise, the literal

’EBCDIC’ is shown and COMPAREX uses its EBCDIC translation table to translate

each byte in each record on the Differences Report to an alphanumeric character for

printing.

If CASE was specified, the proper option, either UPPER or MIXED (same as

LOWER), is displayed here. In the absence of any CASE specification, the default is

CASE = UPPER unless an option to TEXT, such as TEXT = PANEL, is made, in which

case, CASE is set to MIXED.
If LINE was specified and/or FORMAT was specified, the composite results of those

specifications (LINE takes precedence over FORMAT), are displayed here. However,

if an option to TEXT, such as TEXT = COBOL, is made, all LINE and FORMAT spec-

ifications are ignored and LINE is set to (80,ALPHA) or (110,ALPHA) in the case ot

TEXT = REPORT.
Composite results are as follows: If

LINE= ( 77 , VERTICAL) ,FORMAT=06

is specified, the result within message CPX08I is

LINE=( 77 .VERTICAL)

but within message CPX25I, the result will be

DATA , FORMAT=2 6 , INTERLEAVE=1

.

If PAGE was specified, the value on that keyword is shown instead of 'nT; otherwise,

the literal ’58’ is shown instead of ’n2.’

To review: Examine the parameters displayed to insure that the Differences Report

was formatted as desired.
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CPX09I

Messaue Format

CPX09I * SKIPUT1=n1 ,SKIPUT2=n2

This is an informational message. It is shown only when SKIPUTl or SKIPUT2 has

If SKIPUTl has been specified, the value on that keyword is shown instead of ;
oth-

erwise, the number zero is shown instead of ’nl.’ COMPAREX will read (skip over)

this number of records on SYSUTl before passing any SYSUTl record to the compare

If SKIPUT2 has been specified, the value on that keyword is shown instead of n2 ;
oth-

erwise, the number zero is shown instead of ’n2.’ COMPAREX will read (skip over)

this number of records on SYSUT2 before passing any SYSUT2 record to the compare

To review; Examine the parameters displayed to insure that the correct number of

records was bypassed (skipped over) on each input file.

CPXIOI

Message Format

CPXIOI FILTERS:
FILTER I N=( CMEMBER , /CSECT , ] d1 C

• dZ] , op, t
‘ vvvv

)

F I LTEROUT=( CMEMBER , /CSECT , ] d1 1 -dZ] , op, t • vvvV )

F I L TOR I N*( CMEMBER , /CSECT ,] d1 C
• dZl , op ,

t
• vvvv

)

FILTOROUT=( CMEMBER, /CSECT, ]d1 C'dZ] , op, t
• vvvv*

)

This is an informational message. It is shown only when COMPAREX finds one or

more filtering specifications. r>trv
The filters are ordered in the same way they were specified. COMPAREX processes

the filters in the order shown under message CPXIOI.

COMPAREX converts the last filtering keyword of each type (record and member) to

an ’AND’ logic filter.

To review; E.xamine the statements displayed to insure that the correct set of filters

was used for the job. If necessary, check the descriptions of the FILTERIN, FIL-

TEROUT, FILTORIN, and FILTOROUT keywords in "Chapter 5 - Input Process-

ing Keywords" on page 69.
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CPXllI

Messaue Formiit

CPX11I • DASH={C'-'> ,PLUS=<;C'*'> [.NIBBLE] C, FLDSONLY]

<;t'vl'> (t'v2'>

This is an informational message. It is shown on every COMPAREX run.

If DASH was specified, the value on that keyword is shown instead of ’t’vl”; otherwise,

the literal ’DASH = C’-” is shown. COMPAREX will use this character to underscore

differing bytes on the Differences Report.

If PLUS was specified, the value on that keyword is shown instead of ’t’v2”; otherwise,

the literal ’PLUS =C + ” is shown. COMPAREX will use this character to underscore

excess bytes on the Differences Report when a SYSUT2 record is longer than a paired

SYSUTl record.

If NIBBLE was specified, the word NIBBLE is shown and only differing half-bytes will

be underscored on the Differences Report.

If FLDSONLY was specified, or if the user entered one or more sets of FIELD 1 and

FIELD2 keywords, the word FLDSONLY is shown and only differing bytes defined by

FIELD statements are underscored with the DASH character.

To review: Examine the parameters displayed to insure that the keywords were cor-

rectly entered.

CPX12I

Message Format

CPX12I IDENTITIES, DESENSITIZING, FIELDS, AND MASKS:

FIELO=(dd,lU,t) 1 FIELD=(dd,Ul,t)
IDENTITY=(dd,op,t'vv' ) 2 IDENTITY=(dd, op, t vv‘

)

MASK1 = (dd,U),MASK2=(dd,ll) 3 FIELO=(dd,tU)
4 FIELD=(dd,tU)
5 FIELD1=(d,l),FIELD2=d
6 DESEN=(dd,t'vv')
7 0£SEN1=(dd,t'vv')
8 DESEN2=(dd,t'vv')

This is an informational message. It is shown only when COMPAREX finds one or

more IDENTITY, FIELD (or FIELDl and FIELD2 pair), MASK (or MASKl and

MASK2 pair), or DESEN (DESENl or DESEN2 also) keywords as specifications.

The message has three parts. The left part is the same as specified, the middle part is a

sequence number, and the right part is COMPAREX’s interpretation of the input for

processing. If no MASK (or MASKl and MASK2) specifications are made, the right

part is not shown.

COMPAREX always inserts a final IDENTITY test for records which do not pass any

of the user’s IDENTITY tests. This IDENTITY and its associated FIELD are shown in

this way;

IDENTITY= ( CATCH-ALL)
FIELD=(1,END)

To review: Examine the left part of the message to insure that the correct set of

IDENTITYs, FIELDS, MASKs, and DESENs was used for the job. Check the order

of the keywords if IDENTITYs are used.

The middle part is a sequence number assigned to each IDENTITY and FIELD. This

sequence number is used to refer to these same IDENTITYs and FIELDS on the

GENFLDS output and on message CPX52I.

The right part is shown if any any MASK (or MASKl and MASK2 pair) specifications

were made. COMPAREX evaluates the MASKs and creates FIELDs. For e.xample:
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MASK=(6,9)

would generate two FIELDs;

FIELD=(1,5,C)
FIELD=(15,END)

and these two FIELDs would be shown as the right part of message CPX12I.

Here is a more complete example. If the specifications are:

FIELD=(4,009)
ID=(004,LE,C'A8C')
FIELD=(15,EN0),MASK=(24,3),MASK*(20,1)
IDENTITY=(4,EQ,C'XYZ')
FIELD1=(15,8,Z),FIELD2=(17,5,P)
MASI<:1=(21,4,3),MASK2=23
MASK=(1,5),MAS<=<60,END)
I0ENTITY=(7,EQ,X'EF' ),MASK=<25,4)

Then, message CPX12I will show:

FIELD=(4,9,C)
IDENTITY=(4,LE,C'ABC')
F1ELD=(15,EN0)
MASK=(24,3,C)
HASK=(20,1,C)
IDENTITY=(4,EQ,C-XYZ')
FIELD1=(15,3,Z),FIELD2=(17,
MASK1=(21,4,S),MASK2=23
MASK=(1,5)
MASK=(60,END)
IDENTITY=(7,EQ,X'EF‘)
MASX=(25,4,C)

1DENTITY=(CATCH-ALL)
FIELD=(1 ,END)

1 FIELD=(4,9,C)

2 I0ENTITY=(4,LE,C'ABC'

)

3 FIELD=(15,5,C)
4 FIEL0»(27,END)

5 FIEUD=(21,3,C)
6 I0ENTITY=(4,EQ,C-XYZ')

5,P) 7 FIEL01=(15,3,2),FIEL02=(17,S,P)

3 10ENTITY=(7,EQ,X'EF')

9 F1ELD=(1,24,C)
10 FIELD=(29,EN0)
11 I0ENT1TY=(CATCH-ALL)

12 FIEL0=(1,END)

Refer to 'IDENTITY. FIELD, MASK, and DESEN Messages" on page 91 for an actual example.
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CPX13I

Messaue Format

CPX13I - GENFLDS

This is an informational message. It is shown only when COMPAREX finds the GEN-

FLDS keyword and one or more IDENTITY or ITELD (or FIELDl and FIELD2 pair)

specifications.

Immediately after the CPX13I message, COMPAREX advances to the top of the page

to create the first GENFLDS visual representation, using the line length specified by

the value of LINE given in the CPX08I message.

To review; Examine the generated visual representations. Modify IDENTITY,

FIELD, and MASK keywords as necesary to correctly describe the records. See the

description of the GENFLDS keyword in "Chapter 9 - Display Processing Keywords"

on page 130.

CPX15I

Message Format

CPX15I • COPYOIFFC=(CPAM} ,STAMP=<;N0> , VERS=aES>,PASS=<:YES>)]

c CLI8> CYES> CN0> {NO> ]

[ (GEM) 1

C <:iEBUPOTE>,SEQFLD='ddl C.ddl] ]

C {0TH> 3

1NSERT=C++C> ,DELETE=(++C> ,REPLACE=C++C>

C-INS) C-OEL} <;-REP>

{• INS> {• 0EL> {• REP>

Cxxxxxy {xxxxx} Cxxxxx)

This is an informational message. It is shown only when COPYDIFF was specified.

When COPYDIFF is specified, COMPAREX writes to file SYSUT3 (assuming it can

be opened successfullv) any differing record from file SYSUT2. If any option to COPY-
DIFF is entered (PAN, LIB, GEM, lEBUPDTE. or OTH) and TEXT processing is in

effect, differing records will be preceded by a formatted change control record.

The second line is displaved onlv if an option to COPYDIFF is specified. If COPY-
DIFF=PAN was specified, then INSERT, DELETE, and REPLACE are set to ’+ + C.

If COPYDIFF=LIB was specified, then INSERT is set to ’-INS’, DELETE is set to

’-DEL’ and REPLACE is set to ’-REP’. If COPYDIFF=GEM was specified, then IN-

SERT is set to ’- INS’, DELETE is set to ’- DEL’ and REPLACE is set to ’- REP’. If

COPYDIFF= lEBUPDTE was specified, then INSERT is set to NUMBER’, DE-

LETE is set to ’DELETE’, and REPLACE is set to ’CHANGE’. If COPYDIFF =OTH
was specified, then the values entered by the user for INSERT, DELETE, and RE-

PLACE are displayed here.

In addition to the formatted change control records such as (-*- -i-C, -INS, etc.) the first

record written is a directive to the library management system (PAN, LIB, GEM, lE-

BUPDTE, or OTH) to update the right module. For PAN, it is:

-(-+UPDATE member ,
level

-("(-UPDATE member ,
level ,

TEMP

for LIB, it is:

-SEL member, pass, VERS=mmdd
-SEL member

,
pass , VERS=mmdd , TEMP
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-SEL member, VERS=mmdd
-SEL member, pass
-SEL member

for GEM, it is;

- SEL member
- SEL member, TEMP

for lEBUPDTE, it is:

./CPX CHANGE NAME=member,SEQFLD=(ddl,ddl)

or, if PRINT = FULL;
./CPX CHANGE NAME=niember,SEQFLD=(ddl,ddl),LIST=ALL

and for OTH. it is;

?? member

If COPYDIFF=LIB is specified, suffixing records are written out. At the end of each

updated member, it is;

-EMOD

and at the conclusion of all updates, it is:

-END

To review, e.xamine the statements displayed to insure that the run is correct.
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CPX16A

Messaue Format

CPX16A - SYSUT3 COPY FILE MISSING, INVALID, OR DUMMY - COPYDIFF NULLIFIED

This is an ACTION message. The user has entered the COPYDIFF keyword, but

COMPAREX cannot write the SYSUT3 file. COMPAREX continues the run, without

writing file SYSUT3.
ACTION: Examine the JCL and the user-entered keywords to determine the prob-

lem.

Possible reasons:

SYSUT3 = DUMMY was specified. If the SYSUT3 file is desired, take out the

SYSUT3=DUMMY specification.

COMPAREX could not open file SYSUT3. Examine the JCL. //SYSUT3 may have

been missing or misspelled.

CPX16I

Message Format

CPX16I • SYSUT3=clsname.sysut3 DCB=(DSORG=<;PS>,RECFM={F) CB] [S] ,LRECL=n,BLKSIZE*nC,RKP=rkp,KEYLEN=n]

)

{IS> (V>

CDA> {U>

CPX16I • SYSUT3=dsnanie.sysut3 ACB=(<;ESOS>,LRECL=n,CINV=n, CPASSWORD=xxx] ) t,RKP=rkp,KEYLEN=n]

)

{KSDS>
<;rrds>

This is an informational message. It is shown only when COPYDIFF is specified and

the utility has successfully opened file SYSUT3.
The dsname.svsut3 is taken from the DSN parameter of the dataset allocated to

SYSUT3 (//SYSUT3 DD DSNAME = ...).

If the dataset organization is QSAM, or ISAM, the first option is shown. If the dataset

organization is QSAM, DSORG = PS; if the dataset organization is ISAM.

DSORG = IS; if the dataset organization is direct access, DSORG = DA.
RECFM, LRECL, BLKSIZE, RKP, and KEYLEN further describe the file.

If the dataset organization is VSAM, the ACB option is shown. ESDS, KSDS, RRDS,
LRECL, CINV, RKP, and KEYLEN describe the VSAM file. If the RKP is shown with

the ACB option and the RKP was extracted by COMPAREX from an operating system

control block (such as a VSAM ACB), the relative key position value is relative to zero,

even if the MODE = APPLICATIONS keyword has been entered.

To review: Examine the parameters of the message to determine if file SYSUT3 was

correctly specified.
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CPX18I

Messaue Format

CPX18I SEGMENT SPECIFICATIONS IGNORED IN LIEU OF KEY SYNCHRONIZATION

This is an ACTION message. COMPAREX has found both one or more SEGMENT

Lwords and one or more ffiY keyword specificatmn. ' SEGMEW synchgn,gf.on

is needed, KEY synchronization cannot also be used in the same COMPAREa job. it

KEY synchronization is used, any SEGMENT keyworik in the same job will be ig-

nored. COMPAREX has processed this job using only the KEY keywords (and KEYl

and KEY2 pairs) for synchronization
,^

. . . ^ j rr roMPARFX k to
ACTION: Determine which type of synchronization is needed. It CUMP^ea is lo

compare databases (or unloaded versions), SEGMENT synchronization may be

needed; otherwise, KEY synchronization is needed. Respecify the synchronizing pa-

rameters to use only one type of synchronization.

CPX19I

Message Format

CPX191 • DATA BASE SEGMENTING:
SEGMENT=(d1,EQ,t'vvvv')
SEGMENT=(d1,EQ,t'vvvv' ,(<A>,d2,lU))

CD)

CR>

This is an informational message. It is shown when one or more SEGM^ENT keyword

specifications and no KEY keywords (or KEYl and KEY2 pairs) are made.

COMPAREX displays the parameters from the SEGMENT keywords, in the same

order as specified.

To review: Examine the SEGMENT keywords and their parameters to insure that

they have been correctly entered. If necessary, see Chapter 6 - Data File Synchroni-

zation Keywords' on page 99 for more information about the SEGMENT keyword.

CPX20I

Message Format

CPX20I • CPXI FACE*CPXabcde(PANVALET :

:

lOMS; 02/23/87- 1 1 : 15-OS-6. 1 .0 -87/054)

This is an informational message. It is shown when COMPAREX has found the P.AN,

LIB, or OTH option to either SYSUTl or SYSUT2 requesting that the COMPAREX
interface be invoked to read from those files. The default load module name is

CPXIFACE but any other one to eight character name may have been specified. The

only requirement is that the load module name exist on an accessible library or an

abend is certain.
. • .

The message reflects information about how the module was generated (and it doesn t

have to be called CPXIFACE either) through a special call procedure. The standard

calls of OPEN, SRCH, READ and CLOS are to read exotic files, but INFO is per-

formed to extract date/time stamps and release level.
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CPX21I

Messaue Format

CPX21I * SYSUT1=dsname.sysut1 OCB=CDSORG=<:PS>,RECFM=<:F}CB] CS] ,LRECL=n,BLKSIZE=nC,RKP=rkp,lCEYLEN=n] )

CIS} m
CDA> CU>

CPO>

CPX21I - SYSUT1=dsname.sysut1 AC8=({ES0S>,LRECL=n,CINV=nC,PASSW0R0=xxx] C,RKP=rkp,KEYLEN=n]

)

{KSOS>
{RROS>

This is an informational message. It is shown when SYSUT1 =DUMMY has not been

specified, and after COMPAREX has successfully opened SYSUTl.

The dsname.sysutl is taken from the dataset name of the file that is allocated to

SYSUTl. ... ,

If the dataset organization is QSAM or ISAM, the first option is shown. The original

DSORG found for the file is displayed. If the dataset organization is QSAM.

DSORG = PS; if the dataset organization is ISAM, DSORG = IS; if the dataset organiza-

tion is partitioned, DSORG = PO; if the dataset organization is direct access,

DSORG = DA. RECFM, LRECL, BLKSIZE, RKP, and KEYLEN further describe the

file.

If the dataset organization is VSAM, the ACB option is shown. ESDS, KSDS, RRDS,

LRECL, CINV, RKP, and KEYLEN describe the VSAM file. If the RKP is shown with

the ACB option and the RKP was extracted by COMPAREX from an operating system

control block (such as a VSAM ACB), the relative key position value is relative to zero,

even if the MODE = APPLICATIONS keyword has been entered.

To review; Examine the parameters of the message to determine if file SYSUTl was

correctly specified.

CPX22I

Message Format

CPX22I SYSUT2=dsname.sysut2 OC8=(DSORG=<PS>,RECFM=<:f> CB] [S] ,LRECL=n,8LKSIZE=n[,RKP=rkp,KEYLEN=n]

)

{IS> m
{0A> {UJ

{P0>

or

CPX22I • SYSUT2*dsname.sysut2 AC8=(<ESDS>,LRECL=n,CINV=nt,PASSWORO=xxxH,RKP=rkp,KEYLEN=n]

)

CKSDSl
(RR0S>

This is an informational message. It is shown when SYSUT2 =DUMMY has not been

specified, and after COMPAREX has successfully opened SYSUT2.

The dsname.svsut2 is taken from the dataset name of the file that is allocated to

SYSUTl '

. .
,

If the dataset organization is QSAM or ISAM, the first option is shown. The ongmal

DSORG found for the file is displayed. If the dataset organization is QSAM.

DSORG = PS; if the dataset organization is ISAM, DSORG = IS; if the dataset organiza-

tion is partitioned, DSORG = PO; if the dataset organization is direct access,

DSORG = DA. RECFM, LRECL, BLKSIZE, RKP, and KEYLEN further describe the

file.

If the dataset organization is VSAM, the ACB option is shown. ESDS, KSDS, RRDS,

LRECL, CINV, RKP, and KEYLEN describe the VSAM file. If the RKP is shown with

the ACB option and the RKP was extracted by COMPAREX from an operating system

control block (such as a VSAM ACB), the relative key position value is relative to zero,

even if the MODE = APPLICATIONS keyword has been entered.
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To review: Examine

correctly specified.

the parameters of the message to determine if file SYSUT:

CPX23I

Message Format

CPX23I • SYNCHRONIZATION KEY TAKEN FROM SYSUT1 - KEY=(ddd, lU ,C, A)

This is an informational message. It is shown only when
^"i^the

KEYl specifications, and the SYSUTl dataset organization, as specified in the CPX-H

SoMTXRExi::l°ge;:e'rr<i based oa .he RKP aed KEYLEN values spedHed

in the CPaX21I message, and the utility will use this KEY for key synchronization, m

To review If kev synchronization is desired, no change is necessary If key synchroniza-

Sn ts not desired' for this execution of COMPAREX the SYSUTl keyword mus be

chLeed to specify a non-indexed file type. If the user has not spec fied

MODE = SYSTEMS, the displacement shown with the KEY with message CPX..j> wi

be relative to one (COMPAREX’s default mode).

CPX24A

Message Format

CPX24A - TEXT SPECIFICATIONS IGNORED IN LIEU OF DATA

This is an ACTION message. The user has entered the TEXT keyword, bm

COMPAREX found a conflicting specification. COMPAREX has ignored the T
^

keyword, and the utility has processed this job using DATA comparison logic.

ACTION: E.xamine the reason code at the end of the message line, shown instead o

n.

1. The user specified SYSUT2=DUMMY or file SYSUT2 could not be successM-

ly opened. TEXT comparison logic requires both input hies. Respecity DAIA

logic or specify a valid tile for SYSUT2.

2. The user entered one or more KEY keywords (or KEYl ^d KEY2

TEXT comparison logic does not use key synchronization. Delete the TbAi

keyword or delete all KEY specifications.

3. The user entered one or more SEGMENT keywords. TEXT comparison logic

does not use segment synchronization. Delete the TEXT keyword or delete al

SEGMENT specifications.

4. The user entered at least one IDENTITY keyword or at .least -^e DESEN (or

DESENl or DESEN2). TEXT comparison logic uses neither IDENlllYs nor

DESENs. Delete the TEXT keyword or eliminate IDENTITYs and/or DE-

SENs.

5. The user entered more than one FIELD keyword or COMPAREX compiled

more than one FIELD from the user-specified FIELDS and MASI^. TEXT

comparison logic uses only one FIELD. If any option to TEXT is specified (such

as TEXT = COBOL) except for TEXT = REPORT, COMPAREX generates a

FIELD specification, and the user may not enter any FIELD keyword. With the

TEXT = REPORT option, COMPAREX does not generate any FIELD and the

user may not enter any FIELD keyword. Delete the TEXT keyword or delete all

but one FIELD specification.
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CPX25I

Message Format

CPX25I • 01 RECTORY C={SPF> ]

C CPDF> ]

[ CUSER>]

or

TEXT [=xxxx] ,MLC=n,BUFF=nn,FRAME=(YES)

[SQUEEZE=t'vv'] CNO>
CNUM)

or

0ATAC=CSECT] C,8UFF=nn,] FORMATsxy, INTERLEAVE=n

(FORMAT EXPLANATION: (FULL SYSUT1>
(DIFFERING LINES OF SYSUT1>

(FOLLOWED BY> (FULL SYSUT2>)

(INTERLEAVED UITH> (DIFFERING LINES OF SYSUT2>

This is an informational message. It is always issued. If DIRECTORY is specified and

not nullified because SYSUTl does not point to a directory-embedded dataset, then the

first option is shown.

If TEXT is specified and not nullified (see message CPX24A), then the second option

is shown. If SQUEEZING is specified or implied by option to TEXT, then all

SQUEEZE specifications are shown one per line.

In all other cases, the third option is shown.

To review: Examine the parameters displayed to insure that the keywords were inter-

preted as desired.

CPX26I

Message Format

CPX26I - SKIP RECORD PROCESSING: SYSUTl (n1)/SYSUT2(n2)

This is an informational message. COMPAREX has found either a SIGPUTl or

SKJPUT2 specification, and the utility has opened and skipped over (read without pass-

ing any record to the compare routines) the required number of records. It

directory-embedded datasets are being read, this message is issued at the beginning of

each member, after the number of records specified by message CPX09I has been by-

passed for that member.

If the number of records on the file is less than the number of records to be skipped

over, nl and n2 show the number of records on the file; otherwise, nl and n2 shown the

number of records skipped over.

To review: Compare the numbers of records skipped over to the numbers given in

message CPX09L If the numbers are different, one or both input files are shorter

than the user anticipated, and the user may determine that the wrong files were spec-

ified.
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CPX27I

Message Format

CPX27I ‘ PRINTING OF SYSUT1 ONLY INVOKED

If SYSUT2 should be present, this is an ACTION message.
ovcitt'*

If SYSUT2 =DUMMY has been specified, or COMPAREX is unable to i^en SYSU -

and HALT = NO has been specified, or after successfully opening file SYSLT^^

the file to be a dummy file (the JCL specifies //SYSUT2 DD DLMXtY or

//SYSUT2 DD DSN=NULLFILE), the utility issues this message.

When this message is issued, COMPAREX sends no records to the comparison rou-

tines. Instead, any SKIPUTl keyword is used to skip over records, and any filtering key-

words select or reject records. Selected records from SYSUTl are printed on the Dif-

ferences Report.

ACTION: Point to correct SYSUT2 file.

If SYSUT2 should not be present, this is an informational message.

To review: No error correction is necessary.

CPX30A

Message Format

CPX30A - EXECUTION HALTED BY REQUEST - FUNCTION TERMINATED * RETURN CODE = 16

This is an ACTION message. It is directly related to the setting of keyword f^LT. Ei-

ther HALT = YES or HALT = COND with syntax errors has been specified. No tiles

will be read and compared.

ACTION: If HALT = YES was intentionally specified, you now know what happens.

If HALT =COND was specified (could be pan of installation defaults) then the syntax

errors underscored and denoted by ERROR? should be corrected for the subsequent

rerun.

CPX31A

Message Format

CPX31A FILE ORGANIZATIONS NOT COMPATIBLE • n • FUNCTION TERMINATED * RETURN CODE = 16

This is an ACTION message. An attempt was made to compare two files that have no

chance of being processed together by COMPAREX.
ACTION: Examine the reason code shown instead of n.

1. SYSUTl is specified as DUMMY and SYSUT2 points to a directory-embedded

dataset. Either reverse the situation or let them both point to

directory-embedded datasets.

2. SYSUTl points to a sequential dataset and SYSUT2 points to a

directory-embedded dataset. Let both point to sequential files or both point to

directory-embedded datasets.

3 SYSUTl and SYSUT2 both point to directorv-embedded datasets but both are

PAN or both are LIB and DIRECTORY (such as DIR = PDF) has not been

specified.

4. SYSUTl points to a directory-embedded dataset but SYSUT2 is sequential. Ei-

ther set SYSUT2 Lo DUMMY or also let it point to a compatible

directory-embedded dataset.
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Messages During Processing and End of Job

Messasies issued by COMPAREX while it is reading records and comparing them are used to show the detailed results of

the comparison process. They are, with the exception of messages CP.'GSA and CPX37A, informational mess^es, used to

give the user information about the records displayed on the Differences Report. Messages CPX35A and CPX37A are is-

sued prior to an abnormal job termination; the user must take an action.

CPX35A

Message Format

CPX35A • KEY SYNCHRONIZATION VALUES TOO LARGE FOR FILE * FUNCTION TERMINATED • RETURN CODE = 16

This is an ACTION message. The user has entered one or more KEY keywords (or

KEYl and KEY2 pairs), and the displacement given on at least one KEY was greater

than the length of the record being processed. This means that the starting position

(displacement) of the KEY was beyond the end of the record being read when the mes-

sage was issued. COMPAREX terminates, showing a return code of 16.

ACTION: Change the displacement on the KEY keyword so that the value is less

than the length of the shortest record on the file. If the short records can be identi-

fied with a logical test, the user could FILTER them out (only records that are FIL-

TER’ed in are synchronized by KEY).

CPX36A

Message Format

CPX36A (KEY> OUT OF SPECIFIED SEQUENCE • RECORD nnl C(RBA=nn2)] ON FILE SYSUTC1}

(SEGMENT>

This is an ACTION message. It will only appear once per execution at most. At least

one KEY (or KEY1/KEY2 pair) or SEGMENT has been specified which contained an

Ascending or Descending control field and it was found not to be in that sequence. The

message is issued and then the offending record is displayed right after it.

ACTION: Either correct the specification for KEY or SEGMENT, sort the file into a

usable order, or try Random as opposed to Ascending or Descending order.

CPX37A

Message Format

CPX37A • DB SEGMENTING SYNCH. VALUES TOO LARGE FOR FILE • FUNCTION TERMINATED • RETURN CODE = 16

This is an ACTION message. The user has entered one or more SEGMENT keywords,

and the displacement for a synchronizing key on at least one SEGMENT was greater

than the length of the record being processed. This means that the starting position

(displacement) of the SEGMENT was beyond the end of the record being read when

the message was issued. COMPAREX terminates, showing a return code of 16.

.ACTION: Change the displacement on the SEGMENT keyword so that the value is

less than the length of the shortest record on the file. If the short records can be iden-

tified with a logical test, the user could FILTER them out (only records that are FIL-

TER’ed in are synchronized by SEGMENT).
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CPX39A

Messaiie Format

CPX39A - aEXT>
(DATA)

RECORDS TOO LARGE FOR BUFFER - <xxxxxxxx,nnn) • FUNCTION TERMINATED - RETURN CODE - 16

When parsing CSECT’s, the BUFF parameter defaults to 256. It is also explicitly rec-

ommended that BUFF be set higher such as:

BUFF=1000

If the BUFFer cannot fully contain both load modules (at buffer stocking time) then the

comparison is terminated with this message.

The xxxxxxxx part of the message can be either a CSECT name or

$RECORD$

If it is a CSECT name, then the ESD entry for this CSECT stated that it would spill be-

yond the Buffer capacity. The value for nnn is the high decimal number of the begin-

ning address plus the CSECT size that would otherwise overflow (S0C4) the Buffer

Tf if is SRECORDS. the message is displayed when actually processmg the undetme

length record. Again, the nnn is the high decimal number of the beginning address plus

the record length that would otherwise overflow the Buffer.

This is an ACTION message. The user has attempted to compare files with very large

records under TEXT logic, DATA with Random keys, or Csect Parsing, and not ade-

quatelv increased the working buffer (BUFF). .... if dtttttt

ACTION: Either eliminate Random keys or specify a larger value for BUFF. The

BUFF keyword can go to 1024 (actually 16 Meg with MODE =SYSTEMS).

CPX40A

Message Format

CPX40A ' NO EXTERNAL SYMBOL DICTIONARY ENTRIES * FUNCTION TERMINATED • RETURN CODE = 16

This is an ACTION message. The user has attempted to compare load modules via

CSECT (csect parsing) and COMPAREX determined that one of the files is

not a load module. COMPAREX checks that the first record of the file is a legal E.x-

ternal Svmbol Dictionary (ESD) entry. If the TEST option has been turned on at com-

pile and'linkage edit time, then the first record(s) is not an ESD and this message is is-

sued just before termination with return code 1^
. > rv t- . i

• /

ACTION: Either point to load module libraries, use regular DATA logic (not

data = CSECT), or filtorout the load module that has the TEST option turned on.

CPX41I

VTessoge Format

CPX41I - CSECT=csectnam DIF 0 N E

This is an informational message. DATA= CSECT (csect parsing) has been specified.

COMPAREX has determined that csectnam exists in the load module that SYSUTl

points to but does not exist in SYSUT2.

To review; No error correction is necessary. Use this information to check the effec-

tiveness of the comparison.
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CPX42I

Messaue Format

CPX42I • CSECT=csectnam DIF T W 0

This is an informational message. DATA = CSECT (csect parsing) has been specified.

COMPAREX has determined that csectnam exists in the load module that SYSUT2

points to but does not exist in SYSUTl.

To review: No error correction is necessary. Use this information to check the effec-

tiveness of the comparison.
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CPX51I

Message Format

:PX51I - RECORD NUMBER nn1 C(RBA=nn2)] ON FILE SYSUT1

CPX51I ' CSECT=csectnam

This is an informational message. The record that immediately follows this message on

was from me SYSUTl
“Ji* Kords"

the Differences Report based on the values of the PRINT and FORMA 1 Keywor s.

The loirical record number is shown instead of ’nnl.’
j j

IfThe toaset organization for file SYSUTl is VSAM, Ae relaltye byte addKSS of the

first byte of the record is shown instead of ’nnZ’ and the RBA- literal is show.

If DATA=CSECT (csect parsing) has been specified, the second form of the message

Is ustd Thrspecified cse« ’csectnam’ has been isolated in each file and differences

have been found. The csect from SYSUTl will be displayed.

To review; No error correction is necessary. Use this record to check the effective-

ness of a program or a modification.

CPX52I

Message Format

CPX52I - RECORD NUMBER nnl C(RBA=nn2)] ON FILE SYSUT2 CIDENTITY=i ,] CFIELD=f]

CPX52I - CSECT=csectnam

This is an informational message. The record that this message refers to was read from

file SYSUT2 and selected to be printed on the Differences Report based on the aiue

of the PRINT and FORMAT keywords. The logical record number is shown instead o

This SYSUT2 record has been paired with a SYSUTl record for comparison, synchro-

nized bv KEYS, SEGMENTS, or by physical locations on the files.

If the dataset organization for file SYSUT2 is VSAM, the relative by^e address of the

first byte of the record is shown instead of ’nn2’ and the RBA- literal is shown.

If FIELDS or IDENTITYs were specified and message CPX12I was issued, the se-

quence number from message CPX12I is shown for the IDENTITY and HELD identi-

fied with the record, i showns the IDENTITY sequence number, and f shows the

sequence number of the FIELD where the first inequality was found during the com-

parison to the SYSUTl record.
, i t-t v

If FLDSONLY has been specified or if COMPAREX has generated a FLDSONLY

specification (see message CPXllI), those bytes that differ in the selected FIELDS are

underscored with the DASH character.
..r • i j a

If FLDSONLY has not been specified or generated, all differing bytes are underscored

with the DASH character.
. . u vu

If NIBBLE has been specified, COMPAREX underscores only differing half-bytes with

the DASH character. ot-v
If the SYSUT2 record is longer than the paired SYSUTl record, COMPAREX un-

derscores the excess bvtes on the SYSUT2 record with the PLUS character.

If DATA = CSECT (csect parsing) has been specified, the second form of the message

is used The specified csect ’csectnam' has been isolated in each file and differences

have been found. The csect from SYSUT2 will be displayed and the differences under-

scored.

To review: No error correction is necessary. Use this record to check the effective-

ness of a program or a modification.
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CPX56I

Message Format

CPX56I * EXTRA RECORD NUMBER nnl C(RBA=nn2)3 ON FILE SYSUT1

This is an informational message. The record that immediately follows this message on

the Differences Report was read from file SYSUTl. File SYSUT2 has come to end of

file and file SYSUTl has not come to end of file. This message presents a record that is

on the end of file SYSUTl that is not able to be synchronized to a record from file

SYSUT2.
The logical record number is shown instead of 'nnl.'

If the dataset organization for file SYSUTl is VSAM, the relative byte address of the

first byte of the record is shown instead of ’nn2' and the ’RBA=' literal is shown.

To review: No error correction is necessary. Use this record to check the effective-

ness of a program or a modification.

CPX57I

Message Format

CPX57I - EXTRA RECORD NUMBER nnl C(RBA=nn2)3 ON FILE SYSUT2

This is an informational message. The record that immediately follows this message on

the Differences Report was read from file SYSUT2. File SYSUTl has come to end of

file and file SYSUT2 has not come to end of file. This message presents a record that is

on the end of file SYSUT2 that is not able to be synchronized to a record from file

SYSUTl.
The logical record number is shown instead of 'nnl.'

If the dataset organization for file SYSUT2 is VSAM, the relative byte address of the

first byte of the record is shown instead of ’nn2' and the 'RBA = ’ literal is shown.

To review: No error correction is necessary. Use this record to check the effective-

ness of a program or a modification.
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CPX61I

Message Format

CPX61I - KEY SYNCHRONIZATION MISMATCH • RECORD nn1 [(RBA=nn2)] ON FILE SYSUT1

This is an informational message. The record that immediately follows this message on

the Differences Report was read from file SYSUTl. File synchronization is being done,

for this execution of COMPAREX, by KEYs, and this following SYSUTl record is not

matched by KEY to any SYSUT2 record.

The logical record number is shown instead of ’nnl.’
. . .. c .u

If the dataset organization for file SYSUTl is VSAM, the relative byte address of the

first byte of the record is shown instead of ’nn2’ and the ’RBA- literal is shown.

To review; No error correction is necessary. Use this record to check the effective

ness of a program or a modification.

CPX62I

Message Format

CPX62I • KEY SYNCHRONIZATION MISMATCH RECORD nnl C(RBA=nn2)] ON FILE SYSUT2

This is an informational message. The record that immediately follows this message on

the Differences Report was read from file SYSUT2. File synchronization is being done,

for this execution of COMPAREX, by KEYs, and this following SYSUT2 record is not

matched by KEY to any SYSUTl record.

The logical record number is shown instead of ’nnl.’

If the dataset organization for file SYSUT2 is VSAM, the relative byte address of the

first byte of the record is shown instead of ’nn2’ and the RBA= literal is shown.

To review: No error correction is necessary. Use this record to check the effective-

ness of a program or a modification.

CPX64I

Message Format

CPX64I - SEGMENT SYNCHRONIZATION MISMATCH - RECORD nnl C(RBA=nn2)3 ON FILE SYSUTl

This is an informational message. The record that immediately follows this message on

the Differences Report was read from file SYSUTl. File synchronization is being done,

for this execution of COMPAREX, by SEGMENTS, and this following SYSUTl record

is not matched by SEGMENT to any SYSUT2 record.

The logical record number is shown instead of ’nnl.’

If the dataset organization for file SYSUTl is VSAM, the relative byte address of the

first byte of the record is shown instead of ’nn2’ and the ’RBA = ’ literal is shown.

To review: No error correction is necessary. Use this record to check the effectiveness

of a program or a modification.

CPX65I

.Message Format

CPX65I • SEGMENT SYNCHRONIZATION MISMATCH • RECORD nn1 [(RBA=nn2)] ON FILE SYSUT2

This is an informational message. The record that immediately follows this message on

the Differences Report was read from file SYSUT2. File synchronization is being done.
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for this execution of COMPAREX, by SEGMENTS, and this following SYSUT2 record

is not matched by SEGMENT to any SYSUTl record.

The loeical record number is shown instead of ’nnl.’

If the dataset organization for file SYSUT2 is VSAM, the relative byte address of the

first byte of the record is shown instead of 'nn2' and the ’RBA = ’ literal is shown.

To review: No error correction is necessary. Use this record to check the effective-

ness of a program or a modification.

CPX66A

Message Format

CPX66A • SEGMENT ID NOT MATCHABLE - RECORD nnn ON FILE SYSUTCU
C2>

This is an ACTION message. The user has specified several SEGMENT keywords and

each one describes a particular Segment identification. A record is read from either

SYSUTl or SYSUT2 which does not match any of the SEGMENT specifications, then

this message is issued followed by a full display of the offending record. Then the

record is discarded from further processing as if it satisfied a FILTOROUT. No statis-

tics are gathered for this event. The purpose of this is to allow more accurate synchro-

nization. Unanticipated or misspelled segment types can have unpredictable results.

The logical record number is shown instead of ’nnn.'

To review: Determine if the unanticipated record really is a segment type that is ex-

pected. Specify additional SEGMENT keywords to cover this situation.

CPX67I

Message Format

CPX67I ' MAXDIFF INVOKED!, CONTINUING WITHOUT PRINTING BY REQUEST]

This is an informational message. MAXDIFF has been specified, and the number of

differences specified bv the MAXDIFF keyword’s parameter has been printed on the

Differences Report. After message CPXb'vi is printed, no further records from file

SYSUTl or file SYSUT2 will be shown on the Differences Report.

If CONTINUE has also been specified, the second line of message CPX67I is shown.

This indicates that COMPAREX will continue to read the input files and compare

them without writing any records on the Differences Report. If CONTINUE is speci-

fied. the end-of-processing totals will reflect the total number of records on the input

files and the total number of differences found.

If CONTINUE has not been specified, COMPAREX will stop processing immediately

after message CPX67I is printed. This means that COMPAREX will close its input files

and issue its end-of-processing messages immediately.

To review: E.xamine the records on the Differences Report. If more records are

needed to check the effectiveness of a program or a modification, change the MAX-
DIFF parameter to a higher number for subsequent executions.

CPX69I

Messaue Format

CPX69I STOPAFT INVOKED

This is an informational message. Either STOPAFT has been specified and the number

of records specified by the STOPAFT keyword’s parameter has been reached, or

COMPAREX has read 999,999,999,999 records from one of the input files.
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COMPAREX, after it writes message CPX69I, closes its input files and issues its

end-of-processing messages. In addition, COMPAREX terminates, showing a return

code of 8.

To review: Examine the records on the Differences Report. If COMPAREX need^s

to read more records to check the effectiveness of a program or a modification,

change the STOPAFT parameter to a higher number for subsequent executions.

CPX71I

Mes.sace Format

CPX71I • END OF <:0ATA> '

(TEXTJ
{DIRECTORY^

ON FILE SYSUT1

This is an informational message. COMPAREX has detected an end-of-file indication

on file SYSUTl. No records on the Differences Report that follow this message are

from file SYSUTl. r a tt:vt
If the input files are not directory-embedded and message CPX-.5I specified TEX I

comparison logic, message CPX71I shows the TEXT literal; if the input files are not

directory-embedded and message CPX25I specified DATA comparison logic, message

CPX71I shows the ’DATA’ literal.

If the input files are directory-embedded datasets, this message can appear more than

once during the run. When COMPAREX detects the end of a member, the utility is-

sues message CPX71I, showing the ’DATA’ or ’TEXT literal (to m^cate the type of

comparison logic specified with message CPX25I). When ^^M^RE^eteas the end

of all members, the utility issues message CPX71I, showing the DIRECTORY Iitera .

To review: No error correction is necessary. Use this message and its location on the

Differences Report to evaluate the correctness of the COMPAREX run.

CPX72I

Message Format

END OF (DATA}
(TEXT}
(DIRECTORY}

ON FILE SYSUT2

This is an informational message. COMPAREX has detected an end-of-file indication

on file SYSUT2. No records on the Differences Report that follow this message are

from file SYSUT2.
_ t .1 -ri^v-r

If the input files are not directorv-embedded and message CPX^SI specitied ItAi

comparison logic, message CPX72'l shows the ’TEXT literal; if the input files are not

directory-embedded and message CPX25I specified DATA comparison logic, message

CPX72I’shows the ’DATA’ literal.

If the input files are directorv-embedded datasets, this message can appear more than

once during the run. When COMPAREX detects the end of a member, the utilit\- is-

sues message CPX721. showing the ’DATA’ or ’TEXT literal (to indicate the type ot

comparison^logic specified with message CPX25I). When COMPAREX detects the end

of all members, the utility issues message CPX72I, showing the ’DIRECTORY literal.

To review; No error correction is necessary. Use this message and its location on the

Differences Report to evaluate the correctness of the COMPAREX run.
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CPX74I

Message Format

CPX74I • BYTES UNDERSCORED <uU,u2])

This is an informational message. It is not shown if message CPX25I specified TEXT

COMPAREX tallies the number of bytes underscored with the DASH character on the

Differences Report, and the utility shows this number as ul.

If any SYSUT2 record on the Differences Report was longer than the SYSUTl record

to which it was paired, COMPAREX adds the number of excess bytes on the SYSUT2

record to counter u2. If, at the end of the COMPAREX run, counter u2 is not zero,

COMPAREX shows counter u2 as the second number of message CPX74I.

To review; No error correction is necessary. Use these counters to evaluate the effec-

tiveness of a program or a modification.

CPX75I

Message Format

CPX75I - RECORDS PROCESSED: SYSUTl (n1 )/SYSUT2(n2) t/SYSUT3(n3)] , DI FFERENCEStdO t,d1 ,d2]

)

EXPLANATION • dO RECORDS DIFFER THAT SYNCHRONIZED TOGETHER

d1 RECORD WAS CONSIDERED INSERTED ON SYSUTl

d2 RECORDS WERE CONSIDERED INSERTED ON SYSUT2

PASS FAIL STATISTICS

f1 f2 FILTERIN=(. . .

i1 i2 IDENTITY=(. . .

' This is an informational message. It appears at the end of every COMPAREX run

where DIRECTORY is not specified.

COMPAREX tallies the number of records read from file SYSUTl, and the utility

shows that number as nl. This counter includes any records that were skipped over as a

result of a SKIPUTl keyword.

COMPAREX tallies the number of records read from file SYSUT2, and the utility

shows that number as n2. This counter includes any records that were skipped over as a

result of a SKIPUTl keyword.

If COPYDIFF was specified and COMPAREX was able to successfully open file

SYSUT3, COMPAREX shows the number of records written to file SYSUT3 as n3.

If TEXT processing was specified by message CPX25I, dO, dl, and dl are calculated in

this way;
. .

do contains the number of records in each block that differ on a one-to-one basis.

For example, if a block of records from file SYSUTl is identified as differing from a

block of records from file SYSUTl and one block contains four records and one

block contains five records, the dO counter is increased by four. The extra record (the

fifth record that did not differ on a one-to-one basis) is used to increase either

counter dl or counter dl in this way;

If the block that contained more records came from file SYSUTl, the counter dl is

increased by the number of records in the block from file SYSUTl minus the num-

ber of records in the block from file SYSUTl (in our example, 5 minus 4 equals 1,

counter dl is increased by 1).

If the block that contained more records came from file SYSUTl, the counter dl is

increased by the number of records in the block from file SYSUTl minus the num-

ber of records in the block from file SYSUTl.

If message CPX15I specified DIRECTORY processing and COMPAREX determined

that both input files were directory-embedded, this message does not appear. Instead,

COMPAREX issues message CPX78I.

If both input files are directory-embedded and message CPX15I did not specify DI-

RECTORY processing, message CPX75I appears at the end of each member, showing
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the number of input records, the number of any SYSUT3 records written, and the num-

ber of differences found for that member. Then, at the end of the processing,

COMPAREX issues message CPX78I to show the number of partitioned dataset mem-

bers processed during the run.
. r u- Jn »

•

If KEY or SEGMENT synchronization was specified for this run, dO contains the num-

ber of pairs of records which were synchromzed by KEY or SEGMEOT and some i

-

ference was detected, dl contains the number of records from file S^UTl that e

not synchronized to any SYSUT2 record (records inserted into SYSUTl or on the end

of SYSUTl), and d2 contains the number of records from file SYSUT2 that were not

synchronized to any SYSUTl record (records inserted into SYSUT2 or on the end of

SYSUT2).
If KEY or SEGMENT synchronization was not specified for this run, dO contains the

number of pairs of records which were synchronized by having the same physical loca-

tion on the files and some difference was detected, dl contains the number of records

on the end of file SYSUTl that could not be paired to SYSUT2 records (e«ra records

on SYSUTl), and d2 contains the number of records on the end of hie SYSL- 1_ mat

could not be paired to SYSUTl records (extra records on SYSUT2).

To review: No error correction is necessary. Use these counters to evaluate the effec-

tiveness of the COMPAREX run.

CPX76I

Message Format

CPX76I • UNUSABLE FIELD C0MPARIS0NS(n1)/UNUSABLE IDENTITlES(n2)/UNUSA6LE SEGMENTS(n3/)UNUSABLE DESENSITIZERS(n4)

This is an informational message. It is shown only if COMPAREX found one or more

FIELD, IDENTITY, DESEN, or SEGMENT specifications, and the displacement

given on anv of these kevwords went bevond the length of one or more input records.

If COMPAREX found one or more FIELD (or FIELDl and FIELD2 pair) specifica-

tions and COMPAREX determined that the displacement of the FIELD was beyond

the end of the input record, COMPAREX adds 1 to a counter for each FIELD on each

record where this out-of-bounds situation occurs. COMPAREX shows this counter as

If COMPAREX found one or more IDENTITY specifications, and COMP.A.RE.X de-

termined that the displacement of the IDENTITY was beyond the end of the input

record, COMPAREX adds 1 to a counter for each IDENTITY on each record where

this out-of-bounds situation occurs. COMPAREX shows this counter as n2.

If COMPAREX found one or more SEGMENT specifications, and COMPAREX de-

termined that the displacement of the SEGMENT ID was beyond the end of the input

record, COMPAREX adds 1 to a counter for each SEGMENT where this

out-of-bounds situation occurs. COMPAREX shows this counter as n3. Note that if

COMPAREX finds a SEGMENT where the starting position of any synchronization

key (displacement) is out-of-bounds, COMPAREX immediately stops processing, issu-

ing message CPX37A; if message CPX76I has been issued, COMPAREX did not find a

SEGMENT where the displacement was out-of-bounds.

If COMPAREX found one or more DESEN (or DESENl or DESEN2) specifications,

and COMPAREX determined that the desensitizing field would extend beyond the end

of the input record, COMPAREX adds 1 to a counter for each DESEN where this

out-of-bounds situation occurs. COMPAREX shows this counter as n4.

To review: No error correction is necessary. Use these counters to evaluate the cor-

rectness of the COMPAREX run.

CPX77I

Message Format
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CPX77I * RECORDS REJECTED BY FILTERS: SYSUT1 (n1 )/SYSUT2(n2) ' UNUSABLE FILTERS(n3)

This is an informational message. If COMPAREX found one or more filtering specifi-

cations, this message is issued.

If a record from file SYSUTl was read and it was not passed to the comparison rou-

tines because of the filtering tests, COMPAREX adds 1 to counter nl.

If a record from file SYSUT2 was read and it was not passed to the comparison rou-

tines because of the filtering tests, COMPAREX adds 1 to counter n2.

If COMPAREX determined that the displacement gf a FILTER was beyond the end ol

the input record, COMPAREX adds 1 to a counter for each HLTER on each record

where this out-of- bounds situation occurs. COMPAREX shows this counter as n3.

If the MEMBER, or M, option is used in a filtering test, that FILTER does not cause

any increases to the counters shown with message CPX77I. Instead, the counters shown

with message CPX78I are affected by FILTERS with the MEMBER option.

To review: No error correction is necessary. Use these counters to evaluate the cor-

rectness of the COMPAREX run.

CPX78I

Message Format

CPX78I MEMBERS PROCESSED: SYSUTl (nl )/SYSUT2(n2) ,
DI FFERENCES(dO C,d1 ,d 2]) ^ ,

[• REJECTED BY FILTERS: SYSUTl ( f1 )/SYSUT2( f2)]

EXPLANATION • dO MEMBERS DIFFER THAT SYNCHRONIZED TOGETHER

d1 MEMBER WAS CONSIDERED INSERTED ON SYSUT1

d2 MEMBERS WERE CONSIDERED INSERTED ON SYSUT2

This is an informational message. It is issued when both file SYSUTl and file SYSUT2

are directory-embedded datasets.
, ^ ^ .

The number of members in SYSUTl is nl and the number of members in SYSUT... is

n2.
, , 1

Counter dO reflects the number of matched member names where there was at least

one difference. Counter dl is the number of members on SYSUTl that had no corre-

sponding member name in SYSUT2. Counter d2 is the number of members on

SYSUT2 that had no corresponding member name in SYSUTl.

If one or more FILTER keywords contained the MEMBER option, COMPAREX tal-

lies the number of members FILTER’ed out as a result of these FILTERS.

COMPAREX shows the number of members FILTER’ed out from the SYSUTl file as

fl, and COMPAREX shows the number of members FILTER’ed out from the

SYSUT2 file as f2.

To review; No error correction is necessary. Use these counters to evaluate the effec-

tiveness of the COMPAREX run.

CPX80I

Message Format

CPX80I - TIME OF DAY AT END OF JOB: hh:mni:ss CONDITION CODE ON EXIT: C

This is an informational message. It is issued at the end of every COMPAREX run.

The processor’s clock is accessed, just before the message is written onto SYSPRINT.

and the time is shown. Hours are between 0 and 23; hours between 0 and 11 are morn-

ing (a.m.) hours, and hours between 12 and 23 are afternoon and evening (p.m.) hours

(to find the 12-hour clock time for p.m. hours, subtract 12 from the hours figure if the

hours figure is 13 or greater).

The condition code or return code is also shown. The values for c are:
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0 - a comparison was performed but no differences were found. If file SYSUTl con-

tained no records and file SYSUT2 was not opened for any reason, this zero condition

If dffferencerfn^the two files exist but the user has FILTER’ed out all differing records

or MASK’ed all differing fields or specified one or more FIELD statements and the dit-

fering data did not occur in any of these FIELDS, this zero condition is used.

No records are shown on the Differences Report with the zero condition code.

4 - a comparison was performed and at least one difference was found. If file SYSUTl

contained one or more records and file SYSUT2 was not opened for any reason, this

four condition code is also used.

8 - a comparison was performed, or file SYSUTl contained one or more records and

file SYSUT2 was not opened for any reason, but either
.

fa) The STOPAFT number, as shown with message CPX04I, was reached on one input

file (that number of records was read after the SKIPUT number was bypped)

(b) The MAXDIFF number, as shown with message CPX04I, was reached (that num-

Ur of differences was printed on the Differences Report) but CONTINUE was not

shown with message CPX04I.

16 - a serious error occurred during the comparison process. This error caused

COMPAREX to stop processing and to print another message. Look for message

CPX30A, CPX31A, CPX35A, CPX37A, CPX39A, CPX40A, CPX90A, CPX91A,

CPX92A, CPX93A, CPX94A, or CPX99A. Then, refer to the information m this chap-

ter about' that message to identify the serious error and to resolve it.

CPX90A

Message Format

CPX90A - UNABLE TO OPEN FILE {SYSUTl • FUNCTION TERMINATED • RETURN CODE = 16>

{SYSUT2 - ASSUME PRINT MOOE>

This is an ACTION message. COMPAREX has tried to open a specified file, but the

open has not been successful. .

If COMPAREX has not been able to open file SYSUTl, the utility terminates, showing

a return code of 16. .

If COMPAREX has not been able to open file SYSUT2, and the user specified

HALT = NO, the utility continues as a print utility, printing SYSUTl records onto the

Differences Report.
.

In the case of the COMPAREX interface (specifying PAN, LIB, or OTH within the

SYSUTl or SYUST2 keywords), and the particular interface module (in the form

CPXabcde) has not been generated properly or there is an open error of some sort, the

message is preceded by a ’feedback’ message in the form:

CPXabcde/pto • NOT GENERATED PROPERLY

or
CPXabcde/feedback error message unique to interface

which gives assisting diagnostic information as to what happened at this point in

OPEN’ing.
,

ACTION; Determine why COMPAREX was unable to open the file or inspect

CPXIFACE to see if requested interface was generated properly.

CPX91A

Messaiie Format

CPX91A * VSAM LOGICAL ERROR EXIT - SYSUT{1 > , RC=rc, RBA=n1 ,RECNO=n2 * FUNCTION TERMINATED * RETURN CODE = 16

C2>

C3>
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This is an ACTION message. COMPAREX has tried to read or write a VSAM file,

and the VSAM access routines have returned information that the read or the write was

not completed.
. , r.oA j

ACTION: Refer to the VSAM Programmer’s Guide, using the RC, RBA, and

RECNO data.

CPX92A

Message Format

CPX92A * SYNCHRONOUS ERROR EXIT • SYSUT<:i>,RECNO=nnn • FUNCTION TERMINATED • RETURN CODE = 16

C2>
<3>

This is an ACTION message. COMPAREX has discovered a physical I/O error. The

file name is shown, and nnn gives the physical record number on the file where the I/O

error occurred. COMPAREX terminates, showing a return code of 16.

ACTION: If the physical I/O error occurred on file SYSUTl or file SYSUT2

(COMPAREX’s input files), use IBM utilities to copy the data to another file. If the

physical I/O error occurred on file SYSUT3 (COMPAREX’s output file), rerun

COMPAREX.
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CPX93A

Message Format

CPX93A - COMPAREX INTERFACE NOT PRESENT - FUNCTION TERMINATED • RETURN CODE = 16

This is an ACTION message. An attempt was made to access the load module, as spec-

ified bv message CPX20I, and it was unsuccessful.

ACTION: Generate a COMPAREX interface module onto an accessible library or

point to a previously generated module via the CPXIFACE keyword. Rerun

COMPAREX.

CPX94A

Message Format

CPX94A - INTERFACE ERROR EXIT SYSUT{1>,CSRCH},RC=n,RECN0=n - FUNCTION TERMINATED

{2> {READ}

RETURN CODE = 16

This is an ACTION message. The COMPAREX interface returned an unexpected con-

dition code. The most common error is requesting to read a member that does not exist

on the library, or, if under LIBRARIAN, not archived at the requested relative kvel

Other incidental causes have to do with reading a module from PANVALET, GEM, or

LIBRARIAN, and having an INCLUDE’d member be missing from the library or be at

a different status. r u i

In almost all cases, the message is preceded by a ’feedback’ message from the particular

interface module (usually CPXIFACE). It is in the form:

CPXI FACE/feedback error message unique to interface

which gives assisting diagnostic information as to what happened at this point in

SRCH’ing or READ’ing.
ACTION: If the return code (RC) is 12, 16, or 20, a very serious error was encoun-

tered, If the return code is 8, an I/O error has occurred. If the return code is 4, a par-

ticular member w'as not found. Correct and rerun.

CPX97A

Message Format

CPX97A • PROGRAM INTERRUPT ENCOUNTERED • FUNCTION TERMINATED - RETURN CODE = 16

This is an ACTION message. An abnormal end (abend) has occurred within

COMPAREX or the (CPXIFACE) interface. SPIE (Specify Program Interrupt Exit) has

been turned on earlv in COMPAREX and it intercepted a potential SOCl through

SOCF abend. Not all abend situations are caught however. S80A - insufficient storage

for BUFF getmain - will not be intercepted. The dump has been suppressed but if the

user wants to get a dump (//SYSUDUMP DD SYSOUT = *) on a rerun, then specify;

KILLSPIE=YES

The SPIE will not be issued, and the dump will be generated. The KILLSPIE kevword

is intentionally not documented in this manual. Very likely, the reason the user read this

is because this message came out.

Abends can happen under these known conditions:

1. specifying Zoned or Packed on a FIELD, FIELDl. or FIELD2 and it is not Zoned

or Packed.

2. specifying Zoned or Packed on a KEY, KEYl, or KEY2 and it is not Zoned or

Packed.
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3. specifying COPYDIFF = lEBUPDTE when comparing PDS’s and they do not have

their sequence number* - the columns as specified in the SEQFLD subkeyword to

COPYDIFF. .

ACTION: Either correct the FIELD, KEY, or SEQFLD specifications and

rerun, or specify KILLSPIE on the rerun and send the dump to your marketing

representative.

CPX99A

Message Format

CPX99A - LICENSE EXPIRED • CONTACT your marketing rep.!!!

This is an ACTION message. A user tried to execute COMPAREX, but the utility’s li-

cense had expired. Return code 16 is set at end of job.

ACTION: Contact your marketing representative as described in the above message.

If that does not get satisfactory results, contact:

SERENA Consulting

Post Office Box 117039

Burlingame, California 94010 USA
Telephone (415) 347-0100 Collect!

Alternate Message Format

' CPX99A • INSUFFICIENT VIRTUAL STORAGE • FUNCTION TERMINATED

This is an ACTION message. A user tried to execute COMPAREX, but there is insuffi-

cient virtual storage.

ACTION: Either increase the size of your region or lower your specification for

BUFF.
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Chapter 11 - Examples

The following examples illustrate the coding of keywords to meet various testing situations.

Select One Account - FILTERIN

We want to select a special test file from the master file containing only account 34567-8:

//COMPARE PROC
//COMPAREX EXEC PGM=COMPAREX , REGION=256K

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*

// PEND
//*
//EXTRACT EXEC COMPARE

DD DUMMY
DD DISP=SHR, DSN=soinnode. MASTER. FILE

DD DISP=( ,CATLG, DELETE) ,
DSN=soinnode . EXTRACT . FILE

,

UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(TRK, (5,5) ,RLSE)

,

DCB= (RECFM=VB, BLKSIZE=6000)
DD *

**********************************
* Extract account # 34567-8 only *

**********************************

//SYSUTl
//SYSUT2
//SYSUT3
//
//
//SYSIN

SYSUT1=DUMMY
COPYDIFF
MAXDIFF=1
FILTERIN=(9,EQ,X'0345678C'

)

Select Two Accounts - FILTORIN’s

We want to send only those input records for accounts 123 and 234 to the comparison routines:

FILTORIN= (2,EQ,C'123')
FILTORIN= (2,EQ,C'234')

Exclusive Filters

We want to send to the comparison routines only those records where position 3 is 'A' and position 7 is 'X'. We want

every record that docs not pass both these criteria to be bypassed.

FILTERIN= ( 3 , EQ ,
C

'
A

'

)

FILTERIN= ( 7 , EQ ,
C

'

X
'

)
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or

FILTERIN=(3,EQ,C'A. . .X'

)

Filter Out One Record

We want to send all the input records to the compare routines except records for account 789:

FILTEROUT=(2 ,EQ,C'789 '

)

or

FILTERIN=(2,NE,C'789 ' )

Filter Out All But Certain Records

We want to send all of the records to the compare routines except records for divisions 12 and 23:

FILTOROUT= ( 22 , EQ ,
C

'
12

'

)

FILTOROUT=(22,EQ,C'23 '

)

Filter Out and Filter In

We want to send only those records where the account balance is over $100,000 to the compare routines.

' FILTEROUT=(97,EQ,X' . . .D' ) /* Elimininate negative balances */

FILTERIN=(93,GE,X' . . .1' ) /* Select balances over $100,000 */

Disregard Inserted Records

A special payroll change is expected to insert one or more records behind each existing master record, using the same ac-

count number. We want to compare the old master to the new master, disregarding the inserted records:

KEY= (1,9) , PRINT=NOMISMATCH

or

KEY=(1,9) ,FILTEROUT=(10,GE,X'3C'

)

Complex Filtering

We want to .send to the compare routines only tho.se records where all these things are true:

• Account balance is not zero

• State code is Tc.xas

• Last name starts with CW or KW or Q

FOUT= (71 , EQ, X
' 0000000 .'

)
/* Eliminate zero balances */

FILTERIN=(19,EQ,C'TX' )
/* Select Texans */
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FILTORIN= ( 2 1 , EQ ,
C

' CW

)

FILTORIN= ( 2 1 , EQ ,
C

' KW'

)

FILTORIN= ( 2 1 , EQ ,
C

'

Q
'

)

/* Select 'CW */

/* Select ' KW */

/* Select 'Q' */

IDENTITY’S and FIELD’S

compare positions 51 through 60:

KEY=(1,9,Z,A) /* Zoned KEY - may have differing signs */

IDENTITY= ( 5 , EQ ,
C

* A ’ )
/* Identify Account Header record */

FIELD=(17, 13)

IDENTITY= ( 5 , EQ ,
C

'
D

' )
/* Identify Detail record /

FIELD=(51, 10)

COBOL Source Code Changes

The operations manager wants to send a list of changes to any accounts payable COBOL program to the Controller;

TEXT=COBOL

FILTER’S With TEXT
We have just received the complete source code and execution JCL from a software vendor, and this is supposed to re-

Dlace a orior release from six inonths before. Unfortunately, there is little documentation in what has changed in this re-

£e EaXiS of release is uniquely named. The old version resides in a PANVALET library and the new version

is in a large^PDS A naming convention pattern has been established, and it has been determined that all ex«ution JCL

procedurefbeSn with the letter T' or XJ’. All COBOL modules are prefixed with PTXAf There are a few PL/l mem-

bers that are lutfoted with the letter P’. Control card members all start with C and have a dollar sign in the fouri

position. All the rest of the members are Assembler Language. We want to compare the new release with the prio e

lease.

//COMPARE PROC
//COMPAREX EXEC PGM=COMPAREX
//STEPLIB DD DISP=SHR, DSN=somnode. COMPAREX. LOAD

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*
//PANDDl DD DISP=SHR, DSN=somnode. PANLIB

//SYSUT2 DD DISP=SHR, DSN=somnode. PDS

// PEND
//*
//JCL EXEC COMPARE
SYSUT1=PAN
TEXT=JCL, FORIN= (MEMBER, 1 , EQ, C

'

J
' ) , FIN= (M , 1 , EQ ,

C
' XJ '

)

//COBOL EXEC COMPARE
SYSUT1=PAN
TEXT=COBOL, FIN= (M, 1,EQ,C'PTXA' ) , FOROUT= (M , 8 , EQ ,

C
'

P
'

)

//PLl EXEC COMPARE
SYSUT1=PAN
TEXT=PL/1,FIN=(M, 1,EQ,C'PTXA' )

, FIN= (M , 8 , EQ ,
C

'

P
'

)

//CONTROL EXEC COMPARE
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SYSUT1=PAN
TEXT=JCL,FIN=(M, 1,EQ,C'C. .$'

)

//BAL EXEC COMPARE
SYSUT1=PAN

TEXT=BAL,FOUT=(M, 1,EQ,C' J'
) , FOUT= (M, 1 , EQ ,

C
' XJ

'

)

FOUT=(M, 1,EQ,C'PTXA' ) , FOUT= (M, 1 , EQ ,
C

' C . .$')

or

//ALLOFIT EXEC COMPARE
SYSUT1=PAN
WILDCARD=C ' *

'
, TEXT=*

Audit PDS Libraries

The auditors of a financial institution insist that all load modules within production libraries be accounted for with respect

to source code. The shop standard is that Partitioned DataSets (PDS’s) be used to hold source code, object code, and load

modules, with the same name used across the libraries. We want to compare any two libraries:

DIRECTORY /* Just compare directories
PRINT=NOMATCH /* Print only the mismatches

Compare JCL Libraries

An analyst borrowed a library of JCL. It was created via ISPF/PDF (or TSO/SPF) originally. He copied it to his or her

USER ID via lEBCOPY and then changed it. We want to compare the two libraries to see what he changed.

//DIR$PDF EXEC COMPARE
DIR=PDF /* Walk Directory, show members added */

y* changed */

/* or deleted. */

//*
//TEXT EXEC COMPARE
TEXT=JCL /* On matched Member names, see the */

PRINT=FULL /* Differences in Source Code in context. */

Regression Test in Database Environment

• We want to read the database direct through the COMPAREX interface (CPXIFACE) and write each record out to

SYSUT3 which is flat.

SYSUT1=DUMMY
/* Assume CPXIFACE Generated correctly */

SYSUT2= (OTH , MEMBER=DBDNAME

)

COPYDIFF,MAXDIFF=5,CONTINUE=YES /* Write it all to SYSUT3 */

Compare to Backup

• After the database has been updated by our application programs, we want to compare it against the backup (just ere

ated) to see the changes made.
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SYSUT2= (OTH,MEMBER=DBDNAME) /* Read Database again */

MAXDIFF=50 , CONTINUE /* Generally advised */

SEGMENT=(l,EQ,C'ROOT' ,
(A,9,5) )

/* ROOT Segment */

IDENTITY= ( 1 , EQ ,
C

' ROOT '

)

FIELD=(65,END)
MASK=(98,3)

SEGMENT= ( 1 , EQ ,
C

' APPLES '

)

ID=(1,EQ,C'APPLES'

)

FIELD=(65,END)
SEG=(1,EQ,C'STEMS' , (R,14,2)

)

ID= ( 1 , EQ ,
C

' STEMS '

)

FIELD=(65,END)
MASK=(77, 1)

MASK=(81, 1)

Find Latest Versions

At least two proerammer/analysts have copied executable load modules from the same load library into their o\ra load li-

braries for special concatenation of Joblib/Steplib. Then, certain modules have been recompiled and linkage edited into

some of the libraries. Now, nobody really knows what version is the latest and the multiple copies are wastmg disk storage

space.

We want to compare anv two of these libraries (A to B, B to C, and so forth) to isolate the newest version of a module so

we can scratch the old versions. There is a date/time stamp generated by the compiler and other date/time stamp gener-

ated by the linkaee editor in each load module. Assuming that the compiler and linkage editor have not changed betw-een

versions of any module, the only changes should be the modified source code and the date of compilation.

//A2B EXEC COMPARE
DATA=CSECT /* CSECT Parsing */

MAXDIFF=5 , CONTINUE
MBRHDR=COND /* Only see the members that differ */

//B2C EXEC COMPARE
DATA=CSECT /* CSECT Parsing */

MAXDIFF=5 , CONTINUE
MBRHDR=COND /* Only see the members that differ */

lEBUPDTE Formatting of Audit Trail

A shop has neither PANVALET nor LIBRARIAN. All source code updates are done through lEBUPDTE. We want to

create an audit trail of changes between two PDS’s, then have lEBUPDTE recreate the first PDS.

//AUDIT EXEC PGM=COMPAREX,REGION=256K
//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*
//SYSUTl DD DISP=SHR, DSN=somnode. PDS 1 .ASSEMBLE
//SYSUT2 DD DISP=SHR, DSN=somnode. PDS2 .ASSEMBLE
//SYSUT3 DD DISP=( ,CATLG, DELETE )

,DSN=somnode. lEBUPDTE. AUDIT,

// UNIT=sysda,SPACE=(TRK, (1,5) ,RLSE)

,

// DCB=(RECFM=FB, LRECL=80, BLKSIZE=2000)
//SYSIN DD *

TEXT=BAL /* Assume both libraries contain Assembler Source */

MBRHDR=COND /* Only see the members that have indeed changed */
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* Create Audit Trail in lEBUPDTE Format *

COPYDIFF=(IEBUPDTE,SEQFLD='738,765' )
/* <=== NOTE SEQFLD=,. */

//*
//CPXUPDTE EXEC PGM=IEBUPDTE , PARM=MOD
//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*
//SYSUTl DD DISP=SHR,DSN=somnode.PDSl. ASSEMBLE
//SYSUT2 DD DISP=SHR, DSN=somnode. PDSl .ASSEMBLE <=== Same Name

//SYSIN DD DISP=SHR, DSN=somnode. lEBUPDTE. AUDIT

//*
//VERIFY EXEC PGM=COMPAREX, REGION=256K
//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*
//SYSUTl DD DISP=SHR,DSN=SOmnode. PDSl. ASSEMBLE
//SYSUT2 DD DISP=SHR, DSN=SOmnode. PDS2 .ASSEMBLE
//SYSIN DD *

TEXT=BAL /* Verify that Matching Members are Identical */

MBRHDR=COND /* This will make for a very short report */

//* EOJ

Desensitize Live Production Data

Instead of creating special test data to test out enhanced modules, a shop uses live production files to test their changes

on. The internal auditor has insisted that live names, addresses and any other sensitive information be "clobbered" before

comparison and/or printing.

MAXDIFF=50, CONTINUE /* Generally advised */

IDENTITY^ ( 2 1 , EQ ,
C

•
A

' )

.

DESEN= (3 5,C OBLITERATE THE NAME FIELD ')

DESEN= ( 65, C OBLITERATE THE FIRST ADDRESS ')

MASK=(111,5) /* Date Time Stamp */

IDENTITY= ( 2 1 , EQ ,
C

'
B

'

)

/* Average Balance over 3 years */

DESEN=(31,X' OOOOOOOC

)

Reverse Delta Deck

It is very common to have very many versions of the source code for any one program. We can create an audit trail of the

changes by comparing the old version against the newer version at each change level. However, we can also compare

them in reverse order and create a delta deck such that if the old version of the source code is lost, it can be recreated by-

running the delta deck against the new version.

This concept can be used to save disk space for older versions of source code. Only the proper delta decks need be saved.

We will assume that the new version (SYSUTl) resides in a PDS and the old version (SYSUT2) resides in a PANVALET
library. We will create a delta deck (SYSUT3) for module "PROGRAMl" and save it in another PDS.

//COMPAREX EXEC PGM=COMPAREX
//STEPLIB DD DISP=SHR,DSN=somnode. COMPAREX. LOAD

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*
//SYSUTl DD DISP=SHR,DSN=somnode. SOURCE. PDS <=== New version

//SYSUT2 DD DISP=SHR, DSN=somnode. PANLIB <=== Old version

//SYSUT3 DD DISP=SHR, DSN=somnode. DELTA. PDS (PROGRAMl)
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//SYSIN DD *

SYSUT2= ( PAN , DDNAME=SYSUT2 ) , TEXT=COBOL

FIN=(MEMBER, 1,EQ,C'PR0GRAM1')
/* create Delta Deck in PANVALET Format */

COPYDIFF=(PAN,STAMP=YES) /* Time stamp when created */

//* EOJ
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Appendix A. Sample COBOL Programs

COBOLl - Before Change
000100 IDENTIFICATION DIVISION.
000200 PROGRAM- ID. COBOL01

.

000300 ENVIRONMENT DIVISION.
000400 INPUT-OUTPUT SECTION.
000500 FILE -CONTROL.
000600 SELECT ONLY- FILE,

000700 ASSIGN VSAMFILE,
000800 ORGANIZATION IS INDEXED,

000900 ACCESS DYNAMIC,
001000 RECORD KEY IS ONLY -KEY,
001100 FILE STATUS IS ONLY- FILE-STAT.

001200 DATA DIVISION.
001300 FILE SECTION.
001400 FD ONLY-FILE.
001500 01 ONLY-REC.
001600 02 ONLY-KEY.
001700 03 ONLY-ACCOUNT PIC X(10).

001800 03 ONLY-TYPE PIC XX.

001900 03 ONLY-DSN PIC X(44) OCCURS 2.

002000 03 ONLY-MEMBER PIC X(10> OCCURS 2.

002100 02 ONLY-REST-OF-REC PIC X(100).

002200 WORKING -STORAGE SECTION.

002300 77 ONLY- FILE-STAT PIC XX.

002400 01 SWITCHES,
002500 02 END-OF-ONLY-FILE-SW PIC X.

002600 88 ENO-OF-ONLY-FILE VALUE 'Y*.

002700 LINKAGE SECTION.

002800 01 LS-FUNCTION PIC X(8).

002900 88 OPEN-REQUEST VALUE 'OPEN*.

003000 88 READSEQ-REQUEST VALUE 'READSEQ'.

003100 88 CLOSE-REQUEST VALUE 'CLOSE'.

003200 01 LS-ONLY-REC PIC X(220).

003300 EJECT
003400 PROCEDURE DIVISION USING LS-FUNCTION, LS-ONLY-REC.

003500 MAIN-LINE.
003600 IF OPEN-REQUEST PERFORM DO-THE-OPEN
003700 ELSE IF READSEQ-REQUEST PERFORM DO-THE-SEQ-READ
003800 ELSE IF UPDATE -REQUEST PERFORM DO-THE-UPDATE
003900 ELSE IF CLOSE-REQUEST PERFORM DO-THE-CLOSE
004000 ELSE DISPLAY 'INVALID I/O FUNCTION REQUESTED'

004100 MOVE 12 TO RETURN -CODE.

004200 GOBACK.
004300 DO-THE-OPEN.
004400 OPEN I-O ONLY- FILE.

004500 IF ONLY-FILE-STAT = '00'

004600 MOVE 0 TO RETURN -CODE
004700 ELSE
004800 EXHIBIT NAMED ONLY-FILE-STAT
004900 DISPLAY 'OPEN FAILED'
005000 MOVE 8 TO RETURN -CODE.

005100 DO-THE-SEQ-READ.
005200 READ ONLY- FILE NEXT, AT END MOVE 8 TO RETURN-CODE.
005300 IF ONLY-FILE-STAT = '00'

005400 MOVE ONLY-REC TO LS-ONLY-REC
005500 MOVE 'N* TO END-OF-ONLY-FILE-SW
005600 ELSE
005700 MOVE 'Y* TO END-OF-ONLY-FILE-SW
005800 MOVE 8 TO RETURN -CODE.

005900 DO-THE-CLOSE.
006000 CLOSE ONLY- FILE.

00000100
00000200
00000300
00000400
00000500
00000600
00000700
00000800
00000900
00001000
00001100
00001200
00001300
00001400
00001500
00001600
00001700
00001800
00001900
00002000
00002100
00002200
00002300
00002400
00002500
00002600
00002700
00002800
00002900
00003000
00003100
00003200
00003300
00003400
00003500
00003600
00003700
00003800
00003900
00004000
00004100
00004200
00004300
00004400
00004500
00004600
00004700
00004800
00004900
00005000
00005100
00005200
00005300
00005400
00005500
00005600
00005700
00005800
00005900
00006000

Figure 64. COBOLl Before Chaiige
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COBOLl - After Change

000100 IDENTIFICATION DIVISION.

000200 PROGRAM- ID. COBOL01

.

000300 ENVIRONMENT DIVISION.

000400 INPUT -OUTPUT SECTION.

000500 FILE -CONTROL.

000600 SELECT ONLY- FILE,

000700 ASSIGN VSAMFILE,

000800 ORGANIZATION IS INDEXED,

000900 ACCESS DYNAMIC,

001000 RECORD KEY IS ONLY -KEY,

001100 FILE STATUS IS ONLY- FILE-STAT.

001200 DATA DIVISION.

001300 FILE SECTION.

001400 FD ONLY-FILE.

001500 01 ONLY-REC.

001600 02 ONLY-KEY.

001700 03 ONLY-ACCOUNT PIC X(10).

001800 03 ONLY-TYPE PIC XX.

001900 03 ONLY-DSN PIC X(44) OCCURS 2.

002000 03 ONLY-MEMBER PIC X(10) OCCURS 2.

002100 02 ONLY-REST-OF-REC.

002200 05 ONLY -0 ISP PIC XXX.

002300 05 ONLY-UNIT PIC X(8).

002400 05 ONLY-VOL PIC X(6).

002500 05 FILLER PIC X(83).

002600 WORKING-STORAGE SECTION.

002700 77 ONLY- FILE-STAT PIC XX.

002800 01 SWITCHES.

002900 02 END-OF-ONLY-FILE-SW PIC X.

003000 88 END-OF-ONLY- FILE VALUE 'Y'.

003100 LINKAGE SECTION.

003200 01 LS- FUNCTION PIC X(81.

003300 88 OPEN -REQUEST VALUE 'OPEN'.

003400 88 REAOSEQ- REQUEST VALUE 'REAOSEQ'.

003500 88 CLOSE -REQUEST VALUE 'CLOSE'.

003600 01 LS-ONLY-REC PIC X(220).

003700 EJECT
003800 PROCEDURE DIVISION USING LS-FUNCTION, LS-ONLY-REC.

003900 MAIN-LINE.
004000 IF OPEN-REQUEST PERFORM DO-THE-OPEN

004100 ELSE IF READSEQ- REQUEST PERFORM DO-THE-SEQ-READ

004200 ELSE IF CLOSE-REQUEST PERFORM DO-THE-CLOSE

004300 ELSE DISPLAY 'INVALID I/O FUNCTION REQUESTED'

004400 MOVE 12 TO RETURN -CODE.

004500 GOBACK.

004600 DO- THE -OPEN.

004700 OPEN I-O ONLY-FILE.

004800 IF ONLY- FILE-STAT = '00'

004900 MOVE ZERO TO RETURN -CODE

005000 ELSE
005100 EXHIBIT NAMED ONLY- F ILE- STAT

005200 DISPLAY 'OPEN FAILED'

005300 MOVE 8 TO RETURN -CODE.

005400 DO-THE-SEQ-READ.
005500 READ ONLY-FILE NEXT, AT END MOVE 8 TO RETURN-CODE.

005600 IF ONLY- FILE- STAT = '00'

005700 MOVE ONLY-REC TO LS-ONLY-REC

005800 MOVE 'N' TO ENO-OF-ONLY-FILE-SW

005900 ELSE
006000 MOVE 'Y' TO END-OF-ONLY-FILE-SW

006100 MOVE 3 TO RETURN -CODE.

006200 DO-THE-CLOSE.
006300 CLOSE ONLY- FILE.

00000100
00000200
00000300
00000400
00000500
00000600
00000700
00000800
00000900
00001000
00001100
00001200
00001300
00001400
00001500
00001600
00001700
00001800
00001900
00002000
00002100
00002200
00002300
00002400
00002500
00002600
00002700
00002800
00002900
00003000
00003100
00003200
00003300
00003400
00003500
00003600
00003700
00003800
00003900
00004000
00004100
00004200
00004300
00004400
00004500
00004600
00004700
00004800
00004900
00005000
00005100
00005200
00005300
00005400
00005500
00005600
00005700
00005800
00005900
00006000
00006100
00006200
00006300

Figure 65. COBOLl After Change
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Glossary

ACB Access Control Block. A term describing the

attributes of a VSAM file to be read or writ-

ten.

BASELINE a set of data and software that is known to

produce correct or at least acceptable re-

sults. See TESTLINE.

BINARY DECIMAL the format to internally store numer-

ic fields where the value has been converted

from decimal to binary and the sign is in the

leftmost bit of the field. = = = > X’A03F =

Decimal -9255.

BMP Batch Message Program. A term used in

IMS to describe a program running under

IMS that is batch oriented (that is, not on-

line).

BUFF a keyword that specifies the buffer size for

TEOT comparison logic or DATA logic with

Random keys.

CINV an abbreviation for Control ^ "erval. A con-

trol interval is a VSAM te.-.^ roughly the

equivalent of BLKSIZE,

COMPAREX the Comparison utility. Pronounced COMP
(rhymes with POMP) A (rhymes with HUH)
REX.

CONTINUE a keyword that causes the utility to read

records and count differences without print-

ing differing records. Used with MAXDIFF.

COPYDIFF abbreviation for COPY the DIFFerrences to

a third file. A keyword that causes
COMPAREX to write file SYSUT3.

DATA (1) files that have an inter-record relation-

ship; (2) comparison logic based on synchro-

nization of records; (3) a keyword to specify

DATA comparison logic.

CSECT abbreviation for Control SECTion. Each ex-

ecutable module can be broken up into one
or more CSECTs, the order and content of

which are independent of other CSECTs,

DBMS DataBase Management System. Global term

used to describe monitors whose charge is to

coordinate the efforts of application pro-

grams to the data on large random access

files (databases). Telecommunications sup-

port is usually supplied also.

transaction format such that if it is fed back

into a predetermined library management
system (PANVALET, LIBRARIAN), it will

update the old dataset to be exactly like the

new dataset.

DESENSITIZING the act of obliterating sensitive data

fields within live production data files.

DIFFERENCES REPORT the major output from
COMPAREX. The report shows records

that differ and processing totals.

DIRECTORY a keyword to specify comparison of only the

DIRECTORY portions of
directory-embedded datasets. A series of

256-byte records at the beginning of a parti-

tioned dataset (PDS) that contains an entry

for each member in the dataset. Note that it

is possible to physically read this special part

of the PDS by specifying "SYSUT1 = QSAM"
while actually pointing to a PDS.

DUMMY In JCL, specifying DUMMY forces the asso-

ciated program opening the dataset to go to

end-of-file at the first read or to nullify every

write instruction to the file.

ESDS Entry Sequenced DataSet. A VSAM term

meaning that the sequence of the data within

is determined by the order in which they are

stored. Each new record is stored after the

last record in the dataset.

FIELDS keywords that cause COMPAREX to com-
pare only on specified positions of the input

records,

FILTER a keyword that performs a logical test to se-

lect or reject records. Selected records are

eligible for comparison.

FILTERING the process of selecting or rejecting records

with the use of FILTERS.

FRAME a keyword, used with TEXT comparison
logic, to specify the surrounding of differing

blocks of records with the PLUS character

and the DASH character on the DIFFER-
ENCES REPORT.

GENFLDS (1) an optional part of the Differences Re-

port that shows a visual representation of

each input record type; (2)a keyv^'ord specify-

ing these visual representations.

DCB Data Control Block. A term describing the HELP a keyword that causes COMPAREX to dis-

attributes of a non-VSAM file to be read or play a listing of valid keywords and their def-

written, initions onto SYSPRINT.

DELTA DECK a dataset (used to be a card deck) contain- IDCAMS Access Method Services. IBM’s system of

ing the changes (Greek letter Delta) in creating, deleting, printing, loading, and un-
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loading files of almost any organization. Any

VSAM use mandates the use of IDCAMS.

IDENTITY a keyword that performs a logical test to

identify a record type on the SYSUTl file.

IMS Information Management System. IBM’s

major entry in the DBMS marketplace.

ISAM Indexed Sequential Access Method.

JCL job control language - statements which de-

scribe a job to the operating system and in-

form the system of how a job is to be pro-

cessed.

KEY (1) a control field on a file; (2) a keyword

specifying this control field.

KEYLEN the length of a synchronizing key. Usually

used in conjunction with RKP.

KEYWORD an instruction given to CQMPAREX to

cause the utility to modify its default process-

ing.

KSDS Key Sequenced DataSet. A VSAM term

meaning that the sequence of the data within

is determined by an indexing key structure.

KSDS files may be accessed sequentially or

randomly (by the key).

MASKS keywords that cause CQMPAREX to ignore

specified positions on the input records when

comparing them.

MAXDIFF a keyword to specify the maximum number

of differences to be shown on the Differenc-

es Report.

MEMBER an independent, sequentially organized data-

set identified by a unique name in a

directory-embedded dataset.

MLC matching line count. A keyword to specify

the number of exact matches CQMPAREX
makes before deciding that TEXT compari-

son logic is back into synchronization.

MODE a keyword to specify the user’s orientation.

MQbE = APPLICATIONS causes displace-

ments in other keywords to be relative to

one; MODE = SYSTEMS causes displace-

ments to be relative to zero.

MPP Message Processing Program. A term in

IMS to describe an online program that is

driven by input messages, usually from a ter-

minal operator.

.NIBBLE a half byte. Four bits of data.

.NLXLFILE specifying DSN = NULLFILE is the same as

specifying DD DUMMY (see DUMMY).

OS operating System. There are many varia-

tions and release levels, e.g. MVS,
MVS/XA.

PACKED DECIMAL the format to internally store numer-

ics where each digit takes a half-byte (nibble

or four bits) and the sign is at the end of the

field. = = = > X’0123456C’.

PDS partitioned dataset - a collection of indepen-

dent groups (called MEMBERS) of sequen-

tial records on a direct access volume. Each

MEMBER has a unique name and is listed

in a DIRECTORY at the beginning of the

dataset. It is a directory-embedded dataset.

QSAM Queued Sequential Access Method - also

Flat File.

RDW Record Descriptor Word. This word (four

bytes) describes the length of a record if it is

variable length QSAM or ISAM. Sometimes

referred to as the LLBB.

RKP Relative Key Position. The relative (to zero)

position of a synchronizing key wthin a

record. Usually used in conjunction with

KEYLEN.

RRDS Relative Record DataSet. A VSAM term

meaning that the file has no index. It is a

string of fixed-length slots, each of which is

identified by a relative record number from 1

to nnn, where nnn is the maximum number

of records that can be stored in the dataset.

SEGMENT (1) a piece of a database; (2) an identifier on

a record to deliniate at what level of a data-

base it comes from; (3) a keyword to

CQMPAREX that allows synchronizing be-

tween two versions of a database.

SKlPUTs keywords that cause CQMPAREX to bypass

initial records on the input files.

SQUEEZE (1) the removal of certain characters before

TEXT comparison; (2) a keyword to specify

a character to be removed.

STOPAFT a keyword that specifies the maximum num-

ber of records to be read from either input

file.

SYNCHRONIZATION the pairing of records for compari-

son by CQMPAREX. KEY, SEGMENT,
and same physical-record number synchroni-

zation are supported with DAT.A compari-

son logic.

SYSIN the input file containing keywords.

SYSPRINT the output file from CQMPAREX that con-

tains the Differences Report.
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SYSUTl

SYSUT2

SYSUT3

TESTLINE

TEXT

the first of the two input files to be com-
pared. SYSUTl is usually the old master or

the unmodified file.

the second of the two input files to be com-
pared. SYSUT2 is usually the new master or

the modified file.

an optional output file from COMPAREX,
written when COPYDIFF is specified.

a set of data and software that is not yet

ready to be placed into production mode.

See BASELINE.

(1) files that have no inter-record relation-

ship; (2) comparison logic that pairs records

based on record-to-record matching; (3) the

keyword to specify TEXT comparison logic.

VSAM Virtual Storage Access Method.

WILDCARD a keyword used to specify a character to be

used in other keywords to indicate that any

value passes logical tests specified.

ZONED DECIMAL the format to display numerics where

each digit is preceded by its sign and takes a

whole byte. = = = > X’FIFSCO’.
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Index

-DEL
with DELETE

message CPX15I 157

-INS
with INSERT

message CPX15I 157

- REP
with REPLACE

message CPX15I 157

-SEL 158

A
A - Ascendmg

message CPX19I 160

with KEY 108

message CPX07I 152

withKEYl 108

with Kevs 152

with SEGMENT 110

abend 8, 85, 108, 127, 160, 178

80A 31, 178

SOCl through SOCF 178

S0C3 131

S80A 31, 178

abnormal end 178

ACB
message CPX16I 159

message CPX21I 161

message CPX221 161

ADABAS 32

ADABAS Interface Record Layout 32

ALC
with TEXT 122

ALL
with HELP 139

ALPHA
with LINE 142

message CPX08I 153

Alphanumeric Format - FORMAT = ly 138

APL
with MODE 94

APPLICATIONS
with MODE 94

message CPX06I 151

archie 96

ASCII
keyword definition 133

message CPX08I 153

audit trail 28, 185

B
B - Binary

with HELD 85

with FIELD 1 85

withFIELD2 86

with KEY 108

message CPX07I 152

withKEYl 108

withKEY2 109

with MASK 92

with MASKl 92

with MASK2 92

BACKUP 96

BAL 182

with TEXT 122

BLKSIZE
message CPX16I 159

message CPX21I 161

message CPX22I 161

BUFF 114

keyword definition 120

message CPX25I 163

message CPX39A 166

bytes underscored

message CPX74I 173

c
C

with DELETE
message CPX15I 157

with INSERT
message CPX15I 157

with REPLACE
message CPX15I 157

withTECT 122

C - Character

with HELD 85

with FIELD 1 85

with nELD2 86

with KEY 108

message CPX071 152

withKEYl 108

withKEY2 109

with MASK 92

with MASKl 92

with MASK2 92

CASE
keyword defmition 133

message CPX08I 153

CINV
message CPX16I 159

message CPX21I 161
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message CPX22I 161

CLIST 54

with TEXT 122

CLOS 160

COBOL 182

with TEXT 48, 49, 122

example 28, 29

COBOLl After Change 188

COBOLl Before Change 187

comments 12, 26, 130, 148

example 70

COMPAREX General Flowchart 8

COMPAREX interface

message CPX93A 178

message CPX94A 178

compatible

file organization 164

concatenated key 36, 110

COND 184

with HALT 11, 138, 148

installation defaults 9

message CPX05I 151

message CPX30A 164

withMBRHDR 143

message CPX05I 151

condition code 11

context 123

CONTINUE 150, 171, 183, 184

keyword definition 78

COPYDIFF 8, 13, 180, 183-185

keyword definition 126

message CPX15I 157

CPXSISPF 54

CPXOOI 12, 148

CPXOII 12,149

CPX02A 149

CPX03I 150

CPX04I 150

CPX05I 151

CPX06I 151

CPX07I 152

CPX08I 153

CPX09I 154

CPXIOI 154

CPXllI 155

CPX12I 155

CPX131 157

CPX15I 157

CPX16A 159

CPX16I 12,159

CPX18I 102,160

CPX19I 160

CPX20I 28, 160

CPX21I 12

CPX22I 12,161

CPX23I 40, 162

CPX24A 162

CPX25I 12,163

CPX26I 163

CPX27I 164

CPX30A 148, 164

CPX31A 31, 40, 49, D8, 164

CPX35A 100, 165

CPX36A 100,102,165
CPX37A 102, 165

CPX39A 166

CPX40A 166

CPX41I 166

CPX42I 167

CPX51I 101,168

example 11

CPX52I 101,168

example 11

CPX56I 169

CPX57I 169

CPX61I 100,170

CPX62I 100,170

CPX64I 170

CPX65I 170

CPX66A 171

CPX67I 171

example 11

CPX69I 171

CPX71I 172

example 11

CPX72I 172

example 11

CPX74I 107, 173

example 11

CPX75I 107,173

example 11

CPX76I 107,174

CPX77I 174

CPX78I 107,143,175

CPX80I 175

condition code 11

example 11

CPX90A 11, 176

CPX91A 176

CPX92A 177

CPX93A 178

CPX94A 178

CPX97A 178

CPX99A 120, 179

CPX@PRIM 55

CPXIFACE 7

INFO call 28

keyword definition 78

message CPX20I 160

message CPX93A 178

message CPX94A 178

CPXIFACE Sample Code - Roll Your Own Slot 51

CPXJOBST 64

CPXOPDAT 57

CPXOPDSl 59,65

CPXOPDS2 60, 66

CPXOPDSN 65

CPXOPDTO 56

CPXOPSYK 58

CPXPRLOD 68
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CPXPRSAV 67

CPXREPRT 62

CPXRUNPR 61

CPXSHORT 63

CSECT 79, 189

Parsing 79

with DATA 79, 166-168

withFTLTERIN 87

with FILTEROUT 88

with filters

message CPXIOI 154

withFE^TORIN 88

with FELTOROUT 89

CSECT Parsing 120

with filters 87

Csect Parsing 163

csect parsing 166-168

CSECT Parsing - Execution JCL and Keywords 81

CSECT Parsing - Sample Difference Report 81

current management code 96

CYCLE 96

D
D - Descending

message CPX19I 160

with KEY 108

message CPX07I 152

withKEYl 108

with Kevs 152

with SEGMENT 110

DA
DSORG

message CPX16I 159

message CPX21I 161

message CPX22I 161

DASH
count of 173

keyword definition 134

message CPXllI 155

DATA 173

CSECT Parsing 79

end of 172

keyword definition 79

message CPX24A 162

message CPX25I 163

message CPX39A 166

with HELP 139

DATA Example - Modified to Fit Page 11

Data File Synchronization Properties 99

DATA = CSECT
message CPX25I 163

Database Structure - Random Key S\mchrony 53

DBD 37,38

DCB
message CPX16I 159

message CPX21I 161

message CPX22I 161

DDNAME 71

withSYSUTl 49,96

with SYSUT2 97

example 29

DECIMAL 141

keyword definition 134

message CPX08I 153

-DEL
with DELETE

message CPX15I 157

DELETE
keyword definition 128

delta deck 126, 157, 185

definition 189

DESEN 185

keyword definition 82

message CPX12I 155

unusable

message CPX76I 174

DESENl
keyword definition 82

message CPX12I 155

DESEN2
keyword definition 82

message CPX12I 155

Desensitizing data 185

DFSRRCOO 37,38

differences report 6, 8, 11, 12, 14, 17-20, 27, 130

differing members
message CPX78I 175

differing records

message CPX75I 173

DIR 83, 183

Direct ADABAS Interface 32

Direct CAMLIB Interface 35

Direct DL/1 Interface 37, 38

Direct DMS Interface 39

Direct GEM Interface 30

Direct lAM Interface 40

Direct IDMS Interface 41

Direct IDMS Interface Via Exit Module - Compare 44

Direct IDMS Interface Via Exit Module - Unload 43

Direct ISPF Packed File Interface 46

Direct LIBRARIAN Interface 29, 30

Direct PANVALET Interface 28, 29

Direct RAMIS Interface 47

Direct ROSCOE Interface 48

Direct WYLBUR Interface 49

DIRECTORY 183

end of 172

keyword definition 83

message CPX25I 163

directory-embedded 175

DISPLAY
with HELP 139

Display Keyword Properties 130

Ditto Format
SeeLIN^ 142

ditto format 136, 142

DL/1 36,52
DBD 37, 38
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example 37, 38

R-iiSTPATH 37

PSB 37,38

DL/1 Interface Segment Layout 36

DSORG 129

message CPX16I 159

message CPX21I 161

message CPX22I 161

DUMMY 183

withSYSUTl 96

withSYSUT2 97

wit]iSYSUT3 129

Dump Format
See LINE 142

E
EBCDIC

keyword definition 135

message CPX08I 153

-EMOD
with COPYDIFF= LIB 158

END
with COPYDIFF= LIB 158

with HELD 85

with FIELD 1 85

with MASK 92

withMASKl 92

end of job 175

EQ 73, 87

ERROR? 12, 27, 70, 132, 138, 148, 164

ESD 166

ESDS
message CPX16I 159

message CPX21I 161

message CPX22I 161

execution JCL 25

expected changes 6

expired

license 179

External Symbol Dictionary 166

extra record 169

F
F - FORMAT abbreviation 136

FASTPATH 36, 37

HELD 138,182,183
keyword definition 85

message CPX12I 155

message CPX52I 168

unusable

message CPX76I 174

HELDl
keyword definition 85

message CPX12I 155

nELD2
keyword definition 86
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file organization 164

Filter 174

HLTERIN 72, 180, 181

keyword definition 87

message CPXIOI 154

filtering 87-89

CSECT 87-89

members rejected

message CPX78I 175

records rejected

message CPX77I 174

short records 165

statistics

message CPX75I 173

unusable

message CPX77I 174

HLTEROUT 72, 181

keyword definition 88

message CPXIOI 154

HLTORIN 72, 180, 181

keyword definition 88

message CPXIOI 154

nLTOROUT 72

keyword definition 89

message CPXIOI 154

HN 72, 87, 182

flat file 18, 20

FLDSONLY
keyword definition 135

message CPXllI 155

FORIN 72, 88, 182

FORMAT
explanation

message CPX25I 163

keyword definition 136

message CPX25I 163

FORMAT = 02
DECIMAL
NIBBLE (Excerpts) 135

FOROUT 72, 89

FORTRAN
with TEXT 122

FOUT 72, 88

FRAME
keyword definition 121

message CPX251 163

free-form keywords 26

FULL 183

with PRINT 123, 147

message CPX05I 151

G
GE 73, 87

GEM 7

example 30

withCOPYDIFF 126

message CPX15I 157
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GEiNFLDS
keyword definition 138

message CPX13I 157

GT 73, 87

H
HALT 11, 71, 148

installation defaults 9
keyword definition 138
message CPX05I 151
message CPX30A 164

HDAM 36
HELP 12,70

keyword definition 139
messages 149

Help Key 55
HEX

keyword definition 141
message CPX08I 153

HIDAM 36

Hierarchical Database Structure 111
Hierarchical Database Structure - Segment Synchrony 52
HISAM 36

7 r

HOR
with LINE 142

HORIZONTAL
with LINE 142

message CPX08I 153

I

lAM 40

example 40
ID

see IDENTITY 90
IDENTITY 138, 182, 183, 185
HELD
MASK

and DESEN Messages 91
keyword definition 90
message CPX12I 155
message CPX52I 168
unusable

message CPX76I 174
IDMS 41

example 41

IDMS/R 41

IDMS COBOL Exit Module JOSERNE - Excerpts 45
IDMS Interface Record Layout 41
lEBUPDTE 184

withCOPYDIFF 126
message CPX15I 157

Ignore sign differences 141
IGNORSIN

keyword definition 91, 141
ILV
interleave abbreyiation 142

image copy 36

implicit I^Y
CPX23I 162

-INC 96

INCLUDE 96

withSYSUTl 96
with SYSUT2 97

INFO 28, 160

INPUT
with HELP 139

Input Keyword Properties 69
-INS

with INSERT
message CPX15I 157

INSERT
keyword definition 128

inserted members
message CPX78I 175

inserted records

message CPX75I 173
installation default 151
Installation Defaults 9
installation defaults 9
INTERLEAVE

keyword definition 142
message CPX25I 163

IS

DSORG
message CPX16I 159
message CPX21I 161
message CPX22I 161

ISAM 7,31,36
withSYSUTl 97
withSYSUT2 97
withSYSUT3 129

ISPF
packed file 46

example 46
ISPF Interface 28, 54
ISPF Panel CPX@PRIM 55
ISPF Panel CPXJOBST 64
ISPF Panel CPXOPDAT 57
ISPF Panel CPXOPDSl 59
ISPF Panel CPXOPDS2 60
ISPF Panel CPXOPDSN 65
ISPF Panel CPXOPDTO 56
ISPF Panel CPXOPSYK 58
ISPF Panel CPXPRLOD 68
ISPF Panel CPXPRSAV 67
ISPF Panel CPXREPRT 62
ISPF Panel CPXRUNPR 61
ISPF Panel CPXSHORT 63
ISPF Panel VENDOR - Raw Form 54
ISPF Panels 54

J
JCL 182, 183

execution 25
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with TEXT 122

K
KEY 18, 20, 31, 181, 182

example of Random 37, 47

keyword definition 108

message CPX07I 152

message CPX18I 160

message CPX35A 165

message CPX36A 165

KEY synchronization

message CPX61I 170

message CPX62I 170

KEYl
keyword definition 108

message CPX07I 152

KEY2
keyword definition 109

message CPX07I 152

KEYLEN
message CPX16I 159

message CPX21I 161

message CPX22I 161

KEYSONLY
keyword definition 142

message CPX051 151

KILLRC
keyword definition 142

KILLSPIE 178

KSDS
message CPX16I 159

message CPX211 161

message CPX22I 161

L
LE 73, 87

LEVEL
with SYSUTl 96

withSYSUT2 97

LIB
withCOPYDIFF 126

message CPX15I 157

with SYSUTl 96

with SYSUT2 97

LIBRARIAN 7

example 29

PARM 96

license

expired 179

LINE 142

keyword definition 142

message CPX08I 153

LIST =ALL
lEBUPDTE parameter 158

load module compare 79

logical error
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VSAM
message CPX91A 176

LOWER
with CASE 133

LRECL
message CPX16I 159

message CPX21I 161

message CPX22I 161

LT 73, 87

M
M
MEMBER abbreviation 49

withHLTERIN 87

with nLTEROUT 88

with FILTORIN 88

with nLTOROUT 89

with SYSUTl 96

withSYSUT2 97

MASK 138, 183, 185

keyword definition 92

message CPX12I 155

MASKl
keyword definition 92

message CPX12I 155

MASK2
keyword definition 92

message CPX12I 155

MASTER 96

MASTIN 96

MATCH
withMBRHDR 143

message CPX05I 151

with PRINT 147

message CPX05I 151

MAXDIFF 150, 171, 180, 183, 184

keyword definition 143

MBRHDR 184

keyword definition 143

message CPX05I 151

MEMBER 183

withCOPYDIFF 126

message CPX15I 157

with nLTERIN 87

with HLTEROUT 88

with filters

message CPXIOI 154

with HLTORIN 38

with nLTOROUT 89

with SYSUTl 96

with SYSUT1/SYSUT2 46,48,49

withSYSUT2 97

Messages Issued at End of Job 11

MISMATCH
KEY synchronization

message CPX61I 170

message CPX62I 170

SEGMENT synchronization
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message CPX64I 170
message CPX65I 170

with PRINT 147

message CPX05I 151
MIXED

with CASE 133

message CPX08I 153
MLC 114

keyword definition 121
message CPX25I 163

MODE
keyword definition 94
message CPX06I 151

MVS Nucleus 79

N
Natural (ADABAS) 32
NE 73,87
NIBBLE

keyword definition 144
message CPXIU 155

NO
with FRAME 121

message CPX25I 163
with HALT 138, 148

message CPX05I 151
with INCLUDE 96,97
with MBRHDR 143

message CPX05I 151
with PASS 126

message CPX15I 157
withRESEQ 126

message CPX15I 157
with STAMP 126

message CPX15I 157
with TEMP 126

message CPX15I 157
with VERS 126

message CPX15I 157
NOMATCH

with PRINT 147
message CPX05I 151

NOMISMATCH 142, 181
with PRINT 147

message CPX05I 151NUM
renumbering under GEM 128
with FRAME 121

message CPX25I 163

o
??

OTH with COPYDIFF 158
object code

Natural 33
OPEN 160

Option = = = > 55
OTH 183

with COPYDIFF 126
message CPX15I 157

withSYSUTl 96
withSYSUT2 97

OUTPUT
with HELP 139

Output Keyword Properties 124

P
P - Packed

with FIELD 85
withFIELDl 85
with FIELD2 86
with KEY 108

message CPX07I 152
withKEYl 108
withKEY2 109
with MASK 92
withMASKl 92
withMASK2 92

PAGE
keyword definition 144
message CPX08I 153

PAN 182
with COPYDIFF 126

example 28
message CPX15I 157

WithSYSUTl 96
with SYSUT1/SYSUT2

example 28
withSYSUT2 97

PAN#1 28
PANDDl 96
PANDD3 96
PANDD4 96
PANEL

with TEXT 122
Panels 54

CPX@PRIM 55
CPXJOBST 64
CPXOPDAT 57
CPXOPDSl 59,65
CPXOPDS2 60, 66
CPXOPDSN 65
CPXOPDTO 56
CPXOPSYK 58
CPXPRLOD 68
CPXPRSAV 67
CPXREPRT 62
CPXRUNPR 61
CPXSHORT 63
VENDOR 54

PANVALET 7

example 28,29
PARM
withIDMS 41
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RwithROSCOE 48

wiihSYSUTl 96

withSYSUT2 97

PASCAL
with TEXT 46, 122

PASS
withCOPYDIFF 126

message CPX15I 157

PASSWORD
message CPX16I 159

message CPX21I 161

message CPX22I 161

withSYSUTl 97

withSYSUT2 97

withSYSUn 129

PDF 183

with DIRECTORY 83

message CPX25I 163

PDS
withSYSUTl 97

withSYSUT2 97

PL/1 182

with TEXT 122

PL/I
with TEXT 122

PLl
with TEXT 122

PLI
with TEXT 122

PLUS
count of 173

keyword definition 146

message CPXllI 155

PLUS and FORMAT = 21 (Ditto Format) 146

PO
DSORG

message CPX21I 161

message CPX22I 161

PRINT 83, 142, 181, 183

DATA keyword definition 147

message CPX05I 151

TEXT keyword definition 123

print only

message CPX27I 164

message CPX90A 176

program interrupt 178

PS
DSORG

message CPX16I 159

message CPX21I 161

message CPX22I 161

PSB 37,38

Q
QSAM 7, 31, 36

with SYSUTl 97

with SYSUT2 97

withSYSUT3 129
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R - Random
message CPX19I 160

with KEY 108

message CPX07I 152

withKEYl 108

with Keys 152

with SEGMENT 110

RAMIS II 47

example 47

RAMIS Interface Record Layout 47

Random 100, 102

random key 52

random keys

message CPX39A 166

range

with filters 73, 87

RBA 168-170

message CPX36A 165

READ 160, 178

RECFM
message CPX16I 159

message CPX21I 161

message CPX22I 161

relative to one

message CPX06I 151

relative to zero

message CPX06I 151

-REP
with REPLACE

message CPX15I 157

REPLACE
keyword definition 129

REPORT
with TEXT 122

Rpcpn
withCOPYDIFF 126

message CPX15I 157

return code

0 - zero 176

(0tol6) 15,175

16 - sixteen 102, 148, 164-166, 176-179

4 - four 176

(4-20) 178

8 - eight 95, 172, 176

forced by KILLRC 142

zero 142

RKP
message CPX16I 159

message CPX21I 161

message CPX22I 161

Roll Your Own 50

ROSCOE 48

example 48

RPG
with TEXT 122

RRDS
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message CPX16I 159
message CPX21I 161
message CPX22I 161

S0C3
abend 131

S80A
abend 31, 178

Sample Batch JCL 25
Sample COBOL Programs 187
Sample Default Messages 9
Sample Foreground CLIST 25
Sample License Information 9

SCRIPT
with TEXT 122

SCTR 79
SEG no
SEGMENT 18,20,31,183

keyword definition 110
message CPX18I 160
message CPX19I 160
message CPX36A 165
message CPX37A 165
unusable

message CPX76I 174
SEGMENT synchronization

message CPX64I 170
message CPX65I 170
message CPX66A 171

-SEL 157
SEQFLD
withCOPYDIFF 126

message CPX15I 157
sequence

ascending

message CPX36A 165
descending

message CPX36A 165
random

cci>rrxf“^8eCPX36A 165
SERENA Consulting 179
SHISAM 36
SKIPUTl

keyword definition 94
message CPX09I 154

^^“essage CPX26I 163
SKiPLrr2

keyword definition 94
message CPX09I 154
message CPX26I 163

source code

Natural 33
SPF

with DIRECTORY 83
message CPX25I 163

SPIE 178

SQUEEZE
keyword definition 121
message CPX25I 163

SQZ 121

SRCH 160, 178
STAMP

message CPX15I 157
STOPAFT 150, 171

keyword definition 95
Synchroi^tion After HLTERing - No KEY
synchronization KEY * ^

CPX23I 162
synchronous error 51

message CPX92A 177
SYS

SYSGEN 54
SYSIN 7, 12, 69
SYSPRINT 8, 12, 14
SYSTEMS

with MODE 13, 24, 26, 94, 166
message CPX06I 151

Systems Test in Batch Environment 19
“ Database Environment

SYSLTTl
7^, 168-171, 176-178, 182, 183

end of file

20

message CPX71I 172
keyword definition 96
member counts

message CPX78I 175
message CPX21I 161
message CPX27I 164
record counts

message CPX75I 173
SYSim 7, 168-171, 176-178, 183

end of file

message CPX72I 172
keyword definition 97
member counts

message CPX78I 175
message CPX22I 161
record counts

message CPX75I 173
SYSUT3 8,13,129, 176,m

keyword definition 129
message CPX16I 159
record counts

message CPX75I 173

T
TEMP
WithCOPYDIFF 126

message CPX15I 157
text 182, 183

end of 172
keyword definition 122
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message CPX24A 162

message CPX25I 163

message CPX39A 166

with HELP 139

Text Keyword Properties 112

TEXT =COBOL 115

TEXT =COBOL and PRINT = FULL 116

TSO Command 55

TUTORIAL 55

U
underscore 134

underscored bytes

message CPX74I 173

unexpected changes 6

Unit Test in Batch Environment 17

Unit Test in Database Environment 18

UPPER
with CASE 133

message CPX08I 153

USER
with DIRECTORY 83

message CPX25I 163

V
VENDOR 54

VER
with LINE 142

VERS
withCOPYDIFF 126

message CPX15I 157

VERTICAL
with LINE 142

message CPX08I 153

vertical hex 136

VSAM 7, 31, 36, 176

withSYSUTl 97

withSYSUT2 97

withSYSUT3 129

w

with TEXT 122

WILDCARD TEXT 182

WYLBUR 49

example 49

Y
YES

with FRAME 121

message CPX25I 163

with HALT 11,71,138

message CPX05I 151

message CPX30A 164

with INCLUDE 96, 97

withMBRHDR 143

message CPX05I 151

with PASS 126

message CPX15I 157

withRESEQ 126

message CPX15I 157

with STAMP 126

example 28

message CPX15I 157

with TEMP 126

message CPX15I 157

with VERS 126

message CPX15I 157

YESHHMM
with VERS 126

z
Z - Zoned

with HELD 85

withHELDl 85

with FIELD2 86

with KEY 108

message CPX07I 152

withKEYl 108

withKEY2 109

with MASK 92

withMASKl 92

withMASK2 92

with TEXT 122 Numcrics
WILDCARD 182

keyword definition 98 80A
message CPX06I 151 abend 31, 178
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First Edition (June 1987)

This edition applies to Version 2 Release 3 of the licensed

program Interactive System Productivity Facility/Program

Development Facility (ISPF/PDF or PDF) (5665-317), and to all

. subsequent releases and modifications until otherwise indicated

in new editions or Technical Newsletters. It is for use with

Version 2 Release 3 of the licensed program Interactive System

Productivity Facility (ISPF) (5665-319), MVS/370 Version 1.3.5 or

later, MVS/XA Version 2.1.2 or later, and TSO/E Release 3.

Changes are made periodically to the information herein.

Therefore, before using this publication, consult the latest IBM
System/370 and 4300 Processors Bibliography (GC20-0001) for the

editions that are applicable and current.

References in this publication to IBM products, programs, or

services do not imply that IBM intends to make these available in

all countries in which IBM operates. Any reference to an IBM
licensed program in this document is not intended to state or

imply that only IBM's licensed program may be used. Any
functionally equivalent program may be used instead.

Publications are not stocked at the address given below.

Requests for copies of IBM publications should be made to your

IBM representative or to the IBM branch office serving your

locality.

A form for reader's comments is provided at the back of this

publication. If the form has been removed, comments may be

addressed to IBM Corporation, Dept. T46, P. 0. Box 60000, Cary,

NC 27511. IBM may use or distribute whatever information you

supply in any way it believes appropriate without incurring any
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ISPF and ISPF/PDF Version 2 Release 3 for MVS
Library

• Provides information about ISPF and ISPF/PDF
features in the MVS operating environment to assist

in evaluating the products.

• Provides information needed to install the products,

select installation options, and modify the

distributed release. Also provides information to

tailor menus, options, and the online tutorial.

• Describes dialog management data elements and

services from programs or command procedures.

• Provides service syntax information plus examples of

dialog management services implemented in

commonly used programming languages and

command procedures such as PL/I, COBOL,
FORTRAN, Pascal, APL2, and CLIST.

• Provides reference and usage information, along

with conceptual and functional descriptions of PDF.

• Provides reference and usage information with

examples for programmers who are developing

libraries and who edit or browse data.

• Provides reference and usage information for

programmers who need to create, control, and access

controlled libraries.

• Describes the PDF editor and provides conceptual,

usage and reference information for the ISPF/PDF
edit line, primary, and macro commands.

• Provides tutorial type information, samples and

exercises to help users learn about and use ISPF and Primer

ISPF/PDF. SC34-4122
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Publication Bill of Forms for ISPF and ISPF/PDF Version 2

Release 3

The preceding publications can be ordered separately or in a Bill of Forms.

The following Bill of Forms numbers are available:

For ISPF, Bill of Forms SBOF-0420-0 includes:

SC34-4112

SC34^4113

SC34-4124

SX66-0209

SX66-0210

Dialog Management Guide

Dialog Management Services and Examples

ISPF Command Summary Card

Binder

Binder cover inserts

For PDF, Bill of Forms SBOF-0419-0 includes:

SC34-41 18

SC34-41 19

SC34-4125

SX66-0209

SX66-0211

PDF Guide

PDF Services

PDF Command Summary Card

Binder

Binder cover inserts

For PDF Edit and Edit Macros, Bill of Forms SBOF-0361-0 includes:

SC34-4121

SC34-4126

SX66-0212

SX66-0213

Edit and Edit Macros

Edit and Edit Macros Command Summary Card

Binder

Binder cover inserts

ISPF and ISPF/PDF Library for the VM/SP Environment

The books described on the reverse side of this page support ISPF and

ISPF/PDF Version 2 Release 3 running in the MVS environment. If you

need information about ISPF and ISPF/PDF Version 2 Release 2 running in

the VM/SP environment, see:

SC34-4009

SC34-4010
SC34-4011

SC34-4012

SC34-4013

SC34-4014

SC34-4015

SC34-4017

GC34-4036

SC34-4064

SC34-4065

SC34-4101

Dialog Management Guide

Dialog Management Services and Examples

PDF Guide

PDF Services

Library Management
Edit Macros

Installation and Customization

Primer

General Information

Edit Macros Command Summary Card

PDF Command Summary Card

ISPF Command Summary Card
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ISPF/PDF Version 2 Release 3 for MVS
Guide

Ordering Information:

Form no. SC34-4118

Who Should Use This Book

This book is for application programmers using the

ISPF/Program Development Facility.

General
Information

GC34-4116

(
'

'

Installation and
Customization
SC34-4117

V )

About This Book

This book provides information about using PDF,

including:

Dialog Management
Guide
SC34-4112

• Introductory information, such as:

- Invoking and interacting with PDF
(

Dialog Management
Services and

- Selecting PDF options Examples

- Understanding the display format
^

SC34-4113

- Entering commands in PDF.

• Library and data set information, including:

- Descriptions of the programming libraries, data

sets, and member lists under PDF

PDF Guide
SC34-4118

- Using LMF to control ISPF libraries "

PDF Services
- Using data set passwords, format definitions, SC34-4119

mixed mode, and packed data sets
^

- Running a sample PDF session.

• Using the PDF options

• Understanding the output listing formats

• Examples of character translation tables

• Lists of abbreviations

• Descriptions of allocation data sets

• Description of the SuperC program.

Library

Management
SC34-4120

Edit and
Edit Macros
SC34-4121
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How This Book's Format Differs from the Version 2 Release 2 Edition

This book is a restructured version of ISPFjPDF for MVS Program

Reference, Version 2 Release 2 (SC34-4024-1). Changes include:

• Library and book overview pages have been added. See pages iii and v.

Also, chapter separator pages now provide an overview of the

information each chapter contains.

• The color blue is now used to show examples that can be typed on the

screen exactly as they appear in the text.

• Information about the new functions provided for Version 2 Release 3

has been added. See “Summary of Changes for ISPF/PDF Version 2

Release 3” on page ix for more information.

• The information formerly found in Chapters 1 and 2 has been combined
to form one comprehensive introductory chapter. This caused the

information in each of the following chapters, except Chapter 13, to

move to the preceding chapter. The information in Chapter 13 did not

move because Chapter 12 is completely new, describing the IBM
Products primary option.

• Most of the information about the PDF editor has been removed from

“Chapter 5, Edit (Option 2)” and placed in PDF Edit Macros, This book

has been renamed PDF Edit and Edit Macros,

• The PDF usage scenario, which was formerly in Appendix A, is now
included at the end of Chapter 2. This caused the PDF listing formats

to move up from Appendix B to Appendix A and the character

translation tables to move up from Appendix C to Appendix B.

• Appendix C now contains the list of abbreviations formerly found in

Appendix G.

• Appendix D now contains information about Assembler H and VS
COBOL II allocation data sets. The command summary that Appendix
D formerly contained has been removed.

• x\ppendix E now contains reference information about the SuperC
(option 3.12), SuperCE (option 3.13), Search-For (option 3.14), and
Extended Search-For (option 3.13.S) utilities. The command syntax

summary that x\ppendix E formerly contained has been moved to PDF
Command Summary for MVS, Version 2 Release 3 (SC34-4125), except

for the Edit command syntax summary. That information is now in

PDF Edit and Edit Macros Command Summary, Version 2 Release 3

(SC34-4126).

• The dialog development model listings, formerly found in Appendix F,

have been moved to PDF Edit and Edit Macros.

• The index has been expanded and improved.
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This Book's Related Publications

The following list contains the titles and publication numbers of books that

are referred to in PDF Guide:

• MVS/TSO:

GC26-3875 OSj VS2 MVS Data Management Services Guide

GC26-3902 OSIVS2 MVS Utilities

GC28-0683 MVS OSjVS2 Supervisor Services and Macro Instructions

GC28-1154 MVSjXA Supervisor Services and Macro Instructions

SC28-1134 MVSjXA TSOjE TSO Command Language Reference

SC28-1307 TSOjE Command Language Reference

• VM/CMS:

SC19-6209 CMS Command and Macro Reference

• SCRIPT/VS;

SH20-9186 Document Composition Facility: Generalized Markup

Language Starter Set User's Guide

• VS COBOL II;

SC26-4049 VS COBOL II Release 2 Application Programming:

Debugging Guide

• Cross System Product/Application Development:

GH23-0500 CSPjAD and CSPjAE General Information

GX23-0900 CSPjAD Reference Summary
SH23-0501 CSPjAD User's Guide

SH23-0502 CSPjAD Operation - Development

• Cross System Product/Application Execution:

GH23-0500 CSPjAD and CSPjAE General Information

GV21-5113 Cross System Product Set: Executive Overview

SH23-0503 CSPjAD and CSPjAE System Administration

• Information/Family:

GC34-4045 Introducing the InformationjFamily

SC34-4046 Planning and Installing the InformationjFamily

SC34-4052 Using the InformationjFamily Licensed Programs

• COBOL Structuring Facility:

GC34-4078 COBOL Structuring Facility Licensed Program

Specifications

SC34-4079 COBOL Structuring Facility Re-engineering Concepts

SC34-4080 COBOL Structuring Facility User's Guide and Reference

vii
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Summary of Changes

Summary of Changes for ISPF/PDF Version 2 Release 3

New Functions for ISPF/PDF Version 2 Release 3

Additional National Language Support (NLS)

• NLS support has been added for Korean.

Note: NLS aids the development of a project by allowing users to work

in a language of their choice. This support is available only when

the NLS function for this release has been distributed and is

installed on your system.

New Customization Features

See Installation and Customization for information about the following new

customization features:

• PDF Configuration Table

“ A PDF configuration table has been added to help your installation

customize PDF. It can be altered to change PDF defaults and to

specify installation exits.

• Support for Installation-Written Exits

- PDF allows installations to satisfy uncommon processing needs by

providing for exits at the following points:
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Data set list and member list dialogs to filter the list content

Data set allocation to change the SVC99 parameter list

Print utility to provide installation print support

Compress request to supply access to alternate methods of

compressing data sets

Promote at all levels of an LMF controlled library hierarchy

Data set name change exit to allow change of data set names.
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New Library Access Services

LMACT and LMDEACT
Activates and deactivates, respectively, LMF controlled

hierarchies. Similar to option 8.4.

LMCOMP Compresses partitioned data sets by using either the new
compress request exit or lEBCOPY if the exit is not

installed from your dialogs. Similar to the compress

function provided by options 3.1 and 3.4.

LMCOPY Copies partitioned data set members or sequential data sets,

allowing pack, lock, replace, and automatic truncation

options. Similar to the copy function provided by option 3.3.

LMHIER Creates a table that shows the structure of the controlled

library hierarchy that your dialog can examine.

LMMDISP Includes member selection lists in your dialogs for

concatenations of up to four partitioned data sets. Supports

ail the member list improvements, listed under “Member
List Improvements'' on page xi, that have been provided by

Version 2 Release 3.

LMMOVE Moves partitioned data set members or sequential data sets,

allowing pack, replace, and automatic truncation options.

Similar to the move function provided by option 3.3.

LMMSTATS Sets and stores ISPF statistics for partitioned data set

members that have fixed- or variable-length records. Your
dialog can delete, set, or have PDF calculate statistics.

Similar to the reset statistics function provided by option

3.5, except all statistical information can be updated.

LMPRINT Can print the following to the list data set, with formatting

optional:

• A partitioned or sequential data set

• Members of a partitioned data set

• An index listing of a partitioned data set.

Supports data sets with fixed- and variable-length records.

Similar to the print function provided by option 3.1.

LMREVIEW Creates a data set that shows the controls set for a library.

Similar to the review controls function provided by option

8.5.
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Member List Improvements

• You can specify a pattern to display a partial member list.

• When you display a member list, you can use the following new and

enhanced primary commands:

RESET Blanks out unwanted line commands and messages.

SAVE Writes the member list to the ISPF list data set or to a

sequential data set for recording purposes or as possible

input to another dialog.

SELECT Selects one or more members for processing. A pattern is

used to select a subset of the member list.

SORT Sorts a member list by any of the statistics fields.

LOCATE Finds a character string according to how a member list is

sorted.

• The Data Set List utility supports an extended, nine*character line

command area when you use the M line command to display a member

list, which allows you to enter TSO CLISTs as line commands.

Edit and Browse Improvements

• Edit and Browse Interface Services

- Three new services, Edit Interface (EDIF), Browse Interface (BRIF),

and Edit Recovery Interface (EDIREC), allow dialogs to provide

their own input, output, and edit recovery for the PDF Edit and

Browse functions. Using these services, you can create dialogs to

edit or browse data from virtually any source. Your dialogs can do

pre- and postprocessing on the data. The EDIF service also provides

for '‘hidden” data to be associated with each record and gives

indications of which lines were changed, copied, moved, and so

forth.

• New Return Code for the EDIT Service and Edit Macro EDIT Command

A new EDIT service return code, 14, is issued when you try to edit a

data set or PDS member that is already being edited.

• New DISABLED Parameter for Edit DEFINE Command

~ The new DISABLED parameter prevents any built-in command or

macro from executing. The command or macro stays disabled until

the current Edit session ends and a new one begins.

• New Edit Recovery Table Variables

- Two new edit recovery table variables, ZEDUSER and ZEIUSER,

allow you to include anv desired data in the Edit Recovery 1 able by
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value during Edit recovery. These variables would be most useful

for:

Dialogs that use the EDREC service (ZEDUSER), or EDIF and

EDIREC services (ZEIUSER)

Edit profiles that include an IMACRO or RMACRO.

New Expiration Date Formats

• Besides YY/MM/DD, the following expiration date formats are now
available:

YYYY/MM/DD Allows a four-digit year. The sequence of month, day,

and year depends on your national language format.

YY.DDD or YYYY.DDD
Allows a Julian format using either a two- or

four-digit year.

DDDD Represents the number of days that must pass (0 to

9999).

• A Confirm Purge panel has also been added to help you avoid deleting

an unexpired data set by mistake. Previously, unexpired data sets could

not be deleted.

Improvements to the Data Set List Utility (Option 3.4)

• You can now use TSO commands and CLISTs as line commands.

• Additional “Z” variables, which contain the data set list information

from the display, are available for dialog use. User-written line

commands can use this information.

• Two new built-in data set list line commands have been added:

F Frees unused space.

= Repeats the last line command entered.

• Four new data set list primary commands have been added:

FIND and RFIND
Finds a string in the Data Set Name field.

SAVE Writes the data set list to the ISPF list data set or to a

sequential data set for recording purposes or as possible

input to another dialog.

SHOWCMD Displays line commands and their arguments before they

are invoked, allowing you to change or cancel them.

• Additional keywords have been added to allow the SORT and LOCATE
commands to use any field in the data set list.
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• The function formerly provided by the VTOC utility (option 3.7) has

been incorporated into the Data bet List utility. The VTOC utility has

been removed.

• The E (edit data set) line command, and TSO commands and CLISTs are

available from the Data Set List utility member lists (M line command).

SuperC, SuperCE, Search-For, and Extended Search-For Utilities

• The SuperC utility (option 3.12) uses the SuperC program to compare

two or more data sets. SuperC creates output listings that show the

differences between the data sets being compared.

• The SuperCE utility (option 3.13) is an extended version of option 3.12

for the more sophisticated user. With this utility, you can use various

options to tailor the comparison to fit your data. Once you have done

that, you can save the options as a profile for use with the simpler

SuperC utility (option 3.12).

• The Search-For utility (option 3.14) allows you to search multiple data

sets for strings of data.

• The Extended Search-For utility (option 3.13.S) is an extended version

of option 3.14. Like SuperCE, it provides options that give the

sophisticated user more flexibility.

Assembler H and VS COBOL II Support

• Assembler H, the VS COBOL II compiler, and VS COBOL II interactive

debug have been added to the selection menus for Foreground (option 4)

and Batch (option 5). The existing system assembler has been retained

and designated Assembler XF.

Enhancements to the Dialog Test Variables Display

• The Dialog Test Variables (option 7.3) display now uses two new pool

indicators:

V Function pool; the variable was defined with the V DEFINE

service.

I Function pool; the variable is implicit.

• Function pool variables you insert on the display by using the I line

command or by typing over a variable name are indicated as implicit

variables. Also, you can now use the D line command to delete

modifiable shared and profile pool variables.

• A new APPLICATION display field has been added to show the name of

the application to which the variables belong.
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Library Management Facility (LMF) Improvements

• LMF Lock Function Added to the Move/Copy Utility

• Two new Move/Copy utility options allow you to lock a data set or
member when you copy it into your private library. These options are:

L Copy and lock member(s).
LP Copy, lock, and print member(s).

• New LMF Functions When a Data Set is Full

- The library administrator can now specify one of three actions for
LMF to take if the control data set, the activity logs, or any
controlled libraries run out of space. The action can be specified by
using the LMF Controls utility (option 8.1) or the new LMF Data
Set Full Action utility (option 8.7). The three actions are:

FAIL LMF tells the user that the requested function failed.

NOTIFY Same as FAIL, except LMF also notifies the library

administrator.

EXIT LMF calls an installation-supplied exit routine.

• Activity Log Additions and Improvements

“ A new activity log has been added that, if preallocated, records all

library administrator functions. Also, the user's ISPF activity log
now records member promotion.

The new LMF Activity Log utility (option 8.6) lets the library
administrator reduce the size of existing activity logs. Other users
can use this utility to browse any activity log to which they have
access authority.

• LMF Utility to Manage Member Controls

- Functions have been added to the LMF Controls utility (option 8.1)
to let the library administrator initialize, clear, and verify member
controls. It is now possible for the library administrator to create
controls for existing libraries without having to create a new
library and promote all the members of the existing library into it.

• Deleting LMF Controlled Members or Versions

The LMF Controls utility (option 8.1) has been changed to delete a
member when you delete its controls. Previously, when vou used
this option to delete a member's controls, the member still existed.
You can also use this option to delete just a specific version within
the hierarchy.
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• Multiple LMF Started Task Names

“ LMF now supports multiple control tasks coupled to individual

control files. This allows your installation to isolate library

controls for different groups to provide more specific security and

accounting.

• LMF Review Control Status Listing Additions

- Listings created with the LMF Review utility (option 8.5) now
contain the following additional information:

— Promotion exits

- Actions taken when the following data sets are full:

• Activity log

• Library

• Library administrator activity log

• Control data set.

LMF user group names.

• New LOCK Field on Edit - Entry Panel

“ The LOCK field lets you specify whether to lock the member you

will edit. If you specify YES and the member is part of a controlled

LMF library, no one else can change the member until you promote

it. If you specify NO, the member is not locked, anyone else can

change it, and you cannot promote your changes. If you specify

NEVER, the member is not locked and never will be unless you

change this value.

IBM Products Option

• A new primary option called IBM Products (option 9) has been added to

the ISPF/PDF Primary Option Menu. This option lets you invoke the

following products if they are available and installed:

- Cross System Product/Application Development (CSP/AD)
- Cross System Product/Application Execution (CSP/AE)

" Information/System (INFO/SYS)
- COBOL Structuring Facility foreground dialog (COBOL/SF-F)
- COBOL Structuring Facility background dialog (COBOL/SF-B).
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

This chapter introduces you to the Program Development Facility

(PDF) and its capabilities by explaining:

• How to begin and end a PDF session

• PDF primary options

• PDF panel formats and types

• How to enter ISPF commands and use the default PF key settings

• How PDF “remembers” information by storing it in your user
profile.

The chapter also explains, in general terms, how you can use PDF's
facilities to perform your programming tasks.



PDF Uses

Chapter 1. Introduction to PDF

PDF stands for Program Development Facility. The prefix ISPF/, as in

ISPF/PDF, shows that the Interactive System Productivity Facility is PDF's

prerequisite licensed program. ISPF must be installed either before or

during the installation of PDF.

As its name implies, PDF's primary purpose is to help programmers develop

interactive applications, which we call dialogs. Dialogs are called

‘‘interactive” applications because PDF uses them to communicate with

terminal users through a series of panels while the users do application

development tasks. PDF panels:

• Provide access to ISPF/PDF functions (menus)

• Request information (data entry panels)

• Provide information (scrollable data displays).

The following sections describe PDF users and the functions provided by

the ISPF/PDF licensed program.

PDF Uses

Here are some of the ways to use PDF:

• Managers use PDF Edit, SCRIPT/VS, and the Hardcopy utility or

another print utility provided by their installation to prepare memos

• Data processing administrators and system programmers use PDF to:

- Monitor and control program libraries

- Communicate with MVS through TSO commands or CLISTs.

• Programmers use PDF to develop batch, interactive, or any other type

of program and its documentation

• Terminal users invoke dialogs that use ISPF and PDF dialog services to

do the work of the application.

To help you, the programmer, develop ISPF/PDF dialogs, PDF provides

Edit, Browse, utility, compile, program library control, and other facilities.
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Browse, Edit, Edit Macros, and Models

The Edit and Browse functions let you look at the contents of a dialog on
the terminal screen. While editing a dialog, you can change it by adding or

deleting lines, typing over the existing code, or copying lines from another

dialog to the one being edited.

To enhance the existing Edit functions, you can write edit macros. Edit

macros let you combine several often-used functions so that you do not

have to invoke each function separately. You can write initial edit macros
that are automatically run when the Edit option is invoked. Other uses for

edit macros include:

• Overriding PDF Edit commands
• Invoking ISPF and PDF dialog services

• Accessing cursor position and data location.

Also, PDF provides online models that you can insert into the dialog. A
model is an example of a service call, panel format, table format, or message
that contains the proper syntax and all the available parameters for the

programming language being used. Since these models are online, they can

be called directly into the member being edited.

See Edit and Edit Macros for complete information about using the PDF
Edit option and writing edit macros.

Dialog Services

PDF provides edit, browse, and library access services that can be combined
in a dialog with any of the ISPF services. The library access services carry

out functions involving members of a programming library. These
functions include adding, finding, and deleting members, and displaying

member lists.

A separate model of each service call is included for each programming
language ISPF/PDF supports: CLIST, COBOL, EXEC, FORTRAN, PL/I,

and Pascal. See PDF Services for complete information about the PDF
dialog services.

Utilities

PDF provides a wide range of utilities. For example, the utilities let you:

• Display and print library and data set member lists

• Move, copy, lock, promote, and print library and data set members
• Reset statistics for ISPF library members
• Define commands to be used with specific dialogs

• Convert SPF menus and messages to ISPF format

• Compare data sets and search for strings of data.
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Dialog Test, Foreground, and Batch

PDF provides special facilities for testing dialogs. The Dialog Test option

allows testing of individual dialog elements and complete dialogs.

i\fter a program has been developed, you can either assemble it or compile

and link it by using either the Foreground or Batch option. The
Foreground option gives you the advantage of watching the program being

compiled. The advantage of using the Batch option is that it frees the

terminal for other uses during the compilation of a lengthy program. If the

program contains errors, you can use the debugging capabilities of the

Dialog Test facility to help correct them.

TSO Commands and CLISTs

While using PDF, you may need to invoke TSO commands or CLISTs. PDF
lets you do this by:

• Prefixing a command with TSO and entering it from any COMMAND
field

• Selecting the Command option and entering the TSO command or

CLIST on the panel that is displayed

• Entering a TSO command or CLIST in the line command field on a data

set list display (option 3.4) or a member list display using option M.

Library Management Facility

To help you maintain different levels or versions of a library member, PDF
provides the Library Management utilities. If the Library Management
Facility (LMF) is installed, you . lock the version being edited in a

private library to prevent someone else from altering the member. When
the member is edited to your satisfaction, it can then be promoted to

another group within the library for further development or testing.

Other IBM Program Development Products

You may find it necessary or desirable to invoke another IBM program

development product while using PDF. The IBM Products option lets you

invoke the Cross System Product/Application Development, Cross System

Product/x\pplication Execution, Information/System, COBOL Structuring

Facility foreground dialog, and COBOL Structuring Facility background

dialog licensed programs without leaving PDF. However, these products

must be installed and available for your use.
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Primer and Online Tutorial

Learning to use PDF is made easy by the:

• Primer, which guides you through the process of developing a sample

dialog

• Online help and tutorial facilities that are always available while using

PDF.

For example, if you need help filling in the data requested by a PDF utility,

you can use the tutorial to help you understand the data entry

requirements for that utility.

Interacting with PDF

i\s an interactive dialog, PDF communicates with you through panels and

messages. Ordinarily, the first panel you see when you enter the PDF
command is the ISPF/PDF Primary Option Menu, shown in Figure 1 on

page 5. Panels display data and selection lists, and provide fields that you

enter information in, such as a data set name or an ISPF/PDF command.

The interaction occurs when PDF responds to the information or command
you enter. PDF's response can be to display another panel, show you an

information or error message, or simply carry out a command. For more
information about how panels and messages are displayed, see

“Understanding PDF Panels” on page 7.

One of the most helpful aspects of the communication between you and

PDF is the online tutorial. Many topics related specifically to ISPF, such

as ISPF system commands, are covered sparingly in this introductory

chapter because they are described fully in Dialog Management Guide and
in the online tutorial. If you need information about using the online

tutorial, see Chapter 13, “Tutorial (Option T).”

Invoking PDF

Before you can invoke PDF, you must first log on to TSO. When the

READY prompt appears on the screen, enter the command PDF, unless

your installation has established an alias for PDF, such as ISPF or SPF. If

so, enter the name of the alias instead.
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Option Selection

You can select an option by typing its number or letter in the OPTION field

and pressing the ENTER key; for example:

OPTION ===>

to select the Edit option.

If you select ISPF Parms, Utilities, Foreground, Batch, Dialog Test, LM
Utilities, or IBM Products, you get another menu with a secondary list of

options. As you become familiar with PDF, you may want to bypass the

second menu by typing your first two selections, separating them with a

period, on a primary option menu. For example, entering 3.1 on the

ISPF/PDF Primary Option Menu has the same effect as entering 3 on the

ISPF/PDF Primary Option Menu and 1 on the Utility Selection Menu.

An even faster way to select an option when you invoke PDF is to bypass

both the ISPF/PDF Primary Option Menu and the secondary menu. To do

this, include your selection as a parameter of the PDF command. For

example, here are two selections you can choose and a description of each:

PDF 2 To go directly to the Edit option.

PDF 3.1 To go directly to the Library utility (3.1).

Note: If your installation uses an alias for the PDF command, substitute the

alias for PDF in the examples above.

ISPF/PDF Primary Options

The first panel is the ISPF/PDF Primary Option Menu, shown in Figure 1.

iSPF/PDF PRIMARY OPTION MENU
OPTION

USERID
TIME
TERMINAL
Pf^ KEYS

0 ISPF PARMS - Specify termlnai and user pcrcnneters

1 BROWSE ~ Display source data or output listings

2 EDIT - Create or change source data

3 UTILITIES - Perform utility functions
4 FOREGROUND - Invoke language processors In for-eground

5 BATCH - Submit job ^or language orocessirg
6 CON/MANO - Enter TSO command CL 1ST

7 DIALOG TEST - Perform dialog testing
S lM UT I lITI ES- Perform library administrator utMity functlor^s

9 IBM PRODUCTS- Additional IBM program development proGucts

C CHANGES - Display summary of changes for this release

T TUTORIAL - Display information about ISPF/PDF

X EXIT - Terminate ISPF using i og and list detaults

Enter END command to terminate ISPF.

- FBRC'JVN
- 12;47
- 3278
- 12

Figure 1. ISPF/PDF Primary Option Menu

When you select one of these options and press the ENTER key, PDF
displays another panel that is determined by the option you selected.
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NW:

Chapters 3 through 13 describe those options, which are listed in Figure 1.

You can use the options to:

• Display and change selected ISPF parameters, such as terminal

characteristics and program function (PF) keys. See Chapter 3, “ISPF

Parms (Option 0)” for more information.

• Display data without changing it and to see large data sets, such as

compiler listings. You can scroll Browse displays up, down, left, or

right. Browse commands, entered in the COMMAND field, let you do

tasks like finding a character string. See Chapter 4, “Browse (Option

1)” for more information.

• Create or change source data, such as program code and

documentation. The ISPF editor is a full-screen editor. Unlike Browse,

it lets you type over the data being displayed. You can scroll the data

up, down, left, or right. You can change the data by using Edit line

commands, which are entered directly on the line number of the line or

lines to be affected, and primary commands, which are entered in the

COMMAND field. See Chapter 5, “Edit (Option 2)” and Edit and Edit

Macros for more information.

• Carry out library and data set maintenance tasks, such as moving,

copying, or promoting library or data set members, displaying or

printing data set names and volume table of contents (VTOC)
information, comparing data sets, and searching for strings of data. See

Chapter 6, “Utilities (Option 3)” for more information.

• Invoke IBM language processing programs in the foreground. See

Chapter 7, “Foreground (Option 4)” for more information.

• Invoke IBM language processing programs as batch jobs. ISPF

generates Job Control Language (JCL) for the job based on information

you enter on the batch processing panels and submits the job for

execution. See Chapter 8, “Batch (Option 5)” for more information.

• Invoke TSO commands or CLISTs under ISPF, to wrap a long command
to the next line, and to enter Session Manager mode. See

Chapter 9, “Command (Option 6)” for more information.

• Test individual ISPF dialog components, such as panels and messages,

and dialog functions, such as programs, commands, and menus. See

Chapter 10, “Dialog Test (Option 7)” for more information.

• Control and track the movement of members into controlled libraries

and throughout library hierarchies. See Chapter 11, “LM Utilities

(Option 8)” and Library Management for more information.

Select other IBM program development products besides ISPF/PDF that

are installed and available on your system. The other IBM products

that are supported are the Cross System Product/x\pplication

Development (CSP/AD), the Cross System Product/Application

Execution (CSP/AE), the Information/System (INFO/SYS), the COBOL
Structuring Facility foreground dialog (COBOL/SF-F), and the COBOL
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programs. See Chapter 12, ‘‘IBM Products (Option 9)” for more
information,

• Get online instruction about the changes between Version 1 and
Version 2 of ISPF/PDF.

• Get online instruction in the use of ISPF/PDF. You can access the

tutorial from other PDF options by using the HELP command. See

Chapter 13, “Tutorial (Option T)” for more information.

• Leave PDF using the log and list defaults. You can change these

defaults with the Log/List option (0.2).

Understanding PDF Panels

A panel is a predefined display image that you see on a display terminal.

PDF formats all panels to fit on a 24-line by 80-character screen. On a 3278

Model 3 or 4, data that you can scroll occupies the full length of the screen

(32 or 43 lines). On a 3278 Model 5, PDF normally displays information in

default mode, 24 lines by 80 characters, with the same size characters as

other models. Browse and Edit data that is wider than 80 characters is

displayed with the smaller native mode characters, up to 132 per line. You
can use the Terminal option (0.1) to override the automatic switching of

modes.

Panel Format

Here is how PDF formats the first three lines of each display:

Figure 2. Panel Format
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The fields on Figure 2 on page 7 are:

TITLE Identifies the function being carried out and, where

appropriate, the library or data set information.

SHORT MESSAGE
Indicates:

• Current line for Browse, and column positions for

Browse and Edit

• Current row position in a table display if the SHORT
MESSAGE area is not overlaid by a function-requested

message

• Successful completion of a processing function

• Error conditions, accompanied by an audible alarm if one

is installed. See Dialog Management Guide for

information about coding an alarm on a panel.

COMMAND/OPTION
Used to enter a command. On a menu, it can be used to

enter either a command or an option.

Note: You can place the COMMAND!OPTION field at the

bottom of a logical screen and move the LONG
MESSAGE line to the line directly above the

repositioned COMMANDjOPTION line. See ''Display

(Option 0.4/' on page 74 for more information.

SCROLL Contains the current scroll amount whenever scrolling

applies. You can type over it to change it. The valid scroll

amounts are 1 to 9999, PAGE, HALF, MAX, CUR, and

DATA.

LONG MESSAGE
Used to display an explanation of error conditions when you

enter the HELP command, which is typically done by

pressing the PFl/13 key (see “Getting Help” on page 20). On
some displays, this line contains column headings or data

that is temporarily overlaid by a long message.

Panel Types

When using PDF, you see three basic types of panels:

• Menus (selection panels)

• Data entry panels

• Scrollable data displays.
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Menus

A menu, or selection panel, is a panel on which you type a code in the

OPTION field and press the ENTER key to select one of the listed items.

The code is normally a single digit or letter, which can be typed in either

upper- or lowercase. Allowable codes are shown in high intensity. You can

also enter ISPF commands. Figure 1 on page 5 is an example of a menu.

Note: If the code BLANK or blank is listed, leave the OPTION field blank

and press the ENTER key to select that option. Do not type the word

''blankT

Data Entry Panels

A data entry panel is a panel on which you specify information, such as

data set names, job statement parameters, and language processing options.

The fields that you can enter information in are labeled and preceded by an

arrow (===>). If you fail to enter a required value or if you enter

inconsistent values, PDF prompts you with a message. Figure 30 on

page 85 is an example of a data entry panel.

Several fields on data entry panels retain their previous values. If the

values are correct the next time you use the panel, you do not have to type

them again. Just press the ENTER key. However, if the values are not

correct, type over the values that need to be changed before pressing the

ENTER key.

The retained values come from your user profile, which ISPF automatically

builds and maintains across sessions. See “Remembering Information with

User Profiles” on page 28 for more information about user profiles.

Edit modes and defaults are also maintained in the Edit portion of your

user profile. See Edit and Edit Macros for more information.

Scrollable Data Displays

A scrollable data display is used when all the available data may not fit on

the logical screen. The data is displayed in scrollable format, which means

you can change your view of it by using the scroll commands. You can

scroll up and down by using the UP and DOWN scroll commands. If the

data is too wide to fit on the logical screen, you can scroll left and right by

using the LEFT and RIGHT scroll commands.

PDF uses two types of scrollable formats:

• Table format

For member selection lists and certain dialog testing functions, the

information is displayed in table format. That is, the information is

arranged in rows and columns. Figure 12 on page 40 is an example of a

member list.
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• Data set format.

Information displayed in data set format is shown exactly as it was
typed on the screen. For example, when you browse or edit a data set

that contains lines of program code, the lines appear exactly as they

were entered. Figure 31 on page 86 is an example of a Browse data

display.

Entering Commands in PDF

PDF's flexibility is proved by the various types of commands it accepts and
by the many methods that are available for entering these commands. The
following table provides a general overview of the types of commands
available when using PDF and the methods of entering each type:

Entry Methods
TSO/CLIST
Commands

ISPF
Commands

PDF
Primary
Commands

PDF
Line
Commands

TSO Command
Processor panel

X

OPTION field X X

COMMAND field X X X

Line command fields

(1 to 6 characters)
X

Line command fields

(9 characters)
X X

Figure 3. Command Types and Entry Methods

Two command entry methods not shown in the table are PA and PF keys.

PAl and PA2 are used to issue the ATTENTION and RESHOW system
commands, respectively. These are hardware keys that you cannot redefine.

The PF keys can be used to enter all four of the command types shown in

the table.

The following sections provide basic information about the types of

commands and methods of entry.

Types of Commands

There are three types of commands that operate at three different levels:

• TSO commands and CLISTs

At the highest level are commands that you invoke through the

operating system, here MVS/TSO. These commands include TSO
commands, CLISTs, and the commands assigned to the PAl and PA2
keys.
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• ISPF commands

At the second level are commands that you invoke through PDF's

prerequisite licensed program, ISPF.

• PDF primary and line commands.

At the lowest level are commands that you invoke through the PDF

licensed program itself. These commands include both primary

commands and line commands.

TSO Commands and CLISTs

PDF gives you access to the MVS/TSO operating system by letting you

enter TSO commands and CLISTs from within PDF. TSOIE Command

Language Reference and MVSjXA TSOjE TSO Command Language

Reference contain descriptions of all TSO system commands.

You can enter most TSO commands and CLISTs always and from all three

of the panel types -data entry, menu, and scrollable data display—discussed

under “Panel Types” on page 8. However, some TSO commands, such as

LOGON and LOGOFF, can cause unwanted results when entered from

within PDF. This is also true of CLISTs that contain these TSO commands.

See “Rules for Entering TSO Commands” on page 276 and “Rules for

Entering CLISTs” on page 277 for information about rules governing the

entry of TSO commands and CLISTs from within PDF.

ISPF Commands

As PDF's prerequisite program product, ISPF provides commands that

complement the functions and options provided by PDF. Most of these

commands are valid always and from all three types of panels.

However, the validity of some commands depends on the type of panel

displayed or the type of terminal being used. For example, the scroll

commands -UP, DOWN, LEFT, and RIGHT-are valid only on scrollable

data displays, and the SPLITV command is valid only if you are using a

3290 display terminal.

ISPF Commands Assigned to PF Keys:

ISPF assigns 12 of its commands to the PF keys. For terminals with 24 PF

keys, these 12 commands are repeated for PF13-PF24.

PDF does not change the ISPF command assignments. However, if you

want to change them, you can do so by using either the ISPF KEYS

command or the PF Keys option (0.3).

The following tables review the default ISPF PF key assignments and the

other ISPF commands. See “Program Function (PF) Keys” on page 19 and

Dialog Management Guide for more information.
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PF Keys and
Default Commands Command Definitions

PFl/13
HELP

Displays additional information about an error

message or provides tutorial information about
ISPF/PDF commands and options. See “Getting

Help” on page 20 for more information.

PF2/14
SPLIT

Splits the display screen into two logical screens

or changes the location of the split line. See

“Splitting and Swapping Display Screens” on
page 21 for more information.

PF3/15
END

Ends the current operation and returns to the

previous panel. If the ISPF/PDF Primary Option
Menu is displayed, this command ends PDF. See
“Ending PDF or a PDF Function” on page 22 for

more information.

PF4/16
RETURN

Causes an immediate return to the ISPF/PDF
Primary Option Menu or to the panel from which
a HELP or KEYS command was entered. When
entered from the ISPF/PDF Primary Option
Menu, it has the same effect as using the Exit

option (X). See “Ending PDF or a PDF
Function” on page 22 for more information.

PF5/17
RFIND

Repeats the previous FIND command or the

“find” part of the most recent CHANGE
command. See “Repeating a FIND or CHANGE
Command” on page 25 for more information.

PF6/18
RCHANGE

Repeats the previous CHANGE command. See
“Repeating a FIND or CHANGE Command” on
page 25 for more information.

PF7/19
UP

Causes a scroll toward the top of the data. See
“Scrolling Within a Data Display” on page 25 for

more information.

PF8/20
DOWN

Causes a scroll toward the bottom of the data.

See “Scrolling Within a Data Display” on
page 25 for more information.

PF9/21
SWAP

Moves the cursor to wherever it was previously

positioned on another logical screen when the

screen is split. See “Splitting and Swapping
Display Screens” on page 21 for more
information.

PFlO/22
LEFT

Causes a scroll toward the left margin of the

data. See “Scrolling Within a Data Display” on
page 25 for more information.

PFll/23
RIGHT

Causes a scroll toward the right margin of the

data. See “Scrolling Within a Data Display” on
page 25 for more information.

PF12/24
RETRIEVE

Redisplays commands entered in the

COMMAND/OPTION field. See “Retrieving

Commands” on page 27 for more information.

Figure 4. ISPF Commands Assigned to PF Keys
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ISPF Commands Command Definitions

= option

(jump function)

Lets you jump from one option to another without
displaying the ISPF/PDF Primary Option Menu or

any intervening panels. Unlike the other ISPF
commands, the jump function can be used in any
input field. Enter an equal sign (

= ) followed by

any option that can be entered on the ISPF/PDF
Primary Option Menu.

CURSOR Repositions the cursor to the COMMAND or

OPTION field. If invoked a second time, moves the

cursor to the SCROLL field on scrollable data

displays. This command is useful only when
invoked by a PF key.

ENVIRON Traces the TPUT, TGET, and PUTLINE buffers,

produces system ABEND dumps when not running
in ISPF TEST mode, and gathers terminal status

information.

ISPPREP Creates preprocessed panels by converting panel

definitions to the internal format used by ISPF,

thus improving panel-to-panel transition time.

KEYS Displays a panel that lets you change your PF key
definitions.

LIST Allows processing of the list data set at any time.

LOG Allows processing of the log data set at any time.

You cannot issue the LOG command while

browsing the log by using option 7.5.

PANELID Displays the name of the current panel in the first

eight characters of line one.

PFSHOW Displays current PF key settings at the bottom of

the screen.

PRINT Copies an image of the display screen into the

ISPF list data set.

PRINT-HI Copies an image of the display screen into the

ISPF list data set and causes intensified characters

to be printed over to simulate the intensity of the

display.

PRINTG Prints a panel and its graphic area on a GDDM
printer if the GDDM Graphic Interface has been
initialized.

PRINTL Copies an image of the logical screen into the ISPF
list data set.

PRINTLHI Copies an image of the logical screen into the ISPF
list data set and causes intensified characters to be

printed over to simulate the intensity of the

display.

SPLITV Divides the display, on a 3290 terminal in partition

mode, vertically into two logical screens that can

be used independently.

Figure 5. Other ISPF Commands
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PDF Primary and Line Commands

1

PDF primary and line commands are valid only when invoked within PDF.
The PDF primary option that you are using determines which commands
are valid for that option. For example, the CAPS primary command is valid

only when using the Edit option.

You should refer to the chapter in this book that discusses the option you
: are using for information about the valid PDF primary and line commands

for that option. Exceptions to this rule are the primary and line commands

I

for Edit (option 2), which are defined in Edit and Edit Macros, and those for

LM Utilities (option 8), which are defined in Library Management,

PDF primary commands can affect a complete data set or PDS member. On
the other hand, PDF line commands can affect only one or more specified

lines within a data set. The complete data set is not affected unless you
specify all the lines in the data set. For example, the Edit COPY command
can copy a complete data set, whereas the C or CC Edit line commands can

I

copy only lines or blocks of lines within a data set.

Methods of Entering Commands

Each type of command has at least two methods of entry. For example,

ISPF commands can be typed in either the COMMAND or OPTION field, or

they can be assigned to PF keys. PDF provides the following methods for

entering all types of commands:

• Typing commands on the:

“ TSO Command Processor panel (option 6)

- COMMAND and OPTION fields

- Line command fields.

I

• Pressing program access (PA) and program function (PF) keys.

TSO Command Processor Panel (Option 6)

The TSO Command Processor panel has only one purpose: it allows you to

invoke MVS/TSO system commands and CLISTs or ISPF commands without

i

leaving PDF. This panel cannot be used to invoke PDF commands. See

Chapter 9, “Command (Option 6)” for information about using this panel.

COMMAND and OPTION Fields

Of the three types of panels described in “Panel Types” on page 8,

two—data entry panels and scrollable data displays—provide a COMMAND
field. The sole purpose of this field is to let you enter one or more TSO
commands or CLISTs, ISPF commands, or PDF primary commands.
Commands entered in the COMMAND field are invoked when vou press the

ENTER key.

The third panel type—menus—provides an OPTION field, which serves a

dual purpose. As its name implies, this field is used when you select one of

the options displayed on a menu, as explained in “Option Selection” on
NW: 15457 Dodd: 70002077 Page 396
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page 5. However, you can also use the OPTION field to enter TSO
commands and CLISTs, or ISPF commands, but not PDF primary

commands,

TSO Commands and CLISTs:

Except for a few cases, almost any TSO command or CLIST can be entered

in any COMMAND or OPTION field. See “Rules for Entering TSO
Commands’" on page 276 and “Rules for Entering CLISTs” on page 277 for

more information.

When entering a TSO command or CLIST in a COMMAND or OPTION
field, you must enter TSO before the TSO command or CLIST name. For

example, to use the TSO ALLOCATE command you could enter:

COMMAND ===>

Also, CLIST names can be preceded by a percent (%) symbol, as in:

OPTION —=>

This informs TSO that it is a CLIST and not a TSO command.

ISPF Commands:

All ISPF commands can be entered in all COMMAND and OPTION fields

and on all types of panels.

PDF Primary Commands:

PDF primary commands cannot be entered in an OPTION field. They can

be entered only on a scrollable data display, which can be easily identified

by the SCROLL field located at the end of the line that contains the

COMMAND field. Examples of scrollable data displays are Edit data

displays and member selection lists.

ISPFjPDF Command Notation:

In this book, the following notation conventions are used to describe ISPF

and PDF command formats:

• Uppercase commands and their operands should be entered as shown,

but not necessarily in uppercase. Operands shown in lowercase are

variable; you substitute your own value for them.

• Operands shown in brackets ([ ]) are optional, with a choice indicated

by the OR symbol (|) or by stacking the operands. You can choose one

or none; the defaults are underscored.

• Operands shown without brackets are required. If several required

operands are separated by the OR symbol ( 1 ) or are stacked and shown

in braces ({ }), you must select one of the choices.

• Command name truncations are shown stacked under the full command

name without braces.
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Stacking Commands:

You can enter more than one command on a COMMAND or OPTION field

by using a method called stacking. To stack two or more commands, enter a

special delimiter between them. The default delimiter is a semicolon, but

you can change it by using the Terminal option (0.1).

In the following example, two Edit CHANGE commands have been stacked:

COMMAND ===>

Dual Command Processing:

You can enter information in a COMMAND or OPTION field in

combination with pressing a PF key, but only if the information is related

to the command assigned to the PF key. The command is invoked first.

For example, UP is the default ISPF command assigned to PF7. Here,

typing 4 in the COMMAND field and pressing PF7 is the same as typing UP
4 in the COMMAND field and pressing the ENTER key.

If the command you type in the COMMAND field is unrelated to the

command assigned to a PF key you have pressed, PDF passes the entry to

the function in control. Then, the function in control can either process or

ignore the entry. For example, if the Edit option is the function in control,

the command in the COMMAND field is processed and PDF may display an

error message. However, if the tutorial is in control, the command is

ignored. PDF executes any stacked valid commands.

Line Command Fields

In PDF, line command fields can take many forms. Some have headings

while others do not. Though most are blank, some contain one or more

single quotation marks while others contain sequence numbers. Also, some

allow you to enter only one character, while others let you enter up to nine

characters and even type over data set names. The following table shows

the characteristics of the various line command fields and the functions

that use them.

Functions Providing
Line Command Fields

Heading
Displayed

Characters
Allowed

Initial

Contents

Member Selection List None
(see 1 on
page 17)

1
i
9 Blank

Edit (Option 2)

1

j

None 6 Quotes/
numbers
(see 2 on
page 17)

Data Set List utility (Option

3.4)

COMMAND 9

(see 3 on
page 17)

Blank

Figure 6 (Part 1 of 2). Line Command Field Characteristics
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Functions Providing
Line Command Fields

Heading
Displayed

Characters
Allowed

Initial

Contents

Command Table utility

(Option 3.9)

None 4 Quotes

Format Specification utility

(Option 3.11)

None 1 Blank

SCRIPT/VS (Option 4.9) Line Cmd 1 Quotes

Dialog Test (Option 7): None 4 Quotes

Variables (Option 7.3)

Tables (Option 7.4)

Traces (Option 7.7)

Breakpoints (Option 7.8)

Figure 6 (Part 2 of 2). Line Command Field Characteristics

The following items explain differences referred to in the preceding table:

1. No heading for member list line command fields

The line command field for member selection lists is blank and has no

heading. This includes normal member lists, which have a

one-character line command field, and the member list displayed when

you use option M of the Data Set List utility, which has a

nine-character line command field.

2. Line command field content using Edit (option 2)

Quotes appear in the line command field when you create a new data

set or member, or when you insert one or more lines. Sequence

numbers appear if NUMBER ON is set in your Edit profile.

3. Ability to type over data set names

Unlike the other functions that use line command fields, data set lists

with nine-character line command fields allow you to type over data set

names. This capability extends the length of these line command fields,

allowing you to enter long TSO commands and CLIST names.

TSO Commands and CLISTs:

Most line command fields allow only the entry of line commands. However,

data set lists and member lists that are displayed using the Data Set List

utility (option 3.4) provide nine-character line command fields. These fields

can be used to enter TSO commands and CLISTs. See “TSO Commands and

CLISTs” on page 132 for information about entering TSO commands and

CLISTs in a line command field. Also, “Rules for Entering TSO

Commands” on page 276 and “Rules for Entering CLISTs on page 277

contain information about the rules governing the entry of TSO commands

and CLISTs from within PDF.
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PDF Line Commands:

Most PDF line commands use only one letter, such as “S’" for selecting a

member from a member list. Others, such as many of the Edit line

commands, use more than one letter and, sometimes, let you add a number
so the command will affect more than one line. For example, the UC line

command plus the number 3, as in UC3, converts three lines to uppercase.

Another type of line command is the block line command, which affects the

block of lines between and including the lines on which the commands are

entered. For example, the UCC line command, when typed beside two
different lines, converts all lines between and including the two commands
to uppercase.

Program Access (PA) Keys

The definitions assigned by MVS to the two PA keys cannot be changed.
The PA keys are:

ATTENTION

The ATTENTION key (PAl) interrupts PDF processing. This key is most
commonly used when the display screen has been split.

Note: See ''Splitting and Swapping Display Screens” on page 21 if you need

information about splitting the display screen.

Normally, you should not use this key while you are in ISPF full screen

mode.

If you press PAl after the keyboard is unlocked by ISPF, you are shown the

last full screen image displayed by ISPF again, just as if you had pressed

PA2. It does not cause you to leave ISPF. However, if you press the PAl
key a second time without any intervening interaction, current processing

stops and the ISPF/PDF Primary Option Menu is displayed again.

If you press the PAl key after manually unlocking the keyboard (with the

RESET key), current processing is stopped and the ISPF/PDF Primary
Option Menu is displayed again.
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RESHCW

The RESHOW key (PA2) shows the last full screen image displayed by ISPF

again. PA2 can be useful if you accidentally press the ERASE INPUT or

CLEAR key, or if you type unwanted information but have not yet pressed

the ENTER key or a PF key.

Note: PDF does not allow use of the Field Mark character, which is the

same key as PA2.

Program Function (PF) Keys

You can enter often-used commands faster by assigning them to the

program function (PF) keys instead of typing them and pressing the ENTER
key. No PF keys are required; they simply make it easier to enter

commands.

Examples of keys shown in this section are based on the keyboard for the

327x terminals. If you are not using a 327x terminal, these examples may

not match your keyboard layout, but the function of the corresponding keys

is the same.

If you are using a 3275 or 3277 terminal, do not press the RESET key during

PDF processing and try to enter additional information or use a PF key.

This action can produce unwanted results. Instead, wait until processing

has completed.

Default ISPF Command Assignments:

Twelve ISPF commands are initially assigned to the PF keys as defaults.

The default PF key command settings are shown in Figure 7 on page 20.

See “Using the Default PF Key Settings” on page 20 for information about

using these PF key settings.

If the terminal you are using has 24 PF keys, the same commands that are

assigned to PF keys 13-24 are also assigned to PF keys 1-12. The HELP
command is assigned to PFl/13, the SPLIT command to PF2/14, and so

forth. However, there are 12 additional ISPF commands, plus TSO
commands, CLISTs, and PDF primary and line commands that you may

want to assign to these keys instead. You can assign any of these command

types to PF keys by using the PF Keys option (0.3) or the KEYS command.

See “ISPF Commands” on page 11 for tables that provide the names and

brief definitions of all 24 ISPF commands. •
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Pl^7/19
UP

PF8/20
DOWN

PF9/21
SWAP

PF12/24 i\

j

RETRIEVE
I

Figure 7. Default PF Key Settings

Using the Default PF Key Settings

The following sections supplement the command definitions provided in

“ISPF Commands Assigned to PF Keys” on page 11.

Getting Help

The HELP command (PFl/13) shows you general information about an ISPF
system command, PDF command, option, or panel, or additional information

about a message that has been displayed in the upper-right corner of the

screen.

If a short message is displayed, entering the HELP command displays a

one-line explanation of the message. If this explanation is not sufficient,

you can get further information by entering the HELP command a second

time. This causes an entry into the appropriate section of the tutorial.

For some messages in the LM Utilities (option 8), entering the HELP
command a second time displays a message help panel instead of entering

the tutorial. This help panel provides a description of:

• The error condition that would cause the message
• The action needed to correct the error.

If a message is not displayed, the HELP command causes a direct entry into

the appropriate section of the tutorial. Once in the tutorial, enter the END
(PF3/15) or RETURN (PF4/16) command to return to the screen that you

NW: 15457 Dodd: 70002077 402'''^ command.
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Splitting and Swapping Display Screens

This section discusses:

• Dividing the display screen with the SPLIT command (PF2/14)

• Moving the cursor from one logical screen to another with the SWAP
command (PF9/21).

Using the SPLIT Command

The SPLIT command (PF2/14) divides the display screen into two logical

screens separated by a dotted horizontal line. The line containing the

cursor becomes the split line. All lines below the dotted line are treated as

the bottom screen.

The first display to appear on the bottom screen is always the ISPF/PDF

Primary Option Menu. Figure 8 shows what a screen looks like after it is

split:

BROWSE -- ISPFDEMO.MYLIB.PLI (COINS) - 01.04 LINE OOOOOC COL 001 080

COMVIAND = = = > SCROLL = = = > PAGE
m^i^ifm**************************** TOP OF DATA * + + + ****************** + *

COINS: 00010001
PROCEDURE OPTIONS (MAIN); 00020000

ISPF/PDF PRIMARY OPTION MENU
OPTION ===>

USERID - BECKT
0 ISPF PARMS - Specify terminal and user parameters TIME - 12:47
1 BROWSE - Display source data or output listings TERMINAL - 0278
2 EDIT - Create or change source data PF KEYS - 12

0 UTILITIES - Perform utility functions
4 FOREGROUND - Invoke language processors In foreground
5 BATCH - Submit job for language processing
6 C(>VMAND - Enter TSO corrmond or CL I ST
7 DIALOG TEST - Perform dialog testing
8 LM UT I L I T I ES- Perform library admi nlstrator utility functions
9 IBM PRODUCTS- Additional IBM program development products
C CHANGES - Display surrmory of changes for this release
T TUTORIAL - Display information about ISPF/PDF
X EXIT - Terminate ISPF using log and list defaults

Enter END connmand to terminate ISPF.

Figure 8. Split Screen Example

Repositioning a Split Screen:

You can reposition the split screen by moving the cursor to the new
' location and using PF2/14 or the SPLIT command again. For example, you

may need to reposition the split location to bring a complete panel or

tutorial page into view.

Split Screen Limitations:

I

PDF treats the top and bottom screens as though they were on separate

terminals. Functions that can be done simultaneously on two separate

terminals can be done on the top and bottom screens. However, functions

that are in conflict on two separate terminals are also in conflict when you

try them simultaneously on the split screen, such as editing the same

NW* 15457 Dodd* 70002077 executing the same application program.
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Also, only one logical screen is active at a time. Therefore, while executing

a foreground compilation or a TSO command, you cannot do any other

I

function until the compilation or command has finished processing. This

includes splitting the display screen and, if the screen is already split,

“swapping” the cursor from one logical screen to the other.

!

Using the SWAP Command

i To switch the cursor from one screen to the other, use the cursor movement
keys or the SWAP command (PF9/21). The location of the cursor identifies

which of the two screens is active. Any interrupts, such as pressing the

PAl key or a PF key, affect only the active screen.

Also, the SWAP command automatically repositions the split if either

logical screen is less than five lines long. This allows each of the two

logical screens to consume nearly all the physical screen. For example, if

the split occurs at the third line down from the top and the cursor is on the

bottom screen, SWAP moves the cursor to the top screen and repositions

the split to the third line up from the bottom.

Notes:

I

L You cannot reposition the split by moving the cursor, unless you enter the

SPLIT command after moving the cursor.

I

2. Each time you enter the SWAP command, the cursor returns to the

position it occupied before the previous ‘"swap.”

To return to a full screen display, move the cursor to the logical screen you

want to remove. Then end PDF on that screen by using the END command
(PF3/15), the RETURN command (PF4/16) or the Exit option (X).

Ending PDF or a PDF Function

j
To end a PDF function, such as Edit, without ending PDF, just press PF3/15

or PF4/16. The result is the same as typing END or RETURN,
respectively, on the COMMAND line and pressing the ENTER key.

Notes:

1. If you are using the Hardcopy utility (option 3.6), the END and RETURN
commands submit your job for processing. Enter the CANCEL command

: to leave the Hardcopy utility without submitting a job.

2. If a SuperC or Search-For member list is displayed, the END command
processes any members you have selected. Enter CANCEL or RETURN
to leave one of these member lists without processing your selections.

To end PDF from any panel, except when you-are using Dialog Test (option

7), use the jump function with option X by entering =X. If you are using a

Dialog Test option, entering == X returns you to the ISPF/PDF Primary
Option Menu; if you are at the Dialog Test Primary Option Menu, entering

either X or = X returns you to the ISPF/PDF Primary Option Menu.
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To end PDF from the ISPF/PDF Primary Option Menu, you can use the:

• END command (PF 3/15)

• RETURN command (PF 4/16)

• Exit option (X).

If the display screen is split, taking one of the actions listed above ends

PDF on the active logical screen only. See ‘‘Splitting and Swapping

Display Screens” on page 21 for more information.

Using the END Command

The END command (PF3/15), when entered from the ISPF/PDF Primary

Option Menu, displays the Specify Disposition of Log and List Data Sets

panel (Figure 9) if an ISPF log or list data set has been created. This panel

lets you specify how to process the log and list data sets. If you have

already specified log and list defaults on the Log and List Defaults panel

(option 0.2), the Specify Disposition of Log and List Data Sets panel

contains these defaults.

1

t

i

I

SPECIFY DISPOSITION OF LOG AND LIST DATA SETS
COMW\ND

LOG DATA SET DISPOSITION

Process option ---> _
SYSOUT class --»> A
Loco I printer ID --->

LIST DATA SET DISPOSITION

Process option --->

SYSOUT cioss ---> A
Loco I printer ID --->

VALID PROCESS OPTIONS:
PD - Print data set and delete
D - Delete data set without printing

i K - Keep data set (allocate same data set In next session)
i KN - Keep data set and allocate new data set in next session

Press ENTER key to complete ISPF termination.
Enter END corrmond to return to the primary option menu.

! JOB STATEMENT INFORMATION: (Required for
»«.> //FRANKEL JOB ( ACCOUNT NAME

'

-— > //*
-— > //*

system printer)

Figure 9. Specify Disposition of Log and List Data Sets Panel

The panel shown in Figure 9 is the version that is displayed if both log and

list data sets have been used. If only one has been used, a version of the

panel is displayed for only that one. If neither list nor log has been used,

PDF ends immediately when you enter either the Exit option (X), the END
command, or the RETURN command from the ISPF/PDF Primary Option

Menu.

Note: The LOG and LIST commands let you process log and list data sets at

any time, not just when you leave PDF.
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Only one field on the Specify Disposition of Log and List Data Sets panel

always requires an entry:

Process option

Tells PDF how to process the list and/or log data sets. The valid,

process options are:

PD Print the data set and then delete it.

D Delete the data set without printing it.

K Keep the data set and allocate it in the next session.

KN Keep the data set, but allocate a new data set in the

I

next session.

If you want to print the log or list data set, or both, you can specify the

following information:

SYSOUT class

Destination of printed data set. Required only if the data set is to

be printed and local printer ID is not specified.

Local printer ID
Destination of printed data set. Required only if data set is to be

printed and SYSOUT class is not specified.

JOB STATEMENT INFORMATION
TSO Job Control Language (JCL) that is required for batch

printing and language processing. See “Job Statement

Information” on page 55 for more information.

When you type the information, press the ENTER key to process the

I

log/list data sets and end PDF. The screen clears, then one or more

I

messages appear and you return to TSO.

Using the RETURN Command

i

The RETURN command (PF 4/16) causes an immediate return to the

ISPF/PDF Primary Option Menu or to the panel from which a HELP or

i

KEYS command was entered, without displaying any intervening panels.

Note: When you are using the Dialog Test option (7), the RETURN
command stops at the Dialog Test Primary Option Menu.

When entered from the ISPF/PDF Primary Option Menu, the RETURN
command has the same effect as using the Exit option (X). The Specify

! Disposition of Log and List Data Sets panel is not displayed unless both of

the following are true:

• No defaults are specified on the Log and List Defaults panel (option

0.2).

• A log and/or list data set is generated.
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Using the Exit Option (X)

The Exit option ends PDF using any defaults for processing log and list

data sets that you have specified with the Log/List option (0.2). If you have

not specified any defaults, the Exit option displays the Specify Disposition

of Log and List Data Sets panel (Figure 9 on page 23), but only if a log

and/or list data set has been generated.

If you are not in split-screen mode, you can use the jump function to

immediately leave PDF from any panel by entering =X, with the following

exception:

• If you are using any of the Dialog Test options (7.1 through 7.T),

entering =X returns you to the ISPF/PDF Primary Option Menu; if you

are at the Dialog Test Primary Option Menu, enter either X or =X to

return to the ISPF/PDF Primary Option Menu. Here, either “x” or
" = x" ends PDF.

Repeating a FIND or CHANGE Command

The RFIND and RCHANGE commands, assigned to PF5/17 and PF6/18,

respectively, are used to repeat the:

• FIND command (Browse, Edit, and Data Set List)

• CHANGE command (Edit only).

Using the RFIND Command

After entering the FIND command, you can press PF 5/17 to repeat this

command without having to type it on the COMMAND line again.

Using the RCHANGE Command

The CHANGE command has to carry out a “find” operation before it can

make a change. Therefore, after entering the CHANGE command, you can:

• Press PF6/18 to repeat the CHANGE command.
• Press PF5/17 to repeat the “find” part of the CHANGE command.

After pressing PF5/17, if you want to make the change, you can press

PF6/18. If you do not want to make the change, you can press PF5/17 again

to find the next occurrence.

Scrolling Within a Data Display

During Edit, Browse, table display, member list display, and data set list

display, you are usually dealing with information that exceeds the screen

size. Scrolling allows you to move the screen window up and down across

the information. If the information exceeds the screen width, you can move
.

the screen window left and right.
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Using the Scroll Commands

The scroll commands and PF key settings are:

PF7/19 - UP Scrolls toward the top of the data.

PF8/20 - DOWN Scrolls toward the bottom of the data.

PFlO/22 - LEFT Scrolls toward the left margin of the data.

PFll/23 - RIGHT Scrolls toward the right margin of the data.

In Edit, the current setting of the bounds affects the LEFT and RIGHT
scroll commands. See the description of the BOUNDS primary command in

Edit and Edit Macros for more information.

Typing Over Scroll and Multiple-Choice Parameters

If you assign the CURSOR command to a PF key, pressing that PF key

when the cursor is in the data display area moves the cursor to the

COMMAND/OPTION field, regardless of where it is located. Pressing it a

second time moves the cursor to the second input field on that line, if any.

This is the SCROLL field on panels where scrolling is allowed. If a second

input field does not exist, the cursor does not move from the

COMMAND/OPTION field.

The SCROLL field value tells PDF how many lines or columns to move

each time you use a scroll command. To change the scroll amount, move

the cursor to the SCROLL field and type over the amount shown.

If you are browsing or editing a formatted data set, scrolling left or right is

done on a field basis, not a column basis. If you specify a scroll amount,

PDF ignores it. Instead, scrolling left places the preceding field in the

record at the leftmost edit area position; scrolling right places the next field

in the record at the leftmost edit area position. See “Using Format

Definitions” on page 50 for more information about browsing or editing

formatted data sets.

Valid scroll amounts are:

1 to 9999

PAGE

HALF

MAX

CUR
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To scroll by the specified number of lines or columns.

To scroll by one page. In this context, “page” means the

number of lines or columns in the scrollable area of the

logical display screen, which is usually 21. If the screen

is split, the number of lines or columns scrolled depends

on where you split the screen.

To scroll by half a page. See the definition of “page”

above.

To scroll to the top, bottom, left, or right margin.

To scroll. to the position of the cursor within the data. If

the cursor is outside the data or is positioned in the top,

bottom, left, or right margin, PDF scrolls one page. See

the definition of “page” above.
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DATA To scroll by a page minus one line or column. See the

definition of “page” above.

PDF saves the current scroll amount in your user profile. Four different

values are saved: one for Browse, one for Edit, one for member lists, and

I
one for the Data Set List utility (3.4). See “Remembering Information with

User Profiles” on page 28 for more information about user profiles.

When you type over the scroll amount, the new value remains in effect for

that type of operation until you change it again. The value MAX is an

exception; following a MAX scroll, the scroll amount reverts to its previous

,

value.

To reduce keystrokes, you can change the SCROLL amount by typing over

the first character(s):

• To change the scroll amount to PAGE, HALF, MAX, CUR, or DATA,

type P, H, M, C, or D, respectively, over the first character(s),

• To change the scroll amount to a specific number of lines or columns,

type the number over the first character. PDF ignores any alphabetic

characters that follow a number. For example, PDF interprets 3AGE as

3.

The same rule applies to multiple-choice parameters when the first letter

uniquely defines the option. For example:

REPLACE MEMBERS ===> {YES or NO)

DISPOSITION ===> (KEEP or DELETE)

To change these options to YES or DELETE, type over the first character

with Y or D, respectively.

Retrieving Commands

The RETRIEVE command is the default command assigned to PF12/24.

Entering the RETRIEVE command causes ISPF to redisplay the last

command entered in the COMMAND/OPTION field. It applies only to

commands entered in the COMMAND/OPTION field. Commands entered

by pressing a PF key are not redisplayed. For example, suppose you type

the PAGE command in the COMMAND field and then press PF7A9 (the UP
command). If you then enter the RETRIEVE command, only the PAGE
command is redisplayed.

When ISPF redisplays a command, the cursor is positioned at the end of the

command. You can then:

• Enter the command again.

• Change the command and then enter it again.

• Erase the command.

If you have not entered any commands before entering the RETRIEVE
command, the COMMAND/OPTION field remains blank with the cursor in

the first position.
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How ISPF Stores Commands

Each time you enter a command or command chain, ISPF stores it in a

stack. These commands or command chains can contain up to 255

characters. Your system programmer allocates the stack when ISPF is

installed. Therefore, the number of commands or command chains that

ISPF can store, and subsequently retrieve, depends on the size of the stack

allocated by your system programmer.

Note: ISPF does not store the RETRIEVE command in the stack, even if

you enter it in the COMMANDjOPTION field. Also, if you enter the

same command several times in succession, ISPF only stores it once.

How ISPF Retrieves Commands

ISPF retrieves commands from the stack in reverse order. The last

command you entered is the first command retrieved and redisplayed. If

you continue to enter the RETRIEVE command until all commands have

been redisplayed, ISPF starts over at the top of the stack the next time the

RETRIEVE command is entered.

Remembering Information with User Profiles

PDF “remembers” information on your behalf in your user profile. This

allows PDF to insert a value in panel input fields by using the values you

last entered on either the same panel or a similar type of panel. Sometimes

default values are provided if you have not specified otherwise.

Information maintained in your user profile includes:

• Project name, group name(s), and type

• Job statement information

• SYSOUT class for printed output

• Defaults for list and log allocation and processing

• Terminal characteristics and PF key definitions

• Edit profiles, including mask, tabs, and bounds
• Current scroll amount for Browse, Edit, Data Set List, and member lists

• Processing options for each of the language processors

• Data set allocation/information parameters.

This information is automatically maintained from one session to another.

If you are a new user, you have to enter certain information the first time it

appears. But from that point on, you simply review the information and

make whatever changes you want before proceeding.

Nine sets of job statements are retained, one set each for the Hardcopy

utility (3.6), the Outlist utility (3.8), the SuperC utility (3.12), the SuperCE

utility (3.13), the Foreground Print Options panel (option 4, excluding

SCRIPT/VS), the Batch option (5), SCRIPT/VS draft output, SCRIPT/VS
final output, and ending PDF. This lets you provide different job statement

parameters for each of these functions. For more information on job

statements, see “Job Statement Information” on page 55.
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This chapter describes:

• ISPF libraries: what they are, how they are organized, and how
you use PDF to allocate them. The chapter also describes ISPF
library statistics, which give you useful information about each
member in an ISPF library.

• How you specify the ISPF library or TSO data set you want to

work with. This includes information on using passwords to

control access to data sets.

• Member list processing. A member list allows you to list the
names of all members or a subset of members in an ISPF library

or other partitioned data set. When a member list is displayed,

you can locate a particular member or, depending on the type of

member list, select one or more members for processing.

• List and log data sets. The list data set helps you obtain
hardcopy listings of source modules, and the log data set

maintains a record of significant user activities.

To allow you to see how PDF works, a sample PDF session completes
the chapter.



Naming ISPF Libraries and Data Sets

Chapter 2. Libraries and Data Sets

An ISPF library is a cataloged partitioned data set with a three-level name
consisting of a project, a group, and a type. An optional library member

name can also be included. A member can consist of programming code,

data, or text.

PDF displays library names on line 1 of a scrollable data display, such as

the member list shown in Figure 12 on page 40. Each library generally

contains members with the same type of information.

Before you can create and use a new ISPF library or data set, you must

allocate it. Libraries and data sets are allocated with option A of the Data

Set utility (option 3.2). The first step in the allocation process is naming

the ISPF library or data set. The following section explains how to do this.

See “Data Set Utility (Option 3.2)” on page 106 for other information about

data set allocation.

Naming ISPF Libraries and Data Sets

On data entry panels that require a library or other data set name, such as

the Data Set Utility panel (option 3.2) and the Edit - Entry Panel (option 2),

two groups of fields are provided: one for entering an ISPF library name
and one for entering an “other” partitioned or sequential data set name.

The next two sections explain these two groups of fields.

ISPF Library Names

To name an ISPF library, you must specify at least a project, group, and

type:

ISPF LIBRARY:
PROJECT ===>
GROUP ===>
TYPE ===>

where:

PROJECT The common identifier for all ISPF libraries belonging to

the same programming project. This name must be your

user ID unless you are using a specific project name that

has been predefined in the MVS master catalog.
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GROUP The identifier for the particular set of ISPF libraries; that

is, the level of the libraries within the library hierarchy.

For example, the group name of your private library could

be PRIVATE or perhaps your first name, such as in the

example in Figure 10 on page 33.

TYPE The identifier for the type of information in the ISPF

library, such as PL/I, SCRIPT, and PANELS.

Each component of the library name can be up to eight alphanumeric

characters, the first of which must be alphabetic. This conforms to

standard TSO data set naming conventions. For convenience, any

cataloged data set (sequential or partitioned) with a three-level name can be

entered in the PROJECT, GROUP, and TYPE fields, with one level of the

name in each field. This can be done even if the data set is not an ISPF

library.

If both a library and a data set name are specified on the same panel, the

data set name takes priority. Therefore, when specifying a library, leave

the DATA SET NAME field blank.

When the library identification is displayed in a title line or message, the

project name, group name, and type name are separated with periods. A
member name, if applicable, is enclosed in parentheses. For example:

PROJECT . GROUP . TYPE ( MEMBER

)

On most data entry panels that allow ISPF library name specification, a

MEMBER field is available:

MEMBER ===>

where:

MEMBER
The name of an ISPF library or other partitioned data set

member. Leaving this field blank or entering a pattern causes

PDF to display a member list. See "Displaying Member Lists” on

page 38 for more information.

The ISPF library project, group, and type must always accompany the

member name, if one is entered. If you try to edit a member that does not

exist, PDF provides an Edit display screen with a blank data area.

Member names entered in the MEMBER field or those enclosed in

parentheses and entered in the DATA SET NAME field must follow

standard PDF naming conventions. That is, the member name must not

exceed eight characters, must begin with an alphabetic or national

character, and must contain only alphanumeric or national characters.
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If you have a partitioned data set with members whose names do not follow

PDF naming conventions, PDF allows limited processing, as follows:

• Browse (option 1) allows any character string as a member name in

either the MEMBER or DATA SET NAME field and attempts to browse

the specified member,

• In Edit (option 2), an existing member with a non-standard member

name can be edited, but you cannot create a member with a

non-standard member name.

• In general, PDF can handle most member names, with the following

exceptions:

- Selecting a member name that begins with a blank or has embedded

blanks can cause unpredictable results,

- CLIST processing in both Foreground (option 4) and Batch (option

5) can result in a run-time error if a member name includes one of

several special characters, such as an ampersand (&).

Other Partitioned or Sequential Data Set Names

You can use the following field to specify any partitioned or sequential data

set:

OTHER PARTITIONED OR SEQUENTIAL DATA SET:
DATA SET NAME ===>

where:

DATA SET NAME
Any fully-qualified data set name, such as:

DATA SET NAME -==>

You can include a TSO user prefix or user ID as the first-level

qualifier of the data set name. If you omit them and you have

created a TSO user prefix, it is automatically added to the

beginning of the data set name. If you omit them and you do not

have a TSO user prefix, your user ID is added instead. Also, if

you include your user prefix or user ID, you must enclose the

data set name with apostrophes. PDF does not support

partitioned data sets with record format FBS or VBS.

For partitioned data sets, a member name enclosed in parentheses can

follow the data set name, such as:

DATA SET NAME ===>

Omitting the member name and parentheses or using a pattern causes PDF
to display a member list. See “Displaying Member Lists'’ on page 38 for

more information about displaying member lists.
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You can refer to generation data sets by using a signed or unsigned number

in place of a member name. However, you can do this only in the DATA
SET NAME field. Here's an example:

DATA SET NAME ===>

This example refers to the most recently allocated data set in the

generation data group. Minus numbers refer to previously allocated data

sets; positive numbers refer to unallocated data sets of the group.

Volume Serials

Along with a data set name, you can optionally specify a volume serial.

The system catalog is not used when the volume serial is specified:

VOLUME SERIAL ===> (If not cataloged)

where:

VOLUME SERIAL
A real DASD volume or a virtual volume residing on an IBM 3850

Mass Storage System. To access 3850 virtual volumes, you must

also have MOUNT authority, which is acquired through the TSO
ACCOUNT command. PDF does not allow the use of data sets

that reside on more than one volume.

Using LMF to Control ISPF Libraries

If the Library Management Facility (LMF) is installed, you can use

controlled libraries to:

• Effectively maintain control over different versions of the same

application program

• Reduce the risks of writing over members accidentally and of two or

more users changing the same member simultaneously. For more

information about LMF, see Library Management.

Controlled libraries are established and maintained by a library

administrator, who must follow these steps in the order shown:

1. Specify the library controls.

The library administrator creates a library hierarchy by using the

Controls utility (8.1) to specify controls for a series of related libraries.

The administrator can then use this hierarchy to limit access to these

libraries.

Each level of the hierarchy can support a separate stage of a

development project. Figure 10 on page 33 shows a sample three-level

hierarchy consisting of a set of master libraries, a set of test libraries,

and three sets of private development libraries identified by user ID.
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MASTER

i

Figure 10. Hierarchy of ISPF Libraries

]

Typically, a higher degree of control is maintained over the higher-level

I

libraries than over the private development libraries. Libraries can be

I

accessed from the Browse, Edit, Utilities, Foreground, and Batch

I

primary options.

j

2. Allocate the libraries.

I

The next step is to allocate the libraries for which controls have been

i specified, using option A of the Data Set utility (3.2). The Data Set

j

utility is used because the term library is merely another name for a

I

cataloged partitioned data set.

I

Each library must be allocated separately because the characteristics of

I

each library, such as record format and logical record length, may vary.
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PDF automatically catalogs libraries as the library administrator

allocates them, giving them a volume serial.

3. Activate the library controls.

The final step is to activate the library controls using the Activate

utility (8.4). The controls specified for each library must be activated

separately. Once the library administrator has activated these controls,

users who have been identified in the LMF control file are free to carry

out functions such as browsing, creating, and editing data sets in the

library hierarchy, but only within the controls the library administrator

has established.

I Library Concatenation

I

The GROUP field is the second of three fields used to enter an ISPF library

or other partitioned data set name, the others being PROJECT and TYPE.

I

Whenever the first GROUP field is accompanied by three additional fields

i

horizontally across the screen, you can enter a library concatenation

sequence, which is a series of group names chained together. PDF searches

these groups in the sequence that you enter them in.

Concatenation applies to libraries of the same type and is restricted to

libraries that belong to the same project. Generally, the lowest-level library

is concatenated ahead of the next higher-level library, and so on, in

I

bottom-to-top order. Therefore, concatenation is usually most effective if

this search sequence is the same as the library hierarchy.

,

For example, new library members or members undergoing changes

I

generally reside in libraries used by program developers. A test library may
contain members that have been unit tested and are ready for integration

test. A master library might contain fully-tested members, which may
correspond to a previously-released version of the program.

j

Figure 10 on page 33 shows a sample three-level hierarchy consisting of a

set of master libraries, a set of test libraries, and three sets of private

development libraries identified by user ID. Using this hierarchy, a typical

I

concatenation sequence for project ISPFPROJ, type DATA, and member
PGMl would be:

i

ISPF LIBRARY:
PROJECT ===> - :

GROUP ===> ===> : ===> ===>

TYPE ===>
MEMBER ===>

In this example, the search for member PGMl would go through libraries:

! ISPFPROJ. JOE. DATA
I

ISPFPROJ . TEST . DATA
ISPFPROJ . MASTER . DATA
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Make sure the concatenated libraries have consistent record formats,

,
logical record lengths, and block sizes. You can use concatenation with the

i

following PDF functions:

• Browsing
• Editing

• Selecting Library utility (3.1) functions:

- Print index or complete data set

- Print, rename, delete or browse members
— Compress data set.

• Compilation

I

• Assembly
• Link editing

• SCRIPT/VS processing.

Note: You can also use additional input libraries for compilations and

assemblies.

Concatenation During Editing

The purpose of concatenation during editing is to provide for copying

members to your development library. The concatenation sequence is used

to search the libraries for the member to be edited. The edited member is

I

saved in your development library, the first library in the concatenation

sequence, while the unchanged version remains in the test or master

library.. When the new version is fully tested, you can use the Move/Copy

utility (3.3) to:

• Promote the new version to a higher-level library if the library is

controlled by LMF. If you rename the member when you promote it,

you must have authority to promote the member under the new name.

A member with the old name in the “to” library is neither replaced nor

freed. See “Library Member Change and Promotion” on page 36 for

more information about promoting library members.

• Move the new version to a higher-level library if the library is not

controlled by LMF.

i

Concatenation During Language Processing

The purpose of concatenation during language processing is to:

• Help you include source segments in their proper order when using

:
INCLUDE or COPY statements or SCRIPT “imbed” controls

• Allow debugging of new or changed programs without altering the

contents of the test or master libraries.

The output from a compilation or assembly (an object module) or from a

link edit (a load module) is stored in the lowest-level OBJ or LOAD library,

the first library in the concatenation sequence.
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i
Library Member Change and Promotion

I

To change a member in a controlled library, you must first lock the member

I

in your private library under your logon ID. While a member is locked, no

I

one else can change it in the controlled library. You can lock a member by

I

using the LOCK field on the Edit - Entry Panel (see “Locking Members

I
While Editing”) or the L and LP options of the Move/Copy utility (3.3).

I

When you return a member from a lower-level library to a higher-level

I

library in a hierarchy of controlled libraries, you are promoting the

i

member. If a member is locked, you can promote it using the P and PP
i options of the Move/Copy utility. You can edit a member of a controlled

I

library without locking it. However, you will not be able to promote the

j

edited member to the controlled library afterwards if you do not lock it

I

before editing it.

I

When promoting, you can specify MOVE or FREE. MOVE promotes the

I

member into the specified controlled library and deletes it from your private

I

library. FREE deletes the member from your private library, but does not

t promote it. Both MOVE and FREE make a locked member available to

;

others.

I

Locking Members While Editing

I

A LOCK field is included on the Edit - Entry Panel:

|. LOCK ===> (YES, NO or NEVER)

I where:

I

LOCK If LMF is installed on your system, you can edit-lock a member of

I

a controlled library that is part of a concatenation sequence, but

i

only if the member does not exist in your private library. Valid

I

values for the LOCK field are:

I

YES Tells PDF to edit-lock the member. The member is

I

locked under your logon ID.

I

NO Tells PDF not to edit-lock the member, but to

I

change this value to YES for the next Edit session.

I

NEVER Tells PDF not to edit-lock the member and to retain

i
this value for future Edit sessions.

Edit-locking is important for two reasons:

• Keeping other users from having access to that member while you are

editing it

• Promoting the member back to the controlled library when you have

finished editing it. If you do not edit-lock the member, you cannot

promote it.
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controlled library remains unchanged until you promote the one in your

private library. However, if you leave Edit without saving the changes,

they are lost.

Conditions When Locking is Ignored:

PDF ignores the YES value in the LOCK field if:

• The LMF control file (ISRCFIL) is not allocated, which means the

LOCK field has no meaning to PDF.

• A member in your private library has the same name as the controlled

library member that you want to edit-lock. Here, you can either

rename, move, or delete the private library member.

Conditions When Locking Causes Errors:

The following conditions can cause an error if you enter YES in the LOCK
field:

• The libraries are not concatenated in the proper sequence.

• The library controls are not active.

• The member you want to edit-lock is locked with another user's logon

ID.

Even if an error condition keeps you from locking a member, you can still

edit it. Just remember that you cannot promote it back to the controlled

library afterwards. PDF displays a panel that gives you a choice between

pressing the ENTER key to edit the member or entering the END command

if you decide not to edit.

Using Member Selection Lists

A member selection list, also called a member list, is initially an alphabetic

list of the members of an ISPF library or TSO partitioned data set. The

following table provides a quick reference to the primary options that

display member lists and their differences. In the Type of Selection

column, ••Single” means PDF processes only the line command that is the

closest to the top of the list, ignoring all others. ••Multiple” means that you

can enter more than one line command simultaneously. See ••Member

Selection List Commands” on page 42 if you need more information about

the line commands shown in the table.
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Primary
Options

Type of
Selection

Valid Line
Command(s)

RENAME Field

iVvailable

Browse (1) Single s No

Edit (2) Single s No

Library (3.1) Multiple B,D,P,R Yes

Move/Copy (3.3) Multiple S Yes

Data Set List (3.4) Multiple B.D,E,P,R
(see 1)

Yes

Reset (3.5) Multiple S No

Convert (3,10) Multiple S Yes

SuperC (3.12) Multiple s No
(see 2)

SuperCE (3.13) Multiple s No
(see 2)

Search-For (3,14) Multiple s No

Foreground (4) Single s No

Batch (5) Single s No

Figure 11. Member Selection List Differences

The following items explain differences referred to in the preceding table:

1. B (browse data set), D (delete data set), E (edit data set), P (print data

set), and R (rename data set) are valid only when the M (display

member list) line command is used on a data set list. You can also

enter TSO commands and CLISTs.

S (select) is valid also, but only when the B or E line commands are

used on a data set list.

2. Instead of a RENAME field, this member list has an OLD-MEM field,

which you can use to enter the name of a member in the “old” data set.

See “SuperC Member Lists” on page 176 for more information about

this field.

Displaying Member Lists

For each of the primary options listed in the preceding table, except Data

Set List (3.4), you can display a member list by:

• Leaving the MEMBER field blank, for an ISPF library

• Omitting the member name from the name of an “other” partitioned

data set.
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• Entering a pattern as the member name.

A pattern is a partial member name followed by an asterisk. The

pattern, including the asterisk, can contain no more than eight

characters. For example, the pattern PROGRAM* might display the

following list:

PROGRAMl
PROGRAM2
PROGRAMS
PROGRAM4
PROGRAMS

When using the Data Set List utility (3.4), you can display a member list by:

• Entering the M (display member list) line command

• Entering the E (edit) or B (browse) line command and then using one of

the methods described in the preceding list. This applies only if you are

editing or browsing members of a partitioned data set.

Ending Member Lists

To leave most member lists, enter the END command (PF3/15) or use the

jump function (
= ) to go to another option. However, for SuperC and

Search'For member lists, enter the RETURN (PF4/16) or CANCEL
command, or the jump function. On these member lists, the END command

processes your selections.

ISPF Member Statistics

On member lists, column headings are displayed in the national language.

The information shown under the column headings contains the ISPF

statistics that PDF has generated for each member. You can print these

statistics using option X (print index listing) of the Library utility (3.1) or

option P (print data set list) of the Data Set List utility (3.4). You can also

use the SAVE command to write a member list or data set list to the ISPF

list data set or to a sequential data set. The statistics are displayed next to

each member name.

Figure 12 on page 40 shows an example of a member list with statistics and

a one-character line command field to the left of the member names.
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^MEMBER LIST -- F3R0WN

.

PRIVATE .PANELS ROW 0 CC1 OF 00257^^

COMvIAND = = = > _ SCR L = = => csR :

NAME LIB VV.Mvl CREATED CHANGED SIZE ;nit MOO ' n

ISR900 3 21.11 82/^0/26 33/12/05 09 12 29 23 Q DCNLE'^ ;

ISRBOI 2 20.04 82/10/26 85/12/^3 08 51 29 23 n MARTIN
i

ISRBIO 3 21.00 84/03/26 84/03/26 10 53 29 29 yj -at^en !

ISRB15 3 20.03 32/10/26 33/12/05 09 12 26 23 0 5R0WN

ISRB16 3 20.01 82/10/26 82/1 VOS 09 24 20 2C r\
O' KISH

15R818 2 21 .0^ 84/03/26 86/01/21 14 03 17 '
1 0 9ERNACK

i

ISRB50 3 21 .00 84/03/26 84/03/26 10 53 24 24 0 WALTERS
;

ISRCOO 1 ALIAS
ISRC60 1 21 .02 81/08/31 83/11/10 1 1 48 1 1 g 0 ROGERS !

ISREOO 3 21 .01 83/01/31 83/02/04 1 1 05 26 26 0 SPENCER .

iSREOI 3 21 .04 83/01/31 83/07/18 09 58 29 29 0 RICHEY
;

ISRE02 3 21.11 33/01/31 83/07/18 10 00 15 8
n CURLEY

iSRE03 3 21 .04 83/01/31 83/07/18 ^0 02 29 26 c DUFF
i

i ISRE04 3 20.16 83/01/31 83/06/22 1 1 03 29 4-4 0 COONS
! ISRE05 2 01 .01 85/06/ '8 85/10/04 1 1 13 29 29 0 RUPKAL
1 1SRE06 3 20.10 83/01/31 84/02/17 14 31 29 29 0 MANN 1 NO :

1SRE07 3 20.02 85/03/12 85/06/17 1 4 56 29 29 0 kel_rma
;

ISRE08 2 20.01 83/01/31 86/01/20 09 04 23 20 0 MC ! NDOO I

ISREOg 2 21.13 82/09/08 85/12/13 08 52 29 1 0 DIRKSE i

V ISRE10 3 20.03 83/0V31 83/12/05 09 '' 3 29 29 0 seabolD y

Figure 12. Member List Display

PDF generates statistics each time you edit a member, unless you enter the

STATS OFF Edit primary command. The following fields identify the

statistics in a member list:

NAME Name of the member.

LIB Library number. The LIB field is displayed only if you

specify a concatenated sequence of libraries. It shows the

library that contains the member. For example, if the

member resides in the second library in the sequence, a “2"

appears in the LIB field.

VV.MM Version number and modification level. The version

number is set to 1 and the modification level is set to 0

when the member is created. The modification level is the

number of times this version has been modified. For

example. ‘'VV.MM 02.15” means version 2, modification 15.

If a member name is just an alternate name for another

member. ALIAS appears in this field.

CREATED Date this version was created. The format used depends on

your national format. For example. “85/06/27” means June

27, 1985, but so does “06/27/85” and “27/06/85.”

CHANGED Date and time this version was last modified: date is shown

in the national format (see CREATED on page 40). Time is

shown using a 24-hour format. For example, “17:20” means

5:20 p.m..

SIZE Current number of lines. The largest number this field can

display is 65,535.
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INIT Number of lines when the member was first saved. The

largest number this field can display is 65,535.

MOD Number of lines in the current member that have been

added or changed. If the data is unnumbered, this number

is zero. The largest number this field can display is 65,535.

ID The user ID of the person who created or last updated this

version.

During Browse and Edit, the current version and modification level are

displayed in the title area, line 1, following the library and member name.

You can change the version number, the user ID, or both with the Reset

ISPF Statistics utility (3.5) or with the LEVEL and VERSION Edit primary

commands. Changing the version number updates most of the other

statistics.

If you use the PDF editor to delete all the lines in a member of an ISPF

library and then save the member, the statistics show that the member still

exists but has a length of zero. The way to delete a member, including its

statistics, is to use the Library utility (3.1).

Member lists displayed using the Data Set utility (option 3.4) contain an

extended line command area and do not display the creation date. See

Figure 60 on page 140 for an example.

Load Module Library Member Statistics

Figure 13 shows that the ISPF library statistics displayed in a member list

have a different format for load module libraries.

MEMBER LIST
COMv^ND = = = >

NAME
IGX00036
ISPF
I SRBRO
ISRECMBR
ISREDIT
ISRFMT
ISRFPR
ISRFPT
ISRGE77
ISRGE77A
iSRGE78
1SRGE78A
ISRJB1
ISRJB2
ISRKA78K
ISRLALIN
ISRLCFCL
ISRLEMX
ISRLEODS
ISRLESS
ISRLFMPP

FBROWN. PRIVATE. LOAD

LIB SIZE TTR ALIAS-OF AC —
2 001 OFO OOOD06 00 FO

2 000440 000313 ISRPCP 00 FO

2 000BD8 000F09 00 FO

2 000138 000025 00 FO

2 000EC8 000F23 00 FO
2 0028F0 000A06 00 FO

2 001290 00OFO1 00 FC

2 Q00278 00002D 00 FO
2 000768 000034 00 FO

2 000768 000106 00 FO

2 000768 0001 OE 00 FO

2 000768 000116 00 FO

2 000B40 0001 IE 00 FO

2 001 2F8 000F11 ???????? ?? FO

2 000768 000126 00 FO

2 007210 000A1

1

00 FO

2 01 1 BOO 000738 00 FO

2 009048 OOODOE 00 FO

2 0006B8 000 12E 00 FO

2 OOOEDS 000136 00 FO

2 00 1400 OOOBOA 00 FO

ROW 00001
SCROLL

ATTRIBUTES
RN RU
RN RU
RN RU
RN RU
RN RU
RN RU
RN RU
RN RU
RN RU
RN RU
RN RU
RN RU
RN RU
RN RU
RN RU
RN RU
RN RU
RN RU
RN RU
RN RU
RN RU

OF 00068
===> CSR

Figure 13. Load Module Library Display
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The fields on a member list display for a load module library are described

below:

NAME Name of the member.

LIB Library number. The LIB field is displayed only if you

specify a concatenated sequence of libraries. It shows

the library that contains the member. For example, if

the member resides in the second library in the sequence,

a “2” appears in the LIB field.

SIZE Size of the member. The largest number this field can

display is 'FFFFFF'X.

TTR Relative block address.

ALIAS-OF Name of the member for which this member is an alias.

AC Authorization code.

ATTRIBUTES The member's attributes, as follows:

FO Process only by FTevel linkage editor.

NX Not executable.

OL Can be loaded only.

OV In overlay structure.

RF Refreshable.

RN Can be re-entered.

RU Reusable.

SC Scatter format.

TS Module to be tested.

Question marks (?) are placed in the member list of a load module library

for members that have invalid load module directory fields. For example,

member ISRJB2, shown in Figure 13 on page 41, contains invalid alias and

authorization code information.

Load module library lists displayed using the Data Set utility (option 3.4)

contain an extended line command area and do not display the creation

date. See Figure 61 on page 141 for an example.

Member Selection List Commands

If the member list is too large for the screen, you can see other parts of the

list by using the UP and DOWN scroll commands. These commands are

valid for all member list displays. However, since a member list display can

be no wider than 80 characters, the LEFT and RIGHT scroll commands are

inoperative. See “Scrolling Within a Data Display” on page 25 for more

information about scroll commands.
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The following primary commands are valid for all member list displays.

You enter these commands in the COMMAND field:

• LOCATE string

• RESET
• SAVE [list-id]

• SELECT pattern [Icmd]

• SORT [fieldl[field2]]

The following line commands can be used with member lists. These are

one-character commands that are entered to the left of the member name.

The option you are using determines:

• Whether you can enter more than one line command simultaneously

• Which line commands are valid

• Whether a RENAME or OLD-MEM field is available.

Figure 11 on page 38 provides a quick reference to the differences between

member lists and the line commands available on each one. The line

commands are:

• S (select member)

The S line command is available for all member list displays except the

Library and Data Set List utilities. See “S Line Command” on page 45 for

more information.

• B (browse member)
• D (delete member)
• E (edit member)
• P (print member)
• R (rename member)

The B, D, P, and R member list line commands are available only for the

Library and Data Set List utilities. The E line command is available only

for the Data Set List utility. However, for the Data Set List utility, these

line commands are valid only after you enter the M (Display member list)

line command. See ‘‘Library and Data Set List Utility Line Commands” on

page 47 for information.

PDF ignores any unprocessed member list commands when you leave a

member list.

Locating a Data String

To find a data string, you can enter a LOCATE command in the

COMMAND field on any member list display. The format of the command

is:

LOCATE string

where:

string A data string that is used to find an entry based on how the
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PDF searches the field by which the member list was sorted for an entry

equal to “string.” Either the entry, if found, or else the entry that

immediately precedes the entry that you were searching for is scrolled to

the top of the list.

For example, the member list shown in Figure 13 on page 41 is sorted by

name. Therefore, the following command causes member ISRJBl to scroll

to the top of the list:

Removing Unwanted Line Commands and Messages

The RESET command removes unprocessed line commands and messages

that show the result of line command processing. This command has no

operands.

Writing a Member List to a Sequential Data Set

The SAVE primary command writes a member selection list to a sequential

data set. The format of the SAVE command is:

SAVE [list-id]

where:

list-id The name of a sequential data set. PDF names the data set:

prefix. userid. list-id. MEMBERS

where:

prefix Your TSO user prefix if you have one and if it is

different from your user ID.

userid Your TSO user ID.

The data set is created if it does not exist, or written over if it

exists, and has compatible attributes.

PDF writes the member list in the current sort order and as it appears on

the display, except for the column headings, line command fields, and

anything you have typed on the display.

If you omit the list-id, PDF writes the member selection list in the current

sort order to the ISPF list data set. Processing is the same as using option

X of the Library utility (primary option 3.1), except that data set

information is not printed.
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Selecting a Member

The SELECT, or S, command can be used as either a primary command or a

line command.

SELECT Primary Command:

The SELECT primary command allows you to select one or more members

in a member list, whether they are displayed or not. When entered on a

member list displayed using the Edit option, it even creates a member if you

specify the complete member name of a member that does not exist.

The SELECT command optionally provides a quick method of invoking the

same line command for one or more members. The format of the SELECT
command is:

SELECT {pattern
|

* }[lcmd]

where:

pattern Either a complete member name or a partial member name
followed by an asterisk. See “Displaying Member Lists” on

page 38 if you need more information about using patterns.

* An asterisk, which means you want to select all members in a

member list.

Icmd One of the following optional line commands: S (select), B
(browse), D (delete), E (edit), or P (print). On a member list that

has an expanded line command area, such as one generated by the

M (member list) line command in the Data Set List utility (3.4),

you can also enter a TSO command or CLIST. If you do not enter

a line command, S is the default.

The member list shown in Figure 12 on page 40 contains members ISRCOO

and ISRC60. The following command selects these members for printing:

S Line Command:

You can enter the S line command at the beginning of a line, ahead of one

I or more member name(s). For example, in Figure 13 on page 41, you could

select member ISRFPT by moving the cursor to the left of the member

name, typing S, and pressing the ENTER key.

Note: On member lists displayed with the Browse, Edit, Foreground, and

Batch options, PDF processes only the first S entered, ignoring all

others.

With the Move/Copy and Convert utilities, you can rename members by

entering new member names in the RENAME field to the right of the

member name. However, to rename when promoting it, you must have

authority to promote the member under the new name. A member with the
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Sorting a Member List

The SORT primary command arranges a member list according to the fields

you specify. The sort sequence, ascending or descending, is determined by

the field(s) you choose and is maintained between member list displays.

The format of this command is:

SORT [fieidl[field2]

]

where:

fieldl The primary field by which the member list is sorted.

field2 The secondary field by which the member list is sorted.

The following tables show:

• Valid values for fieldl and field2

• The sort sequence used for each field

• A description of each field name.

Field Sequence Description

NAME Ascending Member name

LIB Ascending Library in concatenation sequence

VV Ascending PDF version number

MM Ascending PDF modification level

CREATED Descending Creation date

CHANGED
^

Descending Date and time last changed

SIZE Descending Current number of records

INIT Descending Initial number of records

MOD Descending Number of modified records

ID Ascending Last user

Figure 14. SORT Fields for Source Libraries

Field Sequence Description

NAME Ascending Member name

LIB Ascending Library in concatenation sequence

SIZE Descending Load module size

TTR Ascending TTRN of beginning of load module

ALIAS-OF Ascending Member this is an alias of

AC Ascending Authorization code

ATTRIBUTES Descending Load module attributes

Figure 15. SORT Fields for Load Libraries

For example; to sort a member list by size and then by track record, you

could enter the following:
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Library and Data Set List Utility Line Commands

On member list displays for the Library utility (3.1) and the Data Set List

utility (3.4), you can enter the following line commands at the beginning of

a line, ahead of one or more member name(s).

B Browse the member.

D Delete the member.

E Edit the member.

P Print the member.

R Rename the member.

Notes:

L In the Data Set List utility, these line commands are valid when you enter

the M (display member list) line command to display a list of data set

members. However, for member lists displayed using the E (edit data set)

and B (browse data set) line commands, only the S (select) line command
is valid.

2. Member lists displayed with the M line command have a nine-character

line command field to accommodate TSO commands and CLISTs. The E
(edit data set member) line command, shown in the preceding list, is valid

only with these member lists. It is not valid for member lists displayed by

the Library utility. See “M - Display Member List'" on page 139 and

"TSO Commands and CLISTs" on page 132 for more information.

When you use the R line command, enter the new member name in the

RENAME field to the right of the member name.

When you press the ENTER key, each member preceded by a line command
' is processed unless:

• A B (browse) or E (edit) line command is followed by another line

command. When you return to the member list after browsing or

editing a member, you must press the ENTER key again to invoke any

remaining line commands.

• You enter a line command for a member that was deleted. The names of

deleted members are not removed from the member list until it is

updated. Remove the line command that precedes the deleted member

and press the ENTER key again. See “Updating a Member List” on

page 49 for more information.

• An R (rename) line command is entered, but you fail to put a new name

in the RENAME field. Enter a new member name and press the

ENTER key again.

You can then do one of the following:

• Enter additional primary or line commands
• Scroll; if necessary, to bring additional members into view

• Enter the END command to return to the previous panel.
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Figure 16 on page 48 shows a before-and-after example that prints members

ACCTl and ACCT2, deletes member UPDATE, and renames member

LISTNEW to LISTOUT.

L13RARV -

:OfvtyMND = =

NAME
ACCOUNT

P ACCT1
P ACCT2
COINS
COMPX
COMPY
DCLS

R LISTNEW
MAIN

D TESTDIR
* * END* *

RENAME

LISTOUT

MYLIB.PLl ROW 0000 1 OF OCC^O
SCROLL = ===> PAGE

VV.^t^ CREATED CHANGED SIZE I N I T MOD I

D

01 .00 35/01/09 85/01/09 17:07 21 21 o 3ERNACK
01 .01 85/02/1

1

85/04/23 14:52 199 193 0 BROWN
01 .00 05/03/09 85/03/09 17:07 20 20 0 MARTIN
01 .04 85/04/24 85/04/23 16:20 19 19 4 PATtpn

01 .00 85/01/21 85/01/21 11:08 44 44 Q ROGERS
01 .01 85/01/14 35/01/16 12:30 13 13 RICHEY
01 .00 85/04/23 85/04/23 15:14 20 20 0 KISH
01 .02 85/04/23 35/05/06 10:00 17 13 5 SPENCER
01 .00 85/01/09 85/01/09 17:08 4 4 0 WALTERS
01 .02 85/04/23 85/05/06 09:04 30 43 10 DONLEY

LIBRARY -
I spfdemo.mylib.pl I ROW 0000'1 OF 00010

COMVMND = = SCROLL ===> page

NAME RENAME VV.MM CREATED CHANGED SIZE INIT MOD ID

ACCOUNT 01 .00 85/01/09 85/01/09 17:07 21 21 0 SERNACK
ACCTl PRINTED 01 .01 85/02/1

1

85/04/23 14:52 199 193 0 BROWN
ACCT2 PRINTED 01 .00 85/03/09 85/03/09 17:07 20 20 0 MARTIN
COINS 01 .04 85/04/24 85/04/28 16:20 19 19 4 PATTEN
COMPX 01 .00 85/01/21 85/01/21 1 1 :08 44 44 0 ROGERS
COMPY 01 .01 85/01/14 85/01/16 12:30 13 13 '! RICHEY
DCLS
LISTNEW RENAMED

01 .00 85/04/23 85/04/23 15:14 20 20 0 KISH

MAIN
TESTDIR
**END**

DELETED
01 .00 85/01/09 85/01/C9 17:08 4 4 0 WALTERS

I

I

Figure 16. Library Utility - Before and After Print, Rename, and Delete
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Updating a Member List

When the member list is displayed again following completion of a function

or command, it does not include:

• For Browse and Edit:

- New members created by a recursive invocation of Edit

- Members created by another user

- In split-screen mode, members created on another logical screen.

• For Library, Move/Copy, Data Set List, and Convert:

- New names of members that have been renamed
— Fewer member names when members are deleted (Library and Data

Set List) or moved (Move/Copy).

To display an up-to-date list, return to the previous panel, leave the member

name blank or enter a pattern, and press the ENTER key. See ‘'Displaying

Member Lists" on page 38 for more information about displaying member

lists.

Using Data Set Passwords

A DATA SET PASSWORD field is included on library/data set entry panels:

DATA SET PASSWORD ===>

where:

DATA SET PASSWORD
The password for OS password-protected data sets. By assigning

more than one password to the same data set, you can give some

users read-only access while giving others read ite access.

Non-display input fields are used so that the passwords do not appear on

the screen. When you specify a concatenated sequence of libraries, the

password applies to all data sets in the sequence.

If you replace a long password with a shorter password, blank out the

remaining spaces of the password field.

PDF can be used with either the TSO/VS2 Programming Control Facility

(PCF) or the Resource Access Control Facility (RACF). PCF and RACF

provide extensive facilities for data set security. However, when using

either PCF or RACF, do not try to enter a password on the PDF panels,

since both of these facilities rely on your TSO user ID and logon password

to identify you and check for proper authorization.
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Using Format Definitions

A FORMAT NAME field is included on the Browse - Entry Panel and on

the Edit - Entry Panel:

FORMAT NAME ===>

where:

FORMAT NAME
The name of a format definition, which is used to browse or edit a

formatted data set. A formatted data set contains records that

consist of subfields. The locations and lengths of these subfields

are fixed throughout the data set. The formatted data Edit and

Browse are particularly useful when a field contains Double-byte

Character Set (DBCS) data without shift-out (SO) and shift-in (SI)

characters.

The format name can consist of up to eight alphanumeric characters, the

first of which must be alphabetic.

A format definition can include Extended Binary Coded Decimal

Interchange Code (EBCDIC) fields, DBCS fields, and mixed fields. If the

specified format includes a mixed field definition, the MIXED MODE field

is ignored, even if you specify a value of NO. See “Using Mixed Mode” for

information about the MIXED MODE field.

For information about defining formats for formatted data sets, see “Format

Specification Utility (Option 3.11)” on page 166. The Format Specification

utility is provided to support the IBM 5550 terminal using DBCS.

When formatted data is displayed, an attribute character that does not

reside in the data set and is not stored in the data set precedes each field.

Therefore, the column position on the display is different from the column
position in the data set.

The allowable maximum length is decreased two bytes per field definition

from the standard Browse and Edit allowable maximum length.

Using Mixed Mode

A MIXED MODE field is included on the Browse - Entry Panel and on the

Edit - Entry Panel:

MIXED MODE ===> (YES or NO)

;

where:

MIXED MODE
Shows whether you want to browse or edit unformatted mixed

data that contains both EBCDIC (single-byte) and DBCS
(double-byte) characters.
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Valid values for the MIXED MODE field are:

YES To browse or edit data that contains both EBCDIC and

DECS characters.

NO To browse or edit data that contains EBCDIC
characters only. This is the default value.

If your terminal does not support DECS, the value in this field is ignored.

DECS strings are enclosed with SO (X'OE') and SI (X'OF') characters in

unformatted mixed data. The SO character precedes the DECS character

string and the SI character follows the string.

If the browse or edit line contains invalid mixed data, PDF assumes the line

can contain only EBCDIC characters. Examples of invalid mixed data

include:

• Unpaired SO and SI characters

• Invalid DECS characters between SO and SI characters

• An odd number of bytes between SO and SI characters.

If you invoke Browse or Edit from the the Data Set List utility (3.4), or

Browse from the Library utility (3.1), PDF assumes you want to use mixed

mode.

If you want to browse or edit DECS data as EBCDIC data, you must browse

or edit in non-mixed mode. You can do this by operating from a terminal

that does not support DECS or by specifying NO in the MIXED MODE
field.

In non-mixed mode, SO and SI characters are not treated as special

characters; instead, they are treated as characters that cannot be displayed.

Thus, you can browse or edit the data in the conventional way.

You can also browse or edit DECS data in hexadecimal format, just as you

would EBCDIC data. For information about specifying hexadecimal

display, see “HEX - Displaying Data in Hexadecimal Format” on page 95.

You should not edit a record in hexadecimal format, however, when a DECS

string encroaches on the display boundary. If you edit under this

condition, you may get unwanted results.

Invalid DECS data is not supported. If DECS fields or DECS strings in a

mixed field contain any bytes with hexadecimal code ranging from XW to

X'3F', you may get unwanted results.

Using Packed Data Sets

The packed data format lets you use direct access storage devices (DASDs)

more efficiently. In this format, PDF replaces any repeating characters

with a sequence showing how many times the character is repeated. Before

you can properly use data stored in this format as input to processing
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programs, such as compilers, you must first tell PDF to unpack and expand

the data.

The two requirements for using packed data sets are:

• To store data in packed format:

“ Enter the PACK ON Edit primary command while editing a data set

or PDS member.

- Enter YES in the SPECIFY PACK OPTION FOR “TO” DATA SET
field when copying or moving members, or in the PACK Dx\TA field

when promoting members by using the Move/Copy utility (3.3).

• To unpack and expand packed data for processing, enter YES in the

SOURCE DATA PACKED field on the Foreground Selection Panel or

the Batch Selection Panel. You must enter YES in this field if any of

the input data, including that referred to in COPY or INCLUDE
statements, is in packed format.

Using List and Log Data Sets

PDF helps you get hardcopy listings of source modules, and also maintains

a log of significant user activities. These items are kept in data sets called

the list data set and the log data set, respectively.

When needed, the two data sets are allocated automatically. They are

temporary data sets named:

pref ix . user” id . SPFn . LIST
pref ix . user- id . SPFLOGn .LIST

where:

prefix The data set prefix in your TSO profile. It is used only if you
have one and it is different from your user ID.

userid Your user ID.

n A number from 0 to 9.

If you have specified in your TSO profile a data set prefix that differs from

your user ID, the data set names begin with your data set prefix, followed

by your user ID. Once generated, these data sets remain open throughout

your PDF session.
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CHAPTER 5. EDIT (Option 2)

This chapter provides a general description of Edit, option 2 on the

ISPF/PDF Primary Option Menu, which allows you to create, display,

and modify source data such as program code, test data, and
documentation.

For complete information, see Edit and Edit Macros.



Using List and Log Data Sets

List Data Set

The list data set is generated the first time you request a print function. It

is used to collect PDF-produced listings and screen “snapshots.”

The list data set accumulates, at your option, a listing of any source module

created or changed by the PDF editor. You can also use the PDF utilities

to get source listings and other types of printed output.

You can get a screen “snapshot” by entering the PRINT, PRINT-HI,

PRINTL, or PRINTLHI command. You can also get listings of member

selection lists and data set lists by using the SAVE command.

To avoid generating an ISPF list data set, do not request any print

functions.

Log Data Set

The log data set is generated the first time you do some action that results

in a log message, such as saving edited data or submitting a Batch job. It

maintains a log of your significant activities, including ISPF log messages,

a record of data sets and members you changed using the Edit or Utilities

options, Batch jobs you submitted, Dialog Test trace data, and so forth.

Use the Log/List option (0.2) to prevent generation of the ISPF log data set.

However, if you use the Dialog Test option (7), you should allow generation

of the log data set, because Dialog Test writes trace data to the log when

you request it. Also, if Dialog Test finds an unexpected condition, problem

data and error messages are written to the log.

Printing List/Log Data Sets

Appendix A, “Listing Formats” shows and describes the format of the ISPF

list and log data sets. You can print these data sets when you end ISPF by

directing the output to:

• A system output device via a Batch job

• A local IBM 3284, 3286, 3287, 3288, or 3289 printer.

If the list and log data sets are printed, they are automatically deleted

following printing; new list and log data sets are allocated the next time

you invoke PDF. If you decide not to print the log or list data sets, you can

either:

• Delete them
• Keep them and allocate them again in the next session

• Keep them, but allocate a new data set in the next session.
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Foreground and Batch Output Listings

The following additional listing data sets are allocated as needed for

Foreground or Batch processing:

pref ix . user id . list- id . LIST
pr ef ix. user id. list- id. LINKLIST
prefix . user id . list -id. TERM
pref ix . user id. list-id . TESTLIST

where:

prefix The data set prefix in your TSO profile. It is used only if you

have one and it is different from your user ID.

userid Your user ID.

list-id The name specified in the LIST ID field on the Foreground or

Batch data entry panel. This name is required for sequential data

sets. However, for partitioned data sets, the member name
becomes the default list-id if the LIST ID field is blank.

The particular data set names used depend on the Foreground or Batch

processing option chosen.

For Batch processing, the output can either be directed to a list data set or

printed as part of the Batch job. When Batch processing is finished, you

can browse the list data set and then invoke the Hardcopy utility (3.6) to

print it. Using this utility, show whether you want to keep the data set or

delete it after printing, PDF does not delete these data sets when you end

ISPF.

For the Foreground option, the output listing is directed to a list data set

and automatically displayed for browsing. When you end the browse

function, PDF displays a selection panel that lets you choose whether to

print, keep, or delete the list data set. Again, PDF does not delete this data

set when you end ISPF.

Other Temporary Data Sets

If you are using virtual I/O (VIO), you can allocate space for temporary

data sets, to which VIO assigns system-generated names. Otherwise, PDF
allocates temporary control and listing data sets, as needed, for its own
internal use. They are assigned the following names:

pref ix . user- id. SPFTEMPn . CNTL
pref ix . user- id . SPFTEMPn .LIST
pref ix . user- id . appl-idzzzz . BACKUP
pref ix . user- id . appl-idzzzz . BACKUP

I

pref ix . user- id . SPFxxx . OUTLIST
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The following parameters are used by temporary data sets:

prefix The data set prefix in your TSO profile. It is used only if you

have one and it is different from your user ID.

userid Your user ID.

n A number from 1 to 4, depending on which logical screen is

active.

appl-id The application ID.

zzzz A number from 0001 to 0008, or higher if customized, controlled

by the edit recovery table (apphid EDRT for the EDREC service

and appl-id EIRT for the EDIREC service) and the number of

concurrent Edit invocations active.

XXX A number generated by PDF.

These data sets are deleted:

• By edit recovery when no longer needed

• When you specifically request that they be deleted.

You are usually not aware of their existence.

Job Statement Information

PDF lets you submit Batch jobs for printing and language processing.

However, before submitting a Batch job. you must supply job statement

information. For this purpose, four lines are provided on each job

submission panel.

The first time a job submission panel is displayed, the job statement

information appears as follows:

JOB STATEMENT INFORMATION: (Required for system printer)
===> //user-idA JOB ( ACCOUNT ),' NAME

'

===> //*
===> //*
===> //*

These are the JOB STATEMENT INFORMATION parameters:

user-idA The pre-entered job name, which consists of your TSO
user ID with the letter “A” as the last character. This

character changes to “B,” then “C,” and so forth, each

time the job statement information is used. If you prefer,

you can change the last character of the job name to a

number instead of a letter. This causes the last character

to cycle from 0 to 9, instead of from A to Z.

If you type over the complete job name, automatic incrementing of the last
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Note: If you want to query TSO regarding your job status, do not change

the pre^entered user ID or remove the character at the end. These

actions prevent TSO from finding the job when you ask for status.

You must enter the remaining job statement information the first time you

submit a Batch job. PDF prompts you by displaying the following JOB
parameters:

(ACCOUNT) The (ACCOUNT) information varies from one installation

to another, depending on the TSO version being used. It

is used to make sure you receive the results of your job

and must be enclosed in parentheses. Typical examples of

account information are your employee serial number and

the box number where your printouts are delivered.

'NAME' The 'NAME' information is a text string that must be

enclosed in single quotation marks. It can consist of your

name, your telephone number, or any other information

you care to provide.

You can use the lines containing “//*”:

• As continuation lines by removing the asterisk {*)

• To enter other JCL statements, such as JOBLIB DD.

If you do not need these lines, you can blank them out. Blank lines are not

submitted to the job stream.

Running a Sample PDF Session

This sample PDF session is an example of PDF terminal operations. For

new users, it is a quick introduction to PDF. For users with previous PDF
experience, it is a quick review. It can also be useful as a demonstration

that PDF has been properly installed and is operational.

The scenario requires the installation of a data set named SYSl.SAMPLIB.
This data set is included on the PDF basic distribution tape and should

contain the following four members:

ISRASM
ISRCOBOL
ISRFORT
ISRPLI

Sample Assembler Source.

Sample COBOL Source.

Sample FORTRAN Source.

Sample PL/I Source.

During the scenario, member ISRASM is copied from SYSl.SAMPLIB to a

user data set. The other three members are not used during the scenario.

The scenario also assumes the TSO Assembler Prompter, program number
5734-CP2, is installed and available. If the Assembler Prompter is not

available at your installation, skip steps 35 through 48.
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Action Result

1- Log on to TSO. A Ready message appears on your screen.

2, Type PDF (or the appropriate alias) and press

the ENTER key.

The ISPF/PDF Primary Option Menu is

displayed.

3. On the OPTION line, type 3 to select the

Utilities option. Then press the ENTER key.

The Utility Selection Menu is displayed.

4. On the OPTION line, type 2 to select the Data
Set utility. Then press the ENTER key.

The Data Set Utility panel is displayed.

5. On the OPTION line, type A to allocate a new
data set. Specify an ISPF library by typing the

following information, but substitute your first

name in the GROUP field:

PROJECT ===>
GROUP ===>
TYPE ===>

Now press the ENTER key.

The Allocate New Data Set panel is

displayed.

6. Type the following information:

Note: Leave the VOLUME SERIAL, GENERIC
UNIT, and EXPIRATION DATE fields

blank.

SPACE UNITS ===>

PRIMARY QUANTITY ===>
SECONDARY QUANTITY ===>
DIRECTORY BLOCKS ===>
RECORD FORMAT ===>

RECORD LENGTH ===>
BLOCK SIZE ===>

Now press the ENTER key.

Data set SAMPLE.name.ASM is allocated

on scratch volume. The Data Set Utility

panel is displayed again.

7. Select option A again and specify the following

ISPF library, again substituting your first name in

the GROUP field:

PROJECT ===>
. . i

GROUP ===>
TYPE ===>

Press the ENTER key.

The Allocate New Data Set panel is

displayed again.

8. Leave everything the same. Just press the

ENTER key.

Data set SAMPLE.name.OBJ is allocated.

The Data Set Utility panel is displayed

again.

9. Press PF3, the END command. The Utility Selection Menu is displayed

again.

10. Press PF3 again. The ISPF/PDF Primary Option Menu is

displayed again.

11. Type 3.3 to select the Move/Copy utility,

bypassing the Utility Selection Menu. Press the

ENTER key.

The Move/Copy Utility panel is displayed.
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Action Result

12. Now you will copy a data set. On the OPTION
line, type C to select Copy data set or

member(s). Then, under FROM OTHER
PARTITIONED OR SEQUENTIAL DATA SET:,

enter the following data set name:

DATA SET NAME ===>
.

'

Press the ENTER key.

A panel titled COPY - FROM
SYSl.SAMPLIBdSRASM) - is displayed.

13. Under TO ISPF LIBRARY:, type the following

values:

PROJECT = = = >

GROUP ===>
TYPE = = = >

Press the ENTER key.

Member ISRASM is copied from data set

SYSl.SAMPLIB to ISPF library

SAMPLE.name.ASM. Then, the

Move/Copy Utility panel is displayed

again.

14. Press PF3. The ISPF/PDF Primary Option Menu is

displayed.

15. Now you will browse member ISRASM. On the

OPTION line, type 1 to select Browse and press the

ENTER key.

The Browse - Entry Panel is displayed.

16. Type the following under ISPF LIBRARY:

PROJECT ===> JJ':

GROUP ==-> : : : J

TYPE === > J : 1

Note: Leave the MEMBER field blank.

Press the ENTER key.

A member list is displayed, showing
ISRASM as the only member in the

SAMPLE.name.ASM library.

17. Move the cursor to the left of ISRASM. Then
type S to select ISRASM and press the ENTER key.

A panel titled BROWSE -

SAMPLE.name.ASM (ISRASM) is

displayed. This is the first page of member
ISRASM.

18. Press PF8 to scroll ahead one page. The second page of ISRASM is displayed.

19. Press PF7 to scroll backward one page. The first page of ISRASM is displayed

again.

20. Type FIND COMMENT on the COMMAND
line and press the ENTER key.

The cursor moves to the first occurrence
of the character string COMMENT and
the string is intensified. Also, the message
CHARS 'COMMENT' FOUND is

displayed in the upper>right corner of the

screen.

21. To find the next occurrence of COMMENT,
press PF5, the RFIND command.

The cursor moves to the second
occurrence of COMMENT and once again
the string is intensified.

22. Press PF3. The member list is displayed again.

23. Press PF3 again. The Browse - Entry Panel is displayed

again.

24. Press PF3 one more time. The ISPF/PDF Primary Option Menu is

displayed.
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Action Result

25. Now you will edit member ISRASM. On the

OPTION line, type 2 to select Edit and press the

ENTER key.

The Edit - Entry Panel is displayed.

26. Type ISRASM in the MEMBER field and
press the ENTER key.

A panel titled EDIT —
SAMPLE.name.ASM(ISRASM) is

displayed. This is the first page of member
ISRASM.

27. On the COMMAND line, type FIND
COMMENT and press the ENTER key to find the

line containing the character string “COMMENT.”

The cursor moves to the first occurrence

of the character string and the line

number is intensified.

28. Delete COMMENT by pressing the Erase EOF
key.

COMMENT is erased. Any characters to

the right of COMMENT would have been

erased, also.

29. Press PF5 to find the next occurrence of

COMMENT.
The cursor moves to the second
occurrence of COMMENT and the line

number is intensified.

30. Move the cursor to the sequence number of the

line below COMMENT, then move the cursor up

one line. Repeat the COMMENT line by typing R
over the first digit of the line number and pressing

the ENTER key.

The line is repeated.

31. On the COMMAND line, type AUTOLIST ON,
then press the ENTER key.

Sets autolist mode on for automatic source

listings.

32. Try out more Edit commands if you like, but

remember: this program will be assembled later.

HAVE FUN!

33. Press PF3. Member ISRASM is saved in data set

SAMPLE.name.ASM and a listing of the

member is placed in the ISPF list data set.

The Edit - Entry Panel is displayed.

34. Press PF3 again. The ISPF/PDF Primary Option Menu is

displayed.

35. Now you will assemble the program. On the

OPTION line, type 4 and press the ENTER key to

select the Foreground option.

The Foreground Selection Panel is

displayed.

36. On the OPTION line, type 1 and press the

ENTER key to select Assembler H.

The Foreground Assembler H panel is

displayed.

37. Type the following values;

PROJECT ===>
GROUP ===>
TYPE ===> A;;M

MEMBER ===>

LIST ID ===> A :-r

-

ASSEMBLER OPTIONS;

Press the ENTER key.

The Assembler prompter is invoked.

Terminal output is written at the bottom

of a blank screen. When *** is displayed,

press the ENTER key to continue.

Note: The assembly may take a few
minutes.

The assembly listing is displayed in

Browse mode.

38. Browse the listing using the scroll commands.

Then press PF3.

The Foreground Print Options panel is

displayed.
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Action Result

39, On the OPTION line, type K to select Keep
data set (without printing) and press the ENTER
key.

The assembled program is saved in the list

data set and the Foreground Assembler H
panel is displayed again.

40. Press PF3. The Foreground Selection Panel is

displayed again.

41. Press PF3 again. The ISPF/PDF Primary Option Menu is

displayed.

42. On the OPTION line, type 5 to select the Batch
option and press the ENTER key.

The Batch Selection Panel is displayed.

43. On the OPTION line, type 1 to select

Assembler H, enter job statement information as

required by your installation, and press the

ENTER key.

The Batch Assembler H panel is displayed.

44. Type the following values:

PROJECT ====>

GROUP ===>
TYPE ===>
MEMBER ===>

JCL for assembling ISRASM is generated.

The Batch Selection Panel is displayed

again.

LISTID ===>

ASSEMBLER OPTIONS:

Press the ENTER key.

45. Press PF3. The job is submitted. The jobname is

displayed at the bottom of the screen.

When *** is displayed, press the ENTER
key. The ISPF/PDF Primary Option Menu
is displayed.

46. On the OPTION line, type 6 to select the

Command option. Press the ENTER key.

The TSO Command Processor panel is

displayed.

47. Type the follov ng command:

COMMAND ===>

Press the ENTER key.

The status of your job is displayed. When
*** is displayed, press the ENTER key.

The TSO Command Processor panel is

displayed again with the previous
command still showing.

48. Press PF3. The ISPF/PDF Primary Option Menu is

displayed again.

49. On the OPTION line, type T to select the

Tutorial option.

The beginning of the ISPF/PDF tutorial is

displayed. Follow the directions to learn

more about ISPF/PDF. When you have
finished, press PF3 to return to the

ISPF/PDF Primary Option Menu.

If you have followed this scenario, you should have an Assembler listing in

a data set named either prefix.userid.ASMTESTl.LIST or

userid.ASMTESTl.LIST. Also, when the job that you submitted has

finished, you will have another listing in a data set named either

prefix.userid.ASMTEST2.LIST or userid.ASMTEST2.LIST. Try the Browse

option to review the listings and try experimenting with other ISPF/PDF
options. When you have finished, return to the ISPF/PDF Primary Option

Menu.
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Action Result

50. With the ISPF/PDF Primary Option Menu on
the screen, press PF3,

The ISPF end panel is displayed.

51. Type PD in the Process option field for both

the log and list data sets and fill in the job

statement information as required by your
installation. Then press the ENTER key.

A job is submitted to print and delete the

data sets. The jobname is displayed at the

bottom of the screen.

52, You are now out of ISPF/PDF. To leave TSO,
type LOGOFF and press the ENTER key.

This is the end of this usage scenario.
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CHAPTER 3. ISPF PARMS (Option 0)

This chapter describes ISPF Parms, option 0 on the ISPF/PDF

Primary Option Menu.

The ISPF Parms option allows you to specify selected ISPF

parameters to customize the terminal and your output listing

formats. The parameters you can specify include:

• Terminal characteristics

• ISPF console, log, and list defaults

• PF key definitions

• Screen display characteristics

• List data set characteristics

• PRINTG (print graphics) command parameters

• ENVIRON (environment) command parameters.

This chapter describes the procedures to follow to specify these

parameters.



ISPF Farms (Option 0)

Chapter 3. ISPF Farms (Option 0)

The ISPF Farms option (0) allows you to display and change selected ISPF

parameters at any time during the PDF session. Changes remain in effect

until you change the parameters again and are saved from session to

session.

OPTION ===>
ISPF PARAMETER OPTIONS

1 TERMINAL ~ SpecI fy terminal characteristics
2 LOG/LIST - SpecI fy ISPF log and list defaults
T PF KEYS - SpecI fy PF keys for 3278 terminal with 24 PF keys
4 DISPLAY - Sped fy screen display characteristics
5 LIST - Spec! fy list data set characteristics
6 GRAPHIC - Sped fy GDDM graphic print parameters
7 ENV i RON - Spec! fy ENVIRON corrmand settings

Figure 17 . ISPF Parameter Options Panel

The following sections describe the options shown at the top of the ISPF

Parameter Options panel.
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Terminal (Option 0.1)

When you select this option, the Terminal Characteristics panel is

displayed. This panel allows you to specify the terminal type, the number

of program function (PF) keys, the default pad character for panel input

fields, the mode of operation for a 3278 Model 5 or 3290, and the

command-stacking delimiter. The panel, with the first user defaults

specified, is shown in Figure 18. The allowable alternatives for these

defaults are indicated on the display.

Note: The information on this panel may vary, depending on the terminals

that are supported for your country.

CON/WANO
TERMINAL CHARACTER ' ST I CS

TERMINAL TYPE =-*> 3278 (3277 - 3275/3277 terminal)
(3277A - 3275/3277 with APL keyboard)
(3278 - 3276/3278/3279/3290 terminal)
(3278A - 3276/3278/3279 APL keyboara)
(3278T - 3276/3278/3279 TEXT keyboard)
(3290A - 3290 with APL keyboard)

NUMBER OF PF KEYS ===> 24 (12 or 24)

INPUT FIELD PAD ===> N (N - Nulls) (B - Blanks) (Special Charccter-
must not be the some as C0Nf4AND DELIMITER)

C0MW\ND DELIMITER ==“> (Special character for command stacking)

SCREEN FORMAT -==> DATA
(3278 Mode I 5 on I y

)

(3290 Only)

(Select one of the following:)
(DATA - Format based on data width)
(STD - Always format 24 lines by 80 chars)
(MAX - Always format 27 lines by 132 chars)

(PART - Format using hardware partitions.
Effective the next ISPF invocation.)

Figure 18 . Terminal Characteristics Panel

After you review these parameters and change them as necessary, enter the

END command to return to the previous panel. The fields on the Terminal

Characteristics panel are:

TERMINAL TYPE
Specifying the terminal type allows ISPF to recognize the

characters that your terminal can display. A 3278 terminal can

display six more characters than a 3277. However, ISPF cannot

sense the terminal type if you switch between a 3277 and 3278

Model 2, both of which are 24-line terminals, unless you show the

change in this field. If you have a 3279 terminal, specify 3278 as

the terminal type, since a 3279 terminal has the same character

set as a 3278. See Appendix B, “Character Translations for APL
and TEXT Keyboards” on page 363 for the APL and TEXT
character set descriptions.
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One or more of the following installation-dependent options for

terminal type may be included on the Terminal Characteristics

panel:

3278CF For 3278 Canadian French terminals.

3277KN For 3277 Katakana terminals.

3278KN For 3278 Katakana terminals.

A 5550-3270 Kanji emulation Version 3 terminal has the same
character set as a 3278 Katakana terminal. If you are using a

5550-3270 Kanji emulation Version 3 terminal, you should specify

3278KN as the terminal type.

To avoid problems in finding and changing text strings on a

Katakana terminal while caps mode is off when the data was
entered using caps mode on, set the terminal type to 3278KN.

NUMBER OF PF KEYS
Specification of the number of PF keys controls the particular set

of PF key definitions currently in use and affects the PF Key
Definitions and Labels panel, which is displayed for the PF Keys

option (0.3).

In the following cases, ISPF automatically senses the terminal

type and the number of PF keys:

• If the screen size is larger than 24 lines, determined when you

log on, ISPF sets the terminal type to 3278.

• If you press a PF key greater than 12, ISPF sets the terminal

type to 3278 and sets the number of PF keys to 24.

ISPF automatically sets or changes the number of PF keys:

• To 12, if the terminal type is 3277.

• To whatever was stored from your last ISPF session, if the

terminal type is 3278. For a new user, the number of keys is

initialized to 12.

• To 24, if you press a PF key greater than 12.

ISPF cannot sense the number of PF keys if you switch from a

3278 with 24 PF keys to a 3278 with 12 PF keys. If you switch,

you must inform ISPF of the number of PF keys by using the

Terminal option (0.1) or the PF Keys option (0.3). Otherwise, the

incorrect set of stored key definitions is used.

INPUT FIELD PAD
Specification of a pad character controls the first padding of

panel input fields, including selection panels, but not the data

portion of an Edit display. Within Edit mode, you can control

null or blank padding with Edit commands. The pad character

vou specifv can be a B to show a blank, N to show a null, or any
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field padding must not be the same as the character you choose

for the command stacking delimiter.

COMMAND DELIMITER
You can stack commands on the COMMAND line of any panel by

separating them with a delimiter. The default delimiter is the

semicolon. If you want to change the delimiter, you can do so on

this panel by specifying in the COMMAND DELIMITER field the

character you want.

Stacking allows you to enter, for example:

COMMAND = = =^> : : . .

which finds the characters DEPT and then switches to

hexadecimal mode.

The character you choose for the command stacking delimiter

must not be the same as the character you have chosen for input

field padding.

The Browse and Edit FIND and CHANGE commands do not work

with a search argument that contains the command delimiter,

even if string delimiters are used.

SCREEN FORMAT
Specification of screen format applies to 3278 Model 5 and to 3290

terminals only; it is ignored for other types of terminals. If you

specify DATA, ISPF automatically uses the larger “default” mode

characters (24 lines by 80 characters) or the smaller “native”

mode characters (27 lines by 132 characters), depending on the

width of the data to be displayed. If you specify STD or MAX, the

mode is not switched.

For a 3290 terminal, you can specify PART to use the maximum
available screen size. If the 3290 is configured for partitions,

PART tells ISPF to format the screen in one of four ways,

depending on the 3290 configuration:

• 31 rows by 80 columns
• 62 rows by 80 columns
• 31 rows by 160 columns
• 62 rows by 160 columns.

Also, the SPLITV command is enabled when the 3290 is

configured for hardware partitions. If the 3290 is not configured

for hardware partitions, the default mode depends on the

definition of the terminal in your system.

Note: The SPLITV function is not active if the data being

displayed on a screen is more than 80 characters wide.
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Log/List (Option 0.2)

When you select this option, the Log and List Defaults panel shown in

Figure 19 is displayed to allow you to specify default processing for log and
list data sets, lines per page, and allocation parameters.

LOG AND LIST DEFAULTS

LOG DATA SET DEFAULT OPTIONS LIST DATA SET DEFAULT OPTIONS

Process option ===> _
SYSOUT class ===> A
Loco! printer ID ===>
Lines per page ===> 60
Primary pages ===> lo
Secondary pages ===> 10

Process option ===>

SYSOUT class ===> a
Local printer ID ===>

Lines per page ===> 60
Primary pages ===> 100
Secondary pages ===> 200

VALID PROCESS OPTIONS:
PD - Print data set and delete 0 - Delete data set (without printing)
K - Keep data set (append subsequent information to same data set)
KN - Keep data set and allocate new data set

JOB STATEMENT INFORMATION; (Required for system printer) I

===> //HOSTETLA job (ACCOUNT) , ’NAME' I

===> //
I

===> //*
i

J
Figure 19. Log and List Defaults Panel

The fields on the Log and List Defaults panel are:

Process option

Tells PDF how to process the list and/or log data sets. The valid

processing options are:

PD Print the data set and then delete it.

D Delete the data set without printing it.

K Keep the data set and allocate it in the next session.

: KN Keep the data set, but allocate a new data set in the

next session.

SYSOUT class

Destination of printed data set. Required only if data set is to be

printed and Local printer ID is not specified.

Local printer ID
Destination of printed data set. Required only if data set is to be

printed and SYSOUT class is not specified.

Lines per page
Normal values for lines per page are:

60 For printing six lines per inch.
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Primary pages
The expected number of printout pages. This value is

automatically converted by ISPF to the appropriate number of

blocks before allocating space for the log and list data sets.

Secondary pages
The expected number of printout pages. This value is

automatically converted by ISPF to the appropriate number of

blocks before allocating space for the log and list data sets.

JOB STATEMENT INFORMATION
Required for background printing and language processing. See

'‘Job Statement Information” on page 55 for more information.

Log and List Data Set Default Options

The ISPF log data set is created the first time you do an action that results

in a log message, such as saving edited data or submitting a job to the

batch machine. The ISPF list data set is created the first time you request

a print function. The first values shown are:

LOG DATA SET DEFAULT OPTIONS LIST DATA SET DEFAULT OPTIONS

SYSOUT class ===> A
Lines per page 60
Primary pages ===> 10
Secondary pages 10

SYSOUT class
Lines per page
Primary pages
Secondary pages

===> A—=> 60
===> 100
===> 200

ISPF provides no defaults for the other parameters on this panel. The

entries you specify for the log and list data set default options are used

when you end ISPF by using either the Exit option (X) or the RETURN
command. The following rules apply:

• If you leave the process options fields blank or specify D, K, or KN, you

must always specify lines per page for both data sets, and primary and

secondary pages for the list data set.

• If you specify PD, you must also specify SYSOUT class and lines per

page for both data sets, and primary and secondary pages for the list

data set. You can specify different SYSOUT classes, but only one job is

submitted for printing both data sets. For routing the data sets to a

local printer, specify a printer ID and leave the SYSOUT class field

blank.

If you do not enter job statement information, TSO prompts you when

you leave PDF.
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You cannot leave the Log and List Defaults panel until you comply with

the preceding rules. Once you leave this panel, if a log or list data set is

created and the Process option field for that data set is blank, the Specify

Disposition of Log and List Data Sets panel is displayed if any of the

following occur:

• The Exit option (X) is entered.

• The jump function with the Exit option (
= X) is entered outside Dialog

Test (option 7).

• The END or RETURN command is entered from the ISPF/PDF Primary
Option Menu.

See “Ending PDF or a PDF Function” on page 22 for information about

using the Specify Disposition of Log and List Data Sets panel.

After you review the parameters on this panel and change them as

necessary, enter the END command to return to the previous panel.

Changing Primary and Secondary Page Values

If you change the primary/secondary allocation parameters after PDF
allocates the data sets, the new values take effect the next time you enter

ISPF.

For the log data set, you can specify a primary allocation of 0 (zero) to

prevent allocation and generation of the log. You can avoid generation of

the list data set by not requesting any print functions. If you change the

defaults to prevent allocation of the log data set, and the log is already

allocated, you must delete the log data set when you end ISPF to stop

generating the log.

If you use the Dialog Test option (7), you should allocate the log data set.

Dialog Test writes trace data to the log when you request it. Also, if Dialog

Test finds an unexpected condition, problem data is written to the log.
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PF Keys (Option 0.3)

The PF Key Definitions and Labels panels allow you to assign ISPF

commands and labels to PF keys. When you enter the KEYS command or

select the PF Keys option (0.3), one of two panels is displayed. The panel

displayed depends on whether your terminal has 12 PF keys or 24 PF keys.

Terminals with 12 PF Keys

If your terminal has 12 PF keys, the panel shown in Figure 20 is displayed.

COI^ND = = = >

PF KEY DEFINITIONS AND LABELS

NUMBER OF PF KEYS ===> 12 TERMINAL TYPE ===> 3278

ppi ===> help
PF2 ==-> SPLIT
PF3 ===> END
PP4 ===> return
PF5 ===> rfIND
PF6 ===> RCHANGE
PF7 ===> UP
PF8 == = > DOWN
PF9 == = > SWAP
PnO == = > ^EFT
PF1 1

===> RIGHT
PF12 ===> RETRIEVE

PF1 LABEL ==

PF4 label -=

PF7 LABEL ==

PF10 LABEL ==

PF2
PF5
PF8
pn 1

LABEL
^ABEL
LABEL
LABEL

PF3 LABEL
PF6 LABEL
PF9 LABEL
PF12 LABEL

Press ENTER key to save changes. Enter END conrmand to save changes and exit.

Figure 20. PF Key Definitions and Labels Panel (12 PF Keys)

Terminals with 24 PF Keys

For terminals with 24 PF keys, the first panel displayed shows the

“primary” keys, PF13-PF24. When you press the ENTER key, a panel

showing the “alternate” keys, PF1-PF12, is displayed. You can alternate

between the two panels by continuing to press the ENTER key. See

Figure 21 on page 71.

Assigning ISPF/PDF Commands

The PF key command assignments shown in Figure 20 and in the first part

of Figure 21 on page 71 are the default assignments distributed with PDF.

See “ISPF Commands Assigned to PF Keys” on page 11 for definitions of

these commands.
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COMvtAND -= = >

NUMBER OF PF KEYS

PF KEY DEFINITIONS AND LABELS - PRIMARY KE^S

> 24 TERMINAL TYPE ===> 3273

PF13
P^I4
PF15
PF16
PF17
f=F18

PF19
PF20
PF21
PF22
PF23
PF24

===> HELP
===> SPLIT
===> END

RETURN
RFIND
RCHANGE
UP
DOWN
SWAP
LEFT
RIGHT
RETRIEVE

i='Fl3 LABEL = = = >

PFie LABEL
PF19 LABEL ===>

PF22 label ===>

PF14 LABEL ===

PF17 LABEL -==

PF20 label ===

PF23 LABEL ===

PF15 label
PF18 LABEL
PF2I LABEL
PF24 LABEL

Press ENTER key to display alternate keys. Enter END command to exit.

/LLZZ
! COMMAND

PF KEY DEFINITIONS AND LABELS - ALTERNATE KEYS

NOTE: The definitions and labels below apply an I y to terminals with 24 PF keys

.

PF1 = = = > HELP
PF2 = = = > SPLIT
PF3 = = = > END
PF4 = = = > ISO LISTALC ST
Pr5 = = = > RFIND
PF6 = = = > RCHANGE
pry = = = > UP
PF8 = = = > DOWN
PF9 = = = > SWAP
PF-'O = = = > LEFT
PF1 1

= = = > RIGHT
PF12 == = > TSO SUBMIT NOTIFY

I

I

PF1 LABEL ===> PF2 LABEL ===> BLANK
I

PF4 LABEL ===> DATASETS PF5 LABEL ===> FIND

j

PF7 LABEL ===> NOSHOW PF8 LABEL ===> NOSHOW
I PFIO LABEL ===> PF11 LABEL ===>

t

PF3 LABEL ===>

PF6 label ===> CHANGE
PF9 LABEL ===>

PF12 LABEL ==-> SUBMIT

ress ENTER key to display primary keys. Enter END corrmand to

Figure 21. PF Key Definitions and Labels Panels (24 PF Keys)

Before you change your PF key assignments, you should verify the terminal

type and the number of PF keys, either 12 or 24. The terminal type must be

one of the following:

• 3277, 3277A, or 3277KN
• 3278, 3278A, 3278T, 3278CF, or 3278KN
• 3290A.

For terminals with 24 PF keys, PF keys 1-12 have the same defaults as PF
keys 13-24. Since the default settings are the commands you are likely to

use most often, for ease of use we recommend the following:

• Use the primary PF keys for the default commands.

• Redefine the alternate PF keys to specific operations for special

situations, such as when using Edit, Browse, or Dialog Test.
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In this context, alternate means PF keys that require the use of the Alt key.

For example, to use PF keys 1-12 on some terminals, you must press and

hold the Alt key while pressing a PF key; PF keys 13-24 on these terminals

are the primary PF keys because they are used without the Alt key.

You can assign the following types of commands;

• System commands, such as HELP or END

• Commands that are significant within a particular function or

environment, such as the Edit FIND and CHANGE commands

• Line commands, such as Edit or Dialog Test I or D commands.

You can define or change a PF key function simply by equating the key to

a command. For example:

PF9 ===>
PF12 ===>

In the example, PF9 is equated to an Edit command and PF12 represents

the system-defined PRINT command.

If you enter a blank for any PF key definition, the key is restored to its

PDF default. The default PF key definitions are discussed under "ISPF

Commands Assigned to PF Keys” on page 11.

To assign a line command to a PF key, you must begin the PF key

definition with a colon. When you press the PF key, the colon is removed

and the command to which the key is equated is inserted in the first input

field in the line at which the cursor is currently positioned. For example:

PFIO ===>
.

PFll ===>
:

In this example, PF keys 10 and 11 have been equated to the Edit TS (Text

Split) and TF (Text Flow) line commands, respectively.

Assigning Labels

The LABEL fields shown in Figure 20 on page 70 and Figure 21 on page 71

apply only when the PFSHOW command has been issued with the ON
(default) or TAILOR option. Instead of using the actual PF key definitions,

the displayed representations of PF key definitions can be labels that you

define.

If labels are not assigned, the definition displayed for each PF key consists

of the first eight characters of the PF key definition. However, the LABEL
fields let you display significant words of eight characters or less, instead of

the first eight characters of a lengthy PF key definition, which may be

meaningless when partially displayed.

If the value assigned to a label is BLANK, the PFSHOW command displays

the PF key number and an equal sign ( = ), but the PF key definition does
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example, might use this label if a PF key is not defined or is meaningless to

the user, but the developer still wants the PF key number to appear

sequentially in the PF key definition lines.

No PF key information, not even the number, appears if the label value for

that key is NOSHOW.

The second part of Figure 21 on page 71 shows how the PF Key Definitions

and Labels panel can be used to assign definitions and labels. In this

example, PF4 and PF12 have been equated to TSO commands and their

respective labels have been assigned significant abbreviated versions of

these commands. Labels for several other PF keys are defined in the figure

as well.

Figure 22 shows the effect of the PFSHOW command for the PF key

definitions and labels specified in the example.

Note: To duplicate this example
y
you must use the PFSHOW command with

the TAILOR option and specify that alternate PF keys are to be

displayed. The reason for this is that the labels were defined on the

PF Key Definitions and Labels - Alternate Keys panel.

For more information, see the description of the PFSHOW command in

Dialog Management Guide or in the online tutorial.

DIALOG TEST PRIMARY OPTION MENU

1- FUNCTIONS
2 PANELS
3 VARIABLES
4 TABLES
5 LOG
6 DIALOG SERVICES
7 TRACES
a BREAKPOINTS
T TUTORIAL
X EXIT

Invoke d i o ! og f unc t i ons/se I ect i on menus
Display pane I

s

Disploy/set variable information
D i sp I ay/mod i f y table information
Browse ISPF log

Invoke dialog services
Specify trace definitions
Specify breakpoint definitions
Display information about Dialog Test
Terminate dialog testing

Enter END command to terminate dialog testing.

PF 1=HELP
PF 9=SWAP

2* 3=END 4=DATA5ETS 5=FiND
10-LEFT 11-RIGHT 12-SUBMIT

6-CHANGE

Figure 22. Sample Screen with PF Key Definition Lines
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Display (Option 0.4)

When you select this option, the Display Characteristics panel shown in

Figure 23 is displayed.

CCMMND ==«>
DISPLAY CHARACTERISTICS

COI^ND LINE PLACEMENT ==»> ASIS (ASIS - Display as shown
i n pane t definition.)

(BOTTOM - Display as the last
I ine on the screen or
as the last line above
the split line.)

Figure 23. Display Characteristics Panel

The only field on this panel is:

COMMAND LINE PLACEMENT
Specifies where the COMMAND and long message lines are to be

displayed on the screen. You have two choices:

ASIS If you specify ASIS, the screen is displayed as

specified in the panel definitions for the various

panels displayed during the session. Since the

COMMAND lines on some of your panels cannot

be moved to the bottom, you may want to keep the

COMMAND line placement for existing dialogs set

to ASIS.

BOTTOM If you specify BOTTOM:

• The COMMAND line is moved to the last line

of the logical screen.

• Each line that followed the original

COMMAND line is shifted up one line.

• The long message overlays the line above the

new COMMAND line location of the logical

screen.

On table display panels, the line above the new
COMMAND line is always overlaid by a blank line

and used as the long message line. This prevents
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table display data from being overlaid by long

message data. For additional information about

restrictions on the use of the BOTTOM placement,

see Dialog Management Guide,
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List (Option 0.5)

The List option (0,5) allows you to specify the characteristics of the records

to be contained in the list data set when it is allocated.

When you specify the List option (0.5), the List Data Set Characteristics

panel shown in Figure 24 is displayed.

RECORD FORMAT ==*> FBA ( FBA VBA)

LOGICAL RECORD LENGTH =*=> 121 (Any record length for fixed)
(Greater than 4 for variable)

LINE LENGTH ===> 120 (80 - 160)

Figure 24. List Data Set Characteristics Panel

When you reset the characteristics, their new values take effect

immediately unless the list data set has already been allocated. In that

case, the new values are used in the next ISPF session. These values are

saved in your user profile, which ISPF automatically builds and maintains

across sessions.

These are the fields on the List Data Set Characteristics panel:

RECORD FORMAT
Specifies the format and characteristics of the records in the list

data set. The allowable record formats are:

FBA Fixed-length records that contain ANSI-defined printer

control characters.

VBA Variable-length records that contain ANSI-defined

printer control characters.

The default setting for the list data set's record format is FBA.

LOGICAL RECORD LENGTH
Specifies the length, in bytes, of fixed-length records, or the

maximum length allowed for variable-length records. The default

value for the list data set's logical record length is 121. This

value represents one ANSI-defined control character and 120

bytes of data to be printed.
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LINE LENGTH
Specifies the length of the logical line to be printed. If you

specify a line length greater than the list data set's logical record

length, the data is truncated. The range of allowable lengths is

from 80 bytes to 160 bytes. The default value for the list data

set's line length is 120.

Printing Panels with Long Lines

You can use the List option (0.5) to print panels whose line lengths would

not otherwise be supported by the available printing facilities. For

example:

• A panel of 160 bytes in width is to be printed, but printing capabilities

allow only 132 bytes.

You should specify the following:

RECORD FORMAT ===> or

LOGICAL RECORD LENGTH ===>

Note: A logical record length of 132 allows for two ANSI-defined control

characters.

LINE LENGTH ===>

The first page of output would contain the first 130 bytes of the panel

and the second page would contain the last 30 bytes.

• A panel 132 bytes in width is to be printed; the line length is supported

by printing facilities.

You should specify the following:

RECORD FORMAT ===>
• or

LOGICAL RECORD LENGTH ===>

Note: A logical record length of 133 allows for one ANSI-defined control

character.

LINE LENGTH ===>

The complete panel would be printed out on one page of output.

• A panel of 80 bytes in width is to be printed; default values for the LIST

parameters are to be used.

The complete panel would be printed out on one page of output.
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Graphic (Option 0.6)

When you select option 6 from the ISPF Parameter Options panel, the Print

Graphics Parameters panel, shown in Figure 25, allows you to tell GDDM:

• The name of the printer to which graphic display output is to be routed

• How the graphics aspect ratio (relationship to displayed screen image)

is to appear on the printed output.

The parameters entered on this panel are used whenever you enter the

PRINTG command. Unlike the other ISPF print commands, such as PRINT
and PRINTL, the PRINTG command allows you to print a panel and its

graphic area.

CCMMND = = = >

FAMILY PRINTER TYPE

DEVICE NAME

ASPECT RATIO

Figure 25. Print Graphics Parameters Panel

The Print Graphics Parameters panel uses the following fields:

FAMILY PRINTER TYPE
The printer type of the destination device. The only valid value

is 2, which represents a queued printer.

DEVICE NAME
The destination of the printed output. This is the VTAM node
name for the printer and is defined by your installation.

ASPECT RATIO
Enter one of the following values to tell the printer to:

Preserve the graphics aspect ratio for a “true” picture.

The ratio of the graphic area width to its height is the

same on the printed document as in the displayed view.

Figure 26 on page 79 and Figure 27 on page 79 show
the difference between how a graphic may appear when
displayed on the screen and when printed using aspect

0
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ratio parameter 0. This value is used as the default if

you leave this field blank.

1 Preserve the positional relationship between the

graphic and the alphanumeric characters outside the

graphics area. The printed graphic is either stretched

or compressed horizontally to be aligned with

characters outside the graphics area. Figure 26 and

Figure 28 on page 80 show the difference between how

a graphic may appear when displayed on the screen and

when printed using aspect ratio parameter 1.

Text outside of graphic area

Figure 26. Screen Containing Graphics to be Printed

COtAIAND = = ->
PG04

Text outside of graphic area

Figure 27. Example of Using Aspect Ratio Parameter 0
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OMvlANO = = = >

PG04

Text outside of graphic area

Figure 28. Example of Using Aspect Ratio Parameter 1
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Environ (Option 0.7)

The Environ option (0.7) lets you set default values for the ISPF ENVIRON
command parameters. ISPF provides the ENVIRON command to help you

in gathering data that can be helpful in diagnosing problems, thus reducing

service time. The ISPF session does not have to be running in any ISPF

TEST/TRACE mode when you use the ENVIRON command. You can issue

the ENVIRON command at any time during an ISPF session.

The ENVIRON command can help you:

• Produce system ABEND dumps when not running in ISPF TEST mode
(ENBLDUMP parameter)

• Trace the TPUT, TGET, and PUTLINE buffers and get dump
information for TPUT and TGET errors (TERMTRAC parameter)

• Gather terminal status information (TERMSTAT parameter).

See Dialog Management Guide for complete information about the

ENVIRON command.

When you select option 0.7 or enter the ENVIRON command without any

parameters, the panel shown in Figure 29 is displayed. This panel includes

the current values of the ENVIRON command parameters (ENBLDUMP
and TERMTRAC) and the ddname, if any, allocated for a dump data set.

The values can be changed by entering new values directly on the panel.

CO^VAND ===>
ISPF ENVIRON CONMAND SETTINGS

ENBLDUMP Setting ===> OFF {ON - Enables a dump for a subtask abend,
when not in ISPF TEST mode. SYSUDUMP

.

SYSMDUMP, or SYSABEND must be
allocated to obtain the dump.

OFF - Disables ON setting.)

TERMTRAC Setting ===> OFF (ON - Enables terminal tracing.
ERROR - Enables terminal tracing, issues SNAP

when a terminal error is encountered.
OFF - Disables ON or ERROR setting.
DUMP - May only be specified as an ENVIRON

command parameter.)

DDNAME ===> iSPSNAP (DDNAME for TERMTRAC ON, ERROR, or DUMP.)

Invoke TERMSTAT ===> NO

\

(YES

QUERY

NO

- Type YES and press the ENTER key to

run ENVIRON TERMSTAT.
- Type QUERY and press the ENTER key

run ENVIRON TERMSTAT QUERY.
- Do not run ENVIRON TERMSTAT.)

to

Figure 29. ISPF ENVIRON Command Settings Panel

The fields on the ISPF ENVIRON Command Settings panel are:

ENBLDUMP Setting

Specifying the ENBLDUMP parameter allows ISPF to

produce an ABEND dump if a subtask abnormally ends when

ISPF is not running in TEST mode (as required before ISPF
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The following parameters are valid for the ENBLDUMP
Setting field:

ON Specifies to JSPF that a dump for the

ABENDing subtask is to be generated and
control returned to TSO. ISPF execution is

not resumed. This is the default.

When running in ISPF TEST mode, issuing

ENVIRON ENBLDUMP has no effect on
dump processing.

OFF Cancels the effect of the ON status.

TERMTRAC Setting

Specifying the TERMTRAC parameter allows you to trace

all terminal input and output data (TPUT, TGET, PUTLINE)
during an ISPF session.

Before using the TERMTRAC option, you must define to

ISPF the ddname for the data set to be used for the System
Network Analysis Program (SNAP) macro, which ISPF
invokes to provide data stream dumps. This ddname should

have a disposition of MOD to assure that no trace data is

lost. It can be defined by specifying it on the panel. See

DDNAME on page 83 for more information.

You cannot enter the DUMP parameter in the TERMTRAC
Setting field. See “Using the DUMP Parameter’' on page 84

for information about using this parameter.

The following parameters are valid for the TERMTRAC
Setting field:

ON Starts TPUT, TGET, and PUTLINE buffer

tracing of the terminal data stream. All data is

retained in a 24K buffer provided by ISPF.

Whenever the trace buffer is full, ISPF issues a

SNAP macro to dump the trace buffer only.

For more information about the SNAP macro,

see MVS OSjVS2 Supervisor Services and
Macro Instructions or MVSIXA Supervisor

Services and Macro Instructions.

ERROR Begins tracing of the TPUT, TGET, and

PUTLINE buffers. Also, it causes ISPF to

begin an MVS SNAP dump if a TPUT or TGET
error occurs.

ISPF issues the SNAP macro on the first

occurrence of a TPUT failure. ISPF makes
three consecutive attempts to correct a TPUT
error.
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OFF Resets active ENVIRON TERMTRx\C ON and
ENVIRON TERMTRAC ERROR commands. If

ENVIRON TERMTRAC is active, ISPF issues

I

a SNAP macro.

DDNAME The name of the data set ihixX- is to receive the dump(s) from

I

the SNAP macro. If you leave .'v? rield blank, ISPF uses

ISPSNAP as the default. The^OiTu'e. U; use a name other

than ISPSNAP, you must fill in this field before invoking the

I

ENVIRON command w^ith either TERMTRAC ON,
! TERMTRAC ERROR, or TERMTRAC DUMP (see “Using

the DUMP Parameter’' on page 84).

j

You must follow the data set characteristics guidelines

i

defined by MVS for the SNAP macro. For DCB information

j

that can be specified for the SNAP ddname, see MVS
OS/VS2 Supervisor Services and Macro Instructions or

MVSIXA Supervisor Services and Macro Instructions.

Invoke TERMSTAT
Specifying the TERMSTAT option of the ENVIRON

i command allows you to collect information about the

i

characteristics of the terminal you are using and the line to

j

which it is attached. The information is divided into three

j

parts:

j

• A list of terminal characteristics as defined in ISPF
variables. This list defines what ISPF thinks your

i
terminal characteristics are.

• A list of terminal characteristics as defined within TSO.

I

• A list of structured fields that apply only to terminals

^ with extended data stream (EDS) capability.

I The following parameters are valid for this field:

i YES Invokes the terminal status dialog, which

i

sends the settings of various terminal I/O

variables to the terminal and to the ISPF log

i data set.

QUERY Forces terminals that support EDS, such as

I

an IBM 3279, but are not connected to an

I

EDS port to include a list of structured fields

I

in the information returned.

i

If your terminal does not support EDS, such

j

as an IBM 3277, the QUERY parameter causes

you to receive an ORDER CHECK STREAM
error.

NO Disables the terminal status dialog.
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! Using the DUMP Parameter

You cannot enter the DUMP parameter in the TERMTRAC Setting field.

This parameter is not to be used except when entered with the ENVIRON
command on the COMMAND line, such as:

The DUMP parameter causes ISPF to immediately issue a SNAP macro, but

only if ENVIRON TERMTRAC ON or ENVIRON TERMTRAC ERROR is

active. The resulting dump includes the storage trace buffer, the current

task control block (TCB), all system control program information, and all

problem program information. The MVS SNAP macro definition provides

more specific information about the areas dumped when all system control

program and problem program information is requested.

Note that:

• This command execution does not turn off terminal data stream tracing

if it is active at the time.

• The next entry is written to the top of the terminal data buffer if the

SNAP was successful; otherwise, tracing continues immediately after

the last trace buffer entry.
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This chapter describes Browse, option 1 on the ISPF/PDF Primary
Option Menu. This option allows you to display, but not change,

data stored in ISPF libraries or TSO data sets. The chapter includes

descriptions of the commands you can use while browsing a data set.



Browsing a Data Set

Chapter 4. Browse (Option 1)

The Browse option (1) allows you to display source data and listings stored

in ISPF libraries or other partitioned or sequential data sets that have the

following characteristics:

• Record Format (RECFM):

- Fixed, variable (non-spanned), or undefined
- Blocked or unblocked
- With or without printer control characters.

• Logical Record Length (LRECL):

- For fixed-length records, up to 32,760 characters

- For variable-length records, up to 32,756 characters.

Browsing a Data Set

When you select the Browse option, the Browse - Entry Panel shown in

Figure 30 is displayed.

COKtMNO ===>

ISPF LiaRARY:
PROJECT ===> ISPFDEMO
GROUP ===> MYLIB
type ===> PLl
N/1EMBER = = = > _

BROWSE - ENTRY PANEL

(Blank or pattern for nrsember selection list)

OTHER PARTITIONED OR SEQUENTIAL DATA SET
DATA SET NAME ===>

VOLUME serial ===>

DATA SET PASSWORD ===>

MIXED MODE ===> NO

FORMAT NAME ===>

(If not cataloged)

(If password protected)

(Spec I f y YES or NO)

Figure 30. Browse - Entry Panel

All the fields on this panel are explained in Chapter 2, “Libraries and Data

Sets.” For information about browsing libraries that are controlled under

Library Management Facilities, see Library Management.
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Some of the fields on this panel may retain information entered previously,

such as PROJECT, GROUP, and TYPE values. When you fill in the fields

on this panel and press the ENTER key, you see either a member selection

list or a Browse data display. See “Using Member Selection Lists” on

page 37 if you need information about displaying a member list.

Browse Data Display

A Browse data display is shown in Figure 31.

BROWSE -- ISPFDEMO.XXX.COBOL(CBLMAIN) - 01.01 ---

COMMAND = = = > _
**** + ***************•*+****** TOP OF DATA
IDENTIFICATION DIVISION.
PROGRAM- ID. ’ F20D 1 000 ’

.

DATE-COMPILED. OCT. 20. 1985
ENVIRONMENT DIVISION.
CONFIGURATION SECTION.
SOURCE -COMPUTER. IBM-370.
OBJECT -COMPUTER . I3M-370

.

INPUT-OUTPUT SECTION.
FILE-CONTROL.

SELECT OLD-COMREC ASSIGN TO DA-S~DD1

.

SELECT Dl-REPORTS ASSIGN TO UR-S-D10UT.
SELECT OPTiON-CARD-FILE ASSIGN TO UR-S-SYSIN.

DATA DIVISION.
FILE SECTION.
FD OLD-COMREC

label RECORD IS STANDARD
RECORDING MODE IS E

BLOCK CONTAINS 0 RECORDS
DATA RECORD IS COMREC1

.

01 COMREC1

.

02 DUMM^ PICTURE X(520)

.

LINE 00000000 COL 001 080
SCROLL ===> PAGE

Figure 31. Browse - Data Display

Each character in the data that cannot be displayed is changed on the

display to either a period or a character that you have specified. Using the

DISPLAY command, you can specify whether printer carriage control

characters are to be treated as part of the data, and thus displayed.

During Browse, four-way scrolling is available via the scroll commands.

You can also use the FIND and LOCATE commands to scroll to a

particular character string, line number, or symbolic label.

Whenever you enter a command, such as FIND or one of the scroll

commands, that puts the cursor under a character string in the data set,

PDF highlights that character string. This highlighting occurs whether

you type the command on the COMMAND line and press the ENTER key

or press a PF key to which the command is assigned.
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Ending Browse

To end a Browse data display, enter the END command. This returns you

to the previous panel, which is either a member list display or the Browse -

Entry Panel. If a member list is displayed, the name of the member you just

browsed is at the top of the list. You can select another member from the

list or enter the END command again to return to the Browse - Entry

Panel.

When the Browse - Entry Panel is displayed again, you can select another

data set or member, or you can enter the END command to return to the

ISPF/PDF Primary Option Menu.

Browse Primary Commands

You can prefix any Browse command with an ampersand to keep the

command displayed on the COMMAND line after the command has

executed. This technique allows you to repeat similar commands without

re-entering the data. For example, if you enter:

COMMAND -==>

the command is displayed after the string has been found, which allows you

to then change the parameter and issue another FIND command.

Browse provides seven functions, described in the following sections, each

of which is controlled by a command that you can type in the COMMAND
field:

BROWSE
COLUMNS
DISPLAY
FIND
HEX
LOCATE
RESET

Browsing recursively.

Identifying columns.

Controlling the display.

Finding character strings.

Displaying data in hexadecimal format.

Locating lines.

Removing the column-identification line.

BROWSE - Browsing Recursively

The BROWSE command allows you to browse another member of the same

data set. It also allows you to browse any other data set without ending

your current Browse session.
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The BROWSE command has the following format:

BROWSE [member]

where:

member An optional member of the ISPF library or “other”

partitioned data set that you are currently browsing.

For example, if you were browsing a member of library

ISPFDEMO.XXX.COBOL, you could enter the following command to

display the panel shown in Figure 31 on page 86:

If you do not specify a member name, the Browse Command Panel is

displayed. This panel, except for its title, is the same in both appearance

and function as the Browse - Entry Panel shown in Figure 30 on page 85.

You end a nested Browse session the same as you would a normal one.

When you end the nested Browse session, the current Browse session

resumes.

COLUMNS - Identifying Columns

You can use the COLUMNS command to provide a temporary indication of

where columns occur on the panel. This command displays a

column-identification line on the first line of the data area. The command
has the following format:

COLUMNS on
\

off

where:

on Displays the column-identification line. This is the default,

off Removes the column-identification line from the display.

Note: You can also remove the column-identification line by entering the

RESET command.

An example of the column-identification line is shown in Figure 32 on

page 89. The digits on the identification line show the “tens” positions:
“1” shows column 10, “2” shows column 20, and so forth. The plus signs

( + ) show the “fives” positions.
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BROWSE -- ISPFDEMO.XXX.COBOLCCBL)
CO^fMND = = = >

01.01 LINE 00000022 COL 001 080
SCROLL =»«> PAGE

1 + 2 + 3 + 4 + 5 + 6 + 7 + 8
002200 FD D1 -REPORTS
002300 LABEL RECORD IS OMITTED
002400 RECORDING MODE IS F

002500 BLOCK CONTAINS 133 CHARACTERS
002600 DATA RECORD IS D1-LINE.
002700 01 D1-LINE.
002800 02 COLUMNS PICTURE X(133).
002900 FD OPTION-CARD-FILE
003000 LABEL RECORD IS OMITTED
003100 BLOCK CONTAINS 1 RECORDS
003200 RECORDING MODE IS F

003300 DATA RECORD IS 0-C.
003400 01 0-C.
003500 02 DUlvMY PICTURE X(80).
003600 WORKING-STORAGE SECTION.
003700 77 OP-SUB PICTURE S99 COMPUTATIONAL VALUE 0
003800 77 PREV-DEVICE-TYPE-CODE PICTURE X VALUE *1*.

003900 77 PREV-ACTV-CODE PICTURE 9 VALUE 0.

004000 77 PREV-PROB-CODE PICTURE 9 VALUE 0.

004100 77 C-SWITCH PICTURE X VALUE ’O’.

V 004200 77 PREV-SYSTEM-CODE PICTURE X VALUE SPACE.

Figure 32, Browse - Column-Identification Line

DISPLAY - Controlling the Display

The DISPLAY command allows you to display carriage control characters

and characters that cannot normally be displayed. It has the following

format:

DISPLAY [char]
:

(NOCC
1
CC]

You must enter at least one parameter, but you can enter them in any

;

order. If you enter only one parameter, the other parameter retains its

current value.

char The character you want to use to represent characters that

cannot be displayed on the screen. It can be a single character,

or a single character enclosed in apostrophes (') or quotation

marks (“). If you specify a blank as the character, you must

enclose it in apostrophes or quotation marks.

CC Shows that carriage control characters are to be displayed and

are to be considered part of the data.

NOCC Shows that carriage control characters are not to be displayed

and are not to be considered part of the data.

Both operands are stored in your user profile and are in effect whenever

I you are using Browse. You need to re-enter the DISPLAY command only if

you want to change one of the operands.

The first settings for display mode are period (.) and NOCC, but the

carriage control character status has no effect if the data that you are

browsing has no carriage control characters.
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The following examples show three different ways to enter the DISPLAY
command:

• To use blanks to represent character-s that cannot be displayed, enter:

• To use ‘T’ to represent characters that cannot be displayed, enter:

• To suppress the display of carriage control characters, enter:

FIND - Finding Character Strings

The FIND command lets you find a specified character string. The format

of the FIND command is:

FIND string [ NEXT
|

ALL
|

FIRST
|

LAST
|

PREV]
[ CHARS

I

PREFIX
|
SUFFIX

|

WORD]
[col-1 [ col-2 ]

]

Note: FIND as a Browse command, shown here, has the same format as

FIND as an Edit command, except the optional XINXjEX and line

range parameters are not included.

where:

string The character string you want to find.

NEXT
I
ALL

I
FIRST

1
LAST

1
PREV

Operands that define the starting point, direction, and extent of

the search.

CHARS
1
PREFIX

|
SUFFIX

|
WORD

Operands that set the conditions for a character string match.

col-1 and col-2

Numbers that identify the columns the FIND command is to

search.

You can separate the operands with blanks or commas and you can type

them in any order, but col-2, if typed, must follow col-1. The string operand

is required. The others are o lional.

Specifying Find Strings

The string operand specifies the characters to be found. For examples of

different string formats, see the description of the FIND command in Edit

and Edit Macros.

The default is not to differentiate between uppercase and lowercase

characters when searching. Except for the character (C) string, differences
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between uppercase and lowercase strings are ignored. For example, this

command:

successfully finds any of the following:

CONDITION NO. 1

Condition No. 1

condition no. 1

coNDitlON nO. 1

Omitting String Delimiters:

Generally, you enter the strings without delimiters. For example, to find

all occurrences of ABC, enter:

Using String Delimiters:

You must use delimiters if a string contains imbedded blanks or commas, or

if a string is the same as a command keyword. You delimit strings with

either apostrophes (') or quotation marks (“). For example, to find the next

occurrence of “every one,” enter:

The FIND command does not find the apostrophe or quotation mark string

' delimiters.

Starting Point, Direction, and Extent of Search

i You can control the starting point, direction, and extent of the search by

. using one of the following operands:

NEXT The scan starts at the first position after the current cursor

location and searches ahead to find the next occurrence of the

string. NEXT is the default.

ALL The scan starts at the top of the data and searches ahead to find

all occurrences of the string. A message in the upper-right corner

of the screen shows the number of occurrences found. The

! second-level message that is displayed when you enter the HELP
command shows which columns were searched.

FIRST The scan starts at the top of the data and searches ahead to find

the first occurrence of the string.

LAST The scan starts at the bottom of the data and searches backward

to find the last occurrence of the string.

PREV The scan starts at the first position before the current cursor

location and searches backward to find the previous occurrence

of the string.
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If you specify FIRST, ALL, or NEXT, the direction of the search is forward;

pressing the RFIND PF key (PF5/17) finds the next occurrence of the

designated string. If you specify LAST or PREV, the direction of the search

is backward; pressing the RFIND PF key finds the previous occurrence of

the string. The other optional parameters remain in effect, as specified in

the last FIND command. These parameters include CHARS, WORD,
PREFIX, SUFFIX, and col-1, col-2.

The search proceeds until one or all occurrences of the string are found, or

until the end of data is encountered. If the string is not found, one of the

following actions takes place:

• If the FIND command was entered in the COMMAND field, a NO
string FOUND message is displayed in the upper-right corner of the

screen.

• If the FIND command was repeated using the RFIND command, either a

BOTTOM OF DATA REACHED message or a TOP OF DATA
REACHED message is displayed, depending on the direction of the

search. When these messages appear, you can press the RFIND PF key

again to continue the search by wrapping to the top or bottom of the

data. If the string is still not found anywhere in the data, a NO string

FOUND message is displayed.

Conditions for Character String Matches

The operands CHARS, PREFIX, SUFFIX, and WORD control the conditions

for a successful “match’' with the string based on whether the data string

begins and/or ends with a non-alphanumeric character; that is, a special

character or a blank. You can abbreviate PREFIX, SUFFIX, and CHARS
to PRE, SUF, and CHAR, respectively.

In the following illustration, the underscored strings would be found and
the non-underscored strings would be ignored:

CHARS •DO' - DO PONT APO ADOPT 'DO' +APO (PONT) ADO-

PREFIX •DO’ - DO PONT APO ADOPT 'DO' +AOO (PONT) ADO-

SUFFIX ' DO’ - DO PONT APO ADOPT 'DO' +APO (PONT) ADO-

WORD ' DO' - DO PONT APO ADOPT 'DO' +APO ( PONT

)

ADO-

If you do not specify an operand, the default is CHARS.

Use of Text Strings

Text strings are processed exactly the same as delimited strings. They are

provided for compatibility with prior versions of the product.
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Use of Character Strings

A character string, which may be used as a string parameter in a FIND
command, requires that the search be satisfied by an exact

character-by-character match. Lowercase alphabetic characters match only

with lowercase alphabetic characters and uppercase alphabetic characters

match only with uppercase.

For example, FIND C'XYZ' would find the characters XYZ only if they

were in uppercase. FIND C'xyz' would find the characters xyz only if they

were in lowercase.

If you specify a text string that contains any SO or SI characters, the string

is considered a character string.

Use of Picture Strings

A picture string used as a string parameter in a FIND command allows you

to search for a particular type of character, without regard for the specific

character involved. You can use special characters within the picture

string to represent the type of character to be found, as follows:

String Meaning

P' = ' Any character.

P'“i' Any nonblank character.

F'/ Any nondisplayable (invalid) character.

P'#' Any numeric character (0-9).

P'-' Any non-numeric character.

P'@' Any alphabetic character (upper- or lowercase).

P' < ' Any lowercase alphabetic character.

P' > ' Any uppercase alphabetic character.

P'$' Any special character (not alphabetic or numeric).

If an APL or TEXT keyboard is being used, the following additional

character can be used in a picture string:

P'i' Any APL-specific or TEXT-specific character.

Only the special characters listed above are valid within a picture string,

but the string can include alphabetic or numeric characters that represent

themselves.

A DECS subfield cannot be specified as the subject of a picture string for

the FIND command.

Examples of picture strings:

P'###'

P'-i -i'

P'.'

P' #'

P'#AB'
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Examples of FIND commands using picture strings:

FIND P'/ Find next nondisplayable character.

FIND P'-i' 72 Find next nonblank character in column 72.

F P' n' 1 Find the next line with a blank in column 1 followed by

a nonblank.

When you use the special characters ' = ' or and a nondisplayable

character is found, a hexadecimal representation is used in the

confirmation message that appears in the upper*right corner of the screen.

For example:

could result in the message CHARS X'0205' FOUND.

Column Limitations

The col-1 and col-2 operands allow you to search only a portion of each

line, rather than the complete line. These operands, which are integers

separated by a comma or by at least one blank, show the starting and

ending columns for the search. The following rules apply:

• If you specify neither col-l nor col-2, the search continues across all

columns within the current boundary columns.

• If you specify col-1 without col-2, the string is found only if it starts in

the specified column.

• If you specify both col-1 and col-2, the complete string, not just part of

it, must be within the specified columns.

Using RFIND

The RFIND command, which is usually assigned to the PF5/17 key, lets you

repeat the previous FIND command without retyping it. Therefore, you can

use this command to find successive occurrences of the string specified in

the last FIND command. You can also use the RFIND command to return

to the top of your data and continue searching when the BOTTOM OF
DATA REACHED message appears. If you type RFIND in the

COMMAND field instead of using a PF key, you must position the cursor to

the desired starting location before pressing the ENTER key.

If you specify a one-byte hexadecimal string as the FIND string and the

string is found at the second byte of a double-byte character set (DECS)

character, hardware sets the cursor to the first byte of the character. If you

then request RFIND, the same data is found again. To find the next

occurrence of the string, you must move the cursor to the next character

position before requesting RFIND again.
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HEX - Displaying Data in Hexadecimal Format

The display of data in hexadecimal notation is controlled by the HEX
command. The format of the command is:

HEX [ON
I
OFF]

[ VERT
1
DATA]

You can specify the operands in any order.

ON Turns hexadecimal mode on.

OFF Turns hexadecimal mode off. If you omit this operand, ON is

assumed.

VERT Valid only when hexadecimal mode is ON. Figure 33 on page 96

shows how VERT causes the hexadecimal representation to be

displayed vertically, two rows per byte, under each character.

DATA Valid only when hexadecimal mode is ON. Figure 34 on page 96

shows how DATA causes the hexadecimal representations to be

displayed as a string of hexadecimal characters, two per byte.

Since the hexadecimal string is twice the length of the data

string, it consumes two rows. If you omit this operand, VERT is

assumed.

For example, the following command would display the hexadecimal

notation vertically:

Three lines are displayed for each source line. The first line shows the data

in standard character form. Figure 33 on page 96 shows the next two lines

with the same data in vertical hexadecimal representation. A separator

line is displayed between the two representations to make it easier for you

to read the data.

To display the hexadecimal notation horizontally, use this command:

Figure 34 on page 96 shows the next two lines with the same data in data

hexadecimal representation.

You can use the FIND command to find invalid characters or any specific

hexadecimal character regardless of the setting of hexadecimal mode. See

the syntax for picture strings and hexadecimal strings under the description

of the FIND command in Edit and Edit Macros.
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BROWSE -- FBRCWN.PRIVATE.SCRIPT(BHEX)
COM^ND = = = >

01 .00 LINE 00000000 COL 001 076
SCROLL -»=> PAGE

i :H3 ID=BRHEX SUBJECT- ’ BROWSE CONMANDS - HEX'.
! 7CF4CC7CDCCE4EECDCCE77CDDEEC4CDDDCDCE464CCE74
I

A83094E298570242 1 533ED296625036441 542000857DB

HEX - DISPLAYING DATA IN HEXADECIMAL FORMAT
CCE464CCEDDCECDC4CCEC4CD4CCECCCCCDCD4CDDDCE
85700049273189570413109508571453941 3066941

3

iP.THE DISPLAY OF DATA IN HEXADECIMAL NOTATION IS CONTROLLED BY THE HEX
7D4ECC4CCEDDCE4DC4CCEC4CD4CCECCCCCDCD4DDECECDD4CE4CDDED0DDCC4CE4ECC4CCE
A733a5049273 1 8066041 3 1 09508571 453941 305631 39650920365396335402803850857

COMvIAND.
CDDDCDC44
364415480

i^^^REE LINES ARE DISPLAYED FOR EACH SOURCE LINE.

^
Figure 33. Browse Hexadecimal Display - Vertical

( BROWSE -- FBROWN.PRIVATE.SCRIPT(BHEX)
I

COMMAND =-=>
01 .00 LINE 00000000 COL 001 076

SCROLL — > PAGE
TOP OF DATA

:H3 ID-3RHEX SUBJECT^ ' BROWSE COMMANDS - HEX'.
7AC8F340C9C47EC2D9C8C5E740E2E4C2D 1 C5C3E37E7DC2D9D6E6E2C540C3D6D4D4C 1 D5C4E2406040
C8C5E77D4B

i HEX - DISPLAYING DATA IN HEXADECIMAL FORMAT
^ CaC5E7406040C4C9 E2D7D3C 1 E8C9D5C740C4C 1 E3C 1 40C9D540C8C5E7C 1 C4C5C3C9D4C 1 D340C6D6D9
I
D4C1E3

;P.THE DISPLAY OF DATA IN HEXADECIMAL NOTATION IS CONTROLLED BY THE HEX
7AD74BE3C8C540C4C9E2D7D3C 1 E84006C640C4C 1 E3C 1 40C90540C8C5E7C 1 C4C5C3C9D4C 1 D340D5D6
E3C1E3C9D6D540C9E240C3D6D5E3D9D6D3D3C5C440C2E840E3C8C540C8C5E7

i
COMMAND

.

i C306D4D4C 1 D5C44B40

i

THREE LINES ARE DISPLAYED FOR EACH SOURCE LINE.

V T
Figure 34. Browse Hexadecimal Display - Data

LOCATE - Locating Lines

Use the LOCATE command to bring a particular line to the top of the

display. You can identify the line by either its relative line number or a

previously-defined label.

During Browse, the current position of the screen window is indicated by

the line/column numbers in the upper-right corner of the screen. The line

number refers to the first line of data following the two header lines, and
shows the relative position of that line in the data. The TOP OF DATA
message is treated as relative line zero.
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The LOCATE command has the following format:

LOCATE {line-number
|
label}

You must enter either a line number or a label as an operand.

line-number
A numeric value of up to eight digits that shows the position of

the line from the beginning of the data. The line number is

displayed in the upper-right corner.

label Defined by scrolling to the top of the screen the line with which
you want to associate the label. You then type the label on the

COMMAND line in the form:

. ccccccc

For example, to find line 18463, you could enter the following command:

PDF then moves line 18463 to the top of the screen. You can assign a label

to it by entering:

The label is a period followed by up to seven characters that can be

displayed, except the comma and the space. It is treated as an internal

symbol and is equated to the top line on the screen. You are required to

specify the period when you define the label. The next time you want to

find this line, you can enter:

The period is usually optional when you use it as an operand in a LOCATE
command. However, if the first character in the label is a number, you
must specify the period to distinguish the label from a line number.

The latest assignment of a label overrides any previous assignments. You
can assign several labels to the same line. Labels are not retained when
you leave the Browse option.

RESET - Removing the Column-Identification Line

The RESET command removes the column-identification line that you can

display by using the COLUMNS command. This command has no operands,

See “COLUMNS - Identifying Columns” on page 88 for information about

the COLUMNS command. An example of the column-identification line is

shown in Figure 32 on page 89.
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Chapter 5. Edit (Option 2)

The Edit option (2) allows you to create, display, and change data stored in

ISPF libraries or other partitioned or sequential data sets with the

following characteristics:

• Record Format (RECFM):

- Fixed or variable (non-spanned)
- Blocked or unblocked
- With or without printer control characters.

• Logical Record Length (LRECL):

~ From 10 to 255, inclusive, for fixed-length records
— From 14 to 259, inclusive, for variable-length records.

Editing a Data Set

When you select the Edit option, the Edit - Entry Panel shown in Figure 35

is displayed.

COK/MAND = = = >

ISPF LIBRARY:
PROJECT ===> ISPFOEMO
GROUP ===> MYLIB
type ===> PLI
MEMBER ===> _

EDIT - ENTRY PANEL

=> MASTER ===> ===>

CBiank or pattern for member selection list)

OTHER PARTITIONED OR SEQUENTIAL DATA SET
data set name ===>

VOLUME SERIAL ===>

DATA SET PASSWORD

PROFILE NAME

INITIAL MACRO

FORMAT NAME

(If not CO to I oged

)

(If password protected)

(Blank defoLiits to data set type)

LOCK ===> YES (YES, NO or NEVER)

MIXED MODE ===> NO (YES or NO)

Figure 35. Edit - Entry Panel

You can specify a concatenated sequence of up to four ISPF libraries, but

the libraries must have been previously allocated to PDF with the Data Set

utility (3.2).
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The editor searches the ISPF libraries in the designated order to find the

member and copy it into working storage. If you specified a nonexistent

member of an ISPF library, a new member is created with the specified

name.

When you save the edited member, the editor places or replaces it in the

first ISPF library in the concatenation sequence, regardless of which

library it was copied from. Figure 35 on page 99 shows the entries you

would make to display the member list for the concatenated libraries

ISPFDEMO.MYLIB.PLI and ISPFDEMO.MASTER.PLL
Chapter 2, “Libraries and Data Sets” contains information about all the

fields on the Edit - Entry Panel except:

PROFILE NAME
The Edit - Entry Panel allows you to specify a profile name,

which you can enter to override the default Edit profile.

INITIAL MACRO
You can specify a macro to be executed before you begin editing

your sequential data set or any member of a partitioned data set.

This initial macro allows you to set up a particular editing

environment for the Edit session you are beginning.

If you leave the INITIAL MACRO field blank and your edit

profile includes an initial macro specification, the initial macro

from your edit profile is executed.

If you want to suppress execution of an initial macro, in your edit

profile, enter NONE in the INITIAL MACRO field.

For complete information about the Edit option, see Edit and Edit Macros.
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This chapter describes Utilities, option 3 on the ISPF/PDF Primary

Option Menu, which provides a variety of functions. Among them

are:

• Maintaining libraries and data sets

• Moving and copying data

• Printing or displaying PDF project or TSO data set listings

• Resetting ISPF library statistics

• Initiating hardcopy output

• Retrieving VTOC entries for a DASD volume

• Retrieving held job output

• Creating and modifying application command tables

• Converting old format messages and menus to the new format

• Defining and maintaining formats for browsing and editing

formatted data

• Comparing two or more data sets or members

• Searching for a character string.

This chapter describes in detail each of these utilities.



Utilities (Option 3)

Chapter 6. Utilities (Option 3)

The Utilities option (3) provides a variety of functions for library, data set,

and catalog maintenance.

ION =*= = > _

1 L I BRARY

2 DATASET

3 MOVE/COPY
4 DSL I ST

5 RESET
6 HARDCOPY
8 OUTLIST
9 COMMANDS
10 CONVERT
1

1

FORMAT
12 SUPERC
13 SUPERCE
14 SEARCH-FOR

UTILITY SELECTION MENU

Compress or print data set. Print index listing.
Print, rename, delete, or browse members

Allocate, rename, delete, catalog, uncotoiog, or
display information of an entire data set

Move, copy, or promote members or data sets
Print or display (to process) list of data set names

Print or display VTOC information
Reset statistics for members of ISPF library
Initiate hardcopy output
Display, delete, or print held job output
Create/change an application corrmand table
Convert old format menus/messages to new format

Format definition for formatted data Edit/Browse
Compare data sets (Standard dialog)
Compare data sets (Extended dialog)
Search data sets for strings of data

Figure 36. Utility Selection Menu

The following sections describe the options shown on the Utility Selection

Menu.
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Library Utility (Option 3.1)

When you select this option, a panel is displayed that allows you to specify

a data set and show an action to be done (Figure 37). The Library utility is

intended primarily for maintenance of partitioned data sets. However, the

print index listing (X), print entire data set (L), data set information (I), and

data set information (short) (S) functions also apply to sequential data sets.

OPTION
LIBRARY UTILITY

blank - Display member list
C - Compress data set
X - Pr i nt I ndex I i st I ng
L - Print entire data set
I - Data set information

B - Browse member
P - Print memb e r

R - Rename member
D - Delete member
S - Data set information (short)

ISPF LIBRARY:
PROJECT ISPFDEMO
GROUP XXX =--> ==->
type -— > COBOL
MEMBER =--> (If "p", "R", "D“. "B" ,

or blank selected)
NEWNAME (If ”R'‘ selected)

OTHER PARTITIONED OR SEQUENTIAL DATA SET:
DATA SET NAME
VOLUME SERIAL ---> (If not cataloged)

DATA SET PASSWORD (If password protected)

Figure 37. Library Utility Panel

All the fields on the Library Utility panel, except one, are explained in

Chapter 2, “Libraries and Data Sets.” That field is:

NEWNAME
You must specify a new member name in the NEWNAME field if

you choose the R (rename member) option. See “R - Rename
Member” on page 103 for more information about this option.

The following sections describe the options shown on the Library Utility

panel.

Blank - Display Member List

If you leave the OPTION field blank, you must specify a partitioned data

set. PDF displays a member list when you press the ENTER key. See

“Using Member Selection Lists” on page 37 and “Library and Data Set List

Utility Line Commands” on page 47 for more information.
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B - Browse Member

If you select option B, you must specify a partitioned data set and a member

name. The specified member is displayed in Browse mode. You can use all

the Browse commands. When you end Browse by entering the END
command, the Library Utility panel is displayed again.

C - Compress Data Set

If you select option C, you can specify any partitioned data set. The

compress is accomplished by invoking either of the following:

• The lEBCOPY utility

• An optional compress request exit routine, which can be specified by

your installation.

P - Print Member

If you select option P, you must specify a partitioned data set and a member

name. A source listing of the member is recorded in the ISPF list data set.

Note: If any members are to be printed, the data set characteristics must

conform to those for the L option.

X - Print Index Listing

If you select option X, you must specify either a DASD-resident sequential

or partitioned data set. The index listing is recorded in the ISPF list data

set. For a partitioned data set, the index listing includes general

information about the data set followed by a member list. For a sequential

data set, the index listing includes general information only. See

Figure 186 on page 341 for an example of the index listing format.

Note: If PDF was entered in TEST mode, the listing also includes TTR
data for each member of the data set. This data is the track and

record address, where the members reside on the volume.

R - Rename Member

If you select option R, you must specify a partitioned data set and member

name. You must also specify a new member name in the NEWNAME field.
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L - Print Entire Data Set

If you select option L, you must specify either a DASD-resident sequential

or partitioned data set. The allowable data set characteristics are the same
as for Browse, except that data sets with a logical record length greater

than 300 characters are not printed. Also, the data should not contain any
printer control characters. Use the Hardcopy utility (3.6) to print data sets

that contain printer control characters. A source listing of the complete
data set (including all members of a partitioned data set), preceded by an
index listing, is recorded in the ISPF list data set.

D - Delete Member

If you select option D, you must specify a partitioned data set and member
name.

I - Data Set Information

If you select option I, the location, characteristics, and current space
utilization of the specified data set are displayed (Figure 38). For
sequential data sets, options I and S display the same information.

DATA SET INFORMATION
COMMAND ==->

DATA SET NAME: I SPFDEMO .MYL I B . PL I

GENERAL DATA: CURRENT ALLOCATION:
Vo 1 ume serial : D00163 A 1 1 oca ted t racks : 3
Device type: 3350 Al 1 ocated extents : 1

Organ i za t i on : PO Ma X i mum dir. blocks: 30
Record forma t

:

VB
Record length; 255
B 1 ock size: 6160 CURRENT UTILIZATION:
1st extent tracks: 3 Used tracks: 3
Secondary tracks: 5 Used extents: 1

Used dir. b 1 ocks : 1

Great ion date: 1986/10/01 Number of members: 1

Exp i rat i on date

;

* * *NONE* * *

Figure 38. Library Utility - Data Set Information
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i
S - Data Set Information (Short)

I

If you select option S, information about the selected data set is displayed.

I

The information displayed by option S is the same information displayed by

;
option S of the Data Set utility (3.2), but it differs from option I in two

I

respects. Information for partitioned data sets, when displayed by option S,

!

lacks the number of maximum and used directory blocks, and the number of

members. For sequential data sets, options I and S display the same

j

information. Figure 39 shows a short format example of data set

information for a partitioned data set.

DATA SET INFORMATION
COMVIAND = = = > __

DATA SET NAME: ISPFDEMO..MYLIB.PLI

GENERAL DATA: CURRENT ALLOCATION:
Vo ! ume serial

:

D00163 A 1 t ocated t racks

:

3

Device type: 3350 A i 1 ocated extents: 1

Organ I za 1 1 on

:

PO
Record forma t

:

VB
Record length: 255
3 1 ock size: 6160 CURRENT UTILIZATION:
1st extent tracks: 3 Used tracks: 3

Secondary tracks: 5 Used extents: 1

Great ion dote

:

1986/10/01
Exp i rat I on date

:

***N0NE***

Figure 39. Library Utility - Data Set Information (Short)
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Data Set Utility (Option 3.2)

When you select this option, a panel is displayed that allows you to specify

a data set and show an action to be done (Figure 40).

OPTION =-=*>
DATA SET UTILITY

A - Al locate new data set
R - Rename entire data set
D - Delete entire data set
blank - Data set information

C - Catalog data set
U - Uncatalog data set
S - Data set information (short)

ISPF LIBRARY:
PROJECT ISPFDEMO
GROUP ==»*> MYLIB
type — > PL!

OTHER PARTITIONED OR SEQUENTIAL DATA SET:
DATA SET NAME
VOLUME SERIAL (If not cataloged, required for option '‘C")

DATA SET PASSWORD (If possword protected)

Figure 40, Data Set Utility Panel

All the fields on the Data Set Utility panel are explained in

Chapter 2, “Libraries and Data Sets.” For option A, you can specify any
DASD-resident sequential or partitioned data set. For the other options,

you can specify any DASD-resident data set that is not VSAM.

The following sections describe the options shown on the Data Set Utility

panel.

A - Allocate New Data Set

Use option A to allocate a new data set. You must do the following:

• Enter one of the following:

“ An ISPF library name in the PROJECT, GROUP, and TYPE fields.

See Chapter 2, “Libraries and Data Sets” if you need help entering

the ISPF library name.

- An “other” partitioned or sequential data set name in the DATA
SET NAME field. See Chapter 2, “Libraries and Data Sets” if you
need help entering the data set name.

• If you entered an ISPF library name, the value in the VOLUME
SERIAL field is ignored.

However, if you entered an “other” data set name, you can specify the

volume on which to allocate the data set in the VOLUME SERIAL
field. If you do not specify a volume serial, PDF uses the system
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catalog. See “Volume Serials” on page 32 if you need more information

about volume serials.

• If your ISPF libraries and data sets are password-protected, enter the

password in the DATA SET PASSWORD field. See “Using Data Set

Passwords” on page 49 if you need more information about data set

passwords.

• Press the ENTER key.

A panel is displayed to allow you to specify data set allocation values

(Figure 41).

When you press the ENTER key with this panel displayed, the new data set

is allocated and cataloged. Entering the END command returns you to the

previous panel without allocating the data set.

An optional installation exit, the data set allocation exit, can control all

data set creation, deletion, allocation, and deallocation done directly by

PDF. This does not include allocations done by ISPF, the TSO ALLOCATE
command, or other TSO commands. See Installation and Customization for

more information about the data set allocation exit.

CCMvIAND = = = >

ALLOCATE NEW DATA SET

DATA SET NAME; NEWPROJ .MASTER . ASM

VOLUME SERIAL
GENERIC UNIT
SPACE UNITS
PRIMARY QUANTITY
SECONDARY QUANTITY
DIRECTORY BLOCKS
RECORD FORMAT
RECORD LENGTH
SLOCK SIZE
EXPIRATION DATE

= = = >

===> TRACK
= = = > 2
= = = > 1

= = = > 1

=.-> FB
«==> 80
=="> 3120
===> 87/05/24

(Blank for authorized default volume) *

(Generic group name or unit address) *

(BLKS, TRKS. or CYLS)
( I n above uni ts )

( I n above units)
(Zero for sequential data set)

(YY/MV/DD,
YY.DDO In Julian form,
DDDD for retention period In days
or blank)

( * Only one of these fields may be specified)

Figure 41. Allocate New Data Set Panel - Two-digit Year Support

Default values are provided for the fields on this panel, except for

expiration date, based on which of the following occurred most recently:

• What you last entered on this panel

• The last display data set information request (option 3.1, 3.2, or 3.4).
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You can type over the displayed defaults if you want to change them. The

I

following is a list of the fields on this panel and their definitions:

VOLUME SERIAL
i

The volume serial of the direct access volume that is to contain

the data set. This field overrides the VOLUME SERIAL field on

the Data Set Utility panel. Therefore, you should leave this field

blank if you want to do one of the following:

• Use the authorized default volume
• Enter a generic unit address in the GENERIC UNIT field.

GENERIC UNIT
The generic unit address for the direct access volume that is to

contain the data set, such as 3330, 3350, 3380, and so forth. This

field overrides the VOLUME SERIAL field on the Data Set

Utility panel. Therefore, you should leave this field blank if you
want to do one of the following:

• Use the authorized default volume
• Enter a volume serial in the VOLUME SERIAL field.

Notes:

L Leave both the VOLUME SERIAL and GENERIC UNIT
fields blank to allow ISPF to select an eligible volume.

Eligibility is determined by the ''uniU information in your user

entry in the TSO User Attribute Data Set (UADS).

2. At some installations, you are limited to eligible volumes (see

note 1) even when an explicit volume serial is specified. At

\

other installations you can specify any mounted volume. This

is an installation option.

3. To allocate a data set to a 3850 virtual volume, you must also

have MOUNT authority, gained by using the TSO ACCOUNT
command.

SPACE UNITS
Any of the following:

TRACK Tells PDF that the amounts entered in the next

two fields are expressed in tracks.

CYLINDER Tells PDF that the amounts entered in the next

two fields are expressed in cylinders.

j

BLOCK Tells PDF that the amounts entered in the next

two fields are expressed in blocks.

PRIMARY QUANTITY
!

The primary allocation quantity in tracks, cylinders, or blocks, as

indicated in the SPACE UNITS field. This number can be zero
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Also, if the primary quantity is zero, the secondary quantity must
be greater than zero.

SECONDARY QUANTITY
The secondary allocation quantity in tracks, cylinders, or blocks,

as indicated in the SPACE UNITS field. This quantity is

allocated when the primary quantity is insufficient.

DIRECTORY BLOCKS
Enter one of the following:

• For partitioned data sets, you must specify the number of

directory blocks. Each 256-byte block accommodates the

following number of directory entries:

- Data sets with ISPF statistics: 6

- Data sets without ISPF statistics: 21

~ Load module data sets: 4 to 7, depending on attributes,

• For sequential data sets, set this field to zero.

RECORD FORMAT
Any valid combination of the following codes:

F Fixed-length records.

V Variable-length records.

U Undefined format records.

B Blocked records.

A ASA printer control characters.

M Machine code printer control characters.

S Standard (for F) or spanned (for V); use only with

sequential data sets.

T Track-overflow feature.

Notes:

1. You must enter either F, V, or U.

2. You can specify S and T, but ISPF does not otherwise support

them.

RECORD LENGTH
The logical record length, in bytes, of the records to be stored in

the data set.
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BLOCK SIZE
The block size, also called physical record length, of the blocks to

be stored in the data set. Use this field to specify how many bytes

of data to put into each block, based on the record length. For

example, if the record length is 80 and the block size is 3120, 39

records can be placed in each block.

Note: The record length and block size are verified to be

consistent with the record format, as defined in OSIVS2
MVS Data Management Services Guide. If you need to use

non-standard characteristics, use the TSO ALLOCATE
command.

EXPIRATION DATE
Lets you protect valuable data by specifying a date, in your

national language, when the data set may be deleted. If you try

to delete an unexpired data set, PDF displays two panels: a

Confirm Delete panel, followed by a Confirm Purge panel. See

“D - Delete Entire Data Set” on page 112 for more information

about deleting unexpired data sets.

Four-digit year support is provided in the MVS/SP Version 2

Release 2 and MVS/XA DFP Version 2 Release 3 operating

systems. If you have this support, you will see the panel shown in

Figure 42 instead of the panel shown in Figure 41 on page 107.

ALLOCATE new DATA SET

DATA SET NAME: NEWPROJ .MASTER . ASM

VOLUME SERIAL = = = > (Blank for authorized default volume)
GENERIC UNIT = = = > (Generic group name or unit address) •

SPACE UNITS = = = > TRACK (3LKS. TRKS. or CYLS)
PRIMARY QUANTITY = = = > 2 C I n above units)
SECONDARY QUANTITY = = = > 1 ( I n above units)
DIRECTORY BLOCKS = = = > 1 (Zero for sequential data set)
RECORD FORMAT = = = > FB
RECORD LENGTH = = = > 80
BLOCK SIZE = = = > 20
EXPIRATION DATE 1987/05/24 (YY/MM/DD, YYYY/fvfyi/DD

,

YY.DDD, YYYY.DDD in Julian form,
DDOD for retention period In days
or blank)

( Only one of these fields may be specified)

Figure 42. Allocate New Data Set Panel - Four-digit Year Support
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An expiration date is not required, but if you enter one it should

be in one of the following formats.

YY/MM/DD, YYYY/MM/DD
Date shown in year, month, and day, or your equivalent

national format. The maximum expiration date allowed

is:

• 2155/12/31 for a four^digit year

• 99/12/31 for a two-digit year.

YY.DDD, YYYY.DDD
Date shown in Julian format, such as 86.045 for

February 14, 1986. The maximum expiration date

allowed is:

• 2155.365 for a four-digit year

• Either 99.365 or 99.366 for a two-digit year.

DDDD The number of days, starting with the creation date,

after which the data set can be deleted. DDDD has a

range of 0 to 9999.

C - Catalog Data Set

If you select option C, the specified data set is cataloged. For this option,

you must specify the volume serial on which the data set resides, regardless

of whether the data set is specified as project, library, and type, or as

another data set name. The data set must reside on the specified volume.

R - Rename Entire Data Set

If you select option R, a panel is displayed to allow you to enter the new

data set name (Figure 43 on page 112). Type the new data set name and

press the ENTER key to rename, or enter the END command to cancel.

Either action returns you to the previous panel.

If you specify a volume serial for a data set to be renamed, PDF checks to

see whether the data set is cataloged on that volume. If it is, the rename

panel prompts you to specify whether to recatalog the data set. The

displayed default for that field is YES. If you specify a volume serial and

the data set is not cataloged, it remains uncataloged after you rename it. If

a volume serial is not specified, the data set is recataloged to the new data

set name and the old data set name is uncataloged.

If you are renaming a Generation Data Group (GDG) data set that has been

defined with scratch and limit parameters, where the limit has been

reached, you must specify a volume serial. The new data set name can then

be cataloged with option C.

Also, you cannot catalog more than one version of the same generation of a

Generation Data Group (GDG) data set. To rename a GDG data set that is

NW: 15457 Dodd: 70002077 ^ different generation number. Otherwise, the GDG
data set is deleted.
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RENAME DATA SET
CONMAND

DATA SET NAME: I SPFDEMO . XXX . COBOL
VOLUME: 010901

ENTER NEW NAME BELOW: (The data set will be recatc I oged . )

ISPF LIBRARY:
PROJECT ===>

GROUP
type =—>

OTHER PARTITIONED OR SEQUENTIAL DATA SET:

DATA SET NAME =»=>
’ NEWPROJ . DEVEL . COBOL

Figure 43. Rename Data Set Panel

U - Uncatalog Data Set

If you select option U, the specified data set name is uncataloged. There is

no need for the specified data set to be allocated or for the volume on which

it resides to be mounted.

D - Delete Entire Data Set

If you select option D, a confirmation panel (Figure 44) is displayed so you

can make sure you did not select this option by mistake.

COMMAND ===>
CONFIRM DELETE

DATA SET NAME: I SPFDEMO . XXX . COBOL
VOLUME: 010901
CREATION DATE: 1986/11/19

INSTRUCTIONS:

Press ENTER key to confirm delete request.
(The data set will be deleted and unca ta * oged .

)

Enter END conmand to cancel delete request.

!

Figure 44. Confirm Delete Panel
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If you specify a volume serial for the data set to be deleted, PDF checks to

see whether the data set is cataloged on that volume. If so, the Confirm
Delete panel prompts you to specify whether to uncatalog the data set. The
displayed default is YES. If no volume serial is specified and the data set

does not have an expiration date, the data set is deleted and uncataloged.

Note: PDF does not delete VSAM or password-protected data sets.

As directed on the panel, do one of the following:

• Press the ENTER key to confirm the data set deletion.

• Enter the END command to cancel. This action returns you to the

previous panel.

If the data set has an expiration date that has not expired, PDF displays a

Confirm Purge panel (Figure 45) after the Confirm Delete panel.

COM\MND = = = >

CONFIRM PURGE

The data set being deleted has an expiration date which has not expired.

DATA SET NAME; I SPFDEMO . XXX . COBOL
VOLUME; 010901
CREATION DATE; 1986/11/19
EXPIRATION DATE; 1999/12/31

PURGE DATA SET =-==> _ tYES or NO)

INSTRUCTIONS;

Enter YES to confirm the purge request.
CA request will be issued for the dato set

to be deleted and uncataloged.)

Enter NO or END command to cancel the purge request.

Figure 45. Confirm Purge Panel

This panel contains the following field:

PURGE DATA SET
Tells PDF whether to purge the data set. The valid values are:

YES Tells PDF to purge the data set.

NO Tells PDF not to purge the data set.

The statement that is enclosed in parentheses on the Confirm Purge panel

shows whether the data set to be purged will be cataloged or uncataloged.
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S - Data Set Information (Short)

If you select option S, information about the selected data set is displayed.

The information displayed by option S is the same information displayed by

option S on the Library Utility panel (option 3.1). See Figure 39 on

page 105 for an example. To return to the previous panel, press the

ENTER key or enter the END command.

Blank - Data Set Information

If you leave the OPTION field blank, information about the selected data

set is displayed. The information displayed is the same information

displayed by option I on the Library Utility panel (option 3.1). See

Figure 38 on page 104 for an example. To return to the previous panel,

press the ENTER key or enter the END command.
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Move/Copy Utility (Option 3.3)

When you select this option, a panel is displayed that allows you to specify

the “from” data set (and member if it is partitioned), and to select an option

(Figure 46).

OPTION = = = > C.

MOVE/COPY UTILITY

C - Copy data set or mernber(s)
M - Move do to set or member (s)

L - Copy and lock member(s)
P - Promote data set or member (s)

CP - Copy and print
MP - Move and print
LP - Copy, lock, and print
PP - Promote and print

SPECIFY "FROM" DATA SET BELOW. THEN PRESS ENTER KEY

FROM ISPF LIBRARY:
PROJECT ===> ISPFDEMO
GROUP ===> MYLI3
TYPE ===> PLl
MEMBER ===> (Blank or pattern for member selection list.

'
»

'

for ail memb e r s

)

FROM OTHER PARTITIONED OR SEQUENTIAL DATA SET:
DATA SET NAME ===>

VOLUME SERIAL ===> (If not cataloged)

DATA SET PASSWORD ===> (If password protected)

Figure 46. Move/Copy Utility Panel

All the fields on the Move/Copy Utility panel are explained in

Chapter 2, "Libraries and Data Sets.” On this panel, you specify the data

set that you want to copy, move, lock, or promote. This is called the “from”

data set.

If you request a member list or specify an asterisk (*) in the MEMBER
NAME field on the “from” panel, PDF does not display a MEMBER NAME
field on the “to” panel.

LMF library controls are required for the “from” library or data set when

using options L and LP, and for the “target” library or data set when using

the P and PP options. You can copy, move, lock, or promote load modules

stored in partitioned data sets with "undefined” record formats, but you

cannot print them.

The deletion of any member because of a move or promotion is recorded in

your ISPF log data set, if allocated. For a promotion, the deletion is also

recorded in the LMF activity log if an activity log is requested by the

project administrator.

When you complete the panel and press the ENTER key, PDF displays

another panel that is determined by the option you selected. This panel

allows you to specify the “to” or “target” data set or controlled library.

Both the "from” and “to” or “target” data sets must already exist. The

utility does not automatically allocate space for a new “to” or “target” data

set.
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C and CP - Copying Data Sets

If you select C or CP, the panel shown in Figure 47 is displayed. This

panel lets you specify the “to’’ data set--the library or data set name that

you want the copied data stored under.

C - Copy Data Set or Member(s)

Use option C to copy a data set. You can specify either a DASD-resident
sequential or partitioned data set for both the “from” or “to” data sets. The
“from” data set is not deleted.

CP - Copy and Print

Same as option C, except source listings are recorded in the ISPF list data
set, as follows:

• If the “to” data set is partitioned, a listing of each new or replaced

member is recorded.

• If the “to” data set is sequential, a listing of its complete contents is

recorded.

COPY -—
CON/fMND

FROM ISPFDEMO.MYLJB.PLI

SPECIFY ‘'TO" DATA SET BELOW.

TO ISPF LIBRARY:
PROJECT ==-> ISPFDEMO
GROUP =-=> MASTER_
type ===> PLl

TO OTHER PARTITIONED OR SEQUENTIAL DATA SET:
DATA SET NAME
VOLUME SERIAL =*= = > tif not cataloged)

DATA SET PASSWORD ===> (If password protected)

"TO" DATA SET OPTIONS:
I^ PARTITIONED, REPLACE LIKE-NAMED MEMBERS ===> YES (YES or NO)
IF SEQUENTIAL, "TO" DATA SET DISPOSITION -==> OLD (OLD or MOD)
SPECIFY PACK OPTION FOR "TO" DATA SET ===> NO (YES. NO or oicnk)

Figure 47. Move/Copy Utility - "To" Panel for Copying
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All the fields on the Move/Copy Utility '‘to” panels for copying data sets

are explained in Chapter 2, “Libraries and Data Sets,” except the

following:

IF PARTITIONED, REPLACE LIKE-NAMED MEMBERS
If the “to” data set is partitioned, enter:

YES To replace a member(s) in the “to” data set with a

like-named member(s) in the “from” data set.

NO To prevent a member(s) in the “to” data set from being

replaced by a like-named member(s) in the “from” data

set,

IF SEQUENTIAL, “TO” DATA SET DISPOSITION
If the “to” data set is sequential, enter:

OLD To replace the “to” data set's entire contents with the

contents of the “from” data set.

MOD To add the “from” data set to the end of the “to” data

set.

If the “from” data set consists of several members of an ISPF

library or a partitioned data set to be moved or copied to a

sequential data set, the members are written to the “to” data set

one after another. The “to” data set disposition (OLD or MOD)
controls only the beginning location of the “to” data set after the

copy or move is completed.

SPECIFY PACK OPTION FOR “TO” DATA SET
Enter:

YES If you want the data in the “to” data set to be packed.

NO If you do not want the data in the “to” data set to be

packed.

blank If you leave this field blank, the data has the same

format in the “to” data set as it had in the “from” data

set.

The technique used to pack data is the lEBCOPY program, used

only by ISPF. If the data is packed, attempts to access or execute

the data outside PDF can cause unwanted results. See the

description of the PACK primary command in Edit and Edit

Macros for more information.
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M and MP - Moving Data Sets

If you select M or MP, the panel shown in Figure 48 is displayed. This

panel lets you specify the “to’’ data set—the library or data set name that

you want the moved data stored under.

M - Move Data Set or Member(s)

Use option M to move a data set. You can specify either a DASD-resident
sequential or partitioned data set for both the “from” or “to” data sets.

Option M causes data sets to be deleted after they have been successfully

moved to the “to” data set, as follows:

• If the “from” data set is partitioned, the selected members are deleted

from it,

• If the “from” data set is sequential, the complete “from” data set is

deleted.

MP - Move and Print

Same as option M, except source listings are recorded in the ISPF list data

set, as follows:

• If the “to” data set is partitioned, a listing of each new or replaced

member is recorded.

• If the “to” data set is sequential, a listing of its complete contents is

recorded.

MOVE --- FROM iSPFDEMO.MYLiB.PLI
COMMAND ===>

SPECIFY -TO" DATA SET BELOW.

TO ISPF LIBRARY:
PROJECT ===> ISPFDEMO
GROUP ===> MASTER_
type ===> PLI

TO OTHER PARTITIONED OR SEQUENTIAL DATA SET:
DATA SET NAME ===>

VOLUME SERIAL ==-> (If not cataioged)

DATA SET PASSWORD =-=> (If password protected)

-TO- DATA SET OPTIONS:
IF PARTITIONED, REPLACE LIKE-NAMED MEMBERS ==-> YES
IF SEQUENTIAL, "TO" DATA SET DISPOSITION ===> OLD
SPECIFY PACK OPTION FOR "TQ" DATA SET =-=> NO

(YES or NO)
(OLD or MOD)
(YES, NO or b 1 ank)

Figure 48. Move/Copy Utility - "To" Panel for Moving
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All the fields on the Move/Copy Utility “to” panels for moving data sets are

explained in Chapter 2, “Libraries and Data Sets,” except the following;

• IF PARTITIONED, REPLACE LIKE-NAMED MEMBERS
• IF SEQUENTIAL, “TO” DATA SET DISPOSITION
• SPECIFY PACK OPTION FOR “TO” DATA SET

See “C and CP - Copying Data Sets” on page 116 for descriptions of these

fields.

L and LP - Copying and Locking Data Sets

If you select L or LP, the panel shown in Figure 47 on page 116 is

displayed. This panel lets you specify the “to” data set—the library or data

set name that you want the copied data set stored under.

The differences between using these options and using the C and CP

options are:

• The “from” data set must be a controlled library member.

• L and LP lock the “from” member with your ID before copying it. No

one else can change the member in the controlled library until you

promote it.

The L and LP options are discussed thoroughly in Library Management.

These options apply only to data sets controlled by the Library

Management Facility (LMF).

L - Copy and Lock Member(s)

Use option L to copy data from a controlled library and lock the member in

the controlled library. You can specify:

• A DASD-resident controlled library member for the “from” data set.

The “from” data set is not deleted.

• A DASD-resident ISPF library or sequential data set for the “to” data

set.

;

LP - Copy, Lock, and Print

Same as option L, except source listings are recorded in the ISPF list data

set, as follows:

• If the “to” data set is partitioned, a listing of each new or replaced

member is recorded.

• If the “to” data set is sequential, a listing of its complete contents is

recorded.
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P and PP - Promoting Data Sets

Select P or PP to do one of the following:

• Promote from a private library into an entry-level controlled library.

• Promote a member from an entry-level library into the next library in

the hierarchy, as determined by the project administrator.

• Free a previously-locked member of a controlled library.

If the ‘‘from” library is a private library, once you enter P or PP and the

“from” library or data set name, the panel shown in Figure 49 on page 121

is displayed. This panel lets you specify the “target” controlled library—the

library that will receive the member.

If the “from” library is a controlled library, no “target” is displayed because

the project administrator has already specified where the member is to be

promoted.

Notes:

L The promote options apply only to data sets controlled by the Library

Management Facility (LMF).

2, Promote exits can be invoked before and after members are promoted if

the library administrator specified any exits when defining the library

controls. These promote exits, along with the options and the promotion

process, are discussed thoroughly in Library Management,

P - Promote Data Set or Member(s)

Use option P to promote a data set into a controlled library. The “from”

data set can be sequential, but the “target” data set must be a controlled

ISPF library.

The selected members are deleted from the “from” data set after they have
been successfully copied to the “to” data set.

PP - Promote and Print

Same as option P, except a source listing of each new or replaced member is

recorded in the ISPF list data set.
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PROMOTE — FROM I SPFDEMO .MYL ! B . PL I (ABCD )
-

COfy/MAND

SPECIFY -‘TARGET'* CONTROLLED LIBRARY BELOW.

TO ISPF LIBRARY;
PROJECT ===> I SPFDEMO
GROUP «==> MASTER
TYPE ===> PLI
MEMBER ===•> _ (Blank unless member is to be renamed)

ACTION -=»> MOVE (MOVE to copy and delete source
FREE to only delete source)

REASON CODE ==“>

PACK DATA “==> (YES, NO. or blank to default to library controls)

Figure 49. Move/Copy Utility - "Target" Panel for Promoting

All the fields on the Move/Copy Utility “target” panel for promoting data

sets are explained in Chapter 2, “Libraries and Data Sets” on page 29,

except for the following:

ACTION
This field specifies whether a normal promotion of the member is

to occur, or the member is to be made available for update. You

can specify the latter action if you want to make the member

available to others without promoting it. The specified actions

are;

MOVE Promotion that moves the member to the target library

and deletes it from the private library. The member

becomes available for update, which means it is no

longer locked by your logon ID.

FREE Makes the member available, no longer locked by your

logon ID. The member is not moved to the target

library, but is deleted from the private library.

REASON CODE
The information in this field will be written to the activity log.

This is a 26-character field that you can use for tracking, testing

in a user exit, or for any other purpose.

PACK DATA
You can use this field to override the library control. If the data

is packed (or unpacked) when promoted into an entry-level

library, it remains packed (or unpacked) throughout each later

promotion.
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Enter one of the following in the PACK DATA field:

YES Tells PDF to pack (compress) the data set before

promoting it.

NO Tells PDF not to pack the data set before promoting it.

blank Leaving this field blank defaults to the packed data

library control specification.

Using the Move/Copy Utility without Load Modules

For any move, copy, or promote operation that does not involve load

modules, the following rules apply:

• Record formats (RECFM) and logical record lengths (LRECL) for the

two data sets need not be alike. When necessary, data is truncated or

padded on the right with blanks to accommodate different record

lengths.

• For promote, if the record format is fixed, the logical record lengths

must be the same, but the block size can be different. For promote with
a variable record format, the target logical record length must be equal

to or larger than the source logical record length. The blocks can
differ, but must be logically consistent with the logical record length.

• The data to be moved, copied, or promoted is not renumbered or

changed in any way, except for possible truncation, padding, or packing
as noted above. Printer control characters, if present, are treated as

data.

• Library statistics or other user data in directory entries are not

changed when moving or copying between partitioned data sets.

• Partitioned data set members with user TTRs cannot be moved, copied,

or promoted.

Using the Move/Copy Utility with Load Modules

For a move, copy, or promote of load modules, the following rules apply:

• Both data sets must be partitioned and must have an undefined record
format (RECFM = U).

• No reblocking occurs. The block size of the '‘to” data set must be equal
to or larger than the block size of the “from” data set. The logical

record length (LRECL) is ignored.

• Load modules that were created for “planned overlay” cannot be moved
or copied.
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Moving, Copying, or Promoting Alias Entries

Alias entries can be moved or copied from one partitioned data set to

another under the following conditions:

• When all members are specified (member name “*”) and the move or

copy is completed successfully for the main member(s) to which the

aliases refer.

• From a member list:

“ When the main member(s) are selected first, are not renamed, and

are successfully moved or copied

- The alias name(s) are then selected without leaving the list.

In all other cases for move and copy, and always for promote, you can

select alias names but they are not preserved as aliases in the “to” data set;

that is, the members to which they refer are moved or copied and the alias

entries are stored in the “to” data set with the alias flags turned off.
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Data Set List Utility (Option 3.4)

When you select option 3.4, the Data Set List Utility panel (Figure 50) is

displayed. You can either display or print lists of ISPF libraries, data sets,

or volume table of contents (VTOC) information.

OPTION “==> _
DATA SET LIST UTILITY

blank - Display data set list * P - Print data set list

V - Display VTOC infornnation only PV - Print VTOC information only

Enter one or both of the parameters below:
DSNAME LEVEL =““> USER
VOLUME

INITIAL DISPLAY VIEW ==*> VOLUME (VOLUME , SPACE . ATTR 1 8 . TOTAL)
CONFIRM DELETE REQUEST YES (YES or NO)

* The following line conrmands will be available when the list is displayed;

Browse data set
Ed it data set
Delete data set
Rename data set
Data set information M
Information (short) Z

Cata t og data set
Uncatalog data set
Print data set
Print i ndex I i s t i ng
Display member list
Compress data set

F - Free unused space
= - Repeat last command

TSO command or CL I ST

Figure 50. Data Set List Utility Panel

The fields on this panel are:

DSNAME LEVEL
This field is used to specify the level(s) of any data set that you

want PDF to list or print for you. An optional installation exit,

called the data set list (DSLIST) exit, can control whether a data

set name should appear in the list. See Installation and

Customization for more information about this exit.

Note: The Data Set List utility (3.4) does not support tape or

multi-volume data sets.

When you specify the DSNAME LEVEL, you are defining the

level qualifiers for the data set names to be included in the list.

Therefore, in the figure above, the value USER represents the

first level of a data set name. For example, an ISPF library has a

three-level name: project, group and type.

PDF retains the information you put in this field and displays it

the next time you use this panel.

Except for the first level, you can specify the level qualifiers fully,

partially’ or use defaults. You must specify the first-level

qualifier fully. Do not enclose the DSNAME LEVEL value in

quotes.
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If you use an asterisk (*) to partially specify a qualifier, you must
specify it as the first or last character in the qualifier. For

example:

In this example, all data sets with ISPFDEVL as the first qualifier

and SOURCE as the third qualifier are included in the list. There

is no restriction on the second qualifier or any qualifiers beyond

the third one. Here's another example:

i
In this example, all data sets with a first qualifier of SYSl and

with a second qualifier ending in LIB are included.

I
For options blank (Display data set list) and P (Print data set

j

list), the following apply:

i
• If no matches are found and the data set name level does not

i
contain an asterisk (*), the catalog or VTOC is searched for a

;

data set name that matches the specified data set name level.

I

If a match is found, a data set name is displayed or printed.

I

• A data set alias name is neither displayed nor printed.

I

Instead, the data set name of which it is an alias is displayed

I

or printed. This can cause a list to contain names that do not

!
begin with the specified data set name level or duplicate

I

entries.

VOLUME
I

Use this field to specify the volume serial whose VTOC is to be

used by PDF to display or print a list of data set names or VTOC
information. PDF retains the information you put in this field

I

and displays it the next time you use this panel.

If you want to display a list of only the data sets that reside on a

I

particular volume, leave the DSNAME LEVEL field blank and

I

enter the volume serial in the VOLUME field.

INITIAL DISPLAY VIEW
Use this field to tell PDF which view of the data set list you

would like to see. PDF retains the information you put in this

field and displays it the next time you use this panel.

All the scroll commands are available from these displays and

function normally, except for the LEFT and RIGHT commands.

, These commands switch from one view to another, because the

panels used to show the different views are connected, as if they

formed a “ring.” Each time you enter the RIGHT command,

another view is displayed in the sequence shown in Figure 51 on

page 126, starting from the current view. Each time you enter

the LEFT command, another view is displayed in reverse

sequence.
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SCROLL SCROLL

Figure 51. Sequence of Data Set List Display Views

If you enter the RIGHT command with the TOTAL view

displayed, which is the last view in the sequence, PDF displays

the VOLUME view, the first view in the sequence. If you enter

the LEFT command with the VOLUME view displayed, PDF
displays the TOTAL view. The available views are:

VOLUME The VOLUME view shows a data set list that

contains data set names and the volumes on which

they reside. Figure 52 on page 128 shows a typical

data set list display using the VOLUME view. The
list is sorted by data set name. See the list under

Figure 55 on page 129 for descriptions of the fields

shown on this panel.

SPACE The SPACE view shows a data set list that

contains data set names, tracks, percentages used,

extents, and devices. Figure 53 on page 128 shows
a typical data set list display using the SPACE
view. The list is sorted by data set name. See the

list under Figure 55 on page 129 for descriptions

of the fields shown on this panel.

ATTRIB The ATTRIB view shows a data set list that

contains data set names, data set organizations,

record formats, logical record lengths, and block

sizes. Figure 54 on page 129 shows a typical data

set list display using the ATTRIB view. The list is

sorted by data set name. See the list under

Figure 55 on page 129 for descriptions of the fields

shown on this panel.

TOTAL The TOTAL view shows a data set list that

contains all the information displayed by the

VOLUME, SPACE, and ATTRIB views, plus the

created, expired, and referred dates. Figure 55 on

page 129 shows a typical data set list display using

the TOTAL view. The list is sorted by data set
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under the figure for descriptions of the fields

shown on this panel.

CONFIRM DELETE REQUEST
This field controls whether the Confirm Delete panel is to be

displayed when using the D (delete data set) line command from

the displayed data set list or the TSO DELETE command. The
two responses you can type in this field are:

YES A YES response tells PDF to display the Confirm

Delete panel (Figure 44 on page 112 ), giving you
an opportunity to change your mind and keep the

data set. If you try to delete an unexpired data set,

the Confirm Purge panel (Figure 45 on page 113)

is displayed following the Confirm Delete panel.

Follow the directions on the panel to either

confirm or cancel the data set purge.

NO A NO response tells PDF not to display the

Confirm Delete panel. The data set is deleted

without your having to take any additional

actions, unless you try to delete an unexpired data

set. If this is the case, the Confirm Purge panel is

displayed.

CAUTION
If you specify NO and the data set is deleted, it

cannot be retrieved.

See “D - Delete Data Set” on page 138 for more information about

the D line command.

The following sections describe the options shown on the Data Set List

Utility panel.

Blank - Display Data Set List

I Leave the OPTION field blank to display a data set list. Also, you must do

the following:

• Enter one or more data set name level qualifiers in the DSNAME
LEVEL field. See DSNAME LEVEL on page 124 if you need more

information.

• Enter a volume serial in the VOLUME field if you want PDF to create

a data set list from the VTOC. If you leave this field blank, the list is

created from the catalog. See VOLUME on page 125 if you need more

information.

• In the INITIAL DISPLAY VIEW field, enter the view of the data set

list—VOLUME, SPACE, ATTRIB, or TOTAL—that you want to see first.

Examples of these views are shown in Figure 52 on page 128, Figure 53
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• Enter YES or NO in the CONFIRM DELETE REQUEST field to tell

PDF whether to display a confirmation panel if you enter the D (delete

data set) line command or the TSO DELETE command. See CONFIRM
DELETE REQUEST on page 127 if you need more information.

• Press the ENTER key to display the data set list.

/^SLIST -

CCMMND

CCMMND

DATA SETS BEGINNING WITH USER
== = > _

NAME

ROW 1 OF
SCROLL ===> PAGE

MESSAGE VOLUME

USER. AVERAGE. ASM TSOPK1
USER. AVERAGE. LOAD TSOPK6
USER. AVERAGE. OBJ TSOPK6
USER. AVERAGE. TEXT TSOPK3
USER.CLIST TSOPK2
USER.CLISTS TSOPK6
USER. COMPARE. LISTING TSOPK6
USER. CUT. CLIST TSOPK6
USER. DATA. FILE TS0PK4
USER. DBA2P010. CLIST TS0PK4
USER.DBA2T010.CL1ST TS0PK4
USER. ISAPISPF.CLIST TSOPK4
USER. SMITH. CL I ST TSOPK4
USER. SMITH. LOAD TS0PK4
USER. SMITH. MSGS TSOPK4
USER. SMITH. PANELS TSOPK4
USER. SMI TH.SKELS TS0PK4

V
»«*********«**4i**** END OF DATA SET LIST **********ik4t*****«****«*******

L
Figure 52. Data Set List - VOLUME View

/^SLIST -

COM^ND

COMW\ND

DATA SETS BEGINNING WITH USER
= = = > _

NAME TRACKS

ROW
SCROLL = =

%USED XT

1 OF 17 \
==> PAGE

DEVICE

USER. AVERAGE. ASM 5 20 1 3330
USER. AVERAGE. LOAD 5 20 1 3380
USER. AVERAGE. OBJ 5 20 'I 3380
USER. AVERAGE. TEXT 350 100 2 3380
USER.CLIST 55 40 1 3380
USER.CLISTS 65 30 1 3380
USER. COMPARE. LISTING 25 100 1 3380
USER. CUT. CLIST 1 100 6 3380 i

USER. DATA. FILE 2 78 1 3350
USER. D8A2P010. CLIST 15 95 1 3350
USER. DBA2T010. CLIST 10 97 1 3350
USER. ISAPISPF.CLIST 66 73 7 3350
USER. SMITH. CL I ST 5 50 1 3350
USER. SMITH. LOAD 15 40 1 3350
USER. SMITH. MSGS 5 95 1 3350
USER. SMITH. PANELS 5 95 1 3350
USER. SMI TH.SKELS 5 60 1 3350

V
** *********** m ** END OF DATA SET LIST *********** 4[***««».***ik********

Figure 53. Data Set List - SPACE View
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DSL I ST - DATA SETS BEGINNING WITH USER ROW 1 OF 1

7

COM^ND = = = > _ SCROLL = = = > PAGE

COMMAND NAME OSORG RECFM LRECL 3LKSZ

USER. AVERAGE. TEXT PS FB 80 12960
USER . AVERAGE . ASM PS FB 80 6120
USER. AVERAGE. LOAD PO U 0 614-4

USER. AVERAGE. OBJ PS FB 80 80
USER. CLIST PO VB 255 6160
USER.CLISTS PO VB 255 6160
USER. COMPARE. LI STING PO FBA 133 12901
USER. CUT. CL I ST PS FB 80 12960
USER. DATA. FILE PS FB 200 12800
USER.D0A2PO1O.CLIST PO FB 80 12960
USER.DBA2T010.CLIST PO FB 80 12960
USER. I SAP I SPF. CL I ST PO FB 80 12960
USER. SMITH. CLIST PO FB 80 12960
USER. SMITH. LOAD PO U 0 6144
USER. SMITH. MSGS PO FB 80 12960
USER. SMITH. PANELS PO FB 80 12960
USER. SMITH. SKELS PO FB 80 12960

*************************** end of DATA SET LIST ******************************

Figure 54. Data Set List - ATTRIB View

DSLIST
COMMAND

- DATA SETS BEGINNING
= = = >

WITH USER -- ROW 1 OF 17

SCROLL ===> PAGE

COMMAND
TRACKS

NAME
% XT DEVICE DSORG RECFM LRECL BLKSZ

MESSAGE
CREATED EXPIRES

VOLUME
REFERRED

5
USER. average. ASM

20 1 3330 PS FB 80 6120 1986/01/05 1988/01/05
TS0PK1

1986/01/12

5
USER . AVERAGE . LOAD

20 1 3380 PO U 0 6144 1986/01/05 1988/01/05
TSOPK6

1986/01/12

5
USER. AVERAGE. OBJ

20 1 3380 PS FB 80 80 1986/01/05 1988/01/05
TSOPK6

1986/01/12

350
USER. AVERAGE. TEXT

100 2 3380 PS FB 80 12960 1985/1 1/1 1 ***none***
TSOPK3

1985/11/1

1

55
USER. CLIST

40 1 3380 PO VB 255 6160 1986/01/05 1988/01/05
TSGFK2

1986/01/12

65
USER.CLISTS

30 1 3380 PO VB 255 6160 1986/01/05 1988/01/05
TSCPK6

1986/01/12

Figure 55. Data Set List - TOTAL View

The fields on the display view panels are:

COMMAND Field used to enter a line command, TSO command, or

CLIST when displaying a data set list. See “Blank -

Display Data Set List” on page 127 if you need more

information,

NAME Data set name, as in the VTOC.

MESSAGE
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This field is initially blank. However, after you carry out

an operation on a data set by using one of the built-in line

commands listed on the Data Set List Utility panel, a

message appears in this field showing the last function
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used on that data set. The line commands and the

messages that appear when they are used are:

Line
Command Message

Line
Command Message

B BROWSED c CATALOGED

E EDITED u UNCATALOGED
D DELETED p PRINTED

R RENAMED X INDEX PRINTED

I INFO-I M MEMBER LIST

S INFO-S Z COMPRESSED
F SPACE FREED = Message shown for last

command entered.

Figure 56, Data Set List Utility Line Commands and Messages

If you enter a TSO command or CLIST in the COMMAND
field, a default message appears in the MESSAGE field.

The message you see depends on the results of the TSO
command or CLIST, and has the following format:

XXXXXXXX RC=#

where:

XXXXXXXX The command entered.

# The return code.

Note: See “Data Set List Utility Line Commands' on

page 138 for a description of the Data Set List

Utility line commands,

VOLUME Volume serial number.

TRACKS Number of tracks allocated to the data set.

% Percentage of allocated tracks used, expressed in whole

numbers, not rounded. If any track is used, the minimum
percentage is 1.

Note: See “F - Free Unused Space' on page 141 for

information about freeing track space manually.

XT Number of extents allocated to the data set.

This option processes data by volume, and a data set can

contain a maximum of 16 extents. Therefore, if a data set,

such as a VSAM data set, contains more than 16 extents,

ISPF cannot determine the number of tracks,, so it

substitutes ??? for this number.
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DEVICE

DSORG

RECFM

LRECL

Device type on which the volume that contains the data

set is mounted.

One of the following data set organizations. In the

definitions of these data set organizations, unmovable

means the data set contains absolute addresses instead of

relative addresses. These data sets are not moved to any

other DASD storage location during read/write operations.

PS
PSU

Sequential.

Sequential unmovable.

PO
POU

Partitioned.

Partitioned unmovable.

DA
DAU

Direct.

Direct unmovable.

IS

ISU
Indexed sequential.

Indexed sequential unmovable.

VS VSAM.

blank None of the above data set organizations.

Record format specified when the data set was allocated.

See “A - Allocate New Data Set” on page 106 if you need

more information about record formats.

Logical record length, in bytes, specified when the data set

was allocated.

BLKSZ Block size, in bytes, specified when the data set was

allocated.

CREATED Creation date in the national format.

EXPIRES Expiration date in the national format, specified when the

data set was allocated. If no expiration date was specified,

***NONE*** is displayed. See “A - Allocate New Data

Set” on page 106 if you need more information about

expiration dates.

REFERRED Date, in the national format, that this data set was last

accessed.

Line Commands

The asterisk (*) that appears after this option refers to the bottom part of

the panel, which contains a list of line commands that are available when

you display a data set list. These line commands can be entered in the

Command field to the left of the data set names. See “Data Set List Utility

Line Commands” on page 138 for definitions of these line commands.
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TSO Commands and CLISTs

Besides the PDF-supplied line commands, you can also enter TSO
commands and CLISTs that use a fully-qualified data set name as a

parameter. You can type over the NAME field to enter commands that

require more space than is provided in the COMMAND field. PDF
determines the end of the command by scanning the COMMAND and

NAME fields from right to left. The first character found that differs from

the original is considered to be the last character of the command.

Therefore, it is best to enter a blank after the last character of your

command if it extends into the NAME field.

Note: If the TSO command or CLIST issues a return code greater than or

equal to eight, processing stops and an error message is displayed.

Using the Slash ( / ) Symbol

If a command or CLIST requires the data set name in a position other than

the first parameter or if other parameters are needed, you can use the *7”

I

symbol to represent the quoted data set name. If no arguments are specified

after the command, PDF uses the name of the data set being acted on as the

command's first parameter.

To specify a member of a partitioned data set, enclose the member name in

parentheses immediately following the symbol. You can use this format

. with the B (browse data set), E (edit data set), and M (display member list)

line commands. For information about these line commands, see “Data Set

List Utility Line Commands” on page 138.

You may find it helpful to invoke the SHOWCMD primary command before

using the for the first time. After you invoke SHOWCMD, a special

Data Set List Utility panel appears each time you enter a line command,
TSO command, or CLIST on a data set list display. The panel shows you
the command you entered and how PDF expanded, and thus interpreted,

that command. See “SHOWCMD Command” on page 144 for more
information about and an example of the SHOWCMD primary command.

The following rules apply to substituting the character for a data set

' name. Each rule is followed by one or more examples that prove the rule

by using either a CLIST or a line command.

In each example, the data set being acted on is USER.TEST.DATA, which

always appears, either completely or partially, in uppercase. However, the

CLIST or line command is typed in lowercase to differentiate between the

CLIST or line command and USER.TEST.DATA when this data set name is

i either completely or partially typed over.

Each example also shows:

Original The line as it appears before the CLIST or line command is

entered.

As typed The line as it appears after the CLIST or line command is typed.
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After The line as it appears after the CLIST or line command is

expanded to show the placement of quotes and data set name
substitution for the symbol.

1. You can type over the data set name. Expanded commands can contain

a maximum of 255 characters and are translated to uppercase. The

following example shows how rule 1 would apply if you entered

%CLIST1 DA(/):

( Original ) USER . TEST . DATA
(As typed) .TEST. DATA
(After) %CLIST1 DA (' USER . TEST . DATA '

)

2. The data set name substitution character ( / ) is replaced with the

quoted, fully-qualified data set name if the character following the is

not a number, letter, or national character. The following example

shows how rule 2 would apply if you entered %CLIST2 /

NEWDATE(1986/03/15):

( Original ) USER . TEST . DATA
(As typed) - : : . : ^5.

( After ) %CLIST2 ' USER . TEST . DATA ’ NEWDATE ( 1986/03/15

)

3. If a is followed immediately by a member name in parentheses, the

ending quote for the data set is placed after the closing parenthesis that

follows the member name. The following example shows how rule 3

would apply if you entered %CLIST3 DA(/(XYZ)):

( Original ) USER . TEST . DATA
( As typed )

•_
“ .. : a x /z . . DATA

(After) %CLIST3 DA (' USER . TEST . DATA ( XYZ )’

)

4. If the first argument is the unquoted data set name as it appears in the

list, quotes are added around it or after a closing parenthesis following

a member name. The following example shows how rule 4 would apply

if you entered the B (browse) line command:

( Original) USER . TEST . DATA
(As typed) o USER . TEST . DATA :

(After ) B ' USER . TEST . DATA

(

ABC )

‘

5. If the line command does not have any arguments or if the data set

name has not been substituted as specified by either rule 3 or rule 4, the

quoted, fully-qualified data set name is added to the end of the line

command. The following example shows how rule 5 would apply if you

entered %CLIST4 USER.TEST.FORTRAN:

(Original) USER . TEST . DATA
(As typed) ^ xi user . r : x x . r :: _ \u

(After) %CLIST4 USER.TEST.FORTRAN ' USER . TEST . DATA

'
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The following example shows how rule 5 on page 133 would apply if you

entered %CLIST4 'USER.TEST,FORTRAN'. The purpose of this

example is to show that if you enclose the CLIST argument in quotes,

PDF still puts quotes around the data set name being acted on. The

results are the same.

( Or iginal ) USER . TEST . DATA
(As typed)
( After ) %CLIST4 ' USER . TEST . FORTRAN '

' USER . TEST . DATA

'

The following example shows how rule 5 on page 133 would apply if you

entered %CLIST5 MEMBERl(ABC). The purpose of this example is to

show that the results do not change if the CLIST argument contains a

member name enclosed in parentheses.

( Original ) USER . TEST . DATA
(As typed) ATA
(After) %CLIST5 MEMBERl(ABC) ' USER . TEST . DATA

'

TSO Command/CLIST Variables

If you use a TSO command or CLIST, PDF puts the following variables in

the shared pool for the TSO command or CLIST to use:

Variable
Name Description

Length in

Characters

ZDLDSN Data set name (44)

ZDLVOL Volume (6)

ZDLDEV Device type (8)

ZDLDSORG Data set organization (4)

ZDLRECFM Data set record format (5)

ZDLLRECL Data set logical record length (5)

ZDLBLKSZ Data set block size (5)

ZDLSIZE Data set size in tracks (6)

ZDLUSED Percentage of used tracks (3)

ZDLEXT Number of extents used (3)

ZDLCDATE Creation date (10)

ZDLEDATE Expiration date (10)

ZDLRDATE Date last referenced (10)

ZDLCONF Delete confirmation (YjN) (1)

ZDLLCMD Expanded line command (255)

Figure 57 (Part 1 of 2). TSO Command/CLIST Variables (Output)
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Variable
Name Description

Length in

Characters

ZDLCAT Cataloged status; one of the following: (1)

0 Data set is cataloged on volume
ZDLVOL.

2 Data set is cataloged on a volume
other than ZDLVOL and is

uncataloged on volume ZDLVOL.

4 Data set is uncataloged on volume
ZDLVOL.

6 Data set is not cataloged on any
volume and is uncataloged on volume
ZDLVOL.

8 Data set is not available on volume
ZDLVOL. This status is returned for

data sets that have been either

migrated or deleted.

Figure 57 (Part 2 of 2). TSO Command/CLIST Variables (Output)

A TSO command or CLIST can set the following variables and place them

in the shared pool to communicate with the Data Set List utility (3.4).

Variable
Name Description

Length in

Characters

ZDLNDSN New data set name to appear in list (44)

ZDLMSG Message to appear in list (16)

ZDLREF Refresh data set information; Y|N (1)

Figure 58. TSO Command/CLIST Variables (Input)

P - Print Data Set List

Use option P to print a data set list. You must do the following:

• Enter one of the following;

- One or more data set name level qualifiers in the DSNAME LEVEL
field and a volume serial in the VOLUME field. The list will

contain all data sets for the specified level(s) and volume. Only the

specified volume is searched. See DSNAME LEVEL on page 124

and VOLUME on page 125 if you need more information.

- One or more data set name level qualifiers in the DSNAME LEVEL
field, but leave the VOLUME field blank. The list will contain all

data sets for the specified level(s). Every volume is searched.
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- A volume serial in the VOLUME field, but leave the DSNAME
LEVEL field blank. The list will contain only the data sets on the

specified volume. Only the specified volume is searched.

Note: All data set lists are formatted the same when they are printed.

Therefore, values entered in the INITIAL DISPLAY VIEW field

have no effect when you use option P. Figure 193 on page 347

shows the format of a printed data set list.

• Press the ENTER key to print the data set list. The data set list is

stored in the ISPF list data set.

V - Display VTOC Information

Use option V to display VTOC (volume table of contents) information. The
List VTOC utility (formerly option 3.7) has been removed from PDF.
Options V and PV do the same function formerly provided by this utility.

To use option V, you must do the following:

• Blank out the DSNAME LEVEL field.

• In the VOLUME field, specify the volume serial for which you want
PDF to display information.

Note: VTOC information is formatted the same, whether displayed or

printed. Therefore, values entered in the INITIAL DISPLAY
VIEW field have no effect when you use option V.

• Press the ENTER key to display the VTOC information.

Figure 59 shows an example of a VTOC display.

VTOC SUNA4ARY
COMMAND ===>

INFORMATION FOR VOLUME TSOPKA

UNIT: 3350

VOLUME DATA:
TRACKS

:

%USED

:

TRKS/CYLS;

VTOC DATA
16,800 TRACKS:

80 %USED

:

30 FREE DSCBS:

FREE SPACE:
30 SIZE:
26 LARGEST

:

1 .057
FREE EXTENTS:

TRACKS CYLS I

3.282 86
1.1 40 38

129

Figure 59. VTOC Information Display
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Track values do not include the remaining alternate tracks for the volume.

The free space track values are the number of tracks for the free cylinders

plus any additional free tracks.

The fields shown on the VTOC display are:

UNIT Shows the type of DASD device the volume is on, such as 3330,

3350, 3380, and so forth.

VOLUME DATA
Describes general information about the volume:

TRACKS Total tracks on the volume.

%USED Percentage of total tracks not available for

allocation.

TRKS/CYLS Number of tracks per cylinder for this volume.

VTOC DATA
Describes general information about the VTOC on the volume:

TRACKS Total tracks allocated to the VTOC.

%USED Percentage of allocated tracks used by data set

control blocks (DSCBs).

FREE DSCBS Number of unused DSCBs.

FREE SPACE
Describes the free space available for data set allocation on the

volume under the headings TRACKS and CYLS, showing:

SIZE Total number of free tracks and cylinders.

LARGEST
The largest number of contiguous free tracks and

cylinders.

FREE EXTENTS
The number of free areas with free cylinders.

I PV - Print VTOC Information

i Use option PV to print VTOC information. The List VTOC utility (formerly

j

option 3.7) has been removed from PDF. Options V and PV do the same

function formerly provided by this utility.

! To use option PV, you must do the following:

• Blank out the DSNAME LEVEL field.

' • In the VOLUME field, specify the volume serial for which you want
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Note: VTOC information is formatted the same, whether displayed or

printed. Therefore, values entered in the INITIAL DISPLA Y
VIEW field have no effect when using option PV.

• Press the ENTER key to print the VTOC information. The VTOC
information is stored in the ISPF list data set.

Data Set List Utility Line Commands

After you display a data set list by leaving the OPTION field blank, you can
enter a line command to the left of the data set name. You can also enter

TSO commands or CLIST names. The symbol, which can be used with
TSO commands and CLISTs, can also be used with the B (Browse data set),

E (Edit data set), and M (Display member list) line commands to specify a
member name or a pattern, such as /(MEMl) or /(MEM*), respectively.

You can type over the Data Set Name field to enter commands that require

more than the space provided. For more information about using this

symbol, see “Using the Slash ( / ) Symbol” on page 132.

The available line commands are shown at the bottom of the Data Set List

Utility panel and described below:

B - Browse Data Set

Processing is the same as with the Browse option (1), except that mixed
mode is the assumed operation mode and you cannot specify a data set

format. To browse a data set with mixed mode off, you must use the Browse
option and enter NO in the MIXED MODE field on the Browse - Entry
Panel. If you enter the B line command beside an ISPF library or other

partitioned data set, a Browse member list is displayed. See “Using
Member Selection Lists” on page 37 for more information.

E - Edit Data Set

For the E command, the processing is the same as if you had selected the

Edit option (2) and entered the library or data set name on the Edit - Entry
Panel, except that mixed mode is the assumed operation mode and you
cannot specify a data set format, an edit profile, or an initial macro. If you
select a library or other partitioned data set, an Edit member list is

displayed. See “Using Member Selection Lists” on page 37 for more
information.

D - Delete Data Set

For the D command, the processing is the same as if you had selected

option D from the Data Set utility (3.2). This command deletes the complete
data set.

If you specify YES in the CONFIRM DELETE REQUEST field on the Data
Set List Utility panel, the Confirm Delete panel (Figure 44 on page 112) is

displayed to allow you to continue or cancel the operation. If you are

trying to delete an unexpired data set, the Confirm Purge panel (Figure 45

on page 113) is also displayed.
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R - Rename Data Set

For the R command, the processing is the same as if you had selected option

R from the Data Set utility (3,2), The Rename Data Set panel (Figure 43 on

page 112) is displayed to let you specify the new name.

I - Data Set Information

For the I command, the processing is the same as if you had selected option

I from the Library utility (3.1) or left the OPTION field blank with the Data

Set utility (3.2).

S - Information (Short)

For the S command, the processing is the same as if you had selected option

S from the Library utility (3.1) or the Data Set utility (3.2).

C - Catalog Data Set

For the C command, the processing is the same as if you had selected option

C from the Data Set utility (3.2).

U - Uncatalog Data Set

For the U command, the processing is the same as if you had selected

option U from the Data Set utility (3.2).

P - Print Data Set

For the P command, the processing is the same as if you had selected option

L from the Library utility (3,1). This command formats the contents of a

source data set for printing and records the output in the ISPF list data set.

It also produces an index listing, which appears at the beginning of the

output. Figure 185 on page 340 shows a sample source listing.

X - Print Index Listing

For the X command, the processing is the same as if you had selected option

X from the Library utility (3.1). An index listing shows general data set

information and member names for partitioned data sets. For ISPF source

libraries, activity statistics are listed for each member. Figure 186 on

page 341 shows a sample index listing for an ISPF library. For load

libraries, load module information is listed for each member. Figure 187 on

page 342 shows a sample index listing for a load library. The index listing

is recorded in the ISPF list data set.

M - Display Member List

The M command displays a member selection list of a partitioned data set.

This member list provides an expanded line command field in the area to

the left of the list. The line command field in other member lists has room

for only one character.

’vtttt. i c A n c\c\c\'^ c\n

n

member list, you can use the same primary commands and line
NW. 15457 Dodd. 70002077 Library utility (3,1) member selection lists, plus
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the E (Edit data set member) line command. See “Using Member Selection

Lists” on page 37 and “Library and Data Set List Utility Line Commands”
on page 47 if you need more information.

.

You can also enter TSO commands or CLISTs in the line command field. If

you enter a line command other than B (browse), D (delete), E (edit), R
(rename), or P (print), PDF interprets it as a TSO command or CLIST. The

command is selected with the quoted, fully-qualified data set name and

member added to it, such as:

COMMAND ' DSN ( MEMBER )

'

See “TSO Commands and CLISTs” on page 132 if you need more

information.

Note: If the TSO command or CLIST issues a return code greater than or

equal to eight, processing stops and an error message is displayed.

Figure 60 shows an example of a member list with statistics and an

expaneded line command field. This panel contains the same information as

Figure 12 on page 40, except the “CREATED” field is deleted.

DSLIST -

COVMAND
FBROWN. PRIVATE. PANELS ROW 00001 OF 00020
= > SCROLL ===> PAGE
NAME RENAME LIB VV.K/M CHANGED SIZE INIT MOD ID

ISRBOO 3 21.11 83/12/05 09:12 29 23 0 DONLEY
ISRB01 2 20.04 85/12/13 08:51 29 23 0 MARTIN
1SRB10 3 21 .00 84/03/26 10:53 29 29 0 PATTEN
iSRBIS 3 20.03 83/12/05 09:12 26 23 0 BROWN
ISRB16 3 20.01 82/11/05 09:24 20 20 0 KISH
ISRBIS 2 21 .01 86/01/21 14:03 17 1

1

0 BERNACK
ISRB50 3 21 .00 84/03/26 10:53 24 24 0 WALTERS
ISRCOO 1 ALIAS
ISRC60 1 21 .02 83/11/10 11:48 1 1 8 0 ROGERS
ISREOO 3 21 .01 83/02/04 11:05 26 26 0 SPENCER
1SRE01 3 21 .04 83/07/18 09:58 29 29 0 RICHEY
ISRE02 3 21.11 83/07/18 10:00 15 8 0 GURLEY
ISRE03 3 21 .04 83/07/18 10:02 29 26 0 DUFF
ISRE04 3 20.16 83/06/22 11:03 29 44 0 COONS
ISRE05 2 01 .01 85/10/04 11:13 29 29 0 RUPKAL
ISRE06 3 20.10 84/02/17 14:31 29 29 0 MANN I NO
ISRE07 3 20.02 85/06/17 14:56 29 29 0 KELLRMA
1SRE08 2 20.01 86/01/20 09:04 23 20 0 MCINDOO
ISRE09 2 21.13 85/12/13 08:52 29 1 0 DIRKSE
ISRE10 3 20.03 83/12/05 09:13 29 29 0 SEABOLD
**END**

Figure 60 . Member List Display - Expanded Line Command Field

Figure 61 on page 141 shows load module library statistics with an

expanded line command field. This panel contains the same information

shown in Figure 13 on page 41, except the “ALIAS-OF” field is deleted.
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LIBRARY
CCMMND

FBROWN. PRIVATE. LOAD ROW 00001 OF 00021
scroll

NAME RENAME LIB SIZE TTR AC --- ATTRIBUTES
IGX00036 2 001 OFO 000006 00 FO RN RU
ISPF 2 000440 000313 00 FO RN RU
I SR8RO 2 OOOBD8 000F09 00 FO RN RU
I SRECMBR 2 000138 000025 00 FO RN RU
I SRED I

T

2 000EC8 OOOF23 00 FO RN RU
ISRFMT 2 0028 FO 000AO

6

00 FO RN RU
ISRFPR 2 001290 OOOFOl 00 FO RN RU
ISRFPT 2 000278 00002D 00 FO RN RU
ISRGE77 2 000768 000034 00 FO RN RU
ISRGE77A 2 000768 000106 00 FO RN RU
ISRGE78 2 000768 0001 OE 00 FO RN RU
ISRGE78A 2 000768 000116 00 FO RN RU
ISRJBl 2 000B40 0001 IE 00 FO RN RU
ISRJB2 2 001 2F8 000F11 00 FO RN RU
ISRKA78K 2 000768 000126 00 FO RN RU
ISRLALIN 2 007210 000A11 00 FO RN RU
ISRLCFCL 2 oil BOO 000738 00 FO RN RU
ISRLEMX 2 009048 OOODOE 00 FO RN RU
ISRLEQDS 2 0006B8 0001 2E 00 FO RN RU
ISRLESS 2 000ED8 000136 00 FO RN RU
ISRLFMPP 2 001 4D0 OOOBOA 00 FO RN RU

= > CSR

Figure 61 . Load Module Library Display - Expanded Line Command Field

Z - Compress Data Set

For the Z command, the processing is the same as if you had selected option

C from the Library utility (3.1). This command recovers wasted space that

was formerly occupied by deleted or updated members and is now available

for use again.

The Z command invokes either the lEBCOPY utility or the compress

request exit routine. See Installation and Customization for more

information.

F - Free Unused Space

The F command releases space that is not being used by the data set. For

example, if a data set is allocated with 100 tracks but is only using 60

, tracks, the F command releases the 40 tracks that are not being used.

I
= - Repeat Last Command

The = command repeats the most recently used line command. This

!
command is most helpful when the same TSO command or CLIST is to be

I invoked for more than one data set in a data set list. For example, suppose

you have a CLIST named TESTABC and two data sets named USER.DATAl
and USER.DATA2. To run the CLIST with the two data sets consecutively

from a data set list, you could:

1. Type “TESTABC” in the Command field beside USER.DATAl.

2. Type “ =” in the Command field beside USER.DATA2.

3. Press the ENTER key.

This procedure saves keystrokes because you type the CLIST name only

once and you press the ENTER key only once.
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Data Set List Utility Primary Commands

Six primary commands are available when you are using the Data Set List

utility. These commands, which you type in the COMMAND field, are:

• CONFIRM
• FIND and RFIND
• LOCATE
• SAVE
• SHOWCMD
• SORT

The following sections describe these commands, which are shown in

alphabetic order.

CONFIRM Command

The CONFIRM primary command controls display of the Confirm Delete

panel. Use the following format:

CONFIRM [ONIOFF]

You can use the following parameters with the CONFIRM command:

ON Tells PDF to display the Confirm Delete panel when you enter the

D (delete data set) line command or TSO DELETE command.
This is the default setting.

OFF Tells PDF not to display the Confirm Delete panel.

For example, the following command would tell PDF not to display the

Confirm Delete panel:

CONFIRM OFF

FIND and RFIND Commands

The FIND primary command finds and displays a character string within

the data set name. Use the following format:

FIND string [ NEXT I PREV I
FIRST

I
LAST

I
ALL

]

r CHARS I WORD I SUFFIX I PREFIX

]

For example, the following command would tell PDF to find all occurrences

of the character string ELSE:

If you need more information about the parameters used with this

command, see “FIND - Finding Character Strings” on page 90. NEXT and

CHARS are the default parameters.

If necessary, PDF automatically scrolls to bring the character string to the

top of the list. To repeat the search without re-entering the character

NW: 15457 Dodd: 70002077 command.
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LOCATE Command

The LOCATE primary command scrolls the list of data sets based on the

field on which the data set list is sorted, as described under “SORT
Command” on page 146. Use the following format:

LOCATE ip arm

You can use the following parameter with the LOCATE command:

Iparm One of the following:

• If the list is sorted by data set name, specify a data set name,

• If the list is sorted by another field, specify a value for the

field by which the list is sorted.

For example, for a data set list sorted by volume, you could enter the

following:

This command locates the first data set in the list on volume TSOPKl. If

the value is not found, the list is displayed starting with the entry before

which the specified value would have occurred.

SAVE Command

The SAVE primary command writes the data set list to the ISPF list data

I set or to a sequential data set. PDF writes the data set list in its current

sort order. Use the following format:

SAVE [list-id]

where:

list-id The name of a sequential data set. PDF names the data set:

i
prefix. userid. list-id. DATASETS

where:

prefix Your TSO user prefix if you have one and if it is

!
different from your user ID.

userid Your TSO user ID.

The data set is created if it does not exist, or written over if it

exists, and has compatible attributes. If you omit the list-id

parameter, PDF writes the list to the ISPF list data set and

includes the list headings.

The following command would tell PDF to write the list to a sequential

data set named either prefix.userid.MY.DATASETS or

NW: 15457 Dodd: 70002077
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If the sequential data set already exists, PDF writes over it; if not, PDF
creates it.

PDF displays a message, if necessary, when you enter a SAVE or SORT
primary command that shows that the data needed to do the function is

being retrieved. The keyboard locks when this message appears and stays

locked until the SAVE or SORT command is completed.

SHOWCMD Command

The SHOWCMD primary command controls the display of line commands

and their arguments as they are invoked. Use the following format:

SHOWCMD [ON I OFF]

where:

ON Tells PDF to display line commands. This is the default setting.

OFF Tells PDF not to display line commands. Though the SHOWCMD
default is ON. it is initially set to OFF.

After you enter SHOWCMD ON, a panel (Figure 62 on page 145) is

displayed each time you enter a line command, TSO command, or CLIST on

a data set list display.

On this panel, you see the command as you typed it and then, a few lines

down, you see the command as PDF interpreted it. Seeing these commands

displayed can be especially useful when you use the character to

substitute for the data set name because the panel shows the line command

after expansion occurs. Therefore, you can tell immediately whether you

need to add an argument(s) to the command.

For example, suppose you have a data set list displayed on the screen and

decide to browse member MEMBl of data set USER.TEST.DATA. To see

how PDF will interpret the B (browse) line command, type SHOWCMD ON
in the COMMAND field and press the ENTER key. Then, enter the

following line command in the line command field to the left of

USER.TEST.DATA:

When you press the ENTER key, the panel shown in Figure 62 on page 145

is displayed.
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COM^ND ===>
DATA SET LIST UTILITY

Data Set Name: USER . TEST . DATA

Cormand before expansion:
B /(MEMB1)

Connmand after expansion:
===> B ' USER. TEST. DATACMEMBI )

•

The expanded corrmand field shown above can be modified.

Press ENTER key to process the corrmand.
Enter END corrmand to return without processing the corrmand.

Figure 62 . Data Set List Utility - SHOWCMD Panel

Notes:

1. The data set name and commands shown in Figure 62 are for example

purposes only. These values are determined by the command you enter

and the data set acted on by that command.

2. SHOWCMD must be entered from a data set list. It is invalid if you use

a line command, such as M to display a member list, before invoking it.

When the panel showing the commands is displayed, you can do one of the

following:

• Press the ENTER key to invoke the command displayed in the

“Command after expansion” field.

• Change the command displayed in the “Command after expansion” field

and then press the ENTER key to invoke the changed command.

• Enter the END command to return to the data set list display.

For information about using line commands, TSO commands, CLISTS, and

the character on a data set list display, see “Blank - Display Data Set

List” on page 127.
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SORT Command

The SORT primary command sorts the data set list by the specified field.

Use the following format:

SORT [fieldl [field2]]

You can use the following parameters with the SORT command:

fieldl The major sort field. If only one parameter is used, PDF treats it as

fieldl. If both parameters are used, PDF sorts the list by fieldl first,

then by field2, within fieldl.

field2 The minor sort field.

For example, to sort a data set list by volume and block size within each

volume, use the following command:

COMMAND

If you do not specify a field, PDF sorts the list by data set name. The

following keywords tell PDF by which field(s) to sort the data set list:

Field Sequence Description

NAME Ascending Data set name

MESSAGE Ascending Command completion message

VOLUME Ascending Volume serial

DEVICE Ascending Device type

DSORG Ascending Data set organization

RECFM Ascending Record format

LRECL Descending Logical record length

BLKSZ Descending Block size

TRACKS Descending Data set size

%USED Descending Percentage used

XT Descending Extents used

CREATED Descending Creation date

EXPIRES Ascending Expiration date

REFERRED Descending Last accessed data

Figure 63. SORT Fields for Source Libraries

Automatic scrolling will be performed, if necessary, to bring the major sort

field into view. PDF displays a message when you enter a SAVE or SORT
primary command that shows that the data needed to do the function is

being retrieved. The keyboard locks when this message appears and stays

locked until the SAVE or SORT command is completed.
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Reset ISPF Statistics Utility (Option 3.5)

When you select this option, a panel is displayed to allow you to create,

update, or delete statistics and to reset sequence numbers (Figure 64). The

Reset ISPF Statistics utility handles only partitioned data sets with fixed-

or variable-length records and logical record length of:

• From 10 to 255, inclusive, for fixed-length records

• From 14 to 259, inclusive, for variable-length records.

For information about ISPF statistics, see “ISPF Member Statistics” on

page 39.

RESET ISPF STATISTICS

R - Reset (create/update) ISPF statistics
D - Delete ISPF statistics

NEW USERID -==>

NEW VERSION NUMBER 2

RESET MOD LEVEL ===> YES
RESET SEQ NUMBERS -==> YES

(If userid Is to be changed)
(If version number is to be changed)
(YES or NO)
(YES or NO)

ISPF LIBRARY:
PROJECT ===> ISPFDEMO
GROUP ===> XXX
TYPE ===> COBOL
MEMBER ===> *_ (Blank or pattern for member selection

list. for all memb e r s

)

OTHER PARTITIONED DATA SET:
DATA SET NAME ==->

VOLUME SERIAL ===> (If not cataloged)

DATA SET PASSWORD (If password protected)

Figure 64. Reset ISPF Statistics Panel

All the fields on this panel are described in Chapter 2, “Libraries and Data

Sets,” except the following:

NEW USERID
This field is used to set the USERID field in the statistics. Enter

a new user ID here if you want to change the user ID the

statistics will be recorded under. It is required if you do not

specify a new version number.

If you are updating the user ID but not resetting the sequence

numbers, the statistics are updated but the data is not scanned or

renumbered.

NEW VERSION NUMBER
Enter a number here if you want to change the version number.

This field is required if you do not specify a new user ID when

resetting statistics. It is ignored if you are deleting statistics.

RESET MOD LEVEL
Enter YES if you want to reset the modification level or NO if

NW' 15457 Dodd' 70002077 Page 534 modification level. A new version
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RESET SEQ NUMBERS
;

Enter YES if you want to reset the sequence numbers or NO if

;
you do not want to reset the sequence numbers. A new version

i
number is required to reset the sequence numbers.

If the data is in packed format, there can be no sequence number

:

processing. However, statistics for members in packed format can

be created or updated if the sequence numbers are not being

reset.

The following sections describe the options shown on the Reset ISPF

Statistics panel.

R - Reset (Create/Update) ISPF Statistics

Use option R either to create statistics in a library that does not currently

have them, or to update statistics in a library.

The NEW USERID field is optional for option R. If you specify a user ID, it

is placed in the USERID field of the statistics. If you leave the NEW
USERID field blank and select a member without statistics, the USERID
field of the statistics is set to the current user ID.

Either a new user ID or a new version number is required when you use

this option. When you specify a version number, the statistics are created

or reset as follows:

Version Number Set to the specified value.

Modification Level Set to zero if requested; otherwise, unchanged.

Creation Date Set to current date in the national format.

Change Date Set to current date, in the national format, and

time.

Current No. Lines Set to the current number of data records.

Initial No. Lines Set to the current number of data records.

No. Modified Lines Set to zero if the value in the RESET SEQ
NUMBERS field is YES.

If you have requested updating of the modification level and resetting of the

sequence numbers, the last two digits of each sequence number are set to

zeros. Otherwise, they are not changed.

If you have requested updating of sequence numbers, the data is scanned to

determine if valid, ascending sequence numbers are present in all records.

If so, the data is renumbered. Otherwise, the data is assumed to be

unnumbered and renumbering is not done.
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D - Delete ISPF Statistics

Use option D to delete ISPF statistics for an ISPF library or other

partitioned data set. The NEW USERID and NEW VERSION NUMBER
fields are ignored when you use option D.

i
Results of Resetting Statistics

j

What you specify for the NEW VERSION NUMBER, RESET MOD LEVEL,
and RESET SEQ NUMBERS fields controls the resetting of the sequence

I

numbers, the modification flags within the data, and the statistics. A new

I
version number is required to reset the modification level and sequence

1

numbers. Therefore, if a new version number is entered and the data is not

\ in packed format, the following table shows the various combinations you

S

can use for the RESET MOD LEVEL and RESET SEQ NUMBERS fields,

I

and the results of those combinations:

RESET MOD
LEVEL

YES NO YES NO

RESET SEQ
NUMBERS

YES YES NO NO

Results:

Modification flags

Sequence numbers
Reset
Reset

Unchanged
Reset

Unchanged
Unchanged

Unchanged
Unchanged

Figure 65 . Reset Statistics Field Combinations and Results
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Hardcopy Utility (Option 3.6)

The Hardcopy utility lets you specify a sequential data set or a member of a

partitioned data set to be printed, and the destination of the output. It also

lets you specify whether a sequential data set is to be kept or deleted after

printing. Partitioned data set members are always kept.

You can use the Hardcopy utility to print any DASD-resident data set,

except ISPF list and log data sets; use the ISPF LIST command to print log

and list data sets during a PDF session.

An optional print utility exit can be specified by your installation. If this

exit is installed, it may cause the Hardcopy utility's response to differ from
the following descriptions. See Installation and Customization for more
information about the print utility exit.

Another factor that can affect the Hardcopy utilit5^s performance is

whether the TSO/E Information Center Facility is installed. If the TSO/E
Information Center Facility is installed, your installation can optionally

allow PDF to display a panel for submitting TSO/E Information Center

Facility information with the print request. See “Using the TSO/E
Information Center Facility” on page 153 for more information.

If the TSO/E Information Center Facility is not installed, the Hardcopy
utility first displays the panel shown in Figure 66.

HARDCOPY UTILITY
OPTION = > PK

PK - sprint and keep data set
PD - Print and delete data set

DATA SET NAME = = =>
' COMPA . L I ST

VOLUME SERIAL ===> ([f not cataloged)
DATA SET PASSWORD ===> (If password protected PDS)

PRINT MODE ===> BATCH (BATCH or LOCAL)

SYSOUT CLASS ===> A
LOCAL PRINTER ID ===>

JOB STATEMENT INFORMATION: (If not to local printer, verify before proceeding)
===> //useridA JOB (ACCOUNT) NAME

’

===> //*
===> //*
===> //*

Figure 66. Hardcopy Utility Panel - Before JCL Generation
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Generating and Submitting JCL

Follow these steps to generate and submit JCL for your print job(s):

1. Choose one of the options listed at the top of the panel and type its

code, PK or PD, in the OPTION field.

2. Enter a fully qualified data set name and member name.

You must specify at least the low-level qualifier, such as LIST. If you

enter your user prefix as part of the data set name, you must enclose

the complete character string in apostrophes. However, if you omit the

user prefix and apostrophes, your user prefix is automatically added to

the beginning of the data set name.

3. If the data set is not cataloged, enter the volume serial.

4. If your data set is password-protected, enter the password in the DATA
SET PASSWORD field. See “Using Data Set Passwords” on page 49 if

you need more information.

5. Enter either BATCH or LOCAL in the PRINT MODE field.

BATCH submits your print request as a background job.

LOCAL routes your data to a local printer, such as an IBM 328x printer

that is connected to your terminal group.

6. Enter one of the following:

• If you chose BATCH in the previous step, enter a SYSOUT CLASS
and any job statement information you need.

• If you chose LOCAL in the previous step, enter the name of a local

printer in the LOCAL PRINTER ID field. Job statement

information is ignored.

The SYSOUT CLASS, LOCAL PRINTER ID, and JOB STATEMENT
INFORMATION fields are defined under Figure 9 on page 23.

7. Press the ENTER key.

What happens next depends on your choice in step 5. If you chose

BATCH, see step 7a. If you chose LOCAL, see step 7b on page 152.

a. If you chose BATCH, PDF generates the JCL and displays the panel

shown in Figure 67 on page 152, with the message JCL
GENERATED in the upper-right corner.
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OPTION ===> PK
HARDCOPY UTILiTY

PK - Print and keep data set
PD - Print and delete data set
CANCEL - Exit without submitting job

Enter END corrmand to submit job.

JCL GENERATED

DATA SET NAME = = = >
' COMPA . L 1 ST *_

VOLUME SERIAL ===> (if not cataloged)
DATA SET PASSWORD ===> (If password protected ROS)

PRINT MODE ===> (BATCH or LOCAL)

SYSOUT CLASS =-=> A
LOCAL PRINTER ID ===>

JOB STATEMENT INFORMATION: (if not to local printer, verify before proceeding)
===> //useridA JOB (ACCOUNT) NAME

'

===> //*
==-> //*

Figure 67. Hardcopy Utility Panel - After JCL Generation

;
At this point you can either:

,
• Cancel the job by entering the CANCEL command in the

I

OPTION field.

• Submit the job by entering the END command. PDF displays

i

the following message at the bottom of the panel:

IKJ56250I JOB useridA(JOB nnnnn) SUBMITTED
* * *

Press the ENTER key. If you need more information about

!
BATCH printing, see “Additional Batch Printing Information”

;

on page 153.

• Enter another data set name for printing.

b. If you chose LOCAL, ISPF invokes the DSPRINT TSO command
I

processor to print the data set on the specified local printer.

A message is displayed in the short message area to show that

DSPRINT has accepted the request. At this point, you can:

• Specify another option and press the ENTER key.

• Enter the END command.
• Enter the CANCEL command.

8. If you entered CANCEL or END, PDF determines the next panel you
see as follows:

' • If you entered the Hardcopy utility from the ISPF/PDF Primary
Option Menu or through the jump function ( = ), PDF displays the

ISPF/PDF Primary Option Menu.
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• If you entered the Hardcopy utility from the Utility Selection Menu,
PDF returns you to that panel.

Additional Batch Printing Information

When you enter the desired information and press the ENTER key, PDF
generates JCL that contains the job statement parameters and a job step

that prints the specified data set, using the IBM lEBGENER utility.

Note: lEBGENER does not support packed data. If you try to print packed

data, you may get unwanted results, lEBGENER prints the data set

one logical record per print line. If the logical record length is greater

than the printer width, the logical record is truncated,

PDF does not unpack data automatically before printing it.

Therefore, if you need to unpack data before printing it, edit the data

set and enter the PACK primary command with the OFF operand.

See Edit and Edit Macros if you need more information about the

PACK command.

Once the JCL for the first job step is generated, the job statement

parameters are shown for information only. They are no longer intensified

and you cannot type over them, since the job statement has already been

generated. You can then select another data set name to cause another job

step to be generated.

;

Using the TSO/E Information Center Facility

If the TSO/E Information Center Facility is installed, your installation can

,

allow PDF to display the panel shown in Figure 68 on page 154.

I

Follow these steps to use the TSO/E Information Center Facility to submit

i

your print job(s);

i 1. Choose one of the options listed at the top of the panel and type its

I

code, PK or PD, in the OPTION field.

I

2. Enter a fully qualified data set name and member name.

I You must specify at least the low-level qualifier, such as LIST. If you

;

enter your user prefix as part of the data set name, you must enclose

the complete data set name in apostrophes. However, if you omit the

user prefix and apostrophes, your user prefix is automatically added to

the beginning of the data set name.

3. If the data set is not cataloged, enter the volume serial.

4. If your data set is password-protected, enter the password in the DATA
SET PASSWORD field. See “Using Data Set Passwords” on page 49 if

you need more information.

5. You can either leave the PRINTER LOCATION field blank or enter the

NW: 15457 Dodd: 70002077 Page 5]4ektion ID of the printer to be used. The location ID is assigned by

your installation.
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OPTION ===> PK
HARDCOPY UTILITY

PK - Print and keep data set
PD - Print and delete data set

DATA SET NAME = = = > ' COMPA . L 1 ST *_

VOLUME SERIAL ===>

DATA SET PASSWORD ===>

PRINTER LOCATION

PRINTER FORMAT “==>

NUMBER OF COPIES =-“>

(If not cata I oged

)

(If password protected PDS)

Figure 68. Hardcopy Utility Panel - With the TSO/E Information Center
Facility Installed

You can also enter a partial location name followed by an asterisk (*),

6. You can either leave the PRINTER FORMAT field blank or enter the

format ID of the printer to be used. The format ID is assigned by your

installation.

You can also enter a partial format name followed by an asterisk (*). If

your printer location and format entries do not identify a specific

printer, a printer selection list is displayed. From this list, which is

similar to a member selection list, you can select a printer.

7. Specify the number of copies you want.

8. Press the ENTER key.

The values entered in the fields on this panel are passed directly to the

TSO/E Information Center Facility for processing.
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Removal of List VTOC Utility (Option 3.7)

The List VTOC utility (option 3.7) has been removed from Version 2 Release

3 of ISPF/PDF for MVS. To display or print VTOC (volume table of

contents) information, use the V and PV options provided by the Data Set

List utility (option 3.4).
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Outlist Utility (Option 3.8)

This utility gives you the ability to browse, print, delete, or requeue job

output that is in a held SYSOUT queue. When you select this option, a

panel is displayed that allows you to select an option and enter the

appropriate parameters (Figure 69).

OPTION ===>
outlist utility

L - List job names/ id's via tne TSO STATUS command
D - De!e:e job output from S'^SOUT hold queue
P - Print job output and delete ‘rom SYSOUT hold queue
R - Requeue job output to o new output class
blank - Display job output

P'OR JOB TO BE SELECTED:
JOBNAME = = -> KRAVtERA
CLASS ===>

J09ID ===>

FOR JOB ^0 BE REQUEUED;
NEW OUTPUT CLASS ===>

FOR JOB TO BE PRINTED: (A for ANSI )

PRINTER CARRIAGE CONTROL ===> (M for machine )

(Blank for none)

I

i

Figure 69. Outlist Utility Panel

The fields on this panel are:

JOBNAME The held SYSOUT job. It is required for all options except

option L.

CLASS The SYSOUT hold queue. If you omit the CLASS parameter,

ail SYSOUT queues are searched for the specified job.

JOBID Required only if more than one job exists with the same job

name.

NEW OUTPUT CLASS
When requeuing a job (option R), enter the new SYSOUT
hold queue here.

PRINTER CARRIAGE CONTROL
When printing a data set (option P), enter a value here that

corresponds to the type of carriage control characters in the

data set. Valid values are:

A If the data contains American National Standard
Institute (ANSI) carriage control characters.

M If the data contains machine control characters.

Blank If the data contains no carriage control characters.
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The record formats for the corresponding data sets are FBA,

FBM, and FB, respectively.

The following sections explain the options listed at the top of the Outlist

Utility panel.

L - List Job Names/IDs Via the TSO STATUS Command

If you select option L, a list of job names and job IDs is displayed. If you

supply no job name, or if the job name is your ID plus one character, the

status is displayed for all job names that are your ID plus one character. If

you supply any other job name, the status for that exact job is displayed.

The list of job names is displayed on the lower portion of the panel. If the

list is too long to fit on the screen, three asterisks are displayed on the last

line of the screen. You can display the remainder of the list by pressing the

ENTER key.

D - Delete Job Output from SYSOUT Hold Queue

If you select option D, the held output for a specific job is deleted from the

specified SYSOUT queue.

P - Print Job Output and Delete from SYSOUT Hold Queue

If you select option P, the held output for a specific job is removed from the

SYSOUT queue and placed in an ISPF-defined data set for printing. You

can choose the record format for this data set by putting an entry in the

PRINTER CARRIAGE CONTROL field.

An optional print utility exit can be installed by your system programmer.

If this exit is installed, it may cause the Outlist utility's response to differ

from the following descriptions. See Installation and Customization for

more information about the print utility exit.

Another factor that can affect the Outlist utility's performance is whether

the TSO/E Information Center Facility is installed. If the TSO/E

Information Center Facility is installed, your installation can optionally

allow PDF to display a panel for submitting the TSO/E Information Center

Facility information with the print request. See Figure 98 on page 218 for

an example of this panel and “Using the TSO/E Information Center

Facility” on page 153 for information about the fields on this panel.

If the TSO/E Information Center Facility is not installed, the Outlist utility

displays the panel shown in Figure 96 on page 210 when you press the

ENTER key. Use this panel to tell PDF how and where the job output is to

be printed.
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R - Requeue Job Output to a New Output Class

If you select option R, the held output for a specific job is requeued to

another SYSOUT class from the specified SYSOUT queue. You must enter

the new SYSOUT class on the panel.

Blank - Display Job Output

If you leave the OPTION field blank, the held output for the specified job is

displayed in Browse mode. You can use all Browse commands. The data

remains in the SYSOUT queue. When you enter the END or RETURN
command to end Browse, the Outlist Utility panel is displayed again and
you can then choose to print, requeue, or delete the job output.
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Command Table Utility (Option 3.9)

The Command Table utility (3.9) allows you to create or change ISPF

application command tables. When you select this option, a panel

(Figure 70) is displayed to prompt you for an application ID. The name of

the command table is then derived by adding CMDS to the application ID.

If the table exists in the table input library, ISPTLIB, it is displayed and

can be modified. If the table does not exist in the table input library, a new

table is generated.

You cannot use this utility to change a command table that is currently in

use. Command table ISPCMDS, the system command table, is always in use

by the dialog manager. To change the system command table, make a copy

of the table, rename the copy, change the copy, and then replace the

original with the copy outside the ISPF environment. If you use the TSO
COPY command, specify the NONUM parameter. Otherwise, you will have

an unusable command table.

While you are using this utility to change a command table, the table

cannot be used for other purposes. For example, you cannot use split

screen and select a function with NEWAPPL(XYZ) if you are changing

command table XYZCMDS.

CCMMND TABLE UTILITY
COM^ND

ENTER/VERIFY APPLICATION ID BELOW:
APPLICATION ID ===> „

The name of the conrmand table to be processed
the application id to the string 'CMOS'. For

APPLICATION ID ===> TST
results in a command table name of ’TSTCMDS'.

is formed by
ex amp 1 e

:

prefixing

Figure 70. Command Table Utility Panel

The only field on this panel is:

APPLICATION ID
The name of an application for which you want to define

commands.

The command table for the named application is displayed on a Command

Table editing panel (Figure 71 on page 160). This panel can be scrolled up

and down using the scroll commands.
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ROW 1 Or 17

SCROLL ===> PAGE
COMvIAND TABLE
COIVMAND = = = >

TSTCMDS

INSERT. DELETE. AND CHANGE COMy/IAND ENTRIES. UNDERSCORES NEED NOT 3E BLANKED.
ENTER END COMMAND TO SAVE CHANGES OR CANCEL TO END WITHOUT SAVING.

VERB T ACTION
DESCRIPTION

' ”
• SORT 0

’ • ’

'

PREPARE 4

QUIT 2

• • '

•

EXPLAIN 4

.... UP 0

• • " DOWN 0

SELECT PGM(PQRSORT) PARVK&ZPARM)
SORT ENTRIES BY ASCENDING ORDER

SELECT CMD(XPREP cScZPARM) NEWPOOL
PREPARE FILE FOR FORMATTING

ALIAS END
QUIT CONMAND - SAME FUNCTION AS END

ALIAS HELP
EXPLAIN CONMAND - SAME FUNCTION AS HELP

ASCRVERT
SCROLL UP COfvMAND

&SCRVERT
SCROLL DOWN CONMAND

4.************ BOTTOM OF DATA +******»*•**.

Figure 71. Command Table Editing Panel

The column headings on the panel are:

VERB

T (truncation)

ACTION
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The command verb, which is the name of the command
you are defining in the command table. A command
verb must be from two to eight characters in length,

inclusive, and must begin with an alphabetic character.

The content of this column is assigned to the ZCTVERB
system variable.

The minimum number of characters that you must enter

to find a match with the command verb. If this number
is zero or equal to the length of the command verb, you
must enter the complete command verb. For example,

in Figure 71 the PREPARE command has a truncation

value of 4. Therefore, for the TST application used as

the example in the figure, only the first four letters,

PREP, must be entered to invoke this command. The
content of this column is assigned to the ZCTTRUNC
system variable.

The actual coding of the action to be carried out when
you enter the command. The action length must not be

greater than 60 characters. The content of this column
is assigned to the ZCTACT system variable. The valid

actions are:

SELECT Causes the selected dialog (command,
program, or selection panel) to be

given control immediately. See Dialog

Management Guide for more
information about the SELECT
statement and its keywords.
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ALIAS Allows one command verb to carry out

the action defined for another. For

example, in Figure 71 QUIT is an alias

for END. Therefore, for the TST
application used as the example in the

figure, entering QUIT causes the same

action to occur as entering END.

PASSTHRU Causes the command to be passed

through to the dialog, as if it had not

been found in the command table.

SETVERB Causes the command to be passed

through to the dialog, with the

command verb stored separately from

the parameters.

NOP Causes the command to be inoperative.

An inactive command message is

displayed.

Blank Causes the command table entry to be

ignored. PDF continues to search for

additional entries for the same

command verb. If the command is not

found in either the application

command table or the system command
table, an invalid command message is

displayed.

&XXXXX A variable name, beginning with an

ampersand (&), allows dynamic

specification of the command action.

Note: Do not use SPLIT, SPLITV, SWAP, CURSOR,
PRINT, PRINTG, PRINTHI, PRINTL, or

PRINTLHI as keywords in the ACTION column.

These keywords are intended only for use in the

system command table distributed with ISPF.

They are not intended for use in application

command tables.

DESCRIPTION An optional, brief description of the action the

command verb is to perform. Since this column is offset

three spaces under the ACTION column, the description

length must not be greater than 57 characters. The

content of this column is assigned to the ZCTDESC
system variable.

For a new table, this panel initially contains dummy entries with all fields

shown as underscores. The underscores are pad characters and need not be

blanked out. However, any null entries where at least the verb contains all

underscores are automaticallv deleted when the table is saved.
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Scrolling a Command Table

You can scroll the table entries, using the ISPF UP and DOWN scroll

commands, and change one or more entries simply by typing over them.

Saving a Command Table

The END command causes the table to be saved in the table output library,

ISPTABL, and ends the utility.

Cancelling a Command Table

The CANCEL command ends the command table display without saving the

table.

Command Table Line Commands

You can enter the following line commands at the left of any entry by

typing over the four quotation marks. Multiple line commands or changes

can be entered in a single interaction. Line commands followed by a

number, such as D3, are repeated that number of times. The lines are

processed in the order that they appear on the screen in. Any line

commands or changes that are entered concurrently with the END
command are processed before the table is saved.

D - Deleting Lines

The D command deletes one or n (Dn) lines.

I - Inserting Lines

The I command inserts one or n (In) lines. The inserted lines contain

underscores (pad characters) in all field positions.

R - Repeating Lines

The R command repeats a line one or n (Rn) times. The repeated lines

contain underscores (pad characters) in the VERB and T (truncation) fields,

but the ACTION and DESCRIPTION fields are copied from the line on

which the R or R^ was entered.
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Convert Menus/Messages (Option 3.10)

This option is only for users who have installed the System Productivity

Facility (SPF) licensed program, because old-format menus and messages-

can no longer be displayed with this release.

Installations that have previously extended or custom-tailored SPF must

make sure that the ISPF/PDF Primary Option Menu and all lower-level

selection panels (menus) that were displayed by the SPFUTIL program are

in the new format. In ISPF, these menus are displayed by the SELECT
service. The SPFUTIL program no longer exists.

This option automatically converts old-format SPF menus and messages to

new-format ISPF panel and message definitions. When you select this

option, two panels are displayed that are similar to the panels for the

Move/Copy utility (3.3). The first panel (Figure 72) allows you to specify

whether you are converting menus or messages, option 1 or 2, respectively,

and to specify the “old format” data set, which must be partitioned.

OPTION ===> 1

CONVERT MENUS/MESSAGES

1 - Convert old format menus to new format panels
2 - Convert old format messages to new format messages

SPECIFY "OLD FORMAT" DATA SET BELOW.
THEN PRESS ENTER KEY TO SPECIFY "NEW FORMAT" DATA SET.

FROM ISPF LIBRARY:
PROJECT ===> SPF22
GROUP ===> OURMODS
type ==-> MENUS_
MEMBER ===> (Blank for member selection list.

'
*

’

for all members)
FROM OTHER PARTITIONED DATA SET:

DATA SET NAME ===>

VOLUME SERIAL ===> (If not cataloged)

DATA SET PASSWORD ===> (If password protected)

Figure 72. Convert Menus/Messages Panel

The fields on this panel are described in Chapter 2, “Libraries and Data

Sets” on page 29.

The second panel, shown in Figure 73 on page 164, allows you to specify

the “new format” data set, which also must be partitioned.

Note: Old-format members are limited to a maximum of 180 input records.

Members are read from the “old format” data set, converted to the new

format, and stored in the “new format” data set. This utility does not

change the “old format” data set.

Members in the “old format” data set can be in packed or unpacked format,

but data in the “new format” data set is always in unpacked format.
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COPY --- OLD FORMAT SPF22 .OURMODS .MENUS
COtvMAND “==>

!
SPECIFY "NEW FORMAT" DATA SET 3EL0W.

i

TO SPF LIBRARY:

i

PROJECT — > ISP
i GROUP »»»> OURMODS
1 TYPE =“*> ISPPLIB

TO OTHER PARTITIONED OR SEQUENTIAL DATA SET:
DATA SET NAME
VOLUME SERIAL (If not cataloged)

DATA SET PASSWORD «•= = > (If password protected)

REPLACE LIKE-NAMED MEMBERS (YES or NO)

Figure 73. Copy Panel for Specifying New Format Data Set

The following sections describe the options shown at the top of the Convert

Menus/Messages panel.

1 - Convert Old Format Menus to New Format Panels

This utility is not capable of fully converting all old-format SPF menus to

ISPF panels. In general, this utility:

• Handles conversion of attribute characters, including those specified

with the old-format < FIELDS > statement, if the < FIELDS >

statement is the first line found in the old-format menu

• Generates an )ATTR section, if required, and a )BODY section. The
name of the first input field on line 2, if any, is changed to ZCMD.
Other input and output fields retain the same names as in the

old-format menu.

• Generates an )INIT section with .HELP set to the name specified using

the old GENHELP keyword, and with variables initialized as specified

using the old INIT keywords.

The Convert Menus/Messages utility (3.10) does not handle explicit cursor

placement, the old KEY keyword, or the old LIST/RETURN keywords
except as described below.
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The Convert Menus/Messages utility (3.10) fully converts:

• Old-format selection menus below the primary option level that were

designed to be processed by the SPFUTIL program in the System

Productivity Facility

• Old-format tutorial pages, except that the utility cannot handle the

bypass of a tutorial page that is displayed only if explicitly selected.

The converted tutorial page would not be bypassed if you were to run

the tutorial and kept pressing the ENTER key. To correct this problem,

you must manually change the new-format parent panel by inserting an

asterisk before the panel name in the TRANS statement. For more

information, see Dialog Management Guide.

2 - Convert Old Format Messages to New Format Messages

For messages, the utility properly handles the text of both short and long

messages, the HELP reference, if any, and the ALARM indicator. Variable

fields in old-format messages are converted to dummy variable names,

which begin with an ampersand. You must change these manually to the

appropriate dialog variable names.
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Format Specification Utility (Option 3.11)

The Format Specification utility (3.11) is provided to support the IBM 5550

terminal using the Double-Byte Character Set (DBCS). It is used to

maintain formats that are used when editing and browsing to display data

sets that contain predefined formatted records.

The purpose of a format is to structure data from a record into fields and to

define the order these fields are to be physically displayed in on the screen

when you are editing and browsing.

When you select this option, a panel (Figure 74) is displayed that allows

you to add, copy, delete, or update a format. You can also display the

format list.

OPTION ===>
FORMAT SPECIFICATION

A
C
D

U
L or BLANK

- Add a new format
- Copy formats
- Delete a format
- Update a format
- Display format list

FORMAT NAME =-=>

FOR COPY OPERATIONS. SPECIFY THE FOLLOWING:

FROM FORMAT ===> (Blank for format list, for all formats)

FROM TABLE ===> (Default is "ISRFORM")

I

NOTE: The Format Utility Is provided for support of the IBM 5550 terminal

j

using the Double Byte Character Set (DBCS).

Figure 74. Format Specification Panel

The fields on this panel are:

FORMAT NAME
The name of the format that you want to add, delete, or update.

When copying a format (option C), this is the name you want the
copied format stored under.

FROM FORxMAT
When copying a format (option C), you can:

• Enter the name of a format you want to copy.

• Enter an asterisk (*) to copy all formats.

• Leave the field blank to display a copy format selection list.

See Figure 76 on page 169 for an example of a Copy Format
Selection List display.
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FROM TABLE
When copying a format (option C), you can:

• Enter the name of a table from which you w^ant to copy a

format.

• Leave the field blank if you want to copy a format from the

ISRFORM table.

The following sections describe the options shown at the top of the Format

Specification panel.

I A - Add a New Format

If you specify option A and a format name, the Format Definition panel

(Figure 75) is displayed.

COMV^AND ===> _
FORMAT DEFINITION (FORM01 )

FIELD START FIELD FIELD FIELD START FIELD FIELD

NUMBER
1

COLUMN LENGTH TYPE NUMBER COLUMN LENGTH TYPE

000 00 2 000 00 _
J 000 00 4 000 00

5 000 00 6 000 00 _
7 000 00 8 000 00

9 000 00 10 000 00 _
1 1 000 00 12 000 00

13 000 00 14 000 00

15 000 00 16 000 00 _
17 000 00 18 000 00 _
19 000 00 20 000 00

FIELD NUMBER

:

I dent i f i es the field pos i t i on on the screen .

START COLUMN: Spec i f i es the column pos ! t i on in the record

.

FIELD LENGTH:
FlFt n TYPE :

cinnlp-h\/t<=!

Enter
Enter

the END cormxjnd to exit and save the format,

the CANCEL corrmond to ex it 'without saving the format .

Figure 75. Format Definition Panel

A field definition includes:

FIELD NUMBER
The number of the field for which you are defining a

format. You can define up to 20 fields.

START COLUMN
Starting column position in the record.

i

FIELD LENGTH
Field length in bytes; the maximum is 71 bytes.

FIELD TYPE The type of data that can be entered in the field. Valid

values are:

E EBCDIC (single-byte)
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M Mixed data.
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Note: All three of these field types can contain extended graphics characters.

CAPS ON processing is not possible because of context dependencies.

Therefore, it is ignored when you are editing formatted data.

The format definition information applies to both existing records and
inserted records in a data set.

Note: We recommend that you avoid using formats with numbered data,

either STD or COBOL. The results can be different from using

formats with unnumbered data. If you must use numbered data, do
not define the columns the sequence numbers will appear in, or define

an EBCDIC or mixed data field for them.

C - Copy Formats

If you specify option C in the Format Specification panel, the following

occurs:

• If you specify both an asterisk (*) in the FROM FORMAT field, and a

! table name other than ISRFORM in the FROM TABLE field, all formats
i cataloged in the “from’' table are copied to ISRFORM.

Note: If you specify a table name in the FROM TABLE field, and that

table does not have the same format as ISRFORM, a severe error

occurs.

• If you specify both a format name and a “from’’ format, the format is

copied. If you specified a “from” table (other than ISRFORM), the

format is copied from that table. Otherwise, the format is copied from
ISRFORM. The Format Definition panel for the newly created format,

! containing the currently defined fields, is displayed. You can add,

delete, and/or update field definitions. When you press the END key,

the format definition is cataloged in ISRFORM under the format name
you specified.

• If you specify a format name but no “from” format, the Copy Format
Selection List panel (Figure 76 on page 169) is displayed.

If you did not specify a “from” table, the formats listed are those

cataloged in ISRFORM, the default format table. Otherwise, the

formats listed are those cataloged in the table you specified.

You can select a format to copy by entering S to the left of that format
name. Other commands you can enter are U (Update), R (Rename), D
(Delete), SELECT (which is similar to S), SORT, and LOCATE. See
“Format Selection List Commands” on page 170 for a description of

these commands.

The format is copied, and the Format Definition panel for the newly
created format, containing the currently defined fields, is displayed.

You can add, delete, and/or update field definitions. When you press

the END key, the format definition is cataloged in ISRFORM under the

NW* 15457 Dodd* 70002077
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COPY FORMAT SELECTION LIST (ISRFORM)
COMMAND

NAME RENAME CREATED LAST MODIFIED
S COMVONI 85/05/02 85/05/06 10:13

COM^N2 85/05/02 85/05/06 10:14
COhM)N3 85/05/02 85/05/06 10:14

S_ C0IVM0N4 85/05/02 85/05/06 10:16
m**^i******* ******************* BOTTOM OF DATA *******t

ROW 1 OF 4

SCROLL ===> PAGE
ID

Z72KXK
Z72KXK
Z72.KXK
Z72KXK

^^i:tt******************m**

Figure 76. Copy Format Selection List Panel

• If you specify neither a format name nor a '“from” format, but you do

specify a “from” table (other than ISRFORM), the Copy Format

Selection List panel is displayed. You can select one or more formats to

copy by entering S to the left of the format name(s). Each of these

formats is copied under the same name from the specified “from” table

to the ISRFORM table.

Note: If you do not specify option C but specify a name in the FROM
FORMAT field, the FROM FORMAT field is ignored.

D - Delete a Format

If you specify option D and a format name in the Format Specification

panel, the format is deleted.

U - Update a Format

If you specify option U and a format name in the Format Specification

panel, the Format Definition panel containing the currently defined fields is

displayed. You can add, delete, and/or update field definitions.

L or BLANK - Display Format List

If you specify option L or leave the OPTION line blank in the Format

Specification panel, the Format Selection List panel (Figure 77 on

page 170) is displayed.
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CCMMND
FORMAT SELECTION LIST ROW 1 OF 4

SCROLL ==-> PAGE
NAME RENAME

U_ F0RM01
FORM02
F0RM03
F0RM04

CREATED LAST MODIFIED ID
85/05/02 85/05/06 10:13 Z72KXK
85/05/02 85/05/06 10:14 Z72KXK
85/05/02 85/05/06 10:14 Z72KXK
85/05/02 85/05/06 10:16 Z72KXK
** BOTTOM OF DATA *****#******

Figure 77. Format Selection List Panel

Format Selection List Commands

The following sections describe the commands you can use on a Format
Selection List panel.

Deleting a Format

If you specify the D line command beside a format name, the format is

deleted.

Locating Format Names

The LOCATE command is another useful tool, especially if you have a long
format list. To use the LOCATE command, ensure that the list is sorted by
name. Next, enter the word LOCATE followed by the format name on the

COMMAND line. The format is:

LOCATE name

where:

name The name of the format you want to find.

For example, the following command would find a format named FORM03:

If the format exists, the entry for the specified format name appears as the

second line following the header lines. If the specified name is not found,

the existing format name that immediately precedes the specified name
appears as the first line following the header lines.
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Renaming a Format

If you specify the R line command beside a format name, you must also

specify its new name in the RENAME field before you press the ENTER
key. If you do not, the ENTER REQUIRED FIELD message appears in the

upper-right corner of the screen and the cursor moves to the RENAME
field.

Sorting Format Names

You can sort the name-list on this panel by entering the SORT command on

the COMMAND line. The format of the SORT command is:

SORT [NAME i TIME]

where:

NAME Sort by name.

TIME Sort by time last modified.

For example, the following command would sort a format selection list by

time:

Updating or Selecting a Format

If you specify the U or S line command beside a format name, the Format

Definition panel containing the currently defined fields is displayed. You

can add, delete, and/or update field definitions.

You can specify that multiple operations be done at the same time.

However, if you specify U or S with other line commands, any commands

after the first U or S are ignored.

The SELECT command provides you with another way to specify a format.

This command is entered on the COMMAND line.

The format of the SELECT command is:

SELECT name

where:

name The name of the format you want to select.

If the format exists, the Format Definition panel containing the currently

defined fields is displayed. You can add, delete, and/or update field

definitions.

If no format exists for that name, a new format is created, and the Format

Definition panel is displayed to allow you to define fields.
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SuperC Utility (Option 3.12)

Note: For an introduction to the SuperC and SuperCE utilities (options 3.12

and 3.13), see Appendix E, ''SuperC Reference.”

The SuperC utility (3.12) is a dialog that uses the SuperC program to

compare data sets of unlimited size and record length at the file, line, word,

or byte level. The panel shown in Figure 78 is used to specify the name of

a “new” data set.

Note: In this context, a "new” data set is an updated version of a previously

created data set, such as a data set in your private library that has not

yet been promoted.

COMVIAND ===>
SUPERC UTILITY

SPECIFY 'NEW DATA SET TO BE COMPARED, THEN PRESS THE ENTER KEY.

PROJECT ===> FBROWN
GROUP ===> PRIVATE ===> ===> =-=>

TYPE ===> TABLES
MEMBER ===>_ (Blank or pattern for member selection list,

I

'
*

' f or a 1 ! members

)

"NEW OTHER PARTITIONED OR SEQUENTIAL DATA SET:
DATA SET NAME ===>

VOLUME serial ===> (If not cataloged)

DATA SET PASSWORD ===> (If password protected)

PROEILE DSN ===>

I
MODE ===> p (F - foreground. B - batch)

Figure 78. SuperC Utility Panel

This panel requires only the names of the input data sets, and a foreground

or batch mode setting.

All the fields on this panel are explained in Chapter 2, ‘‘Libraries and Data
' Sets,” except:

PROFILE DSN
The name of an optional data set that can contain a compare

type, listing type, sequence numbers setting, Browse setting,

process options, and process statements. All these elements, when
i combined in one data set or member, are called a profile. See *‘A -

Activate/Create Profiles” on page 195 for information about using

the SuperCE utility (3.13) to create a profile data set.

The listing type and sequence numbers setting of the profile are

copied onto the panel used to specify the “old” data set name
(Figure 79 on page 173), but can be typed over or blanked out.

However, other elements of the profile are in effect, even though
thev are not shown on the panel.
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MODE The processing mode you want to use when comparing the data

sets. Choose one of the following:

F Foreground mode. After the “old” data set panel and .

member selection, if any, are completed, foreground

mode compares the “new” and “old” data sets and stores

the results in the data set specified in the LISTING DS
NAME field, which you can browse at the terminal.

B Batch mode. After the “old” data set panel and the

member list, if any, are completed, batch mode causes

the display of the SuperC Utility - Submit Batch Jobs

panel, so you can specify job card and print disposition

information. Then, JCL is generated and a batch job is

submitted to compare the “new” and “old” data sets.

Note: You cannot specify a data set password in batch

mode. If your data sets are password-protected

^

use foreground mode.

When you complete the “new” data set panel and press the ENTER key,

PDF displays the panel shown in Figure 79. Of the five fields shown at the

bottom of the panel, all except LISTING TYPE may not appear, depending

on the mode you choose (foreground or batch) and the contents of the

profile data set. Also, if you request a member list or specify an asterisk (*)

in the MEMBER field on the “new” data set panel, PDF does not display a

MEMBER field on the “old” data set panel.

COMPARE -- FBROWN. PRIVATE. TABLES
CON/f/AND ===>

SPECIFY ’-OLD" DATA SET TO BE COMPARED. THEN PRESS THE ENTER KEY.

PROJECT ==-> FBROWN
GROUP ===> PRIVATE ===> ==-> ===>

TYPE =-=> TABLES
MEMBER ===>

-OLD" OTHER PARTITIONED OR SEQUENTIAL DATA SET;

DATA SET NAME ==->

VOLUME SERIAL ===> (If not cataloged)

DATA SET PASSWORD
UPDATE DS NAME
LISTING TYPE
LISTING DS NAME
SEQUENCE NUMBERS

= = = >

==-> DELTA
-==> SUPERC. LIST

(If password protected)

( DELTA/CHNG/LONG/OVSUM/NOL I ST

)

(blank/SEQ/NCSEQ/COBOL)

Figure 79. SuperC Utility - "Old" Data Set Panel
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Specify the name of an “old” data set. The type of “old” data set that you

can specify depends on the type of “new” data set you specified on the

previous panel. For example, you can compare:

• A complete “new” PDS to a complete “old” PDS
• A “new” sequential data set to:

- An “old” sequential data set

- An “old” membered PDS.

• A “new” membered PDS to an “old” sequential data set

In this context, the term membered PDS refers to a PDS for which a single

member has been specified, such as:

SuperC treats a membered PDS as a sequential data set because the

comparison is done on a one-to-one basis. However, SuperC cannot

compare a sequential data set to a complete PDS because it cannot compare

one data set to more than one member of another data set.

When you press the ENTER key, PDF either displays a member selection

list or begins the comparison. All the fields on this panel are explained in

Chapter 2, “Libraries and Data Sets,” except the following:

UPDATE DS NAME
Tells SuperC the name of the data set that will contain

column-oriented results of the comparison. This data set is

normally used as input to post processing programs and can be

specified besides the normal listing data set. Also, this field is not

displayed unless your profile data set contains an update

(UPDxxxx) process option. See “P - Select SuperCE Process

Options” on page 194 for information about the SuperC process

options.

If you leave this field blank, SuperC uses the following default

name:

prefix . user id. SUPERC . UPDATE

where “prefix” is your TSO prefix and “userid” is your user ID. If

your prefix and user ID are identical, only your prefix is used.

Also, if you do not have a prefix, only your user ID is used.

If you enter the name of a data set that already exists, the

contents of that data set are replaced by the new update output.

If you enter the name of a data set that does not exist, SuperC

allocates it for you. The data set is allocated as a sequential data

set unless you enter a member name after it, in which case it is

allocated as a partitioned data set.

Fov the UPDMVS8, UPDCMS8, UPDSEQO aud
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valid data, but only after a successful compare when
differences are detected. The data set is always empty after

a comparison that shows the data sets or members being

compared have no differences.

I

I

!

LISTING TYPE
The type of listing you want SuperC to create when it compares

the data sets. This is a required field, so you must choose one of

the following. See “SuperC Listings” on page 344 for sample

listings.

DELTA Lists the differences between the source data sets,

followed by the overall summary.

CHNG Lists the differences between the source data sets,

plus up to 10 matching lines before and after the

differences. This listing is a variation of the

DELTA listing; the matching lines before and after

help you recognize changed areas of the source

data sets.

LONG Lists all the “new” data set source lines, plus “old”

data set deleted lines. Both inserted and deleted

lines are flagged.

OVSUM Lists only the overall summary of the comparison.

However, a PDS comparison generates an

individual summary line for each PDS member.

NOLIST Produces no listing output. In foreground mode,

only a message is returned to show the outcome of

the compare.

LISTING DS NAME
The name of the list data set to which SuperC writes the results

of the comparison. However, if you enter NOLIST in the

LISTING TYPE field, SuperC does not create an output listing, so

this name is ignored. Also, if you chose batch mode, this field

does not appear on the panel. The SuperC Utility - Submit Batch

Jobs panel is used instead.

If you leave this field blank, SuperC allocates a list data set,

using default data set attributes and the following data set name:

prefix. user id. SUPERC. LIST

where “prefix” is your TSO prefix and “userid” is your user ID. If

your prefix and user ID are identical, only your prefix is used.

Also, if you do not have a prefix, only your user ID is used.

If you enter the name of a data set that already exists, the

contents of that data set are replaced by the new output listing.

However, if the data set is sequential, you can add this listing to

562
instead of replacing it by including the APNDLST

process option in your profile data set.
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If you enter the name of a data set that does not exist, SuperC

allocates it for you. The data set is allocated as a sequential data

set unless you enter a member name after it, in which case it is

allocated as a partitioned data set.

SEQUENCE NUMBERS
A value that tells SuperC whether to exclude sequence number
fields from its comparison of your data sets. This field is not

displayed if the compare type is FILE or BYTE. The following

choices tell SuperC to:

blank Exclude sequence number fields from the

comparison if the data set is FB 80 or VB 255.

Otherwise, treat as data.

SEQ Exclude sequence number fields from the

comparison. Sequence numbers are assumed in

columns 73-80 in FB 80 and in columns 1-8 in VB
255 data sets.

NOSEQ Treat FB 80/VB 255 standard sequence number
columns as data.

COBOL Ignore columns 1-6 in FB 80 data sets. Data in

columns 1-6 is assumed to be sequence numbers.

SuperC Member Lists

The panel shown in Figure 80 on page 177 is displayed after you specify the

“old” data set name, but only if all the following statements are true:

, • The “new” data set(s) is partitioned.

• The MEMBER field, shown on the SuperC Utility panel (Figure 78 on

page 172 ), or the PDS Member List field, shown on the SuperCE Utility

panel (Figure 83 on page 182) was left blank or a pattern was used. See

“Displaying Member Lists” on page 38 for more information about

displaying member selection lists,

• The profile data set or statements data set being used does not contain

any SELECT process statements.

The members displayed in this list are members in the "new” data set. If

the OLD-MEM column is blank, SuperC assumes each member in the “new”

data set is to be compared with a member of the same name in the “old”

data set.

If you enter a member name in the OLD-MEM column, SuperC compares
this member to the one listed beside it in the NEW-MEM column.

To compare your selections, enter the END command. If you have not

selected anv members, PDF returns vou to the previous panel.
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COMPARE
COfvMAND

FBROWN. PRIVATE. TABLES ROW 00001 OF 00008
»> _ SCROLL ===> PAGE

Enter END command to process selections or CANCEL to exit the member list.
Enter OLD MEMBER name if it is different from NEW MEMBER.

NEW-MEM OLD-MEM VV.VM CREATED CHANGED SIZE INIT MOD ID

ISRUC1A 01 .28 86/01/22 86/03/10 14:15 24 24 0 FBROWN
ISRUC1B 01 .27 86/01/22 86/03/10 14:40 24 21 3 FBROWN
ISRUC1C 01 .10 86/01/30 86/03/10 14:40 24 25 4 FBROWN
iSRUCIS 01.11 86/02/19 86/03/10 14:51 23 17 2 FBROWN
ISRUC1T 01 .24 36/01/30 86/03/10 16:21 25 15 5 FBROWN
ISRUC2 01 .28 86/02/13 86/03/10 14:30 24 20 2 FBROWN
ISRUC6L 01 .10 86/02/25 86/03/10 12:19 24 21 1 FBROWN
ISRUC7
**END**

22.09 84/08/07 86/03/10 12:06 21 39 3 FBROWN

Figure 80. SuperC Member List Panel

To cancel your selections, enter either:

• The RESET command to remove all unprocessed selections without

ending the member list display

• The CANCEL command to end the member list display without

processing selections that are still on the screen.

Note: Both the jump function (^) and the RETURN command cause an

implied cancellation of selections before they are implemented.

If you need more information about member lists, see “Using Member
Selection Lists” on page 37.

Submitting a SuperC Job in Batch Mode

If you selected batch mode on the SuperC Utility panel, the panel shown in

Figure 81 on page 178 is displayed before the job is submitted. This panel

lets you specify one of the following:

• The SYSOUT CLASS, which determines the printer to which your job is

sent and the format used for the printed output

• The name of a listing data set

• Output data definitions that you can use to give the printer additional

instructions, such as an output destination that is not defined by a

SYSOUT class.
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SUPERC UTILITY SUBMIT BATCH JOBS

blank - Generate output listing to SYSOUT CLASS below.
1 - Generate output I isting to DATA SET NAME below.
2 - Generate output listing using completed //OUTDO OD below.

SYSOUT CLASS ===> A

DATA SET NAME = = = > FBROWN . PR 1 VATE . TABLES

//OUTDD DD ===> SYSOUT-H. FCB»12,CHARS=GT15
// ==->

LRECL for the Listing Output will be

JOB STATEMENT INFORMATION; (Required - Enter/Verify JOB control statements)
= = = > //F3RCWNA JOB (ACCOUNT ).’ NAME *

===> //*
===> //*
===> //*

Figure 81 , SuperC Utility - Submit Batch Jobs Panel

The JOB STATEMENT INFORMATION field is explained under Figure 9

on page 23. The other fields on this panel are:

Note: The following three fields are independent of one another. Also, none

of them require you to provide an OUTDD card in the JOB
STATEMENT INFORMA TION field.

SYSOUT CLASS
A system output classification defined by your installation, which

defines certain print characteristics, such as the printer and the

format that will be used to produce the output. This field is

required if you leave the OPTION field blank. Otherwise, it is

ignored. See “Blank - Generate Output Listing to SYSOUT
CLASS” on page 179 if you need more information.

DATA SET NAME
The name of the listing data set that you want PDF to store your

compare results in. This data set can be either partitioned or

sequential.

The DATA SET Nx\ME field is required if you use option 1 on

this panel. Otherwise, it is ignored. See “1 - Generate Output

Listing in DATA SET NAME” on page 179 if you need more
information.

//OUTDD DD
Output data definitions that are used to specify additional printer

instructions in job control language (JCL). This field is required

if you use option 2 on the SuperC Utility - Submit Batch Jobs

panel. Otherwise, it is ignored. See “2 - Generate Output Listing

Using Completed //OUTDD DD” on page 180 if you need more
information.
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The following sections describe the options shown at the top of the SuperC

Utility - Submit Batch Jobs panel (Figure 81).

Blank - Generate Output Listing to SYSOUT CLASS

Leave the OPTION field blank if you want to send the listing output to a

SYSOUT class. Specify the desired SYSOUT class in the SYSOUT CLASS
field.

If you enter either option 1 or option 2, the SYSOUT CLASS field is

ignored. However, for option 2, you can include the “SYSOUT = ”

parameter in an OUTDD DD field.

1 - Generate Output Listing in DATA SET NAME

Enter option 1 if you want SuperC to store the listing output in a data set.

Specify the desired data set in the DATA SET NAME field. This field

serves the same purpose as the LISTING DS NAME field, which is used

when running the SuperC utility in foreground mode.

The logical record length (LRECL) of the listing data set is displayed under

the list of options at the top of the SuperC Utility - Submit Batch Jobs

panel. SuperC creates listings with either of four LRECLs:

132 Standard listing for the NOPRTCC process option; printer control

characters are omitted.

133 Standard listing.

202 Wide listing for the NOPRTCC process option; printer control

characters are omitted.

203 Wide listing.

If you specify an existing sequential data set with an incorrect LRECL,

SuperC overrides the data set specifications. This applies to any listing and

update data sets in both foreground and batch.

A separate operation, such as using the Hardcopy utility (option 3.6), is

needed to print the listing data set.

If you leave the OPTION field blank or enter option 2, the DATA SET

NAME field is ignored. Therefore, to specify an output data set in either of

these two situations, you must include the “DSN = ” parameter in an

OUTDD DD field.

Specifying Existing Data Sets:

The following rules apply when specifying the name of an existing data set:

• When you submit JCL for processing, the output listing produced by

that JCL usually replaces the contents of the specified data set, if any

exist. Therefore, be careful when specifying the name of an existing
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You can keep a history of changes by using the APNDLST compare

option when you run the comparison. This compare option adds the

new output listing to the specified sequential data set's contents instead

of replacing it.

• Use standard TSO data set naming conventions.

Specifying Nonexistent Data Sets:

The following rules apply when specifying the name of a data set that does

not exist:

• If you include a member name in the data set specification, PDF
allocates a partitioned data set with suitable attributes for the listing.

• If you do not specify a member name, PDF allocates a sequential data

set.

2 - Generate Output Listing Using Completed //OUTDD DD

Enter option 2 if you want to specify an output data definition statement in

the //OUTDD DD fields.

The OUTDD DD fields are provided so you can pass to your printer all the

JCL needed to format special types of output that may not be supported by

your installation's SYSOUT CLASS definitions. The example shown in

Figure 81 on page 178 specifies a wide format for printing on 14 3/4 inch

forms.

The SYSOUT CLASS and DATA SET NAME fields are ignored. If you

need to specify this information, be sure to include it in your OUTDD DD
job card. If you specify a data set name in your OUTDD DD job card, the

output data set is printed and kept. Otherwise, it is printed and deleted.

Here are some examples:

• To specify a SYSOUT class, enter:

where “X” is the SYSOUT class, such A, B, or C.

• To specify a data set name, enter:

1 3 ? ~ xxxxx

.

where “XXXXX...” is one of the following:

- For an “old” data set:

- For a “new” sequential data set:
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“ For a “new” partitioned data set

- For a sequential data set that will be modified by, instead of

replaced by, the comparison results:

I

Using the NOLIST Listing Type in Batch Mode

I

If you enter the NOLIST listing type and then choose batch mode, the

I

options on the SuperC Utility - Submit Batch Jobs panel shown in

Figure 81 on page 178 are invalid because no listing is produced.

Therefore, an alternate panel is displayed, which blanks out the invalid

I

fields, but still allows you to submit job statement JCL. This panel is

I

shown in Figure 82.

OPTION
SUPERC UTILITY - SUBMIT BATCH JOBS

"NOLIST" listing option selected.

ENTER to SUBMIT job. END to CANCEL.

JOB STATEMENT INFORMATION: (Required
==-> //FBROWNA job (ACCOUNT) , 'NAME'
-==> //*
= = =.> //

//*

Enter/Verify JOB control statements)

Figure 82 . SuperC Utility - Submit Batch Jobs Panel using NOLIST

When this panel is displayed, you can either;

• Type the job statement JCL and press the ENTER key to submit the

job.

• Enter the END command to cancel the job.
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SuperCE Utility (Option 3.13)

Note: For an introduction to the SuperC and SuperCE utilities (options 3J2
and 3.13), see Appendix E, ''SuperC Reference” on page 367.

The SuperCE utility (3.13) is a dialog that uses the SuperC program to

compare data sets of unlimited size and record length at the file, line, word,

or byte level. It is appropriate if you need more flexibility than the

standard SuperC utility (3.12) provides.

The panel shown in Figure 83 is the first panel of the SuperCE utility. It

requires only the names of the input data sets, which are entered using

standard TSO naming conventions, such as:

New DS Name ===>

Note: In this context, a "new” data set is an updated version of a previously

created data set, such as a data set in your private library that has not

yet been promoted.

OPTION ===>
SUPERCE UTILITY

blank - Compare Data Sets P - Select Process Options
0 - Submit Batch Data Set Compare E - Edit Statements Data Set
S - Extended Search-For Compare Utility A - Activate/Create Profiles

! New DS Name ===>

Old DS Name ===>

PDS Member List ===> (blank/pattern -member list, * - compare all)
(Leave New/0!d Dsn "blank" for concatenated-uncota I oged-password panel)

Opt I ona I Sect i on
Compare Type ===> LINE (FILE/ LINE /WORD/BYTE)
Listing Type = = = > DELTA (OVSUM/ DELTA /CHNG/LONG/NOL I ST)
Listing Dsn ===> SUPERC. LIST
Process Options ===>

= = = >

i Statements Dsn ===> SUPERC. STMTS
i Update Dsn ===>
I BROWSE Output ===> YES ( YES /NO/CONO/UPD)

Figure 83. SuperCE Utility Panel

I

A default compare type, listing type, listing data set name, and Browse
option are provided if you choose not to specify your own. The fields on the

SuperCE Utility panel are:

New DS Name and Old DS Name
Specify the name of a sequential data set, PDS, or membered PDS.

Use standard TSO naming conventions, including quotes for fully

qualified names. Leave either or both of these fields blank to

display a panel on which you can specify concatenated,

uncataloged, and password-protected.data sets. These panels are

shown in Figure 84 on page 187 (foreground compare) and

Figure 85 on page 188 (batch compare).
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PDS Member List

Leave this field blank to display a member selection list for the

“new” data set. Otherwise, enter one of the following. See

“SuperC Member Lists” on page 176 if you need more

i
information.

pattern Entering a pattern causes PDF to display a list of

the members in the “new” data set that match the

pattern. See “Displaying Member Lists” on

I page 38 for more information about using patterns.

For example:

;

PDS Member List ===>

* Entering an asterisk causes all the members in the

“new” data set to be compared to any likemamed

members in the “old” data set. A member list is

not displayed. For example:

PDS Member List ===> ''

Members in either data set not having like-named

members in the other data set are not compared,

but are listed in the output list data set.

I

Note: You can also use SELECT process statements in the

statements data set to specify an optional set of PDS
members to be searched. However, the SELECT statement

turns off the PDS member list function.

Compare Type
The type of comparison you want SuperC to perform. Enter one

of the following:

FILE Compares source data sets for differences, but does

not show what the differences are. This is the

simplest and fastest method with the least amount

of processing overhead. For this compare type,

SuperC prepares summary information only and

causes all listing types to produce the same output,

i except NOLIST, which does not produce any

I

output listing. A message is returned to notify you

! of the compare results.

LINE Compares source data sets for line differences.

This compare type is the default. It is most useful

for comparisons of program source code because it

i is record-oriented and points out inserted or

deleted lines of code. Lines can be of unlimited

size.

WORD Compares source data sets for word differences. In

this context, a “word” is a group of characters that

begins and ends with a blank or other line
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be delimiters. Also, a word cannot be longer than

256 characters.

The WORD compare type is most useful for

comparing text data sets. If two data sets contain

the same words in the same order, SuperC

considers them to be identical, even if those words

are not on the same lines.

BYTE Compares source data sets for byte differences.

The output listing data set consists of a

hexadecimal printout with character equivalents

listed on the right. A BYTE compare with a

LONG listing of a data set against itself results in

a hexadecimal dump of that data set. This

compare type is most useful for comparing machine
readable data.

Listing Type
The type of listing you want SuperC to create when it compares

the data sets. Listing Type is not a required field in SuperCE. If

you do not specify a listing type, the default is DELTA. See

“SuperC Listings” on page 344 for sample listings.

DELTA Lists the differences between the source data sets,

followed by the general summary.

CHNG Lists the differences between the source data sets,

plus up to 10 matching lines before and after the

differences. This listing is a variation of the

DELTA listing; the matching lines before and after

help you recognize changed areas of the source

data sets.

LONG Lists all the “new” data set source lines, plus “old”

data set deleted lines. Both inserted and deleted

lines are flagged.

OVSUM Lists only the general summary of the comparison.

However, a PDS comparison generates an

individual summary line for each PDS member.

NOLIST Produces no listing output. In foreground mode, a

message is returned to show the outcome of the

comparison.

Listing Dsn
The name of the list data set to which SuperC writes the results

of the comparison. However, if you- enter NOLIST in the Listing

Type field, SuperC does not create an output listing, so this name
is ignored.
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If you leave this field blank, SuperC allocates a list data set,

j

using default data set attributes and the following data set name;

j

pref ix . user id . SUPERC . LIST

where “prefix” is your TSO prefix and “userid” is your user ID. If

i
your prefix and user ID are identical, only your prefix is used.

Also, if you do not have a prefix, only your user ID is used.

If you enter the name of a data set that already exists, the

j

contents of that data set is replaced by the new output listing.

I

However, if the data set is sequential, you can add this listing to

I

the data set instead of replacing it by using the APNDLST
!

process option.

I

If you enter the name of a data set that does not exist, SuperC

allocates it for you. The data set is allocated as a sequential data

I

set unless you enter a member name after it, in which case it is

I

allocated as a member of a partitioned data set.

I

Process Options

I
Keywords that tell SuperC how to process the compare operation.

1
You can type these keywords in the Process Options fields or

I

select them from a panel. See “P - Select SuperCE Process

1

Options” on page 194 for a table of keywords.

Statements Dsn
The name of the data set that contains your process statements,

j

All statements data sets must be fixed block with 80-byte records

i (FB 80). See “E - Edit SuperCE Statements Data Set” on page 194

I if you need more information.

j

Update Dsn
: Tells SuperC the name of the data set that will contain

j

column-oriented results of the comparison. This data set is

j

normally used as input to post processing programs and can be

i specified besides the normal listing data set.

i
If you leave this field blank and use an update (UPDxxxx) option,

I

SuperC uses the following default name:

,

pref ix. userid. SUPERC. UPDATE

where “prefix” is your TSO prefix and “userid” is your user ID. If

!

your prefix and user ID are identical, only your prefix is used.

I

Also, if you do not have a prefix, only your user ID is used.

I If you enter the name of a data set that already exists, the

I

contents of that data set are replaced by the new update output.

However, if the data set is sequential, you can add this listing to

'

the data set instead of replacing it by using the APNDUPD
process option.

If you enter the name of a data set that does not exist, SuperC
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set unless you enter a member name after it, in which case it is

allocated as a partitioned data set.

Note: For the UPDMVS8, UPDCMS8, UPDSEQO and
UPDPDEL process options, the update data set contains

valid data, but only after a successful compare when
differences are detected. The data set is always empty after

a comparison that shows the data sets or members being

compared have no differences.

BROWSE Output
Tells PDF whether you want to display the output listing in

Browse mode. Enter one of the following:

Note: The NOLIST listing type overrides YES, NO, and COND.

YES Invoke Browse to display the listing data set after

processing the comparison. This is the default.

NO Do not invoke Browse to display the SuperC listing data

set.

COND Do not invoke Browse unless SuperC finds differences

between the data sets.

UPD Browse the update data set instead of the list data set.

This parameter is not valid unless you create an update

data set by using one or more of the SuperC process

options that begin with UPD (UPDxxxx).

The following sections describe the options shown at the top of the

SuperCE Utility panel.

Blank - Compare Data Sets

If you leave the OPTION field blank, SuperC processes the data sets in

foreground mode, so you can browse the results of the compare. This

choice locks your keyboard until SuperC processing is complete.

The panel shown in Figure 84 on page 187 is displayed if you leave the

OPTION field and the New DS Name or Old DS Name field blank on the

SuperCE Utility panel.

For fields DSl through DS4, both “NEW’ and “OLD,” use normal TSO
naming conventions. You can specify a series of concatenated data sets, an

uncataloged or password-protected data set, or a cataloged data set.

Up to four data sets can be concatenated for both the “NEW” and “OLD”
input data sets. Make sure the data sets are concatenated in the proper

sequence, as follows:

1. If two or more sequential data sets are concatenated as one input data
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CCMMND = = = > _
SUPERCE - CONCATENATION INTERACTIVE ENTRY

"NEW" DS1 ===>

CONCATENATION DS2 ===>

DS3 «*=>

DS4 ===>

OTHER "NEW" PARTITIONED OR SEQUENTIAL DATA SET
DATA SET NAME =“=>

VOLUME SERIAL ===> (If not catatoged)
PASSWORD ===> (If password protected)

"OLD" DS1 ==*>

CONCATENATION DS2 ==*>

DS3 ===>

DS4 ==->

OTHER "OLD" PARTITIONED OR SEQUENTIAL DATA SET
DATA SET NAME ===>

VOLUME SERIAL -==> (If not cataloged)
PASSWORD ===> (If password protected)

Figure 84. SuperCE - Concatenation Interactive Entry Panel

2. PDS concatenations must have the data set with the largest block size

as the first in any concatenation.

3. SuperCE uses only the first occurrence of a member in the concatenated

series of PDSs as source input for a compare. Any other occurrences of

the member are ignored.

“Other” partitioned or sequential data sets, volume serials, and data set

passwords are specified as on any other data entry panel. See

Chapter 2, “Libraries and Data Sets” if you need more information.

Note: The PASSWORD fields apply only to the “other" partitioned or

sequential data sets. TSO prompts you if any concatenated data sets

are password-protected.

B - Submit Batch Data Set Compare

Option B causes SuperC to process the data sets in batch mode. This choice

frees the keyboard, allowing you to continue using PDF while waiting for

SuperC to compare the data sets. The output listing is sent to the

destination specified on the SuperC Utility - Submit Batch Jobs panel

(Figure 81 on page 178).

The panel shown in Figure 85 on page 188 is displayed if you select option

B and leave the New DS Name or Old DS Name field blank on the SuperCE

Utility panel. You can concatenate up to four data sets that have like

attributes. For example, all must be either sequential or partitioned.
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CO^ND = = ->
SUPERCE - CONCATENATION BATCH ENTRY

"NEW" DS1 ===>

CONCATENATION DS2
DS3 -«=>

DS4 ===>
OTHER "NEW" PARTITIONED OR SEQUENTIAL DATA SET

DATA SET NAME =»=>
VOLUME SERIAL = = ==> (If not cataloged)

"OLD" DS1
CONCATENATION DS2 ===>

0S3 ==->

DS4 ===>

OTHER "OLD" PARTITIONED OR SEQUENTIAL DATA SET
DATA SET NAME ==->

VOLUME SERIAL »==> (If not cataloged)

Figure 85. SuperCE - Concatenation Batch Entry Panel

This panel is the same as the panel shown in Figure 84 on page 187, except

the PASSWORD field is omitted. If your data sets are password-protected,

compare the data sets in foreground mode by leaving the OPTION field on
the SuperCE Utility panel blank.

, Printing a SuperCE Listing in Batch Mode

If you selected option B on the SuperCE Utility panel, the panel shown in

Figure 81 on page 178 is displayed before the job is submitted. This panel

lets you determine whether to print your SuperC listing or write it to a list

data set.

S - Extended Search-For Compare Utility

Note: For an introduction to the Search-For and Extended Search-For

utilities (options 3.14 and 3.13.S), see Appendix E, ''SuperC

Reference'' on page 367.

If you select option S, the Extended Search-For Utility panel, shown in

Figure 86 on page 189, is displayed. This utility is a dialog that uses the

SuperC program to search your data sets or PDS members for one or more
character strings. It is appropriate if you need more flexibility than the

standard Search-For utility (3.14) provides.
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OPTION -»=>
EXTENDED SEARCH- FOR UTILITY

blank - Search-For Strings P - Select Process Options
E - Edit Statements Data Set

Search DS Name =»>

PDS Member List ==•> (blank/pattern - member list, * - searcn all)
(Leave Search Dsn "blank" for conca tena ted-unca to I oged-pcssword panel)

Enter Search Strings and Optional operands (WORD/PREFIX/SUFF I X ,C)

CAPS ===>

CAPS ===>

CAPS ==->

ASIS =“=>

ASiS ===>

Listing DS Name ===> SRCHFOR.LIST
Process Options ===>

Statements Dsn ===> SRCHFOR . STMTS

Figure 86. Extended Search-For Utility Panel

The character string(s) is the only entry the panel requires. The fields on

this panel are:

Search DS Name
Specify the name of a sequential data set, PDS, or membered PDS.

Use standard TSO naming conventions, including quotes for fully

qualified names. Leave this field blank to display a panel on

which you can specify concatenated, uncataloged, and

password-protected data sets. This panel is shown Figure 87 on

page 192.

PDS Member List

Leave this field blank to display a list of all the members in the

search data set. Otherwise, enter one of the following. See

“Search-For Member Lists” on page 202 if you need more

information.

pattern Entering a pattern causes PDF to display a list

of the members in the search data set that match

the pattern. See “Displaying Member Lists” on

page 38 for more information about using

patterns. For example:

PDS Member List ===> I3R^

Entering an asterisk causes all the members in

the search data set to be searched. For example:

PDS Member List ===> ^

Note:
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CAPS A search string that you want the Extended Search-For utility to

find. This search string is converted to uppercase before the

i search begins and is found only if it exists in the search data set

i
in uppercase.

Note: The ANYC process option causes the string to be found in

I any case, (upper, lower, or mixed) even if you enter the

string in the CAPS field.

You can enter up to three uppercase search strings, one in each

CAPS field. Here are some examples:

• Either of the following strings may be found in the search

I

data set:

CAPS ==>
CAPS ==>

;

• The following two strings must be found on the same line

because of the continuation (C) keyword. THEN must be a

complete word, while ISR must be the prefix of a word.

CAPS ==> :
•

CAPS ==>
: :

• In the next example, a hexadecimal string is specified as the

I

search string. Use this to find unprintable characters.

CAPS ==>
: :

'

• The following example searches for the string JOE'S CLIST.

Notice that the string is enclosed in single quotation marks

and the apostrophe following Joe's name has been doubled.

I

CAPS ==> '

. : ^ r : : rr
'

;

ASIS A search string that you want the Extended Search-For utility to

find. This search string is searched for on an “as is” basis. The
Extended Search-For utility does not find the string unless it

exists in the data set exactly as you enter it in an ASIS field.

You can enter up to two “as is” search strings, one in each ASIS
! field.

The examples following the CAPS field definition apply to the

ASIS field as well.

I

Notes:

1. See ''Search-For Strings and Keywords' on page 201 for a list

of rules that determine the format required for entering search

strings and for definitions of the keywords that are shown in

the examples below,

2, The SRCHFOR and SRCHFORC process statements override

any strings entered in the CAPS and ASIS fields.
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Listing DS Name
The name of the list data set to which the Extended Search-For

utility writes the listing information. If you leave this field

blank, Extended Search-For allocates a list data set, using default

data set attributes and the following data set name:

pref ix . user id . SRCHFOR . LIST

where “prefix” is your TSO prefix and “userid” is your user ID. If

your prefix and user ID are identical, only your prefix is used.

Also, if you do not have a prefix, only your user ID is used.

I

If you enter the name of a data set that already exists, the

contents of that data set are replaced by the new listing output.

However, if the data set is sequential, you can add this listing to

the data set instead of replacing it by using the APNDLST
process option.

If you enter the name of a data set that does not exist, Search-For

allocates it for you. The data set is allocated as a sequential data

set unless you enter a member name after it, in which case it is

allocated as a partitioned data set.

Process Options
Keywords that tell SuperC how to process the search-for

operation. You can type these keywords in the Process Options

field or select them from a panel. See “Process Options” on

page 374 for tables of keywords.

Statements Dsn
The name of the data set that contains your search-for process

statements, which you can create or change by using option E on

the Extended Search-For Utility panel. SuperC reads these

I
process statements before conducting the search. Ail statements

data sets must be fixed block with 80-byte records (FB 80).

The following sections describe the options shown on the Extended

Search-For Utility panel.

Blank - Search-For Strings

If you leave the Search DS Name field blank, the Extended Search-For -

Concatenation Data Set Entry panel, shown in Figure 87 on page 192, is

displayed.

For fields DSl through DS4, use normal TSO naming conventions. You can

specify a series of concatenated data sets, an uncataloged or

password-protected data set, or a cataloged data set name.

Up to four data sets can be concatenated. Make sure the data sets are

concatenated in the proper sequence, as follows:

1. If two or more sequential data sets are concatenated as one input data
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Figure 87. Extended Search-For - Concatenation Data Set Entry Panel

2. PDS concatenations must have the data set with the largest block size

as the first in any concatenation.

3. Search-For uses only the first occurrence of a member in the

concatenated series of PDSs as source input for a search. Any other

occurrences of the member are ignored.

“Other” partitioned or sequential data sets, volume serials, and data set

passwords are specified as on any other data entry panel. See

Chapter 2, “Libraries and Data Sets” if you need more information.

Note: The PASSWORD field applies only to the "other' partitioned or

sequential data set. TSO prompts you if any concatenated data sets

are password-protected.

P - Select Search-For Process Options

The following rules govern the selection of Search-For process options:

• Type any non-blank character to the left of a process option(s). Then

press the ENTER key. This causes the option(s) you chose to be

displayed in the Process Options field on the Exter ed Search-For

i Utility panel. If you select two options that cannoc be chosen together,

i or if you enter an option name incorrectly, an error message is

displayed.

• Enter the CANCEL command to return to the Extended Search-For

I

Utility panel without processing selections.

Search-For process options can affect how the input data is processed, and

determine the format and content of the output listing data set. They can

also help you save processing time by avoiding comments and blank lines.
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any of them in the Process Options field on the Extended Search-For Utility

panel. Errors caused by mistyping process options are detected when you
invoke the Extended Search-For utility.

For definitions of the Search-For process options, see “Process Options” on

page 378.

E - Edit Search-For Statements Data Set

A statements data set consists of process statements that contain

instructions for the SuperC program. They are similar to the process

options, but are composed of a keyword and one or more operands. See “P -

Select Search-For Process Options” on page 192 for information about

Search-For process options.

When you select option E from the Extended Search-For Utility panel, the

Extended Search-For utility displays the statements data set you specified

in the Statements Dsn field. This data set is always displayed in Edit mode,

allowing you to add, change, or delete search-for process statements as

needed.

The size of the Edit window depends on the number of lines your terminal

can display. The sample panel shown in Figure 88 shows how the Edit

window appears on a 24-line display. Examples of some common process

statements are listed below the Edit window so you can easily compose the

proper input line.

EDIT --- FBROWN.SRCH FOR. STMTS COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===> _ SCROLL -==> PAGE

Enter or change Process Statements in the EDIT window below:
TOP OF DATA ***»**»****

*«*«*««*«««««*««*«********«* BOTTOM OF DATA ****************************
Examp I es

SRCHFOR 'ABCD'.W
SRCHFORC 'DEFG'
CMPCOLM 1:60 75:90
DPLINE 'PAGE *.87:95
DPLINE 'PAGE *

SELECT MEMl .MEM2
Others: DPLINEC LSTCOLM

comment- I \ nes (
" *

Exp i anat I on
Search for the word "ABCD“
"DEFC" must be on same line as word '’ABCD”

Search columns 1:60 and 75:90 for string(s)
Exclude line if "PAGE " found in columns 87:99
Exclude If "PAGE " found anywhere on line
Search only members MEM1 and MEM2 of PDS

CMPLINE NTITLE NCHGT LNCT SLIST
' and

Figure 88. Search-For Process Statements Panel

The SuperC program validates the process statements at run time. Invalid

process statements are not used and are noted at the bottom of the listing.

Unless a higher return code is required by some other condition, a return

code of 4 is returned.

; For the syntax and examples of the Search-For process statements, see

: “Process Statements” on page 393.
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P - Select SuperCE Process Options

To select one or more SuperCE process options, do either of the following:

• Type any non-blank character to the left of a process option(s). If

“continued on next page” is shown at the bottom of the panel, you can

press the ENTER key to display more process options. Enter the END
command when you finish selecting options. This causes the options

you chose to be displayed in the Process Options field(s) on the

SuperCE Utility panel. If you select two options that cannot be chosen

together, or if you enter an option name incorrectly, an error message is

displayed.

• Enter the CANCEL command to return to the SuperCE Utility panel

without processing selections.

SuperC process options can affect how the input data is processed, and

determine the format and content of the output listing data set. They can

also help you save processing time by avoiding comments and blank lines.

A separate group of options, called update data set options (UPDxxxx), let

you create update data sets, examples of which are shown in “Update Data

Set Control Options” on page 382.

All these options can be chosen from the XXXX Compare Process Options

panels, where XXXX is the compare type (FILE, LINE, WORD, or BYTE)
that you are using. The only exception is that the “do not process”

(DPxxxx) options are not available from a selection panel when you are

conducting a WORD comparison. However, you can type any of them in

the Process Options field on the SuperCE Utility panel. Errors caused by

mistyping process options are detected when you invoke the SuperCE
utility.

For definitions of the SuperC process options, see “Process Options” on

page 378.

E - Edit SuperCE Statements Data Set

A statements data set consists of process statements that contain

instructions for the SuperC program. They are similar to the process

options, but are composed of a keyword and one or more operands. See “P -

Select SuperCE Process Options” for information about SuperCE process

options.

When you select option E from the SuperCE Utility panel, the SuperCE
utility displays the statements data set you specified in the Statements Dsn
field. This data set is always displayed in Edit mode, allowing you to add,

change, or delete SuperC process statements as needed. Only one process

statement can appear on each line of the statements data set.

The size of the Edit window depends on the number of lines your terminal

can display. The sample panel shown in Figure 89 on page 195 shows how
the Edit window appears on a 24-line display. Examples of some common
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impose the proper input line.
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NW:

EDIT — - FBROWN.SUPERC. STMTS COLUMNS 001 072
CCmAHO *=»> _ SCROLL = = = > PAGE

Enter or change Process Statements in the EDIT window below:
«««*** ***#*^******#:**#******** + **** TOP OF DATA

**«***«*« 4> **«««*** «

Excmp I es
CMPCOLM 5:60 75:90
LSTCOLM 25:90
DPLINE 'PAGE '

DPLINE ’PAGE '.87:95
SELECT MEM1 . NMEM2 : OMEM2
CMPLINE NTOP 'MACRO*
LNCT 66

Others: DPLINEC CMPBOFS
NCHGT OCHGT

********* BOTTOM OF DATA *******************
Exp I anat i on

Compare using two column compare ranges
List columns 25:90 from Input
Exclude line If "PAGE " found anywhere on line

Exclude if "PAGE " found within columns 87:99
Compare MEM1 with MEM1 and NMEM2 with OMEM2
Start comparing after string found in new DSN
Set lines per page to 66

CMPCOLMN CMPCOLMO NTITLE OTITLE SLIST
connmen t- I i nes ("*"

******

Figure 89. SuperC Process Statements Panel

The SuperC program validates process statements at run time. Invalid

process statements are not used and are noted at the bottom of the listing.

Unless a higher return code is required by some other condition, a return

code of 4 is generated.

See “Process Statements” on page 393 for process statement syntax,

definitions, and examples.

A - Activate/Create Profiles

A SuperC profile is a data set that can contain a compare type, a listing

type, a Browse setting, and various combinations of process options and

process statements that you select.

SuperC profiles are useful for a wide range of users. Beginners can use

profiles created by others as a simple method of running SuperC.

Experienced SuperC users can create profiles for the groups of options they

use often so that they do not have to remember individual process options

and statements. Also, profiles give system programmers a mechanism for

setting up complex compare tools that others can simply invoke by profile

name.

Some other characteristics of profiles are:

• A profile can be either a sequential data set or a member of a PDS.

• Data set names are not represented in a profile.

• Profiles can be created only with the SuperCE utility (option 3.13).

However, once they are created, they can be used in the standard

SuperC utility (option 3.12).

15457 Dodd: 70002077 Page
^change a profile, activate it and make the necessary changes to the

rmation in the fields on the SuperCE Utility panel. Then select
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option C and create a profile, entering in the Activate/Create Profile DS
Name field the name of the profile data set that you want to modify.

• You can display the contents of a profile data set by using the Browse

and Edit options. Figure 90 shows a Browse display of a profile data

set.

BROWSE
COM^ND
***«««**
. PROF
. PROF
. PROF
SELECT I

CMPCOLM
DPLINE ’

LNCT 65

-- FBROWN.SUPERC. PROFILE line 000000 COL
SCROLL

m*****-¥m*******mm**ifm**** TOP OF DATA
PREFIX CTYP=LINE,LTYP=DELTA . BRW-YES
PREFIX PROCI^NOSEQ DPPLCMT DPADCMT DPFTCMT DPCBCMT MARGIN^
PREFIX PR0C2=DPBLKCL LOCS CNPML WIDE UPDCNTL * MARGIN^
SRUC 1 A . I SRUC 1 B . I SRUC2 : I SRUC3
7:60
EXAMPLE’ .7:60

001 080
=> PAGE

00000100
00000200
00000300
00000400

BOTTOM OF DATA

Figure 90, SuperCE Profile Browse Display

Selecting option A on the SuperCE Utility panel displays the panel shown
in Figure 91. This panel is used to activate and create profiles.

OPTION ===>
SUPERCE - PROFILE MANAGER

A - Activate - Reads the specified Input profile data set:
1. Establishes the process and compare options from the profile

prefix lines.
2. Establishes the profile as the process statement data set If

any process statements are detected.

C - Create - Creates an output profile data set:
1. Combines process and compare options ^rom the i^r'mary Panel

and any process statements from the Statements Data Set
SUPERC. STMTS

2. Rewrites the profile data set (if the data set exists) or
allocates a new data set before generating the profile.

Act i va te/Crea te
Profile DS Name ===>

Figure 91. SuperCE - Profile Manager Panel
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The only field on this panel is:

Activate/Create Profile DS Name
The name of the profile data set that you want to either activate

or create. This field is required.

If you choose option A (Activate), SuperCE copies the compare

type, listing type. Browse setting, and any process options this

data set contains. If the profile also contains process statements,

SuperCE displays the name of the profile data set in the

Statements Dsn field on the SuperCE Utility panel.

If you choose option C (Create), SuperCE copies the information

that is saved into one output data set or member.

The following sections describe the options shown at the top of the

SuperCE - Profile Manager panel.

A - Activate

Option A (Activate) restores the contents of the profile data set specified in

the Activate/Create Profile DS Name field. This data set must be cataloged.

When you press the ENTER key, information that was stored in the profile

data set when it was created is displayed in the corresponding fields on the

SuperCE Utility panel. For example, process options stored in the profile

appear in the Process Options fields. At this point, you can make

additional changes or choose another option.

C - Create

Option C (Create) causes SuperCE to copy data entered on the SuperCE

I

Utility panel and place it in the profile data set specified in the

I

Activate/Create Profile DS Name field. Be sure the correct information is

j

displayed on that panel and that the statements data set, if you specify one,

I

contains the correct process statements before you create the profile.

If the profile data set that you specify does not already exist, SuperCE

allocates it for you. Data stored in the profile data set can include:

:

• The following values taken from the fields on the SuperCE Utility

panel. The abbreviations in parentheses show how these values are

identified in a profile data set:

- Compare type (CTYP)

!

- Listing type (LTYP)

:

“ Browse setting (BRW)
— Process options (PROCl and PROC2).

• Process statements copied from the statements data set that was

i

specified in the Statements Dsn field. This data set name is displayed

I
and highlighted on the SuperCE - Profile Manager panel. For example,

the sample panel shown in Figure 91 on page 196 displays the name

SUPERC.STMTS.

NW: 15457 Dodd: 70002077 Page 584
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If you leave the Statements Dsn field blank, the data set name and the

words preceding it are not displayed on the SuperCE - Profile Manager
panel and SuperCE does not include any process statements in your
profile. See the following sections for information about process

options and process statements, respectively:

- ‘T - Select SuperCE Process Options’’ on page 194
- “E - Edit SuperCE Statements Data Set” on page 194.
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: Search-For Utility (Option 3.14)

I

Note: For an introduction to the Search-For and Extended Search-For

;

utilities (options 3.14 and 3.13.S), see Appendix E, ''SuperC

\

Reference' on page 367.

I

The Search-For utility (3.14) is a dialog that uses the SuperC program to

search your data sets or PDS members for one or more character strings.

! The Search-For Utility panel, shown in Figure 92, is the first panel of the

j

Search-For utility. The only requirements for this panel are:

I

• A string to be searched for, unless you enter YES for multiple strings

I

• A data set to search, along with a volume serial and password if

I

necessary.

i A default listing data set name is provided if you choose not to enter your

own.

COMW^ND = = ->
SEARCH-FOR UTILITY

SEARCH STRING

MULTIPLE STRINGS -==> yes (Yes to specify additional search strings)

ISPF LIBRARY;
PROJECT -==> F0ROWN
GROUP ===> PRIVATE ===> ===> ===>

TYPE ===> TABLES
MEMBER ===> (Blank or pattern for member selection list,

'
*

'

for all members

)

OTHER PARTITIONED OR SEQUENTIAL DATA SET;
DATA SET NAME
VOLUME SERIAL ===> (If not cataloged)

DATA SET PASSWORD ==-> (If password protected)

LISTING DSNAME ==-> SRCHFOR.LIST

j

Figure 92. Search-For Utility Panel

i All the fields on this panel are explained in Chapter 2, “Libraries and Data

I

Sets,” except the following:

I

SEARCH STRING
I

A string to be searched for. No distinction is made between

I

uppercase and lowercase characters. Use the Extended

!

Search-For utility (option 3.13.S) to specify case-sensitive

I

searches.

j

Four keywords—C, PREFIX, SUFFIX, and WORD—can help you

I

narrow the scope of a search. See “Search-For Strings and

I

Keywords” on page 201 for information about these keywords and

I

the rules that govern search string entry.
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MULTIPLE STRINGS
Tells Search-For whether you want to ^arch for more than one

string. The valid parameters are:

blank or NO
Search for the string entered in the SEARCH STRING
field only. This makes SEARCH STRING a required

field, because the panel that lets you enter multiple

strings is not displayed.

YES Search for more than one string. This value causes the

Search-For utility to display the panel shown in

Figure 93 on page 201, on which you can specify

additional search strings. This panel precedes a

member list request.

LISTING DSNAME
The name of the listing data set to which the SuperC program

writes the results of the search. If you leave this field blank,

Search-For allocates a listing data set, using default data set

attributes and the following data set name:

prefix. userid . SRCHFOR .LIST

where “prefix’’ is your TSO prefix and “userid” is your user ID. If

your prefix and user ID are identical, only your prefix is used.

Also, if you do not have a prefix, only your user ID is used.

If you enter the name of a data set that does not exist, Search-For

allocates it for you. The data set is allocated as a sequential data

set unless you enter a member name after it, in which case it is

allocated as a partitioned data set.

Entering Multiple Search Strings

The panel shown in Figure 93 on page 201 is displayed if you enter YES in

the MULTIPLE STRINGS field on the Search-For Utility panel (Figure 92

on page 199). You can specify:

• Additional strings to be searched for

• Optional scan-type and continuation keywords.

From this panel, pressing the ENTER key either:

• Displays a member list, if requested

• Runs the search if no member list is needed.

Entering the END command returns you to the Search-For Utility panel.
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Figure 93. Multiple Search Strings Panel

I

Search-For Strings and Keywords

j

Enter the string(s) that you want SuperC to find. When you press the

I

ENTER key, SuperC looks for the strings without regard to whether they

I

appear in uppercase or lowercase in the original data set. If you want the

i

search to distinguish between uppercase and lowercase, you must use the

I

Extended Search-For utility (option 3.13.S).

j

Entering Search Strings

I

Enclose the string in single quotation marks if it contains imbedded blanks

I

or apostrophes. Two consecutive apostrophes must be entered to specify a

I

single apostrophe within a search string.

:
The following example searches for the string ‘TT'S A LIVING.”

Using Keywords

The following keywords can help you narrow the range of the search. If

you do not use a keyword, SuperC will find the string wherever it exists,

even if that happens to be in the middle of a word.

PREFIX Shows the string is preceded by a non-alphanumeric character,

such as a blank space. It cannot be used on the same line with

SUFFIX or WORD. For example, you can do this:
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SUFFIX

WORD

C

Search-For Member Lists

A panel similar to the one shown in Figure 94 on page 203 is displayed

only if:

• The search data set(s) is partitioned.

• The MEMBER field on the Search-For Utility panel (Figure 92 on
page 199 ) or the PDS Member List field on the Extended Search-For
Utility panel (Figure 86 on page 189) was left blank or a pattern was
used. See “Displaying Member Lists” on page 38 for more information

about displaying member lists.

• For the Extended Search-For utility (option 3.13.S), the statements data

set being used does not contain any SELECT process statements.

To start the search, enter the END command.

To cancel your selections, enter either:

• The RESET command to remove all unprocessed selections without

ending the member list display

• The CANCEL command to end the member list display without
processing selections still on the screen.

Note: Both the jump function (=^) and the RETURN command cause an
implied cancellation of selections before they are implemented.

NW: 15457 Dodd: 70002077 more information about member lists, see “Using Member
Election Lists” on page 37.

but not this:

==> ELSE PREFIX SUFFIX

Shows the string is followed by a non-alphanumeric character.

It cannot be used on the same line with PREFIX or WORD. See

the examples under PREFIX.

Shows the string is preceded and followed by a

non-alphanumeric character. It cannot be used on the same line

with PREFIX or SUFFIX. See the examples under PREFIX.

Continuation. Shows continuation of the previous line(s).

Continuation lines generate additional strings, all of which must
be found in the same line of an input data set.

Also, the C keyword can be entered on the same line as one of

the other keywords. The following example tells SuperC to find

ELSE and to also find IF, but only when IF is on the same line

as ELSE.
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CHAPTER 7. FOREGROUND (Option 4)

This chapter describes Foreground, option 4 on the ISPF/PDF
Primary Option Menu. The Foreground option provides an interface

to:

• Standard language processors for foreground compilation and

assembly of programs stored in ISPF libraries or TSO data sets

• The linkage editor

• The Document Composition Facility (SCRIPT/VS) program

product for formatting, browsing, and printing documents

• The FORTRAN and COBOL interactive debug facilities

• The member parts list, a facility for listing the parts for a source

program module.

This chapter describes the foreground processing for each of these

interfaces.



Foreground Processing Sequence

Chapter 7. Foreground (Option 4)

The Foreground option (4) allows PDF to run the foreground processors

shown on the Foreground Selection Panel, Figure 95. All these processors,

except SCRIPT/VS, COBOL interactive debug, and FORTRAN interactive

debug, are also available with the Batch option (5).

When you run a foreground processor, you must wait until the processor

ends before doing anything else with PDF. However, if you want to use

PDF while waiting for the processor to end, submit the input as a batch job.

You can do this by using the Batch option if the processor you need is

listed on the Batch Selection Panel, Figure 129 on page 251.

OPTION ===>
FOREGROUND SELECTION PANEL

1
- Assembler H 6 - PASCAL/VS compiler

1A - Assembler XF 7 - L i nkoge editor
2 - VS COBOL II compi !er 9 - SCRIPT/VS
2A - OS/VS COBOL compi ier 10 - VS COBOL II interactive debug

3 - VS FORTRAN compi Ier 10A - COBOL interactive debug

4 - PL/I checkout compiler 1

1

- FORTRAN interactive debug

5 - PL/1 optimizing compiler 12 - Member parts list

SOURCE DATA PACKED ===> NO CYES or NO)

ENTER SESSION MANAGER MODE (YES or NO)

Figure 95. Foreground Selection Panel

Foreground Processing Sequence

The main foreground processing sequence is:

1. Decide which foreground processor you want to use, keeping the

' following requirements in mind:

• To compile a program by using the OS/VS COBOL compiler (option

4.2A), you must use the Data Set utility (option 3.2) to allocate a

symbolic debug data set and, optionally, a print output data set.

You will use these data sets later if you need to correct your

NW- 1 5457 DocTd- 70002077 Paee 5Q2prograra by using COBOL interactive debug (option 4.10A).
. iJHJ i^uciU. /uuuzu/ / rdgc

continue with the next step. See
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“Symbolic Debug Data Sets” on page 242 and “Print Output Data

Sets” on page 243 if you need more information.

• If you have compiled a program by using the OS/VS COBOL
compiler and now want to run COBOL interactive debug, you must

first use the linkage editor (option 4.7 or option 5.7) to generate a

load module.

When you have satisfied these requirements or chosen a different

processor, continue with the next step,

2. If you do not know whether the source data is in packed format, find

out by editing the data set and entering the PROFILE command. The
profile shows either PACK ON (data is stored in packed format) or

PACK OFF (data is not stored in packed format).

If the data is not packed, enter NO in the SOURCE DATA PACKED
field. If the data is packed, enter YES.

Also, you should read “Expanding Packed Data” on page 211, paying

close attention to:

• Information that applies to the foreground processor you plan to use

• The difference between expanding a sequential data set and

expanding members of a partitioned data set.

When you are satisfied that the data set is ready to be processed,

continue with the next step.

3. Select one of the foreground processors listed at the top of the

Foreground Selection Panel (Figure 95 on page 205).

Note: A region size of two megabytes or more will probably be required

to run the VS FORTRAN compiler in the foreground.

4. Enter YES or NO in the SOURCE DATA PACKED field to tell PDF
whether it will need to expand the source data.

Note: The SOURCE DATA PACKED field has no effect on the Member
parts list option (4.12). Member parts list can read both packed

and unpacked data sets, so no expansion is needed.

5. When the Session Manager licensed program, 5740-XE2, is installed,

your installation can display a line on the Foreground Selection Panel

that allows you to enter Session Manager mode when you invoke any of

the foreground processors. Once you invoke Session Manager, it stays

in effect for all logical screens until you turn it off. For example, if you
invoke Session Manager and then split the. screen, Session Manager
will be in effect on both logical screens.

If the ENTER SESSION MANAGER MODE field is displayed, enter

YES or NO to tell PDF whether to invoke Session Manager.
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I

Note: If graphics interface mode is active^ Session Manager does not get

control of the screen. Graphics interface mode is activated when a

I

GRINIT service has been issued, but a GRTERM service has not

I

been issued. See Dialog Management Services and Examples for

I

more information about these two services.

I

6. Press the ENTER key.

PDF displays the data entry panel for the processor you selected. The

I

remainder of this processing sequence applies to all foreground

I

processors except SCRIPT/VS, VS COBOL II interactive debug, COBOL
I

interactive debug, and Member Parts List. For these processors, use

I

the sequence referred to in the following list:

!

Processor Reference

I

SCRIPT/VS “SCRIPT/VS (Option 4.9)" on

I

page 233

VS COBOL II interactive debug “VS COBOL II Interactive Debug

I

(Option 4.10)" on page 240

COBOL interactive debug “COBOL Interactive Debug

i

(Option 4.10A)” on page 241

i

Member parts list “Member Parts List (Option 4.12)”

on page 245

! 7. Enter the appropriate ISPF library and concatenation sequence or data

set name(s). If the input data set is partitioned, you can leave the

j

member name blank or use a pattern to display a member list. If you

I

need help, see:

!
• “Naming ISPF Libraries and Data Sets" on page 29 for help in

i

entering library or data set names

! • “Object Data Sets" on page 217 for information about object

modules

: • “Input Data Sets” on page 215 for information about the regular

concatenation sequence

• “Linkage Editor Concatenation Sequence" on page 232 for help

j

with the linkage editor concatenation sequence

I

• “Displaying Member Lists" on page 38 for information about

displaying member lists.

Notes:

a, VS FORTRAN has no LIB option, which some foreground processors

use to specify the input data set concatenation sequence. Therefore,

the concatenation sequence specified in the GROUP fields is used to

NW: 15457 Dodd: 70002077 Page 595find the member to be compiled.
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b. For FORTRAN interactive debug, the TYPE, or last qualifier, must

be either OBJ or LOAD. However, if you specify an OBJ data set as

your input data set, you must include a load library or data set in the

input search sequence (see step 13 on page 209).

8. This step applies to FORTRAN interactive debug only. Use the

SOURCE TYPE field to tell PDF the TYPE, or last qualifier, of the data

set used to create the input object module or load module.

9. Use the LIST ID field to tell PDF what to name the output listing. See

“List Data Sets” on page 216 if you need more information.

10. This step applies only to the PL/I checkout compiler. In the

EXECUTION PARMS field, enter any parameters that you want PDF to

pass to the program being compiled. These parameters are the same as

those passed to a program with the PARM keyword of an EXEC JCL
statement.

11. Enter your password in the PASSWORD field if your input data set is

password-protected. See “Password Protection” on page 217 if you need

more information.

12. The OPTIONS field, whether ASSEMBLER, COMPILER, LINKAGE
EDITOR, or DEBUG, is remembered from one session to another.

Therefore, you do not need to change this field unless the options you

need are not displayed.

Be careful not to enter any options that ISPF generates automatically.

These options are listed on the data entry panel. If you need more

information about the options available for your processor, go to the

page referred to in the following list:

Processor Reference

Assembler H “Assembler H (Option 4.1)” on

page 219

Assembler XF “Assembler XF (Option 4.1A)” on

page 220

VS COBOL II compiler “VS COBOL II Compiler (Option 4.2)”

on page 221

OS/VS COBOL compiler “OS/VS COBOL Compiler (Option

4.2A)” on page 223

VS FORTRAN compiler “VS FORTRAN Compiler (Option 4.3)”

on page 225

PL/I checkout compiler “PL/I Checkout Compiler (Option 4.4)”

on page 226

PL/I optimizing compiler
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Pascal/VS compiler “Pascal/VS Compiler (Option 4.6)'’ on

page 229

i

Linkage editor “Linkage Editor (Option 4.7)" on

page 231

FORTRAN interactive debug “FORTRAN Interactive Debug (Option

4.11)” on page 244

13. Enter any additional input libraries you need. For FORTRAN
interactive debug, enter any input LOAD libraries that you need to

complete the search sequence. These libraries must be LOAD libraries

only. See “Input Data Sets” on page 215 if you need help.

14. Once all the input fields have been specified, press the ENTER key to

invoke the foreground processor.

If the Session Manager is installed and if you specified Session

Manager mode on the Foreground Selection Panel, the foreground

processor and all PF and PA keys are under the control of the Session

Manager. When foreground processing is complete, you are prompted

to enter a null line to return to PDF control.

If the Session Manager is not invoked, the PA and PF keys have their

usual TSO-defined meanings; generally, the PF keys are treated the

same as the ENTER key.

15. Communication with foreground processors is in line-I/0 mode.

Whenever you see three asterisks, press the ENTER key.

16. If the foreground processor generated an output listing, the listing is

displayed automatically in Browse mode.

Note: If a Foreground processing program ends abnormally, PDF
displays a message in the upper-right corner of the screen and

does not enter Browse mode. The list data set is retained, but the

Foreground Print Options panel (see step 17) is not displayed.

You can scroll the output up or down using the scroll commands. All

the Browse commands are available to you. When you finish browsing

the listing, enter the END command.

17. An optional print utility exit routine can be installed by your system

programmer. If this exit routine is installed, it may cause the

Foreground option^'s response to differ from the following descriptions.

See Installation and Customization for more information about the print

utility exit.

Another factor that can affect the Foreground option's performance is

whether the TSO/E Information Center Facility is installed. If the

TSO/E Information Center Facility is installed, your installation can

optionally allow PDF to display a panel for submitting TSO/E

Information Center Facility information with the print request. See

NW: 15457 Dodd: 70002077 Page 59^^^ on page 2I8 for an example of this panel and “Using the

TSO/E Information Center Facility” on page 153 for information about
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the fields on this panel. If the TSO/E Information Center Facility is not

installed, the Foreground option displays the panel shown in Figure 96

on page 210 to allow you to print, keep, or delete the output.

I

OPTION ===>
FOREGROUND PRINT OPTIONS

PK - Print data set and keep K - Keep data set (without printing)
PD - Print data set and delete D - Delete data set (without printing)

If END command is entered, data set is kept without printing.

DATA SET NAME: K I RK . L I STASM . L 1 ST

PRINT MODE (BATCH or LOCAL)

SYSOUT CLASS ===> A
PRINTER ID ===> (For 328x printer)

JOB STATEMENT INFORMATION: (Required for system printer)
===> //KIRKA JOB (A0O1 .8001 . 123456) .

'M. KIRK’
===> //*
===> //*
===> //*

Figure 96. Foreground Print Options Panel

On this panel, the DATA SET NAME field shows the name of the list

data set that contains the output generated by the processor you
selected. In the OPTION field, enter one of the options shown at the

top of the panel. All the options and fields on this panel are described

under “Ending PDF or a PDF Function” on page 22, except the PK
option. The PK option allows you to prevent the data set from being

deleted after it is printed.

When you press the ENTER key, the processor entry panel is displayed

again. A message indicating completion of the process is displayed in

the upper-right corner of the screen.

18. You can do one of the following:

• Enter other parameters and invoke the same processor.

• Enter the END command to return to the Foreground Selection

Panel and select another processor.

• Enter the RETURN command to go to the ISPF/PDF Primary

Option Menu.

• Use the jump function ( = ) to choose any primary option.
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Expanding Packed Data

Packed data is data in which PDF has replaced any repeating characters

with a sequence showing how many times the character is repeated.

Packing data lets you use direct access storage devices (DASDs) more

efficiently because the stored data occupies less space than it would

otherwise.

If the source data that you want to process is packed, it must be expanded

before it can be successfully processed by any of the language processors.

The expansion method you should use depends on whether your source data

is:

• A sequential data set that contains expansion triggers

An expansion trigger is a keyword that tells PDF to expand additional

data before copying, including, or imbedding it in the source data.

Examples are INCLUDE and COPY statements, and SCRIPT .IM

(imbed) control words. For information about defining your own
expansion triggers, see Installation and Customization.

PDF does not recognize expansion triggers in data stored as a sequential

data set. Therefore, for this type of data, you should follow these steps:

1. Manually expand the data that is to be copied, included, or

imbedded in your source data. To do this, edit the source data,

enter the PACK OFF command, and then save the data. When you

have finished processing the data, you can repack it by editing it

again and entering PACK ON.

2. Enter YES in the SOURCE DATA PACKED field before invoking

one of the language processors.

• Either of the following:

- A sequential data set that does not contain expansion triggers

- Any member of a partitioned data set, either with or without

expansion triggers.

PDF does recognize expansion triggers in data stored as members of a

partitioned data set. Also, if your source data does not contain

expansion triggers, you do not have to be concerned with them.

Therefore, for these two types of data, just enter YES in the SOURCE
DATA PACKED field before invoking one of the language processors.

In each of the preceding situations, entering YES in the SOURCE DATA
PACKED field causes PDF to expand packed source data before it is

processed. For partitioned data sets, any included members are also

expanded inline where the INCLUDE or COPY statements, .IM SCRIPT

control words, or other user-defined trigger statements are found.
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program is used. However, if you specify that the source data is packed,

member expansion uses the ISRLEMX program. These scanners do not

have all the sophistication of the actual language processors. Therefore,

unusual code or code that does not compile cannot be successfully

processed by member expansion. Examples are trigger statements:

• With comments that extend onto the next line

• That have compiler instructions to change the content of the code to be

included.

Compiler control statements and/or symbolic substitution are not

considered during member expansion.

During member expansion, ISRLEMX creates a temporary data set to be

used as input to the language processor. All members to be processed,

including members imbedded with COPY or INCLUDE statements, are

copied into this data set, expanded, and passed on to the language

processor.

The temporary data set will have the same block size as the input data set

that contains your source data. Therefore, you should make sure the block

size of your input data set is smaller than or equal to the maximum block

size supported by the direct access storage device (DASD) that will contain

the temporary data set. Otherwise, processing can end abnormally

(ABEND).

When using languages that allow multiple compilations, such as VS
FORTRAN, you must put the program source ending statement in your
original, or top-level, program. This statement cannot be in an included

member.

The following table shows the languages processed by member expansion,

their expansion triggers, syntax, and the input columns processed for

fixed-record data and variable-record data.

Language
Expansion
Trigger Syntax

Input Columns
Processed
for F/FB
Format

Input Columns
Processed
for V/VB
Format

Assembler COPY COPY name 1 - 80 N/A

PL/I %INCLUDE %INCLUDE
DDNAME(name);
%INCLUDE name;

2 - 72 10 - 100

COBOL COPY COPY name. 7 - 72 N/A

VS FORTRAN INCLUDE INCLUDE (name) 1 - 72 N/A

Pascal %INCLUDE %INCLUDE name;
%INCLUDE
DDNAME(name);

1 - 72 1 - 100

Figure 97 (Part 1 of 2). Expansion Triggers and Syntax
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Language
Expansion
Trigger Syntax

Input Columns
Processed
for F/FB
Format

Input Columns
Processed
for V/VB
Format

SCRIPT •IM .IM name
JM (name)
.IM ('name')

1-reclength

or

9-reclength

1-reclength

or

l-(reclength-8)

All languages User-trigger User-trigger name N/A N/A

Figure 97 (Part 2 of 2). Expansion Triggers and Syntax

Restrictions on Member Expansion and Member Parts Lists

The following restrictions apply only to the member expansion and member

parts listing functions:

• Restrictions that apply to all languages are:

- Expansion triggers must follow their respective language coding

conventions unless otherw e noted.

- Multiple names and preprocessor variables on trigger statements

are not permitted.

— User triggers and their start column are specified at installation

time and must be:

— No more than 20 characters long

— Uppercase with no imbedded blanks.

No part of the user trigger can be in a comment or continuation

field.

- Macros cannot be in packed form.

- The trigger statement must be the only statement in the logical

record (card image). No continuation is allowed into or from a

trigger statement. Also, the trigger keyword must be the first

character on the trigger statement that is not a blank and can be

followed by only one statement delimiter.

~ For compilers that allow names longer than eight characters, the

name is truncated at eight.

- For compilers that allow uppercase and lowercase names, all

referenced names are converted to uppercase.

• This restriction applies to Assembler only:

- The user trigger cannot start in column 1.
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• This restriction applies to FORTRAN only:

- The member expansion function allows only the fixed form of

coding.

• This restriction applies to PL/I, Pascal, and COBOL:

- Free form coding is allowed except in trigger statements.

• Other COBOL restrictions are:

- The name is truncated at eight characters or the first hyphen (-)i

whichever comes first.

— The first statement in the COBOL program must be either an

expansion trigger, a valid COBOL division header, a TITLE, a

PROCESS, or a CBL statement. The expansion trigger can precede

all other statements, but it must start in FIELD B.

“ In the COPY statement, the text-name is the only value processed.

The statement must end on the same line as the COPY keyword
with a period followed by a space. If any option is found, the COPY
statement is not expanded.

- In the IDENTIFICATION DIVISION, the division header or

paragraph header statements must be blank except for the division

or paragraph name. The trigger statement must be on the next line

that is neither blank nor a comment.

“ In all other divisions, the trigger statement (line) can be on any line

in the division.

- If the WITH DEBUGGING MODE clause is not found in the

SOURCE COMPUTER paragraph, all debug lines are passed to the

compiler without being scanned for expansion triggers, as if they

were comment lines. If the clause is found, valid trigger statements

found on debug lines are expanded and a ‘‘D” is inserted in column
7 of all the non-comment, non-continuation lines included.

- Any character found in FIELD A that is not a blank causes the end
of the paragraph form of the NOTE statement.

• SCRIPT/VS restrictions are:

— The “.im” statement must be the only statement in the logical

record and must start in the first valid column. The first logical

record is tested for line numbers, as follows:

For fixed-length records, if the last eight characters are all

numeric, they are skipped for the complete library.

“ For variable-length records, if the first eight characters are all

numeric, processing begins with column 9.
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Member Expansion Return Codes

Return Code Explanation

0 Normal completion.

n Where n = 1 - 15. Parm n was too long.

16 Too many parameters.

17 Too few parameters.

20 Severe error in expand module. An error message should

be printed in the ISRLMSG data set.

I
Trigger Statement Errors

Some of the more common errors that occur are:

i

• Restricted option

i

• Statement on more than one line

I

• Referenced member name not found.

; If an error occurs, the trigger statement is not expanded and is passed to

the language processor.

In SCRIPT/VS, if the error was found in a user trigger, one blank line is

inserted before and after the statement in question.

Input Data Sets

Input to a foreground processor is one of the following:

• A member of an ISPF library or "other” partitioned data set. If you do

not specify a member name, PDF displays a member list.

• A sequential data set.

If an ISPF library is the input source, the member can be in any library in

the concatenation sequence. You can include additional input by using:

• The COPY statement for Assembler and COBOL
• The INCLUDE statement for PL/I, FORTRAN, and Pascal

• The SCRIPT/VS imbed control word (.im)

• Macros
• Additional input libraries.
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No matter what the input source, you can always specify additional input

libraries. They must be partitioned data sets that are not password

protected. Be sure to specify the fully qualified data set name(s), enclosed

in apostrophes, such as:

ADDITIONAL INPUT LIBRARIES:

For example, in Figure 101 on page 220, a concatenation sequence of three

ISPF data sets and one additional input library has been specified. The
concatenation order is:

ISPFDEMO.XXX.ASM
ISPFDEMO.A. ASM
ISPFDEMO . MASTER . ASM
ISPFTEST . FLAG . ASM

The last data set in the concatenation sequence, ISPFTEST.FLAG.ASM, is

entered as an additional input library at the bottom of the panel.

Additional input libraries are always last in the sequence.

Before invoking a foreground processor, PDF scans the concatenated

sequence of libraries to find the member to be processed. For this example,

the member name is TOP. If member TOP first appears in data set

ISPFDEMO.A.ASM, the following prompter command would be generated

by Assembler XF. concatenation sequence

ASM ' ISPFDEMO . A . ASM ( TOP )

’

LIB( 'SYSl.MACLIB*

,

' ISPFDEMO.XXX.ASM'

,

' ISPFDEMO. A. ASM'

,

' ISPFDEMO. MASTER. ASM'

,

' ISPFTEST . FLAG . ASM '

)

LOAD {
' ISPFDEMO . XXX . OBJ ( TOP )

'

)

PRINT (LISTASM)
LIST , TEST , TERM , RENT

The processor options are passed to the prompter exactly as you specify

them.

Note: The macro library SYSl.MACLIB is included in the concatenation

sequence for Assembler only. When included, as the preceding

prompter command example shows, it is always first in the sequence

because of its large block size.

List Data Sets

I

In the LIST ID field, you can enter the name you want PDF to use to

identify the list data set that will contain the foreground processor output.

This name is passed to the foreground processor by either the LIST or

PRINT option. The following rules apply:

• If the input data set is partitioned the LIST ID field is optional:

- Leave the LIST ID field blank if you want PDF to use the input
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- Enter a LIST ID if you want to use a name other than the input

member name to identify the output list data set.

• If the input data set is sequential, you must enter a LIST ID.

For best results, if you plan to debug your program later using COBOL
interactive debug:

• Enter the name of the member being compiled in the LIST ID field if

the input data set is partitioned.

• If the input data set is sequential, enter the name of the sequential data

set.

Then, when you debug your program, use these same names in the

PROG ID fields on the COBOL Interactive Debug panel.

ISPF names the listing:

pref ix . user id . list id . LIST

where “prefix” is your TSO prefix, if you have one and if it is different from

your user ID, “userid” is your user ID, and “listid” is the member name or

the value in the LIST ID field.

If you are using the same list data set for multiple job steps, be aware that

the DCB information can differ between the language processors and the

linkage editor, causing an I/O error when trying to read the list data set.

We suggest that you use a different list ID for each job step.

Password Protection

Input, object, interpretable text (ITEXT), and symbolic debug data sets can

be password-protected. You can specify the password in the PASSWORD
field on the foreground processor data entry panel. The password does not

appear on the screen when you enter it, but PDF remembers it.

Since foreground processor panels have only one PASSWORD field, PDF
prompts you if all data sets do not have the same password.

Object Data Sets

The following information about object data sets applies to all foreground

assemblers and compilers. However, if you are using the VS FORTRAN or

PL/I checkout compiler, you must enter OBJECT in the OBJECT field to

generate an output object module. The two Assemblers and the other

compilers generate object modules automatically.

Note: When used with the PLjl checkout compiler, the OBJECT option also

generates an interpretable text (ITEXT) data set. See “Interpretable
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If you specify an ISPF library as the input source, PDF writes object output

from the foreground assembler or compiler to a partitioned data set. This

data set has the same name as the first library in the concatenation

sequence, but has a type of OBJ. For example, if you specify

PROJECT.LIBl.ASM as the first library name, the object output is placed

in data set PROJECT.LIBl.OBJ. The member name of the object module is

the same as the input member.

If you specify an ‘‘other” data set, the object output is placed in a data set

of the same name, but with the last qualifier replaced by OBJ. If the data

set name has only one qualifier, OBJ is appended as the last qualifier. For

example, if you specify an input data set named OTHER.ASM or OTHER,
the object output is placed in a data set named OTHER.OBJ. For

partitioned data sets, the object output is stored in a member with the same

name as the input member. For sequential data sets, the object output is

stored in a sequential data set.

Foreground - TSO/E Information Center Facility

If the TSO/E Information Center Facility is installed, your installation can

optionally allow PDF to substitute the panel shown in Figure 98for the

panel shown in Figure 96 on page 210. This panel is valid for all

foreground processors except SCRIPT/VS and member parts list. See

“Using the TSO/E Information Center Facility” on page 153 for information

about the fields on this panel.

FOREGROUND PRINT OPTIONS
OPTION = > PD_

PK - Print data set and keep
PD - Print data set and deiete

Keep data set (without printing)
Delete data set (without printing)

If END command is entered, data set is kept without printing.

DATASET NAME ; KRAMER . SPF 1 0 1 . L 1 ST

PRINTER LOCATION ===>

PRINTER FORMAT ===>

NUMBER OF COPIES ===>

Figure 98. Foreground Print Options Panel With TSO/E Information
Center Facility
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Assembler H (Option 4.1)

Foreground Assembler H is invoked from the Foreground Assembler H
panel, shown in Figure 99. Assembler H does not use a prompter. For

information about Assembler H allocation data sets, see

Appendix D, “Allocation Data Sets” on page 367.

CCMMND = = = >

FOREGROUND ASSEMBLER H

ISPF LIBRARY;
PROJECT ===> ISPFDEMO
GROUP ===> XXX ===> A ===> MASTER ===>

TYPE --=> ASM
MEMBER ===> TOP (Blank or pattern for member selection list)

OTHER PARTITIONED OR SEQUENTIAL DATA SET;
DATA SET NAME -=*>

list id LISTASM_ PASSWORD ===>

ASSEMBLER OPTIONS: (Options OBJECT and LIST generated automatically)
===> TEST. TERM. RENT

ADDITIONAL INPUT LIBRARIES:
===>

* iSPFTEST. FLAG. ASM'

Figure 99. Foreground Assembler H Panel

All the fields on this panel are explained in Chapter 2, “Libraries and Data

Sets,” except LIST ID, which is explained in “List Data Sets” on page 216 ,

ADDITIONAL INPUT LIBRARIES, which is explained in “Input Data Sets”

on page 215, and the following:

ASSEMBLER OPTIONS
Be careful not to enter the OBJECT and LIST options in this

field. ISPF generates these options automatically. OBJECT
writes the output object module to a partitioned data set. LIST

writes the output listing to a list data set. See “Object Data Sets”

on page 217 and “List Data Sets” on page 216 if you need more

information. The available Foreground Assembler H options are:

ALIGN DECK FLAG RENT SYSPARM TEST
BATCH ESD LINECOUNT RLD TERM XREF

Figure 100. Foreground Assembler H Options
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I
Assembler XF (Option 4.1A)

I

Foreground Assembler XF is invoked from the Foreground Assembler XF
panel, shown in Figure 101.

ISPF LIBRARY:
PROJECT *=*> ISPFDEMO
GROUP =--> XXX ===> A --*> MASTER ““=>

TYPE =»=> asm
MEMBER = = = > TOP (Blank or pattern for rr.ember selection list)

OTHER PARTITIONED OR SEQUENTIAL DATA SET:

Figure 101. Foreground Assembler XF Panel

All the fields on this panel are explained in Chapter 2, “Libraries and Data

Sets,” except LIST ID, which is explained in “List Data Sets” on page 216 ,

ADDITIONAL INPUT LIBRARIES, which is explained in “Input Data Sets”

on page 215, and the following:

ASSEMBLER OPTIONS
Be careful not to enter the LIB, LOAD, and PRINT options in this

field. ISPF generates these options automatically. LIB specifies

the input data set concatenation sequence. LOAD writes the

output object module to a partitioned data set. PRINT writes the

output listing to a list data set. See “Input Data Sets” on

page 215, “Object Data Sets” on page 217, and “List Data Sets”

on page 216 if you need more information. The available

Foreground Assembler XF options are:

ALIGN FLAG LIST MLOGIC RLD TERM
ALOGIC LIBMAC MACLIB NUMBER STMT TEXT
BUFSIZE LINECOUNT MCALL RENT SYSPARM XREF
ESD

Figure 102. Foreground Assembler XF Options
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VS COBOL II Compiler (Option 4.2)

ISPF generates a COBOL command from the values you enter on the

Foreground VS COBOL II Compile panel, shown in Figure 103. VS COBOL
II does not use a prompter. For information about VS COBOL II allocation

data sets, see Appendix D, “Allocation Data Sets” on page 367,

COM^ND ==»>
FOREGROUND VS COBOL 11 COMPILE

ISPF LIBRARY:
PROJECT =--> ISPFDEWO
GROUP ==-> XXX ==«> A “==> MASTER ==->

type ===> COBOL
MEMBER =--> TOP (Blank or pattern for member selection list)

OTHER PARTITIONED OR SEQUENTIAL DATA SET:
DATA SET NAME ===>

LIST ID — > LSTCOBOL_ PASSWORD —

>

COMPILER OPTIONS; (Options LIB and OBJECT generated autonnot i ca 1
t
y

)

TEST «--> TEST (TEST or NOTEST)
OTHER ==»> RESIDENT

ADDITIONAL INPUT LIBRARIES:
===>

I SPFTEST. FLAG. COBOL’

Figure 103. Foreground VS COBOL II Compile Panel

All the fields on this panel are explained in Chapter 2, “Libraries and Data

Sets,” except LIST ID, which is explained in “List Data Sets” on page 216 ,

ADDITIONAL INPUT LIBRARIES, which is explained in “Input Data Sets”

on page 215, and the following:

TEST If you plan to run VS COBOL II interactive debug after you

compile your program, enter TEST in the TEST field.

Otherwise, enter NOTEST.

OTHER If you plan to run VS COBOL II interactive debug after you

compile your program, enter RESIDENT in the OTHER field.

Otherwise, just enter any other options you need.

Be careful not to enter the LIB and OBJECT options in the

OTHER field. ISPF generates these options automatically.

LIB specifies the input data set concatenation sequence.

OBJECT writes the output object module to a partitioned

data set. See “Input Data Sets” on page 215 and “Object Data

Sets” on page 217 if you need more information.
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The available Foreground VS COBOL II compiler options are:

ADV DUMP MAP RENT TERMINAL
APOST DYNAM NUMBER RESIDENT TRUNC
BUF FASTSRT OFFSET SEQUENCE VBREF
COMPILE FDUMP OPTIMIZE SIZE WORD
DATA FLAG OUTDD SOURCE XREF
DECK GRAPHIC PFDSGN SPACE ZWB
DISK LINECOUNT QUOTE SSRANGE

Figure 104. Foreground VS COBOL II Compiler Options
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OS/VS COBOL Compiler (Option 4.2A)

The Foreground OS/VS COBOL Compile panel is shown in Figure 105.

===>
FOREGROUND OS/VS COBOL COMPILE

ISPF LIBRARY:
PROJECT ===> iSPFDEMO
GROUP ===> XXX ===> A ===> MASTER ===>

type ===> COBOL
MEMBER ===> TOP (Blank or pattern for member selection list)

OTHER PARTITIONED OR SEQUENTIAL DATA SET:
DATA SET NAME -~=>

LIST ID ===> LSTCOBOL_ PASSWORD ===>

COMPILER OPTIONS: (Ootions LIB. LOAD, and PRINT generated automatically)
TEST ===> TEST (TEST or NOTEST)
OTHER ===> SOURCE. XREF,LINECNT(73)

ADDITIONAL INPUT LIBRARIES:
===>

’ I SPFTEST. FLAG. COBOL'

Figure 105. Foreground OS/VS COBOL Compile Panel

All the fields on this panel are explained in Chapter 2, “Libraries and Data

Sets,” except LIST ID, which is explained in “List Data Sets” on page 216 ,

ADDITIONAL INPUT LIBRARIES, which is explained in “Input Data Sets”

on page 215, and the following:

TEST If you plan to run COBOL interactive debug after you compile

your program, enter TEST in the TEST field. Otherwise,

enter NOTEST.

Note: Before you can specify TEST, you must have already

used the Data Set utility (option 3.2) to allocate space

for a symbolic debug data set. See “Symbolic Debug
Data Sets'' on page 242 if you need more information.

OTHER Enter any other options you need in the OTHER field, except

LIB, LOAD, and PRINT, ISPF generates these options

automatically. LIB specifies the input data set concatenation

sequence. LOAD writes the output object module to a

partitioned data set. PRINT writes the output listing to a list

data set. See “Input Data Sets” on page 215, “Object Data

Sets” on page 217, and “List Data Sets” on page 216 if you

need more information.
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Foreground - OS/VS COBOL Compiler (Option 4.2A)

The available Foreground OS/VS COBOL compiler options

ADV

are:

DUMP LCOL2 NUM SOURCE SYNTAX
APOST DYNAM LINECNT OBJECT SPACEl SYS
BATCH ENDJOB LSTONLY OPTIMIZE SPACE2 TERM
BUF FDECK LSTCOMP PMAP SPACES TRUNC
CDECK FLAGE LVL QUOTE STATE VBREF
CLIST FLAGW L120 RESIDENT SUPMAP VBSUM
COUNT FLOW L132 SEQ SXREF VERB
CSYNTAX LCOLl NAME SIZE SYMDMP XREF
DMAP

Figure 106. Foreground OS/VS COBOL Compiler Options
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VS FORTRAN Compiler (Option 4.3)

The Foreground VS FORTRAN Compile panel is shown in Figure 107.

COMvIAND “*»>
FOREGROUND VS FORTRAN COMPILE

ISPF LIBRARY:
PROJECT ===> ISPFDEMO
GROUP =“=> XXX ===> A =*-> MASTER
TYPE -*=“> FORT
MEMBER ^— = > TOP (Blank or pattern for member selection list)

OTHER PARTITIONED OR SEQUENTIAL DATA SET:
DATA SET NAME =“=>

list id = = = > LISTFORT_ PASS^RO = = ->

COMPILER OPTIONS;
OBJECT - = = > OBJECT (OBJECT or N(X)BJECT)

OTHER ==-> SOURCE .TEST

ADDITIONAL INPUT LIBRARIES:
===>

• ISPFTEST.FLAG.FORT'

Figure 107. Foreground VS FORTRAN Compile Panel

All the fields on this panel are explained in Chapter 2, “Libraries and Data

Sets,” except LIST ID, which is explained in “List Data Sets” on page 216 ,

ADDITIONAL INPUT LIBRARIES, which is explained in “Input Data Sets”

on page 215, and the following:

OBJECT PDF does not automatically generate any options for VS
FORTRAN. Instead of generating an object module

automatically, the VS FORTRAN compiler lets you decide

whether to generate one. To generate an object module,

enter OBJECT in the OBJECT field. To avoid generating an

object module, enter NOOBJECT. See “Object Data Sets” on

page 217 if you need more information.

OTHER If you plan to run FORTRAN interactive debug after you

compile your program, enter TEST in the OTHER field,

along with any other options you need. The available

Foreground VS FORTRAN compiler options are:

DECK FREE LINECOUNT NAME SOURCE TEST
FIPS GOSTMT LIST OPTIMIZE TERMINAL XREF
FLAG LANGLVL MAP

Figure 108. Foreground VS FORTRAN Compiler Options
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PL/I Checkout Compiler (Option 4.4)

The Foreground PL/I Checkout Compile panel is shown in Figure 109.

COMvIAND =»">
FOREGROUND PL/ I CHECKOUT COMPILE

ISPF LIBRARY:
PROJECT ===> ISPFDEMO
GROUP *==> XXX ===> A =“=> MASTER ==->

type -==> PLIT
MEMBER ===> TOP (Blank or pattern for member selection list)

OTHER PARTITIONED OR SEQUENTIAL DATA SET:
DATA SET NAME

LIST ID *-=> LISTPL!T_ PASSWORD ===>

EXECUTION PARMS:

COMPILER OPTIONS; (Options LIB and PRINT generated automatically)
OBJECT ===> OBJECT (OBJECT or NOOBJECT)
other ===> MACRO, SOURCE. XREF

ADDITIONAL INPUT LIBRARIES;
===>

* ISPFTEST. FLAG.PLIT’

Figure 109. Foreground PL/I Checkout Compile Panel

All the fields on this panel are explained in Chapter 2, “Libraries and Data

Sets,” except LIST ID, which is explained in “List Data Sets” on page 216,

ADDITIONAL INPUT LIBRARIES, which is explained in “Input Data Sets”

on page 215, and the following:

EXECUTION PARMS
Enter any valid parameters that you want to pass to the

program that you will compile.

OBJECT The PL/I checkout compiler uses the OBJECT field instead

of automatically generating the LOAD option. If you enter

OBJECT in this field, ISPF generates an object module and

an interpretable text (ITEXT) data set. To avoid generating

these data sets, enter NOOBJECT. See “Object Data Sets”

on page 217 and “Interpretable Text Data Sets” on page 227

if you need more information.

OTHER Enter any other options you need in the OTHER field.

However, be sure not to enter the LIB or PRINT options in

this field. ISPF generates these options automatically. LIB
specifies the input data set concatenation sequence. PRINT
writes the output listing to a list data set. See “Input Data
Sets” on page 215 and “List Data Sets” on page 216 if you
need more information.
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Foreground - PL/I Checkout Compiler (Option 4.4)

The available Foreground PL/I checkout compiler options

are:

AGGREGATE COUNT INSOURCE NEST
ASIS DIAGNOSE ISASIZE NUMBER
ATTRIBUTES DUMP LINECOUNT OPTIONS
BLOCK ERRORS LMESSAGE RUN
CAPS ESD MACRO SEQUENCE
CHARSET FLAG MARGINI SIZE
COMPATIBLE FLOW MARGINS SMAN
COMPILE FORMAT MDECK SMESSAGE
CONTROL HALT NAME SOURCE

STEP
STEPLINES
STMT
STORAGE
SYNTAX
TERMINAL
VERIFY
XREF

Figure 110. Foreground PL/I Checkout Compiler Options

Interpretable Text Data Sets

When using the PL/I checkout compiler, you must enter OBJECT in the

OBJECT field to generate an interpretable text (ITEXT) data set.

Note: The OBJECT option also generates an output object module. See

"'Object Data Sets'' on page 217 if you need more information.

If you specify an ISPF library as the input source, PDF writes ITEXT

output from the PL/I checkout compiler to a partitioned data set. This data

set has the same name as the first library in the concatenation sequence,

but has a type of ITEXT. For example, if you specify PROJECT.LIBl.PLI

as the first library name, the ITEXT output is placed in data set

PROJECT.LIBl.ITEXT. The member name of the ITEXT data set is the

same as the input member.

If you specify an “other” data set, the ITEXT output is placed in a data set

of the same name, but with the last qualifier replaced by ITEXT. If the data

set name has only one qualifier, ITEXT is appended as the last qualifier.

For example, if you specify an input data set named OTHER.PLI or

OTHER, the ITEXT output is placed in a data set named OTHER.ITEXT.
For partitioned data sets, the ITEXT output is stored in a member with the

same name as the input member. For sequential data sets, the ITEXT

output is stored in a sequential data set.
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PL/I Optimizing Compiler (Option 4.5)

The Foreground PL/I Optimizing Compile panel is shown in Figure 111.

COMvlAND = = “>
FOREGROUND PL/ I OPTIMIZING COMPILE

ISPF LIBRARY:
PROJECT ===> ISPFDEMO
GROUP ===> XXX ===> A ===> MASTER ===>
TYPE ===> PLIT
MEMBER ===> TOP (Blank or pattern for member selection list)

OTHER PARTITIONED OR SEQUENTIAL DATA SET:
DATA SET NAME ===>

list id -==> LISTPLIT_ PASSWORD ===>

COMPILER OPTIONS: (Options LIB, OBJECT, ond PRINT generated automatically)
other ===> MACRO. SOURCE, XREF

ADDITIONAL INPUT LIBRARIES:
' ISPFTEST.FLAG.PLIT'

Figure 111. Foreground PL/I Optimizing Compile Panel

All the fields on this panel are explained in Chapter 2, “Libraries and Data
Sets,” except LIST ID, which is explained in “List Data Sets” on page 216 ,

ADDITIONAL INPUT LIBRARIES, which is explained in “Input Data Sets”

on page 215, and the following:

OTHER Enter any options you need in the OTHER field, except LIB,

OBJECT, or PRINT. ISPF generates these options

automatically. LIB specifies the input data set concatenation

sequence. OBJECT writes the output object module to a

partitioned data set. PRINT writes the output listing to a list

data set. See “Input Data Sets” on page 215, “Object Data
Sets” on page 217, and “List Data Sets” on page 216 if you
need more information. The available Foreground PL/I

optimizing compiler options are:

AGGREGATE FLAG LINECOUNT NAME
ATTRIBUTES FLOW LIST NEST
CHARSET GONUMBER LMESSAGE NOSPIE
COMPILE GOSTMT MACRO NOSTAE
CONTROL GRAPHIC MAP NUMBER
COUNT IMPRECISE MARGINI OFFSET
DECK INCLUDE MARGINS OPTIMIZE
DUMP INSOURCE MDECK OPTIONS
ESD INTERRUPT

SEQUENCE
SIZE
SOURCE
STMT
STORAGE
SYNTAX
TERMINAL
XREF

Figure 112. Foreground PL/I Optimizing Compiler Options
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Pascal/VS Compiler (Option 4.6)

The Foreground Pascal/VS Compile panel is shown in Figure 113.

CCMMND = = = >

FOREGROUND PASCAL/VS COMPILE

ISPF LIBRARY;
PROJECT ===> ISPFDEMO
GROUP ===> XXX ==-> A ===> MASTER ===>

TYPE ===> PAS
MEMBER ===> TOP (Blank or pattern for member selection list)

OTHER PARTITIONED OR SEQUENTIAL DATA SET:
DATA SET NAME ===>

list id ===> LISTPAS_ PASSWORD

COMPILER OPTIONS; (Options LIB, OBJECT, and PRINT generated automatically)
other ===> SOURCE, XREF(SHORT)

ADDITIONAL INPUT LIBRARIES;
===>

• ISPFTEST.FLAG.PAS'

Figure 113. Foreground Pascal/VS Compile Panel

All the fields on this panel are explained in Chapter 2, “Libraries and Data

Sets,” except LIST ID, which is explained in “List Data Sets” on page 216 ,

ADDITIONAL INPUT LIBRARIES, which is explained in “Input Data Sets”

on page 215, and the following:

OTHER Enter any options you need in the OTHER field, except LIB,

OBJECT, or PRINT. ISPF generates these options

automatically. LIB specifies the input data set concatenation

sequence. OBJECT writes the output object module to a

partitioned data set. PRINT writes the output listing to a list

data set. See “Input Data Sets” on page 215, “Object Data

Sets” on page 217, and “List Data Sets” on page 216 if you

need more information. The available Foreground Pascal/VS

compiler options are:

I

i

Default Options
CHECK
GOSTMT
LANGLVL(EXTENDED)
LINECOUNT(60)
MARGINS(1,72)
NODEBUG
NOLIST
OPTIMIZE
PAGEWIDTH(128)
PXREF
SEQUENCE(M,N)

Other Options
NOCHECK
NOGOSTMT
LANGLVL(STANDARD)
LINECOUNT(N)
MARGINS(M,N)
DEBUG
LIST
NOOPTIMIZE
PAGEWIDTH(N)
NOPXREF
NOSEQUENCE

Figure 114 (Part 1 of 2). Foreground Pascal/VS Compiler Options
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Default Options
SOURCE
WARNING
XREF(SHORT)

Other Options
NOSOURCE
NOWARNING
XREF(LONG)/NOXREF

Figure 114 (Part 2 of 2). Foreground Pascal/VS Compiler Options
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Linkage Editor (Option 4.7)

The Foreground Linkage Editor is invoked from the Foreground Linkage

Edit panel, shown in (Figure 115).

C(MAAH0 == = >

FOREGROUND LINKAGE EDIT

ISPF LIBRARY:
PROJECT ISPFDEMO
GROUP ===> MYLIB ===> MASTER ==”> “=“>

TYPE ==-> OBJ
MEMBER =“-> MA INPROG (Blank or pattern for member selection list)

OTHER PARTITIONED DATA SET:
DATA SET NAME =-=>

LIST ID ==-> LLLL_ PASSWORD *=*>

LINKAGE EDITOR OPTIONS: (Options LOAD, LIB, and PRINT generated automatically)
map, LET. TEST. RENT. DCBS( 3072)

ADDITIONAL INPUT LIBRARIES; (LOAD libraries only)

Figure 115. Foreground Linkage Edit Panel

All the fields on this panel are explained in Chapter 2, “Libraries and Data

Sets,'' except LIST ID, which is explained in “List Data Sets" on page 216 ,

ADDITIONAL INPUT LIBRARIES, which is explained in “Input Data Sets"

on page 215, and the following:

LINKAGE EDITOR OPTIONS
Enter any options you need, except LOAD, LIB, or PRINT. ISPF

generates these options automatically. LOAD writes the output

object module to a partitioned data set.

Note: Sequential data sets are invalid when using the Linkage

Editor.

LIB specifies the input data set concatenation sequence. PRINT

writes the output listing to a list data set. See “Object Data Sets"

on page 217 and “List Data Sets" on page 216 if you need more

information. The available Foreground Linkage Editor options

are:

AC LET NE PLIBASE RENT TERM
COBLIB LIST NONE PLICMIX REUS TEST
DC MAP OL PLILIB SCTR XCAL
DCBS NCAL OVLY REFR SIZE XREF
FORTLIB

Figure 116. Foreground Linkage Editor Options
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Linkage Editor Concatenation Sequence

The concatenation sequence used by PDF to find the member for input to

the Linkage Editor is:

pro j ect-name . libl-name . type
pro j ect-name . Iib2-name . type
(and so forth)

where “type” is whatever you specify on the panel. For example, it can be

OBJ or some other type containing Linkage Editor language (LEL) control

statements.

If the type is not OBJ, an “OBJECT” DDNAME is automatically allocated

to ease the use of the following Linkage Editor control statements:

INCLUDE OBJECT (member-name)

For example:

PROJECT ===>
GROUP ===> ===> ==-> ===>
TYPE ===>
MEMBER ===>

In this example, PDF searches data sets XYZ.MYLIB.LEL and

XYZ.MASTER.LEL to find member TOP, which should contain LEL control

statements. Also, PDF allocates to DDNAME “OBJECT” (DISP^SHR) the

following concatenated sequence of object libraries:

XYZ.MYLIB.OBJ
XYZ. MASTER. OBJ

This concatenated sequence is searched by the Linkage Editor if member
TOP contains INCLUDE OBJECT(member-name) statements.

The concatenation sequence passed to the Linkage Editor via the LIB
parameter has a type qualifier of LOAD and includes the system libraries

you specify, as follows:

LIB(
'
pro j ect-name . libl-name . LOAD

'

,

’pro ject-name . Iib2-name . LOAD
'

,

and so forth.

' syslibl-name
’

,

and so ,forth)

:
This concatenation sequence is used by the Linkage Editor to resolve
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SCRIPT/VS (Option 4.9)

Use of this facility requires the installation of the Document Composition

Facility (DCF) program product and its component text processing program,

SCRIPT/VS, with the Foreground Environment Feature.

When you select the SCRIPT/VS option, the first panel displayed is the

SCRIPT/VS Processor panel (Figure 117).

COM^ND = = = >

SCRIPT/VS PROCESSOR

STYLE DISPLAY STYLE OPTIONS ===> NO (Yes or No)

ISPF LIBRARY:
PROJECT ===> ISPFDEMO
GROUP ===> XXX =--> TEST ===> MASTER ===>

type ===> TEXT
MEMBER ==-> TOP_ (Blank or pattern for member selection list)

OTHER PARTITIONED OR SEQUENTIAL DATA SET:
DATA SET NAME ===>

DATA SET PASSWORD ===> (If password protected)

LIST ID ===> (Blank defaults to member name)

BROWSE ===> YES (YES or NO)

Figure 117. SCRIPT/VS Processor Panel

All the fields on this panel are explained in Chapter 2, “Libraries and Data

Sets,” except LIST ID, which is explained in “List Data Sets” on page 216,

and STYLE, DISPLAY STYLE OPTIONS, and BROWSE, which are

explained in the following sections.

SCRIPT/VS Processing Sequence

A style contains options that tell SCRIPT/VS how to format a document for

.splay or printing. These options include the use of fonts, white space,

line lengths, and so forth.

The values you put in the STYLE, DISPLAY STYLE OPTIONS, and

BROWSE fields determine the following SCRIPT/VS processing sequence:

1. For the STYLE field, you can do one of the following:

• Enter the name of an existing style.

You can enter the name of a style you have created or one of the

styles SCRIPT/VS creates for you: DRAFT and FINAL. These two

styles correspond to the formatting options available in the previous

release of SCRIPT/VS Foreground Processing. If you have not

defined these options before or if this is your first release of
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If you enter the name of an existing style in the STYLE field, that

style is used for formatting.

• Enter the name of a new style you want to define.

If you enter a new style name, the name is added to your style list.

The new style uses SCRIPT/VS formatting options that are equal to

the formatting options of the last style. Step 2 explains what to do

to change these options,

• Leave the STYLE field blank.

If you leave the style field blank, PDF displays the Select

SCRIPT/VS Formatting Style panel. This panel displays a list of

the available styles. See “Selecting a Formatting Style’' on
page 237 if you need more information.

2. Enter either YES or NO in the DISPLAY STYLE OPTIONS field.

If you enter YES, PDF displays the SCRIPT/VS Options for Style panel.

This panel shows the options that are currently being used and allows

you to change them. See “Changing Style Options” on page 238 if you
need more information.

If you enter NO, PDF does not display the SCRIPT/VS Options for Style

panel.

3. Enter the appropriate ISPF library and concatenation sequence or data

set name(s). You can display a member list by omitting the member
name or by using a pattern. See Chapter 2, “Libraries and Data Sets”

if you need help entering library or data set names, “Input Data Sets”

on page 215 for more information about the concatenation sequence,

and “Displaying Member Lists” on page 38 for more information about

displaying member lists.

4. Enter your password in the PASSWORD field if your input data set is

password-protected. See “Password Protection” on page 217 if you need

more information.

5. Use the LIST ID field to tell PDF what to name the output SCRIPT/VS
listing. See “List Data Sets” on page 216 if you need more information.

6. Enter either YES or NO in the BROWSE field.

If you enter YES, PDF displays your output in Browse mode after it has

formatted.

If you enter NO, PDF skips Browse mode and displays a Foreground
Print Options for Style panel, shown in Figure 118 on page 236.

7.

Once all the input parameters have been specified, press the ENTER
key to invoke SCRIPT/VS.
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I

appear at the bottom of the screen, show that TSO is waiting for you to

I

clear the screen before it can proceed.

I

If the Session Manager is installed and if you specified Session

Manager mode on the Foreground Selection Panel, SCRIPT/VS and all

PF and PA keys are under control of the Session Manager. When
formatting is complete, you are prompted to enter a null line to return

to PDF control.

If the Session Manager is not invoked, the PA and PF keys have their

usual TSO-defined meanings; generally, the PF keys are treated the

j

same as the ENTER key.

!

9. One or both of the following panels may appear, depending on your

I

treatment of the STYLE and DISPLAY STYLE OPTIONS fields. If both

I appear, they will be in the following sequence:

; a. Select SCRIPT/VS Formatting Style

I

b. SCRIPT/VS Options for Style

I

See “Selecting a Formatting Style” on page 237 and “Changing Style

I

Options” on page 238 if you need information about using these panels.

I When you are finished with each panel, press the ENTER key.

10. If SCRIPT/VS generated an output listing and if you specified YES in

the BROWSE field, the output is displayed automatically in Browse

mode. Otherwise, continue with the next step.

Note: If SCRIPTIVS formatting ends abnormally, PDF displays a

I

message in the upper-right corner of the screen and does not enter

Browse mode. The list data set is retained, but the Foreground

I

Print Options for Style panel (see step 11) is not displayed.

You can scroll the output up or down using the scroll commands. All

! the Browse commands are available to you. When you finish browsing

the listing, enter the END command.

;

11. An optional print utility exit can be installed by your system

programmer. If this exit is installed, it may cause SCRIPT/VS's

response to differ from the following descriptions. See Installation and

Customization for more information about the print utility exit.

! Another factor that can affect SCRIPT/VS's performance is whether the

I

TSO/E Information Center Facility is installed. If the TSO/E

I

Information Center Facility is installed, your installation can optionally

allow PDF to display a panel for submitting the TSO/E Information

Center Facility information with the print request. See Figure 121 on

page 239 for an example of this panel and “Using the TSO/E

Information Center Facility” on page 153 for information about the

fields on this panel. *

If the TSO/E Information Center Facility is not installed, SCRIPT/VS

displays the panel shown in Figure 118 on page 236.
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CCMMND “ = »>
FOREGROUND PRINT OPTIONS FOR STYLE: DRAFT

PK - Print data set and keep K - Keep data set (without printing)
PD - Print data set and delete 0 - Delete data set (without printing)

If END corrmond is entered, data set Is kept without printing.

DATA SET NAME: I SPFDEMO . TOP . L I ST

PRINT MODE ===> (BATCH or LOCAL)

SYSOUT CLASS -»>>

PRINTER ID ===> (For 328x printer)

JOB STATEMENT INFORMATION: (Required for system printer)
= > //useridA JOB ( ACCOUNT) .* NAME *

===> //*
= //*
-=-> //*

Figure 118 . Foreground Print Options for Style Panel

The Foreground Print Options for Style panel allows you to optionally

print the formatted document and specify its disposition. On this panel,

the DATA SET NAME field shows the name of the list data set that

contains the SCRIPT/VS output. In the COMMAND field, enter one of

the options shown at the top of the panel.

In the PRINT MODE field, enter either:

• BATCH to submit your print request as a background job.

If you choose BATCH, specify a valid SYSOUT CLASS and job

statement information. Specifying BATCH causes SCRIPT/VS to

ignore the PRINTER ID field.

SCRIPT/VS list data sets are formatted DCB^RECFM^ VBM.
Unless the line count is altered, the formatted page length may
exceed the JES line count and cause duplicate page ejects.

Therefore, specify the following job statement information to

prevent JES line counting:

I

• LOCAL to print the output on a local printer.

i

If you choose LOCAL, specify the ID of a local printer. Specifying

LOCAL causes SCRIPT/VS to ignore the SYSOUT CLASS field.

I

Job statement information is ignored.

Page spacing will probably vary from the expected format because

I of differences between 328x printers and 1403 or 3800 printers used

I

as a formatting guide.

See “Ending PDF or a PDF Function” on page 22 if you need

information about the options at the top of the panel or the SYSOUT
NW: 15457 Dodd: 70002077 Pagec614s, printer id, and job statement information fields.
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When you press the ENTER key, the SCRIPT/VS Processor panel is

displayed again. A message indicating completion of the process is

displayed in the upper-right corner of the screen.

12. You can do one of the following:

• Enter other parameters and invoke SCRIPT/VS again.

• Enter the END command to return to the Foreground Selection

Panel and select another processor.

• Enter the RETURN command to go to the ISPF/PDF Primary

Option Menu.

• Use the jump function ( = ) to choose any primary option.

Selecting a Formatting Style

Use the Select SCRIPT/VS Formatting Style panel (Figure 119) to see

which styles are available and to select or delete styles as necessary.

COM^ND ===> _
SELECT SCRIPT/VS FORMATTING STYLE

Valid Line Commands: S - Use this STYLE for formatting
D - Delete

ROW 1 OF 2
SCROLL PAGE

L i ne
Cmd Style Description

• DRAFT Draft SCRIPT/VS document options
’ FINAL Final SCRIPT/VS document options

**«««««««*«««««*«**«********** BOTTOM OF DATA *****************«***

Figure 119. Select SCRIPT/VS Formatting Style Panel

The Select SCRIPT/VS Formatting Style panel is a list that can be scrolled

and contains ail the styles available to you. Each style is a set of

predefined formatting options.

Type either S or D in the Line Cmd field and press the ENTER key to

select or delete a style, respectively. You can only select one style at a

time for formatting. However, one or more styles can be deleted at the

same time.
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The display fields on the Select SCRIPT/VS Formatting Style panel contain

the following information:

Style The names of styles that you can either select or delete.

Description A reminder of the purpose of each style. Type over the

description to change it.

Changing Style Options

Use the SCRIPT/VS Options for Style panel to:

• See which options are currently being used for the style you chose

• Change the options as needed.

Figure 120 shows the options available for the DRAFT style.

COMWVND
SCRIPT/VS OPTIONS FOR STYLE: DRAFT

PROFILE DATA SET ===>
FONTLia data SET ===>

SEGLIB DATA SET -==>
MACRO DATA SET ===>

B I ND : Odd = = = >

Even = = >

DEVICE TYPE ===>

CHARS (Fonts) .= = = >

SYSVAR ===>

PAGE ===>

Enter Yes or No for the foi lowing:
Twodqss === = > MO
Spe I I i ng Check = = = > YES
Index =. = = > MO
Line Number ===> YES

Uppercase only
Un format
Condensed text CCTF)

===> YES
---> NO
-==> NO

Figure 120. SCRIPT/VS Options for Style Panel: Draft

The fields on the SCRIPT/VS Options for Style panel represent SCRIPT/VS
formatting options, ail of which are optional. For a complete description of

these options, see Document Composition Facility: Generalized Markup
Language Starter Set User's Guide.

If you enter the END command from the SCRIPT/VS Options for Style

panel, changes on this panel are not saved. If the style is new, it is saved

with default formatting options.

If you press the ENTER key from the SCRIPT/VS Options for Style panel,

SCRIPT/VS processes the data set, and then one of the following occurs:

• A Browse panel is displayed if you specified YES in the BROWSE field

on the SCRIPT/VS Processor panel. When you finish browsing the

SCRIPT/VS formatted output, a Foreground Print Options for Style
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i

• A Foreground Print Options for Style panel is displayed if you specified

i

NO in the BROWSE field on the SCRIPT/VS Processor panel.

I

See step 11 on page 235 if you need more information about printing

j

SCRIPT/VS output.

!

Using SCRIPT/VS with the TSO/E Information Center Facility

I

If the TSO/E Information Center Facility is installed, your installation can

I

optionally allow PDF to substitute the panel shown in Figure 121 for the

I

panel shown in Figure 118 on page 236. See “Using the TSO/E Information

I

Center Facility” on page 153 for information about the fields on this panel.

FOREGROUND PRINT OPTIONS FOR STYLE: DRAFT
OPTION

PK - Print data set and keep
PD - Print data set and delete

K - Keep data set (without printing)
D - Delete dato set (without printing)

If END command is entered, data set is kept without printing.

DATA SET NAME; 1 SPFDEMO . TOP . L I ST

PRINTER LOCATION =-=>

PRINTER FORMAT ===>

NUMBER OF COPIES

Figure 121. Foreground Print Options for Style Panel With the TSO/E
Information Center Facility
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VS COBOL II Interactive Debug (Option 4.10)

To run VS COBOL II interactive debug in foreground, the VS COBOL II

compiler, Release 2, must be both installed and accessible, because:

• You must compile your program by using the VS COBOL II compiler

(option 4.2 or option 5.2) with the TEST and RESIDENT options before

running VS COBOL II interactive debug. Debug output from the

compilation is stored in the object module, which ISPF generates

automatically.

• The VS COBOL II compiler contains the Debug Productivity Aid (DPA)
facility, which PDF accesses when you run VS COBOL II interactive

debug in the foreground. The panel shown in Figure 122 is displayed if

PDF cannot access DPA.

COMWVND -==>
FOREGROUND VS COBOL 11 INTERACTIVE DEBUG

The Debug Productivity Aid (DPA) facility of VS COBOL II Interactive
debug could not be accessed. VS COBOL II may not be installed or
may not be accessible. Please contact your system p rog ramme r

.

Enter END command to terminate Foreground process ng.

Figure 122. Foreground VS COBOL II Interactive Debug Panel

All VS COBOL II interactive debug processing in the foreground is under

DPA's control. DPA displays a series of interactive panels. When
processing is complete, return to step 14 on page 209.
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COBOL Interactive Debug (Option 4.10A)

Before you can run COBOL interactive debug, you must first do the

following, in the order shown:

1. i\llocate a symbolic debug data set and, optionally, a print output data

set by using the Data Set utility (option 3.2). See “Symbolic Debug

Data Sets” on page 242 and “Print Output Data Sets” on page 243 if

you need more information.

2. Compile the program by using the OS/VS COBOL compiler (option 4.2A

or option 5.2A) with the TEST option.

3. Use the linkage editor (option 4.7 or option 5,7) to generate an output

load module, which COBOL interactive debug will use as input.

The COBOL Interactive Debug panel is shown in Figure 123.

COfvMAND ===>
COBOL INTERACTIVE DEBUG

ISPF LIBRARY:
PROJECT =-=> ISPFDEMO
GROUP ==-> XXX (TYPE - LOAD assumed)
MEMBER ===> TOP (Blank or pattern for member selection list)

OTHER PARTITIONED DATA SET:
DATA SET NAME =«->

PROG ID -==> LSTCOBOL ===> ==->

PRINT ID ===> PASSWORD ===>

SOURCE ==-> YES_ (YES or NO)

EXECUTION PARMS:

Notes : 1

.

2 .

•PREFIX. PRINTID.TESTLIST* must exist if

•PREFIX. PROGID. LIST’ must exist for each
"YES" is specified in "SOURCE" field.

"PRINT ID" is specified,
p rogrom spec i f i ed if

Figure 123. COBOL Interactive Debug Panel

All the fields on this panel are explained in Chapter 2, “Libraries and Data

Sets,” except PROG ID, PRINT ID, SOURCE, and EXECUTION PARMS,
which are explained in the following sections.

COBOL Interactive Debug Processing Sequence

Fill in the fields on the COBOL Interactive Debug panel as follows:

1. Enter the ISPF library or data set name that contains the input load

module generated by the linkage editor. You can display a member list

by omitting the member name or by using a pattern. See

Chapter 2, “Libraries and Data Sets” if you need help entering library

or data set names, “Object Data Sets” on page 217 for more information

about object modules, and “Displaying Member Lists” on page 38 for

more information about displaying member lists.
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2. The PROG ID field tells PDF the name(s) of the sequential list data
set(s) generated by the OS/VS COBOL compiler. You can enter up to

four PROG ID names if you compiled a partitioned data set member or a
sequential data set for each name. See “List Data Sets” on page 216 if

you need more information.

3. The PRINT ID field is optional. This field tells PDF the name of a
sequential data set to which PDF writes the print output from the
debug session. This data set must be preallocated. See “Print Output
Data Sets” on page 243 if you need more information.

4. Enter your password in the PASSWORD field if your input data set is

password-protected. See “Password Protection” on page 217 if you need
more information.

5. The SOURCE field tells PDF whether to allocate the list data sets
specified in the PROG ID field. If you enter YES, these data sets must
already exist. Otherwise, enter NO.

6. The EXECUTION PARMS field is remembered from one session to

another. Therefore, you do not need to change this field unless the
parameters you need are not displayed. Enter any parameters that you
want PDF to pass to the program being debugged.

7. To continue COBOL interactive debug, return to step 14 on page 209.

Symbolic Debug Data Sets

If you want to run COBOL interactive debug on a program compiled with
the OS/VS COBOL compiler, you must use the Data Set utility (option 3.2)

to allocate a symbolic debug data set before compiling the program. Then,
when you compile the program, enter TEST in the TEST field on the
Foreground OS/VS COBOL Compile panel. The TEST parameter generates
the debug output, which PDF stores in the symbolic debug data set you
allocated.

Note: You do not need to allocate a symbolic debug data set for programs
compiled with VS COBOL II because the debug output, if requested,
is stored in the OBJECT module, which ISPF generates
automatically.

When you allocate the data set, specify the same name as the data set that
contains your COBOL program, but:

• For an ISPF library, enter:

- The GROUP name you will specify in the first GROUP field on the
Foreground OS/VS COBOL Compile panel

- SYM in the TYPE field.

• For an "other” partitioned or sequential data set, use SYM to replace
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input data set name, allocate COBOL.SYM as the symbolic debug data

set.

Use the following values to allocate symbolic debug data sets:

RECORD FORMAT ===>

RECORD LENGTH ===>

BLOCK SIZE ===>

For partitioned data sets, including ISPF libraries, the debug output is

stored in a member with the same name as the input member. For

sequential data sets, the debug output is stored in a sequential data set.

When you run COBOL interactive debug, the name(s) you put in the

PROG ID field on the COBOL Interactive Debug panel must be the same as

the input member name(s) if you are to create a correct SYM data set.

Print Output Data Sets

ISPF writes the print output from a debug session to a sequential data set,

if you:

• Allocate the data set, using the Data Set utility (option 3.2), before you

run COBOL interactive debug

• Enter, in the PRINT ID field on the COBOL Interactive Debug panel,

the name of the data set you allocated.

You can avoid generating the print output by leaving the PRINT ID field

blank, even if you allocated the data set.

The last qualifier in the name of the data set you allocate must be

TESTLIST. For example, if you allocate a sequential data set named

DEBUGl.TESTLIST and then specify the PRINT ID as:

PRINT ID ===>
: : .

ISPF writes the print output to a sequential data set named:

'prefix. user id. DEBUGl.TESTLIST'

where “prefix” is your TSO data set prefix, if you have one and if it is

different from your user ID, and “userid” is your TSO user ID. Use the

following values to allocate print output data sets:

RECORD FORMAT ===> li.i

RECORD LENGTH ===> ..

BLOCK SIZE ===> :

'

The value you put in the BLOCK SIZE field should be a multiple of 121. the

record length. Therefore, if your print output data is too large to fit within

the recommended block size (3146), increase this amount by using a

multiple of 121, such as 3267 or 3388.
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FORTRAN Interactive Debug (Option 4.11)

Before you can run FORTRAN interactive debug, you must first compile
the program using the VS FORTRAN compiler (option 4.3 or option 5.3)

with the OBJECT and TEST options.

The FORTRAN interactive debug option supports both FORTRAN
Interactive Debug Version 2 (5668-903) and FORTRAN Interactive Debug
Version 1 (5734-F05). PDF looks for Version 2 first, then Version 1, and
finally its own Debug Dialog, which displays the panel shown in

Figure 124.

COvtVlAND

FORTRAN INTERACTIVE DEBUG

ISPF LIBRARY:
PROJECT ===> ISPFDEMO
GROUP ===> TEST
TYPE ===> OBJ (OBJ or LOAD)
MEMBER = = = > _ (Blank or pattern for member selection I 1st)

SOURCE TYPE ===> FORT

OTHER PARTITIONED OR SEQUENTIAL DATA SET;
DATA SET NAME ==->

LIST ID ===> PASSWORD ===>

DEBUG OPTIONS: (Options LIB, SOURCE, and PRINT generated automatically)
==-> NORES

ADDITIONAL INPUT LIBRARIES: (LOAD libraries only)

Figure 124. FORTRAN Interactive Debug Panel

All the fields on this panel are explained in Chapter 2, “Libraries and Data
Sets,” except LIST ID, which is explained in “List Data Sets” on page 216 ,

ADDITIONAL INPUT LIBRARIES, which is explained in “Input Data Sets”

on page 215, and the following:

DEBUG OPTIONS
Enter any options you need, except LIB, SOURCE, or PRINT.
ISPF generates these options automatically. LIB specifies the

input data set concatenation sequence. SOURCE specifies the

input source program, whose type is identified in the SOURCE
TYPE field. PRINT writes the output listing to a list data set.

See “Input Data Sets” on page 215 and “List Data Sets” on
page 216 if you need more information. The available

Foreground FORTRAN interactive debug options are:

NORES RES

Figure 125. Foreground FORTRAN Interactive Debug Options
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Member Parts List (Option 4.12)

The member parts list shows the following information for each source

program module specified:

• The names of the modules it calls or includes

• The names of the modules that call or include it.

The languages permitted in the member expansion function also are

permitted in the member parts list function, and the expansion triggers

have the same restrictions. Besides the expansion triggers, the member

parts list also uses the CALL statements in Assembler, PL/I, COBOL, and

VS FORTRAN. The format of the CALL statement is:

CALL name

where the delimiter after the name can be either a left parenthesis, a blank,

or a valid statement delimiter. In COBOL, the CALL statement is valid

only in the PROCEDURE DIVISION, and the statements CALL PGMA and

CALL 'PGMA' both result in a reference to the member name PGMA.

When you select the Foreground Member parts list option (4.12), the panel

shown in Figure 126 is displayed.

OPTION ===> _
FOREGROUND MEMBER PARTS LIST

1 - Browse/Print member parts
2 ~ Write member parts data set

iSPF LIBRARY:

= = = = > ===>

(Blank for member selection list)

(Defaults to TYPE value)

GROUPS FOR PRIMARY MEMBERS ===> 1 (1,2. 3, or 4)

OUTPUT DATA SET: (Option 2 only)

DATA SET NAME ===>

PROJECT
GROUP
TYPE
MEMBER

LANGUAGE

Figure 126. Foreground Member Parts List Panel

The member parts list does not use the SOURCE DATA PACKED field on

the Foreground Selection Panel; both packed and unpacked data sets can be

read.
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• A parts list is requested for all members in the first data set.

You can scroll the output up or down using the scroll commands.
All the Browse commands are available to you. When you finish

browsing the listing, enter the END command and continue with

step 17 on page 209.

b. Option 2 (Write member parts data set) produces an intermediate

sequential member parts list in the data set you named in step 5 on
page 246. This data set can be either a sequential data set or a

member of a partitioned data set.

If the data set has not been allocated, option 2 allocates it with a

logical record length (LRECL) of 17, a block size (BLKSIZE) of 3009,

and a record format (RECFM) of FB. The format of the records is

shown in the following table:

Field Name Format Description

Member name CHAR(8) Subject member.

Called by or calls

member name
CHAR(8) Referenced member.

Call flag BIT(l) Found on a CALL statement.

Include flag BIT(l) Found by INCLUDE or COPY.

Not found flag BIT(l) Referenced member not found.

From flag BIT(l) Subject member called from
referenced member.

To flag BIT(l) Referenced member called from
subject member.

COBOL flag BIT(l) Member referenced outside valid

COBOL division.

Reserved BIT(2) Field that is reserved.

Figure 128 . Foreground Member Parts List Record Formats

9. You can do one of the following:

• Enter other parameters and invoke the same processor.

• Enter the END command to return to the Foreground Selection

Panel and select another processor.

• Enter the RETURN command to go to the ISPF/PDF Primary
Option Menu.

• Use the jump function (^) to choose any primary option.
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7. Communication with the Foreground Member Parts List processor is in

line-I/0 mode. Each time you see three asterisks, press the ENTER key.

These asterisks, which usually appear at the bottom of the screen, show

that TSO is waiting for you to clear the screen before it can proceed.

8. The option you chose in step 1 on page 246 determines what happens

next:

Note: If the Foreground Member Parts List processing program ends

abnormally, PDF displays a message in the upper-right corner of

the screen and does not enter Browse mode. The list data set is

retained, but the Foreground Print Options panel (see step 17 on

page 209) is not displayed.

a. Option 1 (Browse/print member parts) creates the member parts list

and displays it in Browse mode. Figure 127 shows an example:

BROWSE -

CON^ND

FROM

PARTS LIST FOR I SPFPROJ . ABL . PL U *

)

VIA FROM VIA MEMBER

SCROLL ===> PAGE

TO VIA TO VIA

MEMBERB C

MEMBERC C

MEMBERC I MEMBERD I

************************

TOP OF DATA »**»***=•=*>.*****»**»*****
(MEMBERA )

(MEMBERB ) MEMBERC C
(MEMBERC ) MEMBERD C MEMBERE I

MEMBERG C*

(MEMBERD ) MEMBERE I

(MEMBERE )

(MEMBERE )

BOTTOM OF DATA *******************************

I

Figure 127. Member Parts List Display

The figure shows that:

• Library ISPFPROJ.ABL.PLI contains members:

MEMBERA Has no calls or includes.

MEMBERB Calls MEMBERC.

MEMBERC Calls MEMBERD and MEMBERG, and includes

MEMBERE. The asterisk (*) beside the C in the

fourth VIA column means that MEMBERG was

not found in the input library.

MEMBERD Includes MEMBERE.

MEMBERE Has no calls or includes.
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• A parts list is requested for all members in the first data set.

You can scroll the output up or down using the scroll commands.
All the Browse commands are available to you. When you finish

browsing the listing, enter the END command and continue with

step 17 on page 209.

b. Option 2 (Write member parts data set) produces an intermediate

sequential member parts list in the data set you named in step 5 on
page 246. This data set can be either a sequential data set or a

member of a partitioned data set.

If the data set has not been allocated, option 2 allocates it with a

logical record length (LRECL) of 17, a block size (BLKSIZE) of 3009,

and a record format (RECFM) of FB. The format of the records is

shown in the following table:

Field Name Format Description

Member name CHAR(8) Subject member.

Called by or calls

member name
CHAR(8) Referenced member.

Call flag BIT(l) Found on a CALL statement.

Include flag BIT(l) Found by INCLUDE or COPY.

Not found flag BIT(l) Referenced member not found.

From flag BIT(l) Subject member called from
referenced member.

To flag BIT(l) Referenced member called from
subject member.

COBOL flag BIT(l) Member referenced outside valid

COBOL division.

Reserved BIT(2) Field that is reserved.

Figure 128. Foreground Member Parts List Record Formats

9. You can do one of the following:

• Enter other parameters and invoke the same processor.

• Enter the END command to return to the Foreground Selection

Panel and select another processor.

• Enter the RETURN command to go to the ISPF/PDF Primary
Option Menu.

• Use the jump function (^) to choose any primary option.
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Member Not Found

A primary library is one of the number of libraries specified in the GROUPS
FOR PRIMARY MEMBERS field. A primary member is a member that

starts the member parts explosion chain. An explosion chain is the order in

which members are nested, starting with the primary member and

continuing through each member that it includes, calls, or copies.

The chain is broken when a member cannot be found in the set of

concatenated libraries or no more members are referenced. If a member

cannot be found, the name is flagged with an asterisk (*) and processing

continues. B'or instance, internally-called routines are not found.

When no more primary members can be found, the listing is printed,

written, or browsed. Calls to internal routines or variable names result in

the “member not found” flag being set.
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This chapter describes Command, option 6 on the ISPF/PDF Primary

Option Menu. The Command option allows you to enter a TSO
command or a CLIST specification.



Command (Option 6)

Chapter 9. Command (Option 6)

When you select this option, the TSO Command Processor panel shown in

Figure 152 is displayed. PDF allows you to enter TSO commands and

CLISTs in the COMMAND field of any panel and in the line command field

on data set list displays (option 3.4). However, the TSO Command
Processor panel provides two additional capabilities. On this panel, you

can enter:

• A long command that continues on the following two lines

• Session Manager mode, but only if this licensed program is installed

and if your installation chooses to display the ENTER SESSION
MANAGER MODE field on the TSO Command Processor panel.

I

ENTER SESSION MANAGER MODE ==-> NO (YES or NOl

!

Figure 152. TSO Command Processor Panel

The TSO Command Processor panel contains the following fields:

ENTER TSO COMMAND OR CLIST BELOW:
Enter a command or CLIST to the right of the arrow, using

standard TSO syntax. You can continue it on the next two lines,

if necessary, to a maximum of 230 characters. You can also enter

ISPF commands, such as RETURN or END, in this field.

See ‘'Entering TSO Commands and CLISTs” on page 276 if you

need more information.
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ENTER SESSION MANAGER MODE
If the Session Manager licensed program is installed and

available, use this field to tell PDF whether you want to invoke

it. The valid values are:

YES Tells PDF to invoke Session Manager.

NO Tells PDF not to invoke Session Manager.

See “Using the Session Manager” on page 277 if you need more

information.

Entering TSO Commands and CLISTs

You do not need to enter TSO before the command on this panel as you do

on other panels, unless the command exists in both ISPF and TSO and you

want to execute the TSO command. If you use TSO, your executed

command is blanked out when the TSO Command Processor panel is

displayed again.

For example, the HELP and PRINT commands are interpreted as the ISPF

HELP and PRINT commands, unless you precede them with TSO.

Therefore, to get TSO HELP information, enter:

Rules for Entering TSO Commands

Do not enter the following commands under PDF:

• LOGON and LOGOFF

• ISPF, PDF, or ISPSTART

• TEST

• Commands that are restricted by TSO or PDF

• Commands started through the Authorized Program Facility (APF),

such as Resource Access Control Facility (RACF) commands, unless the

TSO/E Release 3 licensed program is installed

• Commands that invoke an APF-authorized program

• ISPEXEC service calls.
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Rules for Entering CLISTs

You can enter a CLIST name on this panel, but the following restrictions

apply:

• The CLIST cannot invoke the restricted commands shown in the

preceding list. However, this does not apply to ISPEXEC, which can be

invoked in a CLIST.

• CLIST attention exits may produce unwanted results when you press

PAL

• CLIST error exits are not entered for ABENDs.

• TERMIN command procedure statements may cause unwanted results.

Note: A command issued via its synonym may cause unwanted results.

Using the Session Manager

If the Session Manager licensed program is installed and available, the TSO
Command Processor panel includes this field:

ENTER SESSION MANAGER MODE ===> (YES or NO)

If you specify YES in this field, any display output is displayed in the

Session. Manager TSOOUT stream.

Note: If graphics interface mode is active, Session Manager does not get

control of the screen, Graphics interface mode is activated when a

GRINIT service has been issued, but a GRTERM service has not been

issued. See Dialog Management Services and Examples for more

information about these two services.

The PF key definitions are not transferred to the Session Manager from

PDF. When the command ends, the Session Manager prompts you to enter

a null line to return to PDF control and displays the TSO Command
Processor panel again when you do.

If you specify NO, terminal I/O occurs as though the Session Manager were

not installed. The terminal operates in normal TSO fashion. Any
communication with the command is in line-I/0 mode. When the command
ends, three asterisks (***) are displayed. Press the ENTER key to display

the TSO Command Processor panel again in full screen mode.

To interrupt a TSO command or CLIST, press the PAl key. The TSO
command ends and the TSO Command Processor panel is displayed again.

If terminal input is inhibited, press the RESET key before pressing the PAl
key. If you are in Session Manager mode, enter a null line to return to

ISPF full screen mode.

When the TSO Command Processor panel is displayed again, the command

1WTTT7 1 ^ T-w T 1 that was just executed is displaved to the right of the arrow. Enter another
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command, or the END command to return to the ISPF/PDF Primary Option

Menu.

For terminals with primary and alternate screen sizes, ISPF does not check

to make sure the same screen settings are in effect when a command or

CLIST ends. If you invoke a CLIST or command that changes the screen

settings, you are responsible for saving and restoring them before control is

returned to ISPF.
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This chapter describes Dialog Test, option 7 on the ISPF/PDF
Primary Option Menu. The Dialog Test facility is a powerful tool for

dialog developers. It allows you to test entire ISPF applications, as

well as incomplete ISPF dialogs that you are in the process of

developing.

The chapter includes information about the Dialog Test

environment, variable usage, and severe error handling. Also, the

chapter describes the set of Dialog Test primary commands and line

commands, which are valid only when you are using the Dialog Test

option.

The chapter concludes with a complete discussion of the 10 options

you can select from the Dialog Test Primary Option Menu.
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Chapter 10. Dialog Test (Option 7)

The Dialog Test option (7) provides you with facilities for testing both

complete ISPF applications and ISPF dialog parts, including functions,

panels, variables, messages, tables, and skeletons. The Dialog Test option

allows you to:

• Invoke selection panels, command procedures, and programs

• Display panels

• Add new variables and change variable values

• Display a table's structure and status

• Display, add, modify, and delete table rows

• Browse the ISPF log

• Execute dialog services

• Add, modify, and delete function and variable trace definitions

• Add, modify, and delete breakpoint definitions.

You can use TSO TEST to complement this option if you want to examine

and manipulate non-ISPF storage areas.

When testing a dialog, you usually do so in one of two ways:

• Test individual dialog parts, including panels, skeletons, and messages,

without invoking a function or a selection panel. Eventually, you end

your test session by entering the END command on the Dialog Test

Primary Option Menu.

• Test dialog functions, including programs, commands, and selection

menus, using the Functions option (7.1). You can define traces and

breakpoints before invoking the function.

Any requested traces for variable usage and dialog service calls are written

to the ISPF log. You can browse the log using the Log option (7.5).

If you define a breakpoint and the function gets to it, dialog execution is

suspended and Dialog Test display .e Breakpoint Primary Option Menu
(Figure 173 on page 323). At this point, you can access and manipulate

dialog parts, such as variables, tables, and so forth. Then, if you select the

Go option from the Breakpoint Primary Option Menu, the dialog resumes

execution.

At completion, you are returned to the Functions option (7.1). If you select

the Cancel option from the Breakpoint Primary Option Menu, the dialog is

cancelled and the first primary option panel that you were shown during

your terminal session is displayed again. For example, if the first screen

displayed when you began your session was a master application panel that

is different from the ISPF/PDF Primary Option Panel, that master
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Environment

The Dialog Test Primary Option Menu. Figure 153, follows the conventions

for a primary option panel. If you use the RETURN command from one of

the selected Dialog Test options, the Dialog Test Primary Option Menu is

displayed again. If you use the END command from this panel, you return

to the ISPF/PDF Primary Option Menu.

When you enter Dialog Test, you enter a new user application with an

application ID of ISR. All options listed on the Dialog Test Primary Option

Menu operate in this context. If you invoke a new function using the

Functions option (7.1), a SELECT service call is performed, and the rules

for the SELECT service are followed.

OPTION --->
DIALOG TEST PRIMARY OPTION MENU

I

!

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8
T

X

FUNCTIONS
PANELS
VARIABLES
TABLES
LOG
DiALOG SERVICES -

TRACES
BREAKPOINTS
TUTORIAL
EXIT

Invoke dialog f unc t i ons/se i ec t i on menus
Display Done I

s

Qispicy/set variable information
D SD I ay/mod i fy table information
3''owse ISPE log

InvoKe dialog services
Specify trace definitions
Specify breakpoint definitions
Display information about Dialog Test

Terml-^ate dialog testing

nter tND command to terminate dialog testing.

Figure 153. Dialog Test Primary Option Menu

Dialog Test is itself a dialog and. therefore, uses dialog variables. Since it

is important to allow your dialog to operate without interference, as though

in a production environment. Dialog Test accesses and updates variables

independently of your dialog variables.

All breakpoints and traces that you set in Dialog Test exist only while you

remain within the Dialog Test option.

You should always allocate the ISPF log when using Dialog Test. Do not

suppress its generation by entering 0 in the Primary pages field used with

the Log/List option (0.2). Dialog Test writes trace data to the log when you

request it. Also, if Dialog Test finds an unexpected condition, it writes

problem data to the log.

When you enter Dialog Test, you are given the following ISPF facilities;

• All functions you normally get by specifying the TEST parameter on the

PDF command
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• The logging of all severe errors, both from user dialogs and Dialog Test.

This is normally done when you specify TRACE or TRACEX on the

PDF command.

• The suspension of the logging of all ISPEXEC dialog service requests.

Such logging normally occurs when you specify TRACE or TRACEX on
the PDF command. You should use the Traces option (7.7).

These facilities become active for all logical screens when you are using

split-screen mode and remain active while you remain in PDF, even after

you leave Dialog Test, Logging of ail ISPEXEC service requests is resumed
when you leave Dialog Test if TRACE or TRACEX is specified on the PDF
command. The TEST, TESTX, TRACE, and TRACEX options are described

in Dialog Management Guide,

Variable Usage

When you select the Dialog Test option, you are given a new function

variable pool, a new shared variable pool, and the ISRPROF profile pool.

These pools are used if you set a variable, display a panel, call an ISPF
service, and so forth. When you invoke a new dialog. Dialog Test uses the

SELECT service, and follows the rules for the creation of new variable

pools. For example, if you invoke a new dialog using the NEWPOOL
option, Dialog Test creates new shared and function variable pools for you.

The profile variable pool, ISRPROF, remains as it was.

If you set a dialog variable in the shared pool from a dialog running under
Dialog Test and then invoke the dialog again from the COMMAND line,

you cannot retrieve the value of that variable.

Dialog variables should be initialized and set in the context of the dialog's

processing. A dialog's function variable pools are created when it is

invoked; that is, when the SELECT is done. Therefore, to set function

variables in newly created pools, you must define a breakpoint early in

your dialog's processing, at a point before the function is invoked.

For example, if you invoke a dialog with the NEWPOOL parameter, you
must define a breakpoint in the dialog before the first function is invoked
to access that dialog's function and shared variable pools. You can change
the dialog's profile variable pool before invoking the dialog, since a new
profile variable pool is not created.

When your dialog terminates, ail variable pools created at dialog

invocation are deleted.

Note: ISPF does not support TSO global variables. You may find a severe

dialog test error when testing a dialog that references a global

variable.
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Severe Error Handling

If your dialog finds a severe error when it invokes a dialog service, the

error is handled as requested by the dialog. The current CONTROL service

ERRORS setting, CANCEL or RETURN, determines what is done. If

CANCEL is in effect, you can choose whether to continue dialog testing

when the Error Message panel is displayed.

Note: If you choose not to continue dialog testing, you return to the

ISPFjPDF Primary Option Menu, but test mode is still active.

If you find a severe error when manipulating your dialog at a breakpoint.

Dialog Test assumes that the CONTROL service ERRORS setting is

CANCEL. For example, if you display a panel at a breakpoint and that

panel is not found, the Error Message panel is displayed. This occurs even

if vour current dialog has an ERRORS setting of RETURN.

Regardless of the ERRORS setting, all your severe errors are logged.

If Dialog Test finds a severe error during its processing, the details are

logged and the following message is shown to you on an error message

display:

Dialog Test errors can occur because:

• Proper ISPF libraries are not being used.

• A programming problem has been encountered.

• You have attempted to execute Dialog Test recursively.

• You have invoked a Dialog Test option without being in test mode, or

without invoking Dialog Test first.

You should browse the ISPF log to find the problem.

Commands

You can enter ISPF and PDF primary commands on Dialog Test panels.

Five commands have special meaning during Dialog Test operations. You

enter them in the COMMAND line of the applicable Dialog Test option
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panel. These commands, and the Dialog Test options with which they
function, are:

Primary Command Valid Option(s)

CANCEL

END

LOCATE

QUAL

RESUME

Variables (Option 7.3)

Tables (Option 7.4) ^

Traces (Option 7.7) -

Breakpoints (Option 7.8)

Variables (Option 7.3)

Tables (Option 7.4) ^

Traces (Option 7.7) ^

Breakpoints (Option 7,8)

Variables (Option 7.3)

Tables (Option 7.4) ^

Traces (Option 7.7) “

Breakpoints (Option 7.8)

Breakpoints (Option 7.8)

Breakpoints (Option 7.8)

Dialog Test has three line commands that have special meaning during
testing operations. These commands, and the options with which they

function, are:

Line Command Valid Options

D (delete)

I (insert)

R (repeat)

Variables (Option 7.3)

Tables (Option 7.4) i

Traces (Option 7.7) ^

Breakpoints (Option 7.8)

Variables (Option 7.3)

Tables (Option 7.4) ^

Traces (Option 7.7) ^

Breakpoints (Option 7.8)

Tables (Option 7.4) ^

Traces (Option 7.7) 2

Breakpoints (Option 7.8)

1

3
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Valid only with Traces options 1 and 2.

Valid only with Tables options 1, 3, and 4.
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Valid only with Tables options 1, 3, 4, and 5.
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When using the Dialog Test primary and line commands, you should be

aware of the following:

• You can specify both a primary command and line commands before you

press the ENTER key.

• You can enter multiple line commands on the display.

• You cannot carry out a deletion if one of the included lines contains

another line command.

• You can delete lines that contain an input error.

• The line commands are processed in row order when you press the

ENTER key. Any fields changed in the row are handled before a line

command is processed.

• A primary command is handled after processing for all line commands is

complete.

• As in the editor, you can specify a number with each line command to

denote repetitive operation, unless you are using the Variables option

(7.3). To avoid conflict with the I (insert) line command, the Variables

option does not let you enter the Dn form of the D (delete) line

command, where n is the number of lines to be deleted. Therefore,

enter a single D line command on each line you want to delete. You

can enter this command on more than one line before pressing the

ENTER key.

Ending the Current Option Without Saving Changes

The CANCEL command ends the current option. Any changes made to the

data are ignored.

Saving Changes

The END command ends the current option. Any changes made to the data

now take effect.

Finding a Character String

The LOCATE command searches for a character string and positions a

scrollable display to the next row that contains the string. The scan starts

at the end of the first row currently being displayed. A message is

displayed indicating the result of the scan.
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The format of the LOCATE command is:

LOCATE string

where:

string The character string you are trying to find. If the string ends

in an asterisk (*), a scan for the characters preceding the

asterisk is done.

Displaying Breakpoint Qualification Data

The QUAL command can only be entered from the Breakpoints panel. It

displays the breakpoint qualification data.

Restoring the Format of the Breakpoints Panel

The RESUME command is entered on the Breakpoints panel when
qualification parameter values are shown. It restores the format of the

Breakpoints panel. Each breakpoint that has qualification is flagged by the

characters *QUAL* in columns 75 to 80 on that line of the Breakpoints

panel.

Dialog Test Line Commands

The following line commands have special meaning during testing

operations:

D - Deleting Lines

The D command deletes one line or n lines starting with this line. The
format is:

D

Dn

If you are using the Variables option (7.3), the second form of the D line

command does not apply. To avoid conflict with the I (insert) line

command, the Variables option does not let you enter Dn, where n is the

number of lines to be deleted. Therefore, enter a single D line command on

each line you want to delete. You can enter this command on more than

one line before pressing the ENTER key.

I - Inserting Lines

The I command inserts one line or n lines directly after this line, with

underscores and quotation marks in the appropriate fields. The format is:

I

In
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R - Repeating Lines

The R command repeats this line once or n times. The format

R

Rn
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Functions (Option 7.1)

The Functions option (7.1) allows you to test a dialog function without

having to build supporting code or panels. Dialog functions include panels,

command procedures, and programs. The name of the dialog function and

the parameters you can pass are the same as those that you can specify

from a dialog function when you invoke the SELECT service. When you

press the ENTER key, a SELECT is performed.

If you invoke a new function or selection panel at a breakpoint, the

previous function or selection panel is suspended and the new one executed.

When the new activity finishes, the Invoke Dialog Function/Selection

Menu is displayed. The old activity resumes when you enter the END
command. When the originally-invoked function completes execution, the

Invoke Dialog Function/Selection Menu is displayed again.

System programmers can use the Functions option to run the LMF
migration utility. This utility converts Version 2 Release 2 LMF control

files to the Version 2 Release 3 format. See Installation and Customization

for more information.

When you select the Functions option, the panel in Figure 154 is displayed

to allow you to specify the dialog function that you want to test.

INVOKE DIALOG FUNCTION/SELECTION MENU
COMING = = = >

INVOKE SELECTION
PANEL

MENU:
= = = > OPT ===>

INVOKE COMING:
CMD

LANG = = = > CAPL OR BLANK)

MODE = = = > CLINE, FSCR, OR BLANK)

INVOKE PROGRAM:
PGM = = = > PARM ===>

MODE CLINE, FSCR, OR BLANK)

NEWAPPL = = = > NO ID ===>

NEWPOOL NO PASSLIB ===> NO

Figure 154. Invoke Dialog Function/Selection Menu

To invoke a function, you must specify a value for either the PANEL,
CMD, or PGM field.

i Note: You cannot specify more than one of these fields,

• To invoke a selection panel, use the following fields under the heading

INVOKE SELECTION MENU:

PANEL The name of the selection panel to be displayed.
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OPT An optional parameter indicating the first selection

option that must be valid from the specified selection

panel. This input field continues onto the next line on

the panel.

I • To invoke a command, use the following fields under the heading

I
INVOKE COMMAND:

CMD The name of a command procedure written in CLIST, or

any TSO command, to be invoked as a dialog function.

You can include command parameters.

! Use the prefix symbol to tell PDF to remove the

Invoke Dialog Function/Selection Menu and use the full

screen to display the results of a CLIST invocation.

Three asterisks show CLIST completion. Press the

ENTER key to return to the Invoke Dialog

I

Function/Selection Menu.

If you omit the prefix, PDF interprets the command

I

as a TSO command, using line mode to display the

i
command results at the bottom of the Invoke Dialog

I

Function/Selection Menu.

, LANG An optional parameter. Enter APL to specify the use of

the APL language. If this is your first APL request

during the session, the command specified in the CMD
keyword is invoked and an APL2 environment is

established. If this is not your first APL request during

this session, the string specified after the CMD keyword is

passed to the APL2 workspace and executed.

To specify any language other than APL, leave this field

blank.

I MODE An optional parameter that overrides:

!

- Automatic line mode entry, caused when a TSO
command is entered.

i

- Automatic full-screen display caused by the

CLIST prefix. However, it does not prevent PDF from

invoking the command as a CLIST.

I

If you leave this field blank, the prefix has its normal

effect. The valid values for this field are:

LINE Used to enter line mode when invoking a

I

CLIST.

• FSCR Used to enter full-screen mode when
invoking a TSO command.
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• To invoke a program, use the following fields under the heading

INVOKE PROGRAM:

PGM The name of a program to be invoked as a dialog

function.

FARM Optional parameters to be passed to the program. This

input field continues onto the next line on the panel.

MODE An optional parameter used to tell PDF whether to

display the program results in line mode or full-screen

mode. If you leave this field blank, PDF uses line mode
as the default. The valid values for this field are:

LINE Used to enter line mode when invoking a

program. Results of the program are

displayed at the bottom of the Invoke

Dialog Function/Selection Menu.

FSCR Used to enter full-screen mode when
invoking a program. PDF removes the

Invoke Dialog Function/Selection Menu
and uses the full screen to display the

program results. Three asterisks show

program completion. Press the ENTER
key to return to the Invoke Dialog

Function/Selection Menu.

You can also specify:

NEWAPPL Indication of whether a new application is being invoked.

YES This function is a new application.

NO This function is not a new application.

ID A one- to four-character ID for a new application. If you

invoke a new application and leave the ID field blank, the

default ID of ISR is used. Note that the ID determines the

names of the profile and the command table to be used for

the application.

NEWPOOL Indication of whether a new shared variable pool is to be

created. This value is ignored if the value for NEWAPPL is

YES.

YES Create a new shared variable pool.

NO Do not create a new shared variable pool.
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PASSLIB Shows that the current set of application-level ISPF

libraries, if any sets exist, is to be used by the application

being selected. You can specify PASSLIB only if you also

specify YES in the NEWAPPL field.

YES Pass the current set of application library

definitions to the new application.

NO Do not pass the current set of application

library definitions to the new application.

Note: For more information about the PASSLIB field, see the description of

the SELECT service in Dialog Management Services and Examples.
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Panels (Option 7.2)

When you are developing panels, you can use the Panels option (7.2) to test

newly created or changed panels and messages without having to build

supporting code to display them. Any variables referenced and set during

panel processing are written to the current function variable pool. When
you select the Panels option (7.2), the panel in Figure 155 is displayed.

CONM\ND - = = >

PANEL NAME ===> _

MESSAGE ID ===>

CURSOR FIELD ===>

CURSOR POSITION =-=>

DISPLAY PANEL

(Opt I ona I )

(Opt i ona i

)

(Opt i ona I

)

Figure 155. Display Panel

On the panel are the following fields:

PANEL NAME
The name of the panel to be displayed.

MESSAGE ID

I

The identifier of a message to be displayed on the panel.

CURSOR FIELD
The name of the field on the panel where the cursor is to be

positioned.

CURSOR POSITION
An integer specifying the position in the field where the cursor is

to be placed.

If you specify a panel name, the MESSAGE ID, CURSOR FIELD, and

CURSOR POSITION fields are optional.

These are the same parameters that a dialog function can specify when

invoking the DISPLAY service.

When the panel is displayed, the )INIT and )PROC sections of the panel are

processed in the same way the DISPLAY service would process them.

If you want to set variables before you display the panel, you can use the
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new or changed data and then verify the variables by using the Variables

option (7.3) again. Data that you enter on the panel you display is retained

until you change it, leave Dialog Test, or reset the function pool.

Figure 156 shows the message that is displayed if you specify a message ID

and, optionally, a cursor position without identifying a panel name. The

long message portion of the identified message is displayed when you enter

the HELP command on that panel.

Figure 156. Message Display Panel

When you enter the END command from the panel being tested, the Display

Panel reappears on the screen.
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Variables (Option 7.3)

The Variables option (7.3) allows you to:

• Display all the ISPF variables defined in the dialog application you are

testing.

• Change the value of a variable by typing over it, unless the variable has

an N (non-modifiable) attribute.

• Define new variables by inserting lines or by changing the name or pool

of a listed variable.

• Delete variable names and blank lines.

When you select this option, a display you can scroll (Figure 157) shows all

the current variables for the dialog being tested.

COMvlAND =- = >

VARIABLES --- R0W10F2^
SCROLL ===> PAGE

ADD/DELETE/CHANGE VARIABLES. UNDERSCORES NEED NOT BE BLANKED.
ENTER END CO^M^ND TO FINALIZE CHANGES. CANCEL COMMAND TO END WITHOUT CHANGES.

VARl'ABLE P A VALUE APPL ! CAT I ON

A1 V FUNCTION POOL VALUE FOR A1

A2 V FUNCTION POOL VALUE FOR A2
A5 V FUNCTION POOL VALUE FOR A5
A7 I FUNCTION POOL VALUE FOR A7
A8 I FUNCTION POOL VALUE FOR A8
A1 S SHARED POOL VALUE FOR A1

A2 s T SHARED POOL VALUE FOR A2
A4 s SHARED POOL VALUE .^OR A4
AID s SHARED POOL VALUE FOR A10
B2 s SHARED POOL VALUE FOR B2
B3 s N NON-MODI FI ABLE SHARED POOL VALUE FOR BO
B4 s SHARED POOL VALUE FOR B4
A5 p PROFILE POOL VALUE FOR A5
A9 p N NON-MODI FI ABLE PROFILE POOL VALUE FOR A9
01 p PROFILE POOL VALUE FOR B1

B2 p PROFILE POOL VALUE FOR 02

Figure 157. Variables Panel

Each line of the display represents a variable and contains:

' ' '
' Line command area.

VARIABLE Name of the variable. The variable name is alphanumeric,

with the first character either alphabetic or the special

characters $, #, or @. The variable name cannot exceed

eight characters in length. All alphabetic characters are

translated to uppercase when you press the ENTER key.

The VARIABLE field is required.
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P Pool that contains the variable; a required one-character

field, where:

V Function pool; the variable was defined with the

VDEFINE service.

I Function pool; a variable that was created by a

CLIST or by using the Variables option. This is

an “implicit” variable, which was not explicitly

defined by using the VDEFINE service.

S Shared variable pool.

P Profile variable pool.

A Attributes of the variable, a non-modifiable one-character

field, where:

N Non-modifiable variable. Some system-reserved

variables are not modifiable.

T Truncated variable value. The actual value is

longer than the 58 characters that you can

display on the panel.

If you change a line showing a truncated value,

only the data shown on the display is stored as

the new value.

VALUE Value of the variable. The value can be up to 58

characters in length.

Variables Commands

The Variables option (7.3) uses the CANCEL, END, and LOCATE
commands, and the I (insert) and D (delete) Dialog Test line commands.

“Commands” on page 282 describes these commands.

Normally, the variable pools are updated with the data from the display

when you use the END command to leave the option.

Manipulating Variables

The rows of the display are sorted in the following order:

1. By pool (function, then shared, then profile)

2. By function pool type (V then I)

3. Alphabetically by variable name within each pool.

Insertions are left where they are entered on the display. Changes to the

display are processed when you press the ENTER key. Updating of the

variable pools occurs when you enter the END command.
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Creating New Variables

You can create new dialog variables, but you cannot create two variables

with the same name in the same variable pool.

To create a new variable, you can do one of two things:

• Use the I line command to insert a new row, and then enter the variable

name, pool, and value on the new line. For each field, move the cursor

to the start of the field and enter new information. The underscores are

pad characters; you do not need to blank them out.

• Type over the name of an existing variable, its pool indicator, or both.

This creates a new variable and resets the old variable's value to nulls.

If you change a truncated value, the undisplayed portion is lost. The
new variable value consists only of the visible portion on the screen.

New function pool variables are given an I (implicit) attribute and a CHAR
format. If you enter “F” in the attribute field, PDF changes it to ‘T.”

By using the second method, you can interchange the values of two or more

variables by simply changing their names. For example, you can

interchange the values for variables A and B by changing the variable

name A to B and name B to A, and then pressing the ENTER key.

Deleting Variables

Any dialog variable in the shared and profile pools can be deleted, unless it

has an N attribute. Though you cannot delete a variable from the function

pool, you can set its value to blanks.

To delete a variable, use the D line command. However, to avoid conflict

with the I (insert) line command, the Variables option does not let you enter

Dn, where n is the number of lines to be deleted. Therefore, enter a single

D line command on each line you want to delete. You can enter this

command on more than one line before pressing the ENTER key.

Variables Usage Notes

When using the Variables option (7.3), you should be aware of the

following:

Input errors

Correct any errors before leaving a display. If you cannot correct

the errors, use the CANCEL command.

Length and format errors in variables defined with the VDEFINE
service are detected when you enter the END command. If ISPF

finds such an error, it prompts you to fix the variable value.
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Test mode
Variable manipulations carried out under Dialog Test at a

breakpoint are considered an extension of your dialog and. as

such, are handled in user mode. Dialog variables, table data, and

service return codes that you introduce, delete, or change are

treated as though your dialog had made those changes.

Variable life

Profile variables that you create remain in your profile pool from

one Dialog Test session to another. Shared and function

variables exist only for the duration of Dialog Test.

Split-screen mode
In split-screen mode, two logical screens can share a profile

variable pool. Since the Variables option (7.3) takes a snapshot of

the variables, any change to a profile variable on one screen is

not immediately reflected on the other screen. To get the latest

changes, select the Variables option (7.3) again. Also, when one

profile variable is changed on two logical screens using

split-screen mode, the changed profile variable on the screen

where the last END command was entered takes precedence.

Variable value

Variables defined with the VDEFINE service as non-character are

displayed in translated form. Any changes made to the variable's

value should conform to the defined format.

Do not change them using the hexadecimal representation. A
format or length error causes a message to be displayed when you

use the END command. When a VDEFINE error occurs, a panel

identifies the data and its value and describes the error. You
must then correct the error and press the ENTER key. If you

create a new variable by changing the pool indicator of an

existing variable defined as non-character, the new variable has

character (CHAR) format.

Hexadecimal data
Hexadecimal data that cannot be displayed is translated to

displayable characters or entered using the form:

X ' nnnnnnnn

'

where:

n An integer 0 through 9 or an alphabetic character A
through F. There must be an even number of

characters within the quotation marks.
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DECS data

A variable defined as DECS by the VDEFINE service or displayed

through the field with FORMAT(DBCS) specified in the test

environment is displayed using the form:

'

-I [DBDBDB] '

where:

[ and ] Represent the SO (shift-out) and SI (shift-in) characters,

respectively.

If you enter a DECS value in this format on the Variable Display

and Set panel, only the DECS characters are stored.
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Tables (Option 7.4)

The Tables option (7.4) allows you to examine and manipulate the rows of a

table, and to display table structure and status. When you select this

option, the panel in Figure 158 is displayed, on which you show the table

function you want and the parameters needed to identify the table.

OPTION ==*>
TABLES

1 Display row
2 Delete row
3 Mod i f y row

4 Add row
5 Display s t ructu r

e

6 Display status

TABLE NAME »*=>

ROW IDENTIFICATION:
BY ROW NUMBER ==-> *

BY VARIABLE VALUE

CURRENT RCW:

(* “ current row)

(Search for row if row number blank)

j

DBCS COLUMN SPECIFICATION;

Figure 158. Tables Panel

Use the fields on the Tables panel as follows:

OPTION Enter the number of one of the functions displayed on the

Tables panel.

TABLE NAME
Enter the name of the table you are interested in. The table

must be open for all but the Display Status option (6) of the

Tables option (7.4). If you need to open the table, use the

Dialog Services option (7.6).

CURRENT ROW
Displays the position number of the current row after you

have identified a table. This field is non-modifiable.

ROW IDENTIFICATION
Identify a row, either directly by row number or indirectly by

specifying a search argument of table variable names and

their values.

BY ROW NUMBER
Enter the position number of the table row that you want, or

enter * for the current row. If you are adding a row, you can

use:

TOP Make the new row first in the table.

BOTTOM Make the new row last in the table.
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BY VARIABLE
Type over the underscores beneath this heading with the

names of variables whose values are to be used to search the

table for a row with matching contents.

VALUE Enter the value to be used in the search, up to 58 characters.

For an abbreviated search, enter the beginning characters

followed by an asterisk.

You can specify a DECS value in the form:

I

^[DBDBDB]

where:

[ and ] Represent the SO (shift-out) and SI (shift-in)

characters, respectively. For an abbreviated

search, enter a two-byte asterisk (*) at the end of

the DECS value. For example:

-n [DBDB**]

where:

** Represents the two-byte asterisk

character.

DECS COLUMN SPECIFICATION
Enter the variable names of the values that are DECS data.

The value of the variable is displayed using the form:

-n[DBDBDB]

If you enter a DECS value in this format on the Modify Row

i

panel or the Add Row panel, only the DECS characters are

stored, regardless of the DECS column specification.

Once you specify a table name, it is retained until you change it or until

you leave Dialog Test.

For the Display Row (1), Delete Row (2), Modify Row (3), and Add Row (4)

options of the Tables option (7.4), you must identify the row you want to

display, delete, modify, or add. To do this, you can specify a row number in

the EY ROW NUMEER field, or you can use the EY VARIAELE and

VALUE fields to specify a search argument list. To show the current row,

leave the asterisk in the ROW NUMEER field. If you specify both a row

number and a search argument, the row number is used and the search

argument is ignored.

The current row pointer in the table can be changed only at your request or

by your dialog.

The search argument list consists of variable names and values that let you

specify the values that specific variables have in a row. You can specify

the complete value, abbreviate the value with an asterisk to find a row

NW: 15457 Dodd: 70002077 ^ variable beginning with specified characters, or leave the row
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blank. The search begins with the row following the current row. If a row

matching the search argument is not found, the current row pointer is set

to the top. You can, at your option, repeat the search.

The following sections describe the options shown at the top of the Tables

panel.

1 - Display Row

You can use the Display Row option to display the contents of an existing

row in an open table. When you select the Display Row option, do the

following on the Tables panel:

• Specify the name of an open table in the TABLE NAME field.

• Specify a row number or a search argument list to identify a row.

When you press the ENTER key, you are shown the table row data on a

display that you can scroll (Figure 159). In the figure, the variables

constitute one table row.

DISPLAY ROW
COMv^AND = = = 5

TABLE SAMTB1 ROW 3 ROW 3 OF 21

SCROLL ===> PAGE

VARIABLE T A VALUE

K1

K2
K3
N1

N2
SAVE1„
SAVE2_
N2

K This Is the value for key K1

K My VO ! ue f o r K2
N This is the value to be used
N The first name value is this field

N Name variable N2 is also a save variable
S Save variable 1 has this value
S Show save variable 2 this way

S Save variable N2 is also a name variable
M ********************** * BOTTOM OF DATA *********** ********

Figure 159. Display Row Panel

Each line on the display indicates:

VARIABLE Variable name.

T Type of variable:

K Key variable.

N Name variable; non-key.

S Save (extension) variable.

A Attribute of each variable:

T Truncated to 58 characters for display.

VALUE The first 58 characters of the variable value.
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Display Row Commands

The Display Row option uses the END and LOCATE commands.

“Commands” on page 282 describes these commands.

2 - Delete Row

You can use the Delete Row option to remove an existing row from an open

table. When you select the Delete Row option, do the following on the

Tables panel:

• Specify the name of an open table in the TABLE NAME field.

• Specify a row number or a search argument list to identify a row.

When you press the ENTER key, a panel is displayed (Figure 160) to allow

you to confirm the delete request.

Figure 160. Confirm Table Row Delete Panel

The fields on the panel are:

TABLE NAME Name of an open table.

ROW NUMBER Number of the row to be deleted.

Press the ENTER key to delete the row, or enter the END or CANCEL
command to cancel the deletion.

3 - Modify Row

You can use the Modify Row option to change the contents of an existing

row of an open table. When you select the Modify Row option, do the

following on the Tables panel:

• Specify the name of an open table in the TABLE NAME field.

• Specify a row number or a search argument list to identify a row.
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When you press the ENTER key, a display that you can scroll (Figure 161

on page 302) is shown. In this example, row 6 of table SAMTBl is

displayed for modification. Row 6 contains eight variables.

MODIFY ROW TABLE SAMTBl
COMMAND = = = > _

ROW 6 RCW 6 OF 21

SCROLL -==> PAGE

MODIFY VARIABLE VALUES AND SAVENAMES . UNDERSCORES NEED NOT BE BLANKED.

ENTER END CQMvIAND TO FINALIZE CHANGES.

VARIABLE T A VALUE

K1 K Va 1 ue for key K1

K2 K Vaiue for key K2
K3 K
N1 N The first name value is this field
N2 N Name variable N2 is also a save variable
SAVE1 S Save variable 1 has this value
SAVE2 s Show save varli ab 1 e 2 this way
N2 s Save variable N2 Is also a name variable

BOTTOM OF DATA

Figure 161. Modify Row Panel

Each line on the panel represents a variable in row 6 of the table, and

contains:

' ' ' ' Line command area.

VARIABLE Variable ame, modifiable only for save variables.

T Type of variable, non-modifiable:

K Key variable.

N Name variable; non-key.

S Save (extension) variable.

A Attribute of each variable, non-modifiable:

T Truncated to 58 characters for display.

VALUE Value of the variable up to 58 characters.

Enter or change the values for the key, name, and save variables in the

VALUE column. Enter new save variables by typing over the underscores

in the NAME column with the variable names and specifying the desired

values. The underscores are pad characters; you do not need to blank them

out.

When using the Modify Row option, be aware of the following:

• If the table has keys, the values for the keys in the added row must be

different from those in the existing rows when you leave the Modify

Row option. Otherwise, a message is displayed and the row is displayed

again so you can change the keys.
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• If the table was sorted using the TBSORT dialog service and a sort field

is modified, the row's position in the table may change to preserve the

search order.

• You cannot change the variable name for a key variable or name
variable; if you do, an error message is displayed and the original name
is restored.

• You cannot delete a key or name variable and its value from the display

or table row.

• If you delete a save variable, assume that the variable no longer exists

in this row.

• If more than one variable entry has the same name, all instances of that

variable are assigned the value of the last occurrence of the variable;

that is, the occurrence closest to the bottom of a display that you can

scroll.

• Blank save names are ignored and do not need to be deleted, even if

data is left in the value.

• Hexadecimal data that usually cannot be displayed is translated to

displayable characters or entered using the form:

X ' nnnnnnnn

'

where:

n An integer 0 through 9 or an alphabetic character A through

F. There must be an even number of characters within the

quotation marks.

• Variables defined with the VDEFINE service as non-character are

shown in translated form; do not change them by using the hexadecimal

representation. A format or length error causes a message to be

displayed when you use the END command.

• When you leave the Modify Row option by using the END command,
the row is replaced and the message ROW MODIFIED is issued.

Modify Row Commands

The Modify Row option uses the CANCEL, END, and LOCATE commands,

and the D (delete), I (insert), and R (repeat) Dialog Test line commands.

“Commands” on page 282 describes these commands. Inserted and repeated

lines always have a type of S, because you can add only save variables to a

row of an existing table. Also, you can delete only save variables.
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4 - Add Row

You can use the Add Row option to add a new row after a selected row of

an opened table. When you select the Add Row option, do the following on

the Tables panel:

• Specify the name of an open table in the TABLE NAME field.

• Specify a row number or a search argument list to identify a row.

ROW
SCROLL ==

OF 18
> PAGE

ADD ROW
COMMAND

TABLE SAMTB1 ROW 7

ADD VARIABLE VALUES AND SAVENAMES . UNDERSCORES NEED NOT BE BLANKED.
ENTER END COfVMAND TO FINALIZE CHANGES.

VARIABLE T A VALUE

K1

K2
K3
N1

N2

K
K

K
N
N

S
S

s
s

s
s
s
s

s
s

*m*********m*************** BOTTOM OF DATA * * * « * 4

Figure 162 . Add Row Panel

When you press the ENTER key, a display that you can scroll is shown

(Figure 162), containing all the key and name variables in the table.

Each row of the display contains:

VARIABLE
T

Line command area.

Variable name.

Type of variable, non-modifiable:

K Key variable.

N Name variable; non-key.

S Save (extension) variable.

A Attribute of each variable. This attribute is

non-modifiable, and is not used for this option.

VALUE Space for the variable value to be added, up to 58

characters.

Enter the values for the key and name variables in the VALUE column,

which is originally initialized to all nulls. You cannot change the names of

the key and name variables because they were established when the table

was created.

You can enter save variables, identified as TYPE S, by typing over the

underscores with the save variable names and specifying the desired values.

The underscores are pad characters; you do not need to blank them out.
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Yon can add a row with no values to the table, but you are asked to

confirm such an action to guard against inadvertent use of the END
command.

When using the Add Row option, be aware of the following points:

• The position of the new row in the table depends on whether the table

was previously sorted using the TBSORT dialog service. If the table

was sorted, the new row is placed in sort order; if it has not been sorted,

the new row is placed after the row you specified.

• You cannot delete a key or name variable and its value from the display

or table row.

• You cannot change the variable name for a key or name variable; if you
do, an error message is displayed and the original name is restored.

• If more than one variable entry has the same name, all instances of that

variable are assigned the value of the last occurrence of the variable;

that is, the occurrence closest to the bottom of the display that you can

scroll.

• If the table has keys, the values for the keys in the added row must be

different from those in all the existing rows when you leave the Add
Row option. Otherwise, a message is displayed and the row is displayed

again so you can change the keys.

• Blank save names are ignored and do not need to be deleted, even if

data is left in the value.

• Hexadecimal data that usually cannot be displayed is translated to

displayable characters or entered using the form:

X ’ nnnnnnnn

'

where:

n An integer 0 through 9 or an alphabetic character A through

F. There must be an even number of characters within the

quotation marks,

• Variables defined with the VDEFINE service as non-character are

shown in translated form; do not change them by using the hexadecimal

representation. A format or length error causes an error message to be

displayed when you use the END command.

Add Row Commands

The Add Row option uses the CANCEL, END, and LOCATE commands, and

the D (delete), I (insert), and R (repeat) Dialog Test line commands.

“Commands” on page 282 describes these commands. Inserted and repeated

lines always have a type of S, because you can add only save, variables to a

row of an existing table. Also, you can delete only save variables.
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5 - Display Structure

When you select the Display Structure option on the Tables panel, you are

shown a display of the table structure for the table specified in the TABLE
NAME field. You can scroll this display (Figure 163) using the scroll

commands. The table name appears in the panel header.

--
COTvMAND _

— TABLE STRUCTURE TABLE SAMTB1 - LINE 000001 COL 001
SCROLL —

NUMBER OF
NUMBER OF

KEYS:
NAMES;

10
14

NUMBER OF ROWS:
CURRENT ROW POINTER:

60
15

KEYS: KEY1
KEY7

KEY2
KEYS

KEY3
KEY9

KEY4
KEY10

KEY5 KEY6

NAMES: NAME1 NAME

2

NAME7 NAMES
NAME 13 NAME 14

NAME3
NAME9

NAME4
NAME 10

NAME5
NAME1

1

NAME6
NAME 12

Figure 163. Table Structure Panel

The display shows the following fields:

NUMBER OF KEYS
Number of key variables in a row.

NUMBER OF NAMES
Number of name variables in a row.

NUMBER OF ROWS
Number of rows currently in the table.

CURRENT ROW POINTER
, Current row pointer value.

KEYS A list of the names of all the key variables.

NAMES A list of the names of all the name variables.

!
Display Structure Command

! The KEYS and NAMES lists can be scrolled, and you can use the LOCATE

j

command to find a specific variable name. See “Finding a Character

String” on page 284 for information on its use.
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If you select the Display Status option from the Tables panel, one of two

data information panels is displayed for the table specified in the TABLE
NAME field. The information reflects all operations using the specified

table, including those done at your request by the Tables options under

Dialog Test.

Table Not Open

If the table is not open for your user ID, you are shown a Status for Table

panel (Figure 164) with the value NOT OPEN in the STATUS FOR THIS

SCREEN field.

STATUS FOR TABLE SAMTB1

STATUS FOR THIS SCREEN : NOT OPEN
TABLE AVAILABLE ; YES

DATE CREATED ; 85/06/15
TIME CREATED : 10:15
LAST DATE MODIFIED: 85/06/25
LAST TIME MODIFIED: 14:52
LAST MODIFIED BY : Z59SBL
ORIGINAL RCW COUNT: 50
CURRENT ROW COUNT : 60
MODIFIED RCW COUNT; 15

UPDATE COUNT : 4

Figure 164. Status for Table Panel with Table Not Open

The panel provides the following information:

STATUS FOR THIS SCREEN
Shows that the table is NOT OPEN for this logical screen.

TABLE AVAILABLE
YES or NO; whether you can open the table.

DATE CREATED
Date the table was created; shown in national format.

TIME CREATED
Time the table was created.

LAST DATE MODIFIED
Date the table was last modified; shown in national format.

LAST TIME MODIFIED
Time the table was last modified.
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LAST MODIFIED BY
User ID of the user who last changed the table.

ORIGINAL ROW COUNT
The number of rows that were added to a newly created table

before closing the table for the first time.

CURRENT ROW COUNT
The number of rows currently in the table.

MODIFIED ROW COUNT
The number of rows in the table that have been changed at least

once. A row that has been added to an existing table is also

considered a changed row,

UPDATE COUNT
Number of times the table has been modified. One or more

updates during any table open/close sequence increments this

counter by one.

The Modify Row option on the Tables panel allows you to change a key of a

keyed table by adding the new row and deleting the old row. The row

counts thus reflect this processing when changing a key value.

Table Open

If the table is open for your user ID, you are shown a Status for Table panel

(Figure 165) with the value OPEN in the STATUS FOR THIS SCREEN
field.

STATUS FOR TABLE SAMTB1

STATUS FOR THIS SCREEN
OPEN OPTION
TABLE ON DISK
LAST TABLE SERVICE
LAST SERVICE RETURN CODE
CURRENT ROW POINTER

OPEN DATE CREATED ; 85/06/15
WRITE TIME CREATED : 10:15
YES LAST DATE MODIFIED; 85/06/25
TBSCAN LAST TIME MODIFIED; 14:52
0 LAST MODIFIED BY : Z59SBL
15 ORIGINAL ROW COUNT; 50

CURRENT ROW COUNT : 60
MODIFIED ROW COUNT; 15
UPDATE COUNT ; 4

Figure 165. Status for Table Panel with Table Open

This panel provides the following information:

STATUS FOR THIS SCREEN
Shows that the table is OPEN for this logical screen.
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OPEN OPTION
Option used to open the table; this value can be WRITE,
NOWRITE, SHR WRITE, or SHR NOWRITE.

TABLE ON DISK
Whether the table has been saved on disk; this value can be YES
or NO.

LAST TABLE SERVICE
Name of the last table service invoked.

LAST SERVICE RETURN CODE
Last table services return code.

CURRENT ROW POINTER
Current position in the table.

DATE CREATED
Date the table was created; shown in national format.

TIME CREATED
Time the table was created.

LAST DATE ^MODIFIED
Date the table was last modified; shown in national format.

LAST TIME MODIFIED
Time the table was last modified.

LAST MODIFIED BY
User ID of the user who last changed the table.

ORIGINAL ROW COUNT
The number of rows that were added to a newly created table

before closing the table for the first time.

CURRENT ROW COUNT
The number of rows currently in the table.

MODIFIED ROW COUNT
The number of rows in the table that have been changed at least

once. A row that has been added to an existing table is also

considered a changed row.

UPDATE COUNT
Number of times the table has been modified. One or more

updates during any table open/close sequence increments this

counter by one.

The Modify Row option on the Tables panel allows you to change a key of a

keyed table by adding the new row and deleting the old row. The row

counts thus reflect this processing when changing a key value.
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Log (Option 7.5)

The Log option (7.5) allows you to display and browse data recorded in the

ISPF log. You can use all the Browse commands, except BROWSE, while

looking at the ISPF log.

ISPF Log Not Available

Sometimes the log is not available for browsing. This can occur when:

• The log data set is empty.

• The log data set was not created for this session because 0 was entered

in the Primary pages field on the Log and List Defaults panel (option

0 . 2 ).

• No data has been written to the log during this session, and although

the log data set exists and is not empty, you did not end the last ISPF

session normally; for example, an ABEND may have ended the session.

You can browse the log if you take an action that causes a log entry to

be written.

• The log data set was previously allocated with a disposition of OLD. It

must be allocated with a disposition of MOD.

• The log data set has been previously allocated to SYSOUT.

Trace Output in ISPF Log

The following trace output is written to the ISPF log:

• Trace header entries

• Function trace entries

• Variable trace entries.

Each type of entry follows the format of other log entries: a short summary

on the left, and a detailed entry on the right.

Trace Header Entries

The first line of trace data is a trace header that identifies the trace and

shows the current application ID, the current function, and the current

screen. For split-screen mode, the original screen is 1 and the screen

generated by the SPLIT command is 2. The summary section of the header

entry identifies the entry as a dialog trace. The trace header entry is

written during the test session whenever a function or variable trace entry

is to be written for an application, function, or screen that differs from the

last.

For example, a trace of logical screen 1 of function TESTFl in application

ISR would place the following line in the ISPF log:
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Function Trace Entries

A pair of function trace entries, a BEGIN entry and an END entry, is

generated during a function trace for each traced dialog service that is

invoked. A service can be called from a user dialog that is currently

executing, or from a Dialog Test action for the user. The summary portion

of each of these entries shows the name of the dialog service, whether it is

the beginning or the end of its execution, and whether it was invoked

indirectly from a Dialog Test panel. If the word TEST does not appear, the

user's dialog invoked the service directly. For END entries, the service

return code is shown on a second line. The detailed section of the log

entries contains an image of the service call and the parameters used to

invoke that service, using two lines if necessary. For example:

DISPLAY .. BEGIN ... TEST - DISPLAY PANEL (XYZ)

DISPLAY .. END TEST - DISPLAY PANEL{XYZ)
. . RETURN CODE ( 0

)

There can be many log entries between the begin and end entries. For

example, any active variable traces can cause log entries during a SELECT
trace.

You should note the following about the service call image:

• The image is truncated after the second line.

• ISPEXEC calls are shown as coded in the dialog.

• ISPLINK and ISPLNK calls (except for the ISREDIT service) are

displayed with their parameter values separated by commas. Name-lists

are shown as coded in the dialog, in either string or structure format.

Structure format includes the count, element length, and list of names.

For a variable services parameter whose context is defined by the

'hiame-list” parameter on the service call, the first four bytes of the

parameter value are displayed in hexadecimal format (X'nnnnnnnn').

• Dialog Test calls are shown using the command call format without the

ISPEXEC prefix.

Variable Trace Entries

Two variable trace entry lines are generated for each variable trace log

entry. The variable can be referenced or set by a user dialog directly or

indirectly by a dialog service, or explicitly set by a Dialog Test option for a

user. The summary parts of these entry lines identify the trace. Line one

shows the name of the variable, the pool that contains it (F for function, S

for shared, P for profile), and an indicator (TEST) if a Dialog Test option

set the value. Line two shows the operation done for the variable (GET,

PUT, or CHG) and the name of the dialog service that did the operation for

non-TEST entries.
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The current value of the variable is printed in the detail section of the log

entry and may span two lines. For example:

LIBl.... POOL(P) .... “ VALUE(FLAG)
. . .GET by EDIT

The value is truncated after the second line.

If the variable value contains characters that cannot be displayed, the

value is displayed in hexadecimal format (X'nnnnnnnn').
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Dialog Services (Option 7.6)

The Dialog Services option (7.6) allows you to invoke a dialog service by

entering the service command invocation with or without the ISPEXEC
characters.

Figure 166 on page 314 shows the Invoke Dialog Service panel.

i

Figure 166. Invoke Dialog Service Panel

For example, if you want to display panel XYZ, enter:

COMMAND ===>
„ : : "WYYi :;y

or:

COMMAND ===> iPEXS: Y :X- ..AY . YYEl AYE;

The service is invoked when you press the ENTER key. You are informed

of the service's completion and return code.

You can call any dialog service that is valid in the command environment

except CONTROL at a breakpoint or before invoking a function.
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If you issue the DISPLAY service call with only a message parameter, or

with no parameter at all, the Special Display Panel is shown (Figure 167 on

page 315).

Figure 167. Special Display Panel
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Traces (Option 7.7)

The Traces option (7.7) allows you to define, change, and delete trace

specifications. You can trace executed dialog services, except for the VPUT
or VGET service issued from a panel, and referenced dialog variables

during dialog execution. Trace data is placed in the transaction log, where
you can browse it by using the Log option (7.5), or print it when you leave

ISPF. You can also print the log data set during a PDF session by using

the ISPF LOG command.

Since tracing can degrade dialog performance and create large amounts of

output, you should be careful in setting the scope of trace definitions.

When you select this option, a selection panel is displayed (Figure 168) on
which you can show the type of trace you want to define.

i

1 FUNCTION TRACES
2 VARIABLE TRACES

TRACES

Monitor dialog
Mon i tor dialog

service calls
variable usage

Figure 168. Traces Panel

The following sections describe the options shown at the top of the Traces

panel.

1 - Function Traces

The Function Traces option on the Traces panel is used to establish criteria

for recording the names of dialog service calls, the service parameters, and

return code in the ISPF log. If either a dialog or Dialog Test processing

causes a service call, that call is recorded in the trace. An example of

Dialog Test processing that causes a service call is the use of the Panels

option (7.2) to display a panel. Whenever a new application and/or function

causes data to be recorded, a header is placed in the trace.

When you select the Function Traces option, you are shown a panel that

you can scroll (Figure 169 on page 316). The panel lists all currently

defined function traces.
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You can add, delete, and change function trace definitions by using this

panel, either before invoking a function or at a breakpoint.

ADD. DELETE. AND CHANGE TRACES. UNDERSCORES NEED NOT 3E BLANKED.
ENTER END COMvIAND TO FINALIZE CHANGES.

FUNCTION ACTIVE DIALOG SERVICES TO BE TRACED
(Required) (YES, NO) (No entry=a!l)

(No entry=YES) ("OR” Is assumed between names)

ALL N0_

Figure 169. Function Traces Panel

I

Each line defines a function trace, showing:

' ' '
' Line command area.

FUNCTION The name of the user function that should contain the trace,

or ALL to trace every dialog function. Initially, ALL is

presented on the display but is not activated. Change the

NO to a YES in the ACTIVE column to start such a trace. If

you want to trace a function whose name is x\LL, enclose the

name in apostrophes to distinguish it; that is, specify 'ALL',

not ALL.

ACTIVE Whether the trace is to be active now:

YES The trace is currently active.

NO The trace is currently not active.

Blank The trace is currently active.

DIALOG SERVICES TO BE TRACED
Names of dialog services to be traced. No entry in this field

shows all calls to dialog services for the function are to be

traced.

All function traces exist until you leave Dialog Test, or until you delete

them from this panel. Enter new information by typing over the existing

i data. The underscores are pad characters to show the starting and ending

positions for each field; you do not need to blank them out. You can create

several function traces before you press the ENTER key.

During dialog processing, to determine whether the criteria for a function

trace have been met. Dialog Test executes a logical AND of the

FUNCTION, ACTIVE, and DIALOG SERVICES fields specified for that
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;

function trace. Dialog Test also executes a logical OR within the DIALOG
i

SERVICES field to determine whether a particular dialog service has been
matched. Therefore, if you want more than one trace for a function, you
should create multiple rows.

) Function Traces Commands

, The Function Traces option uses the CANCEL, END, and LOCATE
;

commands, and the D (delete), I (insert), and R (repeat) Dialog Test line

commands. “Commands’" on page 282 describes these commands.

2 - Variable Traces

The Variable Traces option on the Traces panel is used to establish criteria

for recording variable usage. A variable's usage is recorded if an ISPF
service is directly asked to operate on the variable (such as VGET, VPUT,
and VCOPY), or if an ISPF service is indirectly asked to operate on the

variable (such as DISPLAY). Variables changed under the Variables option

(7.3) are also recorded if the trace specifications are met.

When you select the Variable Traces option, you are shown a display that

you can scroll (Figure 170). The display lists all currently defined variable

traces. You can add, delete, and change variable trace definitions at a

breakpoint, or by using this panel before invoking a function.

COMvIAND = = = >

VARIABLE TRACES ROW 1 OF 13
SCROLL ===> PAGE

ADD. DELETE, AND CHANGE TRACES. UNDERSCORES NEED NOT BE BLANKED.
ENTER END COfvtMND TO FINALIZE CHANGES.

VARIABLE POOL OPERATION FUNCTION ACTIVE
(Required) (No en t r y=a I 1 ) (GET . PUT . CHG) ( No en t ry = a 1 1 ) (YES. NO)

(No entry=al!) (No entry=YES)

• • *
‘ ALL N0_

Figure 170. Variable Traces Panel

Each line defines a variable trace, showing:

Line command area.

VARIABLE
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apostrophes to distinguish it; that is, specify 'ALL', not

ALL.

POOL Pool of interest for variable tracing:

F Function variable pool.

S Shared variable pool.

P Profile variable pool.

Blank All pools.

OPERATION Type of variable reference to trace:

GET Accesses to the variable's value.

PUT Stores to the variable's value,

CHG Changes to the variable's value.

Blank All references to variable are traced.

FUNCTION The user dialog function for which the trace is defined. If

no entry, shows this variable is traced for all functions.

ACTIVE Indication of whether the trace is to be active:

YES The trace is currently active.

NO The trace is currently not active.

Blank The trace is currently active.

All variable trace definitions exist until you leave Dialog Test, or until you

delete them from this panel. Enter new information by typing over the

existing data. The underscores are pad characters to show the start and

end of each field; you do not need to blank them out. You can create

several variable traces before you press the ENTER key.

During dialog processing, to determine whether the criteria for a variable

trace have been met, Dialog Test executes a logical AND of the

VARIABLE, POOL, OPERATION, FUNCTION, and ACTIVE fields

specified for that variable trace. Therefore, if you want more than one

trace for a variable, you should create multiple rows.

Variable Traces Commands

The Variable Traces option uses the CANCEL, END, and LOCATE
commands, and the D (delete), I (insert), and R (repeat) Dialog Test line

commands. “Commands” on page 282 describes these commands.
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Breakpoints (Option 7.8)

A breakpoint is a location at which the execution of your dialog is

suspended so that you can use Dialog Test facilities. The Breakpoints

option (7.8) allows you to show where such temporary suspensions should

occur. At a breakpoint, you can examine and manipulate dialog data such

as tables and variables. You can also specify new test conditions, such as

traces and other breakpoints.

Breakpoints are located immediately before a dialog service receives

control or after it relinquishes control. Breakpoint definitions cause

special handling within the ISPLINK, ISPLNK, or ISPEXEC interfaces to

dialog services; no user dialog code is modified. When the criteria for a

breakpoint are satisfied, your dialog is “suspended.” You can then do any of

the functions shown on the Breakpoint Primary Option Menu. You cannot

use as a breakpoint the VPUT or VGET service issued from a panel.

Specifying Breakpoints

When you select the Breakpoints option, you are shown a display that you

can scroll (Figure 171). The display lists all currently defined breakpoints

for this session. You can use this panel to add, delete, or change

breakpoint definitions, either before invoking a function or at a breakpoint.

CCM,MND
BREAKPOINTS ROW 1 OF 13

SCROLL -==> PAGE

ADD. DELETE. AND CHANGE BREAKPOINTS. UNDERSCORES NEED NOT BE BLANKED.

ENTER END COMvlAND TO FINALIZE CHANGES.

SERVICE WHEN FUNCTION ACTIVE
(Required) (BEFORE , AFTER . Rnn ) (No en t ry=a 1 I ) (YES. NO)

(No entry^oll) (No entry-YES)

Figure 171. Breakpoints Panel

Each line defines a breakpoint and includes the following fields:

I

/ / / / hine command area.

SERVICE Name of the dialog service at which to interrupt dialog

execution. This field is required.
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WHEN Indication of when the breakpoint should occur:

I

BEFORE Before the service receives control.

AFTER After the service completes execution.

Rnn After the service completes execution, but

only if the return code is the integer nn.

Blank Before and after service execution.

FUNCTION The program function or command function that must be

executing for the breakpoint to be taken. No entry in this

!

field shows that the breakpoint can occur for all functions.

ACTIVE Indication of whether the breakpoint is to be active now:

YES It is currently active.

NO It is currently not active.

Blank It is currently active.

*QUAL* If present at the end of a row, shows that qualification

data exists for the breakpoint. This field is non-modifiable.

See “Qualification Parameter Values” for additional

j

information.

All input fields contain underscores. Empty lines are added to the first

display to fill up the screen. If you delete all the lines used for defining

breakpoints, the display is automatically refreshed with enough empty lines

to fill the screen again.

All breakpoints exist until you end or cancel your Dialog Test session, or

;
until you delete them from this panel. Enter new information by typing

I

over the existing data. The underscores are pad characters to show the

starting and ending positions for each field; you do not need to blank them
i

out. You can create several breakpoints before you press the ENTER key.

Breakpoints Commands

From the Breakpoints panel, you can use the CANCEL, END, LOCATE,
QUAL, and RESUME commands, and the D (delete), I (insert), and R
(repeat) Dialog Test line commands. “Commands” on page 282 describes

these commands.

1

Qualification Parameter Values

A different part of the Breakpoints panel allows you to further constrain

j

the conditions under which a breakpoint is to occur by letting you enter

qualification parameter values. On this part of the panel, you can list

parameter data with which the named service must have been invoked.

!
The Breakpoints panel with qualification parameter values is displayed

1
(Figure 172 on page 321) when you enter the QUAL primary command on

I

the first part of the Breakpoints panel. The FUNCTION and ACTIVE
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columns are overlaid with a column of data titled QUALIFICATION
PARAMETER VALUES; this column was logically off the screen to the

right of the first Breakpoints panel. To resume the format of the

Breakpoints panel, use the RESUME primary command.

COfvMAND =»=>
BREAKPOINTS ROW 1 OF 13

SCROLL ===> PAGE

ADO. DELETE, AND CHANGE BREAKPOINTS. UNDERSCORES NEED NOT BE BLANKED.
ENTER END COMwlAND TO FINALIZE CHANGES.

SERVICE WHEN QUALIFICATION PARAMETER VALUES
(Required) (BEFORE , AFTER , Rnn ) (No entry=none)

(No entry=all) ("AND” is assumed between values)

BOTTOM OF DATA ********************************

Figure 172. Breakpoints Panel with Qualification Parameter Values

The lines on the Breakpoints panel with qualification parameter values

correspond to the lines on the first Breakpoints panel; “Specifying

Breakpoints” on page 319 describes the SERVICE and WHEN fields. In the

QUALIFICATION PARAMETER VALUES field, you can enter any

combination of the following for all services except SELECT:

• One or more parameter values, separated by blanks, that the dialog

passes to the service. No order is implied by the specification of the

parameter values.

For example, if you want a breakpoint to occur when message ABCOOOl
is coded on a DISPLAY service request, you should specify ABCOOOl. If

the breakpoint should occur only when message ABCOOOl and panel

XYZ are both coded, you should specify ABCOOOl XYZ.

• One or more command call keywords, separated by blanks, that have

values that are not blank when a dialog calls the service. For ISPLINK
or ISPLNK calls, the keywords matching the calling sequence

parameter positions are used.

For example, if you want a breakpoint to occur whenever the DISPLAY
service is invoked with a message, then specify MSG.

For the SELECT service, you can enter one or more parameter strings that

would be entered on the SELECT service call. A string is a series of

characters delimited by a blank, a comma, a single quotation mark, or a left

or right parenthesis.
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For example, if a SELECT call is SELECT PGM(ABC) PARM(1 2 3 5 6 ),

then all or any of the following strings can be used: SELECT, PGM, ABC,

1, 2, 3, 5, 6.

For a breakpoint to be taken, all qualification data listed must be matched.

All line commands and change capabilities are still available on the

Breakpoints panel with qualification parameter values.

During dialog processing, to determine whether the criteria for a

breakpoint have been met, Dialog Test executes a logical AND of the

SERVICE, WHEN, FUNCTION, ACTIVE, and QUALIFICATION fields

specified for that breakpoint. Therefore, if you want more than one

breakpoint for an ISPF service, you should create multiple rows.

When you use the Breakpoints option (7.8), be aware of the following items:

Qualification

If you plan to qualify several breakpoints, it may be more efficient

to specify all breakpoint data on the Breakpoints panel with

qualification parameter values.

END command
You can use the END primary command from either the first

Breakpoints panel or the Breakpoints panel with qualification

parameter values.

Input errors

You must correct input errors before leaving any display via the

END, QUAL, or RESUME command. You can use the CANCEL
command to end the Breakpoints option, even if input errors

remain on the display.

Syntax checking
A dialog service call must pass a basic syntax check before a

breakpoint is honored.

Control display

If any CONTROL service settings for DISPLAY LINE or

DISPLAY SM (Session Manager) were in effect before the

breakpoint, such settings are lost.
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Finding a Breakpoint

If you invoke a dialog function or selection panel and find a breakpoint, the

Breakpoint Primary Option Menu is displayed. Figure 173 shows this

selection panel at a breakpoint just after the ISPF DISPLAY service was

invoked while executing the TEST function in application PAY.

BREAKPOINT PRIMARY OPTION MENU
OPTION ===>

AFTER DISPLAY

1 FUNCTIONS
2 PANELS
3 VARIABLES
4 TABLES
5 LOG
6 DIALOG SERVICES
7 TRACt^S

8 BREAKPOINTS
T TUTORIAL
G GO
C CANCEL

Invoke dialog function/selection menus
Display panels
Display/set variable information
Display/modify tabie information
Browse ISPF log
Invoke dialog services
Specify trace definitions
Specify breakpoint definitions
Display information about Dialog Test
Continue execution from breakpoint
Cancel dialog test

CURRENT STATUS:
APPLICATION: PAY FUNCTION: TEST
BREAKPOINT ; ISPEXEC DISPLAY PANEL (TESTP) MSGC)

RETURN CODE ===> 0

Figure 173. Breakpoint Primary Option Menu

Like the Dialog Test Primary Option Menu, the Breakpoint Primary Option

Menu allows you to use the RETURN command from any one of the

selected test options to display the Breakpoint Primary Option Menu again.

At the Breakpoint Primary Option Menu, the END and RETURN
commands have no effect. You must use the Go option (G) to end

processing at this breakpoint and continue executing the dialog being

tested, or the Cancel option (C) to cancel the Dialog Test option (7). This

protects against inadvertent loss of data.

The Breakpoint Primary Option Menu contains all the options of the

Dialog Test Primary Option Menu except Exit (7.X) and, as such, presents

all but one of the Dialog Test functions to you.

This panel also contains two options not shown on the Dialog Test Primary

Option Menu: Go (G) and Cancel (C). When a breakpoint occurs, these

options let you continue execution or stop execution, respectively:

G GO The Go option continues dialog execution from a breakpoint. The

user dialog resumes processing from the point at which it was

suspended.

C CANCEL
The Cancel option ends dialog testing and displays the first

primary option panel you displayed at the beginning of your ISPF

session again. All trace and breakpoint definitions are lost when

Dialog Test is terminated.
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When a user dialog finds a breakpoint, the current dialog environment is

saved. When you select the Go option, the environment is restored, except

for the following:

• If you change variable, table, and file* tailoring data at a breakpoint,

these actions are an extension of the suspended dialog; it is as though

the dialog had taken all the actions itself during execution.

• If you change the service return code on the Breakpoint Primary Option

Menu, the new return code is passed back to the dialog as though the

service had set the new code itself.

• If you execute the PANELID command at the breakpoint, the last

setting for displaying panel identifiers is retained.

• If any CONTROL service settings for DISPLAY LINE or DISPLAY SM
(Session Manager) were in effect before the breakpoint, such settings

are lost.

Note that the manipulation of one dialog part can cause a change to

another dialog part. For example, if a panel is displayed, variables can be

set.

All trace and breakpoint definitions are lost if you select the Cancel option.

The Breakpoint Primary Option Menu also displays the following

information:

AFTER or BEFORE
An indication of whether the dialog has been suspended BEFORE
or AFTER the service has executed.

Service Name
The name of the service at which the dialog has been suspended.

In Figure 173 on page 323, the service name is DISPLAY.

CURRENT STATUS:
The application's current status when the breakpoint occurred.

The following fields show this status:

APPLICATION
The application identifier of the suspended user dialog.

FUNCTION
The program or command name of the suspended user

dialog.

BREAKPOINT
Up to three display lines showing an image of the dialog

service call. Truncation occurs after the second line.

ISPEXEC calls are shown as coded.

ISPLINK (ISPLNK) calls are displayed with their

parameter values separated bv commas. Name-lists are
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shown as coded in the dialog, in string format or in

structure format. Structure format includes the count,

element length, and list of names. For variable services

parameters whose context is defined by the “name-lisF’

parameter on the service call (for example, the variable

value areas for a VDEFINE), the first four bytes of the

parameter value are displayed in hexadecimal format

(X'nnnnnnnn').

ISPEXEC calls from a program are the same as

ISPEXEC calls from a command except that ISPEXEC
is not displayed.

RETURN CODE
The dialog service return code. This field is displayed

only if the breakpoint occurs after the dialog service

has executed. The RETURN CODE field is modifiable;

its value is passed back to the dialog (as the service's)

when you select the Go option. This helps test dialog

error handling.
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i

Tutorial (Option 7.T)

The Tutorial option (7.T) allows you to display information about the

Dialog Test facilities. Figure 174 shows the first panel displayed when you

select the Tutorial option.

OPTION —

>

DIALOG TEST TUTORIAL

ISPF/PDF DIALOG TEST

TUTORIAL

This tutorial provides on-line information about the features and operation
of Dialog Test.

The Dialog Test tutorial consists of two parts: one describes the Dialog
Test option, as selected from the ISPF/PDF Primary Option Menu, and the

other describes the Dialog Test facilities available when a user dialog
encounters a "breakpoint" in its processing.

Beginning users are advised to review the Dialog Test Option topic first.

The following topics are presented in sequence, or may be selected by number:

1 - Dialog Test Option
2 - At A User Dialog Breakpoint

PF 1-HELP
PF 7-UP

2-SPLIT 3-ENO
8-DOWN 9-SWAP

4-RETURN 5-RFIND
10-LEFT 11-RIGHT

6-RCHANGE
12-RETRIEVE

Figure 174. Dialog Test Tutorial - First Panel

The default PF key command assignments for a terminal with 12 PF keys

are shown at the bottom of the screen if you enter the PFSHOW command.

See “ISPF Commands Assigned to PF Keys'’ on page 11 for the definitions

of these commands.

Exit (Option 7.X)

The Exit option (7.X) ends your Dialog Test session. All trace and

breakpoint definitions are lost.
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This chapter provides an introduction to the Library Management
Utilities, option 8 on the ISPF/PDF Primary Option Menu. This

option allows you to use Library Management Facility (LMF)
functions to:

• Effectively maintain control over different versions of the same
application program

• Reduce the risks of writing over members accidentally and of two
or more users modifying the same member simultaneously.

The chapter supplies information for project administrators and
shows you the Library Management Utilities panel. For more
information about LMF, see Library Management.



LM Utilities (Option 8)

Chapter 11. LM Utilities (Option 8)

When you select the Library Management Utilities option (8) from the

ISPF/PDF Primary Option Menu, the panel shown in Figure 175 is

displayed. The options on this panel give you access to the Library

Management Facility (LMF), which is an extension of the ISPF library

concept.

Notes:

1. To use the Library Management Utilities option^ you must have

preallocated the ISRCFIL control file.

2. For complete information on the use of the Library Management Utilities

option, see Library Management.

LiBRARY MANAGEMENT UTILITIES
OPTION ==

1 CONTROLS

2 USER SET

0 DISTRIBUTION

4 ACTIVATE
5 REVIEW

6 ACTIVITY LOG
7 DS FULL ACTION
T TUTORIAL

Specify library attributes:
Create, update, or delete promotion controls.-
Predefine, update or delete member controls.
Create, update, or delete list of users outhorized to

perform library functions.
Create, update, or delete a distribution table to relate
different promotion hierarchies.
Activate or deactivate promotion hierorchy controls.
Browse or print activity and library controls

i nf ormat ion.
Browse or remove entries from activity logs.
Specify actions to take when LMF data sets fill up.
General information about the library management
ut I I i ty f ac i I i ty

.

Figure 175. Library Management Utilities Panel

LMF allows you to control the contents of your libraries and manage your

development processes. Therefore, libraries that you control by using LMF
are called controlled libraries.

LMF requires a library administrator to set up and maintain library

controls. If you create the controls for a library for a new project, you

automatically become the project administrator for that project.
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The controls you establish allow authorized users to:

• Enter information into a controlled library.

LMF, with help from RACE or an equivalent protection system, helps

you maintain data integrity by allowing only one person at a time to

update a member in a controlled library.

• Get information from a controlled library to change it and return it to

the controlled library.

LMF allows only users who have been authorized by the project

administrator to replace a member in a controlled library with an

updated member.

• Move information from one controlled library to another.

LMF allows authorized users to put a member into one or more

libraries, or one or more hierarchies within the same project.

The project administrator is the only person who can update the library

controls and execute the User Set (option 8.2), Distribution (option 8.3),

Activate (option 8.4), Activity Log (options 8.6.3 and 8.6.4) and DS Full

Action (option 8.7) utilities for that project.

Only the project administrator can change the project administrator ID of

the project. Where there are several project administrators for a given

project, only one administrator can update the project controls at a time.

The updating of project controls is restricted to one logical screen.
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You can add a row with no values to the table, but you are asked to

confirm such an action to guard against inadvertent use of the END
command.

When using the Add Row option, be aware of the following points:

• The position of the new row in the table depends on whether the table

was previously sorted using the TBSORT dialog service. If the table

was sorted, the new row is placed in sort order; if it has not been sorted,

the new row is placed after the row you specified.

• You cannot delete a key or name variable and its value from the display

or table row.

• You cannot change the variable name for a key or name variable; if you

do, an error message is displayed and the original name is restored.

• If more than one variable entry has the same name, all instances of that

variable are assigned the value of the last occurrence of the variable;

that is, the occurrence closest to the bottom of the display that you can

scroll.

• If the table has keys, the values for the keys in the added row must be

different from those in all the existing rows when you leave the Add
Row option. Otherwise, a message is displayed and the row is displayed

again so you can change the keys.

• Blank save names are ignored and do not need to be deleted, even if

data is left in the value.

• Hexadecimal data that usually cannot be displayed is translated to

displayable characters or entered using the form:

X ' nnnnnnnn

'

where:

n An integer 0 through 9 or an alphabetic character A through

F. There must be an even number of characters within the

quotation marks.

• Variables defined with the VDEFINE service as non-character are

shown in translated form; do not change them by using the hexadecimal

representation. A format or length error causes an error message to be

displayed when you use the END command.

i

Add Row Commands

!

The Add Row option uses the CANCEL, END, and LOCATE commands, and

the D (delete), I (insert), and R (repeat) Dialog Test line commands.

I

“Commands” on page 282 describes these commands. Inserted and repeated

j

lines always have a type of S, because you can add only save variables to a

I

row of an existing table. Also, you can delete only save variables.
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6 - Display Status

If you select the Display Status option from the Tables panel, one of two

data information panels is displayed for the table specified in the TABLE
NAME field. The information reflects all operations using the specified

table, including those done at your request by the Tables options under

Dialog Test.

Table Not Open

If the table is not open for your user ID, you are shown a Status for Table

panel (Figure 164) with the value NOT OPEN in the STATUS FOR THIS

SCREEN field.

STATUS FOR TABLE SAMTB1

status for this SCREEN : NOT OPEN
table available : YES

DATE CREATED : 85/06/15
TIME CREATED : 10:15
LAST DATE MODIFIED: 85/06/25
LAST TIME MODIFIED: 14:52
LAST MODIFIED BY : Z59SBL
ORIGINAL ROW COUNT: 50
CURRENT ROW COUNT : 60
MODIFIED ROW COUNT: 15

UPDATE COUNT : 4

I

Figure 164 . Status for Table Panel with Table Not Open

The panel provides the following information:

STATUS FOR THIS SCREEN
Shows that the table is NOT OPEN for this logical screen.

TABLE AVAILABLE
YES or NO; whether you can open the table.

DATE CREATED
. Date the table was created; shown in national format.

TIME CREATED
Time the table was created.

LAST DATE MODIFIED
Date the table was last modified; shown in national format.

LAST TIME MODIFIED
Time the table was last modified.
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CSP/AD (Option 9.1)

If the Cross System Product/Application Development (CSP/AD) licensed

program is not installed or available on your system, PDF displays the

panel shown in Figure 177:

f additional IBM PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT PRODUCTS

COfvMAND *=“> _

I Cross System Product/Appl icat ion Development I

I
not i ns to M ed I

CSP/AD is not currently available to your terminal session. The initial

CSP/AD panel does not exist in your panel library. CSP/AD Is not part of

iSPF/PDF, but may be Installed along with ISPF/PDF.

CSP/AD is used to develop high quality end user applications which con

operate in most of the IBM operating environments for the 8100, 4300 and

30xx processors. CSP/AD has demonstrated a significant increase in

productivity over that realized by more traditional methods.

For more information on CSP you may contact IBM Marketing or order these

pub I i ca t i ons

:

GH23-0500 : CSP/AD and CSP/AE General Information

SH23-0501 ; CSP/AD User's Guide
SH23-0502 : CSP/AD Operation - Development
GX23-0900 : CSP/AD Reference Summary

Figure 177. Cross System Product/Application Development Panel
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OPEN OPTION
i Option used to open the table; this value can be WRITE,

I

NOWRITE, SHR WRITE, or SHR NOWRITE.

TABLE ON DISK
Whether the table has been saved on disk; this value can be YES

!
or NO.

LAST TABLE SERVICE
I

Name of the last table service invoked.

LAST SERVICE RETURN CODE
Last table services return code.

CURRENT ROW POINTER
I

Current position in the table.

DATE CREATED
Date the table was created; shown in national format.

TIME CREATED
Time the table was created.

LAST DATE MODIFIED
I

Date the table was last modified; shown in national format.

LAST TIME MODIFIED
Time the table was last modified.

LAST MODIFIED BY
User ID of the user who last changed the table.

ORIGINAL ROW COUNT
The number of rows that were added to a newly created table

before closing the table for the first time.

CURRENT ROW COUNT
The number of rows currently in the table.

MODIFIED ROW COUNT
The number of rows in the table that have been changed at least

once. A row that has been added to an existing table is also

considered a changed row.

UPDATE COUNT
Number of times the table has been modified. One or more

updates during any table open/close sequence increments this

counter by one.

I

The Modify Row option on the Tables panel allows you to change a key of a

keyed table by adding the new row and deleting the old row. The row

counts thus reflect this processing when changing a key value.
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INFO/SYS (Option 9.3)

If the Information/System (INFO/SYS) product is not installed or available

on your system, PDF displays the panel shown in Figure 179:

COMvlANO
ADDITIONAL IBM PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT PRODUCTS

I I n

f

0 rma t i on/Sy s t em is not ava i i ab i

e

i

!

Information/System is not currently available to your
The initial Information/System panel does not exist In

Information/System is not part of ISPF/PDF, but may be
ISPF/PDF.

terml na I sess I on

.

you r pone i library,
installed a 1 ong with

IBM's Information/Family of products provides you with an organized
framework which helps you to manage your data processing problems and
changes and to maintain your installation’s inventory and configuration in

an orderly way. It aids in the management of both doily control and
planning of your installation’s growth.

hor more information on I n f orma t t on/Fami
I y you may contact IBM Marketing or

order these publications:
GC34-4045 : Introducing the Information/Family
SC34-4046 ; Planning and Installing the I n f o rma t i on/Fam i

I

y

SC34-4052 : Using the Information/Family Licensed Programs

Figure 179. Information/System Panel
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Function Trace Entries

A pair of function trace entries, a BEGIN entry and an END entry, is

generated during a function trace for each traced dialog service that is

invoked. A service can be called from a user dialog that is currently

executing, or from a Dialog Test action for the user. The summary portion

of each of these entries shows the name of the dialog service, whether it is

the beginning or the end of its execution, and whether it was invoked

indirectly from a Dialog Test panel. If the word TEST does not appear, the

user's dialog invoked the service directly. For END entries, the service

return code is shown on a second line. The detailed section of the log

entries contains an image of the service call and the parameters used to

invoke that service, using two lines if necessary. For example:

DISPLAY .. BEGIN ... TEST - DISPLAY PANEL (XYZ)

DISPLAY .. END TEST ~ DISPLAY PANEL (XYZ)
..RETURN CODE (0)

There can be many log entries between the begin and end entries. For

example, any active variable traces can cause log entries during a SELECT
trace.

You should note the following about the service call image:

• The image is truncated after the second line.

• ISPEXEC calls are shown as coded in the dialog.

• ISPLINK and ISPLNK calls (except for the ISREDIT service) are

displayed with their parameter values separated by commas. Name-lists

are shown as coded in the dialog, in either string or structure format.

Structure format includes the count, element length, and list of names.

For a variable services parameter whose context is defined by the

‘‘name-list” parameter on the service call, the first four bytes of the

parameter value are displayed in hexadecimal format (X'nnnnnnnn').

• Dialog Test calls are shown using the command call format without the

ISPEXEC prefix.

Variable Trace Entries

Two va ible trace entry lines are generated for each variable trace log

entry. The variable can be referenced or set by a user dialog directly or

indirectly by a dialog service, or explicitly set by a Dialog Test option for a

user. The summary parts of these entry lines identify the trace. Line one

shows the name of the variable, the pool that contains it (F for function, S

for shared, P for profile), and an indicator (TEST) if a Dialog Test option

set the value. Line two shows the operation done for the variable (GET,

PUT, or CHG) and the name of the dialog service that did the operation for

non-TEST entries.
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COBOL/SF-B (Option 9.5)

If the COBOL Structuring Facility (COBOL/SF) is not installed or available

on your system, PDF displays the panel shown in Figure 181:

COMvIAND —

_

ADDITIONAL IBM PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT PRODUCTS

1 COBOL Structuring Facility I

1 i s not i ns ta I 1 ed !

COBOL Structuring Facility (COBOL/SF) is not installed on yogr system or is

not available on your terminal session. COBOL/SF Is not port of

ISPF/PDF, but may be installed along with ISPF/POF.

COBOL/SF (5668-786) transforms unstructured VS COBOL II programs into

structured VS COBOL II for improved unde r s tandab i I i t y and maintainability.

It also produces an extensive Re-engineering Report of the structuroi
qualities of the input program and the output program.

For more information on COBOL/SF you may contact IBM Marketing or order

these pub I i cat i ons :

GC34-4078 : COBOL Structuring Facility Licensed Program Specifications
SC34-4079 : COBOL Structuring Facility Re-engineering Concepts
SC34-4080 : COBOL Structuring Facility User's Guide and Reference

/
Figure 181. COBOL Structuring Facility Panel - Background Dialog
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Dialog Services (Option 7.6)

The Dialog Services option (7.6) allows you to invoke a dialog service by

entering the service command invocation with or without the ISPEXEC
characters.

Figure 166 on page 314 shows the Invoke Dialog Service panel.

Figure 166 . Invoke Dialog Service Panel

For example, if you want to display panel XYZ, enter:

COMMAND ^==> _'ic?:.AY ?a::e:_a<yz;

or:

COMMAND ===> isfeaec panel a<yz:

The service is invoked when you press the ENTER key. You are informed

of the service's completion and return code.

You can call any dialog service that is valid in the command environment

except CONTROL at a breakpoint or before invoking a function.
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Traces (Option 7.7)

The Traces option (7.7) allows you to define, change, and delete trace

specifications. You can trace executed dialog services, except for the VPUT
or VGET service issued from a panel, and referenced dialog variables

during dialog execution. Trace data is placed in the transaction log, where

you can browse it by using the Log option (7.5), or print it when you leave

ISPF. You can also print the log data set during a PDF session by using

the ISPF LOG command.

Since tracing can degrade dialog performance and create large amounts of

output, you should be careful in setting the scope of trace definitions.

When you select this option, a selection panel is displayed (Figure 168) on

which you can show the type of trace you want to define.

1 FUNCTION TRACES - Monitor dialog service colls
2 VARIABLE TRACES - Monitor dialog variable usage

Figure 168. Traces Panel

The following sections describe the options shown at the top of the Traces

panel.

1 - Function Traces

;

The Function Traces option on the Traces panel is used to establish criteria

for recording the names of dialog service calls, the service parameters, and

return code in the ISPF log. If either a dialog or Dialog Test processing

causes a service call, that call is recorded in the trace. An example of

Dialog Test processing that causes a service call is the use of the Panels

option (7.2) to display a panel. Whenever a new application and/or function

causes data to be recorded, a header is placed in the trace.

When you select the Function Traces option, you are shown a panel that

you can scroll (Figure 169 on page 316). The panel lists all currently

defined function traces.
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You will use these data sets later if you need to correct your
program using COBOL interactive debug (option 4.10A).

Note: You do not have to preallocate symbolic debug and print

output data sets to use VS COBOL II interactive debug
(options 4JO and 5JO).

Allocate these data sets and then continue with the next step. See

“Symbolic Debug Data Sets’’ on page 242 and “Print Output Data
Sets” on page 243 if you need more information.

• If you have compiled a program using the OS/VS COBOL compiler

and now want to run COBOL interactive debug, you must first use

the linkage editor (option 4.7 or option 5.7) to generate a load

module.

When you have satisfied these requirements or chosen a different

processor, continue with the next step.

2. If you do not know whether the source data is in packed format, find

out by editing the data set and entering the PROFILE command. The
profile shows either PACK ON (data is stored in packed format) or

PACK OFF (data is not stored in packed format).

If the data is not packed, continue with the next step.

If the data is packed, you should read “Expanding Packed Data” on
page 211, paying close attention to information that applies to the

batch processor you plan to use. When you are satisfied that the data

set is ready to be processed, save the data set if you are in Edit and
continue with the next step.

3. Select a batch processor. If you bypass the Batch Selection Panel, you
cannot verify or change the job statement parameters, or generate

multiple compilations (multiple job steps) or link edits within the same
job.

4. Enter YES or NO in the SOURCE DATA ONLINE field to tell PDF
whether the data to be processed resides on a currently mounted
volume. If you specify YES, PDF checks the data set information that

you entered on the Batch Selection Panel, and allows you to display a

member list. If you specify NO, PDF assumes that the data cannot be

accessed except by the batch job, and does not verify the existence or

validity of the specified data set.

5. Enter YES or NO in the SOURCE DATA PACKED field to tell PDF
whether it will need to expand the source data.

Note: The SOURCE DATA PACKED field has no effect on the member
parts list option (5J2). Member parts list can read both packed
and unpacked data sets, so no expansion is needed.

6. Enter any job statement information you need. See “Job Statement
Information” on page 55 if you need more information.
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Dialog Test - Traces (Option 7.7)

I

function trace. Dialog Test also executes a logical OR within the DIALOG
I

SERVICES field to determine whether a particular dialog service has been
matched. Therefore, if you want more than one trace for a function, you
should create multiple rows.

Function Traces Commands

The Function Traces option uses the CANCEL, END, and LOCATE
; commands, and the D (delete), I (insert), and R (repeat) Dialog Test line

commands. “Commands” on page 282 describes these commands.

2 - Variable Traces

The Variable Traces option on the Traces panel is used to establish criteria

for recording variable usage. A variable's usage is recorded if an ISPF
service is directly asked to operate on the variable (such as VGET, VPUT,
and VCOPY), or if an ISPF service is indirectly asked to operate on the

variable (such as DISPLAY). Variables changed under the Variables option

(7.3) are also recorded if the trace specifications are met.

When you select the Variable Traces option, you are shown a display that

you can scroll (Figure 170). The display lists all currently defined variable

traces. You can add, delete, and change variable trace definitions at a

breakpoint, or by using this panel before invoking a function.

COMMAND = = = >

VARIABLE TRACES ROW 1 OF 13
SCROLL ===> PAGE

ADD. DELETE, AND CHANGE TRACES. UNDERSCORES NEED NOT BE BLANKED.
ENTER END COMvIAND TO FINALIZE CHANGES.

VARIABLE POOL OPERATION FUNCTION ACTIVE
(Required) (No entry=aM) (GET

,
PUT . CHG) (No entry=al!) (YES. NO)

(No entry=aii) (No entry^YES)

ALL NO„

BOTTOM OF DATA ^t^^**^n^mm****^^****************

Figure 170. Variable Traces Panel

Each line defines a variable trace, showing:

VARIABLE
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Line command area.

Name of the variable to be traced, or ALL to show tracing

of all variables. Initially, ALL is presented on the display

but is not activated. Change the NO in the ACTIVE
column to YES to start such a trace. If you want to trace

a variable whose name is ALL, enclose that name in
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Batch Processing sequence

If you need information about the options or about other fields on the

panel, go to the page referred to in the following list. Then continue

with step 12.

Processor

Assembler H

Assembler XF

VS COBOL II compiler

OS/VS COBOL compiler

VS FORTRAN compiler

PL/I checkout compiler

PL/I optimizing compiler

Pascal/VS compiler

Linkage editor

VS COBOL II interactive debug

Reference

“xA^ssembler H (Option 5.1)” on

page 258

“Assembler XF (Option 5.1A)” on

page 260

“VS COBOL II Compiler (Option

5.2)

” on page 262

“OS/VS COBOL Compiler (Option

5.2A)” on page 264

“VS FORTRAN Compiler (Option

5.3)

” on page 265

“PL/I Checkout Compiler (Option

5.4)

” on page 267

“PL/I Optimizing Compiler

(Option 5.5)” on page 268

“Pascal/VS Compiler (Option 5.6)”

on page 269

“Linkage Editor (Option 5.7)” on

page 270

“VS COBOL II Interactive Debug
(Option 5.10)” on page 272

12.

Enter any additional input libraries you need. For VS COBOL II

interactive debug, enter any input LOAD libraries that you need to

complete the search. These libraries must be LOAD libraries only. See

“Input Data Sets” on page 215 if you need help.

13.

Once all the input fields have been specified, press the ENTER key to

invoke the batch processor. ISPF generates the appropriate JCL
statements. See “JCL Generation - Compilers” on page 256 and “JCL
Generation - Assemblers and Linkage Editor” on page 257 if you need

more information.

Note: You can leave the entry panel without generating any JCL by

entering the END command instead of pressing the ENTER key.

14.

One of the following occurs:

• If you used the jump function to bypass the Batch Selection Panel,

PDF submits the generated JCL and returns directly to the
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Breakpoints (Option 7.8)

A breakpoint is a location at which the execution of your dialog is

suspended so that you can use Dialog Test facilities. The Breakpoints

option (7.8) allows you to show where such temporary suspensions should

occur. At a breakpoint, you can examine and manipulate dialog data such

as tables and variables. You can also specify new test conditions, such as

traces and other breakpoints.

Breakpoints are located immediately before a dialog service receives

control or after it relinquishes control. Breakpoint definitions cause

special handling within the ISPLINK, ISPLNK, or ISPEXEC interfaces to

dialog services; no user dialog code is modified. When the criteria for a

breakpoint are satisfied, your dialog is “suspended.” You can then do any of

the functions shown on the Breakpoint Primary Option Menu. You cannot

use as a breakpoint the VPUT or VGET service issued from a panel.

Specifying Breakpoints

When you select the Breakpoints option, you are shown a display that you

can scroll (Figure 171). The display lists all currently defined breakpoints

for this session. You can use this panel to add, delete, or change

breakpoint definitions, either before invoking a function or at a breakpoint.

CCMMND = = = > _
BREAKPOINTS ROW 1 OF 13

SCROLL ===> PAGE

ADD, DELETE. AND CHANGE BREAKPOINTS. UNDERSCORES NEED NOT BE BLANKED.
ENTER END COIVMAND TO FINALIZE CHANGES.

SERVICE WHEN FUNCTION ACTIVE
(Required) (BEFORE . AFTER , Rnn ) (No entry=all) (YES. NO)

(No entry=all) (No entry=YES)

********** BOTTOM OF DATA ********»*************

I

Figure 171. Breakpoints Panel

i

Each line defines a breakpoint and includes the following fields:

' ' ^ ' Line command area.

SERVICE Name of the dialog service at which to interrupt dialog

execution. This field is required.
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JCL Generation - Cornpiieii:*

JCL Generation - Compilers

Figure 144 on page 268 shows an example for the PL/I optimizing compiler.

This panel is typical of the batch compiler entry panels. After you fill in an

entry panel and press the ENTER key, PDF generates the appropriate JCL
statements. The JCL that would be generated for the PL/I example is:

//SCAN EXEC PGM=ISRSCAN , PARM= ' TOPSEG '
, COND= ( 12 , LE

)

//IN DD DSN=ISPFDEMO.MYLIB.PLI ,DISP=SHR
// DD DSN=ISPFDEMO . MASTER . PLI , DISP=SHR
// DD DSN=ISPFDEMO . FLAG . PLI , DISP=SHR
//OUT DD UNIT=SYSDA,DISP=( NEW, PASS) ,SPACE=(CYL, (2,2)

)

// DSN=&&TEMP1
//*
//PLIO EXEC PGM=IEL0AA,REGION=100K,COND=(12 ,LE)

,

// PARM= ' MACRO , XREF

'

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=(A)
//SYSIN DD DSN=S.&TEMP 1 , DISP= ( OLD , DELETE

)

//SYSUTl DD UNIT=SYSDA , SPACE= ( CYL ,(2,2))
//SYSLIB DD DSN=ISPFDEMO.MYLIB.PLI,DISP=SHR
// DD DSN=ISPFDEMO . MASTER . PLI , DISP=SHR
// DD DSN=ISPFDEMO . FLAG . PLI , DISP=SHR
// DD DSN=OURSYS . PLIMACS , DISP=SHR
//SYSLIN DD DSN=ISPFDEMO.MYLIB. OBJ (TOPSEG) ,DISP=OLD

The JCL is generated in two steps:

1. The first step executes one of the following scan programs, which are

distributed as part of PDF:

ISRSCAN Copies one member.

ISRLEMX Copies the primary member, expands any included

members, and unpacks any packed members.

The selected scan program searches the user-specified sequence of

concatenated libraries to find the designated member. If the scan

program finds the member, it copies the member to a temporary

sequential data set that is indicated by &&TEMP1 and generated by the

system. The scan program then exits with a return code of zero, if no

errors are found. If any errors are found, the scan program exits with

one of the following return codes, which prevent execution of the

second job step.
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Dialog Test - Breakpoints (Option 7.8)

columns are overlaid with a column of data titled QUALIFICATION
PARAMETER VALUES; this column was logically off the screen to the

right of the first Breakpoints panel. To resume the format of the

Breakpoints panel, use the RESUME primary command.

CCMMND = = = >

BREAKPOINTS ROW 1 OF 13

SCROLL ===> PAGE

ADD, DELETE. AND CHANGE BREAKPOINTS. UNDERSCORES NEED NOT BE BLANKED.
ENTER END CONMAND TO FINALIZE CHANGES.

SERVICE WHEN QUALIFICATION PARAMETER VALUES
(Required) (BEFORE , AFTER , Rnn ) (No entry=none)

(No entry-all) ("AND" is assumed between values)

* « * « « ^ « * * * * 4t # % « « 4c * « i4i * BOTTOM OF DATA ******* ************************ *

Figure 172, Breakpoints Panel with Qualification Parameter Values

I

The lines on the Breakpoints panel with qualification parameter values

correspond to the lines on the first Breakpoints panel; “Specifying

Breakpoints” on page 319 describes the SERVICE and WHEN fields. In the

QUALIFICATION PARAMETER VALUES field, you can enter any
i combination of the following for all services except SELECT:

I

• One or more parameter values, separated by blanks, that the dialog

passes to the service. No order is implied by the specification of the

parameter values.

For example, if you want a breakpoint to occur when message ABCOOOl
is coded on a DISPLAY service request, you should specify ABCOOOL If

the breakpoint should occur only when message ABCOOOl and panel

XYZ are both coded, you should specify ABCOOOl XYZ.

• One or more command call keywords, separated by blanks, that have

values that are not blank when a dialog calls the service. For ISPLINK
or ISPLNK calls, the keywords matching the calling sequence

parameter positions are used.

For example, if you want a breakpoint to occur whenever the DISPLAY
service is invoked with a message, then specify MSG.

For the SELECT service, you can enter one or more parameter strings that

would be entered on the SELECT service call. A string is a series of

characters delimited by a blank, a comma, a single quotation mark, or a left

or right parenthesis.
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Batch - Assembler H (Option 6.1)

Assembler H (Option 5.1)

Batch Assembler H is invoked from the Batch Assembler H panel, shown in

Figure 132, Assembler H does not use a prompter. For information about

Assembler H allocation data sets, see Appendix D, Allocation Data Sets

on page 369.

CON/fMND =—

>

BATCH ASSEMBLER H

ISPF LIBRARY:
PROJECT ISPFDEMO
GROUP XXX A “— > MASTER >

TYPE =— > ASM
,

MEMBER TOP (Blank or pattern for member selection list)

OTHER PARTITIONED OR SEQUENTIAL DATA SET:

DATA SET NAME

list ID ==*> LISTASM_ (Blank for hardcopy listing)

SYSOUT CLASS (If hardcopy requested)

ASSEMBLER OPTIONS:
TERM NOTERM (TERM or NOTERM)
OTHER TEST, RENT

ADDITIONAL INPUT LIBRARIES:—
• ISPFTEST.FLAG.ASM'

Figure 132 . Batch Assembler H Panel

All the fields on this panel are explained in Chapter 2, “Libraries and Data

Sets,” except LIST ID, which is explained in “List Data Sets” on page 216 ,

ADDITIONAL INPUT LIBRARIES, which is explained in “Input Data Sets”

on page 215, and the following:

TERM In the TERM field, enter TERM if you want PDF to generate

a terminal data set. A terminal data set contains a synopsis of

the error messages produced by Assembler XF. If the input

data set is partitioned, the terminal data set name is:

prefix. user id . member . TERM

where “prefix” is your TSO prefix, if you have one and if it is

different from your user ID, “userid” is your user ID, and

“member” is the name of the member being assembled.

However, if the input data set is sequential, the terminal data

set name is:

pref ix . userid . TEMPNAME . TERM

Enter NOTERM in the TERM field to avoid generating the

terminal data set. If you leave this field blank, PDF assumes

NOTERM.

OTHER Enter any other options you need in the OTHER field.
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Dialog Test - Finding a Breakpoint

Finding a Breakpoint

If you invoke a dialog function or selection panel and find a breakpoint, the

Breakpoint Primary Option Menu is displayed. Figure 173 shows this

selection panel at a breakpoint just after the ISPF DISPLAY service was

invoked while executing the TEST function in application PAY.

BREAKPOINT PRIMARY OPTION MENU - AFTER DISPLAY
OPTION ===>

1 FUNCTIONS
2 PANELS
3 VARIABLES
4 TABLES
5 LOG
6 DIALOG SERVICES
7 TRACES
8 BREAKPOINTS
T TUTORIAL
G GO
C CANCEL

Invoke dialog f unct i on/se t ect I on menus
Display pone I

s

Disptoy/set variable informotion
D i

sp
I ay/mod i f y table information

Browse ISPF log

Invoke dialog services
Specify trace definitions
Specify breakpoint definitions
Display information about Dialog Test
Continue execution from breakpoint
Ccnce I dialog test

current STATUS:
APPLICATION: PAY FUNCTION: TEST
BREAKPOINT : ISPEXEC DISPLAY PANEL (TESTP) MSGC)

RETURN CODE ===> 0

Figure 173. Breakpoint Primary Option Menu

Like the Dialog Test Primary Option Menu, the Breakpoint Primary Option

Menu allows you to use the RETURN command from any one of the

selected test options to display the Breakpoint Primary Option Menu again.

At the Breakpoint Primary Option Menu, the END and RETURN
commands have no effect. You must use the Go option (G) to end

processing at this breakpoint and continue executing the dialog being

j

tested, or the Cancel option (C) to cancel the Dialog Test option (7). This

protects against inadvertent loss of data.

The Breakpoint Primary Option Menu contains all the options of the

Dialog Test Primary Option Menu except Exit (7.X) and. as such, presents

all but one of the Dialog Test functions to you.

This panel also contains two options not shown on the Dialog Test Primary

Option Menu: Go (G) and Cancel (C). When a breakpoint occurs, these

options let you continue execution or stop execution, respectively:

G GO The Go option continues dialog execution from a breakpoint. The

user dialog resumes processing from the point at which it was

suspended.

C CANCEL
The Cancel option ends dialog testing and displays the first

primary option panel you displayed at the beginning of your ISPF

session again. All trace and breakpoint definitions are lost when

Dialog Test is terminated.
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Batch - Assembler XF (Option 5.1A)

Assembler XF (Option 5.1A)

Batch Assembler XF is invoked from the Batch Assembler XF panel, shown

in Figure 134.

ISPF LIBRARY:
PROJECT ===> ISPFDEMO
GROUP ===> XXX *==> A ===> MASTER ===>

TYPE ===> ASM
MEMBER ===> TOP (Blank or pattern for member selection list)

OTHER PARTITIONED OR SEQUENTIAL DATA SET:
DATA SET NAME ==“>

LIST ID -==> L1STASM_ (Blank for hardcopy listing)
SYSOUT CLASS ===> (If hardcopy requested)

ASSEMBLER OPTIONS:
TERM ===> (TERM or NOTERM)
other ===> LI ST. RENT

ADDITIONAL INPUT LIBRARIES:
===> ISPFTEST.FLAG.ASM*

Figure 134. Batch Assembler XF Panel

All the fields on this panel are explained in Chapter 2, “Libraries and Data

Sets,” except LIST ID, which is explained in “List Data Sets” on page 216 ,

ADDITIONAL INPUT LIBRARIES, which is explained in “Input Data Sets”

on page 215, and the following:

TERM In the TERM field, enter TERM if you want PDF to generate

a terminal data set, A terminal data set contains a synopsis of

the error messages produced by Assembler XF. If the input

data set is partitioned, the terminal data set name is:

pref ix . userid . member . TERM

where “prefix” is your TSO prefix, if you have one and it is

different from your user ID, “userid” is your user ID, and

“member” is the name of the member being assembled.

However, if the input data set is sequential, the terminal data

set name is:

pref ix . user id . TEMPNAME . TERM

Enter NOTERM in the TERM field to avoid generating the

terminal data set. If you leave this field blank, PDF assumes

NOTERM.

OTHER Enter any other options you need in the OTHER field.
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Dialog Test - Finding a Breakpoint

shown as coded in the dialog, in string format or in

structure format. Structure format includes the count,

element length, and list of names. For variable services

parameters whose context is defined by the “name-list”

parameter on the service call (for example, the variable

value areas for a VDEFINE), the first four bytes of the

parameter value are displayed in hexadecimal format

(X'nnnnnnnn')-

ISPEXEC calls from a program are the same as

ISPEXEC calls from a command except that ISPEXEC
is not displayed.

RETURN CODE
The dialog service return code. This field is displayed

only if the breakpoint occurs after the dialog service

has executed. The RETURN CODE field is modifiable;

its value is passed back to the dialog (as the service's)

when you select the Go option. This helps test dialog

error handling.
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Batch - VS COBOL li Compiler (Option 5.2)

VS COBOL II Compiler (Option 5.2)

ISPF generates a COBOL command from the values you enter on the Batch

VS COBOL II Compile panel, shown in Figure 136. VS COBOL II does not

use a prompter. For information about VS COBOL II allocation data sets,

see Appendix D, '‘Allocation Data Sets” on page 367.

COMvlANO ==->
BATCH VS COBOL I I COMP I LE

ISPr LIBRARY:
PROJECT ===> ISPFDEMO
GROUP =*-> XXX =“=•> A =“ = > MASTER = = = >

TYPE ===> COBOL
MEMBER ===> TOP (Blank or pattern for member selection list)

OTHER PARTITIONED OR SEQUENTIAL DATA SET:

DATA SET NAME ===>

LIST ID ==*> LSTC0B0L_ (Blank for hardcopy listing)

SYSOUT CLASS ===> (If hardcopy requested)

COMPILER OPTIONS;
TERM ===> (TERM or NOTERM)
OTHER ===> RESIDENT

ADDITIONAL INPUT LIBRARIES:
=.. = > ’

I SPFTEST. FLAG. COBOL'

Figure 136. Batch VS COBOL II Compile Panel

All the fields on this panel are explained in Chapter 2, “Libraries and Data

Sets,” except LIST ID, which is explained in “List Data Sets” on page 216 ,

ADDITIONAL INPUT LIBRARIES, which is explained in “Input Data Sets”

on page 215, and the following:

I

TERM In the TERM field, enter TERM if you want PDF to generate

a terminal data set. A terminal data set contains a synopsis of

the error messages produced by Assembler XF. If the input

data set is partitioned, the terminal data set name is:

pref ix. user id. member . TERM

! where “prefix” is your TSO prefix, if you have one and if it is

different from your user ID, “userid” is your user ID, and
! “member” is the name of the member being assembled.

However, if the input data set is sequential, the terminal data

set name is:

I

pref ix . user id . TEMPNAME . TERM

Enter NOTERM in the TERM field to avoid generating the

terminal data set. If you leave this field blank, PDF assumes

NOTERM.

OTHER If you plan to run VS COBOL II interactive debug after you

compile your program, enter TEST, RESIDENT, and any

other options you need in the OTHER field.
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CHAPTER 11. LIBRARY MANAGEMENT UTILITIES (Option 8)

This chapter provides an introduction to the Library Management
Utilities, option 8 on the ISPF/PDF Primary Option Menu. This

option allows you to use Library Management Facility (LMF)
functions to:

• Effectively maintain control over different versions of the same
application program

• Reduce the risks of writing over members accidentally and of two
or more users modifying the same member simultaneously.

The chapter supplies information for project administrators and
shows you the Library Management Utilities panel. For more
information about LMF, see Library Management.



Batch - OS/VS COBOL Compiler (Option 5.2A)

I

OS/VS COBOL Compiler (Option 5.2A)

CCMMNO ===>
BATCH OS/VS COBOL COMPILE:

ISPF LIBRARY:
PROJECT ==-> ISPFDEMO
GROUP ==«> XXX =“=> A ===> MASTER ===>

type *=»> COBOL
MEMBER ===> TOP (Bionk or pattern for member selection list)

OTHER PARTITIONED OR SEQUENTIAL DATA SET:
DATA SET NAME =“=>

LIST ID ==.> LSTCOBOL_ (Blank for hardcopy listing)
SYSOUT CLASS ===> (If hardcopy requested)

COMPILER OPTIONS:
TEST ===> TEST (TEST or NOTEST)
OTHER ===> SOURCE, XREF.LINEC(73)

ADDITIONAL INPUT LIBRARIES:
===>

' I SPFTEST. FLAG. COBOL’

Figure 138. Batch OS/VS COBOL Compile Panel

The Batch OS/VS COBOL Compile panel is shown in Figure 138. All the

fields on this panel are explained in Chapter 2, “Libraries and Data Sets,”

except LIST ID, which is explained in “List Data Sets” on page 216 ,

ADDITIONAL INPUT LIBRARIES, which is explained in “Input Data Sets”

on page 215, and the following:

TEST If you plan to run COBOL interactive debug after you compile

your program, enter TEST in the TEST field. Otherwise,

enter NOTEST.

Note: Before you can specify TEST, you must have already

used the Data Set utility (option 3,2) to allocate space

for a symbolic debug data set. See ''Symbolic Debug
Data Sets*' on page 242 if you need more information.

OTHER Enter any other options you need in the OTHER field. The
available Batch OS/VS COBOL compiler options are:

ADV DMAP LCOL2 NAME SPACEl SYST
APOST DUMP LIB NUM SPACE2 TERM
BATCH DYNAM LINEC OPTIMIZE SPACES TRUNC
BUF ENDJOB LOAD PMAP STATE VBREFM
CDECK FDECK LSTCOMP PRINT SUPMAP VBSUM
CLIST FLAGE LSTONLY RESIDENT SXREF VERB
COMPILE FLAGW LVL SEQ SYMDMP XREF
COUNT FLOW L120 SIZE SYNTAX ZWB
DECK LCOLl L132 SOURCE

Figure 139. Batch OS/VS COBOL Compiler Options
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Chapter 11. LM Utilities (Option 8)

When you select the Library Management Utilities option (8) from the

ISPF/PDF Primary Option Menu, the panel shown in Figure 175 is

displayed. The options on this panel give you access to the Library

Management Facility (LMF), which is an extension of the ISPF library

concept.

Notes:

1. To use the Library Management Utilities option, you must have

preallocated the ISRCFIL control file.

2. For complete information on the use of the Library Management Utilities

option, see Library Management.

OPTION ===>
LIBRARY MANAGEMENT UTILITIES

1 CONTROLS

2 USER SET

3 DISTRIBUTION

4 ACTIVATE
5 REVIEW

6 ACTIVITY LOG
7 DS FULL ACTION
T TUTORIAL

Specify library attributes:
Create, update, or delete promotion controls.
Predefine, update or delete member controls.
Create, update, or delete list of users authorized to

perform library functions.
Create, update, or delete a distribution table to relate
different promotion hierarchies.
Activate or deactivate promotion hierarchy controls.
Browse or print activity and library controls

i nf o*'ma t 1 on .

Browse or remove entries from activity logs.
Specify actions to take when LMF data sets fiM up.
Genera! information about the library management
utility facility.

Figure 175. Library Management Utilities Panel

LMF allows you to control the contents of your libraries and manage your

development processes. Therefore, libraries that you control by using LMF
are called controlled libraries.

LMF requires a library administrator to set up and maintain library

controls. If you create the controls for a library for a new project, you

automatically become the project administrator for that project.
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Batch - VS FORTRAN Compiler (Option 5.3)

The available Batch VS FORTRAN compiler options are:

DECK FREE LINECOUNT NAME SOURCE TEST
FIPS GOSTMT LIST OBJECT TERMINAL XREF
FLAG LANGLVL MAP OPTIMIZE

Figure 141. Batch VS FORTRAN Compiler Options
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CHAPTER 12. IBM PRODUCTS (Option 9)

This chapter describes IBM Products, option 9 on the ISPF/PDF
Primary Option Menu. This option lets you invoke other IBM
program development products while using ISPF/PDF, but only if

those products are installed and available on your system. The other

IBM products supported are:

CSP/AD Cross System Product/Application Development

CSP/AE Cross System Product/Application Execution

INFO/SYS Information/System

COBOL/SF-F COBOL Structuring Facility foreground dialog

COBOL/SF-B COBOL Structuring Facility background dialog



Batch - PL/I Optimizing Compiler (Option 5.5)

PL/I Optimizing Compiler (Option 5.5)

The Batch PL/I Optimizing Compile panel is shown in Figure 144.

CCMMND —

>

BATCH PL/I OPTIMIZING COMPILE

ISPF LIBRARY:
PROJECT ===-> ISPFDEMO
GROUP — > MYLI3 MASTER ==• = > FLAG =“=>

type -=*> PL I

MEMBER — > TOPSEG (Blank or pattern for member selection list)

OTHER PARTITIONED OR SEQUENTIAL DATA SET:
DATA SET NAME =»->

LIST ID *-=> _ (Blank for hardcopy listing)
SYSOUT CLASS ==*> A (If hardcopy requested)

COMPILER OPTIONS:
. =» MACRO. XREF

ADDITIONAL INPUT LIBRARIES:
• OURSYS.pl I MACS*

Figure 144. Batch PL/I Optimizing Compile Panel

All the fields on this panel are explained in Chapter 2, “Libraries and Data

Sets,” except LIST ID, which is explained in “List Data Sets” on page 216 ,

ADDITIONAL INPUT LIBRARIES, which is explained in “Input Data Sets”

on page 215, and the following;

COMPILER OPTIONS
The available Batch PL/I optimizing compiler options are:

AGGREGATE
ATTRIBUTES
CHARSET
COMPILE
CONTROL
COUNT
DECK
DUMP
ESD

FLAG
FLOW
GONUMBER
GOSTMT
GRAPHIC
IMPRECISE
INCLUDE
INSOURCE
INTERRUPT

LINECOUNT
LIST
LMESSAGE
MACRO
MAP
MARGINI
MARGINS
MDECK
NAME

NEST
NOSPIE
NOSTAE
NUMBER
OBJECT
OFFSET
OPTIMIZE
OPTIONS

SEQUENCE
SIZE
SOURCE
STMT
STORAGE
SYNTAX
TERMINAL
XREF

Figure 145. Batch PL/I Optimizing Compiler Options
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Chapter 12. IBM Products (Option 9)

Option 9 provides an interface to IBM program development products other

than ISPF/PDF. It displays the following panel (Figure 176), which lists

other IBM products that are supported as ISPF dialogs:

ADDITIONAL IBM PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT PRODUCTS
OPTION

!

1 CSP/AO
2 CSP/AE
3 INFO/SYS
4 COBOL/SF-F
5 COBOL/SF-B

Cross System Produc t/App t I ca t I on Development
Cross Sys tern Product/App ! I cot I on Execution
! nf ormo t i on /Sys tern

COBOL Structuring Facility foreground dialog
COBOL Structuring Facility background dialog

!

i

Figure 176. Additional IBM Program Development Products Panel

When you select one of these products, one of the following occurs:

• If the product is installed and available on your system, PDF tries to

invoke it. However, the only way PDF can determine whether a

product is installed and available is to check for the existence of a

single product-related panel in the panel library concatenation. No
other check is made to ensure that the product is correctly installed or

that it is completely available to you.

• If the product is not installed or available, PDF displays an

informational panel that describes the product and shows how
additional information can be obtained.

The following sections describe the options shown at the top of the

Additional IBM Program Development Products panel.
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Linkage Editor (Option 5.7)

The Batch Linkage Editor is invoked from the Batch Linkage Edit panel,

shown in Figure 148.

ISPF LIBRARY:
PROJECT ===> ISPFDEMO
GROUP *==> MYLIB
TYPE ===> OBJ
MEMBER ===> MAINPROG

BATCH LINKAGE EDIT

==> MASTER ==“> =“=>

(Blank or pattern for member selection list)

OTHER PARTITIONED DATA SET:
DATA SET NAME ===>

list id ===> LLLL_ (Blank for hardcopy listing)

SYSOUT CLASS ===> (If hardcopy requested)

LINKAGE EDITOR OPTIONS:
term ===> (TERM or Blank)

other -==> MAP, LET. TEST. RENT. DCBS(3072)

ADDITIONAL INPUT LIBRARIES: (LOAD libraries only)

Figure 148 . Batch Linkage Edit Panel

All the fields on this panel are explained in Chapter 2, “Libraries and Data

Sets,” except LIST ID, which is explained in “List Data Sets” on page 216 ,

ADDITIONAL INPUT LIBRARIES, which is explained in “Input Data Sets”

on page 215, and the following:

TERM In the TERM field, enter TERM if you want PDF to generate

a terminal data set. A terminal data set contains a synopsis of

the error messages produced by the linkage editor. If the

input data set is partitioned, the terminal data set name is:

prefix. userid. member . TERM

where “prefix” is your TSO prefix, if you have one and if it is

different from your user ID, “userid” is your user ID, and

“member” is the name of the member being assembled.

Note: Sequential data sets are invalid when using the Linkage

Editor.

Leave the TERM field blank to avoid generating the terminal

data set.

OTHER Enter any other options you need in the OTHER field.
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CSP/AE (Option 9.2)

I

If the Cross System Product/Application Execution (CSP/AE) licensed

I

program is not installed or available on your system, PDF displays the

I

panel shown in Figure 178:

COMING “— > _
ADDITIONAL IBM PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT PRODUCTS

I Cross System Product/Application Execution
i not i nsta t t ed

CSP/AE is not currently available to your terminal session. The initial

CSP/AE panel does not exist in your panel library. CSP/AE is not part of

ISPF/PDF, but may be installed along with ISPF/PDF.

CSP/AE is used to run end user applications developed using the CSP/AD
program development environment. Using CSP/AE, an application developed on

any supported system can execute on any other supported system.

For more Informotlon on CSP you may contact IBM Marketing or order these

pub I i cat i ons

:

GH23-0500 : CSP/AD and CSP/AE General Information
GV21-5113 : Cross System Product Set: Executive Overview
SH23-0503 : CSP/AD and CSP/AE System Administration

Figure 178 . Cross System Product/Application Execution Panel
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VS COBOL II Interactive Debug (Option 5.10)

Before you can run VS COBOL II interactive debug in batch, you must first

do the following, in the order shown:

1. Compile the program using the VS COBOL II compiler (option 4.2 or

option 5.2) with the TEST and RESIDENT options.

2. Use the linkage editor (option 4.7 or option 5.7) to generate an output

load module, which VS COBOL II interactive debug will use as input.

The VS COBOL II Interactive Debug panel is shown in Figure 150.

COMVIAND ===>
VS COBOL n INTERACTIVE DEBUG

ISPF LIBRARY:
PROJECT ===> iSPFDEWO
GROUP ===> XXX (TYPE = LOAD assumed)
MEMBER ===> TOP (Blank or pattern for member selection list)

OTHER PARTITIONED OR SEQUENTIAL DATA SET;
DATA SET NAME ===>

LIST ID = = LSTC0B0L_ (Blank for hardcopy listing)
SYSOUT CLASS ===> (If hardcopy requested)

DEBUG CON/t^ND DATA SET;

ADDITIONAL INPUT LIBRARIES:

Figure 150. VS COBOL II Interactive Debug Panel

All the fields on this panel are explained in Chapter 2, “Libraries and Data
Sets,” except LIST ID, which is explained in “List Data Sets” on page 216 ,

ADDITIONAL INPUT LIBRARIES, which is explained in “Input Data Sets”

on page 215, and the following:

Note: For VS COBOL II interactive debug, any additional input libraries

that you enter to complete the search sequence must be LOAD libraries

only.

DEBUG COMMAND DATA SET
In the DEBUG COMMAND DATA SET field, enter the name of

the data set that contains the the DEBUG command that you

want VS COBOL II interactive debug to execute during batch

processing. See VS COBOL II Release 2 Application

Programming: Debugging Guide for more information.
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COBOL/SF-F (Option 9.4)

If the COBOL Structuring Facility (COBOL/SF) is not installed or available

on your system, PDF displays the panel shown in Figure 180:

COM^ND = = =
ADDITIONAL IBM PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT PRODUCTS

i COBOL Structuring Facility 1

i I s not : ns ta i ! ed I

COBOL Structuring Facility (COBOL/SF) is not installed on your system or Is

not available on your terminal session. COBOL/SF is not port of
ISPF/PDF, but may be installed along with ISPF/PDF.

COBOL/SF (5668-786) transforms unstructured VS COBOL 11 programs into
structured VS COBOL II for Improved unde r s tandab i I i ty and maintainability.
It also produces an extensive Re-engineering Report of the structural
qualities of thp input program and the output program.

For more information on COBOL/SF you may contact IBM Ma r ket i ng or order
these pub i i cat i ons

:

GC54-4078 : COBOL Structuring Facility Licensed Program Spec i f i co t I ons
SC34-4079 : COBOL Structuring Facility Re-engineering Concepts
SC54-4080 : COBOL Structuring Facility User’s Guide and Reference

Figure 180 . COBOL Structuring Facility Panel - Foreground Dialog
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CHAPTER 13. TUTORIAL (Option T)

This chapter describes Tutorial, option T on the ISPF/PDF Primary
Option Menu. The Tutorial option provides you with online
information about PDF.



Tutorial - Selecting the Tutorial Option (T)

Chapter 13. Tutorial (Option T)

The Tutorial option (T) provides you with immediate online reference and
instruction on how to use PDF. You can invoke it by:

• Selecting the Tutorial option (T) from the ISPF/PDF Primary Option
Menu

• Using the HELP command, described under “Using the HELP
Command” on page 338.

Selecting the Tutorial Option (T)

To invoke the tutorial from the ISPF/PDF Primary Option Menu, type T on
the COMMAND line and press the ENTER key. The first panel shown in

Figure 182 on page 336 is displayed. This panel and the two that follow it

explain how the tutorial is organized and how you can use it.

You can see the other two panels in the figure by pressing the ENTER key.

The use of the ENTER key to scroll through the tutorial is explained in the

next section.

Selecting a Tutorial Topic

The introductory pages described above are followed by a table of contents

(Figure 183 on page 337) from which you can select a topic by:

• Entering the desired option letter or number

• Pressing the ENTER key to see the next topic.

Pressing the ENTER key is the same as entering the RIGHT scroll

command. The tutorial scroll commands are explained in the introductory

pages, shown in Figure 182 on page 336.

Note: The UP command displays the list of topics for the next level. A new
topic can then be selected from the list. If you enter the UP command
after viewing a portion of the tutorial sequentially and if no new topic

is selected from the list, the tutorial resumes with the next sequential

topic in the list when you press the ENTER key or enter the NEXT
command.
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CCM^ND
ISPF TUTORIAL

ISPF PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT FACILITY

TUTORIAL

This tutorial provides on-line information about the features and

operation of the ISPF program development facility (ISPF/PDF)._ You may

view the tutorial sequentially, or you may choose selected topics from

lists that are displayed on many of the tutorial pages.

The table of contents contains a list of major topics. Subsequent pages

contain additional lists that lead you through more specific levels of

detail. You can also select topics from the tutorial index.

The next two pages contain a description of how to use this tutorial.

Press ENTER key to proceed to the next page, or

Enter UP command to go directly to the table of contents, or

Enter END corrmand to return to the primary option menu.

TUTORIAL
COMMAND =

INTRODUCTION TUTORIAL

You may view the tutorial sequentially by leaving the corrmond/opt i on

field blank and repeatedly pressing the ENTER key. Alternatively, you

may select topics from lists that are displayed on many of the tutorial

pages. For example enter;

OPTION ===> 3 to select topic 3.

You may also enter one of the following coftmands on any tutorial page:

BACK or B - to

SKIP or S - to

UP or U - to

TOC or T - to

INDEX or I
- to

back up to the previously viewed page,

skip the current topic and go on to the next

display a higher level list of topics,

display the table of contents,
display the tutorial index.

top i c

.

Figure 182 (Part 1 of 2). ISPF Tutorial and Introduction Panels
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TUTORIAL
CCMJiAND =

INTRODUCTION (CONTINUED) TUTORIAL

DEFAULT ARRANGEMENT
FOR PF KEY PAD

You may use the following program function (PF)

keys while viewing the tutorial:

HELP
END
UP
DOWN
LEFT
RIGHT

to get help on how to use the tutorial,
to end the tutorial

.

to display a higher level list of topics,
to go on to the next topic (skip),
to display the previous page (back),
to display the next page, which is

the same as pressing ENTER.

HELP ! 1 END
PF1 or 1 1 PF8 or
PF1S I

t

1

!

PF15

I i

I I

I I

! I

UP I DOWN i

PF7 or ! PF8 or t

PF19 1 PF20 1

LEFT i RIGHT i

PF10 orl PF11 orl
PF22 I

1

PF23 1

1

Figure 182 (Part 2 of 2). ISPF Tutorial and Introduction Panels

TUTORIAL TABLE OF CONTENTS
OPTION ===> _

TUTORIAL

I ISPF PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT FACILITY TUTORIAL I

The f o I lowing top i cs
entering a one-chara

G GENERAL
0 ISPF PARMS -

1 BROWSE
2 ED I

T

3 UTILITIES
4 FOREGROUND -

5 BATCH
6 COMMAND
7 DIALOG TEST -

8 LM UTILITY -

9 IBM PRODUCTS-
X EXIT

The following topics
A APPENDICES -

I INDEX

are presented in sequence, or may be selected by
cter selection code in the option field:
General information about ISPF
Specify terminal and user parameters
Display source data or output listings
Create or change source data
Perform utility functions
Invoke language processors in foreground
Submit job for language processing
Enter TSO commond or CLIST
Perform dialog testing
Perform library administrator utility functions
Use additional IBM program development products
Terminate ISPF using log and list defaults
wilt be presented only if explicitly selected:
Dynamic allocation errors and ISPF listing formats
Alphabetical Index of tutorial topics

Figure 183. Table of Contents Panel

Ending the Tutorial

To end the tutorial, enter either the END or RETURN command, which

causes a return either to the ISPF/PDF Primary Option Menu or to the

display on which you entered the HELP command.
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Using the HELP Command

If a short message appears in the upper-right corner of a panel, you can

enter the HELP command to display a longer message that provides

additional information. For more help, enter the HELP command again to

display the appropriate section of the tutorial, based on what you were

doing.

If you need information about using the tutorial, enter the HELP command
again to display a one-page summary, shown in Figure 184. See the topics

shown under ‘‘Selecting the Tutorial Option (T)” on page 335 for

information about:

• Selecting a tutorial topic

• Ending the tutorial.

TUTORIAL
COM^ND =

HELP TUTORIAL TUTORIAL \

in addition to topics which may be selected from individual tutorial
pages, you may enter one of the following in the corrmand/op t I on field
on any tutorial page:

SACK or B - to back up to the previously viewed page.
SKIP or S - to skip the current topic and go on to the next topic.
UP or U - to display a higher level list of topics.
TOC or T - to display the table of contents.
INDEX or I

- to display the tutorial index.

You may use the following keys whenever you are in the tutorial:
ENTER - to display the next sequential page.
HELP - to redisplay this page for "help" information.
END - to terminate the tutorial.
UP - to display a higher level list of topics (instead of typing UP

DOWN - to skip to the next topic (Instead of typing SKIP ).

RIGHT - to display the next page (Instead of pressing ENTER ).

LEFT - to display the previous page (instead of typing BACK ).

Press ENTER to continue viewing the tutorial.

Figure 184. Help Tutorial Panel
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Source and Index Listings

Appendix A. Listing Formats

This appendix describes and displays the types of listings you can produce
using PDF. The sample listings shown on the following pages are for

illustration purposes only. They are not intended to be exact replicas,

because printouts of PDF listings will vary according to the type of printer

you are using.

Source and Index Listings

If autolist mode is on, the PDF editor automatically generates a source

listing when you finish editing. You can also get source listings and index

listings by using the following utility options:

Library (3.1)

P - Print member

Move/Copy (3.3)

CP - Copy and print

MP - Move and print

LP - Copy, lock, and print

PP - Promote and print

Data Set List (3.4)

P - Print data set list

PV - Print VTOC entries

Hardcopy (3.6)

PK - Print and keep data set

PD - Print and delete data set

Outlist (3.8)

P - Print job output
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Source and Index Listings

!
Source Listings

Figure 185 shows a sample source listing.

o
o

START

O COL

2
4
6

8
8

8
8
8

8
6

8

10
12
12
12
10

8

6

4

o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

PROJECT: ISPFDE.M0
GROUP: MYLIB
TYPE: PLl

+ 1 + --- -2 +—

MEMBER: COINS
LEVEL: 01.04
USERID: HUNTER

+ 4 + 5 + 6 -

DATE
TIME
PAGE

86/07/30
17:22
01 OF 01

COINS:
PROCEDURE OPTIONS

DECLARE
COUNT
HALVES
QUARTERS
DIMES
NICKELS

(MAIN)
:

FIXED BINARY (31) AUTOMATIC INIT (1).

FIXED BINARY (31 )

,

FIXED BINARY (31 ) .

FIXED BINARY (31 ) .

FIXED BINARY (31 )

,

SYSPRINT FILE STREAM OUTPUT PRINT;

DO HALVES = 100 TO 0 BY -50;

DO QUARTERS = (100 - HALVES) TO 0 BY -25;

DO DIMES = ((100 - HALVES - QUARTERS) /1 0) * 1 0 TO 0 BY -10;

NICKELS = 100 ~ HALVES - QUARTERS - DIMES;
PUT FILE(SYSPRINT) DATA(COUNT . HALVES , QUARTERS . D IMES . N ICKELS)

COUNT = COUNT + 1 ;

END;
END;

END;
END COINS;

— 7 + 8

00010001
00020000
00030000
00040000
00050000
00060003
00070000
00080004
00090000
00100000
00110000
00120000
00130000

;
00 140000
00150000
00160000
00170000
00180000
00190001

I

o
^ o

MOD ;

FLAGS: Q
•

I

O

:0

*
i

O
•* iO

lo
i

I
o
io

:0

^ O
! O

Figure 185. Sample Source Listing

Information at the top of the page includes project, group, type, and

member name, current version and modification level, user ID, date and

time that the listing was produced, and page number.

A column-positioning line is printed following the heading and preceding

the actual data. The start column is printed to the left of each line,

indicating the position of the first character in each line that is not a

blank.

For ISPF library members with statistics, asterisks are either printed or not

printed to the right of each line according to the setting of the modification

flag, as follows:

• If the modification flag (columns 79-80) in the line is 00, no asterisks are

printed.

• If the modification flag is nonzero but differs from the current

modification level of the member, a single asterisk (*) is printed.

• If the modification flag is nonzero and has the same value as the

current modification level of the member, two asterisks (**) are printed.

The asterisks allow you to scan the listing quickly for lines that were added

or changed since the version was created (*) and for lines that were added

or changed during the last update (**).
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Index Listings

PDF provides index listings at your request through the X (Print index

listing) option of the Library utility (3.1) or the Data Set List utility (3.4).

I

Index Listings for Source Libraries

Figure 186 shows a sample index listing for an ISPF library.

0 PROJECT: ISPFDEMO DATE; 86/02/07;
GROUP: MYLIB TIME; 17:22 ^

r\
TYPE; PL

I

PAGE: 001

GENERAL DATA; GENERAL DATA: CURRENT ALLOCATION CURRENT UTILIZATION: .

^
o VOLUME SERIAL: D00163 RECORD FORMAT; FB 20 TRACKS 5 TRACKS

DEVICE TYPE: 3330 RECORD LENGTH: 80 1 EXTENT 1 EXTENT ^ o
ORGANIZATION; PO SLOCK SIZE : 1,600 10 DIRECTORY BLOCKS 2 DIRECTORY BLOCKS:
CREATION DATE: 85/12/08 1ST EXTENT SIZE; 20 10 MEMBERS Onw EXPIRATION DATE; NONE** SECONDARY 3UAN : 0 CJ

o MEMBER VERS. MOD CREATION DATE AND TIME CURRENT INITIAL MODIFIED USER O
NAME LEVEL DATE LAST MODIFIED NO. LINES NO. LINES NO. LINES ID

: Oiw
ACCOUNT 01 .00 86/01/10 86/01/10 17:07 21 21 0 HUNTER .

^
ACCT1 01 .01 86/01/09 86/01/23 14:52 99 193 0 BECKETT

:

o ACCT2 01 .00 86/01/09 86/01/10 17:07 20 20 0 BECKETT; Q
COINS 01 .04 86/01/24 86/01/25 16:20 19 19 4 JOSLIN :

^
COf^X 01 .00 86/01 /09 86/01/10 17:08 44 44 0 JOSLIN ^

o CO^f>Y 01 .01 86/01/14 86/01/15 12:30 13 13 1 FISHER Q
: DCLS 01 .00 86/01/23 86/01/24 15:14 20 20 0 SAMLEE ^

o
LI STOUT 01 .02 86/01/23 86/01/24 15:00 17 13 6 SAMLEE : _

: MAIN 01 .00 86/01/09 86/01/10 17:08 4 4 0 KIRK
; O

‘ TESTDIR 01 .02 86/01/23 86/02/06 17:04 30 43 10 LAIDLAW:

o MAXIMUMS; 01 .04 86/04/24 86/05/06 17:04 99 193 10 O
TOTALS

:

287 390 21

END OF MEMBER LIST u
o o
o o

Figure 186 . Sample Index Listing - Source Library

The heading information includes:

• Project, library, and type

• Date and time the listing was produced

• Page number.

This is followed by general information about the data set, including

current space allocation and utilization. Following this, the member name
and statistics are printed for each member in the data set, arranged in

alphabetic order. For sequential data sets, the index listing contains just

the general information.
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Index Listings for Load Libraries

An index listing for an OBJ library is similar to an index listing for a

source library, except that no statistics are maintained. A sample index

listing for a LOAD library is shown in Figure 187. Here, the module

attributes are printed to the right of each member name.

o PROJECT: ISPFDEMO
GROUP: WTLIB

DATE: 86/02/07
TIME; 17:22

' o
TYPE: LOAD PAGE; 001

: oo GENERAL DATA: GENERAL DATA: CURRENT ALLOCATION; CURRENT UTILIZATION:

VOLUME SERIAL; D00172 RECORD FORMAT: U 88 BLOCKS 86 BLOCKS

o DEVICE TYPE: 3330 RECORD LENGTH: 0 12 EXTENTS 12 EXTENTS
^ 0ORGANIZATION: PO BLOCK SIZE: 3. 072 4 DIRECTORY BLOCKS 2 DIRECTORY BLOCKS

CREATION DATE: 85/12/08 1ST EXTENT SIZE: 44 8 MEMBERS

o EXPIRATION DATE: **NONE** SECONDARY QUAN: 4 o
o MEXeER ALIAS SSI LOAD MODULE SIZE ENTRY POINT TTR AUTH MODULE oNAME OF (HEX) (DEC) (HEX) (HEX) CODE ATTRIBUTES

o I SPEED IT 000148 328 000000 000006 00 FO RF RN RU
i oISPFMAIN 004F98 20,376 000000 OOOOOD 00 FO RF RN RU

ISPFPND 001 6E8 5,884 000000 000204 00 FO RF RN RU

o ISPFSU8S 024698 149.144 000000 00021

1

00 FO RF RN RU

oISPFT0LS 002470 9 . 328 000000 001 10B 00 FO
ISPFUDA 0046D8 18,136 000000 001 20A 00 FO RF RN RU

o
ISPFURS QOOFCO 4,032 000000 001 40A 00 FO RF RN RU

oISPF3277 000548 1,352 000000 001504 00 FO RF RN RU

o
TOTALS

:

00032EB0 208,560

o
END OF MENBER L ST

o MODULE ATTRIBUTE CODES

:

: o
FO PROCESS ONLY BY F LEVEL LINKAGE EDITOR

o
NX NOT EXECUTABLE oOL ONLY LOADABLE
ov IN OVERLAY STRUCTURE
RF REFRESHABLE

oo RN
RU

REENTERABLE
REUSABLE

SC SCATTER FORMAT

o TS MODULE TO BE TESTED o

Figure 187. Sample Index Listing - Load Library
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! ISPF Log Listings

Figure 188 shows a sample ISPF log listing. The log contains a message for

each significant user action, such as saving edited data, moving members
from one data set to another, or submitting a batch job.

o I TIME *** ISPF TRANSACTION LOG *•* USERID: WALTERS DATE: 86/06/29 PAGE: 1 O
o : 17: 1 1 START OF ISPF SESSION LOG #64 o17:12 UTILITY - ALLOCATE - ISPFDEMO.NE'WLIB.PLI ALLOCATED ON VOLUME W0RK97

o
17:13 UTILITY - MOVE/COPY- ISPFDEMO.MYLIB.PLKACCOUNT) COPIED

o17:13 TO I SPFDEMO. NEWLIB.pl I (ACCTXX)
M7: 13 UTILITY - MOVE/COPY- ISPFDEMO.MYLia.PLi (ACCT1) COPIED

o M7: 13 TO I SP FDEMO. NEWLIB.pl I {ACC TYY) o17: 13 UTILITY - MOVE/COPY- I SPFDEMO. MYL1B.pl I (ACCT2) COPIED

o
17:13 TO I SPFDEMO. NEWLIB.pl I (ACCTZZ)

, 17:13 UTILITY - MOVE/COPY- I SPFDEMO. MYL IB. PL 1 (COINS) COPIED 0
: 17:13 TO ISPF0EMO.NEWLIB.pl I (COINS)

o M7: 14 EDIT - SAVE I SPFDEM0.NEWLI8.pl I (COINS) - MEMBER SAVED o^ 17:15 EDIT - CREATE iSPFDEMO.NEWLIS.PLI (ACCTNEW) - MEMBER CREATED
17:15 EDIT - SAVE I SPFDEMO. NEWLIB.pl I (ACCTXX) - MEMBER SAVED

o 17:15 EDIT - SAVE ISPFDEMO.NEWLIB.PLI (ACCTYY) - MEMBER SAVED o17:16 EDIT - SAVE ISPFDEMO.NEWLIB.pl I (ACCTZZ) - MEMBER SAVED

o
17:17 UTILITY - DELETE ISPFDEMO.NEWLIB.PLI (ACCTZZ) DELETED

o: 17:17 TSO - COMMAND - L I STC
17:17 UTILITY - ALLOCATE -

I SPFDEMO. NEWL IB. OBJ ALLOCATED ON VOLUME WORK98

o 17:19 JOB - WALTS PL I OPT COMPILE — TO ISPFDEMO. NEWLI B .OBJ (COI NS) o17:19 JOB - WALTS SUBMITTED
17:20 END OF ISPF SESSION LOG

o |0

o o
o o
0 ' o

Figure 188 . Sample ISPF Log Listing
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Member List Listings

This section shows samples of member list listings created by the SAVE
command. With this command, you can create listings for both source and

load libraries.

The following sample listings show the format used when you do not specify

a list ID.

Member List Listings for Source Libraries

Figure 189 shows a sample member list listing for a source library. These

listings contain the relative block address of each member, shown in

hexadecimal format, and other characteristics when available.

o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

FBR0WN.TEST1 .SCRIPT

MEMBER
NAME

A0EOLD
DATA
WOROSOLO

TTR
(HEX)
00001A
000018
000016

VERS. MOD
LEVEL
01 .00
01 .00
01.00

END OF MEMBER LIST

CREATION
DATE

87/03/08
87/02/24
87/02/14

DATE AND TIME
LAST MODIFIED

87/03/08 18:48
87/02/24 17:18
87/02/14 10:10

CURRENT
NO. LINES

46
5
8

INITIAL
NO. LINES

46
5
8

MODIFIED
NO. LINES

0
0
0

DATE; 87/04/14
TIME: 23:51
PAGE; 001

USER
ID

FBROWN
FBRCWN
FBRCWN

O
o
o
o
o

^ o
o
o
o
o

o
o
o

Figure 189. Sample Member List Listing for a Source Library
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Member List Listings for Load Libraries

Figure 190 shows a sample member list listing for a source library. These
listings contain the size of each load module, shown in hexadecimal format,

and other characteristics when available.

o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

OATASET : F0ROWN . TEST 1 . LOAD DATE: 87/04/21 OTIME; 16:37
PAGE: 001

oMEt^ER ALIAS SSI _OAD MODULE SIZE ENTRY POINT TTR AUTH MODULE
NAME OF (HEX) (DEC) (HEX) (HEX) CODE - ATTRIBUTES ——

j^ASTBANK 40820565 002160 8,544 000000 0001 IF 00 FO RN RU

oCALENDAR 73500137 000380 896 000000 000127 00 FO
CLR CLRGENX 50250830 00B3Ea 46,056 001 1FC 000922 00 FO RN RU
CLRALLOC 90521058 0005C8 1 ,480 000000 000203 00 FO RN RU 0CLRBLIB 72280809 000498 1,176 000000 00020A 00 FO
CLRBOBJ 00110213 004820 18,464 002840 000213 00 FO
CLRBSYM1 001 10221 0060A0 24,736 0034E0 000210 00 FO 0CLRCDFDM 001920 6.432 000000 000308 00 FO RU TS
CLRCDFE 000028 40 000000 000312 00 FO RU TS
CLRCID01 93120466 003198 12,696 000000 00031

A

00 FO RN RU oCLRCIPHR 90760481 000388 904 000000 000406 00 FO
CLRFICHE 001 10206 004958 18,776 002958 000908 00 FO
CLRFLIP 02870484 0004D8 1 .240 000000 000912 00 FO RN RU oCLRGENER 40400008 OO0A10 2,576 000000 00091

A

00 FO
CLRGENX 50250830 00B3E8 46,056 001 1F0 000922 00 FO RN RU
CLRIDSMV 62290360 oooEea 3,688 000000 000B04 00 FO RN RU oCLRIDSX 40400009 00 ICES 7,400 000000 OOCBOF 00 FO RN RU
CLR INDEX 41940002 002128 8,488 000000 000817 00 FO
CLRIOERR 62250392 OOCOEO 224 000000 000B1F 00 FO oCLRIPSX 003030 12.336 000000 000C02 00 FO
CLRJ8LOG 93510170 001 1B0 4.528 000000 OOOCOC 01 FO RN RU
CLRLGCPY 40430031 001790 6.032 000100 000C14 00 FO oCLRLGSTX 02670226 001208 4.616 000000 000C20 00 FO RN RU
CLRLGUTL 32560116 000E88 3,720 000000 000D04 00 FO RN RU
CLRLPINT 32442006 001498 5,272 000000 OOODOC 00 FO
CLRLSDDS 81770527 000E80 3.712 000000 GOOD 13 00 FO RN RU
END OF ME^eER LIST

o
1

o

Figure 190. Sample Member List Listing for a Load Library
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Formats for Member List Listings

The following is the format used by the SAVE command to create a member

list listing for a source library. The members of a source library have

formatted records (RECFM 7^ U).

Starting
Column

Length in

Characters Description

4 8 Member name

19 6 Relative block address in hexadecimal format

25 2 Version number

28 2 Modification level

31 8 Creation date

40 8 Date last modified

49 5 Time last modified

55 5 Current number of lines

61 5 Initial number of lines

67 5 Number of modified lines

73 7 User ID

Figure 191. Format of Source Library Member List Listing

The following is the format used by the SAVE command to create a member

list listing for a load library. The members of a load library have

unformatted records (RECFM = U).

Starting
Column

Length in

Characters Description

4 8 Member name

24 6 Load module size in hexadecimal format

31 6 Load module relative block address in

hexadecimal format

38 8 Alias

47 2 Authorization code

50 26 Load module attributes

Figure 192. Format of Source Library Member List Listing
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I

Data Set List Listings

The sample listing in Figure 193 shows the format used when you do not

specify a data set list ID.

O
O
(

LISTING OF DATA SETS BEGINNING WITH FBROWN

DATA SET NAME VOLUME ORG RECFM LRECL BLKSZ TRKS %USED

DATE: 87/04/14
TIME: 23:06
PAGE: 1

XT CREATED

O
o

F8RCWN.CLIST HSMPOC PO VB 255 6160 1 100 1 1985/10/03 o
FBRCWN . 0B2X . DXT2 1 0 . DVR IMEXE HSMPOF PO FB 80 3120 15 6 1 1 987/03/05

o FBRCWN . DB2X . DXT21 0 . DVRJED I

E

HSVPOF PO FB 80 6160 15 13 1 1987/03/05 oFBROWN . EXAMPLE . DATASETS HSIVP07 PS FB 132 6072 19 5 1 1987/04/14

o FBRCWN. FWB. CL I ST MIGRAT o
FBRCWN. FWB. SCRIPT HSNP07 PO VB 80 3120 1 100 1 1986/03/19
FBRCWN. FWB. TABLES MIGRAT

ou FBROWN. ISPTABL HSNPOF PO FB 80 3120 1 100 1 1987/02/02

FBRCWN. LOG. MI SC MIGRAT ou FBROWN. MASTER. ISPPROF MIGRAT
: FBROWN. PRIVATE. CL 1ST HSMPOC PO VB 255 6160 1 100 1 1986/10/03

o ;

FBRCWN. PRIVATE. LOAD HSMPOC PO U 0 6144 1 100 1 1986/10/03 o
FBROWN. PRIVATE. MSGS HSMPOC PO FB 80 6160 1 100 1 1986/10/03
FBRCWN . PR I VATE . PANELS HSMPOC PO FB 80 6160 2 100 1 1986/10/03 oU F8RCWN.PRIVATE.SKELS HSVPOC PO FB 80 6160 1 100 1 1986/10/03

1

^
FBRCWN. PR I VATE. TABLES HSMPOC PO FB 80 6160 2 100 1 1986/10/03

o FBRCWN. SMALL. FIXED HS^^0B PO FB 60 600 1 100 1 1987/04/09 o
FBROWN. TEST. CL I ST MIGRAT

0 FBROWN. TEST. MSGS MIGRAT oFBROWN. TEST. SCRIPT MIGRAT

o FBRCWN. TEST 1 .SCRIPT MIGRAT
^ o

i

FBROWN. TEST2. SCRIPT MIGRAT

o ^ o

Figure 193. Sample Data Set List Listing

The following is the format of the data set list written by the SAVE
command when a data set list ID is specified:

Starting
Column

Length in

Characters Description

1 44 Data set name

46 6 Volume

53 4 Data set organization

58 5 Data set record format

64 5 Data set logical record length

70 5 Data set block size

76 6 Data set size in tracks

83 3 Percentage of used tracks

87 3 Number of extents used

91 8 Device type

100 10 Creation date

111 10 Expiration date

122 10 Last Reference date

Figure 194. Format of Data Set List Listing
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SuperC Listings

The SuperC program lets you produce four types of listings, differing

generally depending on the compare type, process options, and process

statements used. They range from OVSUM, which shows none of the

source data, to LONG, which shows all of it.

Note: Listing types are not applicable for the FILE compare type. For

information about FILE compare listings, see ''Effect of FILE
Compare Type on SuperC Listings' on page 358.

OVSUM Lists only an overall summary of the results of the

comparison without showing the differences themselves.

For example, an OVSUM listing of a LINE comparison shows

how many lines matched, how many were reformatted, how
many were inserted, and so forth.

DELTA Lists only the differences between the source data sets or

members being compared, followed by overall summary
results. Differences are flagged to the left of each output line.

For example, a DELTA listing of a LINE comparison shows

only the individual lines in each data set or member that are

different.

CHNG Same as the DELTA listing, plus up to 10 matching lines,

words, or bytes before and after the differences. This shows

the differences within the context of the surrounding lines.

For example, suppose a comparison of two data sets shows

that each has 15 lines that match, followed by one or more

lines that are different, followed by 15 more lines that match.

A CHNG listing of a LINE comparison of these data sets

would show the lines in each data set or member that are

;

different, plus 10 of the 15 lines that match, both before and

after.

LONG Same as the CHNG listing, except this listing shows the entire

“new” data set, plus any data from the “old” data set that is

not in the “new.”

If we borrow the example used in the CHNG listing definition,

a LONG listing would include all 15 matching lines, not just

10 .

The following sections begin by explaining the information displayed in the

titles lines and at the bottom of the listings. Then, each listing type is

I

discussed in more detail, with examples of listings and descriptions of the

listing sections.

The examples were created by comparing two PDSs. The first,

FBROWN.TESTl.SCRIPT, is considered the “old,” or original, data set and
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FBR0WN.TEST2.SCRIPT, the “new,” or changed, data set, contains

members DATA, ABENEW, and WORDSNEW.

DATA, as the only member name common to both data sets, is the only

member compared. Figure 195 shows the source data for both the “old” and
“new” versions of DATA.

EDIT FBROWN. TEST 1 .SCRIPT (DATA) - 01.02
COMMAND ===>

~ COLUMNS 001 072
SCROLL ===> PAGE

000100 This fine is reformatted; the spacing in the "new" member differs.
000200 This line is the same in both members.
000300 This line differs from the text in the "new" member.
0004-00 This line is the same in both members.

EDIT FaR0WN.TEST2.SCRIPT(DATA) - 01.03 COLUMNS 001 072
COMVIAND = = = > SCROLL = = = > PAGE

000100 This line is reformatted; the spacing in the "new“ member differs.
|

000200 This line Is the some in both members.
1

000300 This line Is different from the text in the "old" member.
i

000400 This line Is the same in both members. !

000500 This line is In the “new" member, but not in the “old".
|

!•(««««* ** *««***««***«****«*«*««**« * BOTTOM OF DATA **************************** 1

Figure 195. Split Screen Showing Source Data for SuperC Listings

SuperC Listing Title Lines

SuperC listings contain two title lines. Figure 196 on page 350 shows an

example. The first title line shows the:

• Name of the SuperC program, which is described as a file/line/word/ byte

compare program

• Version number of the program and the date this version went into

effect.

• Date and time the listing was produced. The date is shown according to

the format used by your country. The time is shown in 24-hour format,

with the hours and minutes separated by a period.

• Page number.

The second title line shows you the names of the “new” and “old” data sets

that were compared when the listing was created.
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o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

SUPERC - FILE/LINE/WDRD/BYTE COMPARE PGM - V2 . 7(87/03/27) 87/04/15 20.24
NEW: FBR0WN.TEST2. SCRIPT (DATA) OLD: FBROWN . TESTl . SCRIPT(DATA)

PAGE

LISTING OUTPUT SECTION (LINE COMPARE)

-8
ID SOURCE LINES

+ 1 + 2 + 3 + 4 + 5 + 6 + 7

RN* This line is reformatted; the spacing in the "new" member differs. 00010000 RFM-

RO- This I ine is reformatted; the spacing in the "new" member d i f f ers . 0001 0000
MAT-

:I -This line is different from the text in the "old" member. 00030000 RPL-

0 - This line differs from the text in the "new" member. 00030000
MAT-

1 -This line is In the "new" member, but not in the "old". 00050000 INS-

TYPE LEN N-LN# 0-LN#

SUPERC - FILE/LINE/WORD/BYTE COMPARE PGM - 72.7(87/03/27)
FBROWN. TEST2. SCRIPT OLD:

87/04/15 20.24
FBRCWN. TESTl .SCRIPTNEW:

MEMBER SUIvWARY LISTING (LINE COMPARE)

CHNG MEM©ERS-COMPARED NEW-PROC OLD-PROC MATCHED NEW- 1 NS OLD-DEL REFM-LN N-DP-LN O-OP-LN

DATA 5 4 2 2 11
1 TOTAL MEMBER (S) PROCESSED AS A PDS
1 TOTAL MEMBER (S) PROCESSED HAD CHANGES
0 TOTAL MEMBERtS) PROCESSED HAD NO CHANGES
2 TOTAL NEW FILE MEMBERtS) NOT PAIRED
2 TOTAL OLD FILE MEMBER (S) NOT PAIRED

1 00001 00001

1

1 00003 00003

1

1 00005 00004

PAGE

o
o.

o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

SUPERC - FILE/LINE/WORO/BYTE COMPARE PGM - 72.7(87/03/27) 87/04/15 20.24 PAGE ^ n
NEW: FBROWN. TEST2. SCRIPT OLD : FBROWN . TEST 1 . SCR I PT

o MEMBER SUMMARY LISTING (L INE COMPARE) O
o NON-PA t RED NEW FILE MEMBERS i MON- PAIRED OLD FILE MEMBERS 0

ABENEW f ABEOLD

o WORDSNEW I WORDSOLD o
o SUPERC - FILE/LINE/WORD/BYTE COMPARE PGM - 72.7(87/03/27) 87/04/15 20.24 PAGE ^ o
o

NEW: FBROWN. TEST 2. SCRIPT OLD: FBROWN. TESTl .SCRIPT

PDS LINE OVERALL TOTALS o
o 2 NUMBER OF LINE MATCHES 3 TOTAL CHANGES ( PA I RED +NONPA 1 RED CHNG) o

1 REFORMATTED LINES 2 PAIRED CHANGES (REFM+PAIRED INS/DEL)
2 NEW FILE LINE INSERTIONS 1 NON-PA I RED INSERTS oo 1 OLD FILE LINE DELETIONS 0 NON-PA I RED DELETES
5 NEW FILE LINES PROCESSED

o 4 OLD FILE LINES PROCESSED o
LISTING-TYPE - DELTA COMPARE-COLUMNS - :72 LONGEST-LINE - 80

o PROCESS OPTIONS USED: SEQC DEFAULT) o

o o
o o
o o

Figure 196. DELTA Listing of a LINE Comparison of Two PDSs
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SUPERC - FILE/LINE/WORD/BYTE COMPARE PC3M - V2. 7(87/03/27)
F0ROWN . TEST2 . SCR I PT ( DATA) OLD

:

LISTING OUTPUT SECTION (VWDRD COMPARE)

07/04/30 13.46
FaRCWN.TESTI .SCRIPT (DATA)

SOURCE LINES (COKFARED COLUMNS)

This I

This I

MC-This !

IC-
DC-

Th i s line
1 -Th is line

ne is reformatted; the spocing in the "new“ member differs,
ne is the same in both members.
ne from the text in the member,

is different "old"
differs "new"

in both members

.

lew" member, but not in the "old".

00001 00001
00002 00002
00003 00003
00003 00003
00003 00003
00004 00004
00005 00004

SUPERC - F1LE/LINE/W)RD/0YTE COKPARE PGM - V2. 7(87/03/27)
F3ROW.TEST2. SCRIPT OLD;

87/04/30 13.46
F8RQWN.TEST1 .SCRIPT

MEMBER SUNWARY LISTING (^D CCNPARE)

CHNG ME^BERS-CCNPARED NEW-PROC OLD-PROC MATCHED NEW- 1 NS OLD-DEL N-OP-LN 0-DP-LN N-LN-PRC LN-INS 0-LN-PRC

1 TOTAL S^NeER(S) PROCESSED AS A PDS
1 TOTAL MEMBER (S) PROCESSED HAD CHANGES
0 TOTAL MENeERtS) PROCESSED HAD NO CHANGES
2 TOTAL NEW FILE K^lwBER(S) NOT PAIRED
2 TOTAL OLD FILE MENBERfS) NOT PAIRED

SUPERC - FILE/LINE/WRD/BYTE CONPARE PGM - V2 . 7(87/03/27) 07/04/30 13.46
NEW: FBRCWN.TEST2. SCRIPT OLD: FBRCWN . TEST1 . SCR I PT

MEMBER SUNMARY LISTING (WORD CGNPARE)

NON-PAIRED NEW FILE MEMBERS NON-PA I RED OLD FILE MEMBERS

ABENEW
WORDSNEW

ABEOLO
WDROSOLO

SUPERC - FILE/LINE/WORD/BYTE COMPARE PGM
FBROWN. TEST 2. SCRIPT

V2. 7(87/03/27)
OLD:

07/04/30 13.46
FBRCWN.TEST1 .SCRIPT

PDS WORD OVERALL TOTALS

35 NUMBER OF WORD MATCHES
15 NEW FILE WORD INSERTIONS
2 OLD FILE WORD DELETIONS

50 NEW FILE WORDS PROCESSED
37 OLD FILE WORDS PROCESSED

15 TOTAL CHANGES (PAIRED+NONPAIRED CHNG)
2 NEW FILE LINES CHANGED/ 1 NSERTED
1 OLD FILE LINES CHANGED/DELETED
5 NEW FILE LINES PROCESSED
4 OLD FILE LINES PROCESSED

LISTING-TYPE - LONG COMPARE -COLUNNS -

PROCESS OPTIONS USED: SEQ

Figure 197. LONG Listing of a WORD Comparison of Two PDSs
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Listing Output Section

The Listing Output Section shows any lines, words, or bytes that were

found to be different, depending on the compare type being used. For a

WORD comparison, the source lines that appear in the listing show only

the columns of data that were really compared. See Figure 197 on page 351

for an example and “CMPCOLM - Compare Columns” on page 396 for more

information.

The Listing Output Section flags changes by using:

• Listing prefix codes

• Type of difference codes.

Listing Prefix Codes

;

SuperC output lines are flagged with the following prefix codes listed under

the ID column:

blank Matck-^o prefix code means the data is the same in both data

sets.

I /nscr^—Data that is in the “new” data set, but not in the “old”

data set.

D Data that is in the “old” data set, but not in the “new”

data set.

DR Delete Replace~¥or BYTE compare listings only. A byte(s) in the

“old” data set that was replaced by the byte(s) shown in the

preceding insert (1) line.

MC Match Compose—For WORD compare listings only. A line

containing words that match. The line may also contain spaces

to show the relationship between the matching words and any

inserted or deleted words. Inserted and deleted words are shown

in following insert compose (IC) and delete compose (DC) lines.

IC Insert Compose—For WORD compare listings only. A line

containing words from the “new” data set that are not in the

“old” data set. This line usually follows a match compose (MC)

line.

DC Delete Compose—For WORD compare listings only. A line

containing words from the “old” data set that are not in the

“new” data set. This line usually follows a match compose (MC)

or insert compose (IC) line.

IM Insert Matching—For compare listings created by using the

FMVLNS (flag moved lines) process option. A line in the “new”

data set that also'appears in the “old” data set, but has been

moved. If the line was reformatted, this is indicated by a flag to

the right of the listing.
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I

DM Delete Matching~For compare listings created by using the
: FMVLNS (flag moved lines) process option. A line in the “old’'

I
data set that also appears in the “new” data set, but has been

i
moved. If the line was reformatted, this is indicated by a flag to

the right of the listing.

i

RN Reformat New—For LINE compare listings only. A reformatted

line in the “new” data set. This line contains the same data as

the “old” data set line, but with different spacing.

RO Reformat Old—For LINE compare listings only. A line in the

“old” data set that has been reformatted in the “new” data set.

To keep this line out of your output listing, use the DLREFM
(delete reformatted line) process option.

i

I
Change Bar—For compare listings created by using the GWCBL

i

(generate WORD change bar listing) process option. A change

j

bar showing that words were either inserted or deleted.

Figure 198 on page 354 provides an example.

I Type of Difference Codes

j

At the far right of some listings are headings that provide additional
' information about the types of differences SuperC has found. Headings you
i may see are:

TYPE An abbreviation that identifies the type of difference:

MAT= Matched lines.

RFM = Reformatted lines.

i

RPL= Replaced lines.

j

INS= Lines that are in the “new” data set, but not in the

!

“old” data set.

DEL= Lines that are in the “old” data set, but not in the

“new” data set.

I IMR= Lines in the “new” data set that have been moved from

where they were in the “old” data set and reformatted.

Listing should show a matching DMR= flag for a line

in the “old” data set.

I

DMR= Lines in the “old” data set that have been moved and
' reformatted in the “new” data set. Listing should show

a matching IMR= flag for a line in the “new” data set.

IMV= Lines in the “new” data set that have been moved from

where they were in the “old” data set. Listing should

show a matching DMV= flag for a line in the “old”

data set.
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o SUPERC - FILE/LINE/WORD/BYTE CONPARE PGM - V2. 7(03/1 7/87) 87/04/24 15.50 PAGE 1 o
NEW: FBROWN.TEST2. SCRIPT (DATA) OLD: FBR0WN.TEST1 . SCR IPT(DATA)

o LISTING OUTPUT SECTION (WORD COMPARE) o
; ID SOURCE LINES

o
I -Th «5 lin« is reformatted: the spocinq in the “new'’ member differs. 00010005

Th s line is the same in both members. 00020000

0o : 1 -Th s line is different from the text in the "old" member. 00030000

i Th s line is the same in both members. 00040000

: 1 -Th s line is in the "new" member, but not in the "old". 00050000

oo
SUPERC - FILE/LINE/WORD/BYTE COMPARE PGM - V2 . 7 (03/1 7/87) 87/04/24 15.50 PAGE 2

oo ,NEW: F0ROWN.TEST2. SCRIPT OLD: FBRCWN.TEST1 .SCRIPT

o
MEMBER SUMMARY LISTING (WORD COMPARE)

CHNG ME^BERS-CQMPAREO NEW-PROC OLD-PROC MATCHED NEW- 1 NS OLD-DEL N-DP-LN 0-DP-LN N-LN-PRC LN-INS 0-LN-PRC LN-DEL

o N* DATA 55 40 37 17 2 5 3 4 2 io
1 TOTAL MEMBER (S) PROCESSED AS A PDS

o1 total member (S) PROCESSED HAD CHANGES
0 TOTAL MEMBER (S) PROCESSED HAD NO CHANGES
2 TOTAL NEW FILE MEMBER (S) NOT PAIRED

o 2 TOTAL OLD FILE MEMBER(S) NOT PAIRED
: o

o o

o o

o o

o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

SUPERC - FILE/LINE/WRD/BYTE COMPARE PGM
F0ROWN.TEST2. SCRIPT

V2. 7(03/17/87)
OLD:

87/04/24 15.50
FBRCWN.TEST1 .SCRIPT

MEMBER SUM^RY LISTING (WORD COIvPARE)

NON-PA I RED NEW FILE MEMBERS I NON-PA I RED OLD FILE MEV6ERS

A8ENEW
WOROSNEW

I ABEOLD
WORDSOLD

SUPERC - FILE/LINE/WORD/BYTE COMPARE PGM - V2 . 7(03/1 7/87)

f^BROWN. TEST 2. SCRIPT OLD:
87/04/24 15.50
FBROWN.TEST1 .SCRIPT

PDS WORD OVERALL TOTALS

37 NUN6ER OF WORD MATCHES 17

17 NEW FILE WORD INSERTIONS 3

2 OLD FILE WORD DELETIONS 2

55 NEW FILE WORDS PROCESSED 5

40 OLD FILE WORDS PROCESSED 4

1 FALSE MATCH (S) CORRECTED

LISTING-TYPE = LONG COMPARE-COLUMNS - 1

PROCESS OPTIONS USED: GWCBL

TOTAL CHANGES (PAIRED+NONPAIRED CHNG)
NEW FILE LINES CHANGED/ INSERTED
OLD FILE LINES CHANGED/DELETED
NEW FILE LINES PROCESSED
OLD FILE LINES PROCESSED

LONGEST-LINE

O
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

o
o
o

Figure 198. WORD Comparison of Two PDSs Using Change Bar to Show Differences
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DMV = Lines in the “old” data set that have been moved in the

“new” data set. Listing should show a matching IMV =
flag for a line in the “new” data set.

LEN The number of consecutive lines flagged by one of the TYPE
abbreviations.

N-LN# and O-LN#
The line number(s) where the flagged line appears in either or

both data sets. For insertions, the O-LN# column shows where
the line would have appeared in the “old” data set. For deletions,

the N-LN# column shows where the line would have appeared in

the “new” data set.

I Member Summary Listing

The information shown in the Member Summary Listing depends on the

compare type used. For example, PAGE 2 in Figure 198 on page 354 shows
the number of words that were processed, matched, inserted, deleted,

I
reformatted, and given “don't process” status by a process option or

statement, such as the DPLINE process option.

This part also shows how many members were processed, had changes, had

i

no changes, and were not paired, with the last category provided for both

!

“new” and “old” members.

I

As the sample listing shows, one member was processed and had changes.

I

It also shows that both PDSs contain two non-paired members. The

!

non-paired heading means that these members were not included in the

comparison because they were not paired with members in the other PDS.
The names of these members are shown in the second part of the Member

!

Summary Listing, PAGE 3 of Figure 198 on page 354.

Summary and Statistics/PDS Overall Totals

I
Many SuperC listings contain an overall summary showing totals that are

;

compiled for the compare type being used. For comparisons of sequential

I

data sets or membered PDSs, this summary is called:

i XXXX COMPARE SUMMARY AND STATISTICS

However, for comparisons of complete PDSs, as PAGE 4 of Figure 198 on

page 354 shows, the summary is called:

PDS XXXX OVERALL TOTALS

! In both headings, the “XXXX” is replaced by the compare type being used,

I

such as WORD. As the sample listing shows, the left side of a LONG listing

I

of a WORD comparison shows how many words were matched, inserted,

I

deleted, and processed. Several of these categories are related. For
! instance, the number of lines processed in the “new” data set should be

equal to the number of line matches, the reformatted lines, and the new file

line insertions. The number of processed lines does not include lines given
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DPLINE process option.
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The left side of the sample listing also shows that the SuperC program

corrected a “false match,” which it occasionally may detect on the first pass

and reclassify as an insert/delete pair. The redesignation is correct, but

may have caused the process to overlook an alternate match. However, this

condition should not occur frequently, which means your comparison

results probably will not be affected. The SuperC program never

incorrectly calls a data unit (file, line, word, or byte) a match when it

should be a mismatch.

On the right side, the listing shows the total number of changes, the

number of lines classified as changed/inserted and changed/deleted, and the

number of lines processed. In a LINE comparison listing, as shown in

Figure 196 on page 350, these are called paired changes. Paired changes

indicate, for example, that a line inserted in the “new” data set corresponds

to a line deleted from the “old” data set. The opposite would be true for

non-paired insertions or deletions.

The number given as total changes should be the sum of the paired

changes, non-paired insertions, and non-paired deletions. For example, in

Figure 196 on page 350, the right-side totals are the equivalent of the

following:

2 PAIRED CHANGES
1 NON-PAIRED INSERTS

+ 0 NON-PAIRED DELETES

3 TOTAL CHANGES

Bottom-of-Listing Information

The following list describes information that may appear at the bottom of

your SuperC listings. Figure 198 on page 354 shows an example.

• The LISTING-TYPE generated: OVSUM, DELTA, CHNG, or LONG.

• The COMPARE-COLUMNS, or the range of columns compared,

expressed as two numbers separated by a colon. For example, “1:76”

means SuperC compared columns 1 to 76 in both data sets. If two

column ranges are shown, the first is the range compared in the “new”

data set or member and the second is the range compared in the “old”

data set or member.

• The length in bytes of the LONGEST-LINE found in any data set or

, member compared.

• A list of the PROCESS OPTIONS USED.

• A list of the PROCESS STATEMENTS USED.

• Warnings and error messages.

Note: For BYTE comparisons, the COMPARE-COLUMNS information is

not shown because column ranges are not applicable during BYTE
comparisons.
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Side-By-Side Listings

Two process options, NARROW and WIDE, let you produce listings that

show source data side-by-side (Figure 199) instead of interspersed

(Figure 196 on page 350). The NARROW process option shows up to 55

columns from each member, while the WIDE process option shows up to 80.

The listing is truncated if it exceeds the line length of the process option

being used.

o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

SUPERC - FILE/LINE/WORD/BYTE COMPARE PGM
FBRCWN . TEST2 . SCR I PT ( DATA

)

V2. 7(03/17/87)
OLD:

ID

RN-Th i

s

This
I -This

This
I -This

LISTING OUTPUT SECTION (LINE CONPARE)

NEW FILE LINES
_._1 ^ 2 + 3 + 4 + 5 +

ine is ref ormat ted ; the spacing in the "new" memb
ine Is the same in both members.
ine is different from the text in the 'old" membe
ine is the same in both members.
ine is in the "new" member, but not in the "old".

RO-This I

This !

0 -Th i s i

This I

87/04/24 15.50
F8R0WN . TEST 1 . SCR I PT ( DATA

}

OLD FILE LINES
^ 2 + 3 + 4 r 5---

ine is reformotted; the spacing in the "new
Ine is the same in both members,
ine differs from the text in the "new" member,
ine is the some in both members.

N-LN# 0-LN#

00001 00001
00002 00002
00003 00003
00004 00004
00005

NEW:
SUPERC - FILE/LINE/WORD/eYTE COMPARE PGM
F0RCWN.TEST2. SCRIPT

V2. 7(03/17/87)
OLD:

07/04/24 15.58
^BROWN.TESTI .SCRIPT

MENBER S1M4ARY LISTING (LINE CONPARE)

CHNG MEVBERS-COKPARED NEW-PROC OLD-PROC MATCHED NEW- INS OLD-DEL REFM-LN N-DP-LN 0-DP-LN

.* DATA 5 4 2 2 1 1

1 TOTAL MEMBERCS) PROCESSED AS A PDS
1 TOTAL MEVBER(S) PROCESSED HAD CHANGES
0 TOTAL MEMBERCS) PROCESSED HAD NO CHANGES
2 TOTAL NEW FILE MEVBER(S) NOT PAIRED
2 TOTAL OLD FILE MEI^ERCS) NOT PAIRED

o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

o
o
o

o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

SUPERC - FILE/LINE/WORD/BYTE COKPARE PGM - V2. 7(03/17/87)
FBROW^.TEST2. SCRIPT OLD:

87/04/24 15.58
FBRCNWl.TESTI .SCRIPT

MEMBER SUMMARY LISTING (LINE COPARE)

NON-PA I RED NEW FILE ME)PERS I NON-PA I RED OLD FILE MEMBERS

ABENEW
WORDSNEW

ABEOLD
WORDSOLD

SUPERC - FILE/LINE/WORD/BYTE CQKPARE PGM - V2 . 7 C 03/1 7/87)
FBROWN . TEST2 . SCR I PT OLD

;

87/04/24 1 5 58
FBRCWN. TEST 1 -SCRIPT

PDS LINE overall TOTALS

2 nunber of line matches
1 REFORMATTED LINES
2 NEW FILE LINE INSERTIONS
1 OLD FILE LINE DELETIONS
5 NEW FILE LINES PROCESSED
4 OLD FILE LINES PROCESSED

LI STING-TYPE - LONG CONPARE-COLUMNS -

PROCESS OPTIONS USED: SEQ( DEFAULT) NARROW

3 TOTAL CHANGES (PAIRED+NONPAIRED CHNG)
2 PAIRED CHANGES CREFM-^PAIRED INS/DED
1 NON-PA I RED INSERTS
0 NON-PA I RED DELETES

LONGEST- LINE - 80

•SUPERC INFORM04**. LISTING LINES MAY BE TRUNCATED DUE TO LIMITING OUTPUT LINE WIDTH.

o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

o
o
o

Figure 199. Side-By-Side LINE Comparison Using the NARROW Process Option
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!

Effect of FILE Compare Type on SuperC Listings

Listing types are not applicable for the FILE compare type. The

!
information included in a FILE compare listing depends on whether the

:

data sets being compared are sequential/membered or partitioned, and on

I

the process options and/or statements used, if any.

i

FILE Comparison of a Sequential Data Set or Membered PDS

I

This type of comparison is usually the fastest because it shows you only the

;

most basic information about two data sets or members. As Figure 200

I

indicates, this information includes the following for the “new” and “old”

data sets or members:

i

• Whether the data sets or members are different (DIFF) or the same

i

(SAME), indicated by asterisks

i

• The number of bytes (N-BYTES, 0-BYTES) and lines (N-LINES,

j

0-LINES)

j
• The hashsum values (N-HASH-SUM, 0-HASH-SUM). These values are

I

32-bit numeric representations of the contents of the “new” and “old”

j

data sets, respectively. The values shown in these fields provide a

I

general indication of whether two data sets on two different systems are

different. If the values are different, the two data sets are different. If

i the values are the same, the two data sets may be identical, but not

necessarily.

O SUPERC - F1LE/L1NE/WORO/8YTE COMPARE PGM - V2 . 7(87/02/1 3) 87/02/25 16.45

o
NEW: F3ROWN . TEST2 . SCR I PT C DATA

)

OLD; FBRCWN . TEST 1 . SCR I PT C DATA

)

;0IFF SAME N-BYTES 0-BYTES N-LINES 0-LINES N-HASH-SL^ 0-HASH-SUM

o ** 400 400 5 5 8972446D 577EEEFA

o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

PAGE t: O
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

o
o
o

i Figure 200. FILE Comparison of a Membered PDS
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FILE Comparison of a Complete PDS

This type of comparison includes the Member Summary Listing section. As

Figure 201 shows, the first information is the same as for a

sequential/membered data set comparison, except the totals and hashsums

are separated according to member name. Additional totals show how
many members were:

• Processed and, of those, how many had changes

• Paired and how many were not paired.

The names of the paired and non-paired members are listed at the bottom.

o
o
o
o
o

SUPERC - FILE/LINE/WORD/BYTE COMPARE PGM - V2 . 7(87/02/13) 87/02/24 18.18

NEW: FBRCWN.TEST2. SCRIPT OLD: FBROWN . TEST 1 . SCRIPT

MEIvBER SUMMARY LISTING (FILE COMPARE)

DIFF SAME MEMBER-NAME N-BYTES O-BYTES N-LINES 0- LINES N-HASH-SUM O-HASH-SLM

DATA 400 400 5 5 8972446D 577EEEFA

MEMBER TOTALS 400 400 5 5

PAGE 1
; O

I

o
|o

lo

I o
o
o

1 TOTAL MEMBER (S) PROCESSED AS A PDS
1 TOTAL MEM6ER{S) PROCESSED HAD CHANGES
0 TOTAL MEMBER CS) PROCESSED HAD NO CHANGES
2 TOTAL NEW FILE MEMBER (S) NOT PAIRED
2 TOTAL OLD FILE MEMBER (S) NOT PAIRED

o
o

o
NEW:

SUPERC - FILE/LINE/WDRD/BYTE COMPARE PGM - V2 . 7(87/02/1 3) 87/02/24 18.18

FBROWN. TEST 2. SCRIPT OLD: FBROWN . TEST 1 . SCR I PT

o MEMBER SUMMARY LISTING (FILE COMPARE)

PAGE 2j O
lo

o NON-PA I RED NEW FILE MEMBERS

o
ABENEW
WOROSNEW

PRCXESS OPTIONS USED: APNDLST

1 NON-PA 1 RED OLD FILE MEMBERS

I ABEOLD
1 WORDSOLD

o
o

o o

o o

Figure 201. FILE Comparison of a Complete PDS
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Search-For Listings

You can also produce listings by using the Search-For utility (option 3.14)

and the Extended Search-For utility (option 3.13.S). A sample listing is

shown in Figure 202.

o
o
o
o
o

SUPERC - F!LE/LiNE/WORD/BYTE COMPARE PGM - V2 . 7(87/02/1 3) 87/02/26
LINE-# SOURCE SECTION SRCH DSN: FBROWN . TEST2 . SCRIPT

DATA STRING(S) FOUND

3 This line Is the same in both members.
5 This line Is the same in both members.

SUPERC - FILE/LINE/WORD/BYTE COMPARE PGM - V2 . 7(87/02/1 3) 87/02/26
SUMMARY SECTION SRCH DSN: FBRCWN . TE$T2 . SCRIPT

9. 15

00030000
00050000

9.15

PAGE '
^ O

:

O
O
O

PAGE 2

o
o LINES-FOUND MEMBERS-W/LNS MEHeERS-PROC LINES-PROC COMPARE-COLS LONGEST-LINE

2 1 3 60 1 : 80 80 o
o
o

THE FOLLOWING PROCESS STATEMENT(S) WERE PROCESSED:
SRCHFOR 'This line is'

SRCHFORC 'both members’

b
o

o
o
o
o
o

o
o

o
o
o

Figure 202. Search-For Listing

This listing was produced by searching all the members of a PDS named
FBROWN.TEST.SCRIPT and by using the ASIS fields on the Extended

Search-For Utility panel, as follows:

ASIS ===> Mci; 1.:.-:

ASIS ===>
;

PAGE 1 of the listing shows that both strings were found in lines 3 and 5 of

member DATA. However, instead of just showing the strings that were

being searched for, the listing shows each line in its entirety.

PAGE 2 shows the following information:

• Two lines were found.

• One member of the PDS had lines that contained the search string.

• Three members of the PDS were searched and 60 of the lines those

members contained were processed.

• In each member, columns 1 to 80 were searched.

• The longest line in any member was 80 bytes.

No process options were specified on the Extended Search-For Utility panel.
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automatically used the SRCHFOR process option because a search was
requested. The SRCHFORC process option also was used because the “C”

(continuation) keyword was specified at the end of the second ASIS field.
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Appendix B. Character Translations for APL
and TEXT Keyboards

You can use APL keyboards for all models of 3270 terminals, and TEXT
keyboards for 3278 and 3279 terminals with PDF. Figure 203 and

Figure 204 on page 364 show that the two-byte transmission codes for APL
and TEXT characters are translated by PDF into one-byte codes for internal

storage.

0 1 2 4
1

5
1

6 7 8 9 3 B
1

C D 3I]
00 000 0 OF

10 00 0000 00 00 IF

20 0000 00 00 00 2F

30 0 0000 0 0 3F

40 sp A B Q D E F G H 0010 < ( + 4F

50 & 0 K L M N 0 P Q R 0D »
) 0 5F

60 / S I y y W X Y Z
' A0 % - > 6F

70 A 0 0 V V
A 0 1 = 7F

80 a 0 C 0 e f 9 h t r L
-> 8F

90 000 m n 0 00 r D c O 9F

Q| 000 u V w 00 2 n u 1 [
o AF

1^ a e 0 P 03 0 \ V A T
1 00 BF

CO 0 A B C D E F G H 1 A V IS) CF

DO00 K L M N 0 P Q R 1 0Oo D ft DF

EO 00 S T U V w X Y Z - 00 0 i $ EF

FO 0 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
1

^ 0ID $ FF

3278 only; invalid character on 3277.

I J
National use character. Graphics shown are for U.S. keyboards; graphics differ in other countries.
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0 n 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 A B c D E F

00 OF

10 1F

B 2F

30 BBB 3F

40 sp c
J

< B +
1

4
4F

50 & 2
1

J
$ BBB 5F

60 -
1 % — > B 6F

70
o

J B BB tl

J
7F

80 a b c d e f BBB BBB + 8F

90 nn ! n 0 P q r B B ± m 9F

AO D s t u V w B y z • B r B • AF

BO
0 2 3 5 6 B 8 9

V j n ]
X — BF

CO0 A B C D E
;

F G H I A 1 T V BB CF

DOoD K L M N ^ 0 P Q R i A § B 4- DF

EOm \ S T U V W Z V h BB A EF

FO 0 1 2 3 4
5

j

6 B 9 B L 4) r FF

^National use character. Graphics shown are for U.S. keyboards; graphics differ in other countries.

Figure 204. Internal Character Representations for TEXT Keyboards
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Appendix C. List of Abbreviations

i

The following list includes the command names, field values,

1

keywords/operands, and scroll amounts that can be abbreviated, followed by

1

the allowable abbreviations. To improve readability, we recommend that

1

you avoid using abbreviations in edit macros.

j

Command Name Abbreviations

1

BACK B
BROWSE BRO
CANCEL CAN

;

COLUMNS COLS COL
1

CONFIRM CON C

i
DISPLAY DISPL DISP DIS
FIND F
INDEX I

!

LOCATE LOC L
RESUME RES

1

SELECT SEL S

1

SHOWCMD SHOW
!

SKIP S

i

TOP T

1

UP U

j

Field Value Abbreviations

1 %USED %

I AFTER AFT A
ALIAS-OF ALIAS

;

ATTRIBUTES ATTR
i BEFORE BEF B

. BLOCK BLKS
BOTTOM BOT B

:

CHANGED CHA CHG C

CREATED CRE
CYLINDER CYLS

DEVICE DEV
,

EXPIRES EXP
i

GET G
MESSAGE MES
NO N
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Keyword/Operand and Scroll Amount Abbreviations

PUT P

REFERRED REF
TOP T
TRACK TRKS
VOLUME VOL
YES Y

Keyword/Operand Abbreviations

CHANGE CHA CHG
CHARS CHAR
COBOL COB
DISPLAY DISPL DIS

ERROR ERR
LABELS LABEL LAB
PREFIX PRE
SPECIAL SPE

STANDARD STD
SUFFIX SUF
VERTICAL VERT
VOLUME VOL

i
Scroll Amount Abbreviations

CUR CSR
DATA D
HALF H
MAX M
PAGE P

Programming Language Abbreviations

ASSEMBLER ASSEMBLE ASSEM ASM
COBOL COB
FORTRAN FORT FOR FTN
PASCAL PAS
PLI PLIOPT PLI
SCRIPT SCR TEXT
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Appendix D. Allocation Data Sets

ISPF issues ALLOC commands based on the ISPF libraries, data set names,

list IDs, options, and additional input libraries you enter on the Foreground
Assembler H and Foreground VS COBOL II Compile panels. All allocations

are done before Assembler H and the VS COBOL 11 compiler are invoked.

Since Assembler H and VS COBOL II do not provide a language prompter,

PDF allocates the required data sets for you. The following sections

describe the data sets PDF allocates when you use Assembler H or the VS
COBOL II compiler.

!

SYSIN Data Set

The SYSIN data set is the main input into Assembler H and VS COBOL 11.

It contains the ISPF libraries or “other” partitioned or sequential data sets

that you enter on the Foreground Assembler H and VS COBOL II Compile

panels. This data set is used to find the member that contains the program

to be assembled or compiled. For a PDS, the ALLOC command would be:

ALLOC FI (SYSIN) DA (

'
pro j . lib . type ( mem) '

)

For a sequential data set, the ALLOC command would be:

ALLOC FI (SYSIN) DA (

’
pro j . lib . type ’

)

In both commands, “lib” is the library in which the member or data set was
found.

SYSLIB Data Set

The SYSLIB data set contains the ISPF library concatenation sequence

used to resolve any copy statements specified in your program. It contains

the ISPF libraries or “other” partitioned or sequential data sets and the

additional input libraries you specify on the Foreground Assembler H and

VS COBOL II Compile panels. For example:

ALLOC FI (SYSLIB) DA (
' SYSl . MACLIB

'

, 'proj .libl.type* , . . .

,

' pro j . Iib4 . type
'

,
' additional libl

'

,
' additional iib2 '

)
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SYSPRINT Data Set

The SYSPRINT data set contains the generated output listing. The entry

in the LIST ID field determines the destination of the output listing. If you

enter a name in the LIST ID field, the output listing is stored in a

sequential data set:

ALLOC FI(SYSPRINT) DA (

'
pref ix . list id . LIST '

)

where “listid” is the name entered in the LIST ID field. However, if you

leave the LIST ID field blank, PDF uses the name of the member being

assembled or compiled instead of the list ID:

ALLOC FI(SYSPRINT) DA (' pref ix . member . LIST '

)

If you enter an asterisk (*) in the LIST ID field, ISPF displays the output

listing at your terminal, using the following command:

ALLOC FI (SYSPRINT) DA(*)

See “List Data Sets” on page 216 if you need more information.

SYSTERM Data Set

The SYSTERM data set contains a summary of the information in the

listing data set (SYSPRINT). It is displayed at the terminal if the TERM
option is used:

ALLOC FI (SYSTERM) DA ( *

)

SYSLIN Data Set

The SYSLIN data set contains the object module. This object module will

be the input when you link edit. For a PDS, the ALLOC command would

be:

ALLOC FI(SYSLIN) DA (

'

pro j . lib 1

.

OBJ ( mem) '

)

For a sequential data set, the ALLOC command would be:

ALLOC FI(SYSLIN) DA( ' pro

j

. libl

.

OBJ '

)
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SYSPUNCH Data Set

i
The SYSPUNCH data set is the same as the SYSLIN data set. ISPF does

i
not use this data set. The DUMMY parameter on the ALLOC statement

I

means it should not be used:

i ALLOC FI (SYSPUNCH) DUMMY

SYSUTl Data Set

The SYSUTl data set is a temporary utility data set used during processing.

It is deleted after it is used.

For Assembler H, the format is:

ALLOC FI (SYSUTl) UNIT(SYSDA) NEW DELETE

For VS COBOL 11, the format is:

ALLOC FI(SYSUTl) UNIT(SYSDA) NEW DELETE SPACE ( 1 , 1 ) CYLINDER

i
SYSUT2 - SYSUT5 Data Sets

The SYSUT2, SYSUT3, . . . ,SYSUT5 data sets are temporary utility data

sets used by VS COBOL II only during processing. They are deleted after

they are used:

ALLOC FI{SYSUT2) UNIT(SYSDA) NEW DELETE SPACE (1,1) CYLINDER
ALLOC FKSYSUTS) UNIT(SYSDA) NEW DELETE SPACE (1,1) CYLINDER
ALLOC FI(SYSUT4) UNIT(SYSDA) NEW DELETE SPACE(1,1) CYLINDER
ALLOC FKSYSUTS) UNIT(SYSDA) NEW DELETE SPACE(1,1) CYLINDER
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Appendix E. SuperC Reference

PDF contains two utilities, SuperC (option 3.12) and SuperCE (option 3.13),

that allow you to compare data sets for differences. Also, PDF contains two
other utilities, Search-For (option 3.14) and Extended Search-For (option

3.13.S), that allow you to search data sets for strings of data.

All four of these utilities combine two major components to do their

respective functions. The first component is a dialog that provides the data

entry panels, selection panels, and messages.

The second component is the SuperC program, which is a major rewrite of

the original IBM Source Compare/Audit Utility (Installed User Program
#5796 PLZ, Copyright 1979). It is upwardly compatible with the old MVS
lUP version and can serve as its direct replacement. All four utilities use a

standardized parameter list to invoke the SuperC program.

You can use the SuperC program without the PDF utilities. To do this,

however, your installation must customize a CLIST (for interactive use) or

a PROCLIB procedure (for batch execution of a catalog procedure). A
sample CLIST has been provided to show “line” command invocation. A
sample PROCLIB JCL catalog procedure has also been provided to

illustrate batch submission.

Utility Differences

The Standard utilities, SuperC (option 3.12) and Search-For (option 3.14),

can be characterized as easy to use with somewhat reduced function. On
the other hand, the extended utilities, SuperCE (option 3.13) and Extended
Search-For (option 3.13.S), fully exploit the SuperC program's capabilities.

Standard Utilities

The standard utilities are useful for ordinary comparisons and searches.

The SuperC utility (option 3.12) uses a two-panel sequence: you specify the

“new” input data set on the first panel and the “old” input data set on the

second. The Search-For utility (option 3.14) uses an optional two-panel

sequence: you can specify the input data set and one search string on the

first panel, or use the second panel if you need to specify more than one

search string.

You can enter additional information on these panels as they are displayed.

If you are using the SuperC utility, you can enter the name of a previously

prepared profile data set that contains additional information to specify the

comparison.
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Search-For does not use a profile data set. Also, Search-For finds all

occurrences without case distinction when searching for a data string.

Extended Utilities

The primary intent of the extended utilities is to provide maximum

flexibility and access to all SuperC functions. Input fields are provided to

let you use process options and statements. Also, the Extended Search-For

utility's ASIS fields let you specify mixed case search strings.

The input data set name fields differ from standard PDF format because

PROJECT, GROUP, TYPE, and MEMBER fields are not provided. Instead,

you can enter input data set names horizontally using standard TSO
naming conventions. This includes the use of a PDS member name, if

desired, as part of a data set name.

The concatenation of input data sets is also different. Up to four data set

names, as opposed to the standard four ISPF library groups, can be entered

as “new” or “old” data sets. This allows data sets with the same attributes

to be concatenated. For example, PANELS and MSGS data sets could be

concatenated for searching.

Besides compare functions, the SuperCE Utility panel provides access to

the Extended Search-For utility (option 3.13.S). This gives you the added

advantage, besides access to more functions than Search-For (option 3.14)

provides, of the ability to search for a data string without having to leave

SuperCE.

Program Description

The SuperC program is a fast and versatile program that can process:

• Two sequential data sets

• Two complete partitioned data sets

• Members of two partitioned data sets

• Concatenated data sets.

In fact, any data set that can be processed by the normal OS sequential

access method can be processed by the SuperC program. SuperC can

compare data sets even when there are many differences and much

redundant data. Some examples of redundant data are blank lines,

duplicate words, and binary data with many duplicate characters.

Unlike many compare programs, SuperC is not limited to comparing data

sets on a line-by-line basis. Instead, it lets you choose between the

following four comparison levels. The compare type you select determines

which kinds of data differences are presented by SuperC. See “Comparison

Result Differences” on page 374 for more information about comparison

results.

• FILE comparisons produce summary information about the differences

between the data sets being compared.
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• LINE comparisons are record-oriented and note matching, inserted,

deleted, and reformatted lines. This level is most useful for comparing

lines of program source code. It provides the least output difference

information and is least sensitive to resynchronization.

• WORD comparisons note differences between data strings that are

delimited by blanks or non-alphanumeric characters, such as commas.

Matching words are found, even if they are not on the same line. This

level is most useful for comparing text data sets.

• BYTE compare determines byte differences. It is most useful for

comparing unformatted and machine-readable data.

The SuperC program requires only the names of the input data sets.

However, the utility you are using may require other information, such as a

listing type. Also, you can enter the following types of processing

information and options on the utility data entry panels:

• Compare type

• Listing data set name or destination

• Process options

• Statements or profile data set name
• Browse output designation.

The SuperC program lets you create two kinds of output: 1) a listing that

shows the results of the comparison or search, and 2) a structured data set

that contains update information. Within these two categories, you can

create many kinds of output that make it easy to see where your data

differs. To see your comparison results, you can generate listings that

show:

• An overall summary of total changes

• The actual source code where deltas (differences) were found

• The deltas plus up to 10 matching lines before and after

• The deltas plus all matching lines.

You also have a choice between listings that show differences either

sequentially or side-by-side. “SuperC Listings” on page 348 explains the

listing sections and provides examples. Also, see “Search-For Listings” on

page 360 for information about Search-For listings.

In an update data set, output lines are identified and results are put in

specific columns. An update data set is especially useful as input to a

user-written application program. It allows a program to customize what

you see, changing generalized output to information that is specific to a

particular application. “Update Data Set Control Options” on page 385

provides explanations and examples of the various update data sets you can

produce.
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SuperC operates independent of any synchronization data, such as column

or sequence numbers. It does not use the common “start at the top,” then

look ahead or look back method to determine large sections of matching

data. Neither does it sort the data before comparing data units. Instead,

SuperC recognizes matching and missing files, lines, words, or bytes (data

units) based on data content only. It finds all matches, locates the largest

set of matching data units, and recursively allows this compare set to divide

the data set into three smaller subsections. All sections are processed for

matches. The process ends when no more matches can be found within the

partitioned subsections. Sections classified as inserted or deleted are

sections for which no matches were found.

The SuperC program does not unpack data before doing a comparison or

conducting a search. Therefore, comparisons of packed to unpacked data

may not produce significant results. You can successfully compare packed

data to packed data. However, the listing will show any differences in

packed format.

The SuperC utilities (options 3.12, 3.13, and 3.14) do not explicitly support

formatted or DECS data. You can successfully compare and search data

sets containing DECS data, but precautions must be taken to avoid splitting

DECS characters in the output listing. It is recommended that only the

LINE compare type be used and that the LSTCOLM process statement be

avoided.

Comparison Result Differences

Different compare types often give you slightly different results. Here are

some of the reasons:

• FILE and EYTE comparisons inspect the complete data set (and every

byte) for differences. LINE and WORD comparisons use designated

columns that are either your specifications or SuperC defaults. These

two compare types may use different columns, especially when you

specify that sequence numbers are to be ignored.

• LINE comparisons pad variable-length records with blanks when lines

with different lengths are compared. However, EYTE comparisons can

find blank characters only if they are included in the input data sets.

• LINE comparisons of normal input source lines compress blanks from

the input lines before developing matched sets. However, input lines

longer than 256 characters use the complete input line. This difference

could produce unexpected results.

• Data sets may have different sensitivity to being resynchronized. The

largest matching compare set between the data sets being compared

divides the input data. LINE compare units, WORD compare units, or

EYTE compare units may be different sizes even though the input data

is identical.
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• LINE comparisons may produce different results because of lines being
reformatted. However, reformatted lines have no effect on WORD
comparisons because they ignore blank characters and blank lines.

• Results may differ depending on which compared data set is specified as

“new” and which is specified as “old.” The matching algorithm may be
sensitive to the first matched set it finds between data sets.

Applications

;
You can use the SuperC program for many applications other than the

traditional “compare two source data sets/’ This section lists some specific

!

applications for general users, writers and editors, and programmers and
systems administrators.

General users can:

• Compare two data sets that have been reformatted. Reformatted data
sets contain such differences as indentation level changes, spaces

inserted or deleted, or lines that have been reformatted and moved to

I

other parts of the data set.

;

SuperC detects and classifies reformatted lines as special changes. You
can list these lines in the output, along with the normal insert/delete

changes, or eliminate them from the listing. Reducing the number of

I flagged lines may help you focus on real, rather than cosmetic, changes.

• Determine whether two PDSs, or a concatenation of PDSs, have
corresponding like-named members.

Members absent from one data set but present in the other are listed,

besides all change activity between like-named members. This may
show changes caused by creating or deleting PDS members.

i

Writers and editors can:

• Detect word changes within documents.

SuperC finds word differences even if the words have been moved to

different lines.

• Verify that only designated areas are changed.

SuperC comparison results show all areas affected. Changes made to

restricted areas may be invalid. Therefore, unintended changes can be

detected so that a complete document need not be checked for errors

!

again.

• Create a utility that automatically inserts SCRIPT revision codes.

You could write a program that uses WORD compare to find where

XTAT 7 ^ cA£:n JA
“new” data set are different, makes a copy of the “new”

N W. 15457 DoclCl. 70002077 Page aQfli set, and then inserts SCRIPT revision codes (.RC) before and after
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the changed words. This utility could eliminate the need to insert

SCRIPT revision codes manually.

Programmers and systems administrators can:

• Generate management reports that show the quantity and type of

changes in program source code.

SuperC can count the changed and unchanged lines of code in an

application program. Therefore, comparison results could be used to

summarize the changes between different versions of a program.

• Retain a record of change activity.

Listing data sets can be collected and retained as a permanent record of

the changes made before a new program is released. Source code

differences can help detect regressions or validate the appropriateness

of any code modifications.

• Rewrite a listing data set, including additional headers or change

delimiters.

Some SuperC listings may need to be rewritten before you accept the

results. For example, some installations may require security

classifications. Others may require a listing created using the WIDE

process option to have box delimiters surrounding changed sections.

• Compare data sets across non-connected systems.

SuperC can generate a 32-bit hashsum per data set or member using the

FILE compare type. Data sets compared on a non-connected processor,

using SuperC, should have the same hashsums if they are identical. A

FILE comparison of any data set to determine a hashsum can be done

by specifying the same data set as both “new’ and old.

• Develop additional uses for update data sets.

SuperC produces general results with generalized reports. However,

your installation may have additional requirements. There are many

specialized update formats that you can use to produce listings that

match these requirements. Normal SuperC listings may not fit this type

of application, but the update data sets are more structured and should

be easier to use as data input. See "Update Data Set Control Options

on page 384 for explanations and examples of the update data sets.
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!

Return Codes

{

Results from invoking the SuperC program are returned in register 15. The

I

SuperC and SuperCE utilities generate a short message and a long message

I

to interpret the results for you. However, only the long message displays

I

the return codes, which are:

I

0 Normal completion. No differences were found in the input data

I

sets.

t

1 Normal completion. Differences were found in the input data

I

sets.

I

4 Warning. Erroneous/conflicting input options were detected by

j

the SuperC program. Data sets were compared, but should be

I

checked for results consistent with those expected. Check listing

I

for more details.

. 6 Warning. The old data set did not contain proper sequence

i
numbers, or the sequence number intervals were not large enough

i

to contain insert activity. This return code applies only to results

I

from the UPDCMS8, UPDMVS8, and UPDSEQO process options.

I

8 Error. Error on “old” input data set. The data sets were not

I

compared. Check output for more information.

j

12 Error. Inconsistent data set organizations. The “new” and “old”

I

data sets are not both PDSs or sequential data sets. The compare

I

was not run.

I

16 Error. Error on “new” input data set. The data sets were not

compared. Check output for more information.

I

20 Warning. Error on update data set; one of the following:

I

• Missing DELDD
I

• I/O error

I

• Append to PDS

I

• Incorrect attributes on an append or PDS output operation.

I

Processing was completed with the update options reset and

ignored. The error can also be returned if an update data set is

,

being used simultaneously as the listing data set.

I

24 Error. Error occurred during open or during writing to the

listing data set. The error can also be returned because of a

I

“new” or “old” input data set simultaneously being used as the

listing data set. No additional information is generated to better

j

define the error condition.

I

25 Error. The listing data set was not allocated because of a conflict

I

with the logical record length (LRECL), record format (RECFM),

I

or data set organization. A listing can be saved only in a PDS
NW: 15457 Dodd: 70002077 Page 771 that has the same LRECL or RECFM; a listing can never be
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j

appended to a PDS by using the APNDLST process option; a

1

listing can be appended by using the APNDLST process option

j

only to a sequential data set that has the same LRECL or

RECFM. No output was generated.

26 Error. The listing data set could not be extended and is full (E37

I

condition). The results are truncated and incomplete.

28 Error. No data was compared because the “old” and “new” data

sets did not have members with the same name or because both

input data sets were empty. See the listing for more information.

32 Error. Insufficient storage was available for the SuperC program

I

to run. The user region size was either too small or storage was
' too fragmented.

!

Process Options

I

Option P on either the SuperCE Utility panel or the Extended Search-For

I

Utility panel provides one or more panels from which you can select

process options. For SuperCE, the options displayed are compatible with

the compare type (FILE, LINE, WORD, or BYTE) that you specified in the

i

Compare Type field.

! In the following tables, all process options that are identified as Options

are valid as both Compare Options and Search Options, as explained

I

below.

All process options that are identified as Compare Options can be:

I

• Used in a profile data set with the SuperC utility (option 3.12).

• Selected from a panel or entered in the Process Options field on the

SuperCE Utility panel (option 3.13).

All process options that are identified as Search Options can be selected

from a panel or entered in the Process Options field on the Extended

Search-For Utility panel (option 3.13.S). However, they are not available

for the Search-For utility (option 3.14).
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Input Process Control Options

The first table defines process options that determine which parts of the

input data sets are processed.

Options Definitions
Compare
Types

ANYC Any case. Converts data to be compared or

searched, and search strings, to uppercase

before processing.

LINE and
WORD

COBOL Ignore columns 1-6 in fixed block 80-byte

record length (FB 80) data sets during a

search or comparison. Data in columns 1-6

is assumed to be sequence numbers. Cannot
be used with NOSEQ or SEQ.

LINE and
WORD

NOSEQ Search or compare complete data set line,

regardless of record type. That is, treat

standard sequence number columns as data

during a search or compare. Sequence
numbers are assumed in columns 73-80 in

FB 80 and columns 1-8 in VB 255. This is

the default condition when you are using

the Extended Search-For utility (option

3.13.S). Cannot be used with COBOL or

SEQ.

LINE and
WORD

SEQ Ignore standard sequence numbers in FB 80

and VB 255 records. That is, do not search

or compare those columns. Sequence
numbers are assumed in columns 73-80 in

FB 80 and columns 1-8 in VB 255. This is

the default condition when you are using

the SuperC utility (option 3.12) or the

SuperC^E utility (option 3.13) when you are

comparing FB 80/VB 255 data sets. Cannot
be used with COBOL or NOSEQ.

LINE and
WORD

Figure 205. Input Process Control Options
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"Don't Process" Control Options

The next table defines process options that can prevent parts of the input

data sets from being processed. For comparisons, these process options are

available for the LINE and WORD compare types only. Also, for a WORD
comparison and for searches, you must type them in the Process Options

field, because they are not available on selection panels.

Options Definitions

DPACMT Don't process asterisk (*) comment lines. Assembler

comment lines with in column 1 are excluded from the

compare set.

DPADCMT Don't process ADA-type comments. ADA comments, such

as comment and blank compare lines are excluded

from the compare set.

DPBLKCL Don't process blank compare lines. Source lines in which

all the compare columns are blank are excluded from the

compare set.

DPCBCMT Don't process COBOL-type comment lines. COBOL
source lines with an comment character in column 7

are excluded from the compare set.

DPFTCMT Don't process FORTRAN-type comment lines. FORTRAN
source lines with a “C” comment character in column 1

are excluded from the compare set.

DPPLCMT Don't process PL/I-type comments. PL/I, C, and REXX
comments, such as /* . . . */, and blank compare lines are

excluded from the compare set.

Note: Conflicts between quoted strings and comment
delimiters occasionally cause incorrect comment
recognition.

DPPSCMT Don't process Pascal-type comments. Pascal comments,

such as (* . . . *), and blank compare lines are excluded

from the compare set. Both DPPSCMT and DPPLCMT
may be required for some Pascal compilers.

Figure 206. "Don't Process" Control Options
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Output Process Control Options

The next table defines process options that affect the format and content of

the output listing data set. See “SuperC Listings” on page 348 for examples

of SuperC listings and “Search-For Listings” on page 360 for an example of

a Search-For listing.

Compare
Options

Search
Options Definitions

Compare
Types

APNDLST APNDLST Append the incremental results of the current compare to

an existing listing report that has the same data set

attributes. This lets you collect multiple listing results

under one data set name.

FILE,
LINE,
WORD,
and
BYTE

CNPML N/A Count non-paired PDS member lines for group summary.
Use this option to inventory the total number of processed

and unprocessed lines. Otherwise, only paired entries are

listed with line counts.

LINE

DLMDUP N/A Don't list matching duplicate lines. “Old” data set source

lines that match “new” data set source lines are omitted

from a side-by-side (NARROW or WIDE) output listing.

LINE

DLREFM N/A Don't list reformatted lines. “Old” data set source lines

that are the same except for the number of blanks and
location of blanks are omitted. Only “new” data set

reformatted lines are included in the listing.

LINE

FMVLNS N/A Flag moved lines. “Moved” lines are flagged as

Insert-Moved (IM) in the “new” data set and
Delete-Moved (DM) in the “old” data set. Reformatted

moved lines are specifically identified in the “TYPE”
listing column.

LINE

GWCBL N/A Generates WORD compare change listings. Lists the

“new” data set lines, highlighting the changed lines

(words can be inserted or deleted from the line) with

change bar flagging.

WORD

N/A IDPFX Identifier prefixed. A member name appears in the output

listing at the beginning of each line shown, so you can
tell immediately the member in which the line was found.

N/A

N/A LMTO List member totals. Lists the member summary totals and
the overall summary totals of the PDS search-for

comparison. Cannot be used with LPSF or LTO.

N/A

LOGS N/A List only changed entries in an OVSUM listing.

Unchanged paired entries and non-paired “new” and “old”

data set entries are omitted.

FILE,
LINE,
WORD,
and
BYTE

LONGLN LONGLN Long lines. Lists up to 176 columns from the input data

sets instead of the usual 106 columns. Cannot be used

with NARROW or WIDE.

LINE

Figure 207 (Part 1 of 2). Output Process Control Options
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Compare
Options

Search
Options DeHnitions

Compare
Types

N/A LPSF List previous search string and following lines. Lists the

matched string line and up to six preceding and six

following lines for context. Cannot be used with LMTO
or LTO.

N./A

N/A LTO List totals only. Lists the general summary total of the

search results. Cannot be used with LMT(3 or LPSF.
N/A

NARROW N/A Creates a listing data set with 55 columns from each
source data set line. Insertions and deletions are flagged

and appear side-by-side in the listing output. The listing

is usually 133 columns wide. However, if the NOPRTCC
option is used, the listing is only 132 columns wide
because the printer carriage control characters are not

included. Cannot be used with LONGLN or WIDE.

LINE

NOPRTCC NOPRTCC No printer control column. The listing data set omits the

normal listing control column and page separators.

Section separators and title lines are still generated. This

data set may be better for browsing at a terminal.

FILE,
LINE,
WORD,
and
BYTE

REFMOVR N/A Reformat override. Prevents reformatted lines from being

flagged in the listing. They are, however, counted for the

overall summary statistics.

LINE

WIDE N/A Creates a listing data set with 80 columns from each
source data set line. Insertions and deletions are flagged

and appear side-by-side in the listing output. The listing

is usually 203 columns wide. However, if the NOPRTCC
option is used, the listing is only 202 columns wide
because the printer carriage control characters are not

included. Cannot be used with LONGLN or NARROW.

LINE

XWDCMP N/A Extended word compare. The word delimiter set is

extended to include all non-alphanumeric characters,

including blanks. The XWDCMP option causes SuperC to

see these characters and blanks as words, and word
delimiters. For example, “ ABCD(EFGH) JKL ” would
be two words using normal WORD compare, but is

considered to be five words (three words and two word
delimiters) when you use the XWDCMP option.

WORD

Figure 207 (Part 2 of 2). Output Process Control Options

Update Data Set Control Options

This section describes the process options that are used to create update

data sets. You cannot enter two different process options that begin with

1 UPD. These options are compare options only.

i Each description except APNUPD is accompanied by at least one sample

update data set. All the samples were created by comparing member DATA,

I

a PDS member common to both FBROWN.TESTl.SCRIPT and

I

FBROWN.TEST2.SCRIPT. Figure 195 on page 349 shows the contents of

I

this member in both PDSs.
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APNDUPD - Append Update Data Set

This process option appends the incremental results of the current compare
to an existing update report. It lets you collect multiple update results

under one data set name. However, the width of the update data set being

appended must be the same as the width of the original listing. Therefore,

update options (UPDxxxx) that would change the width cannot be used

with APNDUPD unless the original listing was produced by the same
option(s).

The APNDUPD process option is available with the LINE, WORD, and
BYTE compare types.

UPDCMS8 - Update CMS Sequenced 8

This process option produces a data set that contains both control

statements and “new” data set source lines using sequence numbers from
“old” data set columns 73-80. It is available with the LINE compare type

only.

All UPDCMS8 control statements are identified by the characters “./” in

columns 1 and 2 of the 80-byte record, followed by one or more blanks and
additional blank-delimited fields. The control statements are sequence (S),

insert (I), delete (D), replace (R), and comment (*).

Data sets created with the UPDCMS8 process option can be used as input

to the CMS UPDATE command, described in CMS Command and Macro
Reference. Figure 208 shows an example of a UPDCMS8 update data set.

BROWSE -

COMING
FBROWN . UPDAT E . CMS8 (LINE) LINE 00000000 COL 001 080

SCROLL ===> PAGE
*******i.m*********’¥m************* TOP OF DATA ********************
./ * NEW; FBROWN. TEST2. SCRIPT (DATA) 87/02/24 17.54
./ OLD: FBR0WN.TEST1 .SCRIPT (DATA)
./ R 00010000 00010000 $ 00012990 00002990
This tine is in the "new" member, but not in the "oid". 00010000
This line is reformatted; the spacing in the "new" member differs. 00020000
./ R 00050000 00050000 $ 00054990 00004990
This line differs from the text in the "old" member. 00040000
./ D 00050000 00050000
4i«««««««*«*i^«**«*i^************** BOTTOM OF DATA *******m**m*********************

Figure 208. UPDCMS8 Update Data Set

The record attributes for both input data sets must be FB 80. They must

also contain sequence numbers.
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1 UPDCNTL - Update Control

This process option produces a control data set that relates matches,

i
insertions, deletions, and reformats to:

• The relative line numbers of the “old” and “new” data sets (LINE

I

compare)

• The relative word position of the “old” data set (WORD compare)

I

• The relative byte offset (BYTE compare).

No source or data from either input data set is included. The following

!

panels show the format used with each of these compare types.

,

UPDCNTL Data Set Using LINE Compare

BROWSE — FBROWN.UPDATE.CNTL(LINE) LINE 00000000 COL 001

COMING = = = > _ SCROLL == = >

***++***++**+++***+**** TOP OF DATA ***+***************

00000001

NEW : FBROWN . TEST2 . SCR I PT ( DATA

)

OLD ; FBROWN .TEST 1 . SCR I PT ( DATA

)

N-LINE-# 0-LINE-# MAT-LEN INS-LEN
00000001 00000001
00000002 00000001
00000003 00000002 00000001
00000004 00000003
00000005 00000004 00000001
00000006 00000005
END

87/02/24

080
PAGE

17.36

DEL-LEN REFM-LEN

00000001

00000001 00000001

00000001

Figure 209. UPDCNTL Data Set Using LINE Compare

The top of Figure 209 shows the names of the “new” and “old” input data

sets, along with the date and time the update data set was created. The

following table shows the column numbers used to display the update

information:

Column Numbers Data Item

4-11 New line number

13-20 Old line number

22-29 Match length

31-38 Insert length

40-47 Delete length

49-56 Reformat length

Figure 210. UPDCNTL Format Using LINE Compare
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UPDCNTL Data Set Using WORD Compare

BROWSE — FBROWN. UPDATE. CNTL (WORD)
COMwIAND = = = > _

TOP OF DATA
NEW: FBROWN. TEST2. SCRIPT (DATA)

* OLD : FBROWN . TEST 1 . SCR I PT ( DATA

)

LINE 00000000 COL 001 080
SCROLL »=«> PAGE

87/02/24 17.36

N-LINE-# N-LN-LEN N-COL WD-MAT-# N-WD-INS O-WD-DEL 0-LINE-# 0-LN-LEN O-COL
00000001 00000001 00001 00000013
00000002 00000001 00001 00000010 00000001 00000001 00001
00000002 00000001 00059 00000002 00000001 00000001 00000001 00064
00000003 00000001 00001 00000008 00000002 00000001 00001
00000003 00000001 00040 00000001 00000001 00000002 00000001 00040
00000004 00000001 00001 00000008 00000003 00000001 00001
00000004 00000001 00040 00000001 00000001 00000003 00000001 00040
00000004 00000001 00046 00000001 00000003 00000001 00046
00000004 00000001 00054 00000001 00000001 00000003 00000001 00054
00000005 00000001 00001 00000008 00000004 00000001 00001

00000013 00000004 00000002 00040
00000005 00000001 00040 00000001 00000005 00000001 00057

* END

Figure 211. UPDCNTL Listing Using WORD Compare

The top of Figure 211 shows the names of the “new” and “old” input data

sets, along with the date and time the update data set was created. The
following table shows the column numbers used to display the update

information:

Column Numbers Data Item

4-11 Beginning new line number

13-20 Number of lines

22-26 New column number (beginning of word)

28-35 Number of matching words

37-44 Number of new inserted words

46-53 Number of old deleted words

55-62 Beginning old line number

64-71 Number of old lines

73-77 Old column number

Figure 212. UPDCNTL Format Using WORD Compare
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UPDCNTL Data Set Using BYTE Compare

BROWSE -- FBROWN.UPDATE.CNTKBYTE)
COMvIAND = = »> _
««^*«i»«****^^*’k4t^^**#4'*4i*‘*'**4"^’^** TOP OF DATA

NEW:
OLD:

N-BYTE-0
00000000
00000050
0000006E
0000006E
00000076
00000076
00000078
00000078
0000007C
0000007C
00000083
00000083
00000089
00000089
00000092
00000098
0000009B
0000009C

FBROWN . TEST2 . SCR I PT ( DATA

)

F3R0WN.TEST1 . SCRIPT (DATA)

- LINE 00000000 COL 001 080
SCROLL ===> PAGE

******•**#***'•'(<*
87/02/24 17.37

O-BYTE-0 MAT-LEN
00000000
00000000 0000001

E

0000001

E

0000001 F 00000008
00000027
00000028 00000002
0000002A
0000002B 00000004
0000002F
00000030 00000007
00000037
00000038 00000006
0000003E
0000003F 00000009
00000048
00000048 00000003
0000004B
0000004C 0000004F

;ns-len
00000050

DEL-LEN

00000001

00000001

00000001

00000001

00000001

00000001

00000006

00000001 00000001

BROWSE -- FBROWN. UPDATE. CNTLC BYTE)
COMvIAND =

OOOOOOEB
OOOOOOEC
00000118
000001 IB
000001 3B
000001 3C
00000 18B
00000 18B

* END

0000009B 00000001 00000001
0000009C 0000002C
000000C8 00000003 00000003
OOOOOOCB 00000020
OOOOOOEB 00000001 00000001
OOOOOOEC 0000004F
00000 13B 00000050
0000018B 00000005

«*********** BOTTOM OF DATA

LINE 00000022 COL 001 080
SCROLL ===> PAGE

4c*************

Figure 213. UPDCNTL Listing Using BYTE Compare

The top of the first panel in Figure 213 shows the names of the “new” and

“old” input data sets, along with the date and time the update data set was

created. The second panel shows the result of scrolling down to see the

remainder of the data set.
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The following table shows the column numbers used to display the update
information:

Column Numbers Data Item

4-11 New byte offset

13-20 Old byte offset

22-29 Number of matching bytes

31-38 Number of inserted bytes

40-47 Number of deleted bytes

Figure 214. UPDCNTL Format Using BYTE Compare

UPDMVS8 - Update MVS Sequenced 8

This process option produces a data set that contains both control

statements and “new"’ data set source lines using sequence numbers from
“old” data set columns 73-80. This process option is available for the LINE
compare type only.

The format of the generated data may be suitable as input to the

lEBUPDTE utility. See OSjVS2 MVS Utilities for information about the

contents of this data set. Figure 215 shows an example of an UPDMVS8
update data set.

BROWSE -- FBR0WN.UPDATE.MVS8(LINE) LINE 00000000 COL 001 080
COIvtMND = = = > _ SCROLL == = > PAGE
m************^^*************^***^ 70P OF DATA ***»**************

CHANGE LI ST-ALL, NAME=DATA OLD ; FBROWN . TEST1 . SCR I PT
ihis !ine is in the "new" member, but not In the "old". 00010000
This line is reformatted; the spacing in the "new" member differs. 00015000
This line differs from the text in the "old" member. 00050000
./ DELETE SEQ1 =00050000, SEQ2-00050000
*****************»• BOTTOM OF DATA **************»»**

Figure 215. UPDMVS8 Update Data Set Listing

The data sets to be compared must have a record format of FB 80. They
must also contain sequence numbers.
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UPDPDEL - Prefixed Delta Lines

This process option produces a data set that contains header records and

complete delta lines from the input source data set(s), up to a maximum of

32K columns in each output line. It is available for the LINE compare type

only.

The data set produced is a variable length data set that reflects the input

source data set(s)'s characteristics. Prefix codes, such as ‘T” for insert, and

the line number precede lines from the source data sets. Abbreviations

show the total number of consecutive lines flagged as changed, such as

‘TNS# = ” for the number of consecutive inserted lines. The number of

replaced (RPL# = ) lines always refers to consecutive pairs of inserted and

deleted lines. Figure 216 shows an example of an UPDPDEL update data

set. The first panel shows only the first 80 columns; the second panel shows

the result of scrolling right to see the remainder of the member.

BROWSE -- FBROWN. UPDATE. PDELC LINE) LINE 00000000 COL 001 080

COMVIAND = = = > _ SCROLL ===> PAGE
+++**+*++****+**********+*+*** TOP OF DATA +************+***************
* NEW; FBROWN. TEST2. SCR I PTC DATA) 87/02/24 17.38

* OLD ; FBROWN . TEST 1 . SCR I PT ( DATA

)

ID- LINE# SOURCE LINE
INS#= 00000001

1 - 00000001 This iine is In the '‘new” member, but not In the "old''.

* RPL#= 00000001 MAT#= 00000001

1 - 00000004 This line differs from the text in the "old” member.

D - 00000003 This line differs from the text in the "new” member.
* DEL#= 00000001 MAT#= 00000001

D - 00000005 This line is In the "old” member, but not in the "new”.

* END
************************* BOTTOM OF DATA *****»**»***•**•*»**»*********

BROWSE — FBROWN. UPDATE. PDELC LINE) LINE 00000000 COL 019 098
COMVIAND = = = > _ SCROLL = = = > PAGE

TOP OF DATA ********* +*****
TEST2.SCRIPTCDATA) 37/02/24 17.38
TEST1 .SCR I PTC DATA)
SOURCE LINE

INS#= 00000001
line is in the "new” member, but not in the “old”.

RPL#= 00000001 MAT#= 00000001
line differs from the text In the "old” memb e r

.

line differs from the text in the "new” member.
DEL#= 00000001 MAT#= 00000001

line is in the "old” member, but not in the "new''.

00010000

00040000
00030000

00050000

««*««*««« V* *****««««*««**« *« BOTTOM OF DATA ********************************

Figure 216 . UPDPDEL Update Data Set Listing
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UPDSEQO - Update Sequenced 0

This process option produces a control data set that relates insertions and
deletions to the relative line numbers of the “old” data set. It is available
for the LINE compare type only. UPDSEQO is similar to UPDCMS8, but
uses relative line numbers instead of sequence number columns from the

“old” data set.

This update data set is characterized by control statements followed by
source lines from the “new” data set. All UPDSEQO control statements are

identified by the characters “,/” in columns 1 and 2 of the 80-byte record,

followed by one or more blanks and additional blank-delimited fields. The
control statements are insert (I), delete (D), replace (R), and comment (*).

Control statement data does not extend beyond column 50. Figure 217
shows an example of a UPDSEQO update data set listing.

BROWSE -

COM^ND
FBROWN . UPDATE . SEQO (LINE) LINE 00000000 COL 001 080

SCROLL ===> PAGE
********++*******+*****+++ TOP OP DATA ****+*+******+*****++*+
./ * NEW; FBROWN. TEST2.SCRIPT(DATA) 87/02/24 17 39
./ * OLD: FBROWN. TEST 1 .SCR I PTC DATA)
./ R 00000001 00000001 $ 00000002
This line Is In the “new" member, but not in the “old". 00010000
This line is reformatted; the spacing in the “new" member differs. 00020000
./ R 00000003 00000003 $ 00000001
This line differs from the text in the “old" member. 00040000
./ 0 00000005 00000005 $ 00000000
*m*mm***in*mm*********#itt**-*m***** BOTTOM OF DATA # ^

Figure 217. UPDSEQO Update Data Set

I UPDSUMO - Update Summary Only

i This process option produces an update data set of four lines: “new” data

i

set name, “old” data set name, column headers, and a summary totals line.

;

It is available for the LINE, WORD, and BYTE compare types.

The summary totals line has a “T” in column 1. The summary statistics are

located at fixed offsets in the output line. The data set has a line length of

132 bytes.
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UPDSUMO Data Set Using LINE Compare

BROWSE -- FBROWN. UPDATE. SUMO( LINE)

COM^ND = = = > _
^j^*#*^t^****^#********‘************ TOP OF DATA
* NEW: FBROWN. TEST2. SCRIPT
* OLD : FBROWN . TEST 1 . SCR I PT
* NEW-PROC OLD-PROC NEW- 1 NS OLD-DEL TOT-CHG

T Q0000005 00000005 00000002 00000002 00000004
«*««*«*«*«*«»**« «« *41 ******** * BOTTOM OF DATA

LINE 00000000 COL 001 080
SCROLL ==*> PAGE

87/02/24 17.40

TOT-RFM FI-PROC FI-DIFF N-NOT
00000001 00000001 00000001 00000
********************************

BROWSE -- FBROWN. UPOATE.SUMOC LINE) LINE 00000000 COL 055 132

COMvIAND ===> „ SCROLL “ = = > PAGE

*4>**«******************4<********* TOP OF DATA *********************************

87/02/24 17.40

RFM FI-PROC FI-DIFF N-NOT-PD O-NOT-PD N-DP-LNS O-DP-LNS

0001 00000001 00000001 00000002 00000002 00000000 00000000
******************************** BOTTOM OF DATA ********************************

Figure 218. UPDSUMO Data Set Using LINE Compare

In Figure 218, the member is shown in split screen mode. The bottom half

of the screen shows the result of scrolling right to see the remainder of the

member. The following table shows the column numbers used to display the

update information:

Column Numbers Data Item

4-11 Number of new lines processed

13-20 Number of old lines processed

22-29 Number of new line insertions

31-38 Number of old line deletions

40-47 Total number of line changes

49-56 Total number of reformats

58-65 Total number of members processed

67-74 Total number of members different

76-83 Total new members not processed

85-92 Total old members not processed

94-101 Total number of new “do not process” lines

103-110 Total number of old “do not process” lines

Figure 219. UPDSUMO Format Using LINE Compare
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UPDSUMO Data Set Using WORD Compare

BROWSE -- FBROWN. UPDATE. SUMO (WORD)
COMMAND ===> _

4.**4i****«t«***4i*«i|i**4i*4‘4<>|i<l>«4>4>4>**** TOP OF DATA

LINE 00000000 COL 001 080
SCROLL ===> PAGE

* NEW: FBROWN. TEST2. SCRIPT 87/02/24 17.40
* OLD; FBROWN. TEST 1 .SCRIPT
* NEW-PROC OLD-PROC NEW- 1 NS OLD-DEL TOT-CHG FI-PROC FI -0 IFF N-NOT
T 00000054 00000053 00000017 00000016 00000030 00000001 00000001 00000

**************** ************* BOTTOM OF DATA ********************************

BROWSE -- FBROWN. UPDATE. SUMO (WORD) LINE OOOOOOCO COL 053 132

COMvIAND = = “> _ SCROLL -*-> PAGE
*^^^*^***^^^^^**^^^^*^^^^**^**^** -[-QP QP data * + ****************************

87/02/24 17.40

Fl-PROC FI-DIFF N-NOT-PD O-NOT-PD
00000001 00000001 00000002 00000002

M******************************* BOTTOM OF DATA ********************************

Figure 220. UPDSUMO Data Set Using WORD Compare

In Figure 220, the member is shown in split screen mode. The bottom half

of the screen shows the result of scrolling right to see the remainder of the

member. The following table shows the column numbers used to display the

update information:

Column Numbers Data Item

4-11 Number of new words processed

13-20 Number of old words processed

22-29 Number of new word insertions

31-38 Number of old word deletions

40-47 Total number of word changes

49-56 Blank space. No reformat columns are represented

in WORD compare.

58-65 Total number of members processed

67-74 Total number of members different

76-83 Total new members not processed

85-92 Total old members not processed

Figure 221. UPDSUMO Format Using WORD Compare
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UPDSUMO Data Set Using BYTE Compare

BROWSE -- FBROWN. UPDATE. SUMO (BYTE) LINE 00000000 COL 001 080
COIvMAND = = *> _ SCROLL «==> PAGE

TOP OF DATA ***** + ** + ***********4<*4<********

* NEW: FBROWN. TEST2. SCRIPT 87/02/24 17.41

* OLD : FBROWN . TEST 1 . SCR I PT
* NEW-PROC OLD-PROC NEW- 1 NS OLD-DEL TOT-CHG FI-PROC FI-DIFF N-NOT
T 00000400 00000400 00000092 00000092 00000178 00000001 00000001 00000
4.i^«*****4c««4c***«**««*4'*«**«*«*** BOTTOM OF DATA ******************

BROWSE -- FBROWN. UPDATE. SUMO(BYTE) LINE 00000000 COL 053 132

COMMAND ===> _ SCROLL *«“> PAGE
********************************* TOP OF DATA *********************************

87/02/24 17.41

FI-PROC Fl-DIFF N-NOT-PD O-NOT-PD
00000001 00000001 00000002 00000002

*m***m*m******mm**************** BOTTOM OF DATA *************»***********

Figure 222. UPDSUMO Data Set Using BYTE Compare

In Figure 222, the member is shown in split screen mode. The bottom half

of the screen shows the result of scrolling right to see the remainder of the

member. The following table shows the column numbers used to display the

update information:

Column Numbers Data Item

4-11 Number of new bytes processed

13-20 Number of old bytes processed

22-29 Number of new byte insertions

31-38 Number of old byte deletions

40-47 Total number of byte changes

49-56 Blank space. No reformat columns are represented

in BYTE compare.

58-65 Total number of members processed

67-74 Total number of members different

76-83 Total new members not processed

85-92 Total old members not processed

Figure 223. UPDSUMO Format Using BYTE Compare
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i

Process Statements

I

This section lists the process statements in alphabetic order, showing their

1 syntax, parameter definitions, and examples. All process statements that

i are shown with a Compare Format can be:

• Used in a profile data set with the SuperC utility (option 3.12).

• Entered in a statements data set with the SuperCE utility (option 3.13),

i

All process statements that are shown with a Search Format can be

I

entered in a statements data set and used with the Extended Search-For

I

utility (option 3.13. S), but not with the Search-For utility (option 3.14).

Each process statement description contains the following information:

Description A description of function and operation of the statement.

This description may also refer to other statements that can

I

be used with or affected by this statement.

i
Format Syntax diagrams for coding the statement, using either

I

Compare Format, Search Format, or both if applicable,

i according to the conventions listed in “Process Statement

I

Notation Conventions.”

I

Parameters A description of any required or optional keywords or

I

parameters.

j

Examples Sample usage of the statements.

!

Process Statement Notation Conventions

;

In this book, the following notation conventions are used to des ribe the

I

format of the process statements:

I

• Process statements and keywords are shown in uppercase to help you

I

differentiate between them and their parameters, which are shown in

lowercase. However, you can enter them in any case you like.

i

• Parameters shown in brackets ([ ]) are optional, with a choice indicated

;

by an OR symbol (|). You can choose one or none; defaults are

I

underscored.

I

• When specifying a single column for a column range, the colon (:) and

the stop-colm parameter to the right of the colon are optional, as

I

indicated by the brackets. For example:

and
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• Parameters shown without brackets are required. If several parameters

are separated by an OR symbol (|), you must select at least one.

• Formats that end with an ellipsis (...) allow you to repeat parameters

more than once. However, process statements must be entered

completely on one line.

• If a statement contains the KYWD parameter, this keyword must

precede any repetition of the parameter(s) that follows it.
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CMPBOFS - Compare Byte Offsets

This process statement specifies a starting/ending hexadecimal offset within

the input data set for a comparison of a partial data set. It allows

programmers to compare portions of one program listing to another and is

valid only with a BYTE compare type.

I

Compare Format

CMPBOFS KYWD hex-offset ...

Parameters

KYWD Used for data set positioning. You can use one or more of

the following:

NTOP Tells SuperC that the hex-offset value

following NTOP is to be considered the top of

the “new” data set for comparison purposes. If

the comparison is not ended by an NBTM
keyword, it continues until the bottom of the

data set is reached.

NBTM Tells SuperC that the hex-offset value

following NBTM is to be considered the bottom

of the “new” data set for comparison purposes.

OTOP Tells SuperC that the hex-offset value

following OTOP is to be considered the top of

the “old” data set for comparison purposes. If

the comparison is not ended by an OBTM
keyword, it continues until the bottom of the

data set is reached.

OBTM Tells SuperC that the hex-offset value

following OBTM is to be considered the bottom

of the “old” data set for comparison purposes.

hex-offset A hexadecimal value from 0 to FFFFFFFF that specifies the

top or bottom of a “new” or “old” data set for comparison

purposes.

Example

The following statement tells SuperC to compare data between hexadecimal

offset 4A0 and hexadecimal offset E2C in both the “old” and “new” data

sets.
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CMPCOLM - Compare Columns

This process statement compares or searches columns from the input source

line(s). Up to six compare and search ranges, and individual columns are

allowed. Commas or blank spaces can be used to separate column

specifications.

i

If you enter this statement more than once in the same statements data set,

only the last entry is used.

j
For comparisons, this statement is valid only with the LINE and WORD
compare types.

I

Column numbers specified in this statement are applied to the comparisons

of both the “new” and the “old” data sets. Therefore, if you enter the

CMPCOLM process statement, you should not use either the CMPCOLMN
statement or the CMPCOLMO statement.

Compare and Search Format

I

CMPCOLM start-colm[ : stop“Colm] , . .

.

Parameters

start-colm A number that identifies the column in which the

comparison or search is to begin. All columns to the left of

this column are ignored.

stop-colm A number that identifies the column in which the

comparison or search is to end for that record. If the data

set contains more records, the comparison or search

continues with the next record, beginning with the column

specified as the start-colm.

This number is separated from the start-colm value by a

colon (:). All columns to the right of this column are

ignored. If the colon and stop-colm are not entered, only

the start-colm value is used. This causes a comparison or

search of a single column.

Example

The following statement tells SuperC to compare columns 1-70, 72, and 74.
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CMPCOLMN/CMPCOLMO - Compare Column New and Old

These process statements operate the same as CMPCOLM, but refer only to

source lines from the “new"’ input data set (CMPCOLMN) and the “old”

data set (CMPCOLMO). They are valid only with the LINE and WORD
compare types.

The purpose of these process statements is to let you specify a column(s) to

be compared in either the “new” or “old” data set only. Therefore, if you

enter the CMPCOLMN process statement, you should not use either the

CMPCOLM statement or another CMPCOLMN statement in the same

statements data set. If you do, SuperC processes both statements, but uses

the values in the last CMPCOLM or CMPCOLMN statement only. The

same applies to CMPCOLMO.

Also, if you enter a CMPCOLMN statement without a corresponding

CMPCOLMO statement, SuperC uses the column(s) specified in the

CMPCOLMN statement to compare both data sets.

Finally, you should always compare the same number of columns in both

data sets. For example, suppose the CMPCOLMN statement you enter tells

SuperC to compare 15 columns, such as 40 to 55. Here, the corresponding

CMPCOLMO statement should also tell SuperC to compare 15 columns,

even if they are not all the same, such as 45 to 60. Otherwise, SuperC uses

the widest column range specified to compare both data sets.

Compare Format

CMPCOLMN start-colm [ : stop-colm] , . .

.

and

CMPCOLMO start-colm [ : stop-colm] , . .

.

Parameters

start-colm

stop-colm

A number that identifies the column in which t .e

comparison is to begin. All columns to the left of this

column are ignored.

A number that identifies the column in which the

comparison is to end for that record. If the data set

contains more records, the comparison continues with the

next record, beginning with the column specified as the

start-colm.

This number is separated from the start-colm value by a

colon (:). All columns to the right of this column are

ignored. If the colon and stop-colm are not entered, only

the start-colm value is used. This causes a comparison of a

single column.
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Example

The following statements:

tell SuperC to compare the data in columns 1-70, 72, and 74 in the “new’’

data set to columns 4-73, 75, and 77 in the “old” data set.
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CMPLINE - Compare Line

This process statement specifies a starting and ending line within the input

data set for a compare or search of a partial data set. The starting and

,

ending points can be specified as a line number or as a character string.

I
The statement can be specified on one complete line or can have separate

,

CMPLINE statements for each keyword used.

! For comparisons, this statement is valid only with the LINE and WORD
compare types.

Compare and Search Format

CMPLINE KYWD line-number I' String start-colm [: stop-colm] ],..

.

I

Parameters

I

KYWD Used for data set positioning. You can use one or more of

I

the following:

Note: Only NTOP and NBTM are valid for searches,

;

NTOP Shows that the following values are to

identify the top of a data set that is to be

compared or searched. For comparisons, this

means the top of the “new” data set. If the

;

comparison or search is not ended by an

NBTM keyword, it continues until the bottom

of the data set is reached.

1
NBTM Shows that the following values are to

I

identify the bottom of a data set that ts to be

compared or searched. For compa hs- s, this

means the bottom of the “new” da ' a c.

OTOP Shows that the following values -e to

i identify the top of the “old” data er for

comparison purposes. If the corrpaiason is not

ended by an OBTM keyword, it continues

until the bottom of the data set is reached.

. OBTM Shows that the following values are to

identify the bottom of the “old” data set for

;

comparison purposes.

I

line-number The number of a line in the data set(s) to be compared or

searched. This line is considered to be either the top or

bottom of the data set, depending on whether it follows

NTOP, NBTM, OTOP, or OBTM, respectively.

'string' A character string. Single quotation marks are required.

If the character string contains a single quotation mark,

you must enter it in the process statement as two single

quotation marks.
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The line in which this string exists is considered to be

either the top or bottom of a data set, depending on

whether it follows NTOP, NBTM, OTOP, or OBTM,
respectively.

start-colm A number that identifies the column in which SuperC is to

begins its search for 'string'. All columns to the left of this

column are ignored.

stop-colm A number that identifies the column in which SuperC is to

end its search for 'string', but only for that record. If the

data set contains more records, the search contmues with

the next record, beginning with the column specified as the

start-colm.

This number is separated from the start-colm value by a

colon (:). All columns to the right of this column are

ignored. If the colon and stop-colm are not entered, only

the start-colm value is used. This causes a search of a

single column for the first character of 'string'.

All columns to the right of the column that the last

character of 'string' can occupy are ignored. For example,

if you specify 'ABCD' as a string that must exist between

columns 5 and 69, the search really includes columns 5 to

72. Therefore, the string can be found even if the first

character is in column 69, with the others in columns 70,

71, and 72.

Examples

Here are some examples, with explanations in the comment lines to the

right.

/* Identifies line 55 as the */
/* top and line 99 as the */
/* bottom of the "new" data */
/* set */

/* Identifies the first line */
/* in the "old" data set */
/* that contains 'ABCD* as */
/* the top */

/* Identifies the first line */
/* in the "old" data set */
/* that contains 'ABCD* */
/* between columns 5 and 72 */
/* as the top */
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!

Comment Lines

j

You can enter comment lines in your statements data set. A comment line

i

can begin with either:

I
• An asterisk and a blank as the first two characters on a process

statement line

j

• A period, an asterisk, and a blank as the first three characters on a

!

process statement line.

I

The difference between the two types of comments is that is never

j

printed in the listing, while the comment is always printed unless the

j

SLIST off process statement is used.

Compare and Search Format

j

* Text of comment

I

and

:

. * Text of comment
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DPLINE/DPLINEC - Don't Process This Line

These process statements exclude from the comparison or search any line

that contains the character string you specify. You can also specify the

column in which the character string begins or a range of columns within

which the character string may be found.

DPLINEC is a continuation of the DPLINE that immediately precedes it

and represents a logical “AND.’^ More than one DPLINE and DPLINEC
statement can be used.

For comparisons, these statements are valid only with the LINE and WORD
compare types.

Compare and Search Format

DPLINE ' string' [ , start-colm [ : stop-colm]

]

and

DPLINEC ' string' [
, start-colm[ : stop-colm]

]

Parameters

'string' The character string that exists on a line that you want to

be excluded from the comparison or search. Single

quotation marks are required. If the character string

contains a single quotation mark, you must enter it in the

process statement as two single quotation marks.

Only the string is required. If you do not enter a column(s),

any line that contains the character string is excluded.

start-colm A number that identifies the column in which SuperC is to

begin looking for 'string'. All columns to the left of this

column are ignored.

stop-colm A number that identifies the column in which SuperC is to

end its search for 'string', but only for that record. If the

data set contains more records, the search continues with

the next record, beginning with the column specified as the

start-colm.

This number is separated from the start-colm value by a

colon (:). All columns to the right of this column are

ignored. If the colon and stop-colm are not entered, only

;

the start-colm value is used. This causes a search of a

single column for the first character of 'string'.

All columns to the right of the column that the last

character of 'string' can occupy are ignored. For example,

if you specify 'x\BCD' as a string that must exist between

columns 5 and 69, the search really includes columns 5 to

72. Therefore, the string can be found even if the first
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character is in column 69, with the others in columns 70, 71,

and 72.

Examples

Here are some examples, with explanations in comment lines to the right.

/* Prevents the processing */
/* of lines in which 'ABCD' */
/* is found */

/* Continues the preceding */
/* DPLINE statement by */
/* preventing the processing */
/* of lines that contain */
/* both 'ABCD' and * EFGH ' */

/* Prevents the processing */
/* of lines in which the */
/* character equivalent of */
/* X'C1C27BF1* (AB,1) is */
/* found, but only if it is */
/* found between columns 5 */
/* and 72 */
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LNCT

LNCT - Line Count

This process statement lets you specify the maximum number of lines per

page for your output listing data set. For comparisons, it is valid with all

compare types.

Compare and Search Format

LNCT nnnnnn

Parameters

nnnnnn The number of lines per page. A page heading is generated for

each group of lines.

If you are printing a listing, the maximum setting you can

specify depends on your printer and the size of the paper you

are using. However, for seeing the listing in Browse mode, the

setting can be higher.

Any number outside this setting results in a warning at the

bottom of the output listing. Also, the LNCT statement you

entered is ignored and the default line count of 55 lines per

page is used.

Example

The following statement limits each page of the output listing to 60 lines:
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LSTCOLM - List Columns

i This process statement selects a column(s) from the source data to be listed

|. in the output. Only a single start-stop range is allowed.

All source data between these two columns is included in the listing data
i

set, but only if the column selections are no wider than the output listing

I
line allocated. Excess columns are ignored. The widths can be:

i
• For comparisons, NARROW (55), WIDE (80), normal (106), or LONGLN

(176),

I

• For searches, normal (106) or LONGLN (176).

! For comparisons, this statement is valid for the LINE compare type only.

Compare and Search Format

LSTCOLM start-colm[ : stop-colm]

j

Parameters

I
start-colm A number that identifies the column in which SuperC is to

! begin searching the source data set for data to include in

i
the listing. All columns to the left of this column are

ignored.

I
stop-colm A number that identifies the column in which the listing of

i source data is to end for that record. If the data set

1 contains more records, the listing of source data continues

I
with the next record, beginning with the column specified

i
as the start-colm.

' This number is separated from the start-colm .e ;y a

! colon (:). All columns to the right of this coluir. are

I ignored. If the colon and stop-colm are not entc ed, only
I the start-colm value is used. This causes the lis mg of only

I
a single column of the source data set.

i

Example

The following statement lists source data in columns 2-82:
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,

NCHGT/OCHGT - New and Old Change Text

j

These process statements change text in a data set from 'find-mask' to

i
'string' before a comparison or search begins. You can also specify a

' column range to search or even a single column. More than one statement

I

can be used.

The 'find-mask' and 'string' parameters do not have to be the same length.

I

In fact, the 'string' parameter can consist of blanks. Both quote ('xxx ) and

i
hex (x'Olab') notation are allowed. Double quotation marks in either a

!
'find-mask' or 'string' are interpreted as single quotation marks.

i

For comparisons, NCHGT changes text in the “new” data set and OCHGT
changes text in the “old” data set. Also, these statements are valid only

I

with the LINE and WORD compare types.

i For searches, only the NCHGT statement is valid.

Compare Format

NCHGT ' f ind-mask '

,
' string' [ , start-colml : stop-colm]

]

and

OCHGT 'find-mask' , 'string' [ , start-colml :stop-colm]

]

!

Search Format

NCHGT 'find-mask' , 'string' 1 , start-colml :stop-colm]

]

Pa ameters

'find-mask' A character string that is to be replaced by the contents of

'string' before a comparison or search. Single quotation

marks are required. If the 'find-mask' contains a single

quotation mark, you must enter it in the process statement

as two single quotation marks.

A question mark(s) can be included in the 'find-mask'. It

shows that the position it occupies can be filled by any

character, one character per question mark.

The 'find-mask' is not considered to have blank spaces as

delimiters. Therefore, to avoid replacing a string that may

be found within another string, insert blanks within the

single quotation marks.

'string' A character string that is to replace the contents of

'find-mask' before a comparison or search. Single

quotation marks are required. If the character string

contains a single quotation mark, you must enter it in the

process statement as two single quotation marks.
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A question mark(s) can be included in the 'string'. It

shows that the position it occupies can be filled by any
character, one character per question mark.

If there is not enough space for the string to be

substituted, the substitution does not occur. Instead, a

warning message is printed at the bottom of the listing.

start-colm A number that identifies the column in which SuperC is to

begin looking for 'find-mask'. All columns to the left of

this column are ignored.

stop-colm A number that identifies the column in which SuperC is to

end its search for 'find-mask', but only for that record. If

the data set contains more records, the search continues

with the next record, beginning with the column specified

as the start-colm.

This number is separated from the start-colm value by a

colon (:). All columns to the right of this column are

ignored. If the colon and stop-colm are not entered, only

the start-colm value is used. This causes a search of a

single column for the first character of 'find-mask'.

All columns to the right of the column that the last

character of 'find-mask' can occupy are ignored. For
example, if you specify 'ABCD' as a 'find-mask' that must
exist between columns 5 and 69, the search really includes

columns 5 to 72. Therefore, 'find-mask' can be found even
if the first character is in column 69, with the others in

columns 70, 71, and 72.

Examples

Here are some examples, with explanations in comment lines to he right.

Examples of the NCHGT statement apply to both comparisons : a searches,

but OCHGT examples apply to comparisons only.
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/* In the "new" data at, */
/* replaces each 'ABCD' with */
/* 'XXXX' */

/* In the "new" data set, */
/* replaces each 'ABCD' with */
/* a blank space, but only */
/* between columns 1 and 53 */

/* In the "old" data set, */
/* replaces each occurrence */
/* of '.EF' followed by any */
/* two characters with 'XX' */

/* In the "new" data set, */
/* replaces each occurrence */
/* of hexadecimal string */
/* X'7B01' with but '*/
/* only between columns 1 */
/* and 51 */
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NTITLE/OTITLE - Alternate Title for Input Data Sets

These process statements let you specify an alternate data set title for data

sets being compared or searched. The name appears in the output list data

set.

OTITLE is valid for comparisons only. Both statements are valid for all

compare types.

Compare Format

NTITLE ’ new-title-text

'

and

OTITLE ’ new-title-text

'

Search Format

NTITLE ' new-title-text

'

Parameter

'new-title-text' The alternate name for the data set. You can use any

name, but it must be enclosed in single quotation

marks. No check is made to see if the name follows

TSO naming conventions.

Example

The following statement give the “new” or search data set the alternate

name 'PDFPROJ.ALTNAME.SCRIPT'.
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i SELECT - Select PDS Members

This process statement lets you specify members to select from a PDS. You
I

can specify as many member names as will fit on one line. Therefore, if you

I

need to select additional members, enter a new SELECT statement.

I

For comparisons, the “new” members are normally compared with “old”

members that have the same names. Use the colon character (:) to compare
members that are not named alike. SELECT is valid with all compare

i

types.

Compare Format

I

SELECT new-member [ : oid-member ] , . .

.

I

Search Format

SELECT member, . .

.

Compare Parameters

new-member The name of a “new” PDS member that is to be compared to

an “old” PDS member.

old-member The name of an “old” PDS member that does not have a

like-named member in the “new” PDS. This member name,

if entered, must be separated from the new-member name by

a colon (:).

If the old-member name is not used, SuperC attempts o

compare the new-member to a like-named member or r e

“old” PDS.

I

Search Parameter

member The name of a PDS member that you want to s vrch for a

character string.

Examples

The following show the difference between using the SELECT statement for

comparisons and using it for searches.

Compare Example:

The following statement:

tells SuperC to make the following one-to-one comparisons:

NEW MEMBER OLD MEMBER

PROGl > PROGl
NEWPR0G2 > 0LDPR0G2
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Search Example:

The following statement:

selects PDS members PROGl, NEWPROG2, OLDPROG2, and PROGS to be

searched.
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SLIST - Include Statements in Listing

This process statement lets you decide whether to include process

statements in an output listing.

Compare and Search Format

SLIST on
I

off

Parameters

on Includes process statements in the output listing. The on

parameter is the default, so the listing includes all the process

statements that are used unless you specify SLIST off.

off Prevents process statements from being included in the output

listing.

Example

SLIST affects only the process statements that follow it. For example, if

you do not want to include any process statements in a listing, enter:

as the first process statement in your statements data set.
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SRCHFOR/SRCHFORC - Search-For String

These process statements let you specify a string that you want to find.

The 'string' parameter is required. You can also include a search type to

qualify the search. More than one SRCHFOR and SRCHFORC statement

can be used in a statements data set.

SRCHFORC is a continuation of the SRCHFOR or SRCHFORC statement

that immediately precedes it and represents a logical “AND.” That is, all

the strings within a SRCHFOR/SRCHFORC group must exist on the same

line. Both SRCHFOR and SRCHFORC override any character strings that

you type in a CAPS or ASIS field on the Extended Search-For Utility panel,

Search Format

SRCHFOR ' string' [ ,
qualifier]

and

SRCHFORC ' string' [ ,qualif ier

]

Parameters

'string' The character string to be searched for. Quotation marks

are required before and after the string. If the character

string contains a single quotation mark, you must enter it in

the process statement as two single quotation marks.

qualifier One of the search types listed below. See “Search-For

Strings and Keywords” on page 201 for definitions of these

search types.

P Prefix.

W Word.

S Suffix.

blank Any occurrence of the string.

Exa pies

Here are some examples, with explanations in comment lines to the right.

/* Tells SuperC to find all */

/* occurrences of 'ABC */

•y - /* Continues the preceding */

/* SRCHFOR statement by */

/* searching for lines that */

/* contain both 'ABC and */
/* 'DEF' */
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Special Characters

.IM control word 211

< FIELD > statement 164

(ACCOUNT) parameter

JOB STATEMENT INFORMATION 56

I

(OR symbol) 15

& (command prefix)

displaying commands after execution 87

&XXXXX action

ACTION column 161

* (comment line) process statement

Extended Search-For utility (option 3.13.S) 401

SuperCE utility (option 3.13) 401

* (in source listing) 340

*QUAL* field 320

)ATTR section 164

)BODY section 164

)INIT section 164

/ (data set name character)

Data Set List utility (option 3.4) 132

//* lines

JOB STATEMENT INFORMATION 56

//OUTDD DD field 178

% field 130

%USED field 137

%USED keyword

SORT command 146

? (invalid load module directory fields) 42

? (more than 16 extents)

FREE EXTENTS field 137

'NAME' parameter

JOB STATEMENT INFORMATION 56

= (jump function) 13, 25

= (repeat last command) line command
Data Set List utility (option 3.4) 141

"Target" Panel for Promoting 121

"To" Panel for Copying 116

"To" Panel for Moving 118

[ ]
(optional operands) 15

{ } (one operand required) 15

A (ANSI) parameter

PRINTER CARRIAGE CONTROL field 156

A (ASA printer characters) record format

NW: 15457 Do<m^mWVm 8W
A (variable attributes) field 294, 300, 302, 304

AC field 42

ACCOUNT command
TSO 32, 108

ACCOUNT parameter

JOB STATEMENT INFORMATION 56

ACTION column 160

ACTION field 121

Activate/Create Profile DS Name field 197

activating library controls 34

ACTIVE field 316, 318, 320

Add Row panel 304

Additional IBM Program Development Products

panel 329

ADDITIONAL INPUT LIBRARIES field 216

AFTER field 324

AFTER parameter

Breakpoint Primary Option Menu 324

WHEN field 320

ALARM indicator 165

ALIAS action

ACTION column 161

alias as substitute for PDF 4, 5

ALIAS-OF field 42

ALL parameter

FIND command 91

FUNCTION field 316

VARIABLE field 317

ALLOCATE command
TSO 107

allocating libraries 29, 33

American National Standard Institute 156

ANSI
See American National Standard Institute

ANYC process option

Extended Search-For utility (option 3.13.S) 379

SuperCE utility (option 3.13) 379

APNDLST process option

Extended Search-For utility (option 3.13.S) 381

SuperCE utility (option 3.13) 381

APNDUPD process option

SuperCE utility (option 3.13) 383

APPLICATION field 324

APPLICATION ID field 159

ASIS parameter

COMMAND LINE PLACEMENT field 74

iVssembler 216

x\ssembler H (option 4.1) 219

allocation data sets

SYSIN 367

SYSLIB 367

SYSLIN 368

SYSPRINT 368

SYSPUNCH 369
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SYSTERM 368

SYSUTl 369

Assembler H (option 5.1) 258

ASSEMBLER OPTIONS field

Foreground Assembler H (option 4.1) 219

Foreground Assembler XF (option 4.1A) 220

Assembler XF (option 4.1A) 220

Assembler XF (option 5,1A) 260

asterisk (*) parameter

SELECT command 45

ATTENTION (PAl) key 18

ATTRIB display view

INITIAL DISPLAY VIEW field 126

ATTRIBUTES field 42

B

B (batch) parameter

MODE field 173

B (blocked) record format

RECORD FORMAT field 109

B (browse data set) line command
Data Set List utility (option 3,4) 138

B (browse) line command
Data Set List utility (option 3,4) 47

Library utility (option 3,1) 47

Batch (option 5) 251

Assembler H (option 5,1) 258

Assembler XF (option 5,1A) 260

JCL generation for Assembler and Linkage

Editor 257

JCL generation for compilers 256

Linkage Editor (option 5.7) 270

Member Parts List (option 5.12) 273

OS/VS COBOL compiler (option 5.2A) 264

output listings 54

overview 6

Pascal/VS compiler (option 5.6) 269

password protection, lack of 253

PL/I checkout compiler (option 5.4) 267

PL/I optimizing compiler (option 5.5) 268

processing sequence 251

VS COBOL II compiler (option 5.2) 262

VS COBOL II interactive debug (option

5.10) 272

VS FORTRAN compiler (option 5.3) 265

Batch Assembler H panel 258

Batch Assembler XF panel 260

Batch Linkage Edit panel 270

Batch Member Parts List panel 273

Batch OS/VS COBOL Compile panel 264

Batch Pascal/VS Compile panel 269

Batch PL/I Checkout Compile panel 267

Batch PL/I Optimizing Compile panel 268

Batch Selection Panel 251

Batch Selection Panel With JCL Generated

BEFORE field 324

BEFORE parameter

Breakpoint Primary Option Menu 324

WHEN field* 320

Blank action

ACTION column 161

blank options 9

blank parameter

ACTIVE field 316, 318, 320

DSORG field 131

MULTIPLE STRINGS field 200

OPERATION field 318

PACK DATA field 122

POOL field 318

PRINTER CARRIAGE CONTROL field 156

SEQUENCE NUMBERS field 176

SPECIFY PACK OPTION FOR "TO" DATA SET
field 117

SRCHFOR process statement 412

WHEN field 320

BLKS parameter

SPACE UNITS field 108

BLKSZ field 131

BLKSZ keyword
SORT command 146

BLOCK SIZE field 110

BOTTOM parameter

BY ROW NUMBER field 298

COMMAND LINE PLACEMENT field 74

BREAKPOINT field 324

Breakpoint Primary Option Menu 323

Breakpoints (option 7.8)

control display 322

defined 319

finding a breakpoint

Cancel (option C) 323

Go (option G) 323

input errors 322

line commands
D (delete) 320

I (insert) 320

R (repeat) 320

primary commands
CANCEL 320

END 320, 322

LOCATE 320

QUAL 320

qualification 322

qualification parameter values 320

specifying breakpoints 319

syntax checking 322

Breakpoints panel 319

with qualification parameter values 321

Browse - Entry Panel 85

Browse (option 1) 85

Browse commands
BROWSE 87

COLUMNS 88

DISPLAY 89

displaying after execution 87
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FIND 90

HEX 95

LOCATE 96

RESET 97

Browse data display 86

browsing DECS data as EBCDIC data 51

current position in data set 96

ending Browse 87

mixed mode 51

overview 6

saving scroll value 27

selecting Browse 85

valid logical record length 85

valid record format 85

BROWSE command
Browse (option 1) 87

parameter

member 88

Browse Command Panel 88

Browse data display 86

BROWSE field 234

Browse hexadecimal display

data 96

vertical 96

BROWSE Output field 186

BY ROW NUMBER field 298

BY VARIABLE field 299

bypassing menus 5

BYTE parameter

Compare Type field 184

0
C (catalog data set) line command

Data Set List utility (option 3.4) 139

C (continuation) keyword

Search-For utility (option 3.14) 202

CALL statement format 245

Canadian French terminals 65

Cancel (option C) 323

CANCEL command
Breakpoints (option 7.8) 320

Command Table utility (option 3.9) 162

Dialog Test (option 7) 284

Tables (option 7.4) 303, 305

Traces (option 7.7) 317, 318

Variables (option 7.3) 294

cataloged partitioned data set 33

CC parameter

DISPLAY command 89

CHANGED field 40

Changes (option C)

overview 7

char parameter

DISPLAY command 89

character strings, use of 93

15457

CHARS parameter

FIND command 90

CHG operation

OPERATION field 318

CHNG parameter

LISTING TYPE field 175, 184

CLASS field 156

CLEAR key 19

CLIST
attention exits 277

error exits 277

CMD field 288

CMPBOFS process statement

keywords

NBTM 395, 399

NTOP 395, 399

OBTM 395, 399

OTOP 395, 399

parameters

hex-offset 395

KYWD 395

SuperCE utility (option 3.13) 395

CMPCOLM process statement

Extended Search-For utility (option 3.13.S) 396

parameters

start-colm 396, 397

stop-colm 396, 397

SuperCE utility (option 3.13) 396

CMPCOLMN process statement

SuperCE utility (option 3.13) 397

CMPCOLMO process statement

SuperCE utility (option 3.13) 397

CMPLINE process statement

Extended Search-For utility (option 3.13.S) 399

parameters

'string' 399

KYWD 399

start-colm 400

stop-colm 400

SuperCE utility (option 3.13) 399

CNPML process option

SuperCE utility (option 3.13) 381

COBOL interactive debug (option 4. 10A) 241

print output data sets 243

processing sequence 241

symbolic debug data sets 242

COBOL Interactive Debug panel 241

COBOL parameter

SEQUENCE NUMBERS field 176

COBOL process option

Extended Search-For utility (option 3.13.S) 379

SuperCE utility (option 3.13) 379

COBOL Structuring Facility panel 333, 334

COBOL/SF-B (option 9.5)

COBOL Structuring Facility background

dialog 334

COBOL/SF-F (option 9.4)

COBOL Structuring Facility foreground

dialog 333

code, defined 9

coi-1 and col-2 parameters
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FIND command 90

column-identification line 88

removing with RESET command 97

column limitations 94

COLUMNS command
Browse (option 1) 88

Command (option 6) 275

interrupting a TSO command or CLIST 277

overview 6

restrictions for entering a CLIST 277

Session Manager, using 277

terminal settings 278

TSO commands and CLISTs, entering 276

COMMAND DELIMITER field 66

command error processing 16

COMMAND field 8, 14, 129

COMMAND LINE PLACEMENT field 74

command name abbreviations 365

command prefix (&)

displaying commands after execution 87

Command Table Editing Panel 160

Command Table utility (option 3.9)

line commands
D (delete) 162

I (insert) 162

R (repeat) 162

primary commands
CANCEL 162

END 162

Command Table Utility panel 159

commands
default PF key settings 19

displaying after execution 87

entering 8, 14

entering long commands 275

entering with PF keys 19

error processing 16

ISPF 12

ISPF/PDF notation 15

line 6, 14

PDF command 4

using an alias 4, 5

using option parameter 5

primary 6, 14

retrieving 27

scroll 26

stacking with delimiter 16

TSO 22

commands, Dialog Test 282

commands, entering 14

command error processing 16

COMMAND field 14

ISPF/PDF command notation 15

PF keys 19

Compare Type field 183

COMPILER OPTIONS field

Batch Pascal/VS compiler (option 5.6) 269

Batch PL/I optimizing compiler (option 5.5)
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268

compress request exit 103, 141

concatenation

during editing 35

during language processing 35

COND parameter

BROWSE Output field 186

CONFIRM command
Data Set List utility (option 3.4) 142

parameters

OFF 142

ON 142

Confirm Delete panel 112

CONFIRM DELETE REQUEST field 127

Confirm Purge panel 113

Confirm Table Row Delete panel 301

control file 327

controlling ISPF libraries with LMF 32

library concatenation 34

library member change and promotion 36

Convert Menus/Messages panel 163

copy panel 164

Convert Menus/Messages utility (option 3.10)

options

1 - convert old format menus to new format

panels 164

2 - convert old format messages to new format

messages 165

COPY command
TSO 159

Copy Format Selection List panel 169

COPY statement 211

copying and locking members 119

CREATED field 40, 131

CREATED keyword
SORT command 146

Cross System Product/Application Development

panel 330

Cross System Product/Application Execution

panel 331

CSP/AD (option 9.1)

Cross System Product/Application

Development 330

CSP/AE (option 9.2)

Cross System Product/xA.pplication

Execution 331

CURRENT ROW COUNT field 308, 309

CURRENT ROW field 298

CURRENT ROW POINTER field 306, 309

CURRENT STATUS field 324

CURSOR command
ISPF 13

CURSOR FIELD field 291

cursor movement keys 22

CURSOR parameter

SCROLL field 8

CURSOR POSITION field 291

CYLS parameter

SPACE UNITS field 108
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D (DECS) parameter

FIELD TYPE field 167

D (delete) line command
Breakpoints (option 7.8) 320

Command Table utility (option 3.9) 162

Data Set List utility (option 3.4) 47, 138

Dialog Test (option 7) 285

Format Specification utility (option 3.11) 170

Library utility (option 3.1) 47

SCRIPT/VS (option 4.9) 237

Tables (option 7.4) 303, 305

Traces (option 7.7) 317, 318

Variables (option 7.3) 294

D (delete) parameter

Process option field 24, 67

DA data set organization

DSORG field 131

DASD
See direct access storage device

data entry panels 9

DATA parameter

CMPLINE process statement 399

HEX command 95

SCROLL field 8

data set allocation exit 107

data set control blocks 137

data set format 10

Data Set List utility (option 3.4)

data set list exit 124

data set list listings 347

display views and panels

ATTRIB 126, 129

sequence of display views 126

SPACE 126, 128

TOTAL 126, 129

VOLUME 126, 128

line commands
^ (repeat last command) 141

B (browse data set) 138

C (catalog data set) 139

D (delete data set) 138

E (edit data set) 138

F (free unused space) 141

I (data set information) 139

M (display member list) 139

P (print data set) 139

R (rename data set) 139

S (information (short)) 139

U (uncatalog data set) 139

X (print index listing) 139

Z (compress data set) 141

list data set 143

member list line commands 47

options

Blank - display data set list 127

P - print data set list 135

NW: 15457 137

V • display VTOC information 136

primary commands
CONFIRM 142

FIND 142

LOCATE 143

RFIND 142

SAVE 143

SHOWCMD 144

SORT 146

saving scroll value 27

source and index listings 339

Data Set List Utility panel 124

Data Set List Utility SHOWCMD panel 145

DATA SET NAME field 31, 178, 246

data set organization 131

DATA SET PASSWORD field 49

Data Set utility (option 3.2)

options

A - allocate new data set 106

Blank - data set information 114

C - catalog data set 111

D - delete entire data set 112

R - rename entire data set 111

S - data set information (short) 114

U - uncatalog data set 112

DATE CREATED field 307, 309

DAU data set organization

DSORG field 131

DECS
See double-byte character set

DECS COLUMN SPECIFICATION field 299

DCF
See Document Composition Facility

DDDD format

EXPIRATION DATE field 111

DEBUG COMMAND DATA SET field

Batch VS COBOL II interactive debug (option

5.10) 272

DEBUG OPTIONS field

Foreground FORTRAN interactive debug (option

4.11) 244

default mode 7

default PF key settings 20

ending PDF or a PDF function 22

getting help 20

repeating a FIND or CHANGE command 25

scrolling within a data display 25

splitting and swapping display screens 21

DELETE command
TSO 127, 128, 142

delimiters

used to stack commands 16

DELTA parameter

LISTING TYPE field 175, 184

DESCRIPTION column 161

Description field 238

DEVICE field 131

DEVICE keyword

SORT command 146

Dialog Services (option 7.6)

invoking a dialog service 313
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DIALOG SERVICES TO BE TRACED field 316

Dialog Test (option 7) 279

Breakpoints (option 7.8) 319

commands 282

Dialog Services (option 7.6) 313

effect of RETURN command 24

environment 280

accessing and updating variables 280

available ISPF facilities 280

exceptions to restoration when using Go
(option G) 324

ISPF log generation 280

error handling, severe 282

Exit (option 7.X) 326

exiting with jump function ( = ) 25

Functions (option 7.1) 287

line commands
D (delete lines) 285

I (insert lines) 285

R (repeat lines) 286

Log (option 7.5) 310

overview 6

Panels (option 7.2) 291

primary commands
CANCEL 284

END 284

LOCATE 284

QUAL 285

RESUME 285

severe error handling

message displayed 282

reasons errors occur 282

Tables (option 7.4) 298

Traces (option 7.7) 315

Tutorial (option 7.T) 326

usual test methods 279

variable usage 281

Variables (option 7.3) 293

why vou should generate a log data set 69

Dialog est Primary Option Menu 280

Dialog Test Tutorial panel 326

dialog, definition of 1

direct access storage device

using with packed data 51

DIRECTORY BLOCKS field 109

Display (option 0.4)

specifying ASIS 74

specifying BOTTOM 74

Display Characteristics panel 74

DISPLAY command
Browse (option 1) 89

parameters

CC 89

char 89

NOCC 89

display format 7

Display Panel 291

Displav Row panel 300

DISPLAY STYLE OPTIONS field 234

DLMDUP process option
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DLREFM process option

SuperCE utility (option 3.13) 381

Document Composition Facility 233

double-byte character set

Browse or Edit DBCS data as EBCDIC data 51

column specification in dialog test 299

defining data type 167

Dialog Test variables format 297

Edit and Browse 51

effect on SuperC utilities 374

finding a one-byte hexadecimal string 94

format definition 50

Format Specification utility (option 3.11) 50,

166

formatted data Edit and Browse 50

hexadecimal format 51

invalid mixed data 51

MIXED MODE field 50

using the VALUE field 299

DOWN command
ISPF 12, 26

DPACMT process option

Extended Search-For utility (option 3.13.S) 380

SuperCE utility (option 3.13) 380

DPADCMT process option

Extended Search-For utility (option 3.13.S) 380

SuperCE utility (option 3.13) 380

DPBLKCL process option

Extended Search-For utility (option 3.13.S) 380

SuperCE utility (option 3.13) 380

DPCBCMT process option

Extended Search-For utility (option 3.13.S) 380

SuperCE utility (option 3.13) 380

DPFTCMT process option

Extended Search-For utility (option 3.13.S) 380

SuperCE utility (option 3.13) 380

DPLINE process statement

Extended Search-For utility (option 3.13.S) 402

parameters

'string' 402

start-colm 402, 407

stop-colm 402, 407

SuperCE utility (option 3.13) 402

DPLINEC process statement

Extended Search-For utility (option 3.13.S) 402

SuperCE utility (option 3.13) 402

DPPLCMT process option

Extended Search-For utility (option 3.13.S) 380

SuperCE utility (option 3.13) 380

DPPSCMT process option

Extended Search-For utility (option 3.13.S) 380

SuperCE utility (option 3.13) 380

DSCBs
See data set control blocks

DSLIST exit 124

DSNAME LEVEL field 124

DSORG field 131

DSORG keyword
SORT command 146

DS1-DS4 fields 186, 191
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E (EBCDIC) parameter

FIELD TYPE field 167

E (edit data set) line command
Data Set List utility (option 3.4) 138

EBCDIC
See extended binary coded decimal interchange

code

Edit - Entry Panel 99

Edit (option 2) 99

editing a data set 99

editing DBCS data as EBCDIC data 51

mixed mode 51

overview 6

saving scroll value 27

valid logical record length 99

valid record format 99

EDIT command
Data Set List utility (option 3.4) 47

END command
Breakpoints (option 7.8) 320, 322

Command Table utility (option 3.9) 162

Dialog Test (option 7) 284

ISPF 12, 23

Tables (option 7.4) 301, 303, 305

Traces (option 7.7) 317, 318

Variables (option 7.3) 294

ending PDF or a PDF function

END command 23

Exit option (X) 25

RETURN command 24

ENTER SESSION MANAGER MODE field 277

ENTER TSO COMMAND OR CLIST BELOW
field 275

entering commands with PA and PF keys

program access (PA) keys 18

program function (PF) keys 19

ENVIRON command
ISPF 13, 81

environment, Dialog Test 280

ERASE INPUT key 19

error handling. Dialog Test 282

errors

trigger statement 215

Example of Using Aspect Ratio Parameter 0 79

Example of Using Aspect Ratio Parameter 1 80

examples

(repeat last command) line command 141

account information 56

additional input libraries 216

aspect ratio parameter 0 79

aspect ratio parameter 1 80

Assembler H allocation data sets

SYSIN 367

SYSLIB 367

SYSLIN 368

NW: 15457 Docl|JWifif&age 813

SYSTERM 368

SYSUTl 369

BROWSE command 88

bypassing menus 5

CMPBOFS process statement 395

CMPCOLM process statement 396

CMPCOLMN process statement 398

CMPCOLMO process statement 398

CMPLINE process statement 400

column-identification line 89

command error processing 16

command interpretation 276

command table usage restriction 159

CONFIRM command 142

Copy Format Selection List panel 169

data entry panel 85

data set information displays 104

data set name levels 124

default PF key commands 16

defining PF key functions

using a BLANK label 73

using colon (:) to define line commands 72

Dialog Test

breakpoint cancel (option C) 279

changing variable values 295

DBCS value format 299

detailed ISPF log entries 311

dialog trace ISPF log entry 310

DISPLAY service 313

hexadecimal format 325

how dialog parts change 324

ISPF log entry for current value of

variable 312

modifying a table row 302

NEWPOOL option 281

no data written to ISPF log 310

processing that causes a service call 315

severe error found at breakpoint 282

specifying breakpoints 321

why many ISPF log entries can appear 311

DISPLAY command 90

display of data set format 86

displaying commands after execution 87

DPLINE process statement 403

DPLINEC process statement 403

entering generation data set name 32

F (free unused space) line command 141

FIND command 142

FIND command search strings 91

Foreground Assembler processing 216

HEX command 95

INCLUDE statement 232

invalid load module directory fields 42

invalid mixed data 51

ITEXT data set names 227

JCL generation for compilers 256

library concatenation 34

Linkage Editor concatenation sequence 232

Linkage Editor search sequence 232

LNCT process statement 404

LOCATE command 44, 97, 143, 170

Index 419



LSTCOLM process statement 405

member expansion

code that cannot be processed 212

member list with expanded line command
field 140

member name in title 30

member parts list 247

member selection list with statistics 40

menu 5

naming a command table 159

NCHGT process statement 407

NTITLE process statement 408

object data set names 218

OCHGT process statement 407

panel format 7

pattern, member selection list 39

PDF terminal operations 56

PFSHOW command 73

PL/I optimizing compiler 268

print output data set names 243

printing panels with long lines 77

printing, deleting, and renaming members 48

S (select) line command 45

SAVE command 143

Search-For list data set name 191

search-for listing data set name 200

Search-For process statements 193

SELECT command 45

SELECT process statement 409

selecting a tutorial topic 336

selecting an option 5

Session Manager control 206

SHOWCMD command 144

SORT command 146, 171

specifying a qualifier with an asterisk 125

splitting the display screen 21

SRCHFOR process statement 412

SRCHFORC process statement 412

stacking commands 16, 66

substituting 'I' for data set name 132

SuperC list data set name 175, 185

SuperC process statements 195

SWAP command 22

symbolic debug data set names 243

three-level library hierarchy 33

typing over parameters 27

typing over scroll amount 27

uses for library levels 34

using GROUPS FOR PRIMARY MEMBERS
field 246

using SuperC 375

using the Library utility 48

value in CHANGED field 40

value in CREATED field 40

value in LIB field 40

value in VV.MM field 40

VOLUME view display 128

VS COBOL II allocation data sets

SYSIN 367

SYSLIB 367
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SYSPRINT 368

SYSPUNCH 369

SYSTERM 368

SYSUTl 369

SYSUT2 - SYSUT5 369

VTOC display 136

with the TSO/E Information Center

Facility 239

with TSO/E Information Center Facility 218

327x terminal keys 19

EXECUTION FARMS field 208, 242

Foreground PL/I checkout compiler (option

4.4) 226

Exit (option X)

bypassing the log and list data set panel 23

ending PDF from the ISPF/PDF Primary Option

Menu 23

ending PDF on a split screen 22

overview 7

similarities to RETURN command 24

use of log/list defaults 25

used with jump function ( = ) 25

Exit (option 7.X)

ending Dialog Test 326

expansion trigger, defined 211

EXPIRATION DATE field 110

EXPIRES field 131

EXPIRES keyword
SORT command 146

explosion chain, defined 249

extended binary coded decimal interchange code

Browse or Edit DBCS data as EBCDIC 51

defining data type 167

format definition 50

hexadecimal format 51

invalid mixed data 51

MIXED MODE field 50

using numbered data 168

Extended Search-For - Concatenation Data Set

Entry panel 192

Extended Search-For Compare utility 188

applications 375

options

Blank - search-for strings 191

E - edit Search-For statements data set 193

P - select Search-For process options 192

process options 378

process statements 393

return codes 377

SuperC program description 372

utility differences 371

Extended Search-For process options

ANYC 379

APNDLST 381

COBOL 379

DPACMT 380

DPADCMT 380

DPBLKCL 380

DPCBCMT 380

DPFTCMT 380
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DPPLCMT 380

DPPSCMT 380

IDPFX 381

LMTO 381

LONGLN 381

LPSF 382

LTO 382

NOPRTCC 382

NOSEQ 379

SEQ 379

Extended Search-For process statements
* and .* (comment lines) 401

CMPCOLM (compare columns) 396

CMPLINE (compare line) 399

DPLINE (do not process line) 402

DPLINEC (continuation of do not process

line) 402

LNCT (line count) 404

LSTCOLM (list columns) 405

NCHGT (new change text) 406

notation conventions 393

NTITLE (new title) 408

SELECT (select PDS members) 409

SLIST (include statements in listing) 411

SRCHFOR 412

SRCHFORC 412

Extended Search-For Utility panel 189

0
F (foreground) parameter

MODE field 173

F (free unused space) line command
Data Set List utility (option 3.4) 141

F (function) pool

POOL field 318

F record format

RECORD FORMAT field 109

false match correction notice 356

FBA record format

RECORD FORMAT field 76

FIELD LENGTH field 167

field mark character 19

FIELD NUMBER field 167

FIELD TYPE field 167

field value abbreviations 365

fieldl parameter

SORT command 46, 146

field2 parameter

SORT command 46, 146

FILE comparison of a complete PDS 359

FILE comparison of a sequential data set or

membered PDS 358

FILE parameter

Compare Type field 183

FIND command
Browse (option 1)

character strings, use of 93
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column limitations 94

conditions for character string matches 92

displaying column numbers searched 91

omitting string delimiters 91

one-byte hexadecimal strings 94

picture strings, use of 93

rules for using col-1 and col-2 94

specifying FIND strings 90

starting point, direction, and extent of

search 91

string not found actions 92

text strings, use of 92

using RFIND 94

using string delimiters 91

Data Set List utility (option 3.4) 142

parameters

CHARS|PREFIX|SUFFIX|WORD 90

col-1 and col-2 90

NEXT|ALL|FIRST|LAST|PREV 91

string 90

find-mask parameter
NCHGT process statement 406

OCHGT process statement 406

FIRST parameter

FIND command 91

FMVLNS process option

SuperCE utility (option 3.13) 381

FO parameter

ATTRIBUTES field 42

Foreground (option 4) 205

Assembler H (option 4.1) 219

Assembler XF (option 4.1A) 220

COBOL interactive debug (option 4.10A) 241

compilation limitations 22

expanding packed data 211

FORTRAN interactive debug (option 4.11) 244

input data sets 215

Linkage Editor (option 4.7) 231

list data sets 216

Member Parts List (option 4.12) 245

object data sets 217

OS/VS COBOL compiler (option 4.2A) 223

output listings 54

overview 6

Pascal/VS compiler (option 4.6) 229

password protection 217

PL/I checkout compiler (option 4.4) 226

PL/I optimizing compiler (option 4.5) 228

processing sequence 205

SCRIPT/VS (option 4.9) 233

using the TSO/E Information Center

Facility 218

VS COBOL II compiler (option 4.2) 221

VS COBOL II interactive debug (option

4.10) 240

VS FORTRAN compiler (option 4.3) 225

Foreground Assembler H panel 219

Foreground Assembler XF panel 220

Foreground Environment Feature 233

Foreground Linkage Edit panel 231

Foreground Member Parts List panel 245

Index 421



Foreground OS/VS COBOL Compile panel 223

Foreground Pascal/VS Compile panel 229

Foreground PL/I Checkout Compile panel 226

Foreground PL/I Optimizing Compile panel 228

Foreground Print Options for Style panel 236

with the TSO/E Information Center

Facility 239

Foreground Print Options panel 210

with TSO/E Information Center Facility 218

Foreground Selection Panel 205

Foreground VS COBOL II Compile panel 221

Foreground VS COBOL II Interactive Debug

panel 240

Foreground VS FORTRAN Compile panel 225

format definition 50

Format Definition panel 167

format definitions 50

FORMAT NAME field 50, 166

effect on MIXED MODE field 50

Format Selection List panel 170

Format Specification panel 166

Format Specification utility (option 3.11)

IBM 5550 terminal support 50

line commands
D (deleting a format) 170

R (renaming a format) 171

S (selecting a format) 171

U (updating a format) 171

options

A - add a new format 167

C - copy formats 168

D - delete a format 169

L or Blank - display format list 169

U - update a format 169

primary commands
LOCATE 170

SORT 171

format, panel 7

formatted data set 50

FORTRAN interactive debug (option 4.11) 244

FORTRAN Interactive Debug panel 244

FREE DSCBS field 137

FREE EXTENTS field 137

FREE parameter

ACTION field 121

FREE SPACE field 137

FROM FORMAT field 166

FROM TABLE field 167

FSCR parameter

MODE field 288, 289

FUNCTION field 316, 318, 320, 324

parameter

Function Traces panel 316

Functions (option 7.1)
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testing a dialog function 287

generation data sets 32

GENERIC UNIT field 108

GENHELP keyword 164

GET operation

OPERATION field 318

Go (option G) 323

graphics interface mode, effect on Session

Manager 207

GROUP field 30

GROUPS FOR PRIMARY MEMBERS field 246,

249

GWCBL process option

SuperCE utility (option 3,13) 381

H

HALF parameter

SCROLL field 8

Hardcopy utility (option 3.6)

additional batch printing information 153

source and index listings 339

using the TSO/E Information Center

Facility 153

Hardcopy Utility panel

after JCL generation 152

before JCL generation 150

with the TSO/E Information Center Facility

installed 154

hashsum, defined 358

HELP command
displaying column numbers searched 91

ISPF 12, 20

Tutorial (option T) 338

HELP reference 165

Help Tutorial panel 338

HEX command
Browse (option 1) 95

parameters

DATA 95

OFF 95

ON 95

VERT 95

hex-offset parameter

CMPBOFS process statement 395

hexadecimal data

Dialog Test variables format 296
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I (data set information) line command
Data Set List utility (option 3.4) 139

I (implicit) variable

P (pool) field 294

I (insert) line command
Breakpoints (option 7,8) 320

Command Table utility (option 3,9) 162

Dialog Test (option 7) 285

Tables (option 7,4) 303, 305

Traces (option 7.7) 317, 318

Variables (option 7.3) 294

IBM Products (option 9) 329

options

1 - CSP/AD 330

2 - CSP/AE 331

3 - INFO/SYS 332

4-COBOL/SF-F 333

5 - COBOL/SF-B 334

overview 6

ID field 41, 289

IDPFX process option

Extended Search-For utility (option 3.13.S) 381

lEBCOPY utility 103, 117, 141

lEBGENER utility 153

IF PARTITIONED, REPLACE LIKE-NAMED
MEMBERS field 117

IF SEQUENTIAL, "TO" DATA SET DISPOSITION
field 117

INCLUDE statement 211

index listings

index listings for load libraries 342

index listings for source libraries 341

index listings for load libraries 342

index listings for source libraries 341

INFO/SYS (option 9.3)

Information/System 332

Information Center Facility 150, 157, 209, 235

Information/System panel 332

INIT field 41

INIT keywords 164

INITIAL DISPLAY VIEW field 125

views

ATTRIB 126

SPACE 126

TOTAL 126

VOLUME 126

INITIAL MACRO field 100

input data sets 215

INPUT FIELD PAD field 65

installation exits

compress request 103, 141

data set allocation 107

data set list (DSLIST) 124

print utility 150, 157, 209, 235

promote 120

Interactive System Productivity Facility
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internal character representations for APL
keyboards 363

internal character representations for TEXT
keyboards 364

interpretable text data sets 227

introduction to PDF
commands, entering 14

entering commands with PF keys 19

interacting with PDF 4

invoking PDF 4

ISPF/PDF primary options 5

remembering information with user profiles 28

understanding PDF panels 7

using the default PF key settings 20

Invoke Dialog Function/Selection Menu 287

Invoke Dialog Service panel 313

IS data set organization

DSORG field 131

ISPCMDS 159

ISPF
See Interactive System Productivity Facility

ISPF commands
assigning 70

CURSOR 13

DOWN 12, 26

END 12, 23

ENVIRON 13, 81

HELP 12, 20

ISPPREP 13

jump function (==
) 13

KEYS 13, 19

LEFT 12, 26

LIST 13

LOG 13

PANELID 13

PFSHOW 13, 72

PRINT 13

PRINT-HI 13

PRINTG 13, 78

PRINTL 13

PRINTLHI 13

RCHANGE 12, 25

RETRIEVE 12

RETURN 12, 24

RFIND 12, 25

RIGHT 12, 26

SPLIT 12, 21

SPLITV 13, 66

SWAP 12, 22

taking a screen snapshot 53

UP 12, 26

ISPF ENVIRON Command Settings panel 81

ISPF library names 29

ISPF library, defined 29

ISPF log listings 343

ISPF member statistics 39

ISPF Parameter Options panel 63

ISPF Farms (option 0) 63

Display (option 0.4) 74

Environ (option 0.7) 81

Graphic (option 0.6) 78

Index 423



List (option 0.5) 76

Log/List (option 0.2) 67

overview 6

PF Keys (option 0.3) 70

Terminal (option 0.1) 64

ISPF Tutorial and Introduction panels 336

ISPF/PDF command notation 15

ISPF/PDF Primary Option Menu 5

ISPF/PDF primary options

option selection 5

ISPPREP command
ISPF 13

ISPTLIB 159

ISRCFIL control file 327

ISRFORM table 168

ISRLEMX 256

ISRSCAN 256

ISU data set organization

DSORG field 131

ITEXT data sets

See interpretable text data sets

0
JCL

See job code language

JCL generation

Assembler and Linkage Editor 257

compilers 256

job code language

generating and submitting print jobs 151

job statement information

parameters

(ACCOUNT) 56

//* lines 56

'NAME' 56

userddA 55

preventing JES line counting 236

JOB STATEMENT INFORMATION field 24, 68

JOBID field 156

JOBNAME field 156

jump function ( = )

ISPF 13, 25

K

K (keep) parameter

Process option field 24, 67

K (key) variable
.

T (variable types) field 300, 302, 304

Katakana terminals 65

keys

ATTENTION (PAl) 18

CLEAR 19

cursor movement 22

ERASE INPUT 19

ISPF 13

PAl 277

RESET 19, 277

RESHOW (PA2) 19

KEYS command
ISPF 19, 70

KEYS field 306

keyword parameter

CMPBOFS process statement 395

CMPLINE process statement 399

keyword/operand abbreviations 366

KN (keep and allocate new data set) parameter

Process option field 24, 67

0
LABEL fields 72

label parameter

LOCATE command 97

LANG field 288

LANGUAGE field 246

LARGEST field 137

LAST DATE MODIFIED field 307, 309

LAST MODIFIED BY field 308, 309

LAST parameter

FIND command 91

LAST SERVICE RETURN CODE field 309

LAST TABLE SERVICE field 309

LAST TIME MODIFIED field 307, 309

Icmd parameter

SELECT command 45

LEFT command
ISPF 12, 26

LEL
See Linkage Editor language

LIB field 40, 42

libraries and data sets

data set passwords 49

format definitions 50

list and log data sets 52

member selection lists 37

mixed mode 50

naming ISPF libraries and data sets 29

packed data sets 51

sample PDF session 56

using LMF to control ISPF libraries 32

library 33

library concatenation

during editing 35

during language processing 35

functions that use concatenation 35

GROUP field 34

library controls 32

Library Management Utilities panel 327

library member modification and promotion

locking members while editing 36

Library utility (option 3.1)
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member list line commands 47

options

B - browse member 103

Blank - display member list 102

C - compress data set 103

D - delete member 104

I - data set information 104

L - print entire data set 104

P - print member 103

R - rename member 103

S - data set information (short) 105

X - print index listing 103

source and index listings 339

Library Utility panel 102

Line Cmd field 237

line commands
Command Table utility (option 3.9) 162

Data Set List utility (option 3.4) 131, 138

defined 6, 14

Dialog Test (option 7) 285

Format Specification utility (option 3.11) 171

member selection list 43

SCRIPT/VS (option 4.9) 237

LINE LENGTH field 77

line-number parameter

LOCATE command 97

LINE parameter

Compare Type field 183

MODE field 288, 289

Lines per page field 67

Linkage Editor (option 4.7) 231

concatenation sequence 232

LEL control statements 232

Linkage Editor (option 5.7) 270

Linkage Editor concatenation sequence 232

Linkage Editor language 232

LINKAGE EDITOR OPTIONS field

Foreground Linkage Editor (option 4.7) 231

List (option 0.5)

printing panels with long lines 77

list and log data sets

foreground and batch output listings

list-id parameter 54

prefix parameter 54

userid parameter 54

JOB STATEMENT INFORMATION 55

list data set 53

log data set 53

other temporary data sets 54

prefix parameter 52

printing list/log data sets 53

taking a screen snapshot 53

temporary names 52

userid parameter 52

LIST command
ISPF 13

List Data Set Characteristics panel 76

list data sets 216

parameters
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LIST ID field 208, 216, 253

list-id parameter

Foreground and Batch output listings 54

SAVE command 44, 143

LIST keyword 164

list of abbreviations 365

command names 365

field values 365

keywords/operands 366

programming languages 366

scroll amounts 366

List VTOC utility (option 3.7), removal of 155

LISTING DS NAME field 175, 191

Listing Dsn field 184

LISTING DSNAME field 200

listing formats

data set list listings 347

ISPF log listings 343

member list listings 344

source and index listings 339

SuperC listings 348

LISTING TYPE field 175, 184

LM Utilities (option 8) 327

overview 6

LMF migration utility 287

LMTO process option

Extended Search-For utility (option 3.13.S) 381

LNCT process statement

Extended Search-For utility (option 3.13.S) 404

parameter

nnnnnn 404

SuperCE utility (option 3.13) 404

load module library

invalid directory fields (?) 42

member statistics 41

load module library display 41

expanded line command field 141

Local printer ID field 24, 67

LOCATE command
Breakpoints (option 7.8) 320

Browse (option 1) 96

Data Set List utility (option 3.4) 143

Dialog Test (option 7) 284

Format Specification utility (option 3.11) 170

member selection list 43

parameters

label 97

line-number 97

Iparm 143

name 170

string 43, 285

Tables (option 7.4) 301, 303, 305, 306

Traces (option 7.7) 317, 318

Variables (option 7.3) 294

LOCK field 36

locking members while editing

conditions when locking causes errors 37

conditions when locking is ignored 37

locking members with copy/lock 119

LOCS process option

SuperCE utility (option 3.13) 381

Index 425



Log (option 7.5)

displaying the ISPF log 310

logged trace output 310

reasons log is not available 310

log and list data set default options

changing primary and secondary page values 69

Log and List Defaults panel 67

LOG command
ISPF 13

log data set 53

Log/List (option 0.2)

changing defaults 7

effect on Exit (X) option 25

log and list data set default options 68

LOGICAL RECORD LENGTH field 76

LONG MESSAGE field 8

LONG parameter

LISTING TYPE field 175, 184

LONGLN process option

Extended Search-For utility (option 3.13.S) 381

SuperCE utility (option 3.13) 381

Iparm parameter

LOCATE command 143

LPSF process option

Extended Search-For utility (option 3.13.S) 382

LRECL field 131

LRECL keyword
SORT command 146

LSTCOLM process statement

Extended Search-For utility (option 3.13.S) 405

parameters

start-colm 405

stop-colm 405

SuperCE utility (option 3.13) 405

LTO process option

Extended Search-For utility (option 3.13.S) 382

M

M (display member list) line command
Data Set List utility (option 3.4) 139

M (machine) parameter

PRINTER CARRIAGE CONTROL field 156

M (mixed) parameter

FIELD TYPE field 167

M record format

RECORD FORMAT field 109

MAX parameter

SCROLL field 8

member expansion

block size 212

COPY statement 214

FIELD A 214

FIELD B 214

IDENTIFICATION DIVISION 214

language processing table 212
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trigger statement errors 215

WITH DEBUGGING MODE clause 214

MEMBER field 30

member list display 40

expanded line command field 140

member list listings

load libraries 345

source libraries 344

member list lists 344

member not found 249

member parameter

BROWSE command 88

SELECT process statement 409

SYSTERM DD statement 257

Member Parts List (option 4.12) 245

CALL statement format 245

member not found 249

options

1 - browse/print member parts list 247

2 - write member parts data set 248

PROCEDURE DIVISION 245

record format 248

Member Parts List (option 5.12) 273

member parts list display 247

member selection lists

displaying member lists 38

fields 40

load module library 42

source library 40

ISPF member statistics 39

line commands
B (browse) 47

D (delete) 47

E (edit) 47

P (print) 47

R (rename) 47

S (select) 45

list data set 44

load module library member statistics 41

primary commands
LOCATE 43

RESET 44

SAVE 44

SELECT 45

SORT 46

saving scroll value 27

table of differences 38

updating a member list 49

membered PDS, defined 174

menus 9

Message Display Panel 292

MESSAGE field 129

MESSAGE ID field. 291

MESSAGE keyword
SORT command 146

messages

as means of communication 4

conditions for display 16

displayed by HELP command 20

failure to enter required value 9
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inconsistent values 9

LONG MESSAGE field 8

SHORT MESSAGE field 8

mixed data

assumed 51

B (browse data set) line command 138

defining data type 167

E (edit data set) line command 138

format definition 50

invalid, examples of 51

MIXED MODE field 50

non-mixed mode 51

unformatted 51

using numbered data 168

MIXED MODE field 50

MOD field 41

MOD parameter

IF SEQUENTIAL, "TO" DATA SET
DISPOSITION field 117

MODE field 173, 288, 289

MODIFIED ROW COUNT field 308, 309

Modify Row panel 302

MOUNT authority 32, 108

move members 35

MOVE parameter

ACTION field 121

Move/Copy utility (option 3.3)

alias entries 123

options

C and CP - copying data sets 116

L and LP - copying and locking data

sets 119

M and MP - moving data sets 118

P and PP - promoting data sets 120

source and index listings 339

with load modules 122

without load modules 122

Move/Copy Utility panel 115

multiple search strings 200

Multiple Search Strings panel 201

MULTIPLE STRINGS field 200

N

N (name) variable

T (variable types) field 300, 302, 304

N (non-modifiable) attribute

A (variable attributes) field 294

NAME field 40, 42, 129

NAME keyword
LOCATE command 170

SORT command 146, 171

NAME parameter

JOB STATEMENT INFORMATION 56

NAMES field 306

naming ISPF libraries and data sets

ISPF library names 29
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OTHER PARTITIONED OR SEQUENTIAL
DATA SET NAMES 31

volume serials 32

NARROW process option

SuperCE utility (option 3.13) 382

national language support ix

native mode 7

NBTM keyword
CMPBOFS process statement 395

CMPLINE process statement 399

NCHGT process statement

Extended Search-For utility (option 3.13.S) 406

parameters

'find-mask' 406

'string' 406

SuperCE utility (option 3.13) 406

NEVER parameter

LOCK field 36

New DS Name field 182

new-member parameter

SELECT process statement 409

NEW OUTPUT CLASS field 156

new-title-text parameter

NTITLE process statement 408

OTITLE process statement 408

NEW USERID field 147

NEW VERSION NUMBER field 147

NEWAPPL field 289

NEWNAME field 102

NEWPOOL field 289

NEXT parameter

FIND command 91

nnnnn parameter

LNCT process statement 404

NO parameter

ACTIVE field 316, 318, 320

BROWSE Output field 186

CONFIRM DELETE REQUEST field 127

IF PARTITIONED, REPLACE LIKE-NAMED
MEMBERS field 117

LOCK field 36

MIXED MODE field 51

MULTIPLE STRINGS field 200

NEWAPPL field 289

NEWPOOL field 289

PACK DATA field 122

PASSLIB field 290

PURGE DATA SET field 113

SPECIFY PACK OPTION FOR "TO" DATA SET
field 117

TABLE AVAILABLE field 307

TABLE ON DISK field 309

NOCC parameter

DISPLAY command 89

NOLIST parameter

LISTING TYPE field 175, 184

non-paired change, defined 356

NOP action

ACTION column 161

NOPRTCC process option

Extended Search-For utility (option 3.13.S) 382

Index 427



SuperCE utility (option 3.13) 382

NOSEQ parameter

SEQUENCE NUMBERS field 176

NOSEQ process option

Extended Search-For utility (option 3.13.S) 379

SuperCE utility (option 3.13) 379

NOT OPEN parameter

STATUS FOR THIS SCREEN field 307, 308

NOWRITE parameter

OPEN OPTION field 309

NTITLE process statement

Extended Search-For utility (option 3.13.S) 408

parameter

new-title-text 408

SuperCE utility (option 3.13) 408

NTOP keyword
CMPBOFS process statement 395

CMPLINE process statement 399

NUMBER OF COPIES field 154

NUMBER OF KEYS field 306

NUMBER OF NAMES field 306

NUMBER OF PF KEYS field 65

NUMBER OF ROWS field 306

NX parameter

ATTRIBUTES field 42

object data sets 217

OBJECT field

Batch PL/I checkout compiler (option 5.4) 267

Foreground PL/I checkout compiler (option

4.4) 226

Foreground VS FORTRAN compiler (option

4.3) 225

OBTM keyword
CMPBOFS process statement 395

CMPLINE process statement 399

OCHGT process statement

SuperCE utility (option 3.13) 406

OFF parameter

CONFIRM command 142

HEX command 95

SHOWCMD command 144

OL parameter

ATTRIBUTES field 42

Old DS Name field 182

old-member parameter

SELECT process statement 409

OLD parameter

IF SEQUENTIAL, "TO" DATA SET
DISPOSITION field 117

ON parameter

CONFIRM command 142

HEX command 95

SHOWCMD command 144

W: 822
OPEN parameter ^

STATUS FOR THIS SCREEN field 307, 308

operand notation

one required ({ }) 15

optional ([ ]) 15

OR symbol (|) 15

OPERATION field 318

OPT field 288

OPTION field 8

entering commands 14

option selection 5

C - Changes 7

T - Tutorial 7

X-Exit 7

0 - ISPF Parms 6

1 - Browse 6

2 - Edit 6

3 - Utilities 6

4 - Foreground 6

5 - Batch 6

6 - Command 6

7 - Dialog Test 6

8 - LM Utilities 6

9 - IBM Products 6

ORIGINAL ROW COUNT field 308, 309

OS/VS COBOL compiler (option 4.2A) 223

OS/VS COBOL compiler (option 5.2A) 264

OTHER field

Batch Assembler H (option 5.1) 258

Batch Assembler XF (option 5.1A) 260

Batch Linkage Editor (option 5.7) 270

Batch OS/VS COBOL compiler (option

5.2A) 264

Batch PL/I checkout compiler (option 5.4) 267

Batch VS COBOL II compiler (option 5.2) 262

Batch VS FORTRAN compiler (option 5.3) 265

Foreground OS/VS COBOL compiler (option

4.2A) 223

Foreground Pascal/VS compiler (option 4.6) 229

Foreground PL/I checkout compiler (option

4.4) 226

Foreground PL/I optimizing compiler (option

4.5) 228

Foreground VS COBOL II compiler (option

4.2) 221

Foreground VS FORTRAN compiler (option

4.3) 225

OTHER PARTITIONED OR SEQUENTIAL DATA
SET NAMES 31

other temporary data sets 54

OTITLE process statement

SuperCE utility (option 3.13) 408

OTOP keyword
CMPBOFS process statement 395

CMPLINE process statement 399

OUTDD DD field 178

Outlist utility (option 3.8)

options

Blank - display job output 158

D - delete job output from SYSOUT hold

queue 157
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L - list job names/IDs via the TSO STATUS
command 157

P - print job output and delete from SYSOUT
hold queue 157

R - requeue job output to a new output

class 158

source and index listings 339

Outlist Utility panel 156

OV parameter

ATTRIBUTES field 42

OVSUM listing type

FILE comparison of a complete PDS 359

FILE comparison of a sequential data set or

membered PDS 358

OVSUM parameter

LISTING TYPE field 175, 184

P (pool) field 294

P (prefix) qualifier

SRCHFOR process statement 412

P (print) line command
Data Set List utility (option 3.4) 47, 139

Library utility (option 3.1) 47

P (profile) pool

POOL field 318

P (profile) variable

P (pool) field 294

PACK DATA field 121

packed data sets 51

requirements for using 52

packing data

Foreground (option 4) 206

PAGE parameter

SCROLL field 8

paired change, defined 356

PANEL field 287

panel format 7

PANEL NAME field 291

panel types 8

data entry panels 9

menus 9

scrollable data displays 9

PANELID command
ISPF 13

panels

as means of communication 4

basic types 8

data set list display view panels

ATTRIB view panel 129

SPACE view panel 128

TOTAL view panel 129

VOLUME view panel 128

default mode 7

defined 7

load module library display 41

NW: 15457

member list display 40

expanded line command field 140

menus 9

code, blank 9

code, defined 9

native mode 7

panel format 7

retaining previous values 9

scrollable format 9

split screen example 21

what they display 4

Panels (option 7.2)

testing dialog panels 291

PARM field 289

Pascal/VS compiler (option 4.6) 229

Pascal/VS compiler (option 5.6) 269

PASSLIB field 290

PASSTHRU action

ACTION column 161

PASSWORD field 208, 217

password protection 217

pattern parameter

SELECT command 45

pattern, defined 39

PAl (ATTENTION) key 18, 277

PA2 (RESHOW) key 19

PCF
See Programming Control Facility

PD (print and delete) parameter

Process option field 24, 67

PDF
See Program Development Facility

PDS Member List field 183

parameters 189

PF Key Definitions and Labels - Alternate Keys

panel 71

PF Key Definitions and Labels - Primary Keys

panel 71

PF Key Definitions and Labels panel 70

PF Keys (option 0.3)

assigning ISPF/PDF commands 19, 70

assigning labels 72

informing ISPF of the number of PF keys 65

terminals with 12 PF keys 70

terminals with 24 PF keys 70

PF keys, default assignments 11

PFSHOW command
ISPF 13, 72

PGM field 289

picture strings, use of 93

PL/I checkout compiler (option 4.4) 226

PL/I checkout compiler (option 5.4) 267

PL/I optimizing compiler (option 4.5) 228

PL/I optimizing compiler (option 5.5) 268

PO data set organization

DSORG field 131

POOL field 318

POU data set organization

DSORG field 131

prefix parameter

FIND command 90
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Foreground and Batch output listings 54

list and log data sets 52

member list list data set 44, 143

SYSTERM DD statement 257

PREV parameter

FIND command 91

primary commands
Browse (option 1) 87

Command Table utility (option 3.9) 162

Data Set List utility (option 3.4) 142

defined 6, 14

Format Specification utility (option 3.11) 170

member selection list 43

primary member, defined 249

Primary pages field 68

changing values 69

PRIMARY QUANTITY field 108

PRINT command
ISPF 13

Print Graphics Parameters panel 78

PRINT-HI command
ISPF 13

PRINT ID field 242, 243

PRINT MODE field 236

print output data sets 243

print utility exit 150, 157, 209, 235

PRINTER CARRIAGE CONTROL field 156

PRINTER FORMAT field 154

PRINTER LOCATION field 153

PRINTG command
ISPF 13, 78

printing

list/log data sets 53

panels with long lines 77

printing a SuperCE listing in batch mode 188

printing your output 150

PRINTL command
ISPF 13

PRINTLHI command
ISPF 13

PROCEDURE DIVISION 245

Process option field 24, 67

Process Options field 185, 191

PROFILE DSN field 172

PROFILE NAME field 100

profiles

user 28

PROG ID field 242

program access (PA) keys 18

Program Development Facility

interacting with 4

introduction to 1

invoking 4

program function (PF) keys 19

Programming Control Facility 49

programming language abbreviations 366

project administrator 327

PROJECT field 29

promote exits 120

promote members 35, 36
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DSORG field 131

PSU data set organization

DSORG field 131

PURGE DATA SET field 1 13

PUT operation

OPERATION field 318

QUAL command
Breakpoints (option 7.8) 320

Dialog Test (option 7) 285

QUAL field 320

QUALIFICATION PARAMETER VALUES
field 321

qualifier parameter

SRCHFOR process statement 412

R (rename) line command
Data Set List utility (option 3.4) 47, 139

Format Specification utility (option 3.11) 171

Library utility (option 3.1) 47

R (repeat) line command
Breakpoints (option 7.8) 320

Command Table utility (option 3.9) 162

Dialog Test (option 7) 286

Tables (option 7.4) 303, 305

Traces (option 7.7) 317, 318

RACF
See Resource Access Control Facility

RCHANGE command
ISPF 12, 25

REASON CODE field 121

RECFM field 131

RECFM keyword
SORT command 146

RECORD FORMAT field 76. 109

RECORD LENGTH field 109

REFERRED field 131

REFERRED keyword

SORT command 146

REFMOVR process option

SuperCE utility (option 3.13) 382

Rename Data Set panel 112

repeating a FIND or CHANGE command
using the RCHANGE command 25

using the RFIND command 25

RESET command
Browse (option 1) 97

member selection list 44

Reset ISPF Statistics panel 147

Reset ISPF Statistics utility (option 3.5)

options
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D - delete ISPF statistics 149

R - reset (create/update) ISPF statistics 148

results of resetting statistics 149

valid logical record lengths 147

RESET key 19, 277

RESET MOD LEVEL field 147

RESET SEQ NUMBERS field 148

RESHOW (PA2) key 19

Resource Access Control Facility 49

restrictions on member expansion and member parts

lists

all programming languages 213

Assembler 213

COBOL 214

FORTRAN 214

Pascal 214

PL/I 214

SCRIPT/VS 214

RESUME command
Dialog Test (option 7) 285

RETRIEVE command
ISPF 12

retrieving commands 27

RETURN CODE field 325

return codes

Batch JCL generation 256

member expansion 215

SuperC 377

RETURN command
ISPF 12, 24

RETURN keyword 164

RF parameter

ATTRIBUTES field 42

RFIND command
Data Set List utility (option 3.4) 142

ISPF 12, 25

RIGHT command
ISPF 12, 26

RN parameter

ATTRIBUTES field 42

Rnn parameter

WHEN field 320

ROW IDENTIFICATION field 298

ROW NUMBER field 301

RU parameter

ATTRIBUTES field 42

rules for:

printing panels with long lines 77

service call image for function trace entries 311

specifying log and list options 68

substituting 'I' for data set name 132

typing over multiple-choice parameters 27

typing over scroll amounts 27

using the add row option 305

using the col-1 and col-2 operands 94

using the Dialog Test Breakpoints option 322

using the Modify Row option 302
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S (information (short)) line command
Data Set List utility (option 3.4) 139

S (save) variable

T (variable types) field 300, 302, 304

S (select) line command
Format Specification utility (option 3.11) 171

member selection list 45

SCRIPT/VS (option 4.9) 237

S (shared) pool

POOL field 318

S (shared) variable

P (pool) field 294

S (suffix) qualifier

SRCHFOR process statement 412

S record format

RECORD FORMAT field 109

sample PDF session 56

SAVE command
Data Set List utility (option 3.4) 143

member list listings, examples of 344

member selection list 44

parameters

list-id 44, 143

SC parameter

ATTRIBUTES field 42

Screen Containing Graphics to be Printed 79

SCREEN FORMAT field 66

SCRIPT/VS (option 4.9) 233

changing style options 238

line commands
D (delete) 237

S (select) 237

processing sequence 233

selecting a formatting style 237

using the TSO/E Information Center

Facility 239

SCRIPT/VS Options for Style panel 238

SCRIPT/VS Processor panel 233

scroll amount abbreviations 366

scroll amounts 26

scroll commands 26

SCROLL field 8

scrollable data displays 9

data set format 10

table format 9

scrolling within a data set

typing over scroll and multiple-choice

parameters 26

using the scroll commands 26

Search DS Name field 189

Search-For Process Statements panel 193

Search-For utility (option 3.14)

applications 375

return codes 377

selecting members from a member list 202

SuperC program description 372

utility differences 371

Index 431



Search-For Utility panel 199

Search Member List panel 203

SEARCH STRING field 199

search strings, multiple 200

Secondary pages field 68

changing values 69

SECONDARY QUANTITY field 109

SELECT action

ACTION column 160

SELECT command
Format Specification utility (option 3.11) 171

member selection list 45

parameters

SELECT process statement

Extended Search-For utility (option 3.13.S) 409

parameters

member 409

new-member 409

old-member 409

SuperCE utility (option 3.13) 409

Select SCRIPT/VS Formatting Style panel 237

SELECT service 163, 280

SEQ parameter

SEQUENCE NUMBERS field 176

SEQ process option

Extended Search-For utility (option 3.13.S) 379

SuperCE utility (option 3.13) 379

SEQUENCE NUMBERS field 176

SERVICE field 319

Service Name field 324

Session Manager
Command (option 6) 277

Foreground (option 4) 206

Member Parts List (option 4.12) 246

SCRIPT/VS 235

Session Manager, using 277

SETVERB action

ACTION column 161

shift-in characters 50

DBCS character strings 51

Dialog Test variables 297

formatted data Edit and Browse 50

invalid mixed data, examples of 51

treatment in non-mixed mode 51

using the VALUE field 299

shift-out characters 50

DBCS character strings 51

Dialog Test variables 297

formatted data Edit and Browse 50

invalid mixed data, examples of 51

treatment in non-mixed mode 51

using the VALUE field 299

SHORT MESSAGE field 8

SHOWCMD command
Data Set List utility (option 3.4) 144

parameters

OFF 144

ON 144

SHR NOWRITE parameter

iflge 826

OPEN OPTION field 309

SI characters

See shift-in characters

single-byte character set

See extended binary coded decimal interchange

code

SIZE field 40, 42, 137

SLIST process statement

Extended Search-For utility (option 3.13.S) 411

SuperCE utility (option 3.13) 411

snapshot of a screen 53

SO characters

See shift-out characters

SORT command
Data Set List utility (option 3.4) 146

Format Specification utility (option 3.11) 171

keywords
%USED 146

BLKSZ 146

CREATED 146

DEVICE 146

DSORG 146

EXPIRES 146

LRECL 146

MESSAGE 146

NAME 146

RECFM 146

REFERRED 146

TRACKS 146

VOLUME 146

XT 146

member selection list 46

parameters

fieldl 46, 146

field2 46, 146

NAME 171

TIME 171

source and index listings

index listings 341

source listings 340

source data for SuperC listings 349

SOURCE DATA ONLINE field 252

SOURCE DATA PACKED field 206, 211, 252

SOURCE field 242

source listings 340

source segments 35

SOURCE TYPE field 208

SPACE display view

INITIAL DISPLAY VIEW field 126

SPACE UNITS field 108

Special Display Panel 314

Specify Disposition of Log and List Data Sets

panel 23

SPECIFY PACK OPTION FOR "TO" DATA SET
field 117

SPF
See System Productivity Facility

SPFUTIL program 163

SPLIT command 21

ISPF 12, 21
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repositioning a split screen 21

split screen limitations 21

splitting and swapping display screens

using the SPLIT command 21

using the SWAP command 22

SPLITV command
ISPF 13, 66

SRCHFOR process option

Extended Search-For utility (option 3.13.S)

parameters

qualifier 412

string 412

qualifiers

blank 412

P (prefix) 412

S (suffix) 412

W (word) 412

SRCHFORC process option

Extended Search-For utility (option 3.13.S)

stacking commands, defined 16

standard Search-For utility

entering multiple search strings 200

start-colm parameter

CMPCOLM process statement 396

CMPCOLMN process statement 397

CMPCOLMO process statement 397

CMPLINE process statement 400

DPLINE process statement 402

DPLINEC process statement 402

LSTCOLM process statement 405

NCHGT process statement 407

OCHGT process statement 407

START COLUMN field 167

Statements Dsn field 185, 191

statistics

ISPF members 39

load module libraries 41

statistics, creating or resetting 148

Status for Table panel

table not open 307

table open 308

STATUS FOR THIS SCREEN field 307, 308

stop-colm parameter

CMPCOLM process statement 396

CMPCOLMN process statement 397

CMPCOLMO process statement 397

CMPLINE process statement 400

DPLINE process statement 402

DPLINEC process statement 402

LSTCOLM process statement 405

NCHGT process statement 407

OCHGT process statement 407

string parameter

DPLINE process statement 402

DPLINEC process statement 402

FIND command 90

LOCATE command 43, 285

NCHGT process statement 406

OCHGT process statement 406

SRCHFOR process statement 412
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SUFFIX parameter
FIND command 90

SuperC Activate/Create Profile options

A - activate 197

C - create' 197

SuperC compare types

BYTE 184

FILE 183

412 LINE 183

WORD 183

SuperC listing source data 349

SuperC listing types

CHNG 175, 184

DELTA 175, 184

LONG 175, 184

NOLIST 175, 184

OVSUM 175, 184

SuperC Member List panel 177

412 SuperC process options

ANYC 379

APNDLST 381

APNDUPD 383

CNPML 381

COBOL 379

DLMDUP 381

DLREFM 381

DPACMT 380

DPADCMT 380

DPBLKCL 380

DPCBCMT 380

DPFTCMT 380

DPPLCMT 380

DPPSCMT 380

FMVLNS 381

GWCBL 381

LOGS 381

LONGLN 381

NARROW 382

NOPRTCC 382

NOSEQ 379

REFMOVR 382

SEQ 379

UPDCMS8 383

UPDCNTL 384

UPDMVS8 387

UPDPDEL 388

UPDSEQO 389

UPDSUMO 389

WIDE 382

XWDCMP 382

SuperC Process Statements panel 195

SuperC Utility - Submit Batch Jobs panel 178

SuperC Utility - Submit Batch Jobs panel using

NOLIST 181

SuperC utility (option 3.12)

"new" data set 172

"old" data set 174

applications 375

printing a SuperC listing in batch mode 177

process options 378

process statements 393
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return codes 377

specifying members on a member list 176

SuperC program description 372

SuperC submit options 179

blank - generate output listing to SYSOUT
CLASS 179

1 - generate output listing in DATA SET
NAME 179

2 - generate output listing using completed

//OUTDD DD 180

utility differences 371

SuperC Utility panel 172

SuperCE - Concatenation Batch Entry panel 188

SuperCE - Concatenation Interactive Entry

panel 187

SuperCE - Profile Manager panel 196

SuperCE process statements
* and .* (comment lines) 401

CMPBOFS (compare byte offsets) 395

CMPCOLM (compare columns) 396

CMPCOLMN (compare column new) 397

CMPCOLMO (compare column old) 397

CMPLINE (compare line) 399

DPLINE (do not process line) 402

DPLINEC (continuation of do not process

line) 402

LNCT (line count) 404

LSTCOLM (list columns) 405

NCHGT (new change text) 406

notation conventions 393

NTITLE (new title) 408

OCHGT (old change text) 406

OTITLE (old title) 408

SELECT (select PDS members) 409

SLIST (include statements in listing) 411

SuperCE Profile Browse Display panel 196

SuperCE utility (option 3.13)

applications 375

options

A - activate/create profiles 195

B - submit batch data set compare 187

Blank - compare data sets 186

E ' edit SuperCE statements data set 194

P - select process options 378

P - select SuperCE process options 194

S - Extended Search-For Compare utility

process options 378

process statements 393

return codes 377

SuperC program description 372

SuperCE utility 182

utility differences 371

SuperCE Utility panel 182

SWx\P command
ISPF 12, 22

symbolic debug data sets 242

synchronization data 373

SYSIN data set

Assembler H 367
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Assembler H 367

VS COBOL II 367

SYSLIN data set

Assembler H 368

VS COBOL II 368

SYSOUT class field 24, 67, 178, 253

SYSPRINT data set

Assembler H 368

VS COBOL II 368

SYSPUNCH data set

Assembler H 369

VS COBOL II 369

system command table 159

System Productivity Facility 163

SYSTERM data set

Assembler H 368

VS COBOL II 368

SYSTERM DD statement

parameters

member 257

prefix 257

SYSUTl data set

Assembler H 369

VS COBOL II 369

SYSUT2 - SYSUT5 data sets

VS COBOL II 369

T (truncated) attribute

A (variable attributes) field 294, 300, 302

T (truncation) column 160

T (variable types) field 300, 302, 304

T record format

RECORD FORMAT field 109

TABLE AVAILABLE field 307

table format 9

table input library 159

TABLE NAME field 298, 301

Table of Contents panel 337

TABLE ON DISK field 309

Table Structure panel 306

Tables (option 7.4)

Add Row line commands
D (delete) 305

I (insert) 305

R (repeat) 305

Add Row primary commands
CANCEL 305

END 305

LOCATE 305

Display Row commands
END 301

LOCATE 301

Display Structure command
LOCATE 306

Modify Row line commands
D (delete) 303
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I (insert) 303

R (repeat) 303

Modify Row primary commands
CANCEL 303

END 303

LOCATE 303

options

1 - display row 300

2 - delete row 301

3 - modify row 301

4 - add row 304

5 - display structure 306

6 - display status 307

working with dialog tables 298

Tables panel 298

Target Panel for Promoting 121

temporary data sets 54

TERM field

TERMIN command procedure statements 277

Terminal (option 0.1)

changing default delimiter 16

informing ISPF of the number of PF keys 65

overriding mode switching 7

Terminal Characteristics panel 64

TERMINAL TYPE field 64

terminals

Batch Assembler H (option 5.1) 258

Batch Assembler XF (option 5.1A) 260

Batch Linkage Editor (option 5.7) 270

Batch VS COBOL II compiler (option 5.2)

Batch VS FORTRAN compiler (option 5.3)

12 PF keys 70

24 PF keys 70

TEST command
TSO 279

TEST field

Batch OS/VS COBOL compiler (option

5.2A) 264

Foreground OS/VS COBOL compiler (option

4.2A) 223

Foreground VS COBOL II compiler (option

4.2) 221

testing dialogs 279

text strings, use of 92

TIME CREATED field 307, 309

TIME parameter

SORT command 171

TITLE field 8

To Panel for Copying 116

To Panel for Moving 118

TOP parameter

BY ROW NUMBER field 298

TOTAL display view

INITIAL DISPLAY VIEW field 126

trace output in ISPF log

function trace entries 311

trace header entries 310

variable trace entries 311

Traces (option 7.7)
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I (insert) 317

R (repeat) 317

Function Traces primary commands
CANCEL 317

END 317

LOCATE 317

options

1 - function traces 315

2 - variable traces 317

Variable Traces line commands
D (delete) 318

I (insert) 318

R (repeat) 318

Variable Traces primary commands
CANCEL 318

END 318

LOCATE 318

working with trace specifications 315

Traces panel 315

TRACKS field 130, 137

TRACKS keyword
SORT command 146

transmission codes 363

trigger statement errors 215

TRKS parameter

SPACE UNITS field 108

TRKS/CYLS field 137

TS parameter

ATTRIBUTES field 42

262 TSO Command Processor panel 275

265 TSO commands 22

ACCOUNT 32, 108

ALLOCATE 107

COPY 159

DELETE 127, 128, 142

TEST 279

TSO commands and CLISTs
Data Set List utility (option 3.4) 132

variables

Data Set List utility (option 3.4) 134

ZDLBLKSZ 134

ZDLCAT 135

ZDLCDATE 134

ZDLCONF 134

ZDLDEV 134

ZDLDSN 134

ZDLDSORG 134

ZDLEDATE 134

ZDLEXT 134

ZDLLCMD 134

ZDLLRECL 134

ZDLMSG 135

ZDLNDSN 135

ZDLRDATE 134

ZDLRECFM 134

ZDLREF 135

ZDLSIZE 134

ZDLUSED 134

ZDLVOL 134

TSO commands and CLISTs, entering 276

TTR data 103
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TTR field 42

Tutorial (option T) 335

finding ISPF information 4

HELP command 338

selecting 335

selecting the tutorial

ending the Tutorial 337

selecting a tutorial topic 335

Tutorial (option 7.T)

displaying tutorial information 326

TYPE field 30

typing over scroll and multiple-choice

parameters 26

U (uncatalog data set) line command
Data Set List utility (option 3.4) 139

U (updating a format) line command
Format Specification utility (option 3.11) 171

U record format

RECORD FORMAT field 109

understanding PDF panels 7

panel format 7

panel types 8

- UNIT field 137

unmovable data sets 131

UP command
ISPF 12, 26

UPD parameter

BROWSE Output field 186

UPDATE COUNT field 308, 309

UPDATE DS NAME field 174

Update Dsn field 185

updating a member list 49

UPDCMS8 process option

SuperCE utility (option 3.13) 383

UPDCMS8 update data set 383

UPDCNTL process option

SuperCE utility (option 3.13) 384

UPDCNTL update data sets and formats 384

UPDMVS8 process option

SuperCE utility (option 3.13) 387

UPDPDEL process option

SuperCE utility (option 3.13) 388

UPDPDEL update data set 388

UPDSEQO process option

SuperCE utility (option 3.13) 389

UPDSEQO update data set 389

UPDSUMO process option

SuperCE utility (option 3.13) 389

UPDSUMO update data set 389

user-idA parameter

JOB STATEMENT INFORMATION 55

user profiles 28

userid parameter

fW: 15457
list and log data sets 52

Utilities (option 3) 101

Command Table utility (option 3.9) 159

Convert Menus/Messages utility (option

3.10) 163

Data Set List utility (option 3.4) 124

Data Set utility (option 3.2) 106

Format Specification utility (option 3.11) 166

Hardcopy utility (option 3,6) 150

Library utility (option 3.1) 102

List VTOC utility (option 3.7), removal of 155

Move/Copy utility (option 3.3) 115

Outlist utility (option 3.8) 156

overview 6

Reset ISPF Statistics utility (option 3.5) 147

Search-For utility (option 3.14) 199

SuperC utility (option 3.12) 172

SuperCE utility (option 3.13) 182

Utility Selection Menu 101

0
V (VDEFINE) variable

P (pool) field 294

V record format

RECORD FORMAT field 109

VALUE field 294, 299, 300, 302, 304

specifying a DBCS value 299

VARIABLE field 293, 300, 302, 304, 317

Variable Traces panel 317

variable usage, Dialog Test 281

Variables (option 7.3)

line commands
D (delete) 294

I (insert) 294

manipulating variables

creating new variables 295

deleting variables 295

primary commands
CANCEL 294

END 294

LOCATE 294

usage notes

DBCS data 297

hexadecimal data 296

input errors 295

split-screen mode 296

test mode 296

variable life 296

variable value 296

working with dialog variables 293

Variables panel 293

VBA record format

RECORD FORMAT field 76

VERB column 160

VERT parameter

HEX command 95

VIO, allocating temporary data sets 54

VOLUME DATA field 137
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VOLUME display view
INITIAL DISPLAY VIEW field 126

VOLUME field 125, 130

VOLUME keyword
SORT command 146

VOLUME SERIAL field 32, 108

VS COBOL II compiler (option 4.2) 221

allocation data sets

SYSIN 367

SYSLIB 367

SYSLIN 368

SYSPRINT 368

SYSPUNCH 369

SYSTERM 368

SYSUTl 369

SYSUT2 - SYSUT5 369

VS COBOL II compiler (option 5.2) 262

VS COBOL II interactive debug (option 4.10) 240
VS COBOL II interactive debug (option 5.10) 272

VS COBOL II Interactive Debug panel 272

VS data set organization

DSORG field 131

VS FORTRAN compiler (option 4.3) 225

VS FORTRAN compiler (option 5.3) 265

VTOC DATA field 137

VTOC information display 136

VV.MM field 40

w

W (word) qualifier

SRCHFOR process statement 412

WHEN field 320

WIDE process option

SuperCE utility (option 3.13) 382

window as scrolling concept 25

WORD parameter

Compare Type field 183

FIND command 90

WRITE parameter

OPEN OPTION field 309

writing a list to a list data set

data set list 143

member list 44

X

X (print index listing) line command
Data Set List utility (option 3.4) 139

XT field 130

XT keyword
SORT command 146

XWDCMP process option

SuperCE utility (option 3.13) 382

0
YES parameter

ACTIVE field 316, 318, 320

BROWSE Output field 186

CONFIRM DELETE REQUEST field 127

IF PARTITIONED, REPLACE LIKE-NAMED
MEMBERS field 117

LOCK field 36

MIXED MODE field 51

MULTIPLE STRINGS field 200

NEWAPPL field 289

NEWPOOL field 289

PACK DATA field 122

PASSLIB field 290

PURGE DATA SET field 113

SPECIFY PACK OPTION FOR "TO" DATA SET
field 117

TABLE AVAILABLE field 307

TABLE ON DISK field 309

YYYY.DDD or YY.DDD format

EXPIRATION DATE field 111

YYYY/MM/DD or YY/MM/DD format

EXPIRATION DATE field 111

0
Z (compress data set) line command

Data Set List utility (option 3.4) 141

ZCMD input field 164

ZDLBLKSZ variable 134

ZDLCAT variable 135

ZDLCDATE variable 134

ZDLCONF variable 134

ZDLDEV variable 134

ZDLDSN variable 134

ZDLDSORG variable 134

ZDLEDATE variable 134

ZDLEXT variable 134

ZDLLCMD variable 134

ZDLLRECL variable 134

ZDLMSG variable 135

ZDLNDSN variable 135

ZDLRDATE variable 134

ZDLRECFM variable 134

ZDLREF variable 135

ZDLSIZE variable 134

ZDLUSED variable 134

ZDLVOL variable 134
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Numerics

1 to 9999 parameter

SCROLL field 8

3277KN parameter

TERMINAL TYPE field 65

3278CF parameter

TERMINAL TYPE field 65

3278KN parameter

TERMINAL TYPE field 65

3850 virtual volume, allocating a data set to 108

3850 virtual volumes, accessing 32

5550 terminal 166

60 lines per page

Lines per page field 67

80 lines per page

Lines per page field 67
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Note:

Staples

can

cause

problems

with

automated

mail

sorting

equipment.

Please

use

pressure

sensitive

or

other

gummed

tape

to

seal

this

form.
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